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Session A - Educational Innovations in 

Business Schools 

 

Forming responsible managers through action research training in the MBA program: 

Promise, challenges and prospects 

Benito L. Teehankee  

De La Salle University 

 

Cognizant of the profound social challenges faced by the Philippines, De La Salle University has 

revised its MBA program in 2012 in line with its commitments to the United Nations Principles 

for Responsible Management Education movement and the vision and mission of the its 

Management and Organization Department.  A core component of the revision is the training of 

students in action research and the requirement for graduation of implementing an action research 

project.  Action research enables MBA graduates to become agents of socially responsible change 

in their business contexts through the application of personal reflection, collaborative and scholarly 

skills.  The implementation of the new requirement is proceeding slowly with initial positive 

results.  Challenges in implementation include the need to further hone student skills in reflective 

writing and the need to further orient faculty in the critical realist epistemology of action research. 

 

Key words: management education, insider action research 
 

The national context of the Philippines: The social challenge 

The Philippines has a population of more than 100 million and is one of the fastest growing 

economies in the region.  Much of the growth is driven by business activity, especially in the strong 

service and consumer sectors and also from the burgeoning financial markets.  Paradoxically, the 

country also has one of the most persistent poverty challenges, estimated at around 25% of the 

population.  Even this national figure is misleading since in a few parts of the country the poverty 

is above 50% (Ordinario, 2013).  Part of the problem is that more than 60% of Filipino workers 

are in various vulnerable working conditions (International Labour Organization, 2012). 

If business growth is moving at a healthy pace, it is an urgent concern that national growth 

is not translating to broader prosperity for more Filipinos.  Cielito Habito (2012), former director 

of the National Economic Development Authority (NEDA), lamented that “we have an 

‘oligarchic’ economy where the bulk of the nation’s wealth and income is in the hands of a few.” 

He estimated that 75% of wealth gains are equivalent to the wealth increases of the richest forty 

families of the country. 

Villanueva has explained the structural problem of inequality in the Philippines as a case 

of “social extraction” (Villanueva, 1997).  Because of considerable resource surpluses, the elite 

group is able to maintain and improve its economic situation through time, relative to the non-elite 

group – especially labor.  Villanueva explains the basic mechanism of social extraction as follows: 

Political competition and expenditures on physical and human capital are alternative uses 

of group surpluses.  Although socially unproductive, political competition raises group 
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income to the extent that it protects, supports, maintains or enhances economic advantages, 

specifically the portion that is extracted from labor’s marginal product.  The latter is 

achieved by effectively resisting policies leading to meaningful land reform and the 

strengthening of labor market institutions (particularly the wage-bargaining process on 

behalf of workers).  Because it owns the major portion of the capital stock, the elite 

accounts for most expenditures on political competition to augment capital income through 

the extraction of a portion of labor’s marginal product. (Villanueva, 1997, p. 4) 

Social extraction is, therefore, a process of transferring a portion of what should have been 

the share of workers and employees -- fair wages due to their contribution to productivity -- to the 

already wealthy who can, in turn, use such extracted wealth to earn even more wealth through 

capital appreciation through business ownership and control or through investments in the capital 

markets.   Of course, in the case of business ownership in control, the elite are able to accomplish 

this only with the competent assistance of technically trained business managers – often from the 

top business schools of the country. 

In some cases, notably in Western developed countries, the elite’s easy access to the 

financial sector for wealth enhancement has shielded them from some of the most egregious 

financial collapses which have devastated ordinary employees.  Several business bankruptcies at 

the turn of the century, for example, showed how less than transparent financial manipulations 

involving the elite led to stock price appreciations which eventually collapsed – causing job losses 

to thousands while keeping the wealthy relatively unscathed.  Importantly, these corporate 

collapses frequently involved MBA graduates from notable business schools. 

This paper describes the approach of De La Salle University in forming MBA graduates 

who can be positive agents of change through business leadership in addressing the myriad social 

challenges faced by the country. 

 

The role of MBA programs in responsible management education 

Management educators interested in making a positive contribution to a more socially 

responsive business climate need to examine the emphases of business school curricula.  

Reforming inadequacies in business curricula is a fundamental step in this regard.   

Revans was an advocate of the practical learning approach to management education and 

an early critic of what are now common technical and analytic features of MBA programs.  He 

was the first professor of industrial management at the University of Manchester in 1955, a post 

he held until 1965. At that time, Revans anticipated that his methods would be adopted by the 

university’s new business school. But as British management education sought academic 

recognition, Revans’ action learning approach – which is not reliant on expert knowledge – did 

not fit the emerging paradigm which was then being imported from the US.  This experience may 

have shaped Revans’ low opinion of the emerging business school model, prompting him to coin 

the phrase “Moral Bankruptcy Assured” as the meaning of MBA (Bradbury, 2015).  

As mentioned above, a number of the most visible business scandals in recent decades have 

involved MBA graduates.  Enron Corporation, one of the most recognized and largest US 

companies at the turn of the century, was led by two MBAs from top schools:  Jeffrey Skilling 

from Harvard Business School as CEO and Andrew Fastow from Kellogg School of Management 

as CFO.  After the spectacular collapse of Enron, both executives went to jail for their role in the 

company’s financial practices.  Fastow admitted that: “When you misrepresent the nature of your 

company, when you artificially inflate earnings, when you improperly hide losses, when you do 

things like that to cause your stock price to go up, that is stealing” (McLean & Elkind, 2006).   
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Tragically, Clifford Baxter, vice-chairman of the Enron board and MBA graduate of Columbia 

Business School, committed suicide soon after the company’s collapse. 

In his critique of leading US MBA programs, Navarro (2008, p. 108) summarized six 

features of the ideal MBA curriculum as follows: 

1. Multidisciplinary Integration: Build the curriculum on a foundation of multidisciplinary 

and integrative problem solving rather than the isolated delivery of “functional silo” 

disciplines. 

2. Experiential Learning: Supplant, or at least supplement, the traditional “chalk-and-talk” 

lecture format with more experiential exercises aimed at real-world problem solving and 

student-centered learning. 

3. Soft-Skill Development: Appropriately emphasize such skills in a world where 

communications, leadership, negotiation, entrepreneurship, team building, and 

interpersonal skills arguably are as important as sound data analysis and the rigorous 

application of analytical management tools. 

4., 5. A Global Perspective and Information Technology Focus: These are critical features 

in a world of rapid technological change where the welfare of individual nations and the 

profitability of the modern corporation are increasingly dependent on world trade. 

6. Ethics and Corporate Social Responsibility: In a post-Enron world, business ethics and 

corporate responsibility must occupy at least some portion of center stage. 

After evaluating the leading US MBA programs, Navarro concluded that “today’s MBA 

curriculum remains far from the ideal identified in the prescriptive literature (p. 116)”.  In 

particular, he noted that very few of the schools included an experiential component in their 

pedagogy.  Rice University, one of the few exceptions, requires an Action Learning Project where 

students create a project, gather data, conduct interviews, and perform analyses in order to present 

the results to the senior management of the company in question. 

Amidst the growing frequency of business scandals and their accompanying public harms 

The United Nations Principles for Responsible Management Education (PRME) program was 

initiated in recognition of the significant role that business schools play in promoting responsible 

management behavior through various educational programs.  More than 500 business schools 

around the world have joined PRME.   

De La Salle University joined the movement in 2009.  The university established the 

Management and Organization Department during its 2011 Centennial to be the “heart and soul” 

of the College of Business and thereby emphasize socially responsible management education.  

The department’s vision is “to be a leading academic department that bridges faith and 

management practice through values-based management education and research geared towards 

promoting integral human development and sustainable value-adding organizations.”   

In reviewing its MBA program, faculty of the department were inspired by the Lasallian 

Guiding Principles (De La Salle Philippines, 2004) which emphasize the important role of 

educating all students to be more responsive to the needs of society: 

In keeping with the redemptive thrust of De La Salle’s educational effort, Lasallian works 

whatever their nature, ultimately aim to make a difference in the lives of those who are 

powerless, oppressed, marginalized and deprived of dignity.  

While works in direct service to the poor are to be preferred, educational works that cater 

to other social classes contribute to this effort by instilling in learners a concern for justice 

and peace, and a commitment to active solidarity with the poor. (p.16) 

Thus, the department’s mission is “to develop competent, humanistic, nationalistic, and 
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socially responsible business leaders, professionals and entrepreneurs that serve as change agents 

in society.” 

 

Insider action research in the MBA program of De La Salle University 

In 2012, the department revised the MBA curriculum to incorporate two foundation 

courses: Lasallian Business Leadership and Management Action Research.  These revisions are 

consistent with Navarro’s recommendations on strengthening the ethics, experiential learning and 

soft-skill components of the MBA program. The first course focuses on ethical business practices 

guided by Catholic Social Thought and Lasallian principles and includes a service learning 

pedagogy.  The second one focuses on being a practitioner-scholar in promoting social change in 

business organizations. The terminal outcome is an integrative action research paper describing 

the student’s change agent practice while applying technical learnings from literature research and 

course work in the core courses (Figure 1).   
 

Figure 1 

The curriculum of the MBA Program of De La Salle University 

 

In 2013, Prof. David Coghlan, pioneer scholar of insider action research from Trinity 

College Dublin, was invited by the department as visiting scholar.  Prof. Coghlan conducted 

seminars for faculty and students on the finer aspects of action research practice and scholarship.  

The department has adopted the book “Doing action research inside your own organization” by 

Coghlan and Brannick (2014) as the standard reference for MBA students. 

Action research is an emergent inquiry process in which applied behavioral science 
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knowledge is integrated with existing organizational knowledge and applied to solve real 

organizational problems.   Action research aims to bring about change in organizations while 

developing self-help competencies in organizational members and adding to scientific knowledge.   

Finally, action research is a continuously evolving process undertaken in a spirit of collaboration 

and co-inquiry by stakeholders (Coghlan & Brannick, 2010).  

Action research is an appropriate competency to pursue in the department’s MBA 

curriculum given the goals of the department to form Lasallian business leaders who can be 

reflective change agents.  Moreover, action research supports the humanistic orientation of the 

department since it “contributes directly to the flourishing of human persons, their communities 

and the ecosystems of which they are a part” (Reason and Torbert, 2001, p. 6). 

The MBA program aims to train students, through an integrative implementation of a 

change project, three broad strategies in action research.  These are referred to as first-person, 

second-person and third-person (Reason and Torbert, 2001).  First-person action research involves 

practicing “critical subjectivity” whereby the student learns to “foster an inquiring approach to his 

or her own life, to act awarely and choicefully, and to assess effects in the outside world while 

acting” (p. 17).  In simple terms, this trains students to be reflective in their management practice. 

Second-person action research enables the student to “engage with others in a face-to-face 

group to enhance [their] respective first-person inquiries” (p. 20). Students learn to engage other 

stakeholders in the organizational situation they wish to change so that these individuals can be 

co-researchers and learn and reflect about the action being planned and implemented.  This 

approach develops the communication and collaborative skills of the students. 

Third-person action research aims to create a wider community of inquiry involving 

persons who do not know each other face-to-face and yet can be part of a process of influencing 

and transforming organizational strategy and even government policy (p. 23).  Students can learn 

to be part of research conferences where they can share their action research experiences and 

engage in dialogues which can encourage others to learn and pursue their own change initiatives.  

This aspect of action research is closest to the scholarly activities that academics typically do.  The 

main difference is that students are not merely consumers of knowledge from the academic 

production but also contributors through their own recorded experiences. 

Students are trained to do the three strategies above in their project using an iterative 

process called the action research cycle (Figure 2).   

 

Figure 2  

The action research cycle (Coghlan & Brannick, 2014, p. 8) 

 

Students are guided in their action research to reflect on key questions for themselves and 
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in collaboration with others in the workplace.  Typical questions would be as follows: 

 Context and purpose: What is your initial understanding of the situation’s background? 

Who are involved? What are their goals? How did the situation come to be? What are your 

roles, goals, needs and concerns coming into the situation? 

 Constructing: What do you and the people involved agree is the issue and causes? 

 Planning action: What do you plan to do with the people involved in order to address the 

issue and achieve your goals? 

 Taking action: What did you actually do with the people involved in order to address the 

issue and achieve your goals? 

 Evaluating action: What results did you and the others achieve relative to your goals? For 

yourself? For the others? For the organization? 

The MBA program is premised on the belief that adherence to the action research cycle 

enables students to achieve incremental progress in their workplace change project while gaining 

important skills for future problem-solving efforts and enhancing collaborative relationships with 

stakeholders.  Moreover, the MBA program also seeks an important meta-learning or reflective 

outcome – a transformative learning experience for the student upon completion of the action 

research project.  This is akin to Fastow’s reflective admission cited above. 

Given the entrenched social problems in the country and the role the university expects its 

business graduates to play, a transformative learning pedagogy is essential.  This aims for a 

profound change in the perspective of the learner – a change in belief systems.  In order to 

accomplish this, Mezirow (1990) identified three important domains of reflection, namely, content, 

process and premise.   

Content reflection focuses on the content of the situation the student attempted to change.  

Process reflection looks into the procedure and strategy the student used in deciding on and 

implementing the change.  Premise reflection looks into the assumptions, beliefs and perspective 

the student had when the change was attempted.  These reflections can lead the student to change 

perspective to learn deeply about himself or herself as a worker and as a change agent. 

The first wave of graduates had defended their projects, showing the valuable learning 

experiences that MBA students can acquire through the implementation of insider action research.   

An example of an action research project pursued by an MBA student was implemented in 

a large universal bank entitled: "Management Communication and Employee Participation in the 

Outsourcing Process of Universal Bank Corporation Cash Operations in Metro Manila.” The 

student observed difficulties in the bank management’s efforts to implement the needed 

outsourcing initiative in the bank.  He surmised that the employees’ resistance stemmed from a 

lack of engagement in the process and he initiated such a process.  As a result, he enabled positive 

and more trusting communication between management and the affected employees which 

facilitated the implementation of the business change of outsourcing, under conditions that were 

more psychologically acceptable for the employees. 

 

Prospects and challenges in action research formation 
The department views the implementation of the MBA curricular reform involving action 

research as, itself, an action research (Norton, 2009).  Reflection on the implementation of the 

revised curriculum highlights some promising areas as well as challenges. 

The transition from the traditional pedagogy to insider action research has been slow but 

this has been facilitated by structural and organizational support.  The availability of the textbook 

and the visit of Coghlan was an important factor in the implementation.  Faculty from the 
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Management and Organization department have opened themselves to the intricate and arduous 

process that action research requires – a large departure from the industry competitiveness studies 

and positivist research previously done by research students. Many students, for their part, find 

insider action research training and the final project as practical and meaningful, even as they 

struggle with the application of the reflection, collaboration and writing skills required. 

There are a number of challenges.  Positivist epistemology is dominant among faculty and 

students despite the clear delineation in Coghlan and Brannick (2014) of the critical realist 

pedagogy entailed by action research (Bhaskar, 2009; Winter & Munn-Giddings, 2001).  This is 

typically revealed in how faculty impose their own beliefs on what problem or “root causes” 

students should pursue in their action research, instead of respecting the student’s construction 

process as the direct participants in the change effort – something the faculty are not a part of. 

For the students, the challenges involve the difficulty of carrying out and documenting the 

needed reflections, interacting candidly with collaborators and extrapolating actionable knowledge 

for contribution to the literature. 

Finally, the early round of action research projects shows a tendency to choose safe and 

narrow operational improvement projects for change instead of advocating for truly humanizing 

and emancipatory projects which is what action research and the department truly aspire for.  It is 

hoped that in future implementation cycles of the MBA program action research requirement, 

students will gain confidence to pursue changes that positively impact on the quality of lives of 

people in the workplace and beyond.   

 It is important that these lessons from the early implementations be used as a basis for 

improving the teaching of insider action research in the MBA program.   In this regard, the faculty 

involved have initiated a reflection into such lessons which indicate that, while the implementation 

challenges remain formidable, the implementing faculty can move the innovation constructively 

forward by working together as befits the insider action research project that it is (Norton, 2009).  

Major improvements will need to include continuing and rigorous development of faculty 

members and panelists in sound insider action research practice and improved structuring of 

student work to ensure continuous application of action research skills in the workplace leading to 

the final MBA requirement. 

 

Conclusion 

De La Salle University has attempted to reform its MBA curriculum to produce more 

socially responsive business graduates.  This move was anchored on the institution’s core beliefs 

as well as a deep awareness of the signs of the times.  The joint requirement of ethics and action 

research, in combination with the technical courses in the MBA program, is seen as the core 

formation mechanism that will produce more reflective and humanistic business leaders. 
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Performance measurement system for Saint Mary’s University- School of Accountancy 

using a balanced scorecard: Basis for the school’s strategic map 

 

Ma. Concepcion Jalijali, Marlon John Aliac, Judimyr Aiza Apolinar, Joshua Cachola, Rivalyn, 

R. Magday and Allen Ray Ringpis  

Saint Mary’s University 

 

This study was undertaken to provide a baseline data for a municipality’s adoption of the Balanced 

Scorecard Technology. It sought to analyze and to provide comparison on the financial 

performance of the City of San Fernando, Pampanga (CSFP) before and after the use of the 

Performance Governance System (PGS), determining therefore the effects of the aforesaid system 

in the city, thus, completing the Phase 1 of the study. It further aimed to come up with a tool that 

markets the use and the effects of the PGS in CSFP and to introduce the system to the stakeholders 

of LGU-Solano, with which Phase 2 commenced. The level of acceptability in terms of 

attractiveness and the stakeholders’ perception of the benefits and practicability of the strategies 

of the system to be employed were then determined. The likelihood of having variances as to the 

level of acceptability among the stakeholders was further analyzed. The study was delimited to 

San Fernando City’s financial performance from 2002 to 2011, for the 1st phase and LGU-

Solano’s response to the marketed system, for the 2nd phase. Moreover, the study utilized the 

descriptive-quantitative research design and document analysis. Results from Phase 1 of the study 

indicate that the practice of the PGS brought forth favorable effects on the financial performance 

of CSFP. Furthermore, the level of acceptability of the stakeholders of LGU- Solano, as measured 

in the 2nd phase of the study shows that the stakeholders, overall, agree on the attractiveness, 

perceived benefits and strategies of the PGS. 

 

Keywords: Balanced Scorecard Technology, Performance Governance System, financial 

performance 
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The effect of technology- enhanced approach in teaching and learning 

 

Fe Rose-Anne B. Ragojos  

University of Saint Louis  

 

Abstract: As we move into the 21
st 

century, we found ourselves in an era of rapid changes. One 

pivotal factor that drives and supports these changes is information technology. With advances in 

technology, information is now created and disseminated at an unprecedented speed, which brings 

about a consequential increase in the intensity of global competition. To successfully integrate 

technology into teaching and learning in schools is a challenging task that hinges on a lot of factors, 

including effective teacher training. The problem however is if the students will perform better 

and be globally competitive with the use of technology-enhanced teaching, thus this study. The 

main objective of this study is to determine the effectiveness of technology-enhanced teaching to 

the academic performance of students. The results of a survey of 264 Business Administration and 

Accountancy students of the University of Saint Louis indicates that technology-enhanced 

teaching is effective in the learning process and contribute to their academic performance. Further, 

results revealed that there is no significant difference on the perceived effectiveness of technology-

enhanced teaching between male and female SBAA students. There is however a significant 

difference on the perceived effectiveness. 

 

When respondents are grouped according to major and year level. That is, 2nd and 4th year 

students see technology-enhanced teaching as effective compared to others and Business 

Administration   students   see   these   method   of   teaching   as   effective   compared to 

Accountancy students. To contribute to a better academic performance therefore of students, 

teachers need to be competent in the use of technology-enhanced teaching and   a collaborative 

effort to support the use of technology in their teaching. 

 

Keywords: Technology-Enhanced Approach, Technologies used, Effects 

 

 

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 

Teaching strategy is any method that a teacher uses to help students easily understand the lessons. 

The effectiveness of the strategies they are using will be the basis on how the learners absorb what 

they are studying. Effective teaching strategies are one of the cornerstones of classroom success. 

(Bill Alexander, 2009). There are lots of different strategies for effective teaching that will enhance 

the academic performance of the students. Like, self- directed learning, lecture, video for learning, 

projector, PowerPoint, gaming approach, and mobile devices. 

Technology-aided instruction and intervention (TAII) are those in which technology is the central 

feature of an intervention that supports the goal or outcome for the student. Technology is defined 

as “any electronic item/equipment/application/or virtual network that is used intentionally to 

increase/maintain, and/or improve daily living, work/productivity, and recreation/leisure 

capabilities of adolescent with autism spectrum disorders” (Odom, Thompson, et al., 2013). TAII 

incorporates a broad range of devices, such as speech- generating devices, smart phones, tables, 

computed-assisted instructional programs, and virtual networks. The common features of these 

interventions are the technology itself (as noted) and instructional procedures for learning to use 
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the technology or supporting its use in appropriate contexts. 

Internet technology is changing so fast that it has become a common tool for instruction today, 

there is a need to substantiate the relevance to the curriculum as perceived by the students (Neil C. 

Capricho, Michael M. Obenque, Fe Monique F. Musni, 2012). Technology is evolving at an 

astonishing rate. It has dramatically changed the ways we work, learn, interact, and spend our 

leisure time. Computers and information technologies have visibly revolutionized nearly every 

aspect of daily life—how and where we get our news, how we order goods and services, and how 

we communicate (Richard J. Noeth and Boris B. Volkov, 2004). 

The use of Internet in teaching and learning provides opportunity for teachers and students in 

exploring and searching for information and references. They could easily access an almost 

limitless variety of resources and share information with their peers anytime, anywhere since 

electronic communication compose no boundaries of time or geographical location (Zalina 

Yahaya, 2002). Technology should be a tool to help educators meet the educational needs of all 

children. As such, technologies cannot function as solutions in isolation, but must be thought of as 

key ingredients in making it possible for schools to address core educational challenges (Bennett, 

Culp, Honey, Tally, & Spielvogel, 2000). Moreover, technology also changes the way teachers 

teach, offering educators effective ways to reach different types of learners and assess student 

understanding through multiple means. It also enhances the relationship between teacher and 

student. When technology is effectively integrated into subject areas, teachers grow into roles of 

adviser, content expert, and coach. Technology helps make teaching and learning more meaningful 

and fun (Edutopia Staff, 2008). 

Effective use of technology has the potential to transform the student-teacher relationship. 

By the use of modern technology, it encourages the students to study and be more interested in 

classroom discussions. There’s an ultimate appreciation that would motivate the learners to study 

more. It enables the students to have a clearer understanding regarding their lessons. With this, it 

would be beneficial for the teachers and students to create an intellectual discussion and they are 

being challenged by technology. Gone are the days when the teacher stood in the front of the 

classroom and lectured while students simply took notes. Today the classroom is an interactive 

world where the teacher as well as the student is engaged with technology. Because today's young 

people are hooked up and plugged in all of the time, whether it is with text messaging, iPods, social 

networking websites and more, it is important that teachers find a way to engage them on a 

technology level. Technology in the classroom is doing just that--keeping students stimulated by 

using the latest and greatest inventions in computers and digital media. Despite such promise, 

however, there is varied evidence regarding the effectiveness of technology as it relates to 

educational equity and achievement issues. (Barton, 2001). The purpose of this study therefore is 

to determine how effective the use of technology-enhanced teaching and also to determine its 

perceived effect on academic performance of students. 
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Research Paradigm 

 

 

 

 

The paradigm shows that the profile of the respondents affects the perception of students on the 

effect of technology-enhanced approach in teaching and learning. 

 

 

METHODS 

Descriptive survey method will be used in the study. The respondents are the students of the School 

of Business Administration and Accountancy of the University of Saint Louis currently enrolled 

this school year 2014-2015, particularly   the 2nd, 3rd and 4th year. The 1st year students were not 

included as they are not yet exposed to various technology-enhanced teaching. The study is also 

delimited to the common years, that is, 2nd to 4th years of both Business Administration and 

Accountancy. The 5th years are not included as it is only applicable to Accountancy course. The 

data was obtained using a survey questionnaire consisting of two parts. Part one consisted of 

information on the profile of the respondents.   Part two determined the effect of technology- 

enhanced approach in teaching and learning. For the data on the profile of the respondents, 

frequency and percentage was used, while the effect of technology- enhanced approach in teaching 

and learning, mean was used. Finally, ANOVA was used for the significant difference of the 

variables. 
 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 

The table reveals that 34.1% of the respondents are Third year students. Majority are female and 

36.7% are students majoring in Finance. Most respondents agree that technology-enhanced 

approach affects the learning process of students. This is supported by the study of AlAmmary 

(2012) that at the University of Bahrain, student learning and achievement have been affected 

when the teaching and learning processes are enhanced by ET. ET has motivated the students to 

get more involved in learning activities through which they become more active and more 

interested in learning. However, the findings of Joseph (2006) revealed that when technology was 

used alongside traditional teaching and learning it impacted positively on the education experience 

of the learner. This resulted in student’s positive outcomes such as developing independent 

 

 

Profile of the 

Respondents 

Perceived 

effect of 

technology- 

enhanced 

approach in 

teaching and 

learning 
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workers; problem solvers; better communicators and collaborators and researchers (Juliet Eileen 

Joseph, 2006).  In the study of   Azubuike (2011) revealed that there is the need to use e-learning 

in teaching and learning in schools as this will enhance and complement learning and teaching of 

agricultural science and home economics (Ozioma C. Azubuike and S. Offordile, 2011). Similarly, 

the findings of Sangra (2010) concluded that the kind of use of ICT is a key factor for innovation, 

teaching and improvement of learning processes. 
 

Table 1. Profile of the Respondents 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2. Technologies used by Teachers 

  

Technologies

  

Frequency

  

Percentage  

Video for 

Learning 

103 14.21 

LED television 97 13.38 

PowerPoint 332 45.79 

Gadgets 111 15.31 

Online discussion 37 5.10 

Internet 

connection 

45 6.21 

  

TOTAL

  

725

  

100  
   

As seen from the table, the technology most commonly used by teachers is the PowerPoint. 

Online discussion is seldom used. Students also indicated that they valued the use of computer 

technology for learning. Descriptive statistics on questions related to personal computer use 

show a strong favor- able response to computer use and: facilitation of learning, value-added 

aspects such as usefulness to other classes and/or career, learning material in a more 

Profile Frequency Percentage 

Year Level   

4
th 

year 86 32.7 

3
rd 

year 90 34.2 

2
nd 

year 87 33.1 

Major   

Accountancy 48 18.2 

Financial 

Management 

62 23.5 

Finance 70 26.5 

Business 

Management 

30 11.4 

Marketing 

Management 

54 20.5 

Gender   

Male 85 32.2 

 

 Female

  

179

  

67.8  
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meaningful way, and working in groups with other students (Gretchen Lowerison, Jennifer 

Sclater, Richard F. Schmid, and Philip C. Abrami, 2006). In addition, Fouts (2000) indicates 

that, while not all reviews show outcomes in favor of computer use, the vast majority reach 

positive conclusions about their efficacy. He reports general concurrence that when combined 

with traditional instruction, the use of computers can    increase    student    learning in the 

traditional curriculum and basic skills areas; the integration of computers with traditional 

instruction produces higher academic achievement in a variety of subject areas than does 

traditional instruction alone; students learn more quickly with greater retention when learning 

with the aid of computers. 

 

Table 3. Effect of Technology-enhanced approach in teaching and learning 

 
ITEMS MEAN DESCRIPTIVE 

  VALUE  

1. The knowledge  and 

skills I learned through the 

use of technology is useful 

to my academic 

performance 

4.3788 Agree 

2. Technology improved 

my classroom relationship 

with teachers and 

classmates 

4.0000 Agree 

3. I am motivated to use 

technology in learning 

4.2008 Agree 

4. I can adapt and integrate 

technology in my course 

4.2235 Agree 

5. Technology has great 

power to influence my 

learning capability 

4.2424 Agree 

6. Technology raises the 

quality of classroom 

discussions and involves 

me much more deeply in my 

own education 

4.1629 Agree 

7. My learning experience 

was facilitated with the use 

of technology 

4.0795 Agree 

8. The use of technology 

improved the quality of my 

work 

4.2159 Agree 

9. Technology help me to 

learn the material in a 

meaningful way 

4.2386 Agree 

10. Technology makes it 

easier to work in groups 

with other students 

4.2727 Agree 

11. I am able focus  more 
on my studies 

3.8447 Agree 

12. I makes my job as a 

student a lot easier 

4.1364 Agree 

13. I am able to learn more 

when technology is 

incorporated in the learning 

4.0568 Agree 
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As seen from the table, the respondents agree that technology-enhanced approach in teaching and 

learning have good and positive effects as the knowledge and skills learned through these 

process   
14. I am able to understand 

well the lesson when 

technologies are used in the 

discussion 

3.9735 Agree 

15. I can learn more in the 

strategies used by teachers 

with the use of  technologies 

4.0833 Agree 

16. Lessons are prepared 

well through technologies 

4.0417 Agree 

17. I am more focused in my 

learning inside the 

classroom when 

technologies are used 

3.8030 Agree 

18. Student learning is 

enhanced with the use of 

technologies 

4.0758 Agree 

19. Teaching strategy 

enhanced by technologies 

employed stimulates 

students’ interests in the 

course 

4.0947 Agree 

20. The lesson is  

effectively communicated 

with the use of  technologies 

4.0189 Agree 

21. The course is presented 

in a well-  organized manner 

with the use of technologies 

4.1250 Agree 

22. Adequate experience is 

needed in using 

technologies in teaching 

4.0492 Agree 

23. There is comfort to the 

teacher when using 

technologies in teaching 

3.9545 Agree 

24. Regular assistance in the 

operation of the 

technologies used in the 

classroom is necessary for 

teachers who have very 

little knowledge on new 

technologies 

3.9811 Agree 

25. Knowledge in the use of 

technology in teaching is 

necessary 

3.9735 Agree 

26. The use of technology in 

teaching makes a teacher 

more        dynamic        and 

  

enthusiastic

  

3.9924 Agree 
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technologies are useful to their learning process. 

 

Table 4. Significant Difference between Perceived Effect of Technology-Enhanced Approach in 

Teaching and Learning to profile 

 

  

Variable

  

F

  
Sig.  

Gender  

Male 0.199 0.656 

Female   

Year Level   

4
th 

year 8.596 0.000 

3
rd 

year   

2
nd 

year   

Major   

Business Management   

Marketing Management   

Financial Management 10.602 .000 

Finance   

 

 Accountancy

  

  

 

As gleaned from the table, there is no significant difference on the perceived effect of 

technology-enhanced approach in teaching and learning between male and female. Gender 

therefore does not affect the perception of students on the effect of technology-enhanced 

approach in teaching and learning. There is however a significant difference between students 

when grouped according to major and year level. The significant difference lies in the year 

level, that is, the 2
nd 

year and 4
th 

year students see technology-enhanced   approach   to   affect 

their learning compared to 3
rd 

years. On the other hand, the Business Management, Marketing 

Management, Financial Management and Finance students sees technology-enhanced approach 

positive compare to Accountancy. This is due to the fact that Accountancy students are focused 

on problem solving compared to Business Administration which is more theoretical in nature. 

The study reveals that there is no significant difference in the effect of technology-enhanced 

approach between male and female. In addition, the Accountancy students however do not 

find technology-enhanced teaching as affecting their learning and that 2
nd 

and 4
th 

year students 

find that this method affects their learning. This result shed a whole new light on the issue of 

technology-enhanced approach for university courses in general. In the study of Chen (2011), 

female learners are more easily affected by different multimedia material than male learners. 

It also finds significant gender difference in learner emotional states while using different 

multimedia materials for learning. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

A well designed technology- enhanced approach in teaching and learning can improve students 

learning experiences. The unique contribution of this study is that this method of learning is 

valuable for both Business Administration and Accountancy students in all year levels. It is 

evident that technology-enhanced teaching can help students acquire and flexibly use complex 

knowledge. The results are educationally significant and the methodology used will continue 

to be useful in identifying important factors associated with learning in technology-enhanced 
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approach. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

To effectively utilize technology in the classroom, teachers should be properly trained. In 

addition, it is more academically supported if all teachers use the technology together. It is 

insufficient for a student to receive an interactive education in only a few classes while in 

others he or she is receiving outdated instructional strategies. Teachers should enhance the use 

of technology in teaching to contribute to better academic   performance   of   the   students. 

Results of this study are viewed as encouraging, but provisional and it needs further evaluation, 

thus, a need for further study. 
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Exploring and evolving a business incubation model for higher education institutions 

 

John Octavious S. Palina  

Saint Mary’s University 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Business incubation is a dynamic process of business enterprise development (Megginson, Byrd, 

& Megginson, 2006) and is seen as a support system that assists in the development and 

commercialization of research from universities thus aids in economic development and job 

creation (Fishback, 2009). It provides a nurturing, instructive, and supportive environment for 

entrepreneurs during the critical states of starting up a new business (Wanklin, 2002) through 

interim management and access to professional advisers like financial specialists & patent agents, 

free or inexpensive counseling, and shared but secure laboratory facilities (Beaver, 2002; Smith, 

2002). 

 

These statements underscore the significance of higher educational institutions, or more commonly 

known in the Philippines as HEIs, in promoting and developing new business ventures. It also 

highlights, as Anderseck (2004) states, the shift in some universities and colleges from producing 

scientific knowledge about Entrepreneurship to transforming this scientific knowledge into 

productive ideas that can be commercialized. 

 

Braun (2006) calls this as a shift in universities’ roles from container knowledge to entrepreneurial 

learning. He said that in addition to their traditional role as sources of ideas, knowledge, and 

intellectual capital, universities must become agents of innovations, i.e., entrepreneurial 

universities through the use of an entrepreneurial learning approach. With an entrepreneurial 

learning approach therefore, an educational institution becomes a possible source of new firm 

formation. 

 

A growing number of business schools in the Philippines instituted their business incubators, also 

called as business centers, mini companies, business laboratories, or business accelerators. These 

incubators mimic the real business world by setting up a business-like environment in order to 

develop among their students practical and functional skills needed to establish one’s business. As 

compared however to the growth and development of business incubators and university spinoffs 

in Western countries and other Asian countries, the Philippines still need a lot of catching up as 

revealed in the succeeding study. 

 

The study by Nezu (2005), which was written as part of a project organized by the World 

Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) noted that collaboration between university and 

industry in the Philippines is new and not yet widespread. A very small proportion of universities 

have strong R & D units that enable university and industry collaboration. 

The challenge therefore for researches on entrepreneurship lies on how one may be able to probe 

deeply into the factors, components, processes, and/or systems of business incubation as these are 

critical to the growth and development of university spinoffs. As Teece (1987, in Gartner & Starr, 

1993: 42) avers, firms and even governments have difficulty trying to stimulate entrepreneurship 

and innovation when the factors that propel it are so poorly understood. Similarly, Shane (2003) 
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noted that while the community of scholars teaches students how to found successful new 

companies, the scholarly understanding of this field is actually quite limited. 

 

The preceding statements justify the need to conduct a study that will look more closely into the 

entrepreneurial and business incubation practices and conditions of higher education institutions 

in the northern region of the Philippines and then develop a business incubation model for business 

schools. Developing a business incubation model for the academe drawn from the perspectives of 

industry practitioners and academicians may provide a “bridge the gap” solution to a deeper and 

broader understanding about entrepreneurship theory and practice. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESES 

 

The main goal of an incubation program is to produce successful graduates, that is, businesses that 

are financially viable and freestanding when they leave the incubator (Megginson, et al., 2006). 

Many university technology commercialization activities are conducted in a business incubation 

facility also known as university research laboratories and technology transfer offices (Shane, 

2004). 

Harmon, Ardishvili, Cardozo, Elder, Leuthold, Parshall, et al. (1997) studied how technology 

transfer (TT) process depends on size and age of recipient firm among 19 companies which had 

acquired 23 different technologies. They have identified five TT processes based on source of 

technology and nature of the transferee. Most successful transfers are based on strong prior 

connections between people in the laboratories and in the business communities. Similarly, 

Friedman and Silberman (2003) who studied the characteristics of universities that affect the 

number of invention disclosures identified the experience of a technology transfer office to an 

enhanced commercialization of inventions in a university. Hence, age of the firm is seen here as a 

variable that influences technology-transfer or commercialization. 

 

Regularity of operations of incubators is also critical to producing university spinoffs. According 

to Shane (2004), universities with regular operations that provide their licensing offices with more 

resources, whose licensing officers have more expertise in firm formation and which embed their 

licensing officers in a network of start-up company stakeholders have more spinoffs than other 

universities.  Accordingly, within this context I propose: 

Hypothesis 1: The status of the business incubation program in terms of the incubator’s length 

and regularity of operations is related to the number of commercialized business ideas or plans. 

Business incubation programs depend heavily on several factors along policies, human resources, 

physical resources, and financial resources in order to spin-off a new company developed by 

business students and/or educators. There are however several issues that serve as stumbling 

blocks in realizing a successful business incubation program. Collins and Wakoh (2000) for 

instance, identified two major barriers of technology transfers in Japan: (i) little experience 

managing the technology transfer processes, and (ii) lack of complementary and intermediary 

institutions that can facilitate transferring technologies. 
 

Siegel, Waldman, Atwater, and Link (2004) on the other hand found out that lack of rewards for faculty 

involvement in TT, lack of resources for technology transfer offices (TTO), lack of mutual understanding, 

especially in terms of culture, lack of experience, know-how and skills of TTO staff serve as organizational 

and managerial barriers to successful commercialization of inventions. 
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considered as critical to commercialization of business ideas. Friedman and Silberman (2003) 

mentioned that universities need to develop policies on distribution of royalty income, invention 

disclosure, license income, and cumulative active licenses. For Di Gregorio and Shane (2003), 

university policies on making equity investments in lieu of patent and licensing costs, inventor 

share of royalties, and the university’s intellectual eminence increase the creation of new firms. 

Along human resource and financial aspects, reward to technology transfer personnel was found 

to be positively related to a university’s entrepreneurial activity (Lockett, Siegel, Wright, & 

Ensley, 2005). Therefore, with respect to these researches I propose: 

Hypothesis 2: The number of business ideas implemented or commercialized is correlated with 

the HEI’s degree of constraints experienced along policies, human resources, physical resources, 

and financial aspects. 

Traditionally, a university has to fulfill two main tasks: stimulating the intellectual activity of 

students by presenting them theoretical knowledge, which is profound as well as precise; and 

leading scientific research in the branches covered by academic staff (Teczke & Gawlik, 2004). 

These are achieved through the conduct of various entrepreneurial practices like emphasis on a 

central steering core or having a strong and decision-oriented senior management group delivering 

useful outcomes on entrepreneurial requests; change orientation or having a culture of change 

rather than a rule-based orientation; cooperation with industry and other excellent universities, and 

service offer for spin-offs or having a logistical support for gaining risk capital, consultation, office 

and small production facilities, and find guarantors, among others, contained in the Twenty Burton 

Clark Practices (Gjerding, Wilderom, Cameron, Taylor, & Scheunert, 2006). These practices make 

a university entrepreneurial and increase the likelihood of commercializing a business idea or 

producing a university spin-off. 

 

The term “entrepreneurial university” describes instances in which universities have proven 

themselves critical to regional economic development through their role of commercializing 

scientific and technological knowledge produced within research laboratories (O’Shea, Allen, 

O’Gorman, & Roche, 2004). 

 

One of the main contributions of universities is spin-off ventures in which academic researchers 

alone, or in partnership with their universities, form a company to exploit and commercialize R & 

D results (Webster and Etzkowitz, 1998 in Botelho and Almeida, 2010). The commercialization 

of business ideas may depend on the level of entrepreneurial practices of universities. This is 

further justified by O’ Neal’s (2005) study on how one can evolve a successful university-based 

incubator using the lessons learned from the University of Central Florida’s technology incubator. 

The study found out that university practices like bringing together diverse and often disconnected 

resources and collaborating with regional partners to create a large incubation system in a region 

greatly contributed to successful university spin-offs. Therefore, a school is likely to 

commercialize business ideas when they conduct various entrepreneurial practices as expressed in 

the third hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 3: Colleges or universities with higher levels of entrepreneurial practices will have 

high levels of commercialization. 

Business schools that offer an entrepreneurship program may be classified either as a school that 

adopts a knowledge container approach or an entrepreneurial learning approach in teaching 

entrepreneurship according to Braun (2006).   Knowledge container approach   assumes of being 
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student-centered, emphasis is on knowing that instead of knowing how, and fostering dependence, 

instead of independence. Entrepreneurial learning approach on the other hand is more learner-

needs oriented and uses several methods like being process-driven, developing a wide student’s 

discretion, establishing a collaborative general atmosphere and flexible lessons, among others. 

Based on Braun’s (2006) study, an entrepreneurial learning approach increases the likelihood of 

developing entrepreneurs. 

 

This statement is supported by studies about the impact of orientations and approaches used by 

universities in teaching entrepreneurship on commercialization of business ideas. For instance, 

Anderseck (2004) distinguishes two schools of entrepreneurship education based on the school’s 

orientation. A research orientation is identical to the traditional view where the subjects of teaching 

are general knowledge and academic literacy in the areas of scientific subjects and problem-

solving abilities. This orientation is the hallmark of the “old school”. In contrast, a teaching 

orientation implies vocational education of “the successful entrepreneur” with priority of 

educational aims. The subjects of teaching are decision-making and action-knowledge and start-

up management skills. 

 

In terms of a learning approach to teaching entrepreneurship, Tchalakov, Mitev, & Petrov (2010) 

emphasized the need of a learning process for successful entrepreneurship placing special 

emphases on developing business knowledge and management skills. According to Teczke & 

Gawlik (2004), providing a precise and highly practical knowledge requires creating a distinct 

specialization devoted only to entrepreneurship. Business schools that have harnessed the business 

experience and management skills among its academic inventors are more likely to generate 

university spin-offs (Samson and Gurdon, 1993 in Nosella & Grimaldi, 2009). Therefore, 

university spin-offs are likely to occur in business schools that employ an entrepreneurial learning 

approach. 

 

Hypothesis 4: An entrepreneurial learning approach adopted in a business school is positively 

related to the number of business ideas that were implemented through the business incubator 

and the number of business enterprises that evolved out of the business incubation facility. 

 

In this study, the four components of a university-based business incubation, which are policies, 

human, physical and financial resources (Anderseck, 2004; Burnett & McMurray, 2008; Chandra 

& Fealey, 2009; Collier, Gray, & Ahn, 2011)   were adopted. 

Research writings suggest that the success or failure of business incubation to commercialize the 

students’ business ideas may be influenced by facilitating factors as well as constraints along the 

areas of policies (Bothelo & Almeda, 2010; Maital, Ravid, Seshadri, & Dumanis, 2008; Patzelt & 

Shepherd, 2009; Van Burg, Romme, Gilsing, & Reymen, 2008), human resources (Ireland, Hitt, 

& Sirmon; Nosella & Grimaldi, 2009; O’Shea, et al., 2004), physical resources (Braunerhjelm, 

2007; Gatchalian, 2010; Knockaert, Spithoven, & Clarysse, 2010), and financial resources (Maital, 

Ravid, Seshadri, & Dumanis, 2008; Yang, Chang, & Chen, 2006). 

 

The commercialization of a business idea may also be influenced by the entrepreneurial condition 

in the university, that is – the entrepreneurial practices in the university (Gjerding, Wilderom, 

Cameron, Taylor, & Scheunert, 2006; Shane, 2004) and the learning approach adopted in 

Entrepreneurship (Anderseck, 2004; Braun, 2006). 
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Other than these factors, external forces like government agencies, non-government organizations, 

entrepreneurs, and financial intermediaries are considered to have an influence on the 

commercialization of business ideas (Burnett & McMurray, 2008; Chandra & Chao, 2011; O’Shea, 

O’Gorman, & Roche, 2004). Hence, this study shall also draw information from key informants, 

particularly from the provincial and regional offices of the Philippines’ Department of Trade and 

Industry (DTI) in region 02, also known as Cagayan Valley region. The influence of the external 

factors will be integrated in the human resources since networks or university relations (Johansson, 

2007) and university-business relationship involve people, albeit outside the incubator 

environment. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

This study employed triangulation or the use of multiple methods (Smith, et al., 2002) for 

collecting data like combined quantitative and qualitative methods, which increases the quality of 

the research (Cooper & Schindler, 2008). It is also a method that can improve the accuracy of 

judgments, and thereby results (Ghauri & Gronhaug, 2005) and can be applied to many elements 

of research methods, including strategies, settings for data collection that affect external validity, 

and sources of data, either single versus multiple (Scandura & Williams, 2000). 

 

Data sources 

 

In the study, both the quantitative and qualitative methods were used. The sources of data were the 

following: survey questionnaire results from the business schools, interviews with key informants 

from business schools (department and administrative officers) and from the Department of Trade 

and Industry (DTI) regional and provincial offices, follow up interviews with the teaching staff of 

the institution involved in the incubation project, observations of existing business incubators, and 

documentary analysis for HEIs with a business incubation program. The questionnaire was crafted 

based on existing theoretical and empirical literature on business incubation, business incubators, 

university spinoff and academic entrepreneurship. Finding out the entrepreneurial level in the 

university or college in terms of their entrepreneurial practices of HEIs was based on the Twenty 

Burton Clark Practices (Gjerding, et al., 2006) while their approach in entrepreneurship education 

using the two contrasting approaches was based from the study by Braun (2006). 

 

Research Setting 

 

The respondents came from business schools and DTI regional and provincial offices in region 02, 

also known as Cagayan Valley region. The region is located in the northern part of the Philippines 

consisting of five provinces. The presence or absence of a business incubation/ acceleration facility 

was not considered in choosing the university-respondent. The study thus covered all schools that 

do or do not carry out technology transfer or commercialization activities. Nineteen HEIs, which 

are categorized as state or public-owned universities and private-sector HEIs served as respondents 

out of the expected 24 HEI-respondents.  From the five HEIs that were not included in the study, 

one school has stopped offering its business course due to very few enrollees, three state 

universities do not offer the business program, and one school does not want to participate in the 

study. 
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DISCUSSION 

 

Business incubators among HEIs in the region 

 

It was established that only nine out of the 24 HEIs in the region that offer entrepreneurship and 

business courses, have business incubators. From these nine HEIs, only five specifically offer the 

BS Entrepreneurship program. More than half of the existing business incubators operate on an 

idle or irregular basis. Some of these facilities are generally not well- maintained and are not 

reflective of any entrepreneurial activities like product conceptualization and development, office 

operations, and marketing, among others. The incubators may have existed for more than 5 years, 

but the number of business plans or ideas that were implemented and commercialized is relatively 

low. Besides, the type of business is mostly related to buying and selling merchandise. 

 

This situation therefore defeats the purpose of business incubation, which is nurturing new 

business ventures (Bartol & Martin, 1988) or establishing a business enterprise in the university 

by exploiting inventions made by faculty, staff, or students (Shane, 2004). It can be inferred that 

academic entrepreneurship, which refers to the efforts and activities that universities undertake in 

order to commercialize the outcomes of research (Wood, 2011) among HEIs in the region is still 

very weak. 

 

Hypotheses testing 

 

Relationship between incubator’s length & regularity of operations and number of 

commercialized business plans. The results of hypotheses testing were highlighted in Tables 1-
4 
Table 1 shows that there is a significant correlation between the length of operations and the 

number of commercialized business ideas or plans. This means that incubators that have been 

existing for a longer time tend to produce a greater number of commercialized business plans. 

The regularity of operations however is not correlated with the number of commercialized 

business ideas or plans. This could be attributed to the fact that many of the incubators are either 

idle or have irregular operations. 

 

Table 1. Pearson r correlation coefficients of length and regularity of operations and number 

of commercialized business ideas or plans 
 Number of commercialized business ideas or plans 

Variable Pearson r Sig. (2-tailed) N 

Years of operation .511** .001 40 
Regularity of operations .038 .817 40 

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed) 

 

Test of relationship between degree of constraints and number of implemented and 

commercialized business plans. In general, there is an inverse correlation between the degree of 

constraints experienced by HEIs in their business incubation and the number of business ideas 

implemented and commercialized (Table 2). The negative correlation however for both dependent 

variables are weak. Based on these results, the hypothesis that the degree of constraints is 
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correlated with the number of business ideas implemented or commercialized is supported. The 

correlation being negative means that HEIs with higher extent of problems encountered along the 

areas of policies, physical resources, human resources, and financial resources tend to lessen the 

likelihood of implementing or commercializing a business idea. 

 

The business incubator barriers highlighted by the respondents include lack of policies regarding 

use of the facility as well as policies for incentives & awards for personnel to spend time on 

spinouts or commercialize business ideas; the type of faculty culture that pervades in the school, 

lack of employees with skills and lack of personnel with commercial background for the incubator; 

poor layout and inadequate space of the facility; and inability to obtain financing and lack of funds 

for the facility’s operations. 

 

Table 2. Summary of Pearson r correlation coefficients of number of business ideas 

implemented & commercialized businesses and degree of constraints 
 Number of business ideas 

implemented 

Number of businesses that 

evolved 

Constraints Pearson r Sig. (2- 
tailed) 

N Pearson r Sig. (2- 
tailed) 

N 

Policies -.442** .004 40 -.362* .022 40 
Human Resources -.494** .001 40 -.501 .001 40 

Physical Resources -.309 .052 40 -.198 .221 40 

Financial Resources .027 .944 40 .032 .674 40 

Constraints (overall) -.444** .004 40 -.414** .008 40 
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed); **Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed) 

 

Test of relationship between level of entrepreneurial practices and level of 

commercialization. The hypothesis, which states that colleges or universities with higher levels 

of entrepreneurial practices will have high levels of commercialization, is not supported (Table 3). 

The obtained correlation coefficient between the levels of entrepreneurial practice among HEIs 

and the level of commercialization was .249. This indicates that there is no significant correlation 

between HEI’s level of entrepreneurial practices and the level of commercialized businesses. 

From among the 20 entrepreneurial practices, competitiveness of campus infrastructure has the 

highest perceived level of entrepreneurial practice among the respondents while service offers for 

spin-offs obtained the lowest mean score. According to Gjerding, et al (2006), universities with a 

low level of practice along this aspect are not sufficiently focused on assisting students or faculty 

members to create start-up business. This finding is expected since earlier results of the study 

indicate a low level of commercialized businesses even with schools that have established their 

incubators for the last five years. The issue on lack of seed capital brought out by some of the 

respondents from both private and public HEIs during the follow-up interviews. They mentioned 

that aside from the lack of policies regarding spin-offs, they observed that students who intend to 

establish their business do not have enough seed capital. 

 

 

Table    3. Pearson r correlation coefficients of HEIs’ level of entrepreneurial practices 

and commercialized businesses 
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 Number of businesses that evolved 

Practices Pearson r Sig. (1- 
tailed) 

N 

1.  Independence of government funding -.010 .475 40 
2.  Emphasis on a central steering core .267* .048 40 

3.  Management quality of staff .305* .028 40 

4.  Change orientation .358* .012 40 

5. Lump sum budgeting .009 .479 40 

6. Output-oriented contracts with financiers .125 .221 40 

7.  Flat structure .131 .210 40 

8. Mission statement & strategic plan .206 .101 40 

9. Extensive alumni activities .119 .231 40 

10. Co-operation with industry and other excellent universities .019 .453 40 

11.  Competitiveness of campus infrastructure .144 .188 40 

12.  Additional funding through cash cows .094 .282 40 

13.  Focus on a limited range of teaching and researching fields .160 .162 40 

14.  Monitoring future opportunities in teaching and research .222 .084 40 

15.  Attractiveness for endowments .281* .039 40 

*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (1-tailed);

16.  Attractive environment for young researchers .226 .081 40 
17.  Interdisciplinary research structure .183 .130 40 

18.  Technology transfer .355* .012 40 

19. High share of master/postgraduate students .326* .020 40 

20.  Service offer for spin-offs .424** .003 40 

Entrepreneurial Practices (overall) .249 .061 40 
 

R 

elationship een entrepreneurial learning approach and 

number of implemented and commercialized business 

plans. As shown by Table 4, the computed correlation 

coefficients were .156 and .125 indicating no significant 

correlation between the HEIs learning approach in 

entrepreneurship and the number of business ideas that were 

implemented and commercialized, respectively. The 

hypothesis therefore, which states that an entrepreneurial 

learning approach adopted in a business school is positively 

related to the number of business ideas that were 

implemented and commercialized is rejected. 

The findings along approaches of entrepreneurship 

education among HEIs in the region appear to negate their 

level of entrepreneurial practice. The research findings 

indicate that majority of the institutions believed that their 

institutions adopt the entrepreneurial learning approach 

rather than the knowledge container approach. Braun (2006) 

averred that business schools that adopt an entrepreneurial 

learning approach are more likely to develop new business 

ventures, which was not the case with regard to the number 

of business that evolved among the HEIs. These could 

probably be the reasons why the tests of relationship 
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Relationship between entrepreneurial learning approach and number of implemented and 

commercialized business plans.  

 

As shown by Table 4, the computed correlation coefficients were .156 and .125 indicating no 

significant correlation between the HEIs learning approach in entrepreneurship and the number of 

business ideas that were implemented and commercialized, respectively. The hypothesis therefore, 

which states that an entrepreneurial learning approach adopted in a business school is positively 

related to the number of business ideas that were implemented and commercialized is rejected. 

The findings along approaches of entrepreneurship education among HEIs in the region appear to 

negate their level of entrepreneurial practice. The research findings indicate that majority of the 

institutions believed that their institutions adopt the entrepreneurial learning approach rather than 

the knowledge container approach. Braun (2006) averred that business schools that adopt an 

entrepreneurial learning approach are more likely to develop new business ventures, which was 

not the case with regard to the number of business that evolved among the HEIs. These could 

probably be the reasons why the tests of relationship indicated no significant relationship between 

level of entrepreneurial practice and commercialization and no significant relationship between 

entrepreneurial approach and business idea implementation & commercialization. 

From among the answers given during the follow-up interviews, there was no strong statement 

about the practice of an entrepreneurial university to turn ideas into a commercial reality (Smith, 

2002) and develop students for early stage, emerging, and mature organizations that were 

commercialized inside the school (Boni, Weingart, & Evenson, 2009). The presence of an 

incubator was pointed out but the practice of incubating business projects so that these are later 

spun off outside the university after the students graduate was not articulated. There is evidence 

therefore, that the respondents have a rather limited view about the definition of an entrepreneurial 

university. 

From the government agency’s perspectives, the interviewees emphasized the importance of 

providing a practical experience thus learning does not only happen inside the classrooms. 

Practicum should not be done in offices; instead, it should be conducted in the school's incubator 

facility. When the businesses are already on-going at the business incubator, one interviewee said 

that an in-plant study must be conducted by the business students themselves and specialists from 

the Department of Trade and Industry. Other suggestions talk about sustainable operations of 

business enterprises through written policies, active participation in trade fairs, updated training in 

specialized areas, bookkeeping, and the appointment of a consolidator who serves as a marketing 

arm of all school-based businesses. The consolidator takes care of labeling, packaging, 

promotions, and other marketing concerns. 
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Table 4. Pearson r correlation coefficients of number of business ideas implemented & 

commercialized businesses and HEIs’ learning approach in entrepreneurship 

 Number of business ideas 

implemented 

Number of businesses that 

evolved 

Aspect Pearson r Sig. (2- 
tailed) 

N Pearson r Sig. (2- 
tailed) 

N 

1. Approach .186 .251 40 .205 .204 40 
2. Focus -.002 .989 40 -.012 .942 40 

3. Emphasis .386* .014 40 .259 .106 40 

4.  Role of teacher .188 .245 40 .129 .428 40 

5.  Student activity .004 .978 40 -.046 .776 40 

6.  Student’s role .066 .685 40 .020 .902 40 

7.  Student’s expectation -.040 .808 40 .039 .811 40 

8.  Student’s discretion .042 .797 40 -.093 .567 40 

9.  General Atmosphere -.296 .063 40 -.237 .141 40 

10. Lessons .072 .658 40 -.092 .572 40 

Learning Approach (overall) .156 .337 40 .125 .440 40 
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed) 

 

A proposed business incubation model 

The model, which is presented as Figure 1 provides a graphical representation of the key aspects 

in establishing and managing the business incubator as well as the entrepreneurial practices, 

learning approach in entrepreneurship, and enablers for successful business incubation. The 

components of these aspects were based on the results of the study. The arrows in the model depict 

how these components may lead to commercialization of business ideas. 

 

The model starts with important components needed in institutionalizing and managing the 

business incubator. During the establishment of the business incubator, HEIs should focus on 

preparing the various aspects along policies, human resources, physical resources, and financial 

resources. This includes preparing or refining the manual of operations and providing adequate 

training for the staff that will be designated to manage the incubator. Qualifications in terms of 

experience, competence, educational qualifications, special trainings, and other criteria may be set 

by the institution. Since the incubator serves as a laboratory for commercializing business ideas, 

the physical structure, facilities, and equipment should be adequate and must imitate a businesslike 

set-up to service its purpose. An operating budget that is allocated annually to be used for activities 

in the incubation facility is believed to significantly contribute to the successful launching and 

regular operations of the business incubator. 

 

Along entrepreneurial practices, schools need to provide logistical support for gaining risk capital, 

consultation, office and small production facilities, consultation office and small production 

facilities, and finding guarantors. In addition to this practice, HEIs need to make the campus an 

attractive environment for the recruitment and retention of excellent students, hire quality 

professionals and offer sufficient staff development programs to maximize their input and 

retention, develop a well-communicated document which contains information about strategic 

decisions and objectives of the college or university, and ensure that its reputation, its plans, and 

alumni attract regular and substantial donations. 
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With regard to learning approach in entrepreneurship, emphasis on knowing how was found to be 

correlated with the number of business ideas implemented. This approach requires business 

schools to provide the practical application of theories learned in the classroom. 

 

This model also outlines the factors that may facilitate successful business incubation. HEIs should 

be aware of these factors and ensure that enablers are carried out and barriers addressed so that 

spinoffs are realized. Again, it must be made clear that the items for each area were drawn from 

the results of the study. For instance, clear cut policies, existence of a manual, and clear & 

accountable structure for the business incubator were given as key factors along policies that may 

facilitate successful business incubation. For HEIs, they should take note of these factors and 

ensure that these are carried out in order to produce university spinoffs. Commercialization of the 

product means that the students are now ready to produce and sell their product. At this phase, all 

the key aspects outlined in the business plan are carried out, with special emphasis on 

implementing an excellent marketing mix strategy.  An in-plant study, which is conducted with 

the aid of specialists from the Department of Trade and Industry, may be carried out to determine 

and analyze problems along functional areas of the business. 

 

The centrality of business incubation across all resources (human, physical & financial) is policy 

formulation and implementation, which have to be aligned with institutional goals and objectives. 

A set of written guidelines and a defined scope for its operations provide students with a conducive 

learning environment for entrepreneurship, which will hopefully lead to spinoffs.  The arrow that 

goes back to the business incubator of the HEI represents feedbacks that aim to improve its 

business incubation.  The process therefore is iterative. 

 

Limitations and Directions for Future Research 

 

The geographical coverage of this study is Region 02 (Cagayan Valley), which consists of the 

provinces of Batanes, Cagayan, Isabela, Nueva Vizcaya, and Quirino. The province of Batanes 

was not covered by this study since it is geographically isolated from the other provinces in the 

region. Besides, not a single college or university offers a BS Entrepreneurship course based on 

the list obtained from the regional office of the country’s Commission on Higher Education or 

CHED last August 2012. One limitation of the study lies on its generalizability, i.e., it will be 

proposing a business incubator model drawn from the systems, practices, experiences, and 

conditions of HEIs in Region 02, which may not be generalizable to other regions or settings. 

Another limitation lies on the use of Braun’s (2006) survey questionnaire, which differentiates a 

college or university whether their entrepreneurship program uses a knowledge container approach 

or an entrepreneurial learning approach. The instrument simply differentiates a school along 

several dimensions using a single word or a phrase, thus lacks elaboration of each dimension. It 

was assumed though that as business educators, the respondents knew and understood the context 

within which each dimension was described. Besides, it must be made clear that the results speak 

only of the learning approach in entrepreneurship among HEIs in   the region. Such instrument 

was also designed and carried out in a Western setting; hence, the use of the same instrument in 

future researches may require contextualization in the local setting. 

 

Future researches that seek to develop other business incubation models may consider perspectives 
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from successful entrepreneurs who went through the various stages of the business life cycle like 

pre-commercialization, commercialization, growth, and stability. Future research might also 

investigate and develop a model drawn from the students’ perspectives considered by colleges and 

universities as clients of the entrepreneurship program. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

Many of the business schools have relatively low level of entrepreneurial practice based on the 

Twenty Burton Clark Practices (Gjerding, et al., 2006). The fact that many of the respondents 

believed that more than half of the twenty practices were neither practiced nor very much practiced 

indicates a concern regarding their business or entrepreneurship program. Surprisingly, their 

perceptions along the school’s learning approach in entrepreneurship ran counter to the expected 

outcome of an entrepreneurial school. An entrepreneurial learning approach as opposed to a 

knowledge container approach normally results to a high level of commercialization, which was 

not the case. 

 

In order to establish a more comprehensive plan in carrying out the business incubation program, 

business schools should formulate operational guidelines along the areas of human, physical, and 

financial resources during the pre-incubation, incubation, and post-incubation stages. These 

policies cover general and specific guidelines for the business incubator as well as corresponding 

activities that must be conducted by students and faculty members during each of the above-

mentioned stages. For instance, HEIs during the pre-incubation stage may focus on policy 

formulation, establishment of systems and procedures, staff training, physical set-up & lay-outing 

and budget allocation. Correspondingly, students at this stage conceptualize & develop their 

business ideas through business plan preparation, business registration, participation in trade fairs, 

and fund sourcing. The students then proceed to other stages like commercialization, growth, and 

stability. On the part of HEIs, they must further promote the business incubation program through 

policy refinements, human resource development, facility upgrading, financing schemes or 

subsidies for spinoffs, and linkage with agencies & practitioners during the incubation and post-

incubation stages. 

 

This study suggests a business incubation model that was drawn from academe and industry 

perspectives. Future researches that seek to develop other business incubation models may 

consider perspectives from successful entrepreneurs who went through the various stages of the 

business life cycle (pre-commercialization, commercialization, growth, and stability). Future 

research might also investigate and develop a model drawn from the students’ perspectives whom 

HEIs consider as clients of the entrepreneurship program. 
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Session B - Small and Medium 

Enterprises 

 

The influence of organizational capabilities and absorptive capacity on SMEs’ network 

competitiveness and speed of internalization: A concept paper 

 

by Hilario Romil A. Acosta, Jr. 

De La Salle University 

 

This concept paper builds upon the previous research on the internationalization approaches of 

Philippine SMEs engage in international trade specifically member-firm of Philexport.  This study 

aims to develop a conceptual framework on how the Philippine SMEs can accelerate their 

internationalization process through network relationships. This paper likewise attempts to 

profound the role of organizational capabilities in continuously developing the Philippine SMEs’ 

supply chain coordination capability to sustain their competitive position in their respective 

networks. Lastly, this concept paper provides a concrete grounding on the impact of absorptive 

capacity of the Philippine SMEs to acquire, assimilate, and transform the knowledge and learning 

gained from network relationships to strengthen their capabilities and achieve an accelerated 

internationalization process. 

 

This research study will contribute to the awareness and understanding by the Philippine exporting 

SMEs and Philexport-member firms in particular in sustaining their competitiveness in their 

respective network relationships and drive them to accelerate their internationalization process. 

 

 

Keywords: SME, Organizational Capability, Absorptive Capacity, Network, Internationalization
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Business resiliency among selected Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) in 

Cainta, Rizal 

 

Shieradel V. Jimenez and Brian C. Gozun 

De La Salle University 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

Researches on MSMEs in developed countries suggest that they are disproportionately affected by 

disasters. This can be attributed to several factors that make MSMEs more vulnerable to disasters 

compared to larger enterprises. Despite this, MSMEs in developing country do not receive the 

amount of attention it deserves with regards to support in the aftermath of a disaster. The results 

of this study suggests that selected MSMEs in Cainta, Rizal become resilient in spite and despite 

of this situation. Important factors identified are the ability of the enterprise owners to identify the 

potential risks and the subsequent preparation in terms of capital, labor, supplies and customers. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

In 2014, the Philippines ranked second among countries with the greatest risk of disaster (United 

Nations University - Institute of Environment and Human Security, 2014). This situation is largely 

attributable to the geographic location of the country. The Philippines is located in the Pacific ring 

of fire which makes it prone to earthquakes and volcanic eruptions (Senate of the Philippines, 

2013) Due to this, the 7,000 islands that comprise the country become vulnerable to storm surges, 

tsunamis and flooding. This is especially true for coastal areas while those in the mountainous 

areas become prone to landslides (Whiteman, 2014; Asian Disaster Reduction Center). Aside from 

this, the country is also prone to El Nino which causes the country to experience a shortage in 

water. This year’s El Nino is predicted to be the strongest El Nino phenomenon since 1950 

(Malano, 2015). 

 

This situation is further compounded by the absence of urban and regional plans to minimize, 

mitigate and mediate devastating results brought about by these hazards and disasters (Ballesteros 

& Domingo, 2015). 

 

Disasters affect the fabric of society. Businesses experience loses same as individual households. 

Disaster can disrupt a business’ supply chain, damage equipment and affect its employees and 

customers. The effect of a disaster depends upon the size of the business and the level of its 

preparedness. It is found that micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs) are affected more 

compared to large enterprises as the former has more resources that can devoted to preparation and 

it has access to more coping strategies such as financial institutions in the aftermath of a disaster 

(United Nations Development Program Crisis Prevention and Recovery, 2013). 
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Table 1. Selected Natural Disaster Statistics in the Philippines, 2005-2015* 

 
 

Year 

Total deaths  

Affected 

 

Injured 

 

Homeless 

Total 

affected 

Total damage ('000 

$) 

2005 39 213,057 0 0 213,057 2,515 

2006 2,984 8,610,114 2,703 0 8,612,817 347,281 

2007 129 2,023,068 24 0 2,023,092 16,815 

2011 1,989 11,723,244 6,703 0 11,729,947 730,025 

2012 2,415 12,492,805 2,879 35,762 12,531,446 1,005,611 

2013 7,750 25,637,240 29,893 0 25,667,133 12,422,810 

2014 331 13,272,389 2,269 0 13,274,658 1,062,899 

2015 40 245,038 0 0 245,038 1,028 

Total 19,056 101,430,076 170,482 90,517 101,691,075 17,367,380 

 

* Natural disasters included are earthquakes, floods, landslides, storms and volcanic eruptions. 

Source: EM-DAT: The OFDA/CRED International Disaster Database 

 

This is particularly significant given the fact that “25% of SMEs do not reopen following a major 

disaster” (Taipei Computer Association, 2014). However, MSMEs, which comprise more than 99 

percent of the total number of businesses in the country and contribute about 65 percent of total 

employment, do not have such (Department of Trade and Industry MSMED Council, 2011). It is 

just expected that national and local governments would pour their resources on immediate relief 

and recovery efforts to affected individuals within communities but there, however, is an apparent 

lack of support for businesses to recover from disasters. 

 

Given the above, it is important to focus on MSMEs given that they are more vulnerable to loses 

given the small amount of capital that they operate with. According to UNDP, MSMEs in 

developing countries have an added characteristic that makes them more vulnerable to disasters 

compared to their counterparts in the developed countries – informality (2013). This characteristic 

has a lot of implications. For one, it limits the financing options available to MSMEs in the 

aftermath of a disaster. This also prevents them from having insurance. In addition to this, it limits 

the capacity of MSMEs to diversify their supply and customer base. This also necessarily implies 

noncompliance with business regulations that further increases MSMEs’ vulnerabilities (United 

Nations Development Program Crisis Prevention and Recovery, 2013). 

 

This paper focuses on how MSMEs become resilient in times of hazards and disasters. MSMEs 

become resilient even if they do not have the support of various actors in hazard and disaster 

mitigation and response. MSMEs know that these actors would prioritize individuals and 

communities over them during times of hazards and disasters. 
 

Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) 

In the Philippines, an MSME is defined as any business that has an asset size of up to Php 100 

million and with less than 200 employees. MSMEs are further subdivided according to number of 

employees or asset size (Senate Economic Planning Office, 2012). 
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Table 2. Classification of enterprises by number of employees or asset size. 
By Number of Employees Category By Asset Size 

1-9 Micro Php 3 million or less 
10-99 Small Php 3 - 15 million 

100-199 Medium Php 15 - 100 million 

200 or more Large Php 100 million or more 

Source: Department of Trade and Industry MSMED Council, 2011 
 

MSMEs play an important role in the Philippine economy. In 2012, MSMEs accounted for 99.6% 

of businesses in the Philippines. Micro enterprises comprised 92% of the total number of 

establishments. These MSMEs are responsible for 62.3% of total jobs generated by business with 

micro businesses creating 30.5% of the total jobs created by MSMEs (Department of Trade and 

Industry MSMED Council, 2011). 

 

Resilience 

 

The topic of resiliency is discussed in a lot of discipline including ecology, psychology and 

sociology. In terms of business, resilience is defined as the “ability to resist, absorb, accommodate 

and recover from the effects of a hazard in a timely and efficient manner” (United Nations 

International Strategy for Disaster Reduction, 2012). When talking about MSMEs, resilience is 

making sure that the business is prepared for emergencies and the impact of disasters would have 

little to no effect on its business operations (Ballesteros & Domingo, 2015). 
 

The Municipality of Cainta, Rizal 
 

Cainta is a first class municipality that is located in the Marikina Valley with a total area of 26 

square kilometers that is 90% of this used for residential-industrial purposes (Municipal 

Government of Cainta, 2015). As of 2010, it has a population of 311,845 (Philippine Statistics 

Authority, 2013). In 2008, it was considered the second richest municipality in terms of total 

income from local sources. In the same year, its total tax revenue amounted to 312,863,560 (Virola, 

2010). 
 

In 2009, Cainta was one of the places hit hard by Typhoon Ondoy. The combination of continuous 

heavy rainfall plus the simultaneous release of flood waters from water dams left thousands of 

residents in the municipality homeless (Almeda & Albis, 2013). 
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Conceptual Framework 
 

From the business owner’s perspective, a business venture can be resilient by addressing issues 

before, during and after the disaster happened. Figure 1 shows the conceptual framework for this 

study. The framework is a combination of Ballesteros and Domingo’s framework (2015) and 

Bhamra and Burnard’s (2011) framework. Both frameworks were modified to fit the purposes of 

this study. 

 

Figure 1. Conceptual Framework 

 

Before a disaster happens, resilient MSMEs identify the potential risks and prepares for the 

eventuality of the risk happening. The risk identification can even factor during the selection of a 

location of a business. Risk identification also happens immediately before disasters. MSMEs are 

vulnerable in terms of capital (reserve cash), labor (employees), supplies (logistics) and market 

(customers). As such, disaster preparation factors in these four. During the disaster event, 

businesses either avoid or reduce damages based on the degree of preparation done and 

management of the effects of a disaster. In the aftermath of a disaster, a business may either have 

a negative response that results to business closure or have a positive response that results to 

business continuity. The latter response constitutes resiliency.  Both outcomes result to business 

learning which then can affect future risk identification and preparation. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

The case method was used in this study to discover how selected MSMEs in Cainta, Rizal become 

resilient. This method was employed because while there is a general notion that MSMEs are not 

resilient no one has ever investigated whether this is indeed true. 

The interview as a method for data gathering was chosen because it provides the context that a 

survey cannot. It provides a richer picture and provides avenues for the researcher to capture 

insights that might have otherwise been lost in a survey questionnaire (Yin, 2014). 

The limitation of this method is that only a limited number of businesses were interviewed. 

Convenience sampling was used as the business owners interviewed were those that were 
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comfortable divulging information to the researchers. One person interviewed the business owners 

so as to reduce the subjectivity of interpreting the interview results. As the aim of doing case 

studies, statistical generalizability was not obtained. Despite this however, the information 

contained here can stimulate future research. 

 

For the purposes of this exploratory paper, the researchers aimed at interviewing at least ten 

business owners or managers. However, a lot of the contacted business establishments declined to 

be interviewed for various reasons. As of this writing, the number of interviews done came to four. 

All the interviewees expressed their consent to participate in the research either by signing the 

consent form or saying it in the recorded interview. The interviews lasted from 20 to 30 minutes 

and all the audio files were recorded and were transcribed verbatim. 

 

Table 3. Case Participant Profiles 
 Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 

Name of Business Zili Nasi Goreng Eatery Write n’ Play 

Preschool 

Cre8 Salon E-jim Aviary 

Year Established 2012 2002 2010 2011 

People Employed 5 20 77 3 

Type of Business Food Service Service Agricultural 

 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Literature has indicated that when MSMEs are hard hit by disasters, they have little to no capacity 

to recover from disasters (Zhang, Lindell, & Prater, 2009). In the Philippines, however, there is a 

lack of data with regards to the extent of MSMEs resiliency. Some MSMEs in the Philippines are 

able to re-open after disasters and hopefully the next section will shed some light on some of the 

practices of MSMEs when it comes to disaster preparation, management and recovery. 

 

In terms of risk identification, all interviewees were aware of the risks of doing business in Cainta 

as all of them personally experienced the devastation that Typhoon Ondoy brought. However, the 

preparation for these risks varied per business. Case 1 took floods into consideration when they 

purposely selected a location that is on the second floor of a building. In their case, the preparation 

came in way before the actual threat of a definite disaster appeared. In the preparation immediately 

before a potential disaster, the interviewees specified close coordination with their employees with 

regards to their capacity to go to the location of the business. They make a judgment on a case to 

case basis with the safety of the employees as the highest priority. Supplies are delivered once a 

week and since there are many sources for such, this was not a concern for the owners. Customers 

are usually informed via social media as to whether the restaurant would still open or not. 

 

In the aftermath of a disaster, the owners strive hard to open as soon as possible so that they can 

regain the revenue lost if ever the business had to close. They do this through intensive marketing 

through social media and by adding the number of events they do. 

 

Case 2 as a business was already established when Typhoon Ondoy hit and as such the lessons 

learned from that experience were incorporated to its daily operations. Elevated cabinets were 

installed in the aftermath of the disaster so as to avoid school materials such as crayons, pencils 

and books being reached by flood waters easily. 
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Aside from this, the school recently acquired a building with a second floor adjacent to the school 

as the owner decided that this was crucial not only for the school materials but more importantly 

for the stay-in employees. When Typhoon Ondoy hit, the employees were forced to stay on top of 

the roof as they had no second floor back then. That was the safest place for them but it exposed 

them to the weather elements. In relation to inventory, the owner also learned the value of having 

just enough school materials and avoided buying anything that would not be used immediately. In 

this way, her capital would not be tied up in inventory and her stay-in employees would not have 

to worry about moving a lot of materials if ever a disaster happened again. The owner has also 

mentioned that she had business insurance but it does not cover floods as she was told that no 

insurance company does that. 

 

It is important to note that the location of the school was not much of a factor in terms of risk 

preparation as the property was bought without the idea of putting up a school in mind. The mom 

of the owner just bought the property as an investment opportunity. Back then, the area was 

considered flood free. 

 

Just like the first case, the response of the owner of the school was intensive marketing to increase 

the number of enrollees for the next school year. She did this through putting up multiple banners, 

giving out flyers and enhancing the school’s Facebook presence. The only difference between the 

first case and this case is that the school owner had to wait six months before the business could 

fully recover given the nature of the business itself. Case 1 can recover faster as they can schedule 

events immediately when they reopen but the school would have to wait up until the next school 

year begins.  The owner of the school was able to do this by cutting costs on those aspects that 

could be cut like the school activities but maintained those that were deemed necessity like salary 

and utilities. Through this, she was able to avoid borrowing money from anyone and the business 

was able to sustain itself. 

 

The extent of preparation for case 3 also included selecting locations that were flood free. Case 3 

consists of 11 separate locations. It was a family business with different locations being owned by 

different siblings. The interviewee owned 2 locations with a third opening on October 10. Despite 

the success experienced by the business, the owner has not purchased business insurance. 

 

Since the business is sensitive to power interruption, the owner mentioned owning a power 

generator. However, the power generator was not sufficient to supply the power needs of the 

business in case of a power interruption. 

 

Similar to case 2, the business also has stay-in employees and close monitoring through the use of 

mobile devices is the preparation mentioned by the interviewee. Similar to case 1, a case to case 

judgment was also used and close coordination with other employees was indicated as crucial to 

determine whether they would still have to go to work or not. Again, the safety of the employees 

was mentioned as top priority. The owner has noticed that when the weather is bad, the customers 

do not come in anymore and so it is easy for her to just close down the business during a disaster. 

Among the four interviewees conducted, it was noticed by the interviewer that the interviewee in 

case 3 has not realized the risks that her business was exposed to by not thinking about and taking 

preparatory measures for such a disastrous event. 
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Just like the cases aforementioned, the fourth case also factored in flooding as he constructed his 

aviary on the second floor of his parking lot at home. Among the cases presented, this is the only 

business not registered. It does not have the necessary permits and licenses to operate. Due to this, 

the owner cannot get business insurance. Aside from this, nonlife insurance does not insure live 

animals. 

 

The disaster event mentioned during the interviewee was quite unique as it included bird flu. If 

such a case where to happen, the owner mentioned that he would not have a choice but to kill all 

his birds. He currently has 200 pairs of birds with the prices ranging from Php 500 per piece to 

Php 20,000 per piece. When asked if he had any type of precautionary measures against such an 

event, the interviewee mentioned that one cannot really prepare for such an event. He would just 

deal with it when it happens stating that he would just need a small capital to buy a few pair of 

birds and time would do the rest. 

 

The previous discussion showed the various ways in which MSMEs attempt to make their 

businesses disaster proof. It ranges from doing nothing to measures such as buying business 

insurance and real property that will enhance the capacity of the business to survive disasters better. 

Reasons for the different responses also vary. Case 4 presents fatalism and adopting the reason 

that owner do not possess the power to stop the associated disaster from happening. It is beyond 

his powers to do so. Case 3 illustrated, there are still those businesses who do not take measures 

against the possibility of disasters. This was explained by the owner as basing on human nature “if 

it has not happened to me then it won’t happen to me.” This was also a cause specified why 

Pakistani businessmen refused to evacuate early even if they were informed of the risks involved 

before the 2010 flood happened. This, in turn, made the damage on them worse (Asgary, Anjum, 

& Azimi, 2012). Case 2 presents integration of business learning from a disaster experienced. 

 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

In the absence of government and non-government support, it is clear from the cases that MSMEs 

have their own ways of being resilient. However, MSMEs are still vulnerable to critical 

infrastructure recovery such as water and energy to name a few. Literature has provided 

suggestions on what the government can do to improve the resiliency of MSMEs. It ranges from 

the level of individual MSMEs through building organizational resilience to the level of local 

governments with translation of national policy into local and sectoral plans. The international 

community’s best practices can also be brought in as a model of what works and what does not. 

Regional cooperation and supply chain resilience is also very important to the country as a whole. 

The combination of these in addition to early disaster response and post-disaster rehabilitation 

efforts of the government is crucial to MSME resiliency (Ballesteros & Domingo, 2015). 
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ABSTRACT 

Outsourcing accounting functions among small and medium enterprises (SMEs) is the focus of 

this study. The study primarily aimed to discuss outsourcing of accounting services by small and 

medium enterprises (SMEs). The objectives of this study included determining the profile of SMEs 

that outsource accounting services in terms of types of industry, forms of business organization, 

and length of existence, identifying the accounting functions which are most outsourced, 

discussing the qualifications consider in choosing a provider, identifying the problems encountered 

on outsourcing, testing if there is significant difference on the problems encountered by SMEs 

when grouped according to profile of the business and propose an action  to address the problems 

encountered by SMEs. 

Majority of the SMEs in Batangas City have existed for one to two years, under manufacturing 

industry, have 100 to 199 employees and were formed as corporations. Financial reporting is the 

most common function outsourced by SMEs in the city. Managers of these SMEs consider the 

level of expertise as the most important qualification a service provider must possess. Most of the 

problems encountered as to negative effects are criticalness of a function and loss of confidential 

information, while as to negative decision factors, they usually encounter difficulty in finding a 

service provider that they can trust and in viewing the activities as core to their businesses. The 

problems encountered in outsourcing accounting functions are the same among all SMEs in 

Batangas City. 

 

Keywords: Outsourcing, Accounting Outsourcing, Small and Medium Enterprise, Service provider 

 

 

Accounting Outsourcing among Small and Medium Enterprises in Batangas City 

 

Nowadays, small and medium enterprises (SMEs) are seen as the focal point for growth that will 

ensure economy in the Philippines to move forward, as well as employment creation and 

innovation. Given the dynamic and productive characteristics of SMEs, there are resource 

constraints affecting their performance, development and competitiveness. Small number of 

people handling and conducting certain functions is one of those resource constraints faced by 

SMEs. It has been recommended that as organization shift focus towards their core competencies, 

the presence of outsourcing is an attractive option for business survival in general for them. 

 

Outsourcing is defined as the practice of contracting out business processes to a third party or to 

an external source. There are many outsourcing services like human resource management, 

facilities management, accounting, customer support and service, marketing, computer aided 

design, research, design, content writing, financing and legal documentation. However, the study 

will focus on outsourcing of accounting services by SMEs (Dorasamy, Marimuthu, Jayabalan, 

http://www.investinganswers.com/financial-dictionary/financial-statement-analysis/accounting-835
http://www.investinganswers.com/financial-dictionary/technical-analysis/support-5569
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Raman, Kaliannan,2010) 

 

Accounting is “the language of business”. Perhaps accounting has an important role in recording 

and reporting process related to business transactions which is useful for business decision making 

and performance assessment (Kurniawati, Kurniawan, & Kristian, 2013). The heaviest users of 

information about SMEs tend to be business owners and managers themselves, seeking 

information for management purposes. Indeed, good access to information has been shown to help 

make the most of entrepreneurs’ knowledge and experience and in emerging markets management 

education is a very strong predictor of SME reporting activity (Ernst & Young, 2011). On the other 

hand, there are three main problems facing accounting functions in SMEs such as lack of expertise 

or resources, lack of proper financial records to use as input in decision-making and lack of 

accounting knowledge and support. Many SMEs do not keep proper financial records and accounts 

as they are not aware or convinced of the usefulness of accounting and financial reporting 

requirements for control and decision-making purposes thus they are more likely to outsource their 

accounting works to accounting firms. As a result, having improved accounting information would 

permit SME owners to manage their firms better and would allow them to access finance more 

easily. Companies primarily outsource to avoid certain costs - such as peripheral or "non-core" 

business expenses, high taxes, excessive government regulation/mandates, and production and/or 

labor costs. Therefore, some SMEs choose to outsource accounting works relative to utilize a 

highly paid accountant. The most commonly outsourced services within accounting are payroll 

accounting, accounts payable, and accounts receivable (Dorasamy et al, 2010). 

 

METHOD 

 

Participants 

 
The participants of this research were the managers of SMEs located within Batangas City with a 

population of one hundred fifteen (115). The SMEs that participated are composed of businesses 

that belong in the manufacturing, merchandising or service industry. The researchers asked for a 

list of registered SMEs from the municipality of Batangas City. Out of 115 respondents, only 65 

were able to answer the researchers’ questionnaire. Fifty respondents were unable to answer the 

questionnaire because of confidentiality of their operation, others didn’t outsource accounting 

function, other enterprises were using different names not in line to what was registered and others 

were unable to return the questionnaire. 

 

Materials 

The researchers used the descriptive method, with research questionnaires validated and 

constructed as the major tool of data gathering. Questionnaire is the main instrument used in the 

conduct of research in order to have sufficient data and information. The researchers prepared the 

questionnaires used as tools to gather data or necessary information about the extent of 

implementation on the outsourcing of accounting functions among SMEs.  The questionnaire is 

patterned from the study of Graham Ray last 2009 entitled Finance and Accounting Outsourcing: 

An Empirical Study of Service Providers. 

 

Procedure 

Questionnaires were disseminated and immediate retrieval was made. The researchers then tallied 
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the data for further statistical treatment followed by the interpretation of tables. Other information 

related to the study were gathered through personal interview, observation and other source 

materials to determine the condition or situation arising at the time the study was conducted. After 

the collection of the questionnaires from the respondents, the responses were posted and presented 

in tables. The data gathered from the survey were treated by using frequency distribution, weighted 

mean and analysis of variance to come up with the appropriate analysis. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Table 1 presents the percentage distribution of the respondents’ business profile. One of the factors 

considered in the study was the number of years businesses were in operation since they were 

established or existed. Most of them have been in business for a period of 1 to 2 years which 

comprise of 75.40 percent or 49 businesses. Since they are new in business world, the first thing 

they want to do is to focus on the operation of their businesses to expand and gain access to new 

market areas. They intend to give the responsibility of performing accounting functions to external 

accountants. 

 

Only 2 enterprises or 3.10 percent are operating for about 3 to 5 years since they were established. 

During these years, in-house accountants may have the knowledge of forecasting the financial 

status of the company even without the knowledge of other experts. 

 

In terms of the type of industry, most of them are manufacturing businesses with 34 units or 52.30 

percent. Manufacturing industries involve lots of processes not only in managing their business 

but also in their production. Companies work by outsourcing certain noncritical business functions 

to specialists in order to focus more on their core competencies. Also, when companies outsource, 

this will help them minimize their investment in human resources and technology thereby, 

maximize investment in production. 

 

The least among the type of industry are those offering their services which comprise 6 businesses 

or 9.20 percent. Owners or managers want to assure that all of the accounting records of their 

branches are properly documented that branch managers of SMEs in Batangas City send their 

records to main office. The accounting departments of their main offices make their financial 

statements. 

 

Majority of the businesses in city have 100 to 199 employees which comprise of 56.90 percent. 

One of the objectives of SMEs is to cut their expenses to expect large earnings. More employees 

mean large expenses. Instead of having more people, they give the responsibility of accounting 

functions to external accountants.  Since those businesses have few   employees, having an in-

house accountant cannot harm the earnings and performance of the business. Having few 

employees can mean that the business has also few workload. Instead of outsourcing accounting 

functions, they hire an internal accountant who will always be present in the work area (Hafeez, 

2014). 

The distribution of respondents according to the form of business organization reveals that most 

of them are corporation consisting of 43 enterprises or 66.10 percent. In putting up a corporation, 

there are lots of documents and reports they need to prepare. Managers want to assure that the 

reports are properly made. There is only one partnership or 1.50 percent that outsource according 
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to the survey. Only few people form partnerships. There are difficulties associated with partnership 

formation. One of the most obvious disadvantages of partnership is the danger of disagreements 

between the partners. People are likely to have different ideas on how the business should be run, 

and who should be doing a particular function. Another disadvantage is that partners share the 

profits equally. This can lead to inconsistency where one or more partners aren’t putting a fair 

share of effort into the running or management of the business, but still reaping same rewards. 

 

Table 2 presents the accounting functions commonly outsourced by some businesses in the city. 

Most SMEs outsource accounting activities because managers want to save more time, effort, and 

manpower. They can also focus more in their core activities. 

 

Among the activities commonly outsourced, financial reporting ranked first with the highest mean 

score of 3.12. One reason why businesses outsource the financial reporting function is to follow 

laws covering the enterprises. According to Flatworld Solutions Company (2014), with financial 

reporting outsourcing, management makes informed business decision with professional reports, 

make fast, accurate services and get cost-effective and high-quality services. 

 

Following the financial reporting function is the bookkeeping function. The ease of hiring an 

outside party to record daily transactions is a great benefit for businesses. Most companies 

outsource their bookkeeping activities because of its cost effectiveness, the expertise that could be 

achieved at a comparatively lower payment and its accuracy. Businesses could also have consistent 

reconciliation, backup for the enterprises’ accounting information, allows business to focus on 

core business and prevent fraud (Growth Force, 2015). 

 

However, some SMES do not agree to outsource on payroll with mean score of 2.25, respectively. 

The payroll function is a debt account of the enterprise to their suppliers, creditors, personnel and 

employees. Companies consider this function as core to their organizations and thus, are handled 

by their own management. 

 

Payroll refers to the amount paid to employees for services they provided during a certain period 

of time. While outsourcing payroll saves business time it would otherwise spend calculating pay 

and deductions and remitting checks to employees and taxation authorities, an outsourcing 

provider that has never dealt with unique aspects of a company's payroll, such as unionization and 

restaurant employee tips, can introduce errors into the payroll unknowingly, and undoing the 

mistakes can be costly and an administrative headache. According Catherine Loveringto (2013), a 

payroll company that does not have an interface that allows businesses to enter their employees' 

hours directly -- and therefore requires the provider to input the information -- can introduce 

mistakes in pay through simple human error. 

 

Table 3 presents the qualifications of service provider on outsourcing accounting functions. As 

seen from the table, level of expertise was rated highest by the respondents having a weighted 

mean of 3.45. This implies level of expertise was the most important when   choosing an 

accounting service provider among them. Outsourcing improves internal quality through expert 

knowledge and experience of the available external resources. Accounting functions require not 

only knowledge on generally accepted accounting principles and tax regulation but also the 

expertise needed to apply the rules in a given business environment. (Evaraert, Sarens, & Rommel, 
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2010) 

 

On the other hand, testimonials from other business received the lowest response having a 

weighted mean of 3.08, indicating this criterion was less important from others. Even a good 

review could not give so much importance when choosing service provider due to the competitive 

pressures at present. Smaller firms are forced to obtain external resource for survival and 

development (Gooderham, Tobiassen, Doving & Nordhaug, 2004). In fact, intensifying 

competitive pressures have forced smaller firms to cut costs, and outsourcing is the best method 

for achieving those goals. 

 

Table 4.1 shows the problems that the respondents encounter in outsourcing accounting functions 

to service providers with the overall composite mean of 2.66 which indicate that the SMEs agree 

that the enumerated problems are risks in outsourcing. The items yield average means ranging 

from 2.57 to 2.71 which implies that there were significant problems in outsourcing among SMEs 

in Batangas City. 

 

The top two problems, criticalness of a function and loss of confidential information, both with a 

weighted mean of 2.71, are alike in a manner that they do not depend on the technical performance 

of the service provider but on the ethical behavior expected of them. 

 

Businesses in the city might be diligent in considering and screening which accounting functions 

could be trusted in the hands of service providers and which are too critical that they need to be 

done by the management but according to Locke (2013), when you outsource, you are placing 

your critical infrastructure in the hands of experts who are able to leverage their knowledge and 

resources at a large scale to provide better, more reliable service to your business as a reasonable 

price. 

 

Loss of control and flexibility (2.57) ranked as fifth problem in outsourcing. In outsourcing, 

business entities pass the work to the service providers, making their level of control limited. 

Unlike in-house accountants, service providers cannot be directly monitored and controlled by the 

management because they are independent firms. As stated in Intetics (2013), loss of visibility and 

control is a common fear because communication is limited and the management becomes far 

removed from the people who actually do the work. 

 

Table 4.2 presents the problems encountered by SMEs as to negative decision factors. It can be 

seen from the table that the respondents agree that the enumerated problems are reasons why they 

do not outsource activities with a composite mean of 2.67. All items registered an average means 

ranging 2.42-2.82. 

 

The activities being viewed as core to the business and the difficulty to find service providers to 

trust, both with a weighted mean of 2.82, were ranked highest as problems that cause them not to 

outsource certain activities. 

 

From this data, one may presume that the primary reasons why SMEs do not outsource are because 

some of the activities are core to their business and they believe that it will be more efficient if 

they will do the work instead of outsiders. As stated by Tiunov (2011), core activities are the 
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essential, defining activities of an organization. If the organization gave those activities to an 

external party, it would be creating a competitor or dissolving itself. 

 

The findings show that the expensive cost of outsourcing (2.49) is not a significant decision 

factor. This shows that SMEs are willing to spend on outsourcing regardless of cost. The real 

value that outsourcing must bring to the company is not lower cost but higher reliability. 

 

Furthermore, the results also indicate that the resistance by existing staff (2.42) is not a barrier in 

accounting outsourcing. This means that the management has the final decision regarding the 

buying of services or performing of the accounting functions and opinion of staff and employees 

do not greatly influence the decision of the management to outsource. 

 

Table 5.1 shows the differences of responses on the problems encountered by SMEs when grouped 

according to number of years of existence. Based from the result, all computed F- values were all 

less than the critical values and the resulted p-values of 0.959 and 0.682 were all greater than 0.05 

level of significance, thus the researchers fail to reject the null hypothesis of no significant 

difference on the problems encountered by SMEs in outsourcing of accounting functions when 

grouped according to number of years of business existence. This implies that no difference exists 

and indicates that whether the business is new, they experienced the same problems. 

 

SME managers and owners are very cautious most likely in accounting function which serves as a 

great tool for every business in making decision with quality, and control in all times. The 

competitive environment, present situation of business, suggests SMEs to have corporate strategy 

by outsourcing accounting functions. Outsourcing of non-traditional functions increases at the 

same time as an enterprise adopts a strategy to outsource non-core functions. In effect, this 

argument that firms laying emphasis on a strategy to outsource non-core activities are likely to 

increase greater experience and competencies in managing the risks of outsourcing (Devi & 

Kamyabi, 2011). 

 

Moreover, the business existence is not also significant when SMES encountered the negative 

effects of outsourcing. Outsourcing can expose an organization to potential risks and legal 

exposure. Depending upon services outsourced the business will need to provide different 

information to the outsourcing company. Hence transferring such function to an external 

accountant or an accounting firm can always be a problem to SMEs when outsourcing at all times 

whether it is newly established or have been in the industry for so long. 

 

Table 5.2 shows that there is no significant difference on the problems encountered by SMEs when 

grouped according to industry of business. The result establishes that all computed F-values were 

all less than the critical values and the resulted p-values of 0.819 and 0.657 were all greater than 

0.05 level of significance. This means that the researchers fail to reject the null hypothesis of no 

significant difference on the problems encountered by SMEs in outsourcing accounting functions 

when grouped according to industry of business. This indicates that whatever is the industry of 

business, they experienced the same problems. 

 

Despite the differences among SMEs, they have similarities as to the accounting services they 

outsource and the risks from outsourcing barely differ from each other. Whether it may be from 
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manufacturing, merchandising, or service industry, SMEs in Batangas City mostly have the same 

experiences as to the negative effects that outsourcing have brought about. Same is true for the 

negative decision factors they consider as to why they do not outsource several of their accounting 

functions. 

 

Table 5.3 reflects that the computed F-values were less than critical values and the resulted p-

values were 0.589 and 0.483. Therefore, with these results, the null hypothesis of no significant 

difference on the problems encountered by SMEs is accepted. This means that business with lots 

of employees and those with less experience the same kind of problems. 

 

Outsourcing is “hiring an outside company to handle all or part of an organization’s data 

processing activities” (Ray, 2009). Some businesses, whether with many or few employees, they 

outsource to get benefits. The number of employees employed is not much related to the 

outsourcing decision factor and thus not significantly associated with the problems encountered 

by SMEs. 

 

One of the reasons why firms outsource is to develop internal staff. One-time projects might need 

to be undertaken that requires skills that not all employees possess. This just shows that though a 

company might have a large number of operational employees, it might lack those in the other 

departments of the business (Bucki, 2014). 

 

It can be seen on Table 5.4 that there is no significant difference on the problems encountered 

when grouped according to form of business organization. The result shows that all computed F-

values were all less than the critical values and the resulted p-values of 0.677 and 0.736 were all 

greater than 0.05 level of significance. This means that the researchers fail to reject the null 

hypothesis of no significant difference on the problems encountered by SMEs in outsourcing 

accounting functions when grouped according to form of business organization. This means that 

they experience the same problems though with different formation. 

 

Since all businesses, whatever is the type of business organization, wants their businesses to 

continue operating and generate more profit, they tend to outsource accounting functions due to 

lack of expertise of in-house accountants. In most jurisdictions, the law requires all or many of the 

SMEs to prepare financial statements and, often, to have them audited. Normally, the financial 

statements are filed with the government, posted on a website or are made available on request 

(European Commision, 2009). 
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ABSTRACT 

Franchising is one of the growing trends in the business industry in the Philippines. It is not a 

business per se but fundamentally a marketing concept- an innovative method and radical 

approach of distributing products and services. As a multifaceted form of entrepreneurship, the 

growth and survival of franchising are rather distant from entrepreneurship as a rapidly growing 

form of business in several countries in the world. Franchising is a continuing relationship 

where the franchisor provides license privilege to do business and assets in organizing 

training, merchandising and management in return for a consideration from the franchisee. 

 

This research determined the effectiveness of food cart franchising in Batangas City. More 

specifically, described the business profile of the existing food cart franchise business in terms 

of location, years of existence in market, number of staff and average sales per month; to 

determine the business operations in terms of marketing operation, management operation and 

financial operation; determined the effectiveness of franchising as a strategy; tested the 

significant difference on the effectiveness of franchising when grouped according to business 

profile and proposed strategies to enhance food cart franchising in Batangas City. 

 

The researchers used descriptive method with 157 franchise food cart owners as respondents 

and adopted survey questions that further enhanced as the major tool for data gathering. The data 

would also be treated using PASW version 18 to further analyze the result using 0.05 alpha 

levels. In light of the findings, the following conclusions were drawn: Most of the franchise food 

cart businesses were located inside the school, operated within one to three years having one to 

three staffs/employees only and had an earning of Php 30, 000 per month; the management of 

food cart businesses in Batangas City agreed in the franchise operation in terms of marketing, 

management and financial operation; franchising as a strategy was perceived as effective by 

the owners; the effectiveness of franchising as a strategy do not differ when grouped according 

to the business profile; a proposed strategies were formulated to enhance the food cart franchising 

business. 

 

It is deemed necessary that management of food cart businesses in Batangas City conduct 

seminars for more profitable and booming business with trained staff/employees that will 

contribute to its success and long term operation. Owners and staff managers must both work 

and cooperate with each other to develop the quality of products and services. Staff with 

improved interaction shall healthy communication, actual presentations and demonstrations of 

products can attract potential customers. With this, a study of similar nature but of different 

setting in relation to effectiveness of franchising may be performed by other researchers. 

 

Keywords: Effectiveness, Franchising Food Cart 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The Philippines is considered the franchising hub of Asia, where franchising has experienced 

phenomenal growth in the past decades. From only about 50 brands in the 1980s, there are now 

1,000 brands franchised in the Philippines (68 percent of them home grown concepts), in five 

principal franchise sectors: fast food; retail clothing; cafes, confectioneries and bakeshops; 

hospitality and wellness; and food carts. Of the entire franchising sector, food brands make 

up 41 percent, service establishments 32 percent, and retail outlets 27 percent.(pretoriape.org, 

2015) 

 

Franchising is one of the growing trends in the business industry in the Philippines. It is not a 

business per se but fundamentally a marketing concept- an innovative method and radical 

approach of distributing products and services. As a multifaceted form of entrepreneurship, the 

growth and survival of franchising are rather distant from entrepreneurship as a rapidly growing 

form of business in several countries in the world. Franchising is a continuing relationship 

where the franchisor provides license privilege to do business and assets in organizing 

training, merchandising and management in return for a consideration from the franchisee. 

(Beredo and Mendoza, 2011) 

 

According to the study of Tan, et. al., (2011), franchising is considered a powerful tool for 

economic development. It creates thousands of enterprises as well as millions of jobs. It also 

helps fuel the growth of entrepreneurship. Samie Lim, chairman emeritus of the Philippine of 

the franchise Association and also a chairman of Francorp Philippines, shares that there are three 

major reasons why franchising works. Furthermore, franchising uses three of the most limited 

resources to expand one’s business. These are other people’s money, time, and other people’s 

organizations for its operation. The franchisee would be the one who would shell out the money 

to open another outlet of the franchisor; and pay all the expenses for its operation. By other 

people’s time franchisee would be managing the business while other people’s network or 

connections would make it easier for the franchisee to run the business. Lim (2014) simply 

describes that a buying a franchise is acquiring a trusted brand with a consistent quality. It 

provides assurance to costumers that they would be getting the same value whenever they 

purchase that brand. Franchising also thrives amid challenging times. Studies show that 

franchising grows even faster during times of recession as it also remains robust despite the 

odds. Franchising also has a 90% success rate compared to traditional retail (or your own 

business) which has only 25% success rate after 10 years of operation. So for non- franchises 

businesses, 75% are not expected to succeed after a decade of operation. 

 

From the article of Philippine daily inquirer Magapayo (2010) states that the safest way for 

first time entrepreneur is to go franchising. In recent years, there has been a significant increase 

in franchise business in the Philippines notably in the food and cart industry. According to the 

Philippines franchise Association (PDA), franchising in the country began in 1980’s, with 

the sector pre dominated mostly by foreign franchise companies. From around 20 foreign and 

local franchises, the sector rapidly grew, with the figure reaching around 1000 by 2008. Looking 

around malls and other commercial centers, home-grown concepts are dominating the local 

franchises with foods and cart businesses leading the pack. Initially, the cart businesses were 

ruled by food and beverages, this day’s even photo printing is offered in carts- carts are 
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getting a new meaning. Still, food makes an impressive 41% in the franchise sectors, service 

establishments 32%, and retail outlets about 27%.(slideshare.net,2014) 

 

Food carts are often found in large cities throughout the world and can be found selling food of 

just about any variety. In Batangas City, it has experienced a boom in the number of food carts. 

It is because the carts are easier to manage and operate. It requires less capital to get a space and 

location including the products. Carts are placed near and inside the school in order for students 

specially professors to purchase their foods/snacks during vacant hours at lower price to save 

more money. Malls and supermarkets are also a great spot to establish food carts because their 

target market is the shoppers. Carts are also place in the sidewalks to facilitate the sale and 

marketing of food on people from local pedestrian areas. Food carts can also place in public 

transport terminals. 

 

The researchers believed that this study will be beneficial to the owners or managers and can be 

basis in improving the quality products or services offered to the young entrepreneurs, this 

research will motivate and be a guide in starting such kind of business, as this will discuss the 

franchise food cart business effectiveness with regards to its management, marketing, and 

financial operations. The study can improve the knowledge and skills as well as to make the 

researchers fully aware on the business of franchised food cart. The future researchers can use 

the study as guide and reference. Another study on a similar subject with other variables can be 

used. 

 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
 

This research determined the effectiveness of food cart franchising in Batangas. More specifically, 

described the business profile of the existing food cart franchise business in terms of location, 

years of existence in market, number of staff and average sales per month; to determine the 

business operations in terms of marketing operation, management operation and financial 

operation; determined the effectiveness of franchising as a strategy; tested the significant 

difference on the effectiveness of franchising when grouped according to business profile and 

proposed strategies to enhance food cart franchising in Batangas City. 

 

 

 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Status of Franchising 
Small capital, easy set-up and a good chance of success are just some of the reason why 

Food Cart Business is thriving in the Philippines. If you will look at the market trend today, 

Food cart business is the choice of most aspiring entrepreneurs. A mobile food cart is a business 

where you can start on low capital ranging from P30,000 to a maximum of P300,000. But it 

could be a little lower though, depending on how you will put it up — by franchise or on your 

own. Some companies offer food cart franchise for as low as P10, 000 per package that includes, 

the cart, product, uniform for the crew and training. (foodcartlink.com, 2014) 

Pinoy-entrepreneur.com, 2014 stated that Master Siomai is a food cart business developed by 

Masterrific Foods. The company was established in 1999, started out by supplying processed 

meat products such as Ham, Bacon, Burger Patties, and specially Siomai to hotels, restaurants 

http://www.slideshare.net/ClarissaTan/problems-encountered-in-selected-food-cart-franchising-business-in-the-university-belt-an-assessment
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and market places in Metro Manila and nearby provinces. Their food cart and franchise business 

under the name of Master Siomai started last May 2007. 
 

According to the study of Cuasay (2012), every businessman gives emphasis on their target 

location because everything depends on it. If a businessman/woman had a plan of having a 

large market and has a good sum of capital, businessman must look for a wide accessible place. 

With all these, the number of hired staff and employees should be in this kind of business, 

consumer satisfaction should be the very first priority and everything else lies behind it. 

Selection of the right location for a proposed franchise outlet can mean the difference between 

success and failure and can be crucial factor in whether a franchise will be a moderate or a 

big success. Location theories often claim that the three most important criteria for the success 

of any business are location, location and location! This concept applies to franchised business 

as well. If a business person lacks the knowledge and skill appropriate to the particular business 

field and is also a poor manager, if the franchise is most assuredly on the road to failure. 

The franchise has a good location, however there is a chance the business might succeed 

even in spite of the owner’s shortcomings (Judd and Justis, 2012) 

 

Business Operations 

 

Based from the study of Cuasay (2012), as with any business a company is only as good as its 

employees. Unfortunately, employees are subject to sickness, injury and many other issues that 

keep them away from their jobs. In addition, employees need to be motivated to produce 

desired results. Unmotivated employees lead to a decline in quality work, product consistency 

and productivity. 

 

Managerial inexperience and incompetence account for almost 90% of small business failures. 

These weaknesses of management manifest themselves in several ways, like lack of ability to 

supervise and direct others, lack of capital, an indication of poor financial management, lack 

of stability in sales promotion and sales management techniques, lack of ability to collect bad 

debts and curtail unwise credit policies. 

Machine or equipment is the basic tools to produce goods or to generate services. Selection of 

an appropriate machine not only enhances efficiency but also saves time and increase revenue. 

Tailoring the requirement, availability of spare parts, evaluation of after sales services, substitutes 

and technology and the organization budget are the crucial criteria while purchasing a machine. 

Maintenance and overhauling issues along with its life span also cannot be overlooked. 

Maintenance is the cost of maintaining machines and equipment in good working order, 

including repairs, overhauls and spare parts. Routine maintenance is often the subject of a long-

term contract at a fixed annual fee. 

Many small businesses don't survive beyond their fifth year of operation. There are several 

reasons for this, including inexperienced management. Small business owners must often juggle 

multiple responsibilities, such as employee relations, sales, accounting, customer service, 

inventory, marketing, and advertising. Business owners also need to understand and identify 

unique factors related to their local markets and customer base. Those who wish to take the 

entrepreneurial route with an existing business can go into franchising. These types of 

opportunities may present less risk due to the visibility of a name brand and co-marketing 

support. Licensure may be required for certain types of franchise-based businesses, depending 

upon the jurisdiction and type of operation. (study.com, 2014) 
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The following describes the four P's of marketing: Products are the goods and services that 

your business provides for sale to your target market. When developing a product, you should 

consider quality, design, features, packaging, customer service and any subsequent after-sales 

service. Place is in regards to distribution, location and methods of getting the product to the 

customer. This includes the location of your business, shop front, distributors, logistics and the 

potential use of the internet to sell products directly to consumers. Price concerns the amount 

of money that customers must pay in order to purchase your products. There are a number of 

considerations in relation to price including price setting, discounting, credit and cash purchases 

as well as credit collection. Promotion refers to the act of communicating the benefits and 

value of your product to consumers. It then involves persuading general consumers to become 

customers of your business using methods such as advertising, direct marketing, personal selling 

and sales promotion. (toolkit.smallbiz.nsw.gov.au, 2015) 

 

 

Effectiveness of Franchising 

Franchising has attracted the attention of many over past years and the tough economic 

climate has highlighted its strengths and shown that there is a more secure way to start your own 

business. Its formula of a locally owned and run enterprise, driven by a small business owner, 

with branding, economies of scale and support from the wider network, gives the business a 

far better chance of success. 

According to academia.edu, 2014franchising is a way to grow business operations. Franchising 

allows a business to get its products or services to wider markets through the endeavors with 

the business partners. Franchising has been conquering the world during the past few decades 

without the masses really knowing of its existence. It is a poorly comprehended type of 

business ownership and method to grow existing business. In order to completely understand 

what franchising is all about one really has to closely study the concept and/or throw oneself in 

and experience it first handed. The beauty of franchising is in the win-win situation that both 

parties have in the business; franchisor (owner) who seeks to grow the existing business with 

little financial input and franchisees who are ready to spend the money in order to do a business 

without having to start from scratch. 

The greatest benefit to a franchisee is the reduction in his risk of business failure. As an ethical 

franchisor should have proven the business concept in the marketplace prior to franchising by 

way of a pilot or other trading experience, most of the obvious problems should have been solved 

and, therefore, the risks to a franchisee minimized. It is statistically proven that far fewer 

franchisees fail within the first three years compared to over 90 per cent of other new business 

start-ups. (sellingafranchise.co.uk, 2014) 

Smallbusiness.chron.com, 2014 stated that customers know this and seek out the reliability and 

familiarity of their favorite brands, which have been established over years or decades. 

According to the article of Small Business by Megan Martin the biggest benefit of owning 

a franchise is brand recognition. Most if not all franchises are well- known companies with 

established customer bases. Owning a franchise instead of starting up a new business saves 

you the time and effort of building a reputation and attracting customers. 

According to betheboss.ca, 2014, a franchisor can provide teams of real estate experts, 

advanced site selection software, and years of experience in finding the best sites for their brand. 

Franchisors can provide expert site selection assistance based on their operating experience 

and demographic knowledge. Landlords and developers prefer to deal with someone who has 
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an established track record. This enables franchises owners who are part of an established 

franchise system to obtain prime locations in major malls and other developments that otherwise 

would not be available to them as an independent operator. 

Franchisors provide franchisees with a wide range of help in the areas of administration and 

general operations. The entrepreneur who becomes a franchise owner is instantly armed with 

proven products and production systems; inventory systems; financial and accounting systems; 

and human resources guidelines. Many franchisors also provide management training to new 

franchisees, and ongoing seminar workshops for established owners. (definitions.uslegal.com, 

2014) 

A franchisee can typically buy goods and supplies through the franchisor at a discounted rate 

-- everything from cleaning supplies and uniforms to food products and ingredients. Franchisors 

that purchase products and services for their franchise network have the power to negotiate 

significant volume discounts from vendors and suppliers. The end result is a competitive 

advantage that results in higher operating margins for each franchisee. (franchising.com, 2014) 

Sellingafranchise.co.uk stated that the franchisee has access to quality training and assistance 

to establish his business from day one thereby avoiding many of the pitfalls and mistakes 

of the independent businessman setting up from scratch. The ongoing support  and advice 

from the franchisor  provides  a  valuable  resource for  franchisees often allowing them, 

for example, to do much better in a recession than other businesses. 

 

METHODS 

Research Design 
This research used the descriptive method of research since its intending to determine how 

franchising can be an effective strategy on business. Descriptive design is a study that describes 

the nature of phenomenon. It involves analysis of broad range phenomenon; its result is a 

comprehensive presentation and interpretation of statistically tabulations of data yielded by a 

questionnaire. (Custodio, 2013) 

 

Participants of the Study 

The subjects of the research were the 157 food cart businesses owners in Batangas City but 86 

agreed to answer the questionnaire. These food cart businesses are duly authorized by the 

Department of Trade and Industry and registered in the municipal of Batangas City. 

 

Data Gathering Instrument 

To obtain relevant information from the respondents, a questionnaire adopted from 

Effectiveness of Direct Selling among Business Establishments questionnaire by Custodioet. 

al 2012 was used and this is further enhanced by the researchers. All of the questions were 

constructed in English to reach the respondent’s understanding and it elicited information 

from the respondent in order to meet the required objectives of the study. 
 

The questionnaire consisted of three parts: the first part of the questionnaire is all about the 

business profile which covered the location, years of existence in market, number of 

staff/employees and average sales per month, the second part is the business operations in 

terms of marketing operation, management operation, and financial operation. Last part of 

the constructed questionnaire modified is consists of the Effectiveness of franchising as a 

strategy but a little modification to suit the research at hand. 
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Data Gathering Procedures 

In formulating this topic, the researchers thought suitable topic that fits in the interest in 

order for us to make it comfortable and made a request letter to the office of the city mayor to 

gather all registered food cart businesses in Batangas City. The researchers used adopted 

questionnaire that have elicited information from the respondent in order to meet the required 

objectives of the study. 

Data Analysis 

All needed data were tallied, encoded and interpreted using descriptive and inferential statistics. 

This included frequency distribution, weighted mean and Analysis of Variance (ANOVA). The 

data was treated using PASW version 18 to further analyze the result using 0.05 alpha levels. 

 

 

 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 
Table 1 

Percentage Distribution of the Franchise Business Profile  

 

Profile Variables Frequency Percentage (%) 

Location   

Market 3 3.50 

Along the high way 17 19.80 

Near the school 9 10.50 

Inside the mall 24 27.90 

Near bus and other vehicle terminals 6 7.00 

Inside the school 27 31.40 

Existence in the Market   

1 month-1 year 20 23.30 

1-3 years 30 34.90 

4-6years 21 24.40 

7-9 years 10 11.60 

10 years and above 5 5.80 

Number of Staff/Employee   

10 and above 1 1.20 

7-9 3 3.50 

4-6 15 17.40 

1-3 67 77.90 

Average sales per month   

Above Php 50,000 2 2.30 

Php 50,000 7 8.10 

Php 40,000 11 12.80 

Php 30,000 27 31.40 

Php 20,000 25 29.10 

Php 10,000 3 3.50 

below Php 10,000 11 12.80 

 

 

Table 1 shows the percentage distribution of the Franchise Business Profile. In terms of location, 

majority of them were located at inside the school which obtained the highest frequency of 27 

or 31.40 percent. The least number of food cart businesses is located at the market having the 
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frequency of 3 or 3.50 percent. Most franchisors prefer to establish their franchise business 

inside the school because there are a lot of students and teachers that can be their possible target 

market. 

 

According to the study of Cuasay (2012), every businessman gives emphasis on their target 

location because everything depends on it. If a businessman/woman had a plan of having a 

large market and has a good sum of capital, businessman must look for a wide accessible place. 

 

Based on the number of years in the operation, it can be seen from the table that most of the 

franchise business in Batangas City are one to three years with 34.90%. However, twenty-

one or 24.40% business are four to six years in operation. There are twenty franchise businesses 

or 23.30% are operated 1month to one year and ten or 11.60% franchise businesses are 

operated. There are only 5 or 5.80% franchise businesses who operates ten years and above. 

Franchise business went to its most in demand period over the past few years making it 

continuously boom. Therefore, there are several newly put-up food cart business to give 

satisfaction of the society. 

 

This finding also occurs in the study conducted by Cuasay et. al (2012) which result explained 

that most of the respondents were running their bakeshop business for less than three years 

only. It means that the business owners in Batangas City have just started to venture in bakeshop 

business just like the food cart business. 

 

When it comes to the number of staff/employee, it can be gleaned from the table that sixty-

seven or 77.90% of the business have only one to three staffs. There is one or 1.20% of the 

business has ten and above staffs. This means that a franchise business can be operated by a few 

staffs/employees. 

 

According to Norman, Scarbovough, 2013, most franchise owners have minimal number of 

employee because it can help entrepreneurs to hire workers, at the same time, avoid making costly 

hiring mistakes as they build their team of employees. 

 

There were twenty-seven or 31.40% franchise business owners, who revealed that they could gain 

monthly sales of Php 30,000. Twenty-five or 29.10% owners claimed to earn monthly sales of 

Php 20, 000. Eleven or 12.80% owners reputed that they can earn an estimated sale of Php 40, 

000 and other eleven or 12.80% owners revealed that they can earn sales of below Php 10,000. 

The owners got the lowest equivalent which is two or 2.30% are those who earned above Php 

50,000 monthly sales. 
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Table 2.1 

Franchise Business Operations in terms of Marketing Operation 

 

Indicators 
Weighted 

Mean 

Verbal 

Interpretation 
Rank 

1. Well-equipped and modern 

facilities   
3.36 Agree 3 

2. The placed is accessible to the 

customers  
3.51 Strongly Agree 1 

3.  The price is reasonable and affordable 3.38 Agree 2 

Composite Mean 3.42 Agree  
Legend: 3.50 – 4.00 = Strongly Agree; 2.50 – 3.49 = Agree; 1.50 – 2.49 = Disagree; 1.00 – 149 = Strongly 

Disagree 

 

Table 2.1 presents the franchise business operation in terms of marketing operations. The over-

all composite mean of 3.42 indicates that the business agrees to the marketing operation 

performed in the business. This means that respondents are agreed to operate their business 

through marketing operation in order for them to make the business profitable. The heart of your 

business success lies in its marketing. Most aspects of your business depend on successful 

marketing. Without marketing, your business may offer the best products or services in your 

industry, but none of your potential customers would know about it. Without marketing, sales 

may crash and companies may have to close. (smallbusiness.chron.com, 2015) 

The placed is accessible to the customers obtained the highest mean score of 3.51 and the only 

item assessed as strongly agree. This implies that having an accessible place can catch the attention 

of every customer. According to the study of Cuasay (2012), every businessman gives emphasis 

on their target location because everything depends on it. If a businessman/woman had a plan of 

having a large market and has a good sum of capital, businessman must look for a wide accessible 

place. Selection of the right location for a proposed franchise outlet can mean the difference 

between success and failure and can be crucial factor in whether a franchise will be a moderate or 

a big success. (Judd and Justis, 2012) 
 

On the other hand, the remaining items were rated agree only such as price is reasonable and 

affordable and well-equipped and modern facilities with 3.38 and 3.36 respectively. Although 

price varies depending in the services offered, it can be considered as a success factor in the 

business. This means that the food cart owners agreed that in order for them to have a better 

marketing operation they need to be well-equipped. 

Machine or equipment is the basic tools to produce goods or to generate services. Selection of 

an appropriate machine not only enhances efficiency but also saves time and increase revenue. 

Maintenance and overhauling issues along with its life span also cannot be overlooked (Cuasay, 

et. al., 2012). Demand for your goods will be influenced by the pricing scheme you adopt. 

Logically, affordable meals and beverages will make any food cart business an instant hit. 

(entrepreneur.com.ph, 2013) 
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Table 2.2 

Franchise Business Operations in terms of Management Operation 

 

Indicators 
Weighted 

Mean 

Verbal 

Interpretation 
Rank 

1. Employs competent and well 

trained employee   
3.48 Agree 1 

2. Provides adequate compensation 

and objectives 
3.26 Agree 4 

      3.  Professionalism and work ethics are 

observed 
3.29 Agree 3 

      4.  Perform proper supervision and 

monitoring 
3.44 Agree 2 

Composite Mean 3.37 Agree  
Legend: 3.50 – 4.00 = Strongly Agree; 2.50 – 3.49 = Agree; 1.50 – 2.49 = Disagree; 1.00 – 149 = Strongly 

Disagree 

 

 

 

Table 2.2 describes the presentation of franchise business operation. In these figure, it shows 

the highest rank to the lowest rank in terms of management operation. As indicated in this 

operation, the respondents agreed that food cart have a composite 3.37. All the items yield high 

means ranging from 3.26 to 3.48 interpreted as “Agree”. 

Among the management operations, the respondents agree that the employees are competent and 

well trained staff with weighted mean of 3.48. Well-trained employees have the skills, 

knowledge or experience that job requires for them to be prepared and to be fit in their specific 

job. It will result to a more improved and better management operation that will result to the 

success of the business. 
 

According to the study of Cuasay (2012), with any business, a company is only as good as its 

employees. Unfortunately, employees are subject to sickness, injury and many other issues that 

keep them away from their jobs. In addition, employees need to be motivated to produce 

desired results. Unmotivated employees lead to decline in quality work, product consistency 

and productivity. 

 

However, the respondents agreed that they observe professionalism and work ethics and 

provides adequate compensation and objectives with weighted mean of 3.29 and 3.26 

respectively. Setting objectives is a specific management tool that creates a target for business 

owners to achieve. Objectives can be company-wide goals, specific to the division or department 

and individual employee expectations. Business owners often use performance management to 

follow up on objectives and measure the company overall achievement effectiveness. (Vitez, 

Ozmond 2015). 

 

Table 2.3 shows the status presentation of franchise business operation. In these figure, it shows 

the highest rank to the lowest rank in terms of financial operation. As indicated in this operation, 
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the respondents agree that franchise business had a composite mean of 3.33. All the items yield 

high means ranging from 3.14 to 3.43 interpreted as agree. Among financial operation, the 

respondents agreed to adequate working capital to sustain the operation with weighted mean 

of 3.43. This implies that adequate working capital to sustain the operation is needed for 

continuing operation of a franchise food cart business and helps to operate the business smoothly 

without any financial problem. 
 

Table 2.3 

Franchise Business Operations in terms of Financial Operation 

 

Indicators 
Weighted 

Mean 

Verbal 

Interpretation 
Rank 

1. Adequate working capital to sustain 

the operation  
3.43 Agree 1 

2. Maintain up to date financial 

records of the business 
3.34 Agree 3 

      3 Ability of the business to meet short 

and long term obligation 
3.14 Agree 4 

      4.  Ability of business to generate profit 3.41 Agree 2 

Composite Mean 3.33 Agree  

Legend: 3.50 – 4.00 = Strongly Agree; 2.50 – 3.49 = Agree; 1.50 – 2.49 = Disagree; 1.00 – 149 = Strongly 

Disagree 

 

 

 

Riley, Jim 2012 stated that every business needs adequate liquid resources in order to maintain 

day-to-day cash flow. It needs enough cash to pay wages and salaries as they fall due and to pay 

creditors if it is to keep its workforce and ensure its supplies. Maintaining adequate working 

capital is not just important in the short-term. Sufficient liquidity must be maintained in order 

to ensure the survival of the business in the long- term as well. Therefore, when businesses 

make investment decisions they must not only consider the financial outlay involved with 

acquiring the new machine or the new building, but must also take account of the additional 

current assets that are usually involved with any expansion of activity. (tutor2u.neT, 2015) 

In addition, sufficient working capital enables a business concern to make prompt payments and 

hence helps in creating and maintaining goodwill. A firm having adequate working capital, high 

solvency and good credit rating can arrange loans from banks and financial institutions in easy 

and favorable terms. (accountlearning.blogspot.com, 2011) 

The success of a small business depends on its ability to continually earn profits. Profit equals a 

company’s revenues minus expenses. Earning a profit is important to a small business because 

profitability impacts whether a company can secure financing from a bank, attract investors 

to fund its operations and grow its business. (Johnson, Rose, 2015) 

According to Vitez (2015) financial accounts are part of the company’s accounting system. 

Companies often use accounting as a way to keep score. Small businesses often find it 

important to keep score since accurately tracking financial information is the best way to 

determine the effectiveness and efficiency of their operations. Failing to understand or track 

financial information can quickly lead to dangerous business situations, such as low cash flow 
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or the possibility of bankruptcy. Financial accounts can also provide historical records for 

making future business decisions. 

Ability of the business to meet short and long term obligation got the lowest rank with weighted 

mean of 3.14. According to Billie Nordmeyer (2015), a current and long- term liability is a 

central focus of a business owner's financial planning effort. Current liabilities, including debt-

service payments on long-term liabilities, can quickly consume more cash than a company 

generates. Drawing down a company's credit line to meet its debt payments negatively affects 

its short-term liquidity position, which influences the company's future ability to meet its cash 

flow and collateral needs. 

 

 

As seen from table 3, franchising is effective as a strategy which is revealed by the composite 

mean of 3.27. Accessible location is interpreted highly effective and the rest items enumerated 

were interpreted as effective. This means that location is important in every business because 

everything depends on it. It is helpful to have a large market and a good sum of capital. 

 

Table 3 

Effectiveness of Franchising as a Strategy 

 

Indicators 
Weighted 

Mean 

Verbal 

Interpretation 
Rank 

1. Smaller risk in the capital 3.27 Effective 13 

2. Spend less money 3.23 Effective 15 

3. Efficient marketing 3.05 Effective 18 

4. Fast way to grow business 3.34 Effective 9 

5. Accessible Location 3.52 Highly Effective 1 

6. Availability of funds 3.34 Effective 9 

7. Affordable prices as it would be offered 3.37 Effective 4.5 

8. Create a better impact to potential 

customers of customers 
3.23 Effective 15 

9. Nurtures good relationship with 

customers 
3.47 Effective 2 

10.  Retain and maintain the loyalty of 

customers 
3.37 Effective 4.5 

11.  Efficient work of employee 3.37 Effective 4.5 

12.  More popularity of the store 3.08 Effective 17 

13.  Easily promotes and sell products to 

customers 
3.36 Effective 7 

14.  Provide large amount of sales and 

profit for the company 
3.23 Effective 15 

15.  Easy patronage of products 3.29 Effective 11.5 

16.  Suggestions for product enhancement 

can be obtained easily from customers 
3.00 Effective 19 

17.  Easier purchasing, storing and product 

display systems 
3.37 Effective 4.5 

18.  Maintains a more cost effective labour 3.29 Effective 11.5 
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force 

19.  Reduction of key staff turnover 2.80 Effective 20 

20.  Enhanced productivity levels and 

better quality 
3.34 Effective 9 

Composite Mean 3.27 Effective  
Legend: 3.50 – 4.00 = Highly Effective; 2.50 – 3.49 = Effective; 1.50 – 2.49 = Less Effective; 1.00 – 149 = Not 

Effective 

 

Selection of the right location for a proposed franchise outlet can mean the difference between 

success and failure and can be crucial factor in whether a franchise will be a moderate or a 

big success. Location theories often claim that the three most important criteria for the success 

of any business are location, location and location! This concept applies to franchised business 

as well. If a business person lacks the knowledge and skill appropriate to the particular business 

field and is also a poor manager, If the franchise is most assuredly on the road to failure. The 

franchise has a good location, however there is a chance the business might succeed even 

in spite of the owner’s shortcomings (Judd and Justis, 2012) 

Some items though rated as effective were more popularity of the store results on being effective 

for franchise business though it included in lowest rank, which obtained a weighted mean of 

3.08. In addition, respondents claimed that when they are satisfied on the products and services 

provided to them, they tend to tell other what they have experience. Efficient marketing 

included in least strategy though it obtained effective with weighted mean 3.05. It is one of 

the effective indicators in franchising. In entering business, entrepreneur should consider this 

factor and it is a big help in the progress of the business. 

According to Perreault, et. al., 2009, efficient marketing in an advanced economy is difficult 

because franchisors and customers are often separated in several ways. Exchange between 

franchisors and customers is hampered by spatial separation, separation in time, separation of 

information and values and separation of ownership 

Suggestion for product enhancement can be obtained easily from customers got the rank 19 

with weighted mean of 3.00 verbally interpreted as effective, it is indeed effective enhancing 

the product for the customer because they seek for the needs and satisfaction of the customer, 

through listening and asking for suggestions they intend to obtain it for the improvement and 

better quality of a product, as their target is the customer they need to build more progress 

and be productive on how they present their products for their customers. Some small businesses 

get ideas from customers on ways to standardize components so that it can cut the number of 

different product platforms to reduce costs. (Kerin, et. al, 2013) 

Reduction of key staff turnover got the rank 20 and it was revealed than the weighted mean 

2.80. It became the least effective in the entire indicators because as we all know small franchise 

business usually operate with a minimal employee that’s why they don’t need to make any staff 

turnover. 

High turnover rates can negatively affect a company and its employees in many ways. With the 

constant need to hire and train new employees, it is easy to veer from true mission and vision of 

the organization. By retaining employees, companies can provide a higher caliber workforce that 

positively affects the bottom line. Businesses can lower turnover rates by providing adequate 

training, rewarding employees for a job well done and creating a company culture of trust. (Miki 

Markovich, 2015) 
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Table 4 

Difference of Responses on the Effectiveness of Franchising as a Strategy When Grouped 

According to Profile of the Business 

 

Profile Variables F-value p-value Interpretation 

Location 1.673 0.151 Not Significant 

Existence in the Market 0.300 0.877 Not Significant 

Number of Staff/Employee 0.401 0.807 Not Significant 

Average Sales per Month 3.422 0.005 Significant 
Legend: Significant at p-value < 0.05 

  

 

Table 4 shows the significant difference on the effectiveness of franchising as a strategy for a 

business when grouped according to profile of the business. It was observed that only average 

sales per month shows significant difference since the obtained p-value of 0.005 is less than 

0.05 alpha level. This means that there is a significant difference exists and their assessment 

varies. In addition, the difference was observed from those average sales of below Php 10,000 

differs with those average sales per month were Php 30,000 and Php 20,000. This implies 

with the operation of business because sales is important to improve the efficiency of converting 

prospects into customers. 

 

In any business organization, sale is the department that generates revenue. No matter how 

good your manufacturing operation is, how cutting-edge your technology is, how tight your 

financial goals are or how progressive and forward-thinking your management techniques are, 

you must still have a sales mechanism in place, or everything else is useless. (Leslie 

McClintock, 2015). Without sales, production, accounting, purchasing and management will 

not get a chance to perform their jobs for very long before the cash runs out. Most startup 

forecasts over-estimate sales (revenue) and fail to examine the impact of revenue shortfalls. 

(tucson.com, 2015) 

Table 5 

Proposed Strategies To Enhance The Food Cart Franchising In Batangas City 

Key Result Area Strategies Persons Responsible 

 

Marketing Operation: 

     Well-equipped and modern 

facilities 

 

Maintaining the equipment through 

monthly checking and provide 

proper care of the facilities 

 

Proprietor 

 

Management Operation: 

    Provides adequate compensation 

and objectives 

 

Getting feedback from staff 

 

Proprietor 

 

Financial Operation: 

    Ability of a business to meet 

short and long term obligation 

 

Provide a financial record each year 

where all the transaction is listed 

and sourcing out financial support 

to sustain Business Operation 

 

Proprietor 

 

Strategy: 

    Reduction of key staff over 

 

Provide training to staff/ employees 

to avoid turnover 

 

Proprietor 
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CONCLUSIONS: 

In light of the findings, the following conclusions were drawn: 

1. Most of the franchise food cart businesses were located inside the school, operated within 

one to three years having one to three staffs/employees only and had an earning of Php 30, 

000 per month. 

2. The management of food cart businesses in Batangas City agreed in the franchise 

operation in terms of marketing, management and financial operation. 3. Franchising as a 

strategy was perceived as effective by the owners. 

4. The effectiveness of franchising as a strategy do not differ when grouped according to the 

business profile. 

5. A proposed strategy was formulated to enhance the food cart franchising business. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

The findings and conclusions of the study became the basis for the researchers to present the 

following recommendations believed to help in finding out the effectiveness of franchising: 

1. Management of franchising businesses in Batangas City may conduct seminars for 

beginners to enhance their marketing skill and capabilities. 

2. Management may conduct proper training to staffs/employees to improve their 

product presentation. 

3. Management may provide promotions and conduct survey on the customer needs for 

them to be satisfied. 

4. A study of similar nature but of different setting in relation to effectiveness of 

franchising may be conducted by other researchers. 
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Sustainability of second-hand garment business 
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Abstract 

Sustainability denotes a powerful and defining idea. A sustainable business is one that creates 

profit for its shareholders while protecting the environment and improving the lives of those 

with whom it interacts. It operates so that its business interests and the interests of the 

environment and society intersect. The study aims to find the significant differences in each of 

the business practices of second-hand garment by the number of years in business and the 

indicators of sustainability of second-hand garment business when grouped according to the 

number of years in business, and the significant relationship between the sustainability of second- 

hand garment business and the business practices of secondhand garment. The number of years in 

business has an impact to sustainability in terms of environmental resource efficiency but not 

with corporate social responsibility and profitability. The store owners’ level of perception of 

business practices of second-hand garment in terms of environmental and economic areas are 

significantly related to sustainability of second-hand garment but not in social area of business 

practices. It was found out that economic area is the most significant predictor and has the 

greatest impact in the sustainability of the second-hand garment business. 

Keywords: Business Management (Discipline of the Study), Sustainability of Second-Hand 

Garment Business (Concept), Descriptive-Correlational and Comparative Research Design 

(Method), Philippines (Location) 

 

 

Introduction 

A second-hand garment or ukay-ukay business is a recession proof. In good times, second-hand 

garment appeals to trendy youth, frugal parents and the eco-friendly. In hard times, second-hand 

shops appeal to everyone. Running a second-hand garment store can be a fun and rewarding 

job particularly if the entrepreneur loves clothing and accessories. (Chapman, 2014). While it 

is true that second-hand garment industry is a lucrative business because every piece of garment 

has many potential future lives, its clothing consumption desire confront emulation. The obvious 

disadvantage of most second-hand garment business is that anyone with sufficient capital can 

open a designer clothing shop or start a second-hand clothing business in the open market. 

Since no particular skills are required, there is usually no difference between one shop and 

another one down the road. (SmallstarterThinkTank,2013). 

 

Business sustainability can be defined as adopting business strategies and activities that meet 

the needs of the enterprise and its stakeholders today while protecting, sustaining and 

enhancing the human and natural resources that will be needed in the future (Deloitte and 

Touche, 1992). According to Azapagic and Perdan (2000) and Welford (2000), sustainable 

business offers products and services that fulfill society’s needs while contributing to the well-

being of all earth’s inhabitants. It is a new, radical paradigm that considers the ecological, social 

and economic impacts in a way that will not compromise the needs of future generations. 

 

All global business is exceeding 2 billion per year while global trade of second-hand clothing 
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exceeds more than 1 billion dollars. Supporters of the industry know this business as an important 

factor in creating job in target countries including transportation, washing, repair, 

reconstruction, package and etc. (Bazzi, 2012). 

 

In the Philippines, the market for second-hand garments flourished from its considered capital, 

Baguio City, province of Benguet despite the law that prohibits the wholesale of second hand 

clothes. Although Republic Act number 4653 (ratified July 1966) has been enacted, there is no 

clear implementation of this law. According to Mt. Province Representative Maximo Dalog, a 

lot of businessmen in the Cordillera who engaged in the ukay-ukay trade have succeeded in their 

business. Many of them, he pointed out, started with a meager capital before they earned money 

from it. Dalog said ukay-ukay owners are pay business taxes, income taxes, and other expenses to 

Baguio City (Silverio, 2011). 

 

Second-hand garment or ukay-ukay as it is called in the Philippines was said to derive its name 

from the Filipino word, halukay, meaning to dig or to look for something. Some call it “UK” 

for short. Ilocano speakers are used to call. As early as the Spanish occupation, these shops were 

called segunda mano (second hand) and until now, everyone can still relate to its meaning. The 

ukay-ukay (a Filipino version of the flea market) has successfully carved its own niche in the 

country’s local clothing industry. Inside these second-hand clothes stores, shoppers are forced to 

dig or sift through endless racks of clothes for a good find. The spread of ukay-ukay shops have 

made the practice a norm among Filipinos. The allure of inexpensive clothes continues to draw 

people inside these shops to look for branded clothes for less and eclectic but tasteful pieces. 

Ukay-ukay remains appealing because it’s the practical choice for clothes shoppers on a tight 

budget. To prove a point, Baguio’s ukay-ukay street market is still a hot target of gift-givers and 

clothes shoppers from Metro Manila (ffemagazine, 2013). 

 

In Digos City, Davao del Sur, despite the law banning the commercial importation of used 

clothing and rags, the selling of imported used clothing and apparel or relief clothes at 

cheaper prices in the ukay-ukay market continues to proliferate. The government has since 

opted to control and vindicate the market activities of ukay-ukay, for instance, by imposing 

taxes (Dalugdog, 2012). As of the year 2013 and up to the present, a total of 329 SMEs are 

registered in the Department of Trade and Industry specifically within Zone 1 to 3 in Digos 

City. There are 295 registered SMEs in 2011, and in 2013, only 34 SMEs are registered 

(DTI, 2014). Data reveals that there is a decline of business establishment for the Small and 

Medium Enterprises from the year 2011 to 2013. With the second-hand garment’s issues and 

concern and its contribution to the local economy, the study wants to analyze the sustainability 

of the business. Results of the study will help businessmen evaluate their businesses in 

general and be able to integrate the concept of Triple Bottom Line as the key element to 

sustainable business practices and integrate into their policies strategies and decision making 

processes (Elkington, 1994). 

 

 

Objectives of the Study 

 

The study attempted to determine the sustainability of the secondhand garment business in Digos 

City. 
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More specifically, this study sought to answer the following queries: 

1. What is the business profile of the secondhand garment store owners in terms of: 

1.1 Source of Capital; 

1.2 Starting Capital; 

1.3 Type of Business Ownership; 

1.4 Type of Business Establishment; and 

1.5 Number of Years in Business? 

2. What is the level of business perception of second-hand garment store owners in terms 

of: 

2.1 Environmental Area; 

2.2 Social Area; and 

2.3 Economic Area? 

3. What is the level of sustainability of secondhand garment business practices with 

regard to 

3.1 Environmental Resource Efficiency; 

3.2 Corporate Social Responsibility; and 

3.3 Profitability? 

4. Is there a significant difference in the business perception of secondhand garment 

store owners by the number of years in business? 

5. Is there a significant difference in the sustainability of secondhand garment business 

practices when grouped according to the number of years in business? 

6. Are the following areas of business perception of secondhand garment significantly 

related to the sustainability of secondhand garment business practices either singly 

or in combination: 

6.1 Environmental Area; 

6.2 Social Area; and 

6.3 Economic Area? 

 

Theoretical and Conceptual Framework 

 

The study is anchored on the concept of the applied sustainable business practices based on the 

Triple Bottom Line (Environmental, Social, and Economic areas) advocated by Desimone and 

Popoff, (1998) which states that the TBL is the key element of sustainable business practices. 

Firms that carry out sustainable business should not only understand it but also integrate it into 

their policies or strategies and decision making processes. 

 

The Environment Area consists of environmental impacts related to the diverse activities, 

products and services of the business. These environmental indicators should be identified in all 

stages of the businesses full life cycle because they are used to track environmental progress, 

support environmental policy evaluation and inform the public. Examples are energy and water 

consumption, air pollution, and solid and hazardous waste produced. 

 

The Social Area is related to wider responsibilities that business has to communities within 

which it operates and to society in general, including both present and future generations. Since 

the importance of social and ethical responsibilities of a company is gradually increasing, its 

social responsibility has become a constituted element within what society expects from 
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business. It is not easy to define and quantify social indicators in terms of physical indicators like 

economic and environmental indicators. Nevertheless, many firms have set up a realistic goal to 

continuously measure these indicators in a comparable manner across organizations by using 

qualitative social indicators. These sets of qualitative social indicators are used to evaluate 

sustainable business embedded in the concept of sustainable development. Examples are human 

development and welfare (e.g., education and training and health and safety); equity (e.g., wages, 

equal opportunity, non-discrimination); and ethical considerations (e.g., human rights and child 

labor abolition) Azapagic, (2003). 

 

The Economic Area includes the business economic values and performance that are 

explained by economic indicators. Examples are annual profits and sales, research and 

development investment, fines, capital investment, and share values or annual returns. 

 

The independent variable includes the Business Perception of Secondhand Garment in terms 

of Environment Area, Social Area and Economic Area and the dependent variable contains the 

Sustainability of Secondhand Garment Business Practices in terms of Environmental Resource 

Efficiency, Corporate Social Responsibility and Profitability. The independent variable stands 

as the basis of quantifying the dependent variable to measure the effect and to know the 

perception of the respondents in the areas of sustainability of secondhand garment business 

practices. While the business profile of the second-hand garment business in terms of source of 

capital, starting capital, type of business ownership, type of establishment and the number of 

years in business serve as the moderating variable as it provides information to strengthen both 

the independent and dependent variables. 

 

Figure 1 shows the conceptual framework of the study. 
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Moderating Variable 

Methodology 

 

Research Design 
The study employed a descriptive-correlational and comparative research design. It would 

determine the extent to which different variables are related to each other in the population of 

interest. These critical distinguishing characteristics are the effort to estimate the differences or 

relationships among variables (Sevilla, et.al, 1992 as cited by Villa, 2011). From the design, the 

study aimed to find the significant differences in each of the area of business perception of 

secondhand garment store owners by the number of years in business, and the indicators of 

sustainability of secondhand garment business practices when grouped according to the number 

of years in business, and the significant relationship between the sustainability of secondhand 

garment business practices and the business perception of secondhand garment store owners. 

 

Respondents 

The respondents of the study were the business owners/proprietors of the second-hand 

garments establishments in Digos City. It made use of the non-probability sampling technique 

specifically the purposive sampling. The researchers chose 31 business owners/proprietors who 

positively responded to answer the survey questionnaire. 

 

Measures 

In measuring the variables, a researcher-made questionnaire was utilized. The instrument consists 

of the following: Part I, Business Perception of Secondhand garment in terms of environment, 

economic and social areas and Part II, Questions related with the Sustainability of the 

Secondhand Garment Business Practices using the 5-point Likert Scale. The questionnaire was 

validated and pilot-tested, and test results were item-analyzed which resulted to 0.8160 

reliability coefficient of the test instrument. The content of the survey questionnaire was 

validated by three (3) College Professors using a standardized content validation sheet. 

Comments and corrections were noted and incorporated for improvement. Using the Cronbach’s 

Alpha, it showed that the research instrument was very reliable. 

Respondents were asked to encircle the items most correspond to how they thought the 

statement describes them using the 5-point scale with the following interpretations in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Using the 5-point scale with the corresponding interval range, descriptive rating 

and interpretations for the business perception of secondhand garment in terms of 

environment, economic and social areas 

 
 

 

Weight 

 

Descriptive 

Equivalent 
 

 

Interval 

Range/Scale 

 

Descriptive 

Rating 

 

Interpretation 
 

5 (SA) Strongly 

Agree 

4.51-5.0 Very high Very highly 

manifested 
 

4 (A) Agree 3.51-4.50 High Highly manifested 
 

3 (NDA) Neither 

Disagree or Agree 
 

2.51-3.50 Average Moderately 

manifested 
 

2 (D) Disagree 1.51-2.50 Low Poorly manifested 
 

1 (SD) Strongly 

Disagree 

1.0-1.50 Very Low Very poorly 

manifested 

 

 
Table 2. Using the 5-point scale with the corresponding interval range, descriptive rating and 

interpretations for the indicators of sustainability for second-hand garment business practices in 

terms of environmental resource efficiency and corporate social responsibility 

 

 

 

 

Weight 

 

Descriptive 

Equivalent 
 

 

Interval Range 

 

Descriptive 

Rating 
 

 

Interpretation 

5 Always  

(10 times/wk) or  

4.51-5.00 Very high 

 
 

Done at all 

times 

4 Often  

(7-9 times/wk) or  

3.51-4.50 

 
 

High Oftentimes 

done 

3 Occasional 

(4-6 times/wk) or  

2.51-3.50 

 
 

Average Sometimes 

done 

2 Seldom 

(1-3 times/wk) or  

1.51-2.50 

 
 

Low Rarely done 

1 Never  

(0) 

1.00-1.50 Very Low Never done 
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Table 3. Using the 5-point scale with the corresponding interval range, descriptive rating and 

interpretations to quantify the sustainability of the second-hand garment business practices in 

terms of profitability 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: The basis for the above 5-point scale is based on the information provided on page 37 in the Review of Related 

Literature section with subheading “Sustainable Profit” 

 

 

Weight 

 

Interval Range 

Profit 

 

Descriptive Rating 
 

 

Interpretation 

5 Php23,670 and above Highly profitable Sustainability is 

highly manifested 

4 Php15,880-23,669 Moderately profitable Sustainability is 

averagely manifested 
 

 

3 

 

Php7,890-15,779 

 

Profitable 

 

Sustainability is poorly 

manifested 
 

2 Php0-7,889 Not Profitable Sustainability is very 

poorly manifested 
 

1 Php-1and below Negatively Profitable Sustainability is not 

manifested 
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Procedure 

In conducting the study, the following steps were systematically undertaken by the researchers: 

1. The researchers sent a letter of request addressed to the identified thirty-one (31) second-

hand garment business owners. 

2. When all of the 31 secondhand garment business owners gave the go signal to administer the 

questionnaires, the researchers then made a schedule at their most convenient time. The 

survey questionnaire was validated by person with knowledge and expertise on business 

research. 

3. The research instrument was pilot-tested to the 30 second-hand garment business owners 

whose shops/stores were in the places outside Digos City specifically in the municipality of 

Bansalan, Davao del Sur. 

4. Results were item analyzed and few items were discarded and revised. Using the Cronbach 

Alpha, the coefficient of reliability was determined. 

5. The process of communicating information to the respondents and seeking their consent was 

to establish mutual understanding between researchers and participants. Each second-hand 

garment owner was individually called for and was given opportunity to ask question 

pertaining the survey questionnaire and to discuss the information and their decision if they 

wish to participate in the survey or not. Thus, information on the following matters were 

communicated to the respondents such as how the research would be monitored; contact details 

of the researchers; how privacy and confidentiality would be protected; the participant’s right to 

withdraw from further participation at any stage; along with any implications on the withdrawal, 

and whether it would be possible to withdraw data. After the individual briefing, all of the 

identified respondents agreed to the terms and conditions discussed by the researchers and gave 

their voluntary consent. 

6. Validated questionnaire was administered to the 31 respondents of the study. 

7. The data gathered are tabulated, computed, analyzed and interpreted. 

 

 

 

Data Analysis 

The raw data was programmed, coded and encoded for further computation and analysis of the 

data gathered. 

1. Frequency and percentage distributions were utilized for sub-problem number 1, to describe 

the business profile of the second-hand garment business store owners in terms of source of 

capital, starting capital, type of business ownership, type of establishment, number of years in 

business, 

2. Mean score was used for sub-problem numbers 2 and 3, to determine the level of the business 

perception of second-hand garment in terms of environmental, economic and social area and 

the level of each indicator of sustainability of the secondhand garment business practices with 

regard to environmental resource efficiency, profitability and corporate social responsibility. 

3. One-Way Analysis of Variance (1-Way ANOVA) was utilized for sub-problem numbers 4 

and 5 to find whether significant differences exist in the business perception of secondhand 

garment store owners by the number of years in business and the indicators of sustainability 

of secondhand garment business practices when grouped according to the number of years in 

business. 

4. Pearson product-moment correlation was employed for sub-problem number 6 to find the 
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significant relationship between the sustainability of second-hand garment business practices 

and the business perception of secondhand garment store owners 

5. Post hoc analysis was utilized if and only if significant difference was observed in the ANOVA 

Test. 

6. Multiple Linear Regression for sub-problem number 6 on the extent of the relationships among 

variables was utilized to test the joint effects of the business perception of the second- hand 

garment store owners to the indicator of sustainability of the secondhand garment business 

practices which further determines the most significant predictor of sustainability of second-hand 

garment business. 

All interpretations were based on 0.05 alpha level of significance. 
 

 

 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Descriptive Statistical Results 

 

1. Business Profile of the Second-hand Garment Store Owners 
Most of the second-hand garment store owners acquired their source of capital through their 

own capital or personal savings with the frequency count of 30 or 96.77% of the 31 

respondents. In terms of starting capital, 23 or 74.19 percent has a starting capital of Php 50,000 

and below. Moreover, in terms of the type of business ownership, majority or 23 (74.19%) are 

into sole proprietorship and 8 (25.81%) are into partnership. According to Casmer, 2006, sole 

proprietorship is the simplest and least expensive business structure to form. Many start-up 

companies choose this form until it becomes practical to enter into a partnership or to 

incorporate. One of the advantages of the sole proprietorship is the ease of formation. There are 

fewer legal restrictions and it is the least expensive to form. Furthermore, most of the respondents 

are selling second-hand garment through shop/store which is 26 or 83.57%. Breidenbach 2011 

supports this as some traders who sell used clothing with designer labels sell them at shops where 

banks, telecoms and companies have their headquarters. Those shops are normally patronized by 

young, corporate office workers who also want to buy good quality clothing but cannot afford to 

patronize the few shops that sell imported designer labels from Europe and North America. 

Finally, 3 or (9.68%) sell second-hand garments through boutique and 2 or (6.45%) are selling 

second-hand garment in the sidewalks. Thus, in terms of the number of years in business, 15 or 

(48.39%) operate their business for 5 years and below, 11 or (35.48%) operate for 6-10 years and 

5 or (16.13%) operate for 11 years and above. 

 

2. Level of Business Perception of the Secondhand Garment Business 

The secondhand garment store owners had generally moderately manifested or profitability is 

neither too much nor too less in their business perception in terms of environmental, social 

and economic areas. Specifically, the data also reveal that economic area got the highest rating 

with a mean score of 3.90 interpreted as highly manifested which means that in terms of 

business perception, the secondhand garment store owners consider economic area has 

something to do with making money or making profit which to them is essential for business 

success. (Holliday, Schmidheiny, and Watts, 2014). 

 

3. Level of Sustainability of the Second-hand Garment Business Practices 

The overall mean score of the level of sustainability of second-hand garment business practices 
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in terms of the three (3) areas is 3.25 with a descriptive rating of average interpreted as sometimes 

done for environmental resource efficiency and corporate social responsibility and high for 

profitability with a mean score of 3.81, interpreted as sustainability is highly manifested. This 

indicates that the secondhand garment store owners give much weight and concentration to 

maintaining and increasing their profit. A business that is not profitable cannot survive. 

Conversely, a business that is highly profitable has the ability to reward its owners with a large 

return on their investment. Increasing profitability is one of the most important tasks of the 

business managers. Managers constantly look for ways to change the business to improve 

profitability. These potential changes can be analyzed with a pro forma income statement or 

a Partial Budget. Partial budgeting allows you to assess the impact on profitability of a small or 

incremental change in the business before it is implemented. (Hofstrand, 2013). 

 

  

https://www.extension.iastate.edu/agdm/wholefarm/html/c1-50.html
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Inferential Statistical Results 

 

1. Differences in the Business Perception of the Secondhand Garment in Terms 

of Environmental, Social and Economic Areas 
Environmental Area- The f-value of 2.965 with p-value of 0.057 is greater than 0.05 level of 

significance. The null hypothesis that there is no significant difference in the business perception 

of the secondhand garment by the number of years in business in terms of environmental area 

is accepted. This indicates that the business perception of the secondhand garment store 

owners was not affected by the number of years in business in terms of environmental area. 

Thus, the number of years in business did not give any impact to environmental area of business 

perception of the secondhand garment store owners. 

Social Area- The f-value of 4.552 with p-value of 0.013 is less than 0.05 level of significance. The 

null hypothesis that there is no significant difference in the business perception of the secondhand 

garment by the number of years in business in terms of social area is rejected. This implies that 

business perception of the secondhand garment store owners in terms of social area differed 

significantly when grouped according to the number of years in business. This finding agrees 

with Holliday, Schmidheiny, and Watts, 2014 when they said that in terms of social area, an 

organization or business has a responsibility to its employees and to the wider communities 

in which it works. A triple bottom line company understands how its practices affect the 

corporation, its workers, and wider stakeholders, and it works to promote all of their best 

interests 

 

2. Post hoc comparison in the business perception of the secondhand garment by the 

number of years in business in terms of social area 

In terms of social area, 5 years and below and 6-10 years in the business have significantly 

higher mean difference value than 11 years and above by 0.88387 and 0.76452 respectively. 

It implies that store owners who have been working for 11 years and above in business 

perceived the secondhand garment business in terms of social area is significantly lower mean 

difference value compared to store owners who have been doing business for 5 years and below 

and 6-10 years. Results show that a secondhand garment store owner who are new in the business 

or who are operating their business below 11 years give importance to their business in terms of 

the social aspect. According to Azapagic, 2003, the social area is related to wider 

responsibilities that business has to communities within which it operates and to society in 

general, including both present and future generations. Since the importance of social and ethical    

responsibilities of a company is gradually increasing, its social responsibility has become a 

constituted element within what society expects from business. 

 

3. Post hoc comparison in the business perception of secondhand garment by the number 

of years in business in terms of economic area 

In terms of economic area, 5 years and below in the business has significantly higher mean 

difference value than 11 years and above by 1.19355 while 11 years and above in the 

business perception has significantly lower mean difference value than 5 years and below. It 

means that in terms of economic area, the store owners who have engaged in business for 11 

years and above shows lower business perception of the secondhand garment as compared to 5 

years and below. This implies that for secondhand garment store owners who engaged in business 

in the early stages, say below 11 years, they hand to find ways and means to cope with the 
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economic demands of the business. Sustainability in business means that it is self-sustaining and 

self-renewing. It has to make a profit. It has to provide support for its owners and employees, 

and contribute to their long-term well-being. It must generate a surplus to carry it through tough 

times and to provide a fund for growth. It must provide a benefit to its community of customers; 

otherwise it cannot operate profitably. It must innovate (i.e., “evolve”) in order to stay 

competitive and keep attracting its customers. It must be a vehicle for the creative energies of its 

owners and other key people, so that it will retain their interest. A business—especially a small 

business—is a reflection of the skills and passions of the entrepreneur. It is his/her vehicle to 

provide value to the community of customers. The more it thrives, the more people are 

benefitted—customers and employees and other stakeholders. In this way, a successful business 

does more than just sustain it and the resources it draws upon. It becomes an increasing source of 

wealth. A community of such businesses builds a strong multiplier effect throughout the 

community and economy (McEarlean, 2012) 

 

4. Differences in the Sustainability of Secondhand Garment Business Practices When 

Grouped According to Number of Years in Business in Terms of Each Indicator 

Environmental Resource Efficiency- The f-value of 3.389 with p-value of 0.038 which is less 

than 0.05 level of significance. The null hypothesis that there is no significant difference in the 

sustainability of secondhand garment business practices when grouped according to number of 

years in business in terms of environmental resource efficiency is rejected. This indicates that the 

sustainability of second-hand garment in terms of environmental resource efficiency differed 

significantly when grouped according to number of years in business. Thus, it implies that the 

number of years in business has an impact to sustainability in terms of environmental resource 

efficiency. 

Corporate Social Responsibility- The f-value of 1.848 with p-value of 0.163 is greater than 

0.05 level of significance. The null hypothesis that there is no significant difference in the 

sustainability of secondhand garment business practices when grouped according to number of 

years in business in terms of corporate social responsibility is accepted. This means that 

sustainability of the secondhand garment in terms of corporate social responsibility did not differ 

significantly when grouped according to number of years in business. It further implies that the 

number of years in business had no impact to the sustainability of secondhand garment of store 

owners in terms of corporate social responsibility. 

Profitability- The computed f-value is 2.519 having p-value of 0.086 is greater than 0.05 level 

of significance. The null hypothesis that there is no significant difference in the sustainability 

of second-hand garment when grouped according to number of years in business in terms of 

profitability is accepted. This indicates that the sustainability of secondhand garment business 

practices in terms of profitability did not differ significantly when grouped according to number 

of years in business. It implies that the sustainability of secondhand garment was not affected 

by the number of years in business in terms of profitability. Hence, the number of years in 

business has no impact to the sustainability of the second-hand garment of store owners in 

terms of profitability. 

 

5. Relationship Between Business Perception of Second-hand Garment Store Owners and 

Sustainability of Secondhand Garment Business Practices in Digos City 

 

The store owners’ business perception of second-hand garments in terms of environmental area 
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is significantly related to the sustainability of second-hand garment business in terms of 

environmental resource efficiency and corporate social responsibility. The positive and 

significant values denote that as perceived level of second-hand garment business store 

owners as to environmental area becomes higher, the level of sustainability of second-hand 

garment business practices of store owners such as environmental resource efficiency and 

corporate social responsibility also becomes higher. Likewise, as the level of sustainability of 

second-hand garment business store owners in terms of environmental resource efficiency and 

corporate responsibility decreases, the level of business perceptions of second-hand garment store 

owners in terms of economic area also decreases. 

 

6. Computed regression on the sustainability of the secondhand garment business practices 

influenced by the combined areas of business perception of second-hand garment 

store owners 

The computed f-value of 3.878 with p-value of which is less than 0.05 level of significance. 

This means that economic area, environmental area and social area significantly affect the 

sustainability of the secondhand garment business practices of store owners. Thus, the null 

hypothesis of the influence is rejected. 

Moreover, 39.10% of the variance in the observed sustainability of the second-hand garment 

business practices is explained by the joint effects of all the three (3) areas of business practices 

of the secondhand garment and 60.90% of the variance is attributed to extraneous variables 

that can affect the sustainability of the secondhand garment business practices. Specifically, 

these extraneous variables are supported by ffemagazine.com., 2013 which considers location 

as one of the factors that contributes to business sustainability. From a customer’s point of view, 

the more ukay-ukay stores in an area, the more convenient shopping is. Another is the competition 

with similar shops as ukay-ukay clothes come in many types. Unlike designer clothing stores that 

compete with each other because of the brand or image they carry, ukay-ukay stores only need 

to compete with each other in terms of accessibility. The more accessible a store is, the more 

it will be visited by customers in the area. 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

  

Based on the results of the study, the researchers conclude that the economic area is the most 

significant predictor of sustainability of the secondhand garment business practices and thus, 

it indicates to have the greatest impact on the sustainability of the secondhand garment 

business. The following are highly recommended: Since the second-hand garment store owners 
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are concentrated in increasing their business profit, there is a need to have an effective and 

material reward program. One way to do this is to determine what truly matters to the customers. 

For example, if a customer is a housewife, then a reward in the form of kitchenware or rebates 

will be most appreciated. Another reward program that may be integrated with the one mentioned 

in number 3, can be in the form of a discount reward program: 

Store Visit Amount Purchased Reward 

1
st 

P200-P500 5% discount on the next store visit 

2
nd 

P300-P500 5% discount of total purchase + freebie 

3
rd 

P400-P600 6% discount of total purchase + freebie 

4
th 

P500-P1000 6% discount plus gift cert worth P50 

5
th 

P1000 and up 7% discount plus gift cert worth P50 

 

Rewards may also be given to customers who can refer other customers into the store. This will 

increase customer base, which eventually can increase level of sales and profit in the long run. 

The idea here is to constantly make creative marketing strategies in order to keep the customers 

coming, building up a wider customer base. Another is to tap regular and Sunday College 

officers of the BSBA organizations to create a core group and plan for a symposium on sustainable 

business practices with topics on environmental, social and economic areas, and invite 

representatives from various business sectors for awareness purposes. Speakers are faculty 

members from the Division of Business and Accountancy with related expertise on business and 

management and faculty members from other Division with related expertise on the other areas. 

And lastly, for further studies, other researchers may also conduct a study on the Triple Bottom 

Line of Business using other type of businesses of their interest 
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Session C - Finance 

 

Sovereign credit ratings of the Philippines: An empirical analysis  

Elenor P. Garoy and Antonio Casillan, Jr. 

Saint Louis University 

 

The aim of this paper is to determine the different factors that affect the Philippines’ international 

credit ratings.  This paper adopts the empirical models presented in the paper of H>K> Nash, 

specifically the Logit Analysis and the Principal Component Analysis models.  Empirical results 

validate that for the case of the Philippines, the most significant determinants are the country’s 

liquidity variables, accounting for a great majority of influence compared to the other economic 

factors.   

Keywords:  Debt rescheduling, Philippines, Logit analysis, Principal Component Analysis. 
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Artificial neural network: An alternative in financial time-series forecasting 

 

Mar Andriel S. Umali 

De La Salle University 

 

Abstract   

This paper aims to explore the application of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) as an alternative 

tool in forecasting the financial time-series. ANN is a computational model that simulates the 

structure and function of human biological neurons. The paper discusses the different methods of 

financial forecasting such as fundamental and technical analysis; various econometric models like 

Generalized Autoregressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity (GARCH), Autoregressive Integrated 

Moving Average (ARIMA) and other random walk models. It seeks to present how ANN can 

overcome the challenges in the existing forecasting models in the literature. The author proposed a 

methodology that can be applied in forecasting Philippine Stock Exchange Index.       

Keywords: Artificial Neural Networks, Financial Forecasting, Efficient Market Hypothesis, 

Philippine Stock Exchange Index    

 

I. Introduction 

1.1. Background of the study 

Forecasting the stock market is one of the most challenging and interesting tasks for 

individual and institutional investors, academicians and financial analysts. However, the 

Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) states that perfect capital markets are efficient and stock 

prices reflect all publicly available information as well as private information, thus making 

predictability of prices impossible, if not, difficult (Fama, 1970). 

Despite this popularity of EMH, the past decades are filled with rich literature  on attempts 

to predict and outperform the market. Early works on forecasting rely on traditional statistical 

models such as the Generalized Autoregressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity (GARCH), 

Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA), and other random walk models. The 

limitation with these models is that it only assumes that the time series values have a linear 

correlation structure. These models do not capture the non-linear patterns in the prices (Wang, 

Wang, & Zhang, 2012). 

While various econometric models are available in financial time-series prediction, 

investment analysis tools are more used by industry practitioners. Specifically, these tools are 

fundamental and technical analysis. Fundamental analysis revolves around the study of a 

company’s firm value based on published accounting information (Bauman, 1996). On the other 

hand, technical analysis uses historic price movements, and mathematical formulas to predict 

future returns (Cohen, Kudryavtsev and Hon-Snir, 2011). 

Both tools suffer from weak theoretical framework, lack of empirical studies, and 

reliability on expert’s opinion and knowledge in reading patterns. 

Recent researches focus on overcoming the limitation of traditional statistical tools and 

investment analysis tools, by taking advantage of the advancements in technology. One of these 
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is the use of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) in finance. ANNs are based on the neural 

structure of the human brain that simulates the basic functions of a biological neuron in pattern 

recognition. ANNs require the use of computer programming and is applied in text recognition, 

speech identification, and image deciphering (Bangal, 2010). An advantage of ANN is that it has 

a non-linear modeling capability (Kumar & Thenmozhi, 2012). It is also able to forecast by 

detecting patterns in financial time series, even without the assistance of experts. 

 

II. Review of Related Literature 

2.1 The Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) 

The Efficient Market Hypothesis is one of the most popular and highly discussed theories 

in finance. Fama (1970) described the market to be “efficient” if the prices always “fully reflect” 

available information and if the market adjusts rapidly to new information. This hypothesis is 

related to the Random Walk Theory. 

EMH also suggests that it is not possible for an investor to outperform the market by 

trading in the stock market. If a market is “efficient” then, new information is already reflected 

in the current stock price, therefore, consistently “beating the market” would be impossible. In 

other words, the theory is in conflict with the concept of financial forecasting where it is 

assumed that investors can make excess profits using certain techniques and models. (Tjung, 

Kwon, & Tseng, 2011). 

There are three forms of EMH according to Fama (1970): the weak-form, semi-strong 

form and strong form. The following section discusses the different forms, and some empirical 

studies that were done to test whether ‘efficiency’ exists in the markets of study. 

 

2.1.1 Weak form of Efficient Market Hypothesis 

The weak form of EMH occurs when the current stock price reflects all historical 

information making it impossible for anyone to use past data for predicting future prices and 

making profit from abnormal returns (Fama, 1970). 

The technique of detecting the weak-form of EMH is on determining whether there is 

significant evidence of serial correlation in the coefficients. Fama (1965) examined the 

distributions of thirty stocks of the Dow-Jones Industial Average (DJIA) from 1957 to 1962 with 

about 1,200 to 1,700 daily observation per stock. He found that the weak form of market 

efficiency was present in the sample. Even though there was significant evidence of serial 

correlation in the coefficients, these were too small to cover the transaction costs of trading, 

therefore preventing investors to profit from the returns. 

Tomar & Gupta (2014) studied the daily stock prices from the National Stock Exchange 

(NSE) from January 31 to February 28, 2014. They attempted to calculate the coefficient of 

correlation in their study. The result of the research showed that the NSE market is weakly 

efficient and forecasting in this market is not possible using past data. 

Another method in determining whether the weak-form exists is through examining the 

gains from technical analysis. Brock, Lakonishok, & Lebaron (1992) analysed the Dow Jones 

Index from 1897 to 1986 through the use of bootstrap techniques and standard statistical analysis. 

They concluded that technical analysis has predictive power but cautioned investors of transaction 
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costs. 

2.1.2 Semi-strong form of Efficient Market Hypothesis 

The semi-strong form of EMH is present when the current stock price reflect not only the 

historical information but also the information that is publicly available. Hence, new information 

cannot be used by anyone for earning abnormal returns (Fama, 1970). 

Hadi (2006) examined the Jordanian stock market and tested for the presence of weak, 

semi-strong and strong-form of EMH. He discussed that the presence of semi-strong efficiency 

can be made by examining the (1) market reaction to accounting information; (2) stock splits; (3) 

block trades; and (4) dividend announcements. He found out that the Jordanian market has a 

semi-strong form of efficiency. 

Khan & Ikram (2010) tested the semi-strong form efficiency of the Indian Capital Market, 

particularly the National Stock Exchange (NSE) and the Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) using 

their monthly averages. They used the Karl-Pearson’s Product Moment Correlation Coefficient 

and linear regressive equations to analyze and determine the degree and direction of the 

relationship between the variables. Results showed that the semi-strong form of efficiency is 

present in the Indian Capital market. 

 

2.1.3 Strong Form of Efficient Market Hypothesis 

The market exhibits a strong form of EMH when the current stock price reflects all 

available information, both public and private, and no one can earn abnormal return by using 

private or insider’s information (Fama, 1970). If the strong-form efficiency hypothesis is correct, 

then insiders should not be able to profit using private information. 

This form of EMH is the most difficult to test and observe because private information is 

difficult to observe (Hadi, 2006). He noted that testing of EMH in this form could be made by 

testing the return that is earned by the insider and using indirect test by examining the return and 

trading volume prior to public information announcement. The strong-form of EMH is more 

difficult to study due to limitations on data. However, the few existing empirical evidence does 

not support this hypothesis. 

Seyhun (1986) examined the insider trading data compiled by the Securities and 

Exchange Commission (SEC) from 1975 to 1981. Empirical evidence showed that insiders can 

predict abnormal future stock price changes. However, the anomalies related to EMH disappears 

when the bid-ask spread as an additional cost of trading is taken in consideration. 

A more recent research was done by Jiang & Zaman (2010) where they studied 25 years 

of insider transaction data (1975-2000), which was obtained from the Securities and Exchange 

Commission (SEC). They used a Vector Autoregressive (VAR) model to asses the relationship 

between aggregate insider trading and market return and found that insider trading can predict 

the market return on the basis of contrarian beliefs and superior knowledge about future cash- 

flow news. 

 

2.1.4 Studies against the Efficient Market Hypothesis 

Various studies were made to test whether the stock market is efficient. However, despite 

the high number of these studies, the existing literature has not been able to give a concrete 

conclusion on market efficiency. In addition, there are studies that criticized and challenged the 
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validity of EMH. 

One of these studies was the one made by Shiller (1981), where he used two data sets 

(real Standard and Poor’s Composite Stock Price Index with the associated dividend series and a 

modified Dow Jones Industrial average with associated dividend series). Another was by 

Campbell and Shiller (1988), where they studied the US stock market’s long historical average 

of real earnings from 1871 to 1986 as a predictor of the present value of future real dividends. 

Both studies demonstrated that the degree of volatility in actual stock price is substantially higher 

than that of it’s estimated present value. They explained this extra volatility with the changes in 

opinion or psychology. This leads to the concept of Behavioral Finance. 

Another thing to consider is the difference between the efficiency of developed and 

emerging markets. Harvey (1995) studied 800 equities from 20 countries and concluded that the 

predictability of the returns in emerging market returns are more likely than developed countries. 

There are also empirical studies that proved that emerging markets are inefficient”. 

Kharusi & Weagley (2014) performed a study in the Muscat Securities Market in Oman. 

They did several parametric tests of serial correlation using the Ljung and Box Q-Statistics and 

the variance ratio test of Lo and Mackinlay and found that the market is inefficient. 

Nguyen, Chang, & Nguyen (2012) investigated whether the Taiwan stock market is 

weakly efficient using the Dockery and Kavussanos’ multivariate model using 63, 340 panel data 

points. Empirical findings show that the Taiwan stock market is not informationally efficient. 

Samanta & Bordoloi (2005) stated that the result of the studies on “efficiency” vary 

depending on the choice of methodology and time period, as well as the selection of data 

frequency and the price series/index under scrutiny. 

 

2.1.5 EMH in the Philippines 

One of the few studies on EMH that focused on the Philippines was by Aquino (2006). 

The research tested if the Philippine stock market is informationally efficient from 1987-2000. 

Tests of weak-form efficiency and semistrong-form efficiency were applied to the daily and 

monthly stock returns of the PSEi. Results of the study showed that only the weak-form was 

present in the years covered. Aquino (2006) also concluded that skilled market players can make 

above average profits in excess of transaction costs using publicly available information because 

of the level of inefficiency in the Philippine stock market. 

A more recent study was done by Chen & Diaz (2014). Applying the Autoregressive 

Fractionally Integrated Moving Average (ARFIMA) and the ARFIMA-Fractional Integrated 

General Autoregressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity (ARFIMA-FIGARCH) on the daily stock 

returns of the PSEi, a long-memory process was found significant in both return and volatility. 

The presence of the long-memory process may be used by investors to earn excess returns. 

 

2.2 Traditional Financial Forecasting 

The popularity of EMH resulted in an overwhelming number of studies, both empirically 

and theoretically. Some of these studies challenge the ‘Random Walk’ theory that the EMH is 

proposing. Some believed in the possibility financial forecasting. This section discusses the 

widely used traditional forecasting, from Technical Analysis to ARIMA, ARCH and Regime- 

switching. 
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2.2.1 ARCH/GARCH 

Asset return series are heteroskedastic and exhibits time-varying volatility clustering 

(Gysen, Huang, & Kruger, 2013). Engle (1982) proposed the Autoregressive Conditional 

Heteroskedasticity (ARCH) model while Bollerslev (1986) proposed the Generalized 

Autoregressive Conditional Heteroskedasticy (GARCH) variant where both aimed to explain the 

changes in volatility over time by relating the conditional variance of the series to past variances 

and observations in the data series. ARCH and GARCH models were not only used to 

characterize the volatility of stock returns, these were also used to estimate financial and 

macroeconomic series as well as future volatility. 

Gokcan (2000) compared the performance of the linear and non-linear GARCH models 

on the monthly stock returns of seven emerging countries from 1988 to 1996. The study concluded 

that the linear GARCH model performs better than the non-linear model in the emerging stock 

markets. 

Bonilla and Sepulveda (2011) used GARCH model to detect the conditional volatility of 

stock market index rates of return in 13 emerging markets. However, the results showed that the 

GARCH model failed to characterize the time-varying nature of market returns and cautioned the 

use of autoregressive models for forecasting stock index options, portfolio selection and risk 

management. 

Even when GARCH models were able to forecast stock returns, another limitation is that 

these models assume that the relationship between excess returns and independent variables are 

constant. This holds true no matter what state the economy is in. When bull-market or bear- 

market is experienced, it causes higher volatility in returns, thereby causing an effect on the 

parameter estimates of time series models (Gysen, Huang, & Kruger, 2013). 

Studies found that the volatility of stock returns is higher during recessions. Schwert 

(1989) made a study on the US stock market from 1857 to 1987 using monthly data and 

discovered that the stock return volatility is unusually high during the Great Depression. 

Following Schwert’s study, Hamilton and Lin (1996) found out that the stock market is much 

more volatile during economic recessions, accounting 60% of the variance of stock returns. This 

opened a need for modelling the different ‘regimes’ of return and volatility distributions that 

exist in financial time series (Gysen, Huang, & Kruger, 2013). 

 

2.2.2 Markov-switching models 

The limitations of using GARCH models in the forecast of volatility and stock market 

returns ushered in a new technique in financial forecasting: the Markov-switching models. 

Suggestions to switch parameters in the presence of regimes in stock volatility were made in the 

paper of Hamilton (1998) when he made an empirical study on the US real GNP to solve the 

changes in regime that is observed during recessions. He proposed the switch between different 

regimes to follow a Markov process which led to the development of a Markov-switching model, 

also known as regime-switching models. 

Assoe (1998) investigated nine emerging markets using Markov-switching models. He 

found out that there is a very strong evidence of regime-switching behavior in emerging stock 

market returns. He also found that the regimes are different and are dependent whether the 

investors are foreign or domestic. 
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(Huarng & Yu, 2013) used the regime-switching models to study and forecast the Taiwan 

Stock Exchange Capitalization Weighted Stock Index (TAIEX). He used the daily data from 

1992 to 2010 and discovered that regime-switches are present in the years studied. Regime- 

switching was also proved to be an effective tool in forecasting the TAIEX prices. 

 

2.2.3 ARIMA (Box-Jenkins Method) 

The Box-Jenkins (BJ), technically known as Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Average 

(ARIMA) methodology was introduced in the paper of Box and Jenkins titled Time Series 

Analysis: Forecasting and Control. This technique opened a new generation of forecasting tools 

during the 1970s. Unlike the regression models in which the dependent variable is being explained 

through the independent variables, the BJ method allow the dependent variable (Y) to be 

explained by past, or lagged, values of Y itself and stochastic error terms (Gujarati, 2003). 

ARIMA has been the most popular and widely-used traditional time series model (Kumar 

& Thenmozhi, 2012). Several authors have attempted to forecast different time series with the 

use of this model. 

Earliest works were done by (Virtanen & Paavo, 1987) where they forecasted the 

monthly and quarterly data of the Unitas Index from 1975 to 1984 of the Helsinki Stock Exchange 

where ARIMA’s forecasting ability were compared to multivariate econometric models. The 

predicted general index that they used was the logarithmic transformation of the index. The 

forecasting ability of the models that were used was measured by the mean error, mean absolute 

error, mean of squared errors, root mean of squared errors, mean percentage error and mean 

absolute percentage error. They concluded that the Helsinki Stock Exchange did not follow a 

random walk model, meaning that the weak-form of market efficiency does not exist. The 

empirical results of ARIMA forecast also showed satisfactory results than that of the multivariate 

econometric models. The monthly models also performed better than the quarterly models. 

Pagan and Schwert (1990) studied US data from 1834 to 1925 using both ARIMA and 

ARCH/GARCH models. Results show that there is a high level of volatility during the Great 

Depression and that the ARIMA model performed better than the ARCH or GARCH models. 

Crawford & Fratantoni (2003) studied the prices of real estate markets of several states in 

the US from 1979 to 2001. He compared the forecasting performance of the three types of 

univariate time series models: ARIMA, GARCH and regime-switching. While regime-switching 

models performed better when the real estate markets have “boom and bust cycles”, the ARIMA 

models generally perform better in out-of-sample forecasting. 

It can be observed that these studies show that ARIMA model had better forecast accuracy 

than other methods. However, its major limitation is that it presumes that the time- series is 

in linear form. The use of linear models to complex real-world financial time series problem 

is not always satisfactory. Several studies proved that financial time series to be highly non-

linear where the mean and variance of the series changes overtime (Kumar & Thenmozhi, 2012). 

Studies show that there is a noisy non-linear process in the prices (Grudnitski  and Osburn, 

as cited in Kumar & Thenmozhi, 2012). Traditional statistical techniques for forecasting have 

serious limitations with respect to applications with non-linearities in the data set such as stock 

indices. The detection of this hidden non-linear relationship may help in improving the 

forecasting accuracy (Refenes et.al. as cited in Kumar & Thenmozhi, 2012). 
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2.3 Investment Analysis Tools 

Even when there are a variety of statistical tools available for forecasting, industry players are 

more familiar with investment analysis tools. The most common ones are fundamental and 

technical analysis. These will be further discussed in the following sections. 

 

2.3.1 Fundamental Analysis 

Also known as intrinsic value analysis, fundamental analysis determines the company’s 

stock prices through the use of historical accounting and financial data. This method studies 

company’s earnings and expenses, assets, liabilities, management experience, profits and 

industry dynamics. These historical financial information are used to predict future stock returns. 

(Iqbal, Khattak, & Khattak, 2013). 

Since fundamental analysis uses publicly available information, it has been used  in several 

studies to test market efficiency (Lev & Thiagarajan, 1993; and Barbell & Bushee, 1997, 1998). 

It also received various criticisms, one is due to its lack of unifying theoretical 

framework, as well as lack empirical evidence to support the methods that it uses (Bauman, 

1996). Another is the argument that analysts who have better access to information and have 

more sophisticated system for interpreting data will earn more profit than others. Fundamental 

analysis was also found to be better at focused and long-term investments (Abbad, Fardousi, 

Abbad, 2014). A study by Iqbal, Khattak & Khattak (2013) found fundamental analysis is not 

able to predict stock returns in Pakistani listed companies. 

 

2.3.2 Technical Analysis 

While fundamental analysis focuses on the “intrinsic value” of a company, technical 

analysis attempts to relies on the study of patterns of volumes and prices of a company, through 

the use of charts and graphs. Technical analysis has been widely used on Wall Street for over a 

century (Tjung, Kwon, & Tseng, 2011). Koulouriotis et al. (2002) defines it as a technique that 

relies mainly on statistical observations, empirical indications, behavior patterns repetition and 

regularities. It avoids the theoretical confrontation of stock market behavior. 

The patterns are drawn from past data and it requires the application of qualitative 

reasoning and the utilization of the analyst’s experience, using these to make profitable trading 

strategies. The structure of technical analysis is based on rules, which frequently incorporate 

fuzzy reasoning mechanisms. These rules consider technical analysis indicators like moving 

averages, oscillators, price and volume indices, support/resistance and trend lines. 

However, the major downsides of this technique, like fundamental analysis, are the weak 

theoretical framework (Koulouriotis, Emiris, Diakoulakis, & Zopounidis, 2002). 

Zhou & Dong (2004) also noted that since technical analysis rely on expert’s opinion and 

less-experienced traders would have difficulty in capturing subtle difference in technical patterns. 

There is a need for computer pattern-recognition programs that should be designed to capture 

such slight differences and extract useful information from the noise. Another challenge in using 

this technique is the lack of statistical test in measuring its effectiveness. Existing researches 

gave conflicting results (Zhou & Dong, 2004). 
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2.3 Neural Networks and Finance 

The limitations of traditional statistical forecasting tools as well as the investment analysis 

tools used in financial forecasting is what new researches are trying to overcome. One of the 

growing fields is in the theory of Neural Computation. This section covers the development and 

discussion of a popular and popular tool known as the Artificial Neural Network (ANN). 

Hill, O'Connor, & Remus (1996) defined ANN as mathematical models that is patterned 

after the functioning of biological neurons. There are different kinds of ANN which depend on 

the nature of task assigned to the network. There are also variations on how the neuron is 

modeled. Gluck and Bower (1988) states that some of these models closely resemble the 

biological neurons. 

One of the major advantages of using neural networks is their flexible non-linear 

modeling capability (Donaldson and Kamstra, 1996). They have flexible non-linear function 

mapping capability, which can approximate any continuous function with arbitrarily desired 

accuracy (Kumar & Thenmozhi, 2012). ANN is also useful in explaining complex environments 

with irrelevant and partial information (Eberhart and Dobbins, as cited in Altay & Satman, 

2005). Another advantage of ANN is the presence of an adaptive system that changes its structure 

based on external or internal information that flows through the network during the training 

phase. It can also be used to model complex relationships between input and outputs or find 

patterns in the data (Fajaryanti & Wibowo, 2013). 

This section will provide a discussion of previous researches where ANN has been 

applied. In the field of economics, ANN modeling was used to forecast inflation. Moshiri & 

Cameron (2000) compared ANN with an ARIMA model, vector autoregressive model and a 

Bayesian vector autoregression model. The GDP of Canada from 1970 to 1994 was used and 

found out that the ANN outperformed all other traditional methods of forecasting models. 

ANN models were used in several areas in finance. Pradhan & Kumar (2010) used ANN 

to forecast the foreign exchange rate in India using data on US dollar, British pound, Euro and 

Japanese yen from 1992-2009. The forecast accuracy was measured using various loss functions: 

root mean square error (RMSE), mean absolute error (MAE), mean absolute deviation (MAD) 

and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE). Results show that ANN is effective in forecasting 

the foreign exchange rate. 

Amilon (2003) compared the performance of ANN and Black-Scholes formula for pricing 

and hedging derivative securities, particularly pricing a call option. The method was applied 

to the out-of-sample pricing and delta hedging using the daily data on the Swedish stock index 

call options from 1997 to 1999. ANN outperformed the benchmarks both in pricing and hedging 

performances. 

In the banking sector, Sharma & Shebalkov (2013) used ANN and simulation modeling 

to analyze and predict the performance of 883 Russian Banks from 2000-2010. They used 

correlation analysis to obtain key financial indicators which reflect the leverage, liquidity, 

profitability and size of banks. They found out that D/E ratio, ROA, Deposits and Current ratio 

as uncorrelated indicators of the Russian banking sector. The four indicators were put into a 

simulation model and used back-testing to make sure that the approach is reliable. The results 

show that the process could further be improved to estimate the structural performance in terms 

of leverage, liquidity, profitability and size. 

ANN was also applied to bankruptcy prediction. Charalambous, Charitou, & Kaourou 

(2000) studied bankrupt and non-bankrupt US firms from 1983-1994 and compared the 

predictive performance of three neural network methods: the learning vector quantization, the 
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radial basis function and the feed forward network and found that NN provides superior results 

to logistic regression and backpropagation algorithm. They also noted that the predictive 

performance of NN methods are dependent onn the characteristics of the dataset and on the 

complexity of the issue under examination. 

 

2.3.1 Neural Network and Financial Capital Markets 

The following are several studies related to the use of ANN in forecasting stock prices. 

Tjung, Kwon, & Tseng (2011) studied 37 stocks from eight industries in USA. They tried to 

compare the performance of ANN and Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) in predicting changes in 

stock prices as well as identifying critical predictors in forecasting stock prices. Their study did 

not only use historical stock prices but also eight other indicators particularly macroeconomic 

indicators, microeconomic indicators, market indicators, market sentiments, institutional 

investors, political indicators, business cycles and calendar anomalies. Findings show that ANN 

outperformed the OLS in predicting changes in stock prices. 

ANNs were also used to forecast the stock index, similar to the objective of this paper. 

Samanta & Bordoloi (2005) studied the performance of ANN in the three available stock price 

indices, namely, the BSE-Sensex, BSE-100 and the S&P CNX Nifty with data from January 

1999 to August 2000. They used the first-difference (FD) logarithm of respective stock price 

indeces as the return series. They measured the performance of ANN versus the Random Walk 

Model using the Average Absolute Error (AAE), Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), Mean 

Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE), Mean Square Percentage Error (MSPE) and the Rbar- 

Square. Results showed that ANN performed better than RW models. 

Kanas (2001) did not just focus on the commonly used out-of-sample accuracy measures, 

like the ones employed in Samanta & Bordoloi’s study. They also measured the directional 

accuracy. His study found that ANN and the linear model performed badly in terms of predicting 

the directional change of US and UK indices. However, ANN forecasts are preferrable to linear 

forecasts, indicating the inclusion of nonlinear terms, in terms of other out-of-sample accuracy 

measures. 

Altay & Satman (2005) studied the Istanbul Stock Exchange and found that ANNs do not 

have significant difference from the traditional linear regression method in terms of forecasting 

the stock index. However, the study provided a more favorable result in terms of directional 

accuracy of ANN than the traditional method. Kumar & Thenmozhi (2012) used additional 

forecast accuracy in terms of direction and sign change using Directional Symmetry (DS), 

Correct Up Trend (CU) and Correct Down Trend (CD). 

One of the latest studies on ANN were done by Fajaryanti & Wibowo (2013), where they 

conducted a study on Telkom, an Indonesian company. They “trained” the daily prices of the 

company from August of 2009 to May of 2010. Results showed that ANN provided a high 

degree of accuracy of predictive data. They concluded that ANN “learn the value of the past 

stock as the knowledge to determine future stock price.”. 

 

2.4 Research Gap 

Empirical studies show that the Philippine capital market has a high level of 

predictability (Chen & Diaz, 2014). This study supports Chen & Diaz (2013) in their conclusion 

that the Philippine market is predictable. However, traditional statistical methods and 

conventional methods like technical analysis and fundamental analysis may be further improved 
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by taking advantage of the evolving technology. 

 

Fundamental and technical analysis relies heavily on expert’s opinion. More experienced 

and well-informed analysts outperforms others who are less-experienced and lacks information. 

This limitation is what the ANN is trying to overcome by being able to read patterns by itself, 

even when information is limited. This research aims to fill this gap by creating a forecasting 

software product using Artificial Neural Network, that anyone, even non-experts, can use. 

 

Chapter III – Methodology 

 

The methodology of this research is composed of data gathering, creation of the ANN 

through computer programming, evaluation of the forecast accuracy of the predicted prices and 

creation of a software product for financial forecasting, using the validated architecture and 

codes of the ANN used in the sample. 

 

3.1. Research Sample 

This study used the daily closing levels of the Philippine Stock Exchange Index (PSEi). 

The PSEi is the bellwether stock market index of the Philippine Stock Exchange, which consists 

of 30 companies. 

The forecast was divided into three parts, short-term, mid-term and long-term. The short- 

term forecast used 5-day and 10-day inputs; the medium-term forecast used 30-day inputs; and 

the long-term forecast used 90-day and 120-day inputs. 

To test for the ANN’s accuracy during the normal times and financial crisis times, daily 

closing levels for 2015 and 2008 were tested. For the 2015 forecast, this research used the daily 

PSEi levels from January 2, 2014 to May 22, 2015. For the 2008 forecast, this research used the 

daily PSEi levels from April 1, 2008 to November 28, 2008. The 2008 sample is included to test 

for the accuracy of the ANN in times of financial crisis. An extra 5-day input for 2008 was added 

in the study to check for the accuracy of the ANN in regular times. It will be from November 13, 

2008 to January 2, 2009. 

 

3.2 Feed-Forward Neural Network methodology 

Plummer (2000) defined feed-forward neural network (FFNN) as a type of neural network 

that can have any number of layers, units per layer, network inputs and network outputs. It is one 

of the most commonly used type of neural network. Figure 3.1 shows an example of an FFNN. 

In Layer A, it can be seen that this network has four units, while it has three units in Layer 

B. These are called hidden layers. Layer C has one unit and this is called the output layer. Finally, 

this network has four network inputs and one network output. Figure 3.1 is an example of a 

three-layer feed-forward neural network. 

A unit in the first layer would have the same number of inputs as there are network 

inputs; a unit in the succeeding layers has the same number of inputs as the number of units in 

the preceding layer. The lines in Figure 3.1 corresponds to each network-input-to-unit and unit- 

to-unit connection. It is modified by what is called weight. Each unit has an extra input that is 

assumed to have a constant value of one. A bias is the weight that modifies this extra input. Data 
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transmit along the connections in the direction from the network inputs to the network outputs 

that is why it is called feed-forward. An example unit with its weights and bias with all other 

network connections omitted for clarity is shown in Figure 3.2. 

 

Equation 3.1 shows the activation function of a hidden layer unit where c, p and n 

identify units in the current layer, and the next layer respectively. When the network  is processed, 

each hidden layer unit performs the calculation shown in Equation 3.1 on the inputs and transfers 

the result (Oc) to the layer of units (Plummer, 2000). 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Equation 3.1 Activation function of a hidden layer unit (Plummer, 2000) 

Figure 3.1 A three-layer feed- forward 

neural network (Plummer, 2000) 

Figure 3.2 A three-layer feed-forward neural 

network with weights and biases (Plummer, 

2000) 
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 - the output of the current hidden layer unit c,  

- is either the number of units from the previous hidden layer or number of network inputs, 

- an input to unit c from either the previous hidden layer unit p or network input p, 

- the weight modifying the connection from either unit p to unit c or from input p to unit 

c, 

- is the bias, 

 - the sigmoid activation function of the unit. The sample graph can be seen in 

Figure 3.3.  

 

The sample graph can be seen in Figure 3.3. the sigmoid activation function of the unit.  
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Equation 3.2 Activation function of an output layer unit. 

 

 

- the output of the current output layer unit c, 

- is the number of units from the previous hidden layer, 

 

- an input to unit c from the previous hidden layer unit p, 

 

- the weight modifying the connection from unit p to unit c or from input p to unit 

c, 

 

- is the bias 

 

- is a linear activation function. 

 

3.2.2 Neural Network in using NEUROPH in Java 

 

This research used the neural network framework Neuroph to build the program for 

forecasting the PSEi levels. Neuroph is a freeware, lightweight Java neural network framework 

that is used to develop common neural network architectures. The basic neural network concepts 

are part of the open source Java library. 

 

Figure 3.3 shows the basic concepts of the Java Neural Network Framework using 

Neuroph. The prediction is possible because of the “training” of data that can be seen on the 

right part of the diagram. Neuroph uses several training element to form a training set. This 

training set gives certain learning rules, which are the patterns that the network reads in the 

study. After the training, Neuroph identifies the neurons, which are the inputs used in the study. 

The neurons are connected to several hidden layers and produces an output, with weights and 

biases. This is the predicted output of the network (Neuroph, 2014). 
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Figure 3.3 Basic Concepts in Neuroph Framework 

 

 

3.3 Measurements of Forecasting Accuracy 

In order to measure the forecasting accuracy and compare the performance of the 

two techniques, ARIMA and FFNN, this research will use six statistical metrics: the Mean 

Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE), Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Root Mean Square Error 

(RMSE), Directional Symmetry (DS), Correct Up trend (CU) and Correct Down trend (CD). 

Table 3.1 presents the six different statistical metrics that measure the forecasting 

accuracy of the two models that will be used in this research. In the table, Fk is the forecasted 

value, Ak is the actual value and N is the number of observations. MAPE, MAE, and RMSE 

are the measure of deviation between the actual (Ak) and the forecasted value (Fk). Smaller 

values of MAPE, MAE and RMSE means closer predicted time series values to the actual 

value (Cao & Tay, 2001). This research will also include additional metrics that measure 

the correctness in predicted directions (DS) as well as the correctness of predicted up and 

down trend (CU and CD), in terms of percentage. In these metrics, the higher the value of 

DS, CU and CD means better direction and time information (Kumar & Thenmozhi, 2012). 
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Table 3.1 Out-of-sample forecasting accuracy measures 

Out-of-sample 

accuracy 

statistical 

metrics 

Calculation 

Mean Absolute 

Percentage Error 

(MAPE) 
1

1 N
k k

k k

F A

N A


  

Mean Absolute 

Error (MAE) 

1

1 N

k k

k

F A
N 

  

Root Mean 

Square Error 

(RMSE) 
 

2

1

1 N

k k

k

A F
N 

  

Directional 

Symmetry (DS) 

1

1 1

100

1   ( )( ) 0               

0                otherwise                          

N

k

k

k k k k

k

DS d
N

F F A A
d



 

 

  
 




 

Correct Up trend 

(CU) 

1

1 1 1

100

1   ( )> 0,  ( )( ) 0                

0                otherwise                                                   

N

k

k

k k k k k k

k

DS d
N

F F F F A A
d



  

 

   
 




 

Correct Down 

trend (CD) 

1

1 1 1

100

1   ( )> 0,  ( )( ) 0                

0                otherwise                                                    

N

k

k

k k k k k k

k

DS d
N

A A F F A A
d



  

 

   
 




 

 

3.4: Anticipated outcomes 

In basis from the literature collected from this research, the author expects that the PSEi 

prices can be forecasted using ANN. It is also expected to have high forecasting accuracy in 

its short-term, mid-term, and long-term predictions, measured through Percent of Accuracy, 

Percent of Error and Forecast Error. The author also supports the hypothesis that there is no 

significant difference in the forecasted and actual values in the short-term, mid-term, and 

long-term. The researcher is confident that the Artificial Neural Network software product 

will be a good alternative for the investors in forecasting the Philippine capital market. 
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Abstract 

Financial planning is the process by which an individual identifies specific needs in the future and 

goes about coming up with a savings and investment plan to meet those needs. Although financial 

literacy and awareness has increased among the population during the past decades, the savings rate 

and financial planning effort of a lot of Filipinos still need to be elevated to help prepare the citizens 

meet financial needs in the future like having an emergency fund for life’s unexpected occurrences 

which needs funding (health issues, accidents, among others), insurance for identified risks, funds 

for education or retirement, funds for acquiring a house or putting up a business, among others.  This 

research is an effort to elicit the level of awareness and ownership of financial instrument among 

Generation Y individuals in Metro Manila. The results can be used to gain insights on their level of 

awareness, ownership and preparation to meet financial needs in the future.  The results can be used 

to identify certain courses of action to strengthen their financial preparation as well as for financial 

intermediaries to identify opportunities to address identified needs. 

 

Personal finance 

Personal finance can be broadly defined as “all the financial decisions and activities of an 

individual which may include budgeting, insurance, savings, investing, debt servicing, mortgages 

and more” [1]. As individuals earn sources of income, they acquire spending capacities and at the 

same time are challenged to develop a certain level of discipline to spend for specific needs for 

daily living as well as leisure and pleasure.  Yet, they are also challenged to set aside an amount 

for certain financial needs in the future, like acquisition of big ticket items like a house and car; a 

future business opportunity; funds for education of children; hospitalization expenses, among 

others. 

Financial planning 

To enable an individual to achieve that discipline, he or she has to acquire financial planning 

skills. Financial planning can be broadly defined as an ongoing process to help one make sensible 

decisions about money that can help one achieve ones goals in life [2]. 

The Institute of Financial Planning [2] offers the following basic steps in creating a sound 

financial plan: 

1. Establish your goals in life – short, medium and long term. 

2. Work out what assets and liabilities you have – write them down. 
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3. Evaluate your current financial position – how close are you to achieving your goals? 

4. Develop your plan – create a “route map” for achieving your different goals. 

5. Implement your plan – make the changes and make it happen. 

6. Monitor and review your plan at least yearly and make adjustments when needed. 

 

It sounds easy enough but many Filipinos, according to Tiongson [3] spend more than we should, 

borrow unnecessarily, save inadequately, hardly prepare for the long term...while there has been 

an improvement in our financial education, we still need to enhance the citizen’s ability to do 

financial planning. 

Generation Y 

This research is an inquiry on the financial awareness and ownership among Generation Y 

individuals in Metro Manila.  Generation Y individuals are broadly defined as people born during 

the 1980s and early 1990s… who are more technologically savvy due to growing up within the 

Information Age and are prone to use media in everyday life [4].  These are individuals whose 

age group is between 20 and 35. 

The author’s specific interest in Generation Y is due to the fact that they are generally starting out 

in their careers, acquiring income abilities and starting to strike out on their own in charting their 

life for the future.  The author works directly with this generation specially those who are enrolled 

in the MBA program in DLSU where he has been teaching for the past 13 years.  In addition, the 

author also works as an agency executive in a leading life insurer in the Philippines whose primary 

objective is to help address the insurance and financial planning needs of Filipinos. 

The sample study, done thru purposive sampling, comes from students of the author as well as 

individuals from a BPO center.  The results are meant to contribute to the body of knowledge 

regarding Generation Y in relation to their financial instrument awareness and ownership and 

their specific rating and evaluation regarding identified financial instruments. 

The sample size for the study is 90 individuals.  The author devised a survey questionnaire which 

can be seen in Annex I.  The study will just showcase trends and distribution among the 

characteristics and attributes identified in the questionnaire. 

Demographic highlights 

Age, Gender and Status distribution. Most fall within the 20-25 age group, are female and single. 

 

 

Age group Frequency % to total  Gender Frequency % to total  Status Frequency % to total 

20-25 40 44%  Male 37 43%  Single 58 74% 
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26-30 34 38%  Female 49 57%  Married 20 26% 

31-35 16 18%   86 100%   78 100% 

 90 100%         

Education and Occupation.  Majority are college graduates in business and work in 

professional/technical positions with some in supervisory/managerial levels. 
 

Education Frequency % to total  Occupation Frequency % to total 

Business/economics 48 55%  Professional/technical 44 51% 

Engineering/IT 18 21%  Clerical 16 18% 

Nursing & AMP 10 11%  Supervisor/manager 13 15% 

Education/Law/Soc sciences 6 7%  Sales 12 14% 

Tech/Vocational 5 6%  Self-employed 2 2% 

 87 100%   87 100% 

Industry.  Majority of those surveyed work in the service industry followed by those in finance 

while most have worked 5 years of less. 
 

Industry Frequency % to total  Years of Work Frequency % to total 

Service 35 44%  <= 5 years 55 69% 

Finance 18 23%  6-10 years 20 25% 

Manufacturing 9 11%  >= 11 years 5 6% 

Government 7 9%   80 100% 

NGO 5 6%     

Others 5 6%     

 79 100%     

Monthly income.  Majority earn between P11,000 to P20,000 while a significant share comes 

from the P21K-P30K and P31K-50K income range each. 
 

Monthly income Frequency % to total 

<= P10K 8 10% 

P11K - <= P20K 28 35% 

P21K - <= P30K 19 24% 

P31K - <=P50K 19 24% 

>= P50K 5 6% 

 79 100% 

The above demographics are generally consistent with characteristics of those who are in 

Generation Y in the attributes cited. 

Financial instrument awareness and ownership 

Bank account.  Eighty of the 90 (89%) sampled reported bank account ownership, mostly savings 

account.  Almost an equal number had 1 or more than 2 or more bank accounts. A significant 
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percentage of the sampled owned personal accounts as opposed to corporate accounts. 

Most have had their accounts for 5 years or less.  Time deposit is not a preference among the 

depositors since only a small percentage have it or have had one. 

Savings account rating scale 
 

Strongly    Strongly 

Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Disagree 

1.  A savings account is good investment. 36 26 11 8 2 

2.  A savings account can be easily accessed. 55 29      

3.  Savings accounts provide safety for 39 

depositors’ money. 

35 6     

4.  Savings accounts provide good interest 25 6 26 15 12 

income.     

Respondents have a generally favorable viewpoint about savings account as can be seen from the 

above results.  There is a segment, although small, who do not view it as a good investment and 

does not provide good interest income. 

Insurance 

Type of insurance 
Life insurance 

Ownership 
52 (58%) 

Awareness 
16 (18%) 

Home insurance 18 (20%) 19 (21%) 

Auto insurance 26 (29%) 19 (21%) 

Accident insurance 23 (26%) 17 (19%) 

Health insurance 59 (66%) 20 (22%) 
 

Health insurance ownership was the highest followed by life insurance.  Health insurance 

awareness is high most probably because it is a staple employment benefit. 

 

There is also a good percentage of awareness of the different types of insurance specified. 

 

In addition, majority of those with insurance also specified that they either “Strongly agree” or 

“Agree” that insurance provide for good protection for the risk they cover as well as they are also 

good investment. 

 

Insurance ownership however is significantly lower than that of bank account. 
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Pre-need plans 

Type of pre-need Ownership Awareness 

Education plan 16 (18%) 53 (59%) 

Pension plan 17 (19%) 50 (56%) 

Memorial services/lot 16 (18%) 48 (53%) 

 

There is an almost equal ownership for the specified pre-need plans as well as their awareness. 

But the pre-need plans ownership is significantly lower compared to bank account and insurance. 

 

Majority of those with pre-need plans also specified that they either “Strongly agree” or “Agree” 

that pre-need plans provide for good protection for the risk they cover as well as they are also good 

investment. 

Investment instruments 
 

Type of investment 
T.bills/T.notes 

Ownership 
3 (3%) 

Awareness 
35 (39%) 

Corporate bonds 4 (4%) 37 (41%) 

UITF 10 (11%) 50  (56%) 

Mutual funds 19 (21%) 45 (50%) 

Stocks 15 (17%) 49 (54%) 
 

Mutual funds and stocks are the preferred investments among the surveyed respondents although 

they are lower in terms of ownership compared to bank accounts, insurance and pre-need plans. 

What works in favor of the above investment choices however is the high awareness among the 

respondents about them. 

In general, majority of those with the above investments also specified that they either “Strongly 

agree” or “Agree” that the investment vehicles either provide safety of invested capital and good 

return on investment 

Financial needs prioritization 

Rank   Financial need 

3.12 Funds for day-to-day expenses 

3.42 Health and illness expense 

3.84 Savings for emergency fund 

4.53 Education fund 

5.08 Future purchase of a house 

6.14 Retirement fund 

6.25 Future start up capital in business 

7.76 Future travel 

8.81 Future purchase of a car 

8.87 Funds for leisure and recreation 
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9.57 Funds for special purchase (gadgets, appliances, others) 

10.56 Funds for donation and contribution 

 

Based on the above ranking, even with the relative youth and lower income capacity of the 

Generation Y surveyed relative to their Generation X counterpart (those born between 1960 and 

1970) [4], they already know the things they have to prepare for financially by citing as top 

preferences (1) funds for day-to-day expenses, (2) health and illness expense, and (3) savings for 

emergency fund. 

 

Conclusions 

The results reveal that even at an early age, the Generation Y surveyed already exhibit awareness 

as well as ownership of the identified financial instruments. Although preference of respondents 

tend to be the traditional savings account and insurance, awareness for other forms of investments 

like UITF, mutual funds and stocks are high.  The awareness comes from several sources – school, 

advertisement, web source, family/friends, sales agents. 

Recommendations 

There are opportunities which can be exploited by insurance and pre-need companies to expand 

their sales and marketing activities in order to tap the needs of the market which can be provided 

for by their products specifically in the areas of protection, health, education, retirement and 

accident. 

Investment companies can also enhance their ability to communicate and reach out to the 

Generation Y segment in order to convince the segment about the potential in participating in 

UITF, mutual funds and stock investments to afford them potential for higher income.  This is 

significant considering the high awareness of the respondents about these products. The companies 

have to be able to educate the market about the possible risk but which can be balanced with the 

upside potential of growing the income and wealth of investors. 
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1. Background 

A person’s wellbeing is not solely determined by the dictates of his surroundings; it 

depends primarily on his/her decisions. Many programs have been created to promote financial 

literacy throughout the world.  Some are spearheaded by national governments and some by 

private entities.  Most of them have the primary objective of promoting financial literacy as a way 

of achieving financial wellness and/or financial independence. 

The Philippine economy has been doing great for the past two years, represented by its 

stock index surpassing levels not most would expect.  However, not everyone is happy because 

most claim that they do not feel the effects of a developing economy.  Crisostomo, Padilla, and 

Visda (2013), mentioned that in June 2009, a survey of the Social Weather Stations (SWS) 

reported that only one percent of Filipinos said that they owned any stock. 

Many Filipinos nowadays rely heavily on the remittances of family members working 

abroad.  This has also been one of the reasons for improvement of the Philippine economy. 

Nevertheless, because of the reliance on remittances, some perceive it as a continuous stream of 

cash flows that will never stop.  This perception could lead to individuals making poor financial 

decisions.  The tendency is to spend more today knowing that more will come tomorrow.  This does 

not lead to financial wellness. Nicolas stated (as cited by Mateo, 2013) that “Financial education 

and literacy are very important for the OFWs themselves and to the families they leave behind here. 

Most of the time, family members here in the Philippines demand excessively and unreasonably 

from the OFWs” (para. 11). According to Reyes (2012), a UK-based remittance company has 

stressed the need for overseas Filipino workers (OFWs) to be educated in investing their savings. 

It is important that researches are to be conducted periodically. This is to be enlightened 

with different phenomena and to gather relevant information that is necessary to address gaps and 

problems in society. The purpose of this study is to determine the financial literacy among the 

employees of the University of Baguio. It will enable the people concerned to make valid decisions 

and recommendations with policies affecting the financial well-being of the employees of the 

University. The study would also result to additional literature specifically tackling financial 

literacy among educational institutions considering the lack of studies in this field. 

Lusardi and Mitchell (2007) suggest that the less financially literate may be more likely to 

unknowingly commit financial mistakes, less likely to engage in recommended financial practices, 

and less likely to be able to cope with sudden economic shocks. They also pointed out that these 

decisions are far from simple, requiring consumers to gather, process, and project data on 

compound interest, risk diversification, inflation, and the asset universe. Furthermore, large 

discrepancies in measured financial literacy exist, potentially placing some economically 

vulnerable groups (the poor, the less-educated, and minority households) at further disadvantage. 

Zissmopoulos (2010) women are found to have lower levels of financial knowledge than 

men.   

In the research report “Financial Knowledge and Capability in Hong Kong: A Foundation 

Study” (2013), it was found out that young adults (aged 18-29) have better financial knowledge 

than some other demographic groups. 

Lusardi and Mitchell (2006, 2007a) found that among older adults, those who displayed 
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better financial knowledge were more likely to plan, to succeed in planning, and to invest in 

complex assets. 

As mentioned in the article “My Age is to Blame!”, (2012) according to Statistics 

Canada, spending patterns change predictably according to age. 

Rolison, Hanoch, Wood, and Liu (2013) reported that risk-taking tendencies in the 

financial domain reduce steeply in older age. 

Atkinson and Messy (2012) have also found out that some people have achieved high 

scores despite low levels of education, indicating that high levels of financial literacy levels are 

possible even amongst those who have not completed formal education. 

Lusardi, Mitchell, and Curto (2009) have found that both educational attainment and 

cognitive ability are important determinants of financial literacy, but they are not the sole 

determinants. 

According to Cole, Paulson, and Shastry (2012), education improves credit scores, and 

dramatically reduces the probability of declaring bankruptcy or suffering foreclosure during the 

financial crisis. 

The objective of the study is to determine the financial knowledge, financial behavior and 

financial attitude of the employees of the University of Baguio and whether there are significant 

differences in the responses of the employees along sex, age bracket, educational attainment and 

employee classification. 

 

2. Methodology 

The study made use of the descriptive-survey method. The study focused on the financial 

literacy of the employees of the University of Baguio. The study included a sample of 133 

employees. A questionnaire served as the primary data gathering tool. The questionnaire consisted 

of four parts.  The first part determined the personal profile of the respondents; the second part 

measured their financial knowledge, the third part measured their financial behaviour, and the 

fourth part measured their financial attitude. Frequency count, percentage, and chi-square were 

used to treat the data obtained. 

 

3. Results and Discussions 

3.1 Financial Knowledge 

The employees were categorized according to the scores that they got from the eight 

financial knowledge questions in the questionnaire.  A score of 6 out of 8 represents high financial 

knowledge, while a score of 5 and below represents low financial knowledge. 

This implies that many do not still understand the benefits of compounding which affects 

attitudes towards saving and investing.  According to Mckenzie and Liersch (2011), highlighting 

the impact of exponential growth of savings through compounding motivates both college 

students and employees to save earlier. 
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  Table 1. Summary for each financial knowledge question   

 

Question Correct Answers out of 133 respondents (%) 

Division 123 (92.48%) 

Time Value of Money 66  (49.62%) 

Interest paid on a loan 118 (88.72%) 

Calculation of interest plus principle 94  (70.68%) 

Compound interest 54  (40.60%) 

Risk and Return 108 (81.20%) 

Definition of inflation 106 (79.70%) 

Diversification 74  (55.64%) 

 

3.1.1 Financial Knowledge as to Sex 

Table 2 presents the financial knowledge of the employees of the University of Baguio as 

to sex. 

 

  Table 2 Financial Knowledge as to Sex   

Financial Knowledge 

Sex High % Low % Total % 

Male 36 57% 27 43% 63 100% 

Female 42 60% 28 40% 70 100% 

Total 78 59% 55 41% 133 100% 
 

The percentage of employees that were able to present high financial knowledge did not 

differ by sex, X
2
(1, N=133)=.12, p=.111608392. This contradicts the finding of Fonseca et al. 

(2010) that women have lower levels of financial knowledge than men. This also negates the 

study of Bolido (2013) that women who are usually given the enormous task of keeping family 

budgets often do not have the knowledge to make wise financial decisions. This implies that 

women are now more involved in the financial decision-making process and learn in the process. 

It may be brought about by couples dividing financial tasks. Women are usually involved in 

making short-term spending which includes paying bills and saving plans, while men usually 

are involved in long-term spending and saving plans which involves tracking of investments 

(Fonseca et al., 2009). 

 

3.1.2 Financial Knowledge as to Age Bracket 

The highest percentage of high financial knowledge was observed in the age group 18-29, 

while the lowest percentage of high financial knowledge is in the age group 50-59. This supports 

one of the findings in the research report “Financial Knowledge and Capability in Hong Kong: A 
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Foundation Study” (2013), which states that young adults (aged 18-29) have better financial 

knowledge than some other demographic groups.  This is brought about by incorporating financial 

literacy programs in primary and secondary education. 

 

  Table 3 Financial Knowledge Based on Age Bracket 

  

Financial Knowledge 
 

Age Group High % Low % Total % 

18-29 24 62% 15 38% 39 100% 

30-39 32 60% 21 40% 53 100% 

40-49 17 55% 14 45% 31 100% 

50-59 5 50% 5 50% 10 100% 

Total 78 59% 55 41% 133 100% 

 

 

This also supports the study of Atkinson and Messy (2012) that financial literacy as a whole is 

expected to increase with age. However, there are other factors that may reduce financial literacy 

among the eldest respondents which may come from lower levels of financial knowledge.  

Although basic financial concepts do not drastically change over time, the failure among older 

respondents to be updated with concepts and financial products could be one reason for lower 

levels of financial knowledge. Atkinson and Messy (2012) suggests that cognitive deterioration 

may cause a reduction on retention and application of financial knowledge among the oldest 

consumers; exposure to different financial environments may result to difficulty in coping up 

with new technology and changes in the financial marketplace. 

There were no significant differences between the financial knowledge among age 

groups, X
2
(3, N=133)=.69, p=. 874717105. This implies that financial knowledge does not 

decrease with age. 

 
3.1.3 Financial Knowledge as to Educational Attainment 

  Table 4 Financial Knowledge as to Educational Attainment   

Financial Knowledge 
 

Educational Attainment High % Low % Total % 

Some College, no degree 0 0% 1 100% 1 100% 

Bachelor's Degree 36 58% 26 42% 62 100% 

Master's Degree 36 64% 20 36% 56 100% 

Doctorate Degree 6 43% 8 57% 14 100% 

Total 78 59% 55 41% 133 100% 
 

The highest percentage of high financial knowledge is observed among the employees 
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who possess a master’s degree (64%) and with the exclusion of the only respondent who was not 

able to acquire a college degree, the lowest percentage of high financial knowledge is observed 

among employees who possess a doctorate degree with 43%. This may imply that higher 

educational attainment does not necessarily translate to higher financial knowledge. 

After conducting a chi-square test, it was found that there were no significant differences 

among financial knowledge of employees based on their educational attainment, X
2
(3, N=133)= 

3.600270697, p= 0.307988303.  This supports the findings of Lusardi, Mithcell, and Curto 

(2009) that both educational attainment and cognitive ability are important determinants of 

financial literacy, but they are not the sole determinants.  This implies that generalizations based 

on educational attainment alone does not paint a clear picture of a person’s financial knowledge. 

Specific courses may be needed even for the most educated person to improve knowledge on 

financial concepts.  This is supported by information gathered from informal interviews 

conducted, most of the respondents stated that their knowledge of financial matters were not 

primarily acquired from formal education but from personal and shared experiences with family 

members, friends, colleagues and seminars that they have attended. 

 

3.1.4 Financial Knowledge as to Employee Classification 

  Table 5 Financial Knowledge as to Employee Classification   

Financial Knowledge 
 

 

Employee High % Low % Total % 
 

 

 

Classification  

Non-Teaching 24 55% 20 45% 44 100% 

Teaching 49 60% 32 40% 81 100% 

Management 5 63% 3 37% 8 100% 

Total 78 59% 55 41% 133 100% 
 

The highest percentage of high financial knowledge among the groups was observed on the 

members of management, while the lowest was observed on members of non-teaching personnel.  

Using employee classification as a proxy for income, it appears as if those with higher income 

have higher financial knowledge.  These supports several studies (i.e., Atkinson & Messy, 2012) 

which found out that people with higher income do better on financial knowledge tests. 

It was found out that there were no significant differences in the financial knowledge 

among different employee classes, X
2
(2, N=133)= 0.468092574, p=0.791325187. This suggests 

that no specific group is at an advantage even if employees with higher income are more exposed 

to varieties of financial products and services.  It was observed that respondents were reluctant or 

hesitated in answering the financial knowledge questions specifically those that require numeracy 

skills.  No single respondent who was asked to rate his / her financial literacy skill gave a rating 
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of 10 from a scale of 0-10 where 0 was considered the lowest and 10 the highest. 

Most respondents gave a rating of 6 out of 10 which may present relatively low confidence in their 

financial knowledge. 

 

3.2 Financial Behaviour 

The employees were categorized according to the points that they were able to accumulate 

from their responses to 9 financial behaviour items in the questionnaire. A score of 6 out of 9 

represents high financial bahaviour, while a score of 5 and below represents low financial 

behaviour. Out of the 133 respondents, 92 (69%) possess high financial behaviour, while 41 (31%) 

possess low financial behaviour. 

 

  Table 6 Summary for each Financial Behaviour Item   

 

Behaviour Item Total Points out of 133 

Responsible and has a household budget 109 (81.95%) 

Considered purchase 107 (80.45%) 

Timely bills payment 96 (72.18%) 

Keeping watch of financial affairs 98 (73.68%) 

Long term financial goal setting 88 (66.17%) 

Active saving 96 (72.18%) 

Choosing Products 118 (88.72%) 

Gathered Independent Information 96 (72.18%) 

Borrowing to make ends meet 33 (24.81%) 
 

The highest accumulated points in the different behavioural items was observed on the 

item “choosing products” with a total of 118 (88.72%) points, while the lowest accumulated points 

was observed on the item “borrowing to make ends meet” with a total of 33 (24.81%) points.  This 

implies that employees of the University of Baguio actually shop around for financial products 

before making a decision and majority of the employees result to credit to meet their financial 

obligations.  These were validated through the interviews conducted.  Some of the respondents 

stated that they personally gather financial product information from different banks or financial 

institutions.  Several respondents emphasized problems on stretching the income they generate for 

a given month. 

 

3.2.1 Financial Behaviour as to Sex 
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  Table 7 Financial Behaviour as to Sex 

  

Financial Behaviour 
 

Sex High % Low % Total % 

Male 42 67% 21 33% 63 100% 

Female 50 71% 20 29% 70 100% 

Total 92 69% 41 31% 133 100% 

 

There were no significant differences in the financial behaviour among male and female employees 

of the University of Baguio, X
2
(1, N=133)= 0.352598091, p=0.552646086. This may suggest that 

both male and female employees behave in the same manner when it comes to their finances. This 

contradicts the findings of the OECD (2013) which states that in terms of financial behaviour, 

women appear to be better than men at keeping track of their finances, but have difficulties in 

making ends meet in saving and in choosing financial products appropriately. This implies that 

specific behaviours must be studied further to clearly understand whether there are differences in 

financial behaviour among men and women.  The literature on the possible causes of differences in 

financial literacy based on gender is still at its infancy which makes it hard to determine causal links 

between the variables (OECD 2013).  However, the findings support the results of the study of 

Atkinson and Messy (2012) that a positive relationship exist between financial knowledge and 

financial behaviour. 

 

 

3.2.2 Financial Behaviour as to Age Bracket 

  Table 8 Financial Behaviour Based on Age Bracket   

Financial Behaviour 
 

Age Group High % Low % Total % 

18-29 25 64% 14 36% 39 100% 

30-39 37 70% 16 30% 53 100% 

40-49 22 71% 9 29% 31 100% 

50-59 8 80% 2 20% 10 100% 

Total 92 69% 41 31% 133 100% 

 

It was also observed that the percentage of high financial behaviour increases as the age group 

progresses. This may imply that positive behaviour is developed as people age. 

However, after conducting a chi-square test, it was found that there were no significant 

differences in financial behaviour of employees along the moderator variable age bracket, X
2
(3, 

N=133)= 1.076886747, p= 0.782656439.  This implies that engaging in different behaviour that can 

enhance or reduce financial well-being is not affected by age.  This contradicts the findings that 

spending patterns change predictably according to age (“My Age Is”, 2012).  It also negates the 

finding of Atkinson and Messy (2012) that a positive relationship exists between financial knowledge 
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and financial behaviour in accordance with age. It was noted that the age group 18-29 had the highest 

percentage of high financial knowledge but presented the lowest percentage of high inancial 

behaviour.  According to Sproten, Diener, Fiebach, and Schwieren (2010), the main consideration 

of young and older adults when it comes to their financial decisions are the financial consequences 

that follow. 

 

3.2.3 Financial Behaviour as to Educational Attainment 

The highest percentage of high financial behaviour was observed in the group “some college, no 

degree”, wherein the sole respondent was able to present a high financial behaviour. The lowest 

percentage of high financial behaviour was observed in the group which possess a master’s degree 

with 64%.  There were no significant differences in financial behaviour among employees of the 

University of Baguio along the moderator variable educational attainment, X
2
(3, N=133)= 

2.870262204, p= 0.412063728.  

 

  Table 9 Financial Behaviour as to Educational Attainment   

Financial Behaviour 
 

Educational 

Attainment 

High % Low % Total % 

Some College, no 

degree 

1 100% 0 0% 1 100% 

Bachelor's 

Degree 

43 69% 19 31% 62 100% 

Master's Degree 36 64% 20 36% 56 100% 

Doctorate 

Degree 

12 86% 2 14% 14 100% 

Total 92 69% 41 31% 133 100% 
 

This supports the findings of Atkinson and Messy (2012) that high financial literacy levels are 

possible even amongst those who have not completed formal education. This is in consideration that 

financial behaviour is one component of financial literacy.  The findings may imply that positive 

financial behaviour is not necessarily developed as educational level increases.  Based on the 

Financial Knowledge and Behaviour Survey (2013), the following knowledge areas are considered 

to be important to increase positive financial behaviour: numeracy, understanding budgeting, saving, 

planning, minimizing costs and interest on debts, and home loans. 

 

3.2.4 Financial Behaviour as to Employee Classification 

There were no significant differences in the financial behaviour among employees of the University 

of Baguio along the moderator variable employee classification, X
2
(2, N=133)= 0.222708632, p= 

0.894621714.  This suggests that high financial behaviour is possible at all employee classes.  The 

results support the finding of Lusardi and Mitchell (2006, 2007a) which states that those who 

displayed better financial knowledge are more likely to engage in positive financial behaviour.   
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  Table 10 Financial Behaviour as to Employee Classification   

Financial Behaviour 
 

Employee 

Classification 

High % Low % Total % 

Non-Teaching 31 70% 13 30% 44 100% 

Teaching 55 68% 26 32% 81 100% 

Management 6 75% 2 25% 8 100% 

Total 92 69% 41 31% 133 100% 

 

This is in line with the findings that the employee classification which achieved the highest 

percentage of high levels of financial knowledge and financial behaviour belong to a single group.  

This may present a causal relationship between levels of financial knowledge and financial 

behaviour. However, more specific and detailed investigation should be done to arrive at a 

conclusion.  Sharpe and Robb (2009) concluded that the relationship between financial behaviour 

and financial knowledge is not clear, but there appears to be a significant relationship between the 

two variables. 

 

3.3 Financial Attitude 

The employees were categorized according to their corresponding scores from 3 financial 

attitude items.  A score greater than 3 represents high financial attitude, while a score of 3 and 

below represents low financial attitude. Out of the 133 respondents, 85 (64%) possess high 

financial attitude, while 48 (36%) possess low financial attitude. 

 

  Table 11 Summary of Responses to Financial Attitude Items   

Summary of Responses 
 

Financial Attitude Items 1 2 3 4 5 Total 

1. I find it more satisfying to spend money than 2 16 46 36 33 133 

to save it for the long term 

2. I tend to live for today and let tomorrow take 

 

5 
 

10 
 

31 
 

42 
 

45 
 

133 

care of itself 

3. Money is there to be spent 

 

4 
 

24 
 

48 
 

33 
 

24 
 

133 

 

The modal response for the first attitude item is 3 (neutral) with an average of 3.62.  For 

the second attitude item the modal response is 5 (completely disagree) with an average of 3.84. 

For the third attitude item the modal response is 3 with an average of 3.37.  The overall average 

for financial attitude is 3.61.  This may represent high financial attitude among the employees of 

the University of Baguio.  This may imply that the employees have positive attitude towards 

saving which may include attitudes towards developing a financial cushion against unexpected 

expenses, setting financial goals, and saving for retirement. Atkinson and Messy (2012), 

concluded that a positive association between attitudes and behaviour exist, that those with 
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positive attitude have a tendency to exhibit positive financial behaviour. 

 

3.3.1 Financial Attitude as to sex 

  Table 12 Financial Attitude as to Sex 

  

Financial Attitude 
 

Gender High % Low % Total % 

Male 36 57% 27 43% 63 100% 

Female 49 70% 21 30% 70 100% 

Total 85 64% 48 36% 133 100% 
 

Comparing the percentage of high financial attitude, the results show that the higher 

proportion is observed among the female respondents with 70%, while only 57% of the male 

respondents presented high financial attitude.  This supports the findings of Atkinson and Messy 

(2012) that in most countries more women were more likely than men to have high attitude 

scores.  It was found out in the study Financial Knowledge and Capability (2013), that more 

women have allocation plans for their personal income than men.  Comparing the results for 

male and female respondents across all components of financial literacy, the women had higher 

levels in all aspects, this supports the findings of the OECD (2013), That those who possess 

higher levels of financial knowledge do better when it comes to financial literacy. 

However, after conducting a chi-square test, it was found that there were no significant 

differences in financial attitude of employees of the University of Baguio along the moderator 

variable sex, X
2
(1, N=133)= 2.376397059, p= 0.123181355. Comparing the responses of male 

and female respondents interviewed, they had relatively similar answers to the question on 

whether they enjoy dealing with financial matters.  They enjoy dealing with financial matters 

when there is available money to spend or allocate, but experience financial distress when it 

comes to paying periodic financial obligations which may include rent and utilities. 

 

3.3.2 Financial Attitude as to Age Bracket 

  Table 13 Financial Attitude as to Age Bracket 

  

Financial Attitude 
 

Age Group High % Low % Total % 

18-29 28 72% 11 28% 39 100% 

30-39 32 60% 21 40% 53 100% 

40-49 21 68% 10 32% 31 100% 

50-59 4 40% 6 60% 10 100% 

Total 85 64% 48 36% 133 100% 
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The highest percentage of high financial attitude is observed in the age group 18-29 

(72%), while the lowest percentage of high financial attitude is observed in the age group 50-59 

(40%).  This may imply that those who are near retirement age are starting to enjoy the fruits of 

their labor, while the young adults are more concerned in building their nest egg.  There were no 

significant differences in the financial attitude of the employees of the University of Baguio 

along the moderator variable age bracket, X
2
(3, N=133)=4.013915912, p= 0.259965378. This is 

supported by the study made by Rajna (2011), wherein it was found that there were no 

significant differences in financial attitude of medical practitioners based on age. However, this 

contradicts the findings of Rolison et al. (2013) that risk-taking in the financial domain reduces 

steeply in older age.  This implies that attitudes towards saving does not change with age.  This 

suggests that what changes as people age, are their motivations or reasons for saving.  According 

to the “Survey of Consumer” (2006), people with ages 34 and below save for specific purchases 

or for a deposit on property, those who belong to ages 35-54 save for general purposes or 

unexpected events, and long-term savings which include life insurance was most common for 

ages 35-60. 

 

3.3.3 Financial Attitude as to Educational Attainment 

  Table 14 Financial Attitude as to Educational Attainment   

Financial Attitude 
 

Educational Attainment High % Low % Total % 

Some College, no degree 0 0% 1 100% 1 100% 

Bachelor's Degree 43 69% 19 31% 62 100% 

Master's Degree 35 63% 21 38% 56 100% 
 

Doctorate Degree 7 50% 7 50% 14 100% 

Total 85 64% 48 36% 133 100% 

 

The highest proportion of high financial attitude is observed among the employees of the 

University of Baguio which have a bachelor’s degree as their highest educational attainment. After 

conducting a chi-square test, it was found that there were no significant differences in financial 

attitude among employees of the University of Baguio along the moderator variable 

educational attainment, X
2
(3, N=133)= 3.790442165, p= 0.284999826. This may suggest that 

the employees regardless of educational attainment, have the same perception when it comes to 

saving and investing.  This was validated by informal talks and interviews conducted. Some 

respondents stated that what they are earning is just enough to cover their expenses or they are 

still in the process of paying outstanding obligations which lessen their capability to save. 
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3.3.4 Financial Attitude as to Employee Classification 

  Table 15 Financial Attitude as to Employee Classification   

Financial Attitude 
 

Employee Classification High % Low % Total % 

Non-Teaching 32 73% 12 27% 44 100% 

Teaching 31 38% 50 62% 81 100% 

Management 4 50% 4 50% 8 100% 

Total 67 50% 66 50% 133 100% 

 

The highest percentage of high financial attitude was observed among non-teaching 

personnel (73%), while the lowest percentage of high financial attitude was observed among 

teaching personnel (38%). The large discrepancy (35%) may present very different feelings about 

handling money and willingness to save between the 2 groups.  After conducting a chi- square 

test, it was found that there were significant differences in financial attitude among employees of 

the University of Baguio along the moderator variable employee classification, 

X
2
(2, N=133)= 13.54094592, p= 0.001147152. 

Using employee classification as a proxy for income levels, the result contradicts the 

findings of Atkinson and Messy (2012) that income itself does not impact on the ability of 

someone to gain knowledge, to form attitudes conducive to their own financial wellbeing or to 

exhibit positive behaviours.  The result is explained by differences in financial circumstances. 

Based on the profile of the respondents, most of the members of management belong to the age 

group 40-49, the modal age group for teaching personnel is 30-39, while for the non-teaching 

personnel the modal age group among respondents is 18-29. This may present differences in 

personal circumstances and financial obligations across employee classification and age groups. 

Those who belong to the age group 18-29 may have lesser financial obligations as compared to 

other age groups which may provide opportunities for saving. The relatively greater financial 

obligations on the part of teaching personnel and management may affect their attitude towards 

saving and investing. 

According to Research Into Attitudes (2005), people’s perception of their financial 

circumstances is related to whether they had savings or hold investments. Some respondents who 

were interviewed validated this result. Those who belong to the higher age groups stated that one 

of the reasons they are not able to save is due to many obligations that they face which include 

sending their children to school and paying mortgages.  Several members of the non-teaching staff 

of the University stated that one of the reasons of their positive attitude towards saving is the 

relatively lower compensation that they receive as compared to the teaching personnel and members 

of management.  The lower compensation becomes a source of motivation for saving.  They stated 

that they need to save to have other sources of income which may include starting a business and 

other investments that could add to the income generated from being employed. 

 

5. Conclusions 

Majority of the respondents were able to present high levels of financial knowledge, 
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behaviour, and attitude. Several areas of concern are knowledge on compound interest and the 

prevalent use of credit to make ends meet. A significant portion of the respondents is still at risk 

of making bad financial decisions. This is in consideration that low levels of financial literacy 

could be harmful to their financial well-being. 

Financial education programs that improve financial knowledge, influence positive 

financial behaviour and attitudes are of importance based on the bulk of literature written and the 

benefits presented to employees and organizations. 

Socio-demographic characteristics were not a big factor in the study except for the 

financial attitude where significant differences were found along the moderator variable employee 

classification. 

It was highly recommended that the employees must develop methods in acquiring 

knowledge, engage in behaviour which improves financial well-being not limited to budgeting, 

planning for retirement, spending choices, living within means, gathering relevant information 

and managing financial obligations and to develop a positive attitude towards saving and investing 

to be able to address uncertainties. 

To the policy makers and members of management of the University of Baguio, financial 

literacy programs must be included as part of the benefits offered to the employees without 

prejudice to sex, age, educational attainment and employee classification.  This is with 

consideration of the many benefits that could be realized in terms of recruitment, productivity, 

retention and adaptability and readiness of employees to changes and shocks. The programs should 

cover workshops / seminars on financial goal setting, situational analysis (revenue and expenditure 

analysis), budgeting, financial planning, retirement planning, debt literacy which could cover topics 

on lender or creditor motivations and interest rates, and financial product awareness.  The union 

should also include in its programs, effort to systematically disseminate information to its members 

about changes and updates on the different policies and benefits provided by the University of 

Baguio. 

Future researches may be conducted that may tackle specific factors that affect the 

components of financial literacy, relationships among the components of financial literacy, and 

comparative studies with entities in the same industry that offer financial literacy programs in their 

respective organizations to determine if significant differences exist. 
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Session D - Employee attitudes in the 

educational setting 

Factors That Affect Overall Happiness Among Tertiary Faculty Members of University A 

 

Rustum D Gevero, Xavier University- Ateneo de Cagayan;  

and Ruth Love V Russell, Xavier University- Ateneo de Cagayan

 

ABSTRACT 

 

One of the greatest assets of any organization is its people, yet one of the greatest liabilities 

of any organization is its people (Bradley & McDonald, 2011). This study looked into the factors 

that affect the overall happiness of tertiary faculty members of University A. Happiness is a 

management concern. Boehm and Lyubomirsky in Joyworks (2012) writes “happy people are 

most satisfied with their jobs; they perform better on assigned tasks than their less happy peers 

are more likely to take on ‘extrarole’ tasks such as helping others.” Lipovcan, Larsen &Zganec 

(2003) did a research on quality of life (Q.O.L.), and defined QOL as “the degree to which 

a person enjoys the important possibilities of his/her life”. Quality of life takes into consideration 

two things: the importance of a happiness factor and its corresponding level of satisfaction or 

happiness.This paper employed mixed methods of quantitative and qualitative. Survey 

questionnaires were floated. Individual interviews were also done for deeper discussions on the 

happiness and on the satisfiers and dissatisfiers of the faculty members of the institution. The 

study revealed that there is a strong positive relationship between relational factors and overall 

happiness. Also, the Q.O.L. score of the relational factors is the highest among the three happiness 

themes (material, relational and health). Material and health factors have moderate positive 

relationship with overall happiness. This means that even if the correlation between 

relationship factors and overall happiness is the highest, the institution still needs to continually 

look into the material and health needs of the faculty members. 

 

Keywords: Material Factors, Relational Factors, Health Factors, Happiness, Quality of Life 
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Introduction 

 

Current trends revealed that instead of asking people “what went wrong?”, it is better 

to look into the conditions that make for happiness (Driver, 2011).The broaden and build theory of 

Frederickson (2011) states that “when a person experiences positive emotion his scope for 

thought and action is increased… enabling greater achievement of goals.” This interest in 

people’s happiness has extended to the workplace (Fisher, 2010); “business is more about emotions 

than most business people care to admit” (Kahneman, Krueger &Killham, 2005), thus, it is 

important to understand the human person – the greatest asset of any organization – in the context 

of his happiness (Bradley & McDonald, 2011). “The benefits of a great workplace are widespread; 

motivated and energized employees lead to a better customer satisfaction, lower staff turnover, 

less sick leave and easier recruitment. Which all leads to greater growth and profitability” 

(Stewart, 2012). Also, Boehm and Lyubomirsky in Joyworks (2012) concluded that “happy people 

are most satisfied with their jobs. They perform better on assigned tasks than less happy peers and 

are more likely to take on ‘extrarole’ tasks such as helping others. Happy people are less likely to 

exhibit withdrawal behaviors and overall enjoy greater workplace happiness than less happy 

people.” Additionally, reviews of literature show that happiness on the job translates to better 

performance, (Stewart 2012; Boehm, Lyubomirsky&Joyworks, 2012; Seligman  &  Driver,  

2011);  in  fact  it  is  a  good  predictor  of  job  performance  (Wright 

&Cropanzano, 2000). Happy workers have positive, favorable reviews from their superiors 

(Wright, Cropanzano&Staw, 1999); they set higher goals for themselves (Pryce-Jones, 2010); go 

beyond what is expected of their role (Baron et al &Borman et al, 2001); cope better with 

organizational change and are more committed to the organization (Judge et al, 1999; Herbach, 

2006). 

The study looked into the overall happiness among university tertiary faculty in terms of 

Buckland’s themes of happiness: material, relational and health. Also, it sought to look into the 

level of relationship between faculty overall happiness and material, relational and health factors. 

 

Framework 

 

This study is anchored in concept that overall happiness of individuals is influenced by 

material, relational and health factors. Happiness is subjective feeling; it was found to increase 

positive affect and decrease negative affect that leads to a sense of contentment and satisfaction 

with one’s life (Buckland, 2009; Diener and Fujita, 1995). Further, it is the degree to which the 

overall quality of one’s own life as a whole is judged to be favorable or liked, also, happiness is 

the weighted meaning than an individual can have more or less of it (Veenhoven, 2006). 

 

According to Buckland (2009) there are three (3) overarching themes of happiness: 

material, relational and health. First, material happiness refers to owning or having access to 

things and experiences. The material theme has two (2) subthemes: material and active. Material 

happiness as a subtheme pertains to the acquisition of or access to material objects that increases 

one’s ability to experience happiness, meanwhile, active happiness refers to activities that increase 

happiness. Nonetheless, monetary factors are not the only key to overall happiness (Hancock, 

2013). Moreover, in a research by Saari and Judge (1995) when employees were asked  to  

examine  importance  of  job  attributes,  they  ranked  interesting  work  as  the  most important 

while good wages just ranked fifth. Second, relational happiness means connecting with self, 

others and/or a spiritual entity. It has three (3) subthemes: emotional, social and spiritual. 

Emotional happiness are the feelings one has about oneself that increases one’s sense of happiness. 

Social happiness speaks of how one feels about the relationship with others and how those 
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relationships increase happiness. Veenhoven (1997) talks about social relations, private relations, 

and social participation as factors that have a correlation to happiness . Meanwhile, spiritual 

happiness concerns how and why one should live one’s life in ways that bring happiness. Lastly, 

health happinessrefers to experiencing bodily and mental positive states. It has two (2) subthemes: 

physical and cognitive happiness. Hancock states that health is highly correlated with happiness 

(2013). 

 

Ho1: There is no significant relationship between overall happiness and material, relational and 

health factors 

 

Methods 

 

The study was conducted in a Jesuit university in Cagayan de Oro City. The respondents 

composed on sixty-eight (68) tertiary faculty on full time, permanent status as of academic year 

2013-2014. 

 

Using the descriptive survey method, quantitative data was gathered using a 4-point 

questionnaire that was formulated using Buckland’s themes of happiness. Further, the 

respondents were asked to rate each theme of happiness according to importance, happiness level 

now, degree of control and opportunities patterned from that of Lipovcan, Larsen and Zganec’s 

(2004) Quality of Life Profile. Supplemental interview questions were prepared in order to have 

deeper discussions on happiness and on the satisfiers and dissatisfiers of the faculty members of 

the institution. Means were derived to describe the summary results of the themes of happiness. 

Correlation and regression at 0.05 were used to determine the level and extent of relationship 

between the themes of happiness and overall happiness. 

 

Table 1 shows the scoring system. 

 

Table 1. Scoring System 

Points Interval Scale Description 

4 3.70 – 4.00 Very High 
3 2.80 – 3.69 High 

2 1.90 – 2.79 Low 

1 1.00 – 1.89 Very Low 

 

Findings 
 

Table 2 has the summary results for the three happiness themes. The material (material 

and active), relational (emotional, social and spiritual) and health (physical  and  cognitive) themes 

are presented together with the teachers’ answers in terms of A. Importance, B. Happiness level, 

C. Degree of control and D. Range of opportunities. Computing for the average of the three themes 

in Column B, the mean happiness level of the faculty members is 3.09. Using the descriptors from 

Table 1, this would imply that their happiness level is high. The succeeding paragraphs will talk 

about the three themes that compose the overall happiness of the faculty members. 
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Table 2. Summary of Results for the Three Happiness Themes 

Category A. Importance B. Happiness 

Level 

C. Degree 

of Control 

D. Range of 

Opportunities 

MATERIAL THEME 

1. Material 2.79 2.92 3.03 2.98 

2. Active 3.23 2.97 2.90 2.90 

Average 3.01 2.95 2.97 2.94 

RELATIONAL THEME 

1. Emotional 3.73 3.33 3.31 3.41 

2. Social 3.33 3.22 3.05 3.08 

3. Spiritual 3.64 3.31 3.34 3.41 

Average 3.57 3.29 3.23 3.30 

HEALTH THEME 

1. Physical 3.63 2.97 3.00 3.06 

2. Cognitive 3.48 3.08 2.92 3.08 

Average 3.55 3.02 2.96 3.07 

 

Throughout Columns A to D, the average means are nearly the same in the material 

happiness theme (around 3.00). These generally indicate high scores. However, of the three 

themes, material has the least happiness level at 2.95. This could be explained by the concept of 

habituation. “Although material goods provide extra pleasure initially, this is usually only 

transitory; it wears off (Gandhi Kingdon, 2009).” It should be noted also that the material 

happiness is deemed to be less important than active happiness according to the respondents, 

having a mean of 2.79 as against 3.23. When checked against the basic profile of the 

respondents, 28 of them (41 %) do not have any hobby or sport, something that can increase their 

active happiness. The university can help these faculty members by initiating new programs in 

hobbies, wellness and sports. Nevertheless, the material theme is still an important determinant 

of overall happiness. Hancock (2013) shares that “economic variables for income, new worth, 

employment status, and the ability to work demonstrated statistical significance and largely 

impacted happiness”. 

 

The relational happiness theme showed the most positive results in almost all columns. 

The respondents felt that they have a better degree of control at 3.23 as against 2.97 for the 

material happiness and 2.96 for the health happiness. The range of opportunities is also clearly 

there (mean=3.30). They feel that this is the most important happiness theme, as evidenced by 

the 3.57 mean. The happiness level is a high 3.29, versus the 2.95 score for the material 

happiness and the 3.02 score for the health happiness. All indicate high scores. The score of 

emotional happiness shows a very high score. Since the teachers recognize that this is the most 

significant theme, the institution has to ensure that the emotional, social and spiritual needs of 

the faculty are continually taken care of. Veenhoven (1997) states that social ties, intimate ties, 

and social participation are correlated with happiness . 

 

Health is second to relational in terms of happiness level. The employees feel that 

physical happiness is very important since they gave it a score of 3.63, the third among all the 

seven categories. The happiness level, degree of control and range of opportunities are all very 

close to a mean of 3, while the importance is at 3.55, second to the relational theme’s 

3.57.Hancock (2013) mentions health as “another contributor of subjective well-being. On 
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subjective well-being tests,  health is highly correlated with happiness levels”. 

 

The quality of life scores were added in the findings as a supplement. Lipovcan, Larsen 

&Zganec (2003) researched on the shiftworkers in Croatia to find out their quality of life, 

defined as “the degree to which a person enjoys the important possibilities of his/her life”. They 

offered a computation for quality of life (Q.O.L.) and it considers both the importance of a 

happiness factor and its corresponding level of satisfaction or happiness : 

 

Q.O.L. = (Importance * 0.5) * (Happiness Level – 2.5) 

 

The rubric in Table 3 below serves as a guide for the quality of life scores. The range of 

the scores is from -3.33, which denotes a very problematic quality of life, to 3.33, which signifies 

an excellent quality of life. A score ranging from -0.50 to 0.50 shows an adequate quality of life. 

The rest of the interpretation of the test scores is found in Table 3 below. 

 

Table 3: Rubric for the Quality of Life Scores 
 

QOL Score Description 

> 0 Positive quality of life 

< 0 Negative quality of life 

> 1.50 Excellent 

0.51 to 1.50 Very acceptable 

-0.50 to 0.50 Adequate 

-1.50 to -0.51 Problematic 

< -1.50 Very problematic 

Applying the Q.O.L. formula, the Q.O.L. scores can then be computed. As can be seen in 

Table 4, the relational happiness theme got the highest Q.O.L. scores, with each of the three 

categories scoring higher than 1. Only cognitive happiness reached a score of 1 in the other 

happiness themes. 

 

Table 4: Quality of Life Scores for the Three Happiness Themes 

Category Importance Happiness 

Level 

Quality of Life 

Score 

MATERIAL THEME   

1. Material 2.79 2.92 0.59 
2. Active 3.23 2.97 0.76 

Average 3.01 2.95 0.67 
RELATIONAL THEME  

3.33 
 

1.55 3. Emotional 3.73 

4. Social 3.33 3.22 1.19 

5. Spiritual 3.64 3.31 1.48 

Average 3.57 3.29 1.40 
HEALTH THEME  

2.97 

 

0.85 6. Physical 3.63 

7. Cognitive 3.48 3.08 1.00 

Average 3.55 3.02 0.93 
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The table reveals that all Q.O.L. scores for the seven categories fall under the very 

acceptable category. This can imply that the faculty members are enjoying the possibilities of 

their lives in an adequate degree. 

 

Correlation and regression are important to check on level of relationships and on the 

cause and effect relationship between variables. It is evident that at the 0.01 level and using a 2- 

tailed test, each of the three themes is related to overall happiness (see column Overall).The 

complete correlation table is found in Table 5 below. 

 

Table 5: The Three Themes of HappinessCorrelated with Overall Happiness 

 Material_Ave Relational_Ave Health_Ave Overall 

Pearson 

Material_ Correlation 
1 .582

**
 .468

**
 .477

**
 

Ave Sig. (2-tailed)  .000 .000 .000 

N 67 66 65 66 

Pearson 

Relationa Correlation 
.582

**
 1 .586

**
 .696

**
 

l_Ave Sig. (2-tailed) .000  .000 .000 

N 66 66 65 65 

Pearson 

Health_A Correlation 
.468

**
 .586

**
 1 .495

**
 

ve Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000  .000 

N 65 65 65 65 

Pearson 

Correlation 
Overall 

Sig. (2-tailed) 

N 

.477
**

 .696
**

 .495
**

 1 

.000 .000 .000  

66 65 65 67 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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To check on the level of relationship between the seven happiness categories and overall 

happiness, the Pearson Correlation test was also run using the eight variables. At the 0.05 level, 

all the seven happiness subthemes are correlated with overall happiness. Emotional happiness 

has the highest correlation with overall happiness. Baumeister et al in Gailliot (2012) states 

“happiness is positively associated with self-esteem”. Table 6 shows the result of the correlation 

test. 

 

Table 6. Correlation Table Between the Seven Happiness Categories and Overall Happiness 

 Overall Material Active Emotion Social Spiritual Physical Cognitive 

Pearson 
Overall 

Sig. (2-tailed) 

Pearson 
Material 

Sig. (2-tailed) 

Pearson 
Active 

Sig. (2-tailed) 

Pearson 
Emotional 

Sig. (2-tailed) 

Pearson 
Social 

Sig. (2-tailed) 

Pearson 
Spiritual 

Sig. (2-tailed) 

Pearson 
Physical 

Sig. (2-tailed) 

Pearson 
Cognitive 

Sig. (2-tailed) 

1 .477
**

 .334
**

 .636
**

 .525
**

 .589
**

 .298
*
 .545

**
 

 

.477
**

 

.000 .009 .000 .000 .000 .016 .000 

1 .481
**

 .508
**

 .419
**

 .358
**

 .304
*
 .341

**
 

.000  .000 .000 .001 .004 .014 .005 

.334
**

 .481
**

 1 .453
**

 .481
**

 .285
*
 .372

**
 .338

**
 

.009 .000  .000 .000 .027 .003 .008 

.636
**

 .508
**

 .453
**

 1 .697
**

 .478
**

 .255
*
 .496

**
 

.000 .000 .000  .000 .000 .040 .000 

.525
**

 .419
**

 .481
**

 .697
**

 1 .496
**

 .433
**

 .491
**

 

.000 .001 .000 .000  .000 .000 .000 

.589
**

 .358
**

 .285
*
 .478

**
 .496

**
 1 .296

*
 .534

**
 

.000 .004 .027 .000 .000  .018 .000 

.298
*
 .304

*
 .372

**
 .255

*
 .433

**
 .296

*
 1 .425

**
 

.016 .014 .003 .040 .000 .018  .000 

.545
**

 .341
**

 .338
**

 .496
**

 .491
**

 .534
**

 .425
**

 1 

.000 .005 .008 .000 .000 .000 .000  

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

A test was also conducted to check if a regression equation for overall happiness can be 

constructed using the seven happiness subthemes. The result is shown in Table 7 below. 

 

Table 7: Regression Model for the Seven Categories of Happiness as Determinants of Overall 

Happiness 

Model R R 

Square 

Adjusted 

R Square 

Std. Error 

of the 

Estimate 

Change Statistics 

R Square 

Change 

F Change df1 df2 Sig. F 

Change 

1 .741
a
 .548 .489 .4100429 .548 9.195 7 53 .000 

a. Predictors: (Constant), Cognitive_Hap_B, Mat_Hap_B, Physical_Hap_B, Active_Hap_B, Spiritual_Hap_B, Emo_Hap_B, 

Social_Hap_B Coefficients
a
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Mod el Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 

Coefficients 

T Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 

(Constant) 

Mat_Hap_B 

Active_Hap_B 

Emo_Hap_B 

Social_Hap_B 

Spiritual_Hap_B 

Physical_Hap_B 

Cognitive_Hap_B 

.329 .363  .906 .369 

.092 .085 .125 1.081 .285 

-.031 .084 -.042 -.368 .714 

.342 .129 .372 2.646 .011 

.007 .129 .008 .057 .955 

.284 .108 .306 2.616 .012 

.024 .094 .029 .261 .795 

.124 .111 .137 1.118 .269 

a. Dependent Variable: Overall 

Using the table above, only emotional happiness and spiritual happiness are significant at 

the 0.05 level. Looking at the R Square value, it can be expressed that 54.8 % of the variations in 

overall happiness is captured or explained by the model. This suggests that the emotional and 

spiritual subthemes can affect overall happiness. 

 

Supplemental interviews were also done and they were anchored on the factors in 

Herzberg’s motivation-hygiene theory (2010). The respondents were asked regarding their 

dissatisfiers or the things that will embolden them to resign in the workplace. Also, they were 

probed about their satisfiers, their motivators. Their hygiene factors and motivators were then 

compiled and grouped. These groupings were then put side by side with the ones summarized by 

Herzberg after his extensive study on the subject matter. In terms of the hygiene factors, they are 

the same with Herzberg’s findings except for one item: status and job security. In the area of 

motivators, they are comparable with Herzberg’s except on the last three items: salary, 

leadership and working environment. The results are summarized in Table 8. 

 

Table 8: Hygiene and Motivator Factors of the Faculty 

vis-à-vis Those of Herzberg 
 

Hygiene Factors Motivators Hygiene Factors 

(Herzberg) 

Motivators 

(Herzberg) 

1. Company policies 1. Achievement 1. Company policies 1. Achievement 

2. Supervision 2. Recognition 2. Supervision 2. Recognition 

3. Interpersonal 

Relations 

3. Work itself 3. Interpersonal 

relations 

3. Work itself 

4. Work conditions 4. Advancement 4. Work conditions 4. Responsibility 

5. Salary 5. Growth 5. Salary 5. Advancement 

 6. Salary 6. Status, job security 6. Growth 

 7. Leadership   

 8. Working 

environment 
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Conclusion and Implications 
 

Money was originally felt as the best determinant of happiness, but this study proved that 

relationship is the top determinant in the case of the faculty members. In terms of subthemes, 

emotional happiness is the factor that has the highest degree of correlation with overall 

happiness. The institution should thus take care of the relational aspects in the workplace, most 

especially the emotional subtheme. 

 

From the individual interviews, it can be established that the faculty’s dissatisfiers are 

similar to Herzberg’s findings except for one item: Herzberg has status and job security. The 

faculty’s satisfiers are comparable with Herzberg’s except on the last three items: Aside from 

those mentioned by Herzberg, the faculty mentioned salary, leadership and working environment. 

These three things should be looked into by management because these are things that motivate 

them to work well. And because of the similarities, Herzberg’s hygiene and motivator factors 

can be used as a guide in minimizing job turnover and in inspiring the faculty in their work. 
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Differential analysis of La Consolacion University Philippines employee’s attitudes towards 

the different facets of their jobs 

Maria Corazon D. Segismundo, La Consolacion Philippines 

 

The study aimed to develop a five-year institutional strategic plan for the La Consolacion 

University Philippines (LCUP), in Malolos City, Bulacan, from academic years 2015-2016 to 

2019-2020. CHED’s expectation of being an impetus for higher educational institutions to gear 

for international recognition is a challenge and an occasion for LCUP to develop its position 

towards national and international recognition in the next three to five years. The strategic 

planning made use of the SWOT analysis technique. The planning process combined both ‘top- 

down” and “bottom-up´ approaches and features multi-level and multi-sector involvement. 

Members of the technical staff were identified and organized which was composed of both 

academic and non-academic heads of office and which developed a framework to be used as 

guide in setting the parameters of the planning process. A major component of the University’s 

strategic initiatives is a comprehensive and well-focused programs and services that are guided 

by the Philippine National Goals and Educational Objectives, Commission on Higher Education 

Strategic Plan, the National Higher Education Research Agenda (NHERA) as well as the 

applicable Circular Memorandum Orders (CMO) of the CHED pertaining to the requirements of 

programs and services expected of the respective colleges, units and departments. Baseline data 

were identified for the prevailing conditions and situations. Two-year targets were likewise 

determined and five-year milestones forecasted. The actions focus on the following areas of 

LCUP’s operations that were identified by the Planning Officer together with the different 

department and unit heads in the course of the planning process to be essential to the University’s 

ability to achieve its Vision, Mission, and Goals: Governance and Administration, Instruction, 

Academic Services, Research and Extension, Quality Assurance and Resource Generation. With 

unrelenting effort, collegial collaboration, aggressive engagement, and devotion to our shared 

vision, mission and goals, the blueprint of a successful journey to an accomplished and 

internationally renowned University must not be doubted. 

 

Key words:  strategic, SWOT analysis, comprehensive 
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Faculty motivation on performance evaluation 

 

Noel S. Jasmin, MBA 

Panpacific University North Philippines Tayug Campus 

Tayug, Pangasinan 

 

ABSTRACT 

The study investigated the relationship between the perception of the faculty members on 

the status of the Faculty Performance Evaluation System and the extent of their motivation. It 

was conducted at Panpacific University North Philippines Tayug Campus in the Province of 

Panagsinan and participated by 39 faculty members, 1 dean and 2 College Heads. The findings 

of the study became the basis for the development of a framework to increasing faculty motivation 

through the effective use of faculty performance evaluation system. 

Specifically, using descriptive-correlational design, the study determined the perceptions 

of the faculty members and the dean/heads on the status of the PUNP Faculty Performance 

Evaluation along the areas of accuracy of evaluation, fairness of evaluation, satisfaction on the 

evaluation and feedback richness of evaluation. Furthermore, the study determined the extent to 

which the faculty members are motivated by the faculty performance evaluation. 

The findings of the study showed that the respondents in general, perceived the 

performance evaluation to be accurate, fair, satisfactory and feedback rich. Furthermore, 

responses of the faculty members showed that they are motivated by the status of the evaluation 

process. The extent of these findings however are less likely to be high. The correlated variables 

showed significant relationship between accuracy and motivation, satisfaction and motivation, 

feedback richness and motivation. Interestingly, no significant relationship was determined 

between fairness of evaluation and motivation. 

In conclusion, an improvement to increase accuracy, fairness, satisfaction and feedback 

richness of evaluation is needed due to a relatively low average weighted mean scores obtained 

from the response of the faculty members. 

The study recommended that the formally structure process of the evaluation be made 

and implemented; collaboration and greater faculty involvement on planning and implementing 

the process be given emphasis; and the proposed NSJ’s FPE 3 Forces Model to Increase 

Motivation be utilized as basis for policy making relative to increasing faculty motivation through 

the effective conduct of Faculty Performance Evaluation. 

 

 

Keywords:   Performance   Evaluation,   motivation,   accuracy,   fairness,   feedback   richness, 

satisfaction towards evaluation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Today, educational institution is not an exemption on the context of understanding the 

motivational level of its academic staff in pursuit of effective and efficient human labor that can 

adapt and compete on the rapid growth of competition among educational organization for the 

past years. Currently, the role of educational institutions is beyond the degrees. Learning 

organization is supposed to produce students that are competitive enough to meet the challenging 

environment of the 21
st 

century. This is through the integration of suitable learning environment, 

learning facilities, curriculum and competent teachers. However, teachers are the most important 

factor for a learning organization because the output of an institution, the students, are shaped by 

teachers. 
Every teacher’s content knowledge, pedagogical skills, communication skills and attitude 

towards professional conduct are some tools which a teacher used in developing students’ 

cognitive, affective and psychomotor domain of learning. Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) is 

in the center of revolving three main functions, which incidentally also define the job description 

of faculty members, are instruction, research and extension services (B-HERT, 2006; Sharyelfu, 

1999). In this world of knowledge, faculty members must of necessity be active learners and 

organizers of knowledge. In addition to teaching, university faculty members are responsible for 

creating new ideas and knowledge relevant to the society through extensive researches. They are 

also expected to be relevant to the society at large in terms of community service (Aslam, 2011; 

Skeffit, 1992). This complexity of job for university faculties makes the task highly demanding, 

thereby requiring an effective performance evaluation system that triggers higher motivation for 

enhanced job performance. 

At present, there is not much literature of studies concerning the impact of performance 

appraisal to motivation in the Philippine context. Some studies had gained a great focus in 

formulating and developing evaluation tools and process that will permeate to rate faculty 

members for the purpose of promotion and increased salary. This is an attestation of DeNisi and 

Pritchard (2006) observation that performance appraisal research has been criticized for its 

excessive emphasis on psychometric issues. Also, Tessema et al. (2006) observed that majority 

of Performance Appraisal in many organizations is for promotion and is attendant to increase 

financial benefits plus enhanced professional and social status. 

The researcher observed that Panpacific University North Philippine-Tayug Campus in 

particular, had a very minimal approach to a better appraisal system. Furthermore, the researcher 

observed that results of faculty evaluation process in the past appraisal periods of the university 

are psychometric in nature. This means that the process is managerial, control-oriented, 

judgmental and hierarchical in nature (Monyatsi, 2003). DeNisi and Pritchard (2006) therefore 

recommended, in their study, that appraisal research should, instead, focus on designing effective 

performance appraisal system that can motivate employees to improve employee performance. 

Motivational effect of performance appraisal, however, according to Roberson et al., (2006) and 

DeNisi et al., (2006) is considered an important but under researched outcome variable for 

performance appraisals. 

In line with the foregoing, it is in this context that this study was conducted and therefore 

significant in providing empirical evidence that will support the literature of studies in the field 

of staff appraisal in the context of educational institution. Specifically, it assessed the perception 

of the faculty members of Panpacific University North Philippines Tayug Campus on the current 

evaluation system and its relationship to motivation. Other academicians and future researchers 

may carry out the findings that were concluded in this study for further researches as a review to 
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help them understand the impact of performance appraisal to employee motivation in some other 

organizational institutions. 

 

Statement of the problem 
This study was conducted to determine the correlation between the perception of faculty members 

on the status of the Faculty Performance Evaluation and their extent of motivation. Specifically, 

it sought to answer to the following research questions: 

 What is the perception of the respondents on the status of Faculty Performance 

Evaluation along (a) accuracy of evaluation; (b) fairness of evaluation; (c) satisfaction on 

evaluation; and (d) feedback-richness of evaluation? 

 To what extent do the faculty members are motivated by the status of Faculty 

Performance Evaluation System 

 

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
The researcher made use of descriptive-correlational research design. The descriptive part 

presented the perception of the respondents on the current status along the four variables (accuracy, 

fairness, satisfaction and feedback richness of evaluation) and the level of motivation of the faculty 

members. The correlation was used to find out the relationship between the faculty members’ 

perception on the performance evaluation system and level of motivation. 

 

Population and locale of the study 
The study was conducted at Panpacific University North Philippines Tayug Campus Inc. The 

population of the study was composed of male and female teaching staff and school administrators 

involved in the evaluation process. The total population was 39 faculty members, 1 College Dean 

and 2 College Heads. 

 

Data gathering tool and procedure 
The study made use of the survey questionnaire. The first part includes close-ended questions 

to determine the perception of the respondents on the status of the Faculty Performance Evaluation. 

This part was of 4-point Likert-type scale to measure the responses of the respondents with 4.00 

as the highest extent and 1.00 as the lowest extent. 

 

The second part was also comprised of close-ended questions to determine the extent of 

motivation of faculty members by the status of the PUNP Faculty Performance Evaluation. This 

part was also of 4-point Likert-type scale to measure the responses of the respondents with 4.00- 

“Highly Motivated” as the highest extent and 1.00-“Not Motivated” as the lowest extent. The 

data gathering instrument was submitted for validation and correction and the computed validity 

of the questionnaire was 3.55 and is Highly Valid. In addition, the researcher developed open- 

ended questions that were adopted from R. Wayne Mondy’s (2012) discussion on the 

characteristics of an effective performance appraisal system. This forms the qualitative part of 

the study to facilitate a more reliable result and discussion of findings. 
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The researcher personally explained the purpose of the study and to clarify the instruction. Each 

participant was given an allowable time to accomplish the instrument. The questionnaire was 

administered from March 2, 2015 to March 6, 2015 at PUNP-Tayug Campus. A total of forty-two 

(42) questionnaires were administered, 30 of which were retrieved from faculty-respondents 

and three (3) questionnaires from the dean and heads.  In addition, the researcher conducted 

personal interview with the personnel in-charge of the performance evaluation process to support 

the information needed in this study. 

 

Treatment of data 
Descriptive statistics such average weighted mean was used to determine the perception of the 

respondents on the status of the PES and the level of motivation of the faculty members. The 

significant relationship between perception and motivation of the respondents are statistically 

investigated using Chi-square. 

 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Perception on the status of the Performance Evaluation System 

Result of the study for the four areas assessing the status of the PES showed that feedback 

richness of evaluation construct has the lowest extent of perception among the four constructs 

(M=3.04). Meanwhile, fairness of evaluation has the highest mean score (M=3.20) as opposed to 

accuracy of evaluation and satisfaction on evaluation which are both at the average (M=3.12, and 

M=3.10 respectively). Tables 1 shows the result. 

 

Table1. Summary of mean scores for the four areas assessing the status of the PES. 

 
 

Areas AWM 

Accuracy of Evaluation 3.12 

Fairness of Evaluation 3.20 

Satisfaction on Evaluation 3.10 

Feedback Richness of Evaluation 3.04 
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Accuracy of evaluation 

 

Specifically, Table 2 shows the first item, “The result of the Performance Evaluation is based 

on how well someone does his workload” was rated the highest with a mean score of 3.48. This 

rating was attributed to the reality that faculty evaluation is conducted in the essence of classroom 

observation. Therefore it may be possible that the result of the evaluation was concluded based on 

how the raters (students and dean/head) see and observe the actual teaching process inside the 

classroom. The fourth item, “The recent rating the faculty member received was an accurate 

indicator of his actual performance” has the lowest mean score of 2.63. It can be concluded that 

although the respondents perceived the result of performance evaluation to be based on how well 

faculty members do their workload, still they may see the evaluation to be subjective and based 

on personal judgments. 

 

 

Table 2. Mean Score for respondents’ perception on the status of PES along accuracy of 

evaluation 
 

Statements 
Mean 

Score 

1.  The result of the Performance Evaluation is based on how well someone does his 

workload. 
3.48 

2.  The result of the Performance Evaluation conforms to faculty’s expected outcome. 3.45 

3.  The criteria for Performance Evaluation are in accordance to faculty’s job specification. 3.23 

4.  The recent rating the faculty member received was an accurate indicator of his actual 

performance. 
2.63 

5.  The Performance Evaluation is accurate in terms of content and purpose. 2.82 

Over-all 3.12 

 

In addition, the fifth item having the second lowest mean score of 2.82 shows that the 

respondents do not significantly consider the content and purpose of the evaluation process to be 

very much accurate. This may imply that the university do not significantly involve the faculty 

members on the discussion of the content, purpose, criteria and the process of the performance 

evaluation. This supports Levey and William (1998) inference that employees who believe they 

understand the appraisal system used in the organization are more accepting and largely favor the 

appraisal system and they are most likely to rate the appraisal system to be fair and accurate. 

 

Fairness of evaluation 

Along distributive justice variable from Table 3, the first item “Faculty member’s performance 

rating reflects the effort they have put into their work” was rated the highest mean score of 3.23 

together with the second item “Faculty member’s performance rating is appropriate for the 

work they have done”. The third item “Faculty member’s performance rating reflects what they 

have contributed to the organizations” has a mean score of 3.02 and the fourth item, “Faculty 

member’s performance rating is justified, given their performance” has a mean score of 3.15. 

These four items under distributive justice, point towards the relationship between inputs to work 

and outputs. This implies that the respondents considered their performance rating to be relatively 
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equates to the inputs they have contributed to work and therefore perceived the ratings to be fair. 

Accordingly this justifies the equity rule as described by Leventhal (1976) as “a single normative 

rule which dictates that rewards and resources be distributed in accordance with recipient’s 

contribution.” 

The fifth item, “Faculty member’s performance appraisal is based on the quality and quantity 

of their work and not their personality and position” obtained the lowest mean score of both 2.97 

among all other indicators of distributive justice. This score implies that the respondents may 

perceived the basis of the performance evaluation to be fair, however still lacks the criteria to totally 

assessed the work of the faculty members. 

 

Table 3. Perceptions of the respondents on the status of PES along fairness of evaluation 

Statements 
Mean 

Score 

Distributive Justice  
1.  Faculty member’s performance rating reflects the effort they have put into their work. 3.23 

2.  Faculty member’s performance rating is appropriate for the work they have done. 3.23 

3.  Faculty member’s performance rating reflects what they have contributed to the organizations. 3.02 

4.  Faculty member’s performance rating is justified, given their performance. 3.15 

5.  Faculty member’s performance appraisal is based on the quality and quantity of their work and 
not their personality and position 

2.97 

6.  Faculty member’s rater gives them the performance rating that they paid even when it might upset 

them. 
2.97 

Procedural Justice  
1.  Faculty member is able to express their views and feelings during the conduct of the performance 

evaluation. 
2.80 

2.  Faculty member can request for a schedule of their performance evaluation. 3.08 

3.  The performance evaluation is applied consistently among all faculty members. 3.15 

4.  The procedure of the performance evaluation is free from bias 3.10 

5.  Faculty member has been able to appeal the outcome of their performance evaluation 2.90 

6.  The University makes sure that faculty members are assigned to a rater who is enough qualified to 

evaluate their work 
3.13 

Interpersonal Justice  
1.  Faculty member’s rater is always polite 3.48 

2.  Faculty member’s rater treats me with dignity 3.52 

3.  Faculty member’s rater treats me with respect 3.55 

4.  Faculty member’s rater is courteous 3.48 

5.  Faculty member’s rater does not make cruel statements 3.45 

6.  Faculty member’s supervisor shows concern for faculty’s rights as an employee 3.45 

Informational Justice  
1.  Faculty member’s rater clearly explains what he or she expects on my work 3.20 

2.  Faculty member’s rater clearly explains the standards that will be used to evaluate me 3.18 

3.  Faculty member’s rater regularly explains what he or she expects from my performance 3.17 

4.  Faculty member’s rater takes the time to explain decisions that concern me. 3.20 

5.  Faculty member’s rater explains how the performance evaluation will be done. 3.23 

6.  Faculty member’s rater helps to understand the process used to evaluate my performance 3.18 

Over-all 3.20 
 

The third item “The performance evaluation is applied consistently among all faculty members” 
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from Table 3 obtained the highest mean score of 3.15 for procedural justice sub- variable. 

This shows that the two groups of respondent considered the process of the performance 

evaluation to be procedurally fair because they possibly perceived that the procedures are applied 

consistently among faculty members. This implication is evident in the conduct of the 

performance evaluation within the locale of the study because as observed, the current evaluation 

process is applied consistently among groups with the same job context. In contrast, the first 

item “faculty member is able to express their views and feelings during the conduct of the 

performance evaluation” generated the lowest overall mean of 2.80 among all other indicators 

of procedural fairness. This clearly suggest that there is little involvement (on planning and 

discussion) of the faculty members on the conduct of the performance evaluation process. Their 

involvement is limited to “merely” being rated as the main subject of the evaluation. 

 

In line with interpersonal justice, the third item “Faculty members’ rater treats them with respect” 

has the highest overall mean of 3.55. This may be associated to a high degree of respect between 

the rater and the ratee observed during the process. This may be true because the respondents 

are all members of the academe and that their workplace requires a higher degree of respect from 

each other. On the other hand, the fifth and sixth items of interpersonal fairness has the lowest 

mean scores of 3.45. This may imply that there are some faculty members who received 

statements that they may seem to be personally unacceptable. 

 

On the informational justice area the fifth item “Faculty members’ rater explains how the 

performance evaluation will be done” has the highest overall mean of 3.23. This shows that in 

general, the respondents perceived that the faculty members are “fairly” informed on how the 

evaluation will be done. This may be due to the fact that an announcement is made prior to the 

conduct of classroom observation intended for performance evaluation. In addition, schedules of 

observation per faculty member are disseminated before the conduct of performance evaluation. 

However, although this item is rated on the average, the mean score is seen to be considerably 

low. It can be concluded that the faculty members seek more detailed explanation about the 

process other than “merely” announcing the schedule of evaluation. In contrast, asked if “faculty 

members’ rater regularly explain what he or she expects from my performance” obtained the 

lowest mean score of 2.67. It has also the lowest obtained overall mean of 3.17. This shows that 

there is an observed limited interaction between rater-ratee. 
 

Satisfaction towards evaluation 

From Table 4, item 1 “Faculty member is satisfied about the performance rating from the most 

recent evaluation period” has the highest overall mean of 3.15. Since item 1 describes the 

satisfaction of the faculty members from the most “recent” evaluation rating, this may imply that 

majority of the faculty members are satisfied because majority of them had received salary 

increase as a result of the most recent evaluation. In contrast, “Faculty member is satisfied with 

the amount of guidance and support they receive from their supervisor” and “Faculty is satisfied 

on how the performance evaluation is used to set their performance expectation every rating 

period” has the lowest mean score 3.07. This result showed that the faculty members identify a 

need of a more interactive communication and support-discussion from their dean/head as this 

may help them in identifying areas of improvement on their performance. 
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Table 4. Perceptions of the respondents on the status of PES along satisfaction towards 

evaluation 

Statements 
Mean 

Score 

1.  Faculty member is satisfied about the performance rating from the most recent evaluation period. 3.15 

2.  Faculty member is satisfied with the amount of guidance and support they receive from their 

supervisor. 

 

3.07 

3.  Faculty member is satisfied on how the Performance Evaluation is used to set their performance 

expectations every rating period. 

 

3.07 

4.  Faculty member is satisfied on how the Performance Evaluation is used to measure and evaluate 

their performance. 

 

3.08 

5.  Faculty member is satisfied on how the Performance Evaluation is used to motivate faculty 

members to perform well. 

 

3.10 

6.  Overall, Faculty member is satisfied with the quality of supervision they receive at work from 

rater. 

 

3.12 

Over-all 3.10 

 

Feedback richness of evaluation 

Item 2 from Table 5, “The university/dean/head provides clear and specific example to justify 

the rating” has the highest obtained overall mean score of 3.18. The result showed that, 

in general, the respondents perceived that the dean/heads’ feedback is specific enough to justify 

the result of the evaluation. However, based on the empirical finding, the faculty respondents’ 

mean score (M=2.70) for item 2 is comparatively lower than the dean/head’s response 

(M=3.67). This may imply that, the faculty members may feel that the effort of the dean/heads 

in disseminating the result is less likely substantial to clearly justify their ratings. This is 

evident with the mean score (M= 3.00) of fourth item under feedback specificity having the 

lowest score. This clearly shows that faculty members seek more specific and important 

feedback information from their performance evaluation result. The findings can be attributed 

to a commonly observed condition at which after each performance evaluation, the dean/heads 

may simply just ‘tell’ the faculty members the comments of the students and the ratings given 

by them and the students. In doing so, the faculty members may perceive the feedback to be 

vague and implicit. 

Table 5. Perceptions of the respondents on the status of PES along feedback richness of 

evaluation 

Statements 
Mean 

Score 

Feedback Specificity  
1. The results of the performance evaluation are openly discussed in a concise and explicit manner. 3.12 

2. The university/dean/head provides clear and specific example to justify the rating 3.18 

3. The university/dean/head specifically let the faculty members know how they can improve their 

performance. 
3.02 

4. Important and specific points of the feedback information on performance evaluation are 

communicated. 
3.00 

5. There is a detailed and documented report presented to faculty members pertaining to the result of 

performance evaluation 
3.12 

Feedback Frequency  
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1. The results of the performance evaluation are discussed to the faculty members in a regular 

manner. 
2.95 

2. The dean/head frequently reviews the progress of the faculty members 3.00 

3. The dean/head frequently provides information on how the faculty members are doing. 3.18 

4. The dean/head routinely gives advise base on the result of the evaluation that can be used to 

improve performance 
3.18 

5. Feedback information is regularly analyzed and presented to the faculty members. 2.93 

Feedback Timeliness  
1. The results of performance evaluation are communicated early enough to adjust performance. 2.95 

2. Feedback on performance evaluation are given within a reasonable time to facilitate personal 

reflection among the faculty members 
2.95 

3. The dean/department head communicates feedback information in a timely manner to update 

performance expectations. 
3.00 

4. The feedback on performance evaluation, given a reasonable time are readily available when ask. 3.05 

5. Feedback information are discussed just-in-time to identify strength and weaknesses for 

performance-improvement 
2.97 

Over-all 3.04 

 

The result for feedback frequency showed that although items third and fourth have 

the highest mean scores (M=3.18), when taken into account the individual responses of the 

two group of respondents, the faculty members’ mean score (2.70) is comparatively lower 

than the dean/head’s response (M=3.67). This may imply that some of the faculty members 

may not experiencing or receiving frequent advise because the feedback process of evaluation 

may lack a structured schedule on how frequent and when will the dean/heads provide 

feedback to individual faculty members. 

The study further showed that weakest points mong indicators of feedback timeliness 

were obtained by the first and second item (M=2.95). These items also have the weakest point 

on the faculty members’ response (M=2.57). This suggest that the feedback on the 

evaluation process is not communicated early enough to allow adjustments on future 

performance and personal reflection among faculty members. 

 

Test of difference on the responses of the respondents on the status of PES 
To specifically examine the obtained scores on the perceived status of the PES, an 

independent t-test was conducted to identify which among the four areas lies a difference 

between their responses. Table 6 shows the result. 

 

Table 6. Test of significant difference on the perception of the respondents on the status of 

PES 

Indicator df p-value 
t-critical 

value 

Computed 

t-value 
Significance 

Accuracy of Evaluation 8 0.4267 ±2.3060 -0.8374 NS 

Fairness of Evaluation 46 1.49x10
-8

 ±2.0129 -6.6577 S 

Satisfaction on Evaluation 10 3.20x10
-9

 ±2.2281 -17.8799 S 

Feedback Richness of Evaluation 28 5.46x10
-17

 ±2.0484 -17.6211 S 
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The responses of the respondents on the accuracy of evaluation showed a nonsignificant 

difference. This implies that, the behavior of variables indicates that regardless of the role of the 

respondents on the faculty performance evaluation process [rater or rate], their perception 

regarding the accuracy of evaluation is relatively similar. This implies that it is possible for the 

respondents to have similarly implied that the increase in pay and promotion of majority of the 

faculty members (which is the result of the most recent evaluation) to substantially equates to 

the accuracy of evaluation. Faculty members perceived it to be accurate because in general, 

they received favourable outcome. Therefore the dean/heads also perceived that the outcome 

of the evaluation rating, given the performance they observed, is accurate. 

On the other hand, independent t-test for fairness of evaluation showed a significant 

difference result. This implies that, the roles [as faculty and as administrator] of the respondents 

in the conduct of performance evaluation significantly drive their perception on the variables to 

differ. Specifically, to determine where the difference lies, Table 7 shows the computed t-value 

and t-critical value for the four sub-variable of Fairness of Evaluation. 

 

Table 7. Independent t-test for fairness of evaluation sub-variables 
 

Indicator df p-value 
t-critical 

value 

Computed 

t-value 
Significance 

Distributive Fairness 10 0.1110 ±2.2281 -1.7483 NS 

Procedural Fairness 10 0.0007 ±2.2281 -4.8152 S 

Interpersonal Fairness 10 5.58x10
-7

 ±2.2281 -11.1991 S 

Informational Fairness 10 1.60x10
-13

 ±2.2281 -52.2480 S 

 

Under distributive fairness, a nonsignificant difference was obtained. This means that, 

regardless of the role of the respondents relative to the conduct of the performance evaluation, 

their perception is comparatively similar. Distributive fairness in Colquitt (2001) words is 

fostered where outcomes are consistent with implicit norms for allocation, such equity or 

equality. The findings of the data above may be attributed to the fact that in general, the faculty 

members had received an increase in their basic pay after the performance evaluation last second 

semester SY 2014-2015. Therefore both the respondents may have possibly perceived that the 

performance of the faculty members resulted to a high result thus consistent to the outcome they 

received. 

Meanwhile, procedural showed a significant difference result. This implies that the 

perception of the respondents on the fairness of the procedures taken in the conduct of the 

performance evaluation is significantly different. It may be possible because less involvement of 

the faculty members in the process of the performance evaluation system is commonly observed 

in the university. The high level of involvement is commonly observed among the dean/ heads 

and management in planning the procedure, identifying criteria and setting standards. It follows 

that the faculty members are likely to evaluate the procedural fairness of the performance 

evaluation relatively lower compared to that of the dean/heads. 

On the other hand, bot interpersonal and informational fairness sub-variable obtained also 

a significant difference result. This shows that the perception of the dean/heads greatly differs 

from that of the faculty members along these areas as seen in. It is possible that the dean/heads 

rated the indicators under interpersonal and informational fairness “very much fair” because 
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these variables pertain to the treatment [respect and sensitivity in giving explanations] of the 

rater (dean/heads in this study) towards the faculty members. Cited by Colquitt (2001) in his 

study these two dimensions included justification (e.g., explaining the basis for decisions), 

truthfulness (e.g., an authority figure being candid and not engaging in deception), respect (e.g., 

being  polite  rather  than  rude),  and  propriety  (e.g.,  refraining  from  improper  remarks  or 

prejudicial statements). In practice these four criteria have been researched along two 

dimensions: explanations and sensitivity (e.g., Greenberg, 1990a). It follows that the responses 

of the dean/heads significantly differ from the faculty members because of its subjective property 

and personal predisposition. 

Table 6 showed that the independent t-test for satisfaction on evaluation resulted to a 

significant difference outcome. This implies that the responses across variables significantly 

differ as to the role of respondents relative to the conduct of performance evaluation. And the 

independent t-test for fairness of evaluation showed also a significant difference result. In 

addition, to further analyse the difference on the responses of the respondents along feedback 

richness variable, an independent t-test was conducted along the three (3) sub variables of 

feedback richness. 

 

Table 8. Independent t-test for feedback richness of evaluation sub-variables 
 

Indicator df p-value 
t-critical 

value 

Computed 

t-value 
Significance 

Feedback Specificity 8 7.99x10
-6

 ±2.3060 -10.0805 S 

Feedback Frequency 8 1.58x10
-5

 ±2.3060 -9.1980 S 

Feedback Timeliness 8 8.58x10
-8

 ±2.3060 -18.1877 S 

 

From Table 8, the significant differences on the responses of the respondents along the 

three (3) sub-variables of feedback richness may imply that the administrator had possibly 

generalized that the ‘mere’ communication of performance rating to the faculty members 

constitute a substantially high level of feedback rich information. The feedback the employee 

receives from his superior, may simply describe the level of performance achieved (Evans, 

1986). Hence, it is important for managers to conduct the appraisal process properly (Bekele, 

2014). It is also possibly that their responses constitute a subjective element and personal 

judgment, considering that the items on the feedback richness factors pertain to the responsibility 

of the dean/heads in giving a specific, timely and frequent feedback. 

 

Motivation on PES 
Employing the four variables the study also investigated the extent of motivation of the faculty 

members on the conduct of the performance evaluation. All the four variables scored a 

considerable low means for accuracy of evaluation (M=2.98), fairness of evaluation (M=2.94), 

satisfaction on evaluation (M=2.83) and feedback richness of evaluation (M=2.70) revealing the 

lowest obtained mean. Overall extent of motivation of the faculty members through the conduct 

of PES scored a mean of 2.86 which is also considerably low extent of motivation. ِّ 
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Table 9. Summary of mean scores on the extent of motivation by the status of PES 

 

Areas AWM 

Motivation by the accuracy of evaluation 3.12 

Motivation by the fairness of evaluation 3.20 

Motivation by the satisfaction on evaluation 3.10 

Motivation by the feedback richness of evaluation 3.04 

 

The highest mean score for accuracy of evaluation was indicated by “Faculty is motivated by the 

result of the Performance Evaluation because it conforms to their expected outcome” (M=3.00). 

This means that faculty members becomes more motivated when they perceived that the 

outcome they received is consistent with their performance. Consistent to previous research, 

linking employees with rewards motivates employees and commits them to the appraisal process 

(Ochoti et al., 2012). On the fairness of evaluation variable, interpersonal fairness sub-variable 

obtained the highest mean score (M=3.14). These findings suggest that the faculty members are 

motivated because they are treated with respect and politeness during the conduct of the 

evaluation process. In contrast, informational fairness obtained a significantly lower mean 

(M=2.78) compared to the other sub-variable of fairness of evaluation. It can be concluded that 

the faculty members seek more formal and open communication on receiving feedback about 

their performance evaluation for them to be highly motivated to perform. This affirms Monyatsi 

(2006) contention that if teachers are told of the process, given the necessary feedback and support, 

they will be likely to be motivated and their teaching performance will improve. 

Table 10. Extent of motivation of faculty members along sub-variable of fairness of 

evaluation 

 

 

Asked if  “they  are motivated because they are satisfied about the performance rating from the 

most recent evaluation period” obtained the highest score for satisfaction variable (M=2.83). In 

an interview with the university administrators, it was identified that majority of the faculty 

members had received an increased pay after the most recent rating period. This would conclude 

that the majority of the faculty members are satisfied by the outcome they received given their 

recent rating thereby motivating them. Lowest mean score among all indicators of satisfaction 

variable were obtained by “faculty is motivated because they are satisfied with the amount of 

guidance and support they receive from their supervisor, how the performance evaluation is 

used to set their performance expectations and used to measure and evaluate their 

performance” (M=2.80). This finding showed that the faculty members seek more supervisory 

support and more discussion on setting up performance expectations in order to improve. 

 

Table 11. Extent of motivation of faculty members along sub-variable of feedback richness 

Fairness sub-variables Mean Score 

Distributive fairness 3.04 

Procedural fairness 2.81 

Interpersonal fairness 3.14 

Informational fairness 2.78 
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Feedback richness sub-variables Mean Score 

Feedback specificity 2.73 

Feedback frequency 2.66 

Feedback timeliness 2.70 

 

Meanwhile, under feedback richness variable, all the sub-variables obtained low level 

mean score less than 3.0 (feedback specificity, M=2.73; feedback frequency, M=2.66; feedback 

timeliness, M=2.70). The result obtained implies that the faculty members demand more specific, 

frequent and timely feedback to be more motivated. This supports the findings of Farr (1993) 

that specific feedback information about performance in the work environment makes an 

individual to likely be motivated and that more frequent and timely feedback allows individual to 

exploit the acquired information to be motivated to learn (Biloda, 1966, Cook 1968). 

 

Correlation of motivation and perception on PES status 

The main purpose of the study is to identify if a correlation exist between perceived accuracy, 

perceived fairness, satisfaction, perceived feedback richness and extent of motivation of the faculty 

members. Table 9 shows the result of the correlated variables. 

Table 12. Test of correlation between perception on PES and motivation 

 

Areas 

 

df 
Chi-square 

Tabular Value 

Computed 

Chi-square 

Value 

Accuracy of Evaluation 9 16.919 20.563 

Justice/Fairness of Evaluation 9 16.919 16.783 

Satisfaction on Evaluation 9 16.919 18.385 

Feedback Richness of Evaluation 9 16.919 28.733 

 

Motivation and perceived accuracy 

A significant correlation was obtained from the correlated mean scores of perceived accuracy 

and motivation since the computed chi-square value of 20.563 is greater than the tabular value of 

16.919 at df =9 at 0.05 alpha level of significance. It means that faculty members who perceive 

that the evaluation process is accurate will be more motivated. This is consistent with the 

findings of Selvarajan and Cloninger (2011) which they noted that employees are more likely to 

be motivated to perform well because they perceived that the appraisal process is accurate. 

 

Motivation and perceived fairness 

Meanwhile, the current research did not find any significant relationship between fairness of 

evaluation and motivation since the computed chi-square value of 16.783 is less than the tabular 

value of 16.919 at df =9 at 0.05 alpha level of significance. It may be possible that the faculty 

members under study place more emphasis on the specific outcome (e.i promotion, increase in 
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salary) rather on implicitly subjective element of the evaluation which is fairness. This empirical 

finding of the study can be attributed to the core concept of the philosophical definition of 

organizational justice, which defines justice as “a concept where an act is just when it complies 

with a normative ethical/philosophical system and standard” (Fortin, 2010). In philosophy and 

ethics, different normative rule systems determine what is just or unjust (Colquitt et al. 2001). 

This philosophical and ethical foundation of justice supports the finding that there is no 

significant relationship between perception of fairness and motivation. This suggests that in the 

context of this study, the faculty members’ perception on fairness is constant because they may 

possibly adhere that fairness or justice is determined by a set of normative ethical system and 

standards rather than subjective perception. 

 

Motivation and satisfaction on evaluation 

The current study revealed that a significant relationship exists between satisfaction on evaluation 

and motivation since the computed chi-square value of 18.385 is greater than the tabular value of 

16.919 at df =9 at 0.05 alpha level of significance. The findings revealed that faculty members 

are motivated if they have high degree of satisfaction on the evaluation process. Consistent with 

the implication of previous research, higher levels of satisfaction with performance appraisals 

were positively related to motivation (Selvarjan et al., 2011). 

 

Motivation and perceived feedback richness 

Finally, the current research shows a significant relationship between motivation and feedback 

richness given that the computed chi-square value of 28.733 is greater than the tabular value of 

16.919 at df =9 at 0.05 alpha level of significance. This result suggests that faculty members are 

more likely to be motivated if they perceived that the feedback information they receive from the 

evaluation process is rich and substantial. The empirical finding underscores the importance of 

feedback rich environment. The ratee should be given feedback on their competence and overall 

progress within the organization. The feedback should be specific and timely and be against 

predetermined performance expectations (Longenecker, 1997). Also, the feedback should be 

communicated in a regular manner (Lee, 2005). 
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RECOMMENDATION 

The NSJ’s 3 Forces Model to Increase Motivation through Faculty Performance 

Evaluation System: 

All the pertinent discussion of findings point to the need of extracting the results of the current 

study to develop framework in dealing faculty members’ motivation through performance 

evaluation. Figure 1 presents the general framework for leveraging faculty motivation through 

faculty performance evaluation. 

The framework highlights the importance of a constant trifocal collaboration among the 

administration, dean/head and the faculty members in crafting the plan for the intended conduct 

of the performance evaluation, which, in this study found to be a weak point of the current 

system implemented by the university. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. The NSJ’s 3 Forces Model to Increase Motivation through Faculty Performance Evaluation System 

The collaboration among the three role players of the process provides an avenue to 

formally discuss and agree on the different aspects in the conduct of the evaluation. Anchored by 

the vision, mission goals and objectives of the institution, this provides a core framework on the 

collaboration. The role players should agree and collaboratively plan on how to make the 

evaluation system more accurate, fair and the information to be feedback rich as basis for future 

performance. The criteria, performance standards and expectation, the content and purpose of the 

evaluation should be collaboratively agreed upon. The involvement by the faculty (which in the 

current process is not present) is very vital for the effective implementation of the process. Their 

involvement makes them realize that the process is intended to measure their performance as 

frame of reference on crafting plans for faculty development. In this manner, they may feel that 
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the university is supportive and takes initiative to improve every faculty member’s performance. 

Given this idea, they may see the process to be fair, to a certain degree, because their high 

involvement in the process makes their views implicit on the system. They will see the result to 

be more accurate because they understand what standards to be met and how they are going to be 

evaluated. The information generated from the evaluation will be seen to be feedback rich, and 

that, it has the capacity to be a reliable information for improving performance. Subsequently, 

their involvement, to a certain degree, will result to their satisfaction of the whole process 

thereby increasing their motivation to perform. 

The implication of an empowered performance by the faculty members will be at twofold- 

strategic and operational. Strategic implication underscores the effectiveness of the effort of 

the administration in achieving its vision. Operationally, the improved performance implied 

that the deans are aligning their effort of increasing productivity within their respective colleges 

or department. These implications will consequently a springboard for crafting extensive faculty 

development plan. 

Furthermore, an effective collaboration, as it results to an increase perception on 

accuracy, fairness, feedback richness and satisfaction on evaluation, is seen to increase 

professional development support and trust between the dean and the faculty; increase job 

satisfaction and promote organizational commitment between the higher management and the 

faculty members and; implies effective and efficient leadership of the administration and the 

deans. 

 

CONCLUSION 
In consideration of the empirical findings of the study, it is concluded that the perception of the 

faculty members on the status of the performance evaluation and the extent of their motivation is 

less likely to be very much high. In particular, the perception on satisfaction towards the 

evaluation and feedback richness of evaluation are considerably lower compared to accuracy and 

fairness factors. In addition, the responses of the respondents yielded a significant correlation 

between accuracy, satisfaction on and feedback richness of evaluation to motivation while, a 

non-significant relation between fairness and motivation was determined. This implies that if 

faculty members have high level of perception towards accuracy and feedback richness and have 

a high level of satisfaction on the evaluation process, they will be motivated and thereby 

increasing level of performance. Finally, although the current study showed a non-significant 

relationship between fairness and motivation, it is still to be taken into consideration because it 

may impact motivation to perform in the future. 
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Chapter 1- Introduction 

Background 

All over the globe, there has been a growing momentum towards professionalizing the conduct 

of the faculty development. Scholars have been exploring new strategies for faculty development 

(Camblin & Steger, 2000). In particular, Minter (2009) explored the weakness in university faculty 

development efforts as compared to corporate professional development practices. He opined that 

faculty development should be treated as a process rather than as isolated development activities. 

He argued that organizational change cannot be successful without having an effective process 

for professional development, training and succession planning.   Furthermore, he explained that: 

As universities move into the twenty-first century, they will be finding more 

accountabilities placed upon them by the public, students, accreditation agencies 

and employers to justify the cost of higher education and quality of education being 

delivered.  Consequently, strategic planning for faculty development, effective 

implementation and outcomes assessment of the development process are 

extremely important for universities to demonstrate and be accountable for best 

practices. (Minter, 2009, p.65) 

He also argued that institutions of higher education need to establish faculty development 

processes to equal or surpass the model used by corporations who have been successful in human 

resource management. “The professional development of faculty is key to building successful 

academic experiences for students, faculty and for the university in developing its competitive edge 

and uniqueness in the marketplace of higher education” (Minter, 2009, p.70). 

In the Philippines, there has been increasingly a positive pressure on institutions of higher education 

to continuously improve the different aspects of their operations due to the accreditation process 

which most of these institutions, especially those in the upper echelon of the industry are expected 

to undergo. 

Accreditation is a process of self-regulation that focuses on self-study and evaluation, and on the 

continuing improvement of educational quality.  It is both a process and a result. As a process, it 

involves peer review where an association of schools and colleges establishes criteria and procedures 

that promote the maintenance of high standards of education among its members. As a result, it 

requires certification granted by a recognized and authorized accrediting agency to an educational 

program or to an educational institution, certifying that it possesses certain standards of quality 

which exceed those prescribed as minimum requirements for government recognition.  Accreditation 

is based on an analysis of the merits of educational operations in the context of the institution's 

philosophy and objectives. (Philippine Association of Colleges and Universities Commission on 

Accreditation, n.d.-a). 

The Philippine Association of Colleges and Universities Commission on Accreditation 

(PACUCOA) is a private accrediting agency in the Philippines which gives formal recognition to 
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an educational institution by attesting that its academic program maintains excellent standards in 

its educational operations, in the context of its aims and objectives. Membership to PACUCOA is 

open to all schools that are able to meet the standards and requirements of the agency. 

PACUCOA has the following goals: to identify schools whose competence and performance in a 

particular field provide reasonable ground for public and professional recognition; to aid students 

in their choice of quality schools that will address their individual needs; to help institutions of 

learning attain maximum educational effectiveness through self-evaluation and self-discipline; and 

to engage the cooperation of institutions of learning and professional associations in the mission of 

advancing the interest of education. (PACUCOA, n.d.-b) 

Accreditation has a positive impact on society. The more number of accredited schools, the more 

benefits to society. The accreditation process covers nine (9) areas for assessment or evaluation.  It 

starts with the broad area of philosophy, vision and mission, in the context of which, the other 

aspects of operations of a school are evaluated such as faculty, instruction, library, laboratories, 

physical plant and facilities, student personnel services, social orientation and community 

involvement, and organization and administration. (PACUCOA, n.d.-c). 

Out of the nine (9) areas assessed by PACUCOA, two (2) are directly linked to faculty development: 

faculty and instruction. Furthermore, faculty development is critical for accreditation because it is 

a key area for strategic management intervention due to its impact on operations and its pivotal 

role in the achievement of institutional goals (Bland & Schmitz, 1990, cited in Millis, 1994; 

Boucher et al, 2006; McShannon et al, 2006). 
 

Objectives 
 

This paper attempted to conduct a case study research on faculty development in the 

University of Asia and the Pacific (UA&P). UA&P has a student population of around 2,000 as of 

SY 2014-2015.   It is a relatively young university, with less than 30 years in operation as a 

university.   Despite its relatively young age and limited course offerings, it has earned its reputation 

as one of the more prominent universities in the country. Part of its long-term goals is to achieve 

Level IV accreditation status with the PACUCOA.   Level IV is granted to “institutions/programs 

which are highly respected for having maintained very high educational standards and with prestige 

and quality comparable to similar programs in excellent foreign institutions/programs” 

(PACUCOA, n.d.-c).  Furthermore, a Level IV accreditation confers on the university autonomy 

status, and grants it the authority to offer new graduate programs allied to existing Level IV courses, 

as well as open learning/distance education and extension classes without need for prior approval 

by CHED. (PACUCOA, n.d.-a). Specifically, this paper tried to study how the University of Asia 

and the Pacific (UA&P) has been undertaking its faculty development program. First, it aimed to 

uncover the best practices in UA&P in relation to faculty development.  Second, it attempted to 

identify the possible areas for improvement.  Third, it looked into the possible hurdles to an 

effective and efficient faculty development, and how they can be overcome. 

 

Theoretical Framework and Hypotheses 
This paper made use of the theoretical framework introduced by Minter (2009) where he discussed 

two professional development models: the Organization Centered Process Model (OCPM) 

generally adopted by corporations, and the Ego-Centric Model (ECM) characteristic of universities. 
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Minter (2009) argued that there are different approaches to faculty development, and these 

approaches can be seen as a continuum (see Figure 1). At one end of the continuum is the OCPM 

which represents “an ideal form of planned, well organized, and fiscally supported professional 

development processes that nurture positive outcomes for both the human capital and health of the 

university” (p. 66).   On the other end of the continuum is the ECM where the faculty member is 

left on his own and takes full responsibility to pursue his personal intellectual and professional 

growth, with little relationship to the strategic plan of the university, and with meager budget 

support from the university. He strongly espoused a shift of universities to OCPM since the 

professional development of faculty is key to building successful academic experience for students 

and building competitive edge for the institution. 

 

Figure 1. University approaches to faculty development based on Minter (2009, p. 66) 
 

 

 

 

Echoing Minter’s advocacy for a more professional approach to faculty and staff 

development, Loeser (2008) wrote an essay underscoring the need to veer away from what he calls 

“traditional staff development”, usually characterized by one-size-fits-all, one-day workshops, and 

topics determined by central administrators. He explained that the ideology behind traditional staff 

development opportunities seems rational and seems to yield positive results for teachers and 

students, but in reality, many teachers find these workshops to be a waste of time because of the 

lack of correlation between their perceived needs as professionals and what is actually offered 

through staff development opportunities. 

While there is reason to believe that faculty development can and should be carried out in a more 

systematic, proactive and strategic manner, there is also sufficient basis to say that such an endeavor 

has to be undertaken with a lot of prudence so that it can be truly effective. 

Holmes & McElwee (1995) warned that that total quality management (TQM) in higher education 

institutions, and the development of a “managerialist ideology”, has inevitably led to the adoption 

of an approach to human resource management which is “functionalist”. They asserted that TQM 

is not only inappropriate in higher education, but that it also limits the productive activity of 

individuals. They espoused instead a "soft HRM", individualistic and user- focused school culture 

that will provide sufficient conditions for total quality enhancement to become a reality.  They 

explained that an imposed system for quality will not succeed in institutions of higher education 

due to two reasons: first, those who work in these institutions have a reputation for liberalism and 
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non-conformism; and second, the organizational and management styles, and the culture associated 

with these institutions are historically different from those practiced in commercial institutions 

where hard HRM and TQM have worked well. 

They concluded that while it is true that quality of education involves the provision of systems, 

structures and procedures, more importantly, it has to engage all the stakeholders in active and 

interactive exchange and development.  Furthermore, they asserted that the real issue of quality lies 

at the level of the individual interaction, and ultimately, in the benefits and experiences gained in 

the educational process. 

Taking off from Minter’s (2009) framework, while mindful of the warning made by Holmes and 

McElwee (1995), the proposition of this paper is that UA&P has a relatively professional approach 

to faculty development, but there are still many areas for improvement in achieving higher levels 

of effectiveness and efficiency. 

Significance of the Study 

By studying the best practices in UA&P in relation to faculty development, and identifying possible 

areas for improvement, as well as looking into the prospective challenges and hurdles, this research 

aimed to help UA&P management undertake a more effective and efficient faculty development 

program.  In the process, it can serve as a foundation for future empirical studies that will explore 

the possibility of implementing a more corporate approach to faculty development in institutions 

of higher education, especially in the Philippines.  It can also provide guidance to educational 

administrators of such institutions on successful faculty development practices, and possible areas 

for improvement in their own institutions.   Needless to say, this study can serve as a building 

block for improving the quality of higher education, which will ultimately redound to the benefit 

of society. 

 

Chapter 2 

Review of Related Literature 

Importance of Faculty Development 

The importance of faculty in institutions of higher education cannot be denied. They are 
“the single most important factor in student success” (McShannon, Hynes, Nirmalakhandan, 

Venkataramana, Ricketts, Ulery, & Steiner, 2006, p. 207). Pearson and Bowman (2002) looked into 

the impact of faculty interaction with students.   Citing Astin (1993), they asserted that the quantity 

and quality of faculty involvement with students is particularly important to the pursuit of excellence; 

it has an effect on student outcomes. Furthermore, Meyers (2008), who presented a short historical 

background on the development of continuing education, with its impact on student development, 

citing Lieberman & Wilkins (2006), revealed that research has shown that the best prepared 

instructors have the most successful students. 

In an empirical study conducted by Astin (1993) covering 200 colleges and universities in the 

United States, he unveiled that, next to the peer group, faculty has the most significant contribution 

to the development of undergraduate students.  He discovered that the sheer amount of interaction 

between the students and faculty has widespread effects on student development. The study 

revealed that student-faculty interaction has positive correlations with many behavioral outcomes, 

and has a number of fascinating effects on career outcomes too. 

Since faculty play a vital role in higher education, it is imperative for educational managers to give 
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faculty development the attention it deserves. Scholars have articulated management’s 

responsibility for faculty development by saying that: 

The most important resource that any institution of higher education has is its faculty 

members. As such, faculty development must be considered an essential element in 

nurturing and supporting this invaluable resource. By enabling faculty members to meet 

individual goals as teachers, scholars, and leaders, the broader goals and missions of the 

educational institution are also met. While the responsibility for such development falls 

largely on the individual, institutional leaders also bear the moral and professional 

responsibility to foster the growth of those faculty members they have recruited and hired. 

(Boucher et al, 2006, p. 1) 

The importance of adopting a strategic approach to faculty development cannot be 

overemphasized. Bland & Schmitz (1990), as cited in Millis (1994), highlighted the indispensable 

link between faculty development and institutional vitality, stating that: "Whether faculty activities 

are considered productive (vital) or not depends on whether they relate both to the faculty 

member's personal and professional goals and to the institution's mission" (p. 45). 

Understanding Faculty Development 

Articulating the definition or scope of faculty development in a nutshell, Watson & Grossman 

(1994) said that in its narrowest interpretation, faculty development focuses on teaching.  In its 

broad sense, it deals with personality and self-awareness development. 

Expanding the definition a little bit more, it pays attention to broader organizational and institutional 

structures and processes within which faculty operate.  According to them, the more recent 

publications of the Professional and Organizational Development (POD) - an international 

association of higher education professionals dedicated to enhancing teaching and learning by 

supporting educational developers and leaders in higher education - have suggested a view of 

development that is holistic, encompassing practically every aspect of an academic's life. 

Millis (1994) tried to expound on the three definitions of faculty development. She explained that: 

Faculty development can take many guises. Distinctions have traditionally been made 

between three terms: (a) faculty development (activities such as classroom visits or one- 

on-one counseling intended to improve the teaching skills of an individual faculty 

member); (b) instructional development (activities such as media support or curriculum 

design focused on the student, the course, or the curriculum); and (c) organizational 

development (activities such as campus-wide retreats intended to improve institutional 

resources or climate). In practice, however, these definitions overlap, and virtually all 

activities affect the individual faculty member. (p. 454) 

According to Millis (1994), many scholars “prefer a broad definition of the term faculty 

development to encompass research and teaching activities, personal health and growth, and the 

management of a professional career over time” (p.454). She opined that faculty development 

efforts can be as simple as a single faculty member taking initiative to read a book to enhance her 

professional development. She observed, however, that more typically, they are “usually 

coordinated by faculty committees; by campuswide teaching, media, or research centers; or by 

multicampus professional organizations or networks” (p. 454).  Furthermore, she noted that 

programs usually cover a multitude of activities such as newsletters, faculty discussion groups, 

individual consultation opportunities, workshops or seminars, mentoring programs, classroom 

observations, career counseling, research assistance, sabbaticals, and others. Citing Atkins and 

Svinicki (1992), she pointed out that “faculty development, broadly interpreted, embraces a wide 
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range of activities including institutional and instructional research, faculty committee work, team 

teaching, and writing support. It can also include the enrichment that comes from consulting 

experiences” (p. 454). 

Examining the different scope or definition of faculty development, this paper adopted the more 

holistic or broader definition since it captures a more comprehensive view of faculty 

development and its impact. 

Components of Faculty Development 

Bergquist & Phillips (1975) observed that prior to the 70s, there has been a piecemeal approach to 

improve teaching in higher education.  According to them, the three most widely used approaches 

to faculty development in the past were the following: (a) the reduction of student/faculty ratios, 

(b) the purchase of costly new instructional technology, and (c) the recruitment of new Ph.Ds. 

They opined that such an approach has been ineffective, and a comprehensive approach to faculty 

development was needed.  Thus, they proposed a model based on the assumption that significant 

changes must take place at three levels: (a) attitude, (b) process, and (c) structure. They further 

clarified that “a change effort focusing on only one of these levels will rarely achieve success” (p. 

182). 

Centra (1978) observed that in the 1970s, faculty development has expanded to include a variety 

of activities and special programs.  He recognized the contribution of Bergquist and Phillips (1975) 

as being among the first to offer some conceptual ideas about the field. 

Commenting on the work of Bergquist and Phillips (1975), he said: 

Their model described three related components of faculty development: instructional 

development, personal development, and organizational development. Under the first 

category they included such practices as curriculum development, teaching diagnosis, and 

training. Personal development, they said, generally involved activities to promote faculty 

growth, such as interpersonal skills training and career counseling, while organizational 

development sought to improve the institutional environment for teaching                     and 

decision making and included activities for both faculty and administrators. Team building 

and managerial development would be part of organizational development. (Centra, 1978, 

p. 151) 

Furthermore, Centra (1978) cited the contribution of Gaff (1975) to the field.  He pointed out that: 

Gaff’s model also included instructional and organizational development, but he substituted 

"faculty" development for "personal" development (all subsumed under "faculty renewal"). 

Under "faculty development" he included not only activities related to the affective 

development of faculty members but also those directed toward improved teaching behavior. 

(p. 151) 

Centra (1978) opined that Gaff, in contrast to Bergquist and Phillips, viewed instructional 

development as focusing more on course and curriculum design. He also noted that the Gaff and 

Bergquist-Phillips models were largely heuristic rather than empirical. He raised the question of 

whether the concepts proposed by these scholars were accurate reflections of what institutions are 

doing. Thus, he undertook an empirical study to investigate the types of faculty development 

practices carried out in different kinds of higher educational institutions in the United States. His 

study also looked into the perceived effectiveness of individual practices and how development 

programs were funded and organized. 

Equipped with a better understanding of the components of faculty development, we now go into 
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the possible success factors behind faculty development. 
 

Factors that Contribute to Effective Faculty Development 

Given that faculty development is critical for achieving the mission of an institution of higher 

learning, it stands to reason that uncovering the factors that significantly contribute to effective 

faculty development is crucial for educational managers.   This issue has been explored by several 

authors using different prisms: a more corporate approach (Minter, 2009); an institutional or 

organizational approach (Sahney et al., 2008); and a “learner” or “faculty- centered” approach 

(Craton, 1994, cited in Nasreen & Mirza, 2012).   The ideas from these scholars are summarized in 

Table 1. 

 

Table 1 

Factors that Contribute to Effective Faculty Development 

 

Sahney et al (2008)  Emphasis on continuous improvement 

 Differentiation 

 Customer focus 

 Budget priorities 

 Well-defined channels of communication 

 Effective and efficient leadership 

 Clear and specific policies and procedures 

 Instructional competence 

 Management-by-fact/information system 

 Strategic and operational planning. 

Minter (2009) Establishment of a Faculty Development Center with full-time leadership. 

Succession planning 

University budget support to maintain professional personnel to oversee and

coordinate professional development processes. 

Alignment of individual faculty development plan to departmental and

institutional strategic goals 

Award system 

Performance reviews based on a 360 degree model 
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Craton (1994, cited in 

Nasreen & Mirza, 

2012) 

 Developing a clear realization of the climate of the institution, including 

administrative support for teaching, faculty attitudes toward teaching innovation, 

the "real" reward system for effective teaching, and social norms related to 

teaching; 

 Discussing extensively with faculty, or systematically investigating, their expressed 

needs and interests related to teaching; offering series of workshops on issues of 

interest, involving faculty in planning as much as possible, and encouraging faculty 

to participate in as many sessions in the series as possible; 

 Developing "themes" based on issues of interest, offering several activities or 

services related to the themes for example, making materials available, holding 

workshops, having discussion groups, and offering grants for faculty projects, 

each related to the theme; 

 Providing the infrastructure and resources for a peer consultation program, 

encouraging longer-term interaction among participants by holding meetings of 

all participants and discussion groups throughout the year; 

 Communicating regularly with participants in instructional development 

activities, including holding follow-up meetings, and encouraging the exchange 

of resources among faculty on topics of interest. 

 

At this juncture, we have already made an extensive review of the different facets of faculty 

development: its importance and nature, its various components, and the factors that contribute to 

its effectiveness, as studied by various scholars.  We now turn to the discussion of the research 

framework, design and methodology of this paper. 

 

Chapter 3 

Research Framework, Design and Methodology 

Research Framework and Design 

This study adopted a case study research method, using a single-case design.  The unit of 

analysis is UA&P’s faculty development program seen as a process. 

Sahney et al. (2008) conducted an empirical study revealing the following attributes/design 

characteristics that contribute to total quality education, in order of importance: emphasis on 

continuous improvement; differentiation; customer focus; budget priorities; well- defined channels 

of communication; effective and efficient leadership; clear and specific policies and procedures; 

instructional competence; management-by-fact/information system; and strategic and operational 

planning. 

 

The study of Sahney et al. (2008) hints to factors that may contribute to effective faculty 

development.   These factors are the subject of potential management intervention towards a more 

professional approach to faculty development. 

Using the theoretical framework of Minter (2009) on approaches to faculty development as 

springboard for this case study research on UA&P faculty development, and guided by the study 

of Sahney et al. (2008), a research framework was designed by extracting the basic characteristics 

or features of the two professional development models presented in the framework (i.e., OCPM 

and ECM), and classifying them under four major areas for management intervention.   The 

summary is presented in Table 2. 
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Table 2 

Characteristics of Organization Centered Process Model (OCPM) and Ego-Centric Model 

(ECM) based on Minter (2009) 

Areas for Management 

Intervention 

Organization Centered Process 

Model (OCPM) 

Ego-Centric Model (ECM) 

Organizational Structure and 

Budget Support 

 initiative and budget for  

employee development begins 

with the firm’s strategic 

succession planning in 

developing employee potential 

 planned, well organized, and 

fiscally supported professional 

development processes 

 centralized, and usually well 

managed and staffed with at 

least a full-time director 

 major responsibilities of the 

director: identify faculty 

development needs, establish 

programs to meet these needs, 

coordinate professional 

development activities across 

campus, and assess the 

outcomes for the university 

 faculty development center has 

its own budget and dedicated 

office space 

places most of the professional 

development responsibilities and 

costs for development on the 

shoulders of the faculty member 

Strategic Alignment  nurture positive outcomes for  

both the human capital and 

health of the university 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

faculty generally create their 

own development plans without 

having to confer with the 

institution 

faculty are not that concerned 

about the synergy between their 

professional self-interests and 

the goals and objectives of the 

university 

faculty give more importance to 

their professional ambitions than 

to the needs of the university 

Planning, Monitoring and 

Evaluating Faculty Development 

 professional development is  

designed more as a process 

professional development is 

carried out as isolated activities 
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  provides both planned lateral  

and vertical development 

opportunities 

 provide career diagnostics and 

career counseling opportunities    

for employees 

 
 

no strategic planning taking 

place in most academic 

institutions when it comes to 

developing their human capital 

faculty often pursue their 

individual research and 

scholarship interests 

faculty have few approved 

professional development goals 

Faculty Development Systems, 

Procedures and Policies 

 succession planning, coaching  

and mentoring of high potentials 

 opportunities for internal and  

cross training experiences for 

those earmarked as backups 

when the earmarked position is  

vacated 

 provide coaching and mentoring 

opportunities for professional 

management team 

rigid, time bound vertical 

promotion system for faculty 

internal coaching and mentoring 

for aspiring administrators is 

usually nonexistent 

learning curve for college 

administrators is usually consists 

of trial and error experiences, 

with little opportunity to be 

coached or mentored 

 

Table 2 serves as a practical guide for analyzing to what extent UA&P is already practicing a 

more corporate approach to faculty development, identifying their best practices as well as areas 

for improvement, and discovering possible hurdles that need to be addressed. 

 

Methodology 

Data collection for this research was done from July to August 2014, involving interview of key 

informants, review of current policies on faculty development, analysis of Human Resource 

Management (HRM) records documenting the implementation of faculty development activities, 

and study of historical financial and enrollment data.  Before any data gathering or interviews 

were made, clearance from the UA&P Management Committee (MANCOM) was secured.  The 

MANCOM is the highest collegial governing body in the University which consist of the 

following: President, Vice-President for Academic Affairs, Vice-President for Administrative 

Affairs, Vice-President for Development, Vice-President for Students and Alumni, and the 

University Secretary.   At the school level, the OPCOM is the collegial governing body which 

consists of the dean, vice-dean(s), and secretary. 

The three key informants for this research were chosen based on their in-depth knowledge of the 

research topic owing to their extensive exposure to the actual conduct or implementation of 

faculty development in UA&P.  The first key informant is an associate professor who has been 

working in UA&P for the past 18 years.  She has 13 years of experience handling academic 

administration, including deanship.   The second key informant is a current dean with a strong 

business background, both as academician and practitioner.  He has been working in UA&P since 

1992 as part-time faculty, and since 2000 as full-time faculty.  He has been handling academic 

administration since 2008, and has been dean for the past 4 years. The third key informant in the 

Managing Director of the UA&P Human Resource Management (HRM) unit.  She has been 

working in UA&P for the past 20 years, and has been heading HRM for the past 10 years. 
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In conducting the interview with the key informants, a set of interview questions was formulated 

based on Minter’s (2009) “Best Practices for OCPM”.  The best practices as outlined in Minter’s 

paper were modified in order to better address the circumstances of UA&P.  The interview 

questions appear in Exhibit 1.  Note that in order to facilitate data analysis and interpretation, the 

interview questions were grouped together following the four major areas for management 

intervention used in the research framework presented earlier (Table 2). 

 

Exhibit 1 

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS: 

Organizational Structure and Budget Support 

1) Who or what unit is responsible for faculty development in the University? 

2) Does the University provide budget support to maintain professional personnel to oversee 

and coordinate professional development processes? (Note: These individuals will ideally 

provide vision to help guide and coordinate development activities.) If the answer is 

negative, do you think the University should provide such personnel? 

3) What is the current system for approving faculty development grants? Is the current 

system able to effectively and efficiently address faculty needs and achieve 

University objectives? 

Strategic Alignment 

4) Are faculty members required to submit annual scholarship and development plans 

that are related to annual performance reviews? If affirmative, do the faculty identify 

what specific departmental and institutional strategic goals their individual 

professional plans support? 

5) Does each full-time faculty member have a professional development plan? Does each 

school or department have a professional development plan for their faculty? Who or 

what unit is responsible for ensuring that the individual and school/department plans 

are all aligned to the strategic plans of the University? Is there a monitoring system in 

place? 

 

Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation of Faculty Development 

 

6) Does the University conduct annual training and development needs assessment? How 

does the University design faculty development programs, provide budget support, and 

assess the progress of faculty as part of their overall performance reviews? 

7) Is there an organized coaching process for junior faculty (both at assistant/associate level 

ranks) who have not yet attained full-professor status? 

8) Is there a post tenure performance review process for tenured full professors that 

relate outcomes to identify future development needs? If none, do you think it would 

be good to have one? Why? 

9) Does the University conduct annual faculty development surveys to identify 

professional enrichment experiences/opportunities desired by faculty? 

10) How is faculty development documented and monitored?  Do you think the current system 

is adequate? If negative, how do you think can it be improved? 
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Faculty Development Systems, Procedures and Policies 

11) Is there an award system to encourage and motivate faculty to pursue further professional 

development? If the answer is negative, do you think there should be such a system? In 

broad stokes, how do you envision such a system? 

12) Are there professional development opportunities within the university that provide 

vertical, lateral and cross-training development experiences for faculty? 

13) How does the University assist the different schools/departments in establishing best 

practices for faculty development and scholarship? 

14) How does the University support and encourage faculty and administrative succession 

planning so that they 

can “grow their own” future leaders? 

15) What else do you think can be done to improve faculty development in the University? 

 

The interview questions were emailed to the key informants at least three days before the 

scheduled interview.   They were also provided for easy reference, together with the questions, 

soft copies of the Policy on Professional Development Program (PDP) and the Guidelines for the 

Institutional Development Program (IDP) and Teaching Associate Program (TAP).  These 

documents represent the structural backbone for the conduct of faculty development in UA&P. 

Furthermore, the consents of the key informants were secured to record the interview, with the 

condition that the recordings will be erased as soon as they have approved the final version of the 

interview manuscripts.  They were also given the liberty to edit the initial version of the interview 

manuscript to ensure that their ideas were properly captured by the interviewer, and to allow them 

to add or delete whatever they think would contribute to the integrity and reliability of the 

manuscript.   The versions of the interview manuscripts with the final approvals of the respective 

key informants were used as basis for the data analysis.   On the average, the interviews were 

conducted for around 1.5 hours. 

Based on the results of the interviews with key informants and the review of the policies, 

guidelines, documents and records, the best practices, areas of improvement and hurdles to faculty 

development were identified and classified according to the four major areas for management 

intervention used in the research framework. 
 

Chapter 4 

Findings, Recommendations and Conclusions 

Throughout the years UA&P has been continuously improving its faculty development program.  

In February 2013, the UA&P Management Committee (MANCOM) issued a comprehensive 

policy on Professional Development Program (PDP) which consolidated, enhanced and further 

articulated previously issued policies on faculty development.   This major document was 

followed by the issuance in June 2013 of the guidelines for the Institutional Development Program 

(IDP) and Teaching Associate Program (TAP). 

To further strengthen the conduct of faculty development in the University, in SY 2013- 

2014, the MANCOM embarked on crafting tools in aid of managing faculty development: the 

Faculty Compendium, the Primer of Faculty Affairs, and the Faculty Handbook. The 
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Compendium serves as the academic manager’s tool for applying faculty affairs policies in a 

holistic, strategic, and coordinated manner; the Primer’s primary purpose is to acquaint applicants 

for teaching positions in UA&P with the job expectations and working environment of the 

institution; and the Handbook contains all the academic, student, and administrative affairs 

information and guidelines that are essential for every faculty member to know. As of the 

completion of this study in August 2014, the initial draft of the Compendium has already been 

issued to the different OPCOMs for consultation, while the other two documents are still in the 

pipeline. 

To ensure alignment of new faculty members with institutional goals, UA&P top management has 

incorporated salient provisions in its employment contracts/documents (see Exhibit 2). 

Exhibit 2 

Excerpts from the document issued for the permanent appointment of faculty: 

I formally acknowledge and accept the Educational Principles of the University of Asia 

and the Pacific (i.e., the Credo of UA&P, Mission Statement, and Statement of Principles) 

with a clear understanding that there is nothing in these Principles that contravenes, 

offends, or violates my personal (intellectual, ideological, or religious) beliefs and 

convictions. I shall respect, honor and uphold these principles and all such collegial 

decisions, policies, and guidelines pursuant to these principles in the performance of my 

professional and social activities and conduct myself at all times in a manner befitting a 

member of the institution and its Educational Principles. 

To be able to fully understand and assimilate the corporate culture and the educational 

principles of UA&P and to fulfill my responsibilities competently, I shall complete 

the Integral Development Program of the University. I understand that my attendance at 

these components of the Program, along with professional competence, fidelity to the 

UA&P corporate culture, and my attainment of my performance goals, forms the bases 

for my annual performance evaluation and consideration for possible promotions and 

transfers within the University. 

Excerpts from fixed-term contract for probationary faculty: 

I shall always act in accord with the ethical and moral principles of the Magisterium 

of the Catholic Church in all my teaching, research, extension, and mentoring activities. 

To be able to fully understand and assimilate the corporate culture and the educational 

principles of UA&P and to fulfill my responsibilities competently, I shall complete 

the Integral Development Program of the University, giving priority to the components 

offered in the first three years of employment in the University. I understand that the 

completion of the Program, along with professional competence, fidelity to the UA&P 

corporate culture and other prerequisites under the Manual of Regulations for Private 

Higher Education, forms part of the requirements for the proposal, evaluation, and 

consideration for permanent appointment. 

 

Based on the analysis of the policies and documents on faculty development and the interview 
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manuscripts from the three key informants in this case study research, the findings of this study 

are presented in Table 3. 

 

 

Table 3 

Findings on Best Practices, Areas for Improvement, and Hurdles or Obstacles to Faculty 
Development 

 

Areas for 

Management 

Intervention 

Best Practices Areas for Improvement Hurdles or Obstacles 

Organizational 

Structure and Budget 

Support 

 there is clear consensus that 

at the operational level, the 

OPCOMs, headed by the 

deans, have the direct 

responsibility over faculty 

development 

 no one is dedicated to 

focus on faculty 

development at the level 

of the MANCOM where 

policy formulation, 

strategic directions, 

strategic alignment, and 

standard-setting on 

faculty development for 

the entire University 

should emanate 

 

 limited professional 

development 

opportunities within the 

university that provide 

vertical, lateral and 

cross-training 

development experiences 

for faculty 

 increasing pressure to 

sustain and improve 

enrollment figures 

which has direct impact 

on the University’s 

capacity to provide 

funding for faculty 

development* 

 

 uncertainty of budget 

support for the faculty 

development plans that 

the schools would like 

to undertake 

Strategic Alignment  strong emphasis given to 

alignment to educational 

principles and assimilation of 

corporate culture starting 

with development of 

probationary faculty, as seen 

in the design of the IDP and 

the employment 

contracts/documents 

 low actual compliance 

with what is indicated in 

policies and guidelines 

in relation to alignment 

of individual faculty 

plans with institutional 

goals 

 

 for the past 3 school 

years, only around 55% 

of probationary faculty 

are able to complete the 

IDP Corporate Culture 

Series before the 

granting of permanent 

status 

 persistent difficulty in 

vertical and horizontal 

communications has 

made strategic 

alignment very 

challenging 
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Planning, Monitoring 

and Evaluating 

Faculty Development 

 on-going development of 

tools to aid academic 

managers in planning, 

monitoring and evaluation of 

faculty development 

 low actual compliance 

with what is indicated in 

policies and guidelines 

in relation to planning, 

monitoring and 

evaluation of faculty 

development by the 

OPCOMs assisted by 

HRM 

 
 absence of a systematic 

needs assessment and 

annual faculty survey 

mechanism both at the 

 supply of potential 

academic managers and 

current capabilities of 

incumbent academic 

managers are somehow 

limited (this seems to be 

an industrywide 

problem since most 

academicians are more 

inclined and endowed 

for teaching and 

research) 

 

  school and university 

levels; there are only 

sporadic initiatives in 

this area 

 

Faculty Development 

Systems, Procedures 

and Policies 

 existence of comprehensive, 

detailed and well-articulated 

policies and guidelines on 

faculty development 

 

 existence of an 

institutionalized faculty 

mentoring program which 

incorporates professional 

coaching 

 succession planning is 

not yet well-defined; 

need to be more 

systematic and proactive 

 

 actual implementation of 

the faculty mentoring 

program is still in its 

incipient stage 

 

 no systematic reporting 

and monitoring of output 

of tenured faculty 

 

 Human Resource 

Information System 

(HRIS) project has been 

long in the pipeline 

 

 salary structure and 

promotion system need 

to be revisited in order to 

be more attuned to 

internal needs and 

external competition 

 

 no systematic 

mechanism for sharing 

of best practices 

 due to the growing 

financial needs of 

faculty members, and 

the lure of greener 

pastures outside UA&P, 

retention of high- 

potential faculty is very 

challenging 

*Note: From SY2003-2004 until SY2013-2014, the average expenses for faculty development is .7% of total expenses 

(exclusive of depreciation and CAPEX). The only figures that were above average were registered in SY2003-2004 (.9%), 

SY2005-2006 (.8%), SY2012-2013 (1.0%), and SY2013-2014 (.8%). Expenses for faculty development could have been 

limited greatly by the challenges faced by the University in relation to enrollment figures. On the average, enrollment has 

decreased by 1.96% from SY2003-2004 until SY2013-2014. Enrollment figures have been decreasing yearly from SY 2003- 

2004 until SY2010-2011. Enrollment registered positive growths only starting SY 2011-2012. 

 

Recommendations and Conclusions 
UA&P has a formidable roster of faculty members consisting of several senior faculty who are 
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considered experts or authorities in their respective fields, plus a good number of junior faculty 

who show great potential of becoming prestigious in their areas of study based on their relatively 

short but promising academic careers and credentials.  With this faculty roster, the university has 

produced “Dragons” (i.e., UA&P graduates) who are already making a significant impact in their 

respective industries.  Through its faculty, UA&P possesses an enviable asset for becoming a real 

dragon in the local educational industry, and hopefully, after a few more decades, in the 

international arena as well.   This dream will become a reality depending on how UA&P 

management can effectively and efficiently utilize faculty development as a strategic tool to 

unleash both its human resource and institutional potentials. 

Based on the summary of finding presented in Table 3, a list of recommendations has been drawn 

up and presented in Table 4. 

 

Table 4 

Recommendations on Areas for Improvement and Hurdles or Obstacles to Faculty Development 

Areas for Management 

Intervention 

Recommendations on Areas for 

Improvement 

Recommendations on Hurdles or 

Obstacles 
Organizational Structure and Budget 

Support 
 appoint a VP for Faculty 

Development or Faculty Affairs 

in the MANCOM who will 

focus on formulating university- 

wide strategies, policies, and 

systems for faculty 

development, and take care of 

monitoring the implementation 

of such 

 revisit strategies to sustain and 

increase student intake and 

retention in order to secure 

healthy enrollment figures 

 

 urgently come up with a 

business model that is less 

dependent on tuition income 

Strategic Alignment  develop a system that will 

ensure 100% completion of the 

IDP Corporate Culture Series 

before granting permanent 

status to probationary faculty 

 craft effective strategies to 

greatly improve vertical and 

horizontal communications 

Planning, Monitoring and Evaluating 

Faculty Development 
 study how to increase capability 

of both OPCOMs and HRM in 

planning, monitoring, and 

evaluating faculty development 

 improve faculty recruitment by 

giving premium to applicants 

who have potentials for 

academic management 

 

 urgently provide effective 

interventions to enhance 

management skills of 

incumbent academic managers; 

ensure sustainability of these 

interventions 

Faculty Development Systems, 

Procedures and Policies 
 urgently address the need for 

succession planning, effective 

implementation of the faculty 

mentoring program, and in- 

depth study of the salary 

structure and promotion system 

 design effective strategies for 

retention of high-potential 

faculty who are good academic 

managers or who have 

potentials for being developed 
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We can conclude that UA&P has a relatively well-developed corporate approach to faculty 

development. They have established a strong foundation for the long-term growth of an effective 

faculty development program by putting a lot of emphasis on commitment of faculty to UA&P 

educational principles and assimilation of corporate culture. This is a pivotal step taken by 

UA&P since it would be futile for any institution to put so much effort and investment in 

developing impressive faculty development systems, procedures and policies, only to find out 

that their most important collaborators are not aligned to institutional mission and objectives. 

Atty. Ulpiano Sarmiento III, drawing from Justice Frankfurter, explained: “It is the business of a 

university to provide that atmosphere which is most conducive to speculation, experiment and 

creation. It is an atmosphere in which there prevail ‘the four essential freedoms’ of a university – 

to determine for itself on academic grounds: who may teach, what may be taught, how it shall be 

taught, and who may be admitted to study.”   A cadre of faculty members who are fully committed 

and dedicated to the achievement of institutional mission and goals is the most potent asset for 

any university’s success. 

Nevertheless, while UA&P has taken a critical step in the right direction, there remain several 

areas for improvement, and a number of hurdles to overcome to ensure a sustainable, effective and 

efficient faculty development program.  It is hoped that with the findings and recommendations 

presented in this study, UA&P management will be able to focus on and address specific areas for 

management intervention, especially the more urgent and critical issues facing the University. 

While this study can serve as a useful springboard for UA&P management to implement much-

needed reforms in relation to faculty development, due to time and resource constraints, the 

research done for this study was limited to interviews of three key informants.  It would be good 

to conduct in the future a case study research on UA&P faculty development which would include 

interviews with several faculty members who could somehow represent the insights, needs and 

aspirations of the majority of the faculty members.  This would greatly enrich the quality of the 

findings, and produce more incisive recommendations. 
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Session E- Tourism 

Revitalizing heritage tourism in Ermita and Malate, Manila 

 

by Roel Villar Supendio and Pamela Acevedo-Go 

St. Paul University Manila 

 

 

Cultural heritage tourism programs, when done right, make a community a better place to live, as 

well as a better place to visit. Celebrating a community’s heritage also instills pride in residents. It is 

critical to balance the needs of residents and visitors and respect the carrying capacity that a 

community has to accommodate tourism so that everyone benefits. 

  

Ermita and Malate are the two tourist districts, south of Intramuros,  in Manila. Both centers are 

known for the bohemian night life in the city and the whole metropolis. However, on top of its lively 

and diverse night life, the two areas also offer natural and cultural heritage sites. 

  

This research paper determined the current status and significance of the natural and cultural heritage 

sites in Ermita and Malate areas.  Particularly, this study assessed the the potentials of significant 

heritage sites in Ermita and Malate using an Ecotourism Assessment Tool  and  Sustainable Tourism 

Development Framework. 

 

This study made use of both qualitative and quantitative research designs. The descriptive survey 

was complemented with descriptive qualitative approach. Since in Tourism industry, building 

partnerships with national, local, and community  leaders is essential, this research also employed 

focus group discussion and participatory approach. 

 

Finally, the researchers developed a heritage tourism product for Ermita and Malate areas. 
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Sustainability of CSR practices in the hotel industry at Clark Free Port Zone, Pampanga 

 

Raquel S. Felomino, Marlon P. Lising and Ma. Cristina R. Bondoc 

De La Salle University 

 

 

Literature posits  that the advancement of the interest of society is driven by corporate social 

responsibility.  Social benefit is now given importance as various industries create wealth and finance 

corporate actions. Although more investigations delved on the study of CSR, still limited empirical 

work on examining the sustainability of CSR practices exists.  In this regard, the proponents of this 

paper warrant the identification of the various measures that promote the sustainability of CSR 

programs in the hotel industry in Clarkfield, Pampanga. The primary purpose of this study is to 

delineate both environmental and social perspectives in which CSR is practiced and sustained. The 

unit of analysis constitutes company websites, annual reports, specified social responsibility reports 

and press releases. Moreover, other measurement is based on the perception of top managers. 

 

 

Keywords: CSR Practices, Hotel, Sustainability          
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Responding to challenges in the hotel industry through innovation 

 

Marife C. Posadas, Christine P. Manipon, Carmelita Amistad and Asuncion G. Nazario 

Saint Louis University 

 

 

The hotel industry plays a significant role in the overall experience of the tourism industry. In Baguio 

City, there are 90 hotels in operation out of the total 201 hotels in the whole Cordillera Administrative 

Region.  Considering that Baguio City is the only chartered city in the Region and has the smallest 

land area 57.51sq. km, it experienced an increase in tourist arrivals by 22.8 percent yet a decline in 

the occupancy rate by 12.9 percent. While these basic data may go unnoticed for many, there are 

implications with respect to economic activities and emerging markets.    

 

Changing tastes and preferences, innovations done in hotels its contribution to the overall growth 

and development of the city. Thus, this research paper aims to study the general landscape of the 

hotel industry of the city, trends and development, contributions, and its hare in  how it affects other 

markets, and its share to the overall economic growth of Baguio City that spills over to the whole 

Cordillera Administrative Region.  

 

Keywords: Industry Analysis, Demographics, Externalities, Value Chain, Backward and Forward 

Linkaging 
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Implementing bicycle tourism in Baguio City: Its benefits and effects 

 

Eliza Joyce Palaroan, Michelle Awao, Lesley Ann Comiles, Je Kyle Maranan, Romulo Aisen 

Mayrina and Arlberg Leandrey Pelingen 

Saint Louis University 

 

 

Baguio has long been considered as the country’s summer capital.  Due to the large influx of tourists 

year round, with their own private transportation, access to major tourist spots tends to be congested 

due to lack of enough parking spaces to accommodate private cars.  It should be the city’s priority to 

start considering alternatives in order to promote a sustainable urban mobility plan to address the 

major problems being experienced in the city.  As one of the key solutions, Bicycle Tourism aims in 

diminishing these problems and creating a more energetic lifestyle, cleaner environment and a new 

interest that residents and tourists could venture together.  The study employed a quantitative method 

to determine the opinions of select tourists.  The results indicated that majority of the respondents 

agreed to its implementation and the benefits and effects it can give along with the existing mobility 

problems.  Bicycle Tourism, with its predesigned routes to connect several tourist spots can be a new 

recreational activity that offers fitness, enjoyment, and the preservation of the environment and 

heritage. Further studies of its impact in every aspect of the society are encouraged in which 

concerned groups and the city government should develop a consistent campaign, plan and programs 

where it can be fully implemented in selected local areas. 
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A snap shot of the market niche of the Panagbenga festival tourists 

 

by Lee Majors M. Fajilan and Christine P. Manipon 

Saint Louis University 

 

 

The Panagbenga has become one of the country’s most visited festivals.  For 20 years now, this 

colorful event born in the Philippines’ Summer Capital had drawn significant number of tourists 

from all over to enjoy its month-long festivities.  Throngs of jubilant spectators congregate the cool 

mountain town, exhilarated with February’s cold front, to witness street dancing, floral float parades 

and midnight bazaars in thecity’s central business district. With all these, it is the objective of this 

study to identify the most common type of tourists in the festival and investigate where they come 

from, where they stay, the facilities they look for in an accommodation; and how much they were 

willing to spend for it.   It aims to provide local hospitality businesses information they can use in 

order to improve, develop and manage their products and services.  The survey was done during the 

week of the street dancing and float parades and was conducted in areas frequented by tourists such 

as restaurants, lodging facilities, bus stations, parks, and along major roads. Cross section data was 

used and was tested based on its distribution and the tourists’ willingness to spend for leisure was 

also established with respect to the salaries or the wages they receive.  

 

The study involved 1, 829 subjects, all of whom were non-Baguio residents and were in the city only 

to witness Panagbenga. Results show that the festival attracts tourists belonging to the middle income 

bracket who travels together with their families with older children, and normally spend the vacation 

on a budget.  While there are 90 DOT-accredited hotels in the city, classified as Class A Resorts, 

standard hotels, lodges, inns and pension houses, most of the respondents stay at transient houses or 

small lodging homes that provide a “feel of Baguio at the lowest cost.”  A significant number stays 

with friends and relatives.  Although majority traveled via PUBs, it’s remarkable that those who 

travel using their own vehicles stay only for 2 nights.  Despite, most respondents prefer an 

accommodation that gives value for money and looks for well-appointed guest rooms, internet 

connectivity and restaurant outlets, among others. In retrospect, Baguio hospitality and tourism 

businesses should improve products and services to meet shifting consumer preferences, thrive in the 

competitive lodging business environment, and create strategies that can extract full economic 

opportunities from the tourist activities. Nonetheless, Panagbenga will remain Baguio City’s main 

attraction and the tourists require more suitable lodging for theirpotential return. 

 

Keywords: Flower festival, Panagbenga, Cross Section data, DOT-accredited hotels, hospitality, 

tourism 
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Customer delight and loyalty in a boutique hotel: An application on Online Review Analysis 

 

by Lorena P. Valerio 

De La Salle- College of Saint Benilde 

 

When customers received service or products beyond what they expected, the customers are 

delighted. The customers expect to receive what they paid for.  If they get what they expect, they 

were just satisfied.  Customer delight is the customer's response upon obtaining a certain service or 

product that produces unexpected appreciation and satisfaction. Some recent studies propose that 

customer delight possibly produces greater customer loyalty than satisfaction.  In the hospitality 

industry, understanding what delights a customer becomes more critical.Customer loyalty is 

considered crucial to the success of business organizations. So organizations nowadays strive not 

only to satisfy their customers, their objective is to delight customers. The purpose of this study is to 

show the factors of customer delight that leads to loyalty in a boutique hotel.  This qualitative 

research will adapt a case study approach using a boutique hotel.  The hotel’s on-line reviews, from 

TripAdvisor, Agoda, and Booking.com will be analyzed using Torres and Kline Delight Typology 

as basis in identifying the different types of customer delight.  This study will show if customer who 

experienced any type of delight, the customer will express willingness to repatronize the hotel or 

express positive word of mouth (referral).  This research will help the boutique hotel operators to 

provide actions that lead their guests to be delighted and earn their customers loyalty. 

 

Keywords Customer satisfaction, Customer delight, Customer relations, Customer service  

management, Customer loyalty, boutique hotels 
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Session F- Gender and Business 

Innovation practices of Entrepinays from Camarines Sur  

 

Ma.Cresilda M. Caning, De La Salle University/Central Bicol State University of Agriculture 

and Dr. Divina M.  Edralin, De La Salle University 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

Innovation as an output and as a process is the result of novel combinations created by the 

entrepreneur (Schumpeter, 1934). In this exploratory study, we investigated the case of four women 

entrepreneurs from Camarines Sur to determine their innovation strategies and its implication to their 

business performance. We compared the degree by which these Entrepinays implement innovation 

practices based on the OSLO Innovation Measurement Framework. This framework specifies four 

types of innovation, namely:  product, process, marketing, and organizational innovation.  Based on 

the content analysis of our data gathered from the one-on-one interview, our results revealed that the 

Bicolana entrepreneurs implemented more of marketing and organizational innovation strategies.  

Marketing innovation practices are manifested in their active search and introduction of new sales 

channels, continuing effort to find new ways to promote their goods and services, and the effective 

use of branding as a differentiation strategy. Organizational innovation practices are evident in the 

way they establish relationships and collaborate with other people and companies. Within their 

respective enterprise, these Entrepinays motivate and improve their workers’ performance and retain 

their loyalty through their various human resource development practices. Our findings also showed 

that all the women entrepreneurs are able to pinpoint that their conscious effort to adopt and 

implement innovative marketing and organizational practices have contributed to the profitability, 

productivity, and existence of their business in Bicol for years. We proposed that a bigger sample 

size of respondents and area coverage be undertaken on the innovative practices of other women 

Entrepinays to depict a picture of the innovative landscape of the province which can provide 

important data for policy making purposes that can benefit women entrepreneurs at large. 

 

 

 

Keywords: innovation strategy, innovation, entrepreneurship, women entrepreneurs,  

 

 

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 

The important contribution of women entrepreneur to the economic growth and development of a 

country is highly recognized. It is estimated that SMEs with full or partial female ownership represent 

31 to 38 percent (8 to 10 million) of formal SMEs in emerging markets (IFC, 2011). In a study of 42 

countries, the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) for 2006-2007 noted that the Philippines 

have the second highest percentage of entrepreneurially active females, after Peru (Madarang and 

Habito, 2007).  In our country, six out of ten business start-ups were women owned.  However, it 

was also observed that the ownership changes as the business develops.  From an initial 69 per cent 
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ownership for businesses less than 3.5 month old to 51% business ownership for businesses between 

3.5 months to 3.5 years, women ownership drops even further to  44 percent for businesses that are 

more than 3.5 years (Castro, 2013). 

One of the often cited definitions of entrepreneurship describes it as “sources of opportunities, the 

processes of discovery, evaluation, and exploitation of opportunities and the individuals who 

discover, evaluate, and exploit them” (Shane & Venkataraman, 2000, p.218).   Globally, men maybe 

more likely to start a business; however, in the Philippines both men and women are equally likely 

to start a business.  In fact, more than half (51%) of business start-up owners are female, but, 

established businesses are still mostly male owned at 66 percent. 

Filipino women have the ability to develop various types of micro and small enterprises, but the 

business segments traditionally accessible to them often experience high competition, coupled with 

low productivity and often low margins (Edralin, 2007). In spite of these constraints, there are many 

Filipina entrepreneurs who became successful in the food, trading, entertainment, publishing, 

hospitality, wellness, and agriculture industries. Their innovative strategies appear to be key drivers 

of   their successful entrepreneurship. 

 

Innovation 

 

An innovation is the implementation of a new or significantly improved product (good or service), 

or process, a new marketing method, or a new organizational method in business practices, 

workplace organization or external relations (OSLO Manual, 2005).  It includes all scientific, 

technological, organizational, financial and commercial steps which actually lead, or are intended to 

lead, to the implementation of innovations. Some of these activities may be innovative in their own 

right, while others are not novel but are necessary to implementation (OSLO Manual, 2005).  Drucker 

(1985) explained that in the firm context, innovation is the central mechanism for transformation or 

renewal that can lead to creating new value and contribute to society. Innovation can be in the form 

of new product/service, new processes, new methods, and new management perspectives. It is the 

tool used by entrepreneurs to exploit opportunity for a different business or a different service 

(Drucker, 1985). However, he emphasizes the need for entrepreneurs to constantly search for the 

sources of innovation and monitor changes in the environment that indicate opportunities for 

successful innovation.   

Firms introducing innovative strategy can do so at the product, market, efficiency, quality, process, 

or organizational levels (OSLO Manual, 2005). However, for enterprises that desires to introduce 

innovation, Dervitsiotis (2010) recommended the need for having visionary leadership, harnessing 

employee creativity, and engaging the customers, suppliers, and other stakeholders to the proposed 

interventions. Failure to adapt well to emerging conditions may eventually lead to extinction. In this 

case, to innovate becomes synonymous to adaptation and survival (De Geus, 1997 as cited in 

Dervitsiotis, 2010). However, Tushman (1997) as cited in Siguaw, Simpson, and Enz (2006) 

observed that “the narrow focus on innovations ignores the propensity of an organization to 

continually innovate as an organizational objective especially since innovations in and of them are 

not necessarily the key to long-term business success. 

According to the OSLO innovation management framework, innovation is key to the growth of 

output and productivity.  The relationship between innovation and economic development is widely 

acknowledged.  Hence, Siguaw et al. (2006) posited that an enterprise’s long-term success depends 

on overall firm-level innovation orientation that gives importance to the development of 

competencies necessary to produce innovations and less on specific innovations.  It is an organization 
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that attempts to embed an innovation mind-set; one where there is systematic monitoring of the 

sources of innovative opportunity (Drucker, 1985) perceived as vital to long-term business success 

 

 

RESEARCH PROBLEM AND OBJECTIVES 

 

Successful entrepreneurs innovate to create new values and make different contributions such as new 

product and services that are better in quality and lower in price ((Drucker, 1985; Gamal, 2011).  

It is argued that the sustainable growth of SMEs requires sustainable innovation and the continual 

acceleration in innovation will sustain revenue growth that can then fuel more innovation.  Hence, 

to identifying enterprises’ motives for innovating and their importance is of help in examining the 

forces that drive innovation activities, such as competition and opportunities for entering new 

markets.  Given these perspectives, we pose this research problem: what are the innovation practices 

of four entrepinays from Camarines Sur and what are its implications to their business performance? 

 

Specifically, we aim to identify the types of innovation practices that the women entrepreneurs 

implement to ensure the continuity of their business. 

  

 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

 

Our paper uses the OSLO innovation measurement framework to guide our analysis.  This 

framework gives emphasis on the product and process innovations as well as the role of linkages 

with other firms and institutions in the innovation process. Secondly, its evaluation of linkages is 

expanded since it places importance on knowledge flows among firms and other organizations for 

the development and dissemination of innovations. This highlighted the role of organizational 

structures and practices that promote the sharing and use of knowledge and interaction with other 

firms and public research institutions. These also include the forming of closer relationships with 

suppliers and ongoing development of marketing practices to better reach customers. Third, the 

model views at innovation in the firm level, and fourth, the framework looks at the role of demand.  

 

The OSLO framework identified and differentiates four types of innovations, namely:   product 

innovations, process innovations, marketing innovations and organizational innovations.  

 

A product innovation is “the introduction of a good or service that is new or significantly improved 

with respect to its characteristics or intended uses. This includes significant improvements in 

technical specifications, components and materials, incorporated software, user friendliness or other 

functional characteristics. Product innovations can utilize new knowledge or technologies, or can be 

based on new uses or combinations of existing knowledge or technologies. Product innovations the 

introduction of new goods and services and significant improvements in the functional or user 

characteristics of existing goods and services” (OSLO Manual, 2005, p. 48). 

 

A process innovation is the “implementation of a new or significantly improved production or 

delivery method. This includes significant changes in techniques, equipment and/or software. 

Process innovations can be intended to decrease unit costs of production or delivery, to increase 

quality, or to produce or deliver new or significantly improved products” (OSLO Manual, 2005, 

p.49). 
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A marketing innovation is the “implementation of a new marketing method involving significant 

changes in product design or packaging, product placement, product promotion or pricing. Marketing 

innovations are aimed at better addressing customer needs, opening up new markets, or newly 

positioning a firm’s product on the market, with the objective of increasing the firm’s sales” (OSLO 

Manual, 2005, p.49). 

An organizational innovation is the “implementation of a new organizational method in the firm’s 

business practices, workplace organization or external relations. Organizational innovations can be 

intended to increase a firm’s performance by reducing administrative costs or transaction costs, 

improving workplace satisfaction (and thus labour productivity), gaining access to nontradable  

assets (such as non-codified external knowledge) or reducing costs of supplies” (OSLO Manual, 

2005, p.51). 

 

 

 

  

 

Figure 1. OSLO Innovation measurement framework 

The measurement framework as shown in Figure 1, illustrates the breadth and variety of elements of 

innovation management that ideally need to be measured. It is no longer sufficient to treat innovation 

as a linear process where resources are channelled at one end, from which emerges a new product or 

process. 

 

METHODOLOGY  

 

Our descriptive and comparative qualitative research is based on the case study approach of the 

innovation management practices of four entrepinays from Camarines Sur who are engaged in the 

food, food processing, agri-tourism, and trading business.  

Following the OSLO Manual “object” approach to data collection, we gathered data about specific 

innovations of some kind at the same time the data is sought about the entrepinay’s firm.  This was 

done through the case studies to understand complex and multidimensional phenomena, such as the 
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innovation process (Yin, 2014). Therefore, as a case study which is qualitative in nature, we 

conducted separate in-depth individual interviews (using unstructured or open ended questions) and 

non-participant observation of the four women entrepreneurs. We personally visited their business 

site to identify their innovative practices and validated the degree to which they are implementing 

them. We utilized the content analysis method to analyze our data. The degree of implementation is 

operationally defined as:   1- not evident, 2 – low evident, 3 – average evident, 4 – highly evident  

following the suggestion of the OSLO Manual that questions on a number of qualitative indicators 

can use an ordinal scale (OSLO manual). The main criteria we used to select these respondents are: 

(1) should be among the first few women entrepreneurs from the province, and (2) should have been 

operating their business for at least 10 years. Table 1 presents the brief profile of the respondents 

while Table 2 gives a brief description of the sample enterprises. The four entrepreneurs conduct 

their business locally, although, they enjoy market leadership in their own industry clusters. To 

preserve the identity of the respondents, we denoted them as follows: the trading entrepreneur as 

Entrepreneur Anna, the food-based entrepreneur as Entrepreneur Beth, Entrepreneur Carol for the 

food processing business, and Entrepreneur Doris for the agritourism enterprise. 

 

Table 1.   

Profile of the women entrepreneurs from Camarines Sur 

Characteristics 
Entrepreneur 

Anna 

Entrepreneur 

Beth 

Entrepreneur 

Carol 

Entrepreneur 

Doris 

Size of firm 

(based on the 

number of 

employees) 

Small Small Small Small 

No of employees 10 44 61 10 

Nature of business Trading Food Food 

processing 

Agritourism 

Type of 

Ownership 

Sole Proprietorship Sole Proprietorship Sole 

Proprietorship 

Sole 

Proprietorship 

Number of years 

of operation 

24 24 18 11 

Location of 

business 

Beside residence Beside residence Beside 

residence 

La Huerta Farm 

is located 

around 5 km 

from her 

residence 

Stage of business 

life cycle 

mature mature mature mature 

The main units of analysis for this study were the key elements of the OSLO framework and the 

discussion focuses on product, process, market and organizational innovation of each enterprise. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

  

Case 1 

Entrepreneur Anna:  The process and organizational innovator 

 

Anna is in the medical supply business.  She is a market leader in the local healthcare industry 

supplying medical and dental equipment to the local market since 1990. 
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A process innovator is someone who implements new or significantly improved production or 

delivery method such as significant changes in techniques, equipment and/or software. Process 

innovation is done to decrease unit costs of production or delivery, to increase quality, or to produce 

or deliver new or significantly improved products. 

 

Anna has introduced significant changes in the procedures or techniques that she employs to deliver 

services.  For instance, she can customize her service offering depending on the need of her clients.  

Her clients include both the private and government hospitals from the region, medical centers, 

laboratories, schools/universities and other research institutions.  As part of her commitment to her 

client-partners, they support continuing educational programs to end-users.  They sponsor or conduct 

technical and scientific workshops to end-users.  The trainings are meant to increase awareness of 

their end-users on technological growth and breakthrough in the field of medical and dental 

medicine. Further, the trainings her company sponsors are part of her efforts to educate her clients 

on the relevance of using high-quality healthcare products”. 
 

Moreover, she implements human resource practices for employee development and improving 

worker retention, such as education and training systems.  At the same time, she gives everyone equal 

opportunity to work, regardless of their academic background as long as the potential employees are 

willing to be trained.  She personally gives the company orientation where she emphasizes the 

importance of personality and good grooming to the business. She believes such kind of training 

sessions help develop the confidence of her employees especially when dealing with clients.   To 

further enhance the capability of her employees, she sends them on trainings to equip them with the 

necessary technical and marketing skills.  Over time, Anna has learned to delegate tasks to her 

employees such as giving company presentation to prospective clients.   
 

To improve worker retention, she ensures that the morale and motivation of her employees are high 

by improving the working environment in their office, providing incentives, and by assisting them 

in their own personal needs such as providing housing benefits, cell phone and monthly phone 

allowance, free water, electric consumption subsidy among other benefits.  

 

As an organizational innovator, she implements new ways of organizing relations with other firms 

or public institutions, establishes new methods of integration with suppliers.  For instance, with her 

24 years industry exposure, she has reached the point where she can talk directly to key decision 

makers and suppliers for access to resources she needs.  Her technical background helps since she is 

fully aware of the services required by the market.  At the same time, her 24 years in business allowed 

her to fully understand her market:  what they want and what their constraints are.  With this 

information, she can customize her service offering and offer them a package responsive to their 

needs.   She explains “our commercialization efforts have been supplemented by our strong 

partnership with suppliers and clients.  As the founder of my company, I make it a point to regularly 

attend conventions and trade exhibits, locally or internationally.  I also ensure that I only get supplies 

from reputable sources”. 

 

Case 2 

 

Entrepreneur Beth:  Product and marketing innovator 
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Beth is a popular restaurateur in Naga City.  In 1990, she introduced the first native food restaurant along the 

entire Magsaysay Avenue in Naga City when Magsaysay was just a long stretch of vacant lots with a spattering 

of houses and when all commercial transactions were happening in the “centro” or the center of the city.   

 

After years of making business decisions related to their product offerings, Beth has been slowly 

giving her children free hand to experiment with new products that they feel is best suited to the 

changing market needs and to the new set of customers, the younger market that they have been 

attracting.   However, she believes in retaining their classic food offerings for their regular clients. 
 

Beth feels lucky that they have successfully used the social media to promote her business. They 

were the 2014 Certificate of Excellence recipient from Trip Advisor (www.tripadvisor.com).  They 

also intend to hire a professional webpage designer to fully utilize the social media for promoting 

their restaurant and their food products. 

  

Over the years, their business had a change in its image from the previous “Kamayan Concept” to a 

more modern look, but their classic food offerings remained the same.  She believed that her clients 

return to her restaurant for the food, hence, there is really no need to change it.  However, in keeping 

with a new market and with the advent of other restaurants in the vicinity, she and her kids came up 

with new food items and combinations and changed their business name to reflect the change in their 

previous restaurant concept.  

 

Today, she is taking a backseat and allowing her children to run the restaurant.  One of her children 

attends to the restaurant management and implements changes,  like using the internet, to promote 

their restaurant and to attract other segments of the market. Her other child looks after the financial 

aspect of the restaurant’s operation. She may have taken a backseat and gave responsibility for the 

operation to her children, but she still provides the needed leadership and vision for innovation.   

 

 

Case 3 

Entrepreneur Carol:  Product, process, marketing and organizational innovator 

 

Carol is the leading food processor and exporter of pili nut delicacies in Camarines Sur.  She started as a 

backyard scale pili nut producer in 1997 with a capital of Php 500 and is now a small enterprise with an asset 

size of P 25 million.   

As a process innovator, her business use modern machines and equipment, such as industrial ovens, 

roasting machine, evaporator machine, juice extractor, and vacuum sealers that helped improve the 

products’ taste, freshness, and texture, and prolong their shelf life. As part of her efforts to increase 

product quality, good manufacturing practices (GMP) are being strictly observed in the working 

area to ensure cleanliness, safety, freshness and quality of the products. The company applies the 

same handling processes for products intended for both local and international markets 

 

Carol has also invested in equipment and software for the ancillary support activities. The company 

uses the POS system, and other IT related systems to enhance their production and management 

efficiency.  

 

http://www.tripadvisor.com/
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She has been actively searching for significant improvements to their existing product.  Hence, her 

product line has expanded from the sugar/honey coated kind of pili products to pili tarts, mazapan, 

different flavored pili, among others.   

 

Part of her product selection is one item whose ingredients included the nut’s testa or the thin 

brownish protective layer of pili nut that previously was simply thrown away as waste but is now 

proven to be nutritious and environment-friendly. 
 

She introduced new sales channels such as putting pasalubong centers in strategic places in 

Camarines Sur.  She has a pasalubong store in downtown Naga City, which is considered as the 

trade and financial center of Bicol; Camarines Sur Water Sports Complex, or the home of 

wakeboarding sports; and at SM City Naga which is located at the city’s Central Business District 

2.  She also asked several hotels in Naga City to display her products on their shelves and reception 

counters for every guest to see and be curious about. 

She applied for Halal Product Certification for their pili products to position her firm’s product on 

a new market. Last August 2, 2010, the Islamic Da’Wah Council of the Philippines, Inc. upon due 

review, analysis and physical audit of its plant and raw materials, ingredients and components used, 

issued its certification/accreditation declaring her products as “halal” or lawful for the consumption 

of Muslims worldwide.  

 

She established collaborations with research organizations and found new methods of integration 

with suppliers.  One of her latest innovative project is the PILIpinas project. This is part of her 

efforts to ensure steady supply and stable price of pili.  Under the PILIpinas project, Carol is offering 

a contract growing partnership with landowners, farmers, tenants, local government units, 

government and non- government agencies, private corporations, and religious-socio-civic 

organizations, who have idle lots they are willing to use for pili growing.  In this project, Carol will 

provide all the input required and will buy all the pili produced from their contract growers.  With 

this project, she hopes to stabilize supply of pili and at the same time, contribute to the greening of 

the province. 
 

 

Case 4 

Entrepreneur Doris:  Product, process, and marketing innovator 

 

Doris owns and manages an agri-tourism farm where guests can enjoy the experience of a harvest, taste the 

fresh produce cooked the local way, and served in a refreshing farm ambience. 
 

La Huerta de Rosario started in 2004 and has been helping in the transformation of a third class 

municipality into a culture, tourism and food destination. What started as a farm for herself; her 

playground, became a place where forest, vegetables and man are present.   

When she returned home to Bicol, after her Singapore and California years, she decided to develop 

their 4-hectare family farm into something productive. She started planting ornamental plants since 

she planned to go into the landscaping business.  However, she was invited by the Department of 

Agriculture to be a demo farm for vegetable; hence, a portion of her farm was utilized for the techno-

demo of the hybrid tomato (Diamante variety) of the East-West Seeds company. Initially, three plots 
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measuring 20 x 1 meter were planted with hybrid tomatoes Encouraged by the outcome of the first 

harvest, she added another three plots. Using only very minimal inorganic fertilizer but more organic 

fertilizer she harvested an average of 111 kilos of tomatoes per harvest. 

Today, the model vegetable farm raises vegetables such as eggplant, bitter gourd, string beans, okra, 

and squash, along with the occasional crops of sweet corn, bell pepper, snap beans, spring onions, 

ginger, lettuce, and pechay. 

They have also started offering bed and breakfast that has no TV and air-conditioning unit because 

La Huerta is a farm not a resort. 

Doris believes that business is a hands-on undertaking.  With no agriculture background, she began 

reading about and started attending seminars and trainings on landscaping nursery management and 

gardening. She also attended seminars and trainings on gardening and landscaping from TESDA.  

After which she started buying mother plants. With an initial capitalization of only P50, 000 she 

started her landscaping business. 

She wanted a "pick-your-own vegetable" which is widely practiced in the US where buyers or 

consumers buy directly from the farm and harvest the vegetables of their choice".   

Today, the concept has evolved from the original “pick and pay concept” to a farm-to-kitchen 

concept where what is harvested can be cooked and served for the guests.  La Huerta, for Doris, is 

an advocacy for the environment.  It’s her life, her work, her art and her way of giving back to the 

community. 

 

Based on the interview data from the four women entrepreneurs as presented in Table 2, interesting 

patterns of the innovative management practices along the categories developed by the OSLO Model 

emerges.  It is evident that the women entrepreneur, who came from different industry groups, 

implemented different innovation activities.    
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Table 2.   

Innovation practices of the Bicolana entrepreneurs  

Types of 

innovation 
Measurement Areas Anna Beth Carol Doris 

Process 

innovation 

strategies 

Production methods involving  techniques,  

equipment and software used to produce goods or 

services 
3 1 4 1 

New or significantly improved techniques, 

equipment and software in ancillary support 

activities, such as purchasing, accounting, 

computing and maintenance 

3 3 4 4 

Product 

innovation 

strategies 

Development of a new use for a product with only 

minor changes to its technical specifications 1 1 1 1 

Significant improvements to existing products can 

occur through changes in materials, components 

and other characteristics that enhance performance. 
1 4 4 1 

Marketing 

innovation 

strategies 

Product design changes refer to changes in product 

form and appearance that do not alter the product’s 

functional or user characteristics. 
1 2 2 1 

Changes in the packaging of products such as foods, 

beverages and detergents, where packaging is the 

main determinant of the product’s appearance. 
1 2 2 1 

Introduction of new sales channels 4 3 4 2 

Use of new concepts for promoting a firm’s goods 

and services. 
2 4 4 2 

Branding, such as the development and introduction 

of a fundamentally new brand symbol (as 

distinguished from a regular update of the brand’s 

appearance) which is intended to position the firm’s 

product on a new market or give the product a new 

image. 

2 2 2 2 

Organizational 

innovation 

strategies 

Implementation of new methods for organizing 

routines and procedures for the conduct of work 
4 2 4 3 

Implementation of practices for employee 

development and improving worker retention, such 

as education and training systems 
3 2 2 3 

Implementation of new methods for distributing 

responsibilities and decision making among 

employees for the division of work within and 

between firm activities (and organizational units), 

as well as new concepts for the structuring of 

activities, such as the integration of different 

business activities. 

3 3 4 3 

Implementation of new ways of organizing relations 

with other firms or public institutions, such as the 

establishment of new types of collaborations with 

research organizations or customers, new methods 

of integration with suppliers, and the outsourcing or 

subcontracting for the first time of business 

activities in production, procuring, distribution, 

recruiting and ancillary services. 

4 4 4 4 
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Note:  1 – Not Evident; 2 – Low Evident; 3 – Average Evident; 4 – Highly Evident 

 

 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

 

The implementation of innovation strategies can provide businesses with competitive advantage 

(Bozkurt and Kalkan, 2014; Goffin and Mitchell, 2005; OSLO Manual, 2005; Terziovski, 2010).  In 

our study, the four women entrepreneurs maybe engaged differently in their innovation practices; 

but, it is evident from the interview that the women intuitively knew that implementing such practices 

helps ensure the growth and economic performance of their respective businesses.  In all the cases 

presented and summarized in Table 2, it can be seen that the entrepinays are heavily involved in the 

implementation of organizational innovation strategies specifically in terms of establishing new ways 

of organizing relations with other firms or public institutions, such as the establishment of new types 

of collaborations with research organizations or customers, new methods of integration with 

suppliers, and the outsourcing or subcontracting for the first time of business activities in production, 

procuring, distribution, recruiting and ancillary services. Today, the entrepinays from Camarines Sur 

are building networks that allows them to access resources and information.  That they are at the 

stage where they are actively establishing relations and networks with their other stakeholders can 

be explained by the fact that they are already operating for more than 10 years and have already 

established their products/service niches.  However, despite their more than 10 years in their 

respective businesses, they are still actively introducing process innovation strategies such as the use 

of IT and software to enable them to speed up their operation and provide them with the needed 

operational efficiency.  

That innovation can help firms play a dominant role in shaping the future of their industries (Lawson 

and Samson, 2001) is highly obvious in the food processing industry through the variety of products 

available in the market, its improved product packaging, expanding market, and adherence to quality 

standards.  As high-performing innovators, Kiernan (1996) as cited in Lawson and Samson (2001) 

explains, the entrepinays explains maintain a giant juggling act of capabilities, and consistently bring 

new high quality products to the market faster, more frequently and at a lower cost than competitors. 

The four women entrepreneurs are able to effectively use their resources to introduce new products 

and process innovations important to continuously improve and create value addition to their existing 

products.  
 

Innovators need to build an organizational culture of awareness of their customers, whether it is their 

internal and external clients (Mazzarol, Clark and Reboud, 2014) and this is evident in the 

organizational practices of the women particularly through the investments they made in the training 

and development of their employees.  The four cases illustrate some patterns of innovative practices; 

undoubtedly influenced by their years in operation as well as factors internal and external to the 

company.  Being in business for more than 10 years meant that the entrepreneurs have already 

significantly found ways to improve their product and service delivery for enhanced customer value.   

Rather, at this stage in their business growth cycle, the four women entrepreneurs are working on 

strengthening their strategic partnerships with key sectors, private or public.  They are actively 

engaged in R & D initiatives and are using their networks to access market, resources and supplier.   

Moreover, the women entrepreneurs are introducing organizational changes which allow them to 

delegate responsibilities through their efforts at building a motivated through the provision of 

incentives and workplace innovations.   
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Abstract:  Research and studies on gay rights, gay culture, gay psychology and gay communities in 

the Philippines have been institutionalized while a small handful of papers touch the topic gay 

marketing despite consistent studies in the US and Europe show: the gay market is a profitable 

market. The basic requirement in understanding a market segment such as the gay market is to draw 

a profile of the consumers and this paper arrived at this demographic:  young adults aged 21-40, great 

majority are single, highly educated, well placed in the workplace, majority are homeowners, and 

with monthly income higher than the Philippine national average.  Measures of central tendencies 

and logistic regressions were used to tabulate and analyze data gathered through questionnaires 

floated online using snowballing technique via Google docs. In terms of the marketing mix factors, 

the Philippine gay market is most responsive to the factors of price and least reactive to product 

factors.  The Philippine gay market is present in all of the stages of the Kalman Model of Brand 

Community but is most likely to transform from being a prospect to a brand enthusiast. 

 

Keywords:  Marketing, gay market, marketing mix, price, place, promotion, product, brand 

community, prospect, non-committal, brand admirer, brand enthusiast. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Gay market business strategist and consumer researcher Laurence Bernstein divided his account of 

the beginning of the gay market in three periods (Bernstein, L, 2013).  He refer to the 1970’s-1990’s 

as the “Under the Radar” phase.  During this phase: (U.S.) national brands made their marketing 

message “gay-friendly” and advertised in gay-focused media. According to Bernstein beers and 

alcohol beverage brands were the first to focus on gay consumers. Marketers from this industry were 

astounded by high consumption of their products and the low sales costs compared to how much 

advertising and promotional outlays were spent on the general market. Bernstein.  Bernstein 

describes the 1990’s-2005 phase as a “transition from consumer appreciation to addressing consumer 

expectation”. In this more recent period wide variety of non-alcoholic brands saw the success of beer 

and liquor brands. Non-alcoholic brands copied how the beer and alcoholic industries marketed to 

the gay consumers.  Not long, the brand presences in the gay community built up that there came the 

point when there was a need for a brand to stand out. Consequently the marketing campaigns became 

more increasingly creative and interesting to the point that gay products were developed and 

marketing efforts are now directed towards the segment. Marketing Science and Strategic 

Sophistication is how he described the the current era (2006 to the present). The general precept of 

this era is that the gay market is not a homogenous group and  marketers have recognized that the 

gay market falls into demographic, psychographic, and social subgroups as do all other consumers. 

He stressed that the simplistic common difference--being gay—‘is no longer the glue that binds the 

gay community’. 

 

 

Blaine J. Branchik, president of Conference on Historical Analysis and Research in Marketing points 
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out that whether purposefully or inadvertently, U.S. businesses have been marketing to gay 

consumers for well over a century. For Branchick the market segment has developed as a result of a 

series of historical and societal events, paralleling the development of the gay community and 

involving activities on the part of both buyers and sellers.  He cites three historical phases: (1) the 

underground phase, pre-1941; (2) the community-building phase, 1941-1970; and (3) the mainstream 

phase, 1970 to 2000 (Branchick, B., 2002).  

 

Harvard Review contributor Duke Greenhill’s account starts in the year 1991 the Wall Street Journal 

published an article entitled "Overcoming a Deep-Rooted Reluctance: More Firms Advertise to Gay 

Community".  The journal called the LGBT consumer-base "a dream market" (Greenhill, D., 

2011).  According to Greenhill this 1991 WSJ article ushered “a dubious moment of sociopolitical 

progress for gays”.  Greenhill noted that by 2004, 36 of the Fortune 100 companies were marketing 

directly to LGBT consumers.  At this period the LGBT market is saturated with advertisers and the 

gay consumer, realizing the power being handed to them, began to demand more.  He concluded his 

account by noting that in 2006 and 2007 marketing to the gay market returned an average $153 for 

every $1 spent. 

 

 

 

Conceptual Framework 

The concept of this study is supported by the theories on: a) gay market and gay marketing; 

b) gay demographics; c) marketing mix; and d) Kalman model of brand communities. The concepts, 

thoughts and ideas taken from books, unpublished theses, journals, news articles and various related 

information from the internet helped strengthen and validate the contention of the author through the 

use of the information taken.  All discussions are supported and based on research materials related 

to the study. 

 

Gay Market and Gay Marketing 

Marketing is the process of planning and executing the conception, pricing, promotion and 

distribution of ideas, goods and services to create exchanges that satisfy individual and organizational 

objectives (Kerin, R., 2002). This definition stresses the importance of beneficial exchanges that 

satisfy the objectives of both those who buy and those who sell ideas, goods, and services. Marketing 

is the activity, set of institutions, and processes for creating, communicating, delivering, and 

exchanging offerings that have value for customers, clients, partners, and society at large (American 

Marketing Association, July 2013).  

Since the early 1990s, national marketers and advertisers recognized a new specialized 

market segment: gay consumers. The gay consumer is a niche market composed of non-heterosexual 

male – a market segment with its own characteristic profile that is large enough in size and affluence 

to warrant marketing consideration.  According to www.gaybusinessworld.com the term gay market 

was established to distinguish it from other markets, its preferences and its likes.  The gay market 

which is alternately called the LGBT market (to include Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender) 

was once referred to by The Wall Street Journal in an article printed in July 18, 1991 issue as “a 

dream market” with a table to show it for: 

 

 

 

Table 2.  1998 Gay households profile (versus the general population) 
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Source: Simmons Market Research Bureau, Inc.; US Census Bureau 

 

The gay market is also sometimes referred to as DINKs--double income, no kids market, a 

market with higher disposable incomes. It’s a household in which there are two incomes and no 

children (either both partners are working or one has two incomes). DINKS are often the target of 

marketing efforts for luxury items such as expensive cars and vacations. A DINK household is 

thought to have more disposable income because they don't have children expenses (DOUBLE 

INCOME, NO KIDS, n.d.). 

Gay marketing are marketing activities which are primarily designed to understand and fulfill 

the consumer needs of gay men (“Gay Marketing”, n.d., para 1).  It is the act of marketing to gay 

customers either with dedicated ads or general ads, or through sponsorships of gay organizations and 

events, or through the targeted use of any other element of the marketing mix.  As gay culture 

becomes main stream gay marketing has become main stream too as evidenced by development of 

products and brands that specifically targets the gay market and the emergence of several advertising 

agencies that offers services specifically and sometimes exclusively to target the gay consumers or 

the so called gay advertising agencies (Ray, D., 2013). 

 

Gay Demographics 

Marketing Guru Philip Kotler defines a target market as a well-defined set of customers 

whose needs the organization plans to satisfy. Kotler suggests that the target market may be the total 

focus of the organization or as a starting point for eventual market segment expansion (Hutchens, P., 

1998).  With that in mind the only way to achieve a “well-defined set of customers” is to identify 

those customers and understand as precisely as possible what they want (Use Demographics to 

Understand Your Target Market, n.d.). Experts in the field begin targeting marketing by checking 

the demographics of the region that they plan to target. The aim is to know the population’s makeup 

in terms of age, gender, income level, occupation, education, and family circumstances: married with 

children, singles, or retired.   

The available gay demographics are mostly from the United States.  Literature on the 

demographics of the gay market in the Philippine is very limited mostly appearing on news articles.  

The author finds it necessary to gather data and come up with the demographic profile of said market.  

A 1996 study shows that the composite profile of gay men is being well-educated, having high 

discretionary income, informed socially and politically, and dedicated to career and home ownership 

(Delozier, M.W., & Rodrigue, J., 1996).  These are the bases why these demographics: civil status; 

educational attainment; occupation/employment level; type of residency; and monthly income are 

included in the study.   

FACTORS LGBT GENERAL POPULATION 

Average annual household income  $55,430  $32,144  

College graduates  59.60% 18.00% 

Professions/managerial positions  49.00% 15.90% 

MasterCard Users  45.00% 23.30% 

Visa Users  53.60% 31.40% 

Vodka drinkers  49.70% 22.70% 

Domestic wine drinkers  57.80% 21.50% 

Overseas travelers (1987)  65.80% 14.00% 

Frequent Fliers (1987)  26.50% 1.90% 
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As mentioned, most literature on gay demographics is from the U.S.  and for the past decades, 

the template for “gay statistics” has been Dr. Alfred Kinsey’s 10% claim.  Dr. Kinsey is an American 

biologist who founded the Kinsey Institute for Research in Sex, Gender, and Reproduction. His 10 

percent gauge which has been used and still used as reference by most gay advocates and the gay 

community in general is based on his study on same-sex sexual behavior at the University of Indiana 

in the 1940’s and the 1950’s—one of the earliest gay-related research.  This study is criticized for 

not using a population-based sample (Cosgrove-Mather, B., 2003).  Another pioneer in gathering US 

gay demographic is the LGBT-interest magazine the Advocate.  In 1977, data from its readership 

showed that they earned about 50% more income than the national average and 70% were college 

graduates also higher than the national average.   

In a more recent study conducted in 2011 by the William Institute at the University of 

California- Los Angeles, School of Law, the result shows that 3.8% of the U.S. population is gay 

(Gates, 2011).  The numbers from UCLA is close to the American research-based consulting 

company Gallup, Inc. study where 121,290 individuals were interviewed between June 1 and 

September 30, 2012 and the result shows that 3.3% of U.S. adults identify as gay (Gates, 2012).  

Figures are more conservative in the United Kingdom where just one in 100 people say they are gay 

(Rouse, B., 2010). In the Philippines, the 2005 joint study by the United Nation’s World Health 

Organization and the Philippines’ Department of Health estimates the Philippine gay population at 

379,799 to 804,220 a more conservative .43% to .92% (Department of Health, 2005) based on 

Philippine population of 87,857,470 (CIA, 2014). A much higher figure of 5% of the population 

identifies as gay according to the “Project Pink,” study conducted in 2011 by the Philippine Survey 

Research Center.  The study showed that one in 20 Metro Manila residents openly identifies himself 

as gay (Paseulo, LN., 2013).  The demographics age, civil status, educational attainment,  occupation, 

type of residency, and monthly income are selected to mirror the demographics on the 2001 Syracuse 

University survey and other surveys conducted in   the U.S. on gay consumers like the 2007 Gay 

Consumer Index.   

Miriam-Webster dictionary defines age as the amount of time during which a person has 

lived.  Age is an important demographic because personal expenditures change as individuals grow 

older. Throughout an individuals’ life cycle his purchase pattern change.   Marketing authors agree 

that purchasing patterns change with age.  People of same age go through similar life experiences 

and therefore share many common symbols and memories which may lead to similar consumption 

patterns (Hoyer & MacInnis, 2010).  To wit, consumer spending on drug stores flourishes in areas 

with a large elderly population. As to spending volume, older populations tend to spend less on the 

majority of goods and services. .  On the other hand, toy stores, day care centers, and stores with 

baby care items do well in areas with many children and infants. Clothing stores and fast food 

establishments also thrive in areas with a high adolescent population (Demographics and Lifestyle 

Analysis, n.d., para. 5).  This is supported by the research entitled “Alternative Age Measures: A 

Research Agenda,” published in the Advances in Consumer Research, where it shows that age is a 

significant predictor of consumer behaviors.   Things whether product, service or ideas that 

consumers purchase change as they age and this is most observable when consumers enter one stage 

after another in the family-life cycle:  being single, unmarried couples, married couples, divorced, 

separated, widowed or widower which happen to be the state of a person’s civil status as defined by 

the Oxford dictionary.  Marketers complement the cycle by developing appropriate products for each 

stage thus it is common for marketers to segment consumers by age and civil status (Shah, A., 2010).  

In the book entitled Education and Consumption by Robert T. Michael, empirical results 

indicate that a consumer’s level of education influences consumer behavior.  According to Michael 

consumption expenditures appear to be relatively strong correlates of education (Juster, F., 1975). 
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Corroborating the Michael study is the research conducted by economist Dr. James Ramsey on 

education and income.  According to Ramsey, economic analysis shows that those who have a 

college degree will, in general, earn a greater lifetime income than those with less education and that 

the difference in education and income results to different expenditure pattern and consequently, 

consumer behavior (Ramsey, J., 2012). In 1992 the Journal of Epidomiol Community Health 

published a paper concluding that lifestyle is related to level of education and simple observation 

tells us that lifestyle affects consumer expenditure level and behaviors.  This is supported by a paper 

published in Association for Consumer Research where it concluded that styles in living reflect 

resource use thus making this demographic important in the study (Williams, F., 1972).   Occupation 

is one of the personal influences that affect consumer behavior.  Occupational class on the other hand 

is a very powerful variable with respect to consumption patterns (Tomlinson, M., 1998). Occupation 

shapes consumption need. To wit, people following specialized occupations such as photography, 

music, dance and carpentry need special tools and equipment. Differences in consumption behavior 

are noted among the various socio-economic consumer roles. A vice president’s purchasing behavior 

on office clothing varies notably compared to that of a bus driver or a high school teacher.  The social 

class structure related to occupation strongly affects norms, values and behaviors (“Social Class”, 

n.d., para. 5).  Members of the same social class interact regularly thus they are more likely to be 

influenced by individuals by their own social class.  Individuals with the same occupation tend to 

share similar income, lifestyle, knowledge and values and predictably more similar consumption 

behavior than those outside to the social group (Hoyer & MacInnis, 2010).   

The demographics income, education and occupation are reliable indicators of residency 

type. 

  Income data is a good indicator of consumers’ spending power.  Income positively correlates 

with retail expenditures in many product categories hence a reflection of consumer choices and 

behavior (Demographics and Lifestyle Analysis, n.d., para. 5).  In economics, as income increases, 

one consumes more of normal goods and less of inferior goods.  This relationship affects consumer 

behavior. This is reflected in the 2012 Nielsen study showing that spending on consumer goods varies 

by income level. Income molds shopping behaviors. Lower-income shoppers shop more frequently 

and have smaller baskets compared to higher-income shoppers.   

 

Table 3.  Demographic Profile of 34,415 gay LGBT resopondents   
Source: CMI’s 8th Annual LGBT Community Survey (Community Marketing Inc., 2014) 

Demographics Figures 

Total Respondents (U.S.) 34,415  

Median Age 48 

Legally Married  19% 

College Graduates  65% 

Employed 75% 

Annual Household Income >$50,000.00 (est. 2.2 million pesos) 57% 
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Marketing Mix 

The American Marketing Association defines marketing as “the process of planning and 

executing the conception, pricing, promotion and distribution of ideas, goods and services to create 

exchanges that satisfy individual and organizational goals.” (Lamb et al, 2004).  This definition 

highlights one of the aims of this study that is to profile the gay market in terms of the 4 P’s: 

promotion, price, product and place.  More popularly know as the marketing mix, it is traced back to 

the concepts of positioning, targeting and segmentation processes. Segmentation, targeting, and 

positioning comprise a three stage process (Perner, L., n.d., para. 8).  Segmentation process involves 

determining which kind of consumers exist.  Market segmentation involves aggregating prospective 

buyers into groups that (1) have common needs and (2) respond similarly to a marketing action 

(Kerin et al, 2003). The resulting groups are called market segments.  

The four Ps and the marketing mix were popularized in the 1950s by Harvard University 

professor Neil Borden.   Edmund Jerome McCarthy reduced the Marketing Mix to 4 elements: 

product, price, place and promotion in his book Basic Marketing. A Managerial Approach (1960). 

Product applies to physical products, to services and other intangibles including causes and 

ideas.  The product aspects of marketing deal with the specifications of the actual goods or services, 

and how it relates to the end-user's needs and wants. The scope of a product generally includes 

supporting elements such as warranties, guarantees, and support (McCarthy, E., 1960). Pricing refers 

to the process of setting a price for a product, including discounts. Place or distribution refers to how 

the product gets to the customer; for example, point-of-sale placement or retailing. Place refers to 

the channel by which a product or service is sold, which geographic region or industry, to which 

segment, referring to how the environment in which the product is sold in can affect sales. Promotion 

includes advertising, sales promotion, publicity, and personal selling, branding and refers to the 

various methods of promoting the product, brand, or company. To summarize, designs made in the 

product component determine the name, design and packaging of the good. Price involves the cost 

of the good and if volume or seasonal discounts will be offered. Place decisions outline where the 

product will be sold and how it will be delivered to the market. Promotion involves advertising, 

public relations and promotional strategy. 

Following Lars Perner’s diagram, the second stage of the process is selecting which ones a 

company is best off to serve—the targeting process.  Target marketing requires marketers to take a 

major step: to select one or more market segments to enter (Kotler, 2001). 

Figure 1. Market Segmentation & Positioning Diagram (Kotler, 2001) 
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The third part is implementing the segmentation by optimizing products and services for that 

segment and communicating that the company made the choice to distinguish itself that way.  

According to Kotler, positioning is the establishment and communication of the products or services 

key distinctive benefits to the market.  In positioning product or service marketers use demographic 

profiles to break down groups into a series of traits. This helps marketers determine the correct pitch, 

language and approach to use when trying to appeal to a given audience. At this point of the process 

the categories that can be controlled in the marketing of a good or service: product, price, place and 

promotion are ‘mixed’ at the optimum combination to complement the position chosen by the 

company.  

  

Brand Communities 

Brands have emerged as a way for consumers to express their individuality and as a means 

for people to form groups with other like-minded consumers.  This groups may be referred to as 

brand communites. (Fournier, 1988; Cooper et al 2005; Ahuvia, Iacobucci, and Thompson 2005; 

Escalas and Bettman 2005). 

The term "brand community" was first presented by Albert Muniz Jr. and Thomas C. O'Guinn 

in a 1995 paper for the Association for Consumer Research Annual Conference in Minneapolis, 

Minnesota.   Muniz and O’Guinn defined brand community as “a specialized, non-geographically 

bound community, based on a structured set of social relationships among admirers of a brand.” 

(Muniz and O’Guinn, 2001). Brand communities are the resultant communities developed around a 

certain product.  Common characteristics that have been observed in a wide selection of different 

brand communities are: shared consciousness, communal rituals and traditions, and a sense of moral 

responsibility (Muniz and O’Guinn, 2001). 

Another feature of brand communities according to The Journal of Product Innovation is that 

brand community members have extensive product knowledge and engage in product-related 

discussions; they can support each other in solving problems and generating new product ideas 

(Fuller et al, 2008). Brand community members rely upon brand names as proxy for information 

about the products they purchase. They consider their own brand usage, not only in terms of product 

value, but also as a statement about themselves, their values, and their life choices (Fieldsten, A., 

2007).  

Brand communities provide social structure to the relationship between marketer and 

consumer. This structure facilitates communication between marketers and consumers as well as 

creating a form of peer pressure that reinforces customer feelings of loyalty (Muniz and O’Guinn 

2001).    

Researches show that consumers organize into communities to share their experiences of a 

brand. Conversely, consumers in an identifiable brand community represent a cohesive group that 

reflects the brand’s values.   Examples of successful brand communities include the Harley-Davidson 

Motorcycles’ Harley Owners Groups , Apple Computer’s Macintosh user groups (Belk & Tumbat, 

2005), Volkswagen drivers (Brown et al, 2003) and Sun Microsystems’ Java Center community 

(Williams & Cothrel, 2000), Apple iPhone (“Smartphone Loyalty”, 2011), and Samsung 

smartphones (Roll, M., 2008). Members of these brand communities are committed, dependable, 

and, in many cases, even evangelical consumers of the company brand.  It is has been found that 

participation in communities increases these consumer behaviors (Fournier et al, 2001).   Brand 

communities have positive effects on consumers’ brand attitude, loyalty and attachment to a brand 

(McAlexander, Schouten and Koenig 2002; Algesheimer, Dholakia, and Herrmann 2005). 

The minimum requirements for having a brand community seem to be: 1. a brand that 

uniquely differentiates its consumers and; 2. mechanisms for consumers to engage in a public 
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experience of the brand.  One aspect of brand communities is the degree to which consumers may 

aspire to (or adopt) a brand’s ideals even if they don’t embody them initially. This is important to 

note because current and prospective brand community members embrace the brand identity in 

gradations from the non-committal to the true brand enthusiast (Kalman, D., 2009). 

The Kalman Model of Brand Community is summarized as follows: Prospects stage is where 

consumers are regarded as a potential customer/client. They are described to be at the stage where 

they are still considering a brand choice.  No purchase decision is made in this stage. 

Non-Committals stage is where consumers choose brands out of convenience or habit with 

no real preference.  These consumers just happen to select a brand.  These consumers are more likely 

to use multiple brands in one brand category. 

Brand Admirers stage is where consumers truly prefer the brand. They do not just buy 

products but also repeat their purchase.  These consumers are passionate about the brand and want 

to buy your product again and again.  

Brand Enthusiasts stage is where consumers both prefer and refer the brand.  These are the 

consumers that marketers hope to transmit their brand enthusiasm to new prospects.   

 

Figure 2. Kalman Brand Community Model (Kalman, D., 2009) 

 
 

 

Conceptual Paradigm 

One of the main goals of this research is to describe the gay market in terms of their 

demographic profile.  Another goal of the study to profile the gay market in terms of the 4Ps of 

Marketing: Promotion, Price, Product and Place and Kalman Model of Brand Communities.  The 

study also aims to determine if the variations in the Kalman Model of Brand Community are 

explained by the 4Ps of Marketing and if there is a homogenous Brand Community among the gay 

market. 

The conceptual paradigm is summarized in the figure 3 below: 
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Figure 3.  The Conceptual Paradigm  

 

Where: 

P1- Promotion B1- Prospect 

P2- Price  B2- Non-Committals 

P3- Product B3- Brand Admirers 

P4- Place  B4- Brand Enthusiasts 

 

 

METHOD 

Data Sources 

Both primary and secondary sources of information were used for this purpose.  Primary data 

was collected using a questionnaire-checklist designed by the author. The population is the universe 

of the sum total of all elements under consideration, the parameter of the study, while the sample is 

a part of the population. In the study, all Filipino male homosexuals form the population of the study. 

In order to reach the target number of respondents, the Random Snowball Sampling Method was 

employed to reach 100 respondents, a reasonable number that may represent the whole population. 

Random Snowball Sampling Method is a non-probability sampling technique used for populations 

that are not easily identifiable, accessible or if so may not be willing to participate in the conduct of 

the study, like drug users, sex workers, or for this case, male homosexual Filipinos.  

The questionnaire was designed to be grouped into three parts to separate them according to 

what is being measured.  Part I was used to gather the demographic profile of the respondents in 

terms of age, civil status, education, occupation/ employment level, type of residency and monthly 

income.  The respondents were asked to provide information and to check the appropriate indicator 

for each demographics. The second part was used to test the sensitivity of the respondent on the 4 

P’s of the marketing mix—promotion, price, place  and product.  The third part of the questionnaire 

was used to test the presence of the respondents on the 4 stages of the Kalman Model of Brand 

Communities. The questions for the latter two parts presented statements that may be responded to 

by choosing among the provided descriptions in the form of a Four Scale choice. The numerals with 

their corresponding scales and hypothetical means range is as follows: 
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Table 4. Table of Relative Values and Statistical Descriptions 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The questionnaires were subjected to pretesting and yielded a reliability statistics Cronbach Alpha 

ratio of 0.895. Reliability Analysis is a technique done to determine if the questionnaire contain 

cohesiveness and overall consistency as measured by the Cronbach Alpha ratio. The acceptable 

hurdle rate for the Cronbach Alpha ratio is 0.800. 

The data provided by the questionnaire was corroborated through unstructured interviews. 

Secondary data was also used in the study, which were based on information derived from previous 

researches, reference books and published and online articles related to this research. 

 

Sampling Technique for the Gay Population. 

Since the acceptance of the LGBT community particularly in the USA in 1950’s, a greater 

interest in this community had been part of open discussions in all mediums of information 

dissemination.  While issues and concerns of the LGBT community had been openly discussed, as 

far as this study is concerned, a population of gay had been separated from the male and female 

population.  This is a challenge in the sampling technique. 

In the absence of a data on the population of the gay in the Philippines, estimating the sample has 

been thoroughly considered due to the sensitivity of respondent selection.  It would be offensive to 

simply approach respondents based on their observed appearance or actuations. 

Among the options of sampling technique that had been chosen from the purposive sampling 

technique, the snow-balling technique was the most appropriate.  The snow-balling technique allows 

the interviewer to approach respondents based on recommendation of the previous respondent.  In 

effect, it was the last respondents who screen the next appropriate respondent.  The snow-balling 

technique is difficult in terms of tracking the next respondent, since they are not randomly identified.  

Thus, in this case the study set a quota of 100 respondents as its sample size.  The sample size of 100 

is statistically accepted. 

Treatment of Data 

Descriptive-Diagnostic Method was utilized to achieve the objectives of this research. 

Descriptive researches are studies concerned with describing the characteristics of a particular group, 

while the Diagnostic method determines the association of one variable to another variable (Kothari, 

2004). 

The data was statistically processed using the software, Statistical Package for the Social 

Science (SPSS). These were analyzed using frequency, measures of central tendency, particularly 

the statistical mean, while correlation was used to test the research’s hypotheses. Frequency of the 

responses was used to describe the profile of respondents. The statistical mean of individual 

responses for each of the questions were derived, after which, results were grouped according to each 

of the factors, then the average mean was derived the factor averages. 

   

Relative 

Value 

Statistical Limit Description Domain of 

Response 

1 1.01 – 1.75 Strongly Disagree - 

2 1.76 – 2.50 Disagree - 

3 2.51 – 3.25 Agree + 

4 3.26 – 4.00 Strongly Agree + 
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Statistical Treatments 

The scales of responses are treated as both scale and categorical responses.  As a statistical 

mean the relative values have estimated statistical limits and statistical descriptions as shown in table 

4. On the fourth column the domains of the response are categorized as either falling into the positive 

(+) or negative (-) domains.  The first treatment of the data provides the extent of agreement or 

disagreement of the respondents.  The percent of proportions of who will fall into the positive and 

negative domain provides the naïve forecast when respondents are responding to one category, i.e. 

pricing.  The responses are categorized as binary responses; the dependent variable can be established 

as 1. 

Logistic regression, also called a logit model, is used to model dichotomous outcome 

variables. In the logit model the log odds of the outcome is modeled as a linear combination of the 

predictor variable.  Logistic Regression uses a different method for estimating the parameters, which 

gives better results–better meaning unbiased, with lower variances.  Logit Models for Binary Data 

are regression models for dichotomous data, including logistic regression and probit analysis. These 

models are appropriate when the response takes one of only two possible values representing success 

and failure, or more generally the presence or absence of an attribute of interest.  (Rodriguez, G., 

2007).  

Domain of response of (-) is assigned for relative values 1 and 2 while (+) domain of response 

for relative value of 3 and 4. 

 

 

RESULTS 

Table 5-10 summarizes the demographic profile of the respondents 

Table 5. Respondents’ Age 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 6. Respondents’ Civil Status 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 7. Respondents’ Educational Attainment 

 

 

 

 

Age Frequency Percentage 

21 2 2.00% 

22 3 3.00% 

24 1 1.00% 

25 4 4.00% 

26 4 4.00% 

27 7 7.00% 

28 11 11.00% 

29 3 3.00% 

30 10 10.00% 

31 3 3.00% 

32 5 5.00% 

33 11 11.00% 

34 9 9.00% 

35 4 4.00% 

36 4 4.00% 

37 6 6.00% 

38 4 4.00% 

40 1 1.00% 

44 2 2.00% 

 

CATEGORY 

Freque

ncy Percent 

 

Single 

 

77 

 

77.0% 

Married 4 4.0% 

Separated 6 6.0% 

Living with 

Partner 

13 13.0% 

 Totals 100 100.0% 

CATEGORY 

Frequenc

y Percent 
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Table 8. Respondents’ Occupation/Employment Level 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 9. Respondents’ Residency Type Demographics 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 10.  Respondents’ Monthly Income Demographics 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

45 2 2.00% 

48 3 3.00% 

50 1 1.00% 

Totals 100 100% 

Without 

College 

4 4.0% 

College 

Graduate 

62 62.0% 

With Post 

Graduate 

34 34.0% 

 Totals 100 100.0% 

CATEGORY 

Freque

ncy Percent 

Rank and File 27 27.0% 

Supervisorial to 

Managerial 

40 40.0% 

Self Employed 33 33.0% 

Totals 100 100.0% 

CATEGORY 

Frequen

cy Percent 

Own House 34 34.0% 

Rented 31 31.0% 

Living with Parents 

/ Relatives 

35 35.0% 

 Totals 100 100.0% 

CATEGORY 

Frequenc

y Percent 

P20,000 and 

below 

29 29.0% 

P20,001 - P40,000  33 33.0% 
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4Ps of Marketing 

Tables 11 to 12 present the mean responses on the Promotion and Price 

 

Table 11.  Promotion 

 

Indicators Mean 
Qualitative 

Description 

1. Rebates, coupons for 

discounts, samples, 

freebies, contests with 

prizes or loyalty rewards 

affect positively your 

purchasing decision on 

the product/services 

accompanied by these 

sales promotions. 

3.04 Agree 

2. Advertisements 

featuring openly gay 

personalities (Boy 

Abunda/ Rustom Padilla) 

or known gay icons 

(Madonna/Lady Gaga) 

affect positively your 

purchasing decision on 

the product/service being 

promoted. 

2.37 Disagree 

3. Corporate sponsorship 

for gay causes affects 

positively your 

purchasing decision on 

their products/services. 

2.84 Agree 

4. Advertisements aired 

during televised events 

with gay following (Miss 

Universe pageant/Project 

Runway) affect positively 

your purchasing decision 

on the product/service 

advertised. 

2.49 Disagree 

P40,001 and 

above 

38 38.0% 

 Totals 100 100.0% 
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FACTOR AVERAGE 2.69 Agree 

 

Table 12. PRICE 

 

Indicators Mean 

Qualitativ

e 

Descriptio

n 

1. Low price of a 

product/service affect 

positively your purchasing 

decision on that 

good/service. 

3.14 Agree 

2. A “Buy one-take one” 

offer for a certain product 

affects positively your 

purchasing decision on 

that product. 

3.11 Agree 

3. Discount for bulk 

orders/subscriptions 

offered for a 

product/service sold 

affects positively your 

purchasing decision of the 

product/service. 

3.12 Agree 

4. You are inclined to 

purchase exclusive 

products/services with 

high price. 

2.59 Agree 

FACTOR AVERAGE 2.99 Agree 

 

 

Kalman Model of Brand Communities 

Tables 13-16 show the means of the responses of the 100 respondents on the factors of the Kalman’s 

Brand Community Model stages of PROSPECTS, NON COMMITALS, BRAND ADMIRERS and 

BRAND ENTHUSIASTS.  

 

 

 

TABLE 13. Prospects 

Indicators Mean 

Qualitative 

Description 

1. You have strong 

brand notion/s on a 

product/service 

based on last 

3.18 Agree 
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experience but you 

are still on the 

phase of 

considering that 

product/service as 

your brand of 

choice. 

2. You were 

exposed to 

marketing 

promotions of a 

certain 

product/service 

and you're still 

considering that 

product/service as 

your brand of 

choice. 

2.93 Agree 

3. You have 

expressed interest 

on a 

product/service. 

3.27 Strongly 

Agree 

FACTOR 

AVERAGE 

3.13 Agree 

 

Table 14. Non Committals 

Indicators Mean 

Qualitativ

e 

Descriptio

n 

1. You purchase 

products/services 

out of convenience. 

2.95 Agree 

2. You purchase 

products/services 

out of habit. 

2.79 Agree 

3. You purchase 

products/services 

with minimal 

searching & 

evaluation of 

alternatives. 

2.39 Agree 

FACTOR 

AVERAGE 

2.71 Agree 

 

Table 15. Brand Admirers 
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Table 16. Brand Enthusiasts 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4Ps of Marketing and the Kalman Model of Brand Community 

This section presents the empirical evidence whether gay market profile exists.  Using the 

Kalman’s model of brand communities, the paper explores how marketing mix affects the creation 

Indicators Mean 

Qualitativ

e 

Descriptio

n 

1. You have a strong 

brand notion based on 

last experience and you 

prefer that brand. 

3.13 Agree 

2. You are exposed to 

marketing promotions of 

a certain product/service 

and you prefer that 

brand. 

2.75 Agree 

3. You prefer a brand of 

a certain product/service 

3.10 Agree 

FACTOR AVERAGE 2.99 Agree 

Indicators Mean 

Qualitati

ve 

Descripti

on 

1. You have a strong 

brand notion based on 

last experience and you 

prefer and refer that 

brand to others. 

3.20 Agree 

2. You are exposed to 

marketing promotions of 

a certain product/service 

and you prefer and refer 

that brand to others. 

2.88 Agree 

3. You prefer and refer a 

product/service to 

others. 

3.18 Agree 

FACTOR AVERAGE 3.09 Agree 
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of a gay market profile.   The uses the logit model to determine the probabilistic score for each 

indicator of the brand community.  A mean score is generated from the probabilistic score in order 

to determine the contribution of each marketing mix indicators to the brand community. The result 

of the statistical tool such as the Nagelkerke pseudo R squared was used to interpret the over-all 

effect of the marketing mix to the brand communities.  To determine the impact of the marketing 

mix to the Kalman’s model of brand communities, the percentage predicted correct without the 

marketing mix indicators is compared with the percentage correct with the marketing mix indicators.  

Any change in the percentage predicted, imply that marketing mix changes the stages of the Kalman 

Model of brand community.   To determine the change in the percentage predicted, the t-test was 

used to test for significant difference.   The t-test provides the test for the third hypothesis whether 

or not the variations in the Kalman Model of brand community are explained by the marketing mix.  

This section answers also the fourth hypothesis whether or not the gay market is homogenous or not.  

Further, the result of the study provides implications on the changes in the stages of the brand 

community, meaning, do brand communities occur in chronological stages or they occur 

simultaneously with the introduction of marketing mix.  

Of the four marketing mix as the cause of variation in the Kalman Model, product and place 

do not cause any variation in the brand community.  The over-all result of the study shows that 

promotion and price are the major determinants of the Kalman Model of brand community. The 

discussions are presented as follows: 

 

Table 17 shows the effect of the indicators of Promotion on the indicators for each of the 4 stages 

of the Kalman Model of Brand Community. 

 

 

 

 

 

Where:   

P1.1 to P1.4- indicators #1 to #4 of promotion (refer to table 11) 

B1.1to B1.3- indicators of Prospects (refer to table 13)  

B2.1to B2.3- indicators of Non-Committals (refer to table 14)  

B3.1to B3.3- indicators of Brand Admirers (refer to table 15) 

B4.1to B4.3- indicators of Brand Enthusiasts (refer to table 16)  

  

 

 Table 17 shows that about 3.6 percent to 19.9 percent shows that the variations in the brand 

communities can be explained by the different indicators of promotion.  The coefficient of the 

indicators for promotion can increase or decrease the probability of promotion as a major reason for 

the variations in the Kalman’s Model of Brand Community.  The result of the study shows that 

promotion causes much of the variations among brand enthusiasts relative to the other stages of brand 

communities.  Minor variations are observed among prospects, non-committals and brand admirers.  

These observations are validated by the changes in the results of the percentage predicted with the 

indicators and without the indicators.  The largest change in the predicted percentage is found among 

the brand enthusiasts.  This implies that the significant impact of promotion explains the difference 

between the predicted percentage changes. The implication of the results of the study means that 

promotion creates a brand community among gay markets.  This means gay markets are brand 

enthusiast given appropriate promotion.  The result of the study also indicates that the Kalman Model 
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of brand community do not follow a chronology in creating brand community, instead what the study 

reveal is a gay market that can be at any stage of a brand community given promotion. The study 

further implies that promotion hastens or facilitates the maturity of a gay market from being merely 

prospect to brand enthusiast.  Finally the result means that promotion helps build a homogenous gay 

market, but on one hand, promotion creates a heterogeneous group among the gay market.  

The table indicates that promotion is likely to positively affect the purchasing behavior of the 

brand enthusiast.  The findings can be contextualized along televised events with gay following (Miss 

Universe pageant/Project Runway) and advertisements featuring openly gay personalities (Boy 

Abunda/ Rustom Padilla) or known gay icons (Madonna/Lady Gaga) if the factors of Brand 

Table 17. Promotion and the Kalman Model of Brand Community 

    PROMOTION STATISTICAL RESULTS   

KALMAN 

MODEL 

OF 

BRAND 

COMMUN

ITIES Indicat

ors P1.1 

 

 

 

 

P1.2. 

 

 

 

 

P1.3 

 

 

 

 

P1.4 

     

MEAN 

  

Nagelkerk

e 

% 

Predicte

d  

Correct 

without 

Variabl

es 

% 

Predic

ted 

Correc

t with 

Variab

les 

% 

Changes 

Prospects 

B1.1.    

    
-1.034 -.084 -20.279 

-

2.128 

(0.09

5) 

     

0.83000  
.130 83.0 81.0 

-2 

B1.2.   
1.473 

(.025) 
.490 

1.422 

(.033) 
-.648 

     

0.83000  
.152 83.0 82.0 

-1 

B1.3.  

-22.001 -22.348 -19.670 

-

22.48

7 

.830000

0 
.199 83.0 88.0 

5 

Non-

Committals 

B2.1.  
.552 .015 

1.119 

(0.035) 
.500 

     

0.44000  
.036 56.0 56.0 

0 

B2.2.    

    
-.105 .205 

0.990 

(.059) 
.691 

     

0.44000  
.080 56.0 59.0 

3 

B2.3.    

    
-.179 .383 -.081 .275 

.440000

0 
.072 56.0 60.0 

4 

Brand 

Admirers 

B3.1.    

    

1.624 

(.067) 
-.874 -.679 -.399 

     

0.76000  
.139 76.0 78.0 

2 

B3.2.    

    
.890 -.809 -.807 -.488 

     

0.76000  
.140 76.0 75.0 

-1 

B3.3.    

    

1.179 

(.093) 
.099 -.892 -.616 

.760000

0 
.037 76.0 76.0 

0 

Brand 

Enthusiasts 

B4.1 
.435 1.431 .587 

2.355 

(.055) 

     

0.50000  
.111 50.0 60.0 

10 

B4.2.  
-.283 

1.314 

(.063) 
-.635 

1.480 

(.040) 

     

0.50000  
.104 50.0 61.0 

11 

B4.3.  . 1.806 

(.014) 
.671 .469 

1.827 

(.037) 

.500000

0 
.115 50.0 59.0 

9 

  t-test             0.03 

Interpretation:  Significant, There is a brand community among gay market. 
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Communities are taken into account.  Media created a lot of awareness among the gay community 

making them a homogenous group more than ever.   

The openness of society to also embrace the gay community as a sexual preference brings to 

the fore iconic gay personalities used in promoting brands to create a truly gay brand community. 

 

Table 18 shows the effect of the Price on the indicators for each of the 4 stages of the Kalman 

Model of Brand Community. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Where:   

P2.1 to P2.4- indicators #1 to #4 of price (refer to table 12) 

B1.1to B1.3- indicators of Prospects (refer to table 15)  

B2.1to B2.3- indicators of Non-Committals (refer to table 16)  

B3.1to B3.3- indicators of Brand Admirers (refer to table 17) 

B4.1to B4.3- indicators of Brand Enthusiasts (refer to table 18)  

 

 

Table 20 shows that about 4 percent to 34.4 percent shows that the variations in the brand 

communities can be explained by the different indicators of price.  The coefficient of the indicators 

for price can increase or decrease the probability of promotion as a major reason for the variations 

in the Kalman’s Model of Brand Community.  The result of the study shows that price causes much 

of the variations among brand enthusiasts relative to the other brand communities.  Minor variations 

are observed among prospects, non-committals and brand admirers.  These observations are validated 

by the changes in the results of the percentage predicted with the indicators and without the 

indicators.  The 2nd largest change in the predicted percentage is found among the brand enthusiasts.  

The largest change, higher by 1% than brand enthusiasts, is on Non-committals but price showed no 

variation in term of this stage. This implies that the significant impact of price explains the difference 

between the predicted percentage changes. The implication of the results of the study means that 
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price creates a brand community among gay markets.  This means gay markets are brand enthusiast 

given appropriate pricing techniques.  The result of the study also indicates that the Kalman Model 

of Brand Community do not follow a chronology in creating brand community, instead what the 

study reveal is a gay market that can be at any stage of a brand community given price. The study 

further implies that price hastens or facilitates the maturity of a gay market from being merely 

prospect to brand enthusiast.  Finally the result means that price helps build a homogenous gay 

market, but on one hand, price creates a heterogeneous group among the gay market.  

 

DISCUSSIONS 

Table. 18. Price and the Kalman Model of Brand Community 

    PRICE STATISTICAL RESULTS   

KALMAN 

MODEL 

OF 

BRAND 

COMMU

NTIES 

Indica

tor 

P2.1 P2.2 P2.3 P2.3 

MEAN Nagelk

erke 

% 

Predic

ted  

Correc

t 

witho

ut 

Variab

les 

% 

Predicted 

Correct 

with 

Variables 

% 

Changes 

Prospects 

B1.1  

  
2.499 

(.041) 
.013 

-

1.274 
-.878 0.81000 0.150 

             

81.00  

             

82.00  
           

1.00  

B1.2  

      

1.236 

(0.06

1) 

1.925 

(.002) 
-.590 .174 0.81000 0.091 

             

81.00  

             

83.00  
           

2.00  

B1.3. 

       

-

21.01

0 

-

1.064 

-

19.10

8 

-.211 0.81000 0.103 
             

81.00  

             

81.00  
               -    

Non-

Committal

s 

B2.1  

   
0.668 

-

0.369 

-

0.118 
-.524 0.79000 0.167 

             

79.00  

             

79.00                 -    

B2.2  

      
.241 .408 .284 .0386 0.79000 0.344 

             

79.00  

             

84.00  

           

5.00  

B2.3  

      
.525 .562 1.259 -.606 0.79000 0.191 

             

79.00  

             

82.00  

           

3.00  

Brand 

Admirers 

B3.1  

      1.568 .582 .089 .416 
0.86000 0.063 

             

86.00  

             

86.00                 -    

B3.2    

.810 .470 .774 -.957 
0.86000 0.071 

             

86.00  

             

86.00                 -    

B3.3    1.356 

(.041) 

1.295 

(0.49) -.041 -.357 0.86000 0.084 

             

86.00  

             

86.00                 -    

Brand 

Enthusiast

s 

B4.1   -

2.776 

(.074) 

1.739 

(.048) 
1.531 0.416 

0.54000 0.027 

             

54.00  

             

56.00  

           

2.00  

B4.2    
-

1.120 
0.914 0.577 0.979 

0.54000 0.040 

             

54.00  

             

54.00                 -    

B4.3    -

0.077 

1.387 

(0.53) 

-

0.764 1.071 0.54000 0.054 

             

54.00  

             

59.00  

           

5.00  

  t-test             0.02 

Interpretation:  Significant, There is a brand community among gay market. 
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The first aim of the study is to have a demographic profile of the respondents who identify 

themselves as gay.   These profile are: age, civil status, educational attainment, 

occupation/employment level, residence type and monthly income. 

The study also tested the respondents agreeability on four indicators for each of the four P’s 

of marketing: Promotion, Price, Place and Product with the purpose of profiling them in terms of the 

4Ps. 

Three indicators for each of the four stages of the Kalman Model of Brand Community: 

Prospects, Non Committals, Brand Admirers and Brand Enthusiasts were asked of the respondents 

with the aim of profiling them as to what stage or stages they respondents are in or if they are in any 

of the stages. 

Both primary and secondary sources of information were used for this purpose.  Primary data 

was collected using a questionnaire-checklist designed by the researcher. In the study, all Filipino 

male homosexuals constitute the population of the study. In order to reach the target number of 

respondents, the Random Snowball Sampling Method was employed to reach 100 respondents, a 

reasonable number that may represent the whole population. Random Snowball Sampling Method is 

a non-probability sampling technique used for populations that are not easily identifiable, accessible 

or if so may not be willing to participate in the conduct of the study, like drug users, sex workers, or 

for this case, male homosexual Filipinos.  

The questionnaires were subjected to pretesting and yielded a reliability statistics Cronbach 

Alpha ratio of 0.895. Reliability Analysis is a technique done to determine if the questionnaires 

contain cohesiveness and overall consistency as measured by the Cronbach Alpha ratio. The 

acceptable hurdle rate for the Cronbach Alpha ratio is 0.800. 

The data provided by the questionnaire was corroborated through unstructured interviews. 

Secondary data was also used in the study, which were based on information derived from previous 

researches, reference books and published and online articles related to this research. 

Descriptive-Diagnostic Method was utilized to achieve the objectives of this research. 

Descriptive researches are studies concerned with describing the characteristics of a particular group, 

while the Diagnostic method determines the association of one variable to another variable (Kothari, 

2004). 

The data was statistically processed using the software, Statistical Package for the Social 

Science (SPSS). These were analyzed using frequency, measures of central tendency, particularly 

the statistical mean.  

 

Demographics Profile 

Overwhelming majority of the respondents are young adults aged 21 to 40.  45% are from 

the 21-30 age range and 47% are from the 31-40 range.   Only 8% are from the middle adulthood 

range.   

Seventy-seven out of the 100 respondents are single at the time the survey was conducted.  

This figure significantly outnumbered the other statuses and is distantly followed by respondents 

living with a partner.  

The respondents are highly educated which may correspond to higher placement in their 

career and predisposed to run their own business.  96% of the respondents are at least college 

graduate. In terms of employment 40% of the respondents hold supervisorial and managerial 

positions while 33% are self employed.  

On the demographic of home ownership, the rates are almost equally distributed to the three 

categories.  34% own their home while 31% are renting and 35 % of the respondents live with the 

parents and or relatives. 
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The respondents show higher monthly income versus the 2012 national average of P 

19,500.00 per family where a family are more likely to have two income earners.   Finally, 71% of 

the respondents earn more than PhP 20,000.00. 

In summary, the prominent profile of the respondents is single young adults with college 

education.  They are either gainfully employed or run their own business.  They either own their 

residence, a tenant or living with parents. 

 

Marketing Mix. 

Promotion, Price, Place and Product all have a factor average with a qualitative description 

of agree.  Price has the highest average mean while product has the lowest.  Only under Promotion 

where the qualitative description of disagree appeared in individual factors.  On individual factors, 

watching gay films and gay television shows have the highest mean.  The lowest factor is that of gay 

personalities’ endorsement with a qualitative endorsement of disagree.   

In summary the prominent profile of the respondents is consumers reactive to all the 4Ps of 

marketing.  Promotion, Price, Product and Place affect their purchasing decision in almost similar 

degree.  They are most responsive to price and least responsive to promotions especially from product 

and service endorsements from gay personalities and on advertisements aired during gay-

themed/patronized shows.  The study shows that the respondents support gay media. 

 

Kalman Model of Brand Community 

 The respondents are present in all the four stages of the Kalman Model of Brand Community.  

They are most present under PROSPECTS and BRAND ENTHUSIASTS.  Among the indicators, 

the respondents are most agreeable on the Prospect indicator of having expressed interest on 

product/service and followed by the Brand Enthusiasts indicator of preferring and referring a 

product/service to others.  They are least agreeable on the non-committal indicator of purchasing 

products/services with minimal searching and evaluation of alternatives. 

 In summary the respondents’ general profile in terms of the Kalman Model of Brand 

Community is that they are most likely in the stage of Prospects and Brand Enthusiasts.  These means 

they either have not purchased a certain product/service or they are enthusiastic users and referrers 

of a product/service. 

 

Proposed Modified Model 

Plotting the results of the study to the original Kalman Model of Brand Community we can 

create an alternate path from the traditional phasing where Prospects matures to be Non Committals, 

Brand Admirers and finally become Brand Enthusiasts. Data from table 19 and table 20 show that 

the marketing factors of Price and Promotion can move Prospects to Brand Enthusiast bypassing the 

middle stages of Brand Admirers and Non Committals.   

 

Figure 4. Marketing Mix Enhanced Kalman Brand Community Model  
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Tables 17 and 28 provide marketers with a good reference on how to work out the marketing mix 

when it comes to the gay community and the gay market.  They show that concentrating on the 

factors of price and promotion would allows them to convert their consumers to be brand enthusiasts.  

Future Research 

A more comprehensive study on the Philippine gay market should include cultural and 

psychological factors.  Since these factors are influencer of consumer behavior it will help establish 

a market profile with corresponding consumption pattern.   

It would also be insightful if a study would focus on the dynamics between the demographic 

profile and the 4P’s of marketing and the stages of the Kalman Model of Brand community. 

Finally a study of the Philippine gay market profiling their consumer behavior on various 

industries would be most useful to marketers. 
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ABSTRACT 

In the learning environment, the teaching styles and learning styles are two important aspects  that 

needed attention in order to attain the desired learning among students. However, there are many 

instances that a question arises whether the matching of teachers’ teaching styles and students’ 

learning styles affect the academic performance of the students. Thus, this study was conducted to 

determine if the Accountancy teachers’ teaching styles and the accountancy students’ learning 

styles are congruent and if these said variables affect the students’ academic performance. As to 

information type, this study is a qualitative and quantitative and it utilized 

descriptive-comparative-correlational method. The respondents were composed of 194 students 

(120 3
rd 

year Bachelor of Science in Accountancy and 74 4
th 

year Bachelor of Science in 

Accountancy) and 14 faculty members (part time/full time). The main tool that was utilized in 

gathering data was a survey questionnaire. The gathered data from the respondents were 

statistically treated using the Statistical Packages and Service Solutions (SPSS) using percentages, 

frequency, mean scores, standard deviation and Pearson r product moment correlation to determine 

the extent of relationship of the learning and teaching styles. Correlation analysis was used to test 

the significant difference. Findings indicate that 77 of the students preferred only one teaching 

style and this is congruent with the teaching styles used by the 
teachers. The results further reveal that there is no significant relationship between the teaching 

styles and learning styles and the students’ academic performance. 

 

Keywords: Teaching Styles, Learning Styles, Congruence, Academic Performance 

 

INTRODUCTION 

“Teacher holds a vital position in the learning process as he shares his knowledge that ushers the 

learners to achieve their goals and motivate them as well. Therefore, teacher’s responsibility is not 

only to teach the lesson but also to go beyond to sustain the need of his students” (Marchessani, 

2007, p102). Teachers facilitate the learning of students and motivate them to achieve their 

educational aspirations. It is then the accountability of the teacher to create an environment that is 

responsive to the learning process of students. With this, teachers need therefore to look at their 

teaching styles if these respond effectively and proactively to the academic needs of their students 

and if these help in the creation of an environment that supports the students’ learning styles. 

 

According to Conti (2004) as cited by Qiao and Liu (n.d.), the term teaching style refers to the 

distinct qualities displayed by a teacher that are consistent from situation to situation regardless of 
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the material being taught. The use of teaching styles attracts students’ interest to learn fast in a 

given subject matter. Whatever teaching styles that a teacher uses, it somehow affects the way the 

students learn. But in a study conducted by Matthew Peacock as cited by Castañeda, Juris, 

Ramos (2008) it was posited that a mismatch between the teaching styles and learning styles lead 

to failure, frustration, and demotivation of the learner. 

 

However, effective learning process does not depend on the teacher’s teaching styles alone but 

also on the student’s learning styles as well. It is important to know the different learning styles of 

students so that the need of every students will be catered to. In the learning environment of 

students, learning style is also an important component. As defined by A. Kolb as cited by Ellag 

et al (2011), learning styles are the different approaches or ways of learning. Dr. Rita Dunn, one 

of the pioneers of Dunn and Dunn Learning Style Model claimed that students can learn anything 

as long as the teaching methods used are matched with their learning styles. And to achieve 

academic excellence therefore, students must be guided with the proper teaching styles so that 

lessons will be absorbed and will be understood immediately. 

 

The School of Accountancy (SOA) is continuously adhering to Saint Mary’s University’s (SMU) 

vision to relentlessly pursue excellence in education for local and global relevance and 

responsiveness. With this adherence of the SOA to SMU’s vision-mission, the accounting teachers 

face a big challenge in imparting their knowledge, ideas and competencies to the accountancy 

students for they are considered as backbone of the students’ learning process. They play a vital 

and crucial role in producing and molding accountable, credible, and transparent Certified Public 

Accountants (CPAs) in the industry. 

 

To continuously observe and achieve what SOA of SMU envisions for its accountancy graduates, 

the faculty of the SOA continues to equipped themselves with different teaching styles, methods 

and strategies through the different seminars they are attending to in order to have various effective 

ways of delivering and imparting the content of curriculum and to proactively cater to the different 

learning styles of their students who are the center of the learning process. The question is, do 

accountancy teachers’ teaching styles effectively meet and cater their students’ learning styles and 

techniques? In other words, do Accountancy teachers’ of SMU teaching styles congruent with the 

learning styles of their students? Another question is, do the teaching styles of the accountancy 

teachers significantly and greatly affect the academic performance of their students? 

 

It is in this context that the researchers got very much interested in determining the various teaching 

styles that accounting teachers employ in the learning process of the students. It also seeks to 

identify the different learning styles that accountancy students adopt to cope with their lessons. 

Hence, it is necessary to find out the congruence of accounting teacher’s teaching styles with the 

accountancy student’s learning styles in relation to the academic performance of the students in 

their accounting and accounting related subjects. 

 

Thus, this study was primarily conducted to determine the congruence of the accounting teachers’ 

teaching styles and accountancy students’ learning styles in relation to the students’ academic 

performance. 

 

 

METHODOLOGY 
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Research Design 
This study is qualitative-quantitative type as to information and it utilized descriptive- 

comparative-correlational methods. A descriptive survey was applied in studying the learning 

styles of the student- respondents (BSA III & IV students) and the teaching styles of accountancy 

teachers. It also determined the general weighted average grade of the students on accounting and 

accounting related subjects. Comparative analysis was used to determine the congruence of the 

accountancy students’ learning styles and accountancy teachers’ teaching styles.  Correlational 

analysis was used in determining whether the accountancy students’ learning styles and 

accountancy teachers’ teaching styles are significantly related to the students’ academic 

performance as measured by the students’ general weighted average grade. 

 

Research Locale 

The study was conducted at Saint Mary’s University (SMU) School of Accountancy which is 

located at Bayombong, Nueva Vizcaya. SMU is a premier CICM Catholic Institution of learning 

that upholds excellence and passion for mission through communion and innovation. Moreover, 

SMU continuously envisions to produce and form quality Christian graduates who exemplify 

excellence, innovation and Passion for Christ’s Mission. 

 

The Respondents 

The respondents of the study were fourteen faculty members of the School of Accountancy (part 

time and full time) both CPAs and Non-CPAs who are teaching accounting and accounting related 

subjects and one hundred ninety four students (3
rd 

year and 4
th 

year) who were officially enrolled 

in accounting and accounting related subjects in the S.Y. 2013-2014. 

 

Research Instrument 

The data for the study was gathered through document scanning and survey questionnaire. 

Document review was used to gather the list of students togetherwith their  general weighted 

average grade on Accounting and Accounting related subjects. 

A survey questionnaire was used to gather relevant and pertinent data such as students’ and 

teachers’ profile and information regarding the learning styles of Accountancy students and 

teaching styles of accountancy teachers. Students’ Learning Styles consist of 60 questions which 

were distributed equally to the different learning styles and 40 questions for preferred teaching 

styles of students and these were converted to questions for accountancy teachers’  teaching styles. 

Statistical Treatment of Data 

The frequency, percentage, mean score, standard deviation and Pearson r product  moment were 

used to present the students’ learning styles, students’ preferred teaching styles and accountancy 

teachers teaching styles. To determine if there is a significant relationship that exists when the 

students’ learning styles and accounting teachers’ teaching styles are correlated with  the students’ 

academic performance as measured by the students’ general weighted average  mean scores, a 

correlation analysis was used. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Table1. The Teachers’ Teaching Styles 

Teaching Style Frequency Percentage 

FA 6 42.86% 

E 4 28.57% 

P 2 14.29% 

E,FA,P,D 1 7.14% 

E,FA,D 1 7.14% 

Total 14 100.00% 

Legend: E- Expert, F- Facilitator, FA- Formal  Authorit, D Delegator, P- Personal 

Model 

 

As shown in table 1, the biggest percentage of teaching style used by the teachers of Accountancy 

is “Formal Authority” (6 out of 14, 42.86%). This is followed by “Expert” teaching style (4 out of 

14 or 28.57%). Although, there are two remaining teachers who use more than two teaching styles, 

they can be classified as including the expert or the formal authority. Only a few teachers 

considered using “Demonstrator” (2 out of 14, 14.29%) as their teaching style. Accordingly, it can 

be summarized that the Accountancy teachers’ primary teaching style is formal authority and 

expert in imparting or transmitting knowledge to their students. 

Although two of the teacher possesses a combination of primary teaching styles (E,FA,P,D and 

E,FA,D) these teachers have in their combined styles the two commonly used teaching styles of 

accountancy instructors which are “Formal Authority” and “Expert”. This simply reinforces the 

finding that the teaching styles commonly used among the teachers in the Accountancy department 

are the Formal Authority and expert styles. 

 

Table 2. Preferred Teaching Styles of BSA III and BSA IV Accountancy Students 

Preferred Teaching Styles frequency Percentage 

E 55 28.35% 

F 37 19.07% 

E,F 21 10.82% 

E,P,F 13 6.70% 

P 13 6.70% 

D 11 5.67% 

FA 7 3.61% 

E,P 6 3.09% 

P,F 6 3.09% 

E,D 4 2.06% 

E,F,D 3 1.55% 

E,FA,P 3 1.55% 

E,P,F,D 3 1.55% 

E,FA,F 2 1.03% 

E,P,D 2 1.03% 

FA,P 2 1.03% 

E,FA 1 0.52% 
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E,FA,P,D 1 0.52% 

E,FA,P,F 1 0.52% 

E,FA,P,F,D 1 0.52% 

F,D 1 0.52% 

FA,D 1 0.52% 

Total 194 100.00% 

Legend: E- Expert, F- Facilitator, FA- Formal Authority, D- Delegator, P- Personal Model 

 

Considering the five basic teaching styles (without combination), Table 2 shows that the biggest 

percentage of students preferred the “Expert” teaching style (55 out of 194, 28.35%) followed by 

“Facilitator” teaching style (38 out of 194, 19.59%) , Personal model (13, 6.70%) , Delegator (11, 

5.67%) and Formal Authority (7, 3.61%). However, considering the basic and in combination with 

others the “expert” teaching style is preferable by 116 out of 194 (59.8%) of the students. The 

“facilitator” is preferred by 103 out of 194 (53.10%), the “personal model” by 51 out of 194 

(26.3%), the “delegator” by 27 out of 194 (13.9%) and the “formal authority” by 

17 out of 194 (8.7%). 

 

In general, the Accountancy students prefer to have a teacher who possesses the characteristic of 

an “Expert” teaching style and or a facilitator teacher. The above finding implies that majority of 

the Accountancy students prefer “Expert” or “facilitator” or better a combination of the two styles 

as their teacher’s primary teaching style. These students, according to Grasha (1996) “want their 

teachers to display detailed knowledge” and who is competent enough to challenge students to 

enhance their competence” if not they prefer teachers who could function as their guide in their 

learning process. 

 

Although considered a small minority group of 26%, students who prefer a “personal model” 

should not be overlooked. They want their teachers demonstrate the skills they are supposed to 

learn. They are encouraged to work through the role model they see on their teachers. 

 

Likewise, a small fraction of the students prefer “Delegator” as a teaching style to be  used by their 

teachers. They want their teacher to let them work independently. This is the exact opposite of the 

smallest percentage of students prefer the “Formal Authority” who want their teachers to set rules 

as guides to follow in their learning process. 

 

Table 3. The Students Learning Styles 

Learning Styles frequency Percentage 

COL 61 31.44% 

P 40 20.62% 

D 32 16.49% 

I 15 7.73% 

COL,D 10 5.15% 

COL,P 10 5.15% 

I,P 5 2.58% 

COM 4 2.06% 

D,P 4 2.06% 

COL,D,P 2 1.03% 
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I,COL 2 1.03% 

I,D 2 1.03% 

A 1 0.52% 

COL,COM 1 0.52% 

I,A,COL 1 0.52% 

I,COL,D 1 0.52% 

I,COL,D,COM,P 1 0.52% 

I,COL,D,P 1 0.52% 

I,COL,P 1 0.52% 

Total 194 100.00% 

Legend: I- Independent, D- Dependent, A- Avoidant, COM- Competitive, COL- Collaborative, 

P- Participant 

 

Table 3 shows that the biggest percentage of students use the “Collaborative” (61 out of 

194, 31.44%). This is followed by “Participant” learning style (40 out of 194, 20.62%). 

“Dependent” learning style is third (32 out of 194, 16.49%). Next to dependent is the 

“Independent” learning style (15 out of 194, 7.73%). Competitive learning style is used by four  of 

the respondents (4 out of 194, 2.06%). One of the students possess “Avoidant” learning style 

having the least percentage (1 out of 194, 0.52%). All the other respondents have more than one 

learning styles. Accordingly, it can be summarized that almost half of the Accountancy students 

use “Collaborative” as their learning style. 

According to Yong, et. al. (2007), students who use Collaborative as their learning style like 

to study with other people and they tend to cooperate in small-group discussions. This learning 

style has the characteristic of give and take relationship. Students acquire ideas and share it with 

others to enhance more their understanding on that particular topic. This can be seen in the 

established program of the School of Accountancy which is the SSGP (Social Study Group 

Program). Accountancy students are social learners. 

According to Grasha (1996) as cited by Uzuntiryaki (2007), students whose learning style 

is “Participant” want to be part in the classroom discussions. They are very active and they respond 

to their teachers most of the times. In the study of Bahar (2009), he found out that participant 

learners enjoy learning and take every chance to be part in any learning situation with enthusiasm. 

Dependent learning style implies that these students greatly depend on what the teachers tell them 

to do. They do not exert effort to consult other references and they tend not to have initiative to do 

more than what they are required to do. Yong, et. al. (2007) discussed that learner with Dependent 

learning style like a teacher-oriented class. 

 

Figure 1. Profile of Students’ Academic Performance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Legend: 1 – 96-100 (Distinguished), 4 – 78-83 (Good), 2 – 90-95 (Excellent), 5 – 75- 
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As can be seen in figure 1, majority (113 out of 194, 58.25%) of the students performed very good 

in class (grade above 84 to 89) or with a quality point index (QPI) of 2 to 2.25 in which case are 

classified as dean’s listers if they have no grade lower than 78 to 80 or a QPI of and carry a 

minimum load of 18 units during the previous semester as stated in the Saint Mary’s University 

Undergraduate Student Handbook, 2011 Edition, pp. 39, 47. 

 

Forty one (21.13%) are all academic scholars (grade of 90 % and above) while forty (40, 20.62%) 

garnered grade below 84%. These groups are for further evaluation for continuance or non-

continuance to the BSA degree. Based on the 1
st 

semester grades of the S.Y. 2013-2014, it can be 

seen that among the respondents, there are twenty-two (22) academic scholars and 36 dean’s 

listers. The factors that explain this scenario include situations like some students have incomplete 

grades and some do not have the regular load for that semester and the researchers only considered 

the Accounting and Accounting related subjects. On the other hand, taking into consideration the 

total population of the School of Accountancy for that semester, there were 58 entrance scholars, 

177 dean’s listers and 21 academic scholars. 
 

Figure 2. The congruence between accounting teachers’ teaching style and accountancy 

students’   preferred teaching styles 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 shows that 77 of the student-respondents have only one preferred teaching style that 

matched with the teaching styles used by the teachers. The figure also implies that a total of 157 

student-respondents have at least one preferred teaching style matched with the teachers’ teaching 

styles used while there are 37 respondents whose preferred teaching styles did not match with the 

teachers’ teaching styles. 

 

It can be inferred that the 37 respondents have hard time to adapt with the teachers’ teaching styles 

because the teachers were not able to meet the needs of these students and the teacher themselves 

do not know or do not have any idea of the learning styles used by these students. On the other 

hand, students were not flexible enough to adjust with the teachers’ teaching styles in order to cope 

up with the lesson. The mismatch of the teachers’ teaching styles and the students’ preferred 

teaching styles leads to the difficulty on the learning experience of  the students. According to 

Schmeck, as cited by Kurt Ruhnau (2006), the mismatch of these styles could lead to complete 

misunderstanding of relevant topics. This is supported by Felder & Silverman (1988) who stated 
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that serious mismatches of the teachers’ teaching style and students’ learning style may lead 

students to be bored, inattentive in class, get discouraged about the course and may conclude that 

they are not good in the subject and may give up. However, Glenn (2009) asserted that no one has 

ever proved that a particular teaching style can be helpful to the students who have one learning 

style and that different learning styles can be harmful to the students. 

However, according to Provitera and Esendal as cited by De Vita (2001), mismatched teaching 

and learning style may enhance the learning process because such mismatch may give the student 

an opportunity to expand the range of his learning style to fit what the teacher is doing. 

 

Moreover, the analysis in this study shows that there is still congruence between the teachers’ 

teaching styles and the students’ preferred teaching styles because almost 80% of the students have 

at least one preferred teaching style that matched with the teaching styles used by the Accounting 

teachers. 

 

 

Table 4. The Correlation between the Learning Styles used by the Students and the Preferred 

Teaching Styles of the students 

 Independe 

nt 

Avoida 

nt 

Collaborati 

ve 

Depende 

nt 

Competiti 

ve 

Participa 

nt 

Expert 0.413 0.176 0.548 0.664 0.211 0.567 

Formal 

Authority 

 

0.354 

 

0.118 

 

0.406 

 

0.484 

 

0.180 

 

0.440 
Personal 

Model 

 

0.341 

 

0.165 

 

0.562 

 

0.611 

 

0.131 

 

0.504 

Facilitator 0.343 0.203 0.591 0.626 0.043 0.503 

Delegator 0.399 0.123 0.507 0.535 0.151 0.525 

Legend: r > critical r ( .254) significantly related @ .01 level, r > critical r ( .195) 

significantly related@ .05 level 

Table 4 summarizes the calculated correlational coefficients using Pearson product moment 

correlation between the students’ preferred teaching styles and their learning styles. The table 

shows that correlation coefficients for Independent, Collaborative, Dependent and Participant 

learning styles has computed coefficients greater than the critical correlation coefficients of .195 

(at .05) or .254 (at .01) across all the teaching styles. This indicates that there is a 95% or 99% 

level of assurance that these learning styles are appropriate to all those teaching styles. Considering 

the magnitude of the correlation coefficients as measure for strength of the two preferences (best 

match), the data shows that independent (r=.413), participant (r=.567) and dependent (r=.664) 

learners work best with expert teachers while collaborative (r=.591) learners work best with 

facilitator teachers. 

 

Avoidant and Competitive have some computed coefficients lower than the critical value of .254 

(@ .05) level which means that the leaning is not significantly correlated to the corresponding 

associated learning style. E.g. only the facilitator is significantly related to avoidant (r=.203 > 

critical r) and only expert is significantly related to competitive learning style (r=.211 > critical r). 
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The congruence of teachers’ teaching styles and BSA III and IV student’ learning styles. 

 

As shown from the previous discussion, teachers commonly used formal authority and expert 

teaching styles that are the same with the preferred teaching style of the students which is expert. 

This teaching style is congruent with the collaborative learning style of the students since this 

learning style is suited to all those type of teaching styles (refer to table 4). 

 

Accordingly, the establish match between the teachers’ teaching styles with the students’ preferred 

teaching style, it could be inferred that there is congruence between the accountancy teachers’ 

teaching styles and the students’ learning styles. 

 

Table 5. Relation between teachers’ teaching styles and students’ learning styles with the 

academic performance of the students. 

No. of 

matched 

teaching styles 

 

F 

 

% 

  

Rank 

 

F 

 

% 

0 37 19.07% 1 0 0.00% 

1 77 39.69% 2 41 21.13% 

2 52 26.80% 3 113 58.25% 

3 23 11.86% 4 40 20.62% 

4 2 1.03% 5 0 0.00% 

5 3 1.55% 6 0 0.00% 

Total 194 100% Total 194 100% 
 

 

Legend: r    > critical  r  (  .254)  significantly  related  @  .01  level, r   > critical  r  ( .195) 

significantly related@ .05 level 

SPTS-  Student’s  Preferred Teaching Style  1 – 96-100 (Distinguished) 

TTS-  Teacher’s Teaching Style 2  –  90-95 (Excellent) 

0- mismatched between  SPTS & TTS 3 – 84-8 (Very Good) 

1- one SPTS matched  with TTS 4 – 78-83         (Good) 

2- two SPTS matched  with TTS 5 – 75-77 (Passing) 

3- three SPTS matched  with TTS 6 – below 75 (Failed) 

4- four SPTS matched with TTS 

5- perfect matched between SPTS & TTS 

 

The correlation between the teachers’ teaching styles and BSA III and BSA IV students’ learning 

styles and the students’ academic performance as measured by the students’ general weighted 

average was computed using the Pearson product moment correlation and the results summarized 

in Table 5 above and complemented in figure 3 below . 

 

Figure 3. Relation between Teachers’ Teaching Styles and Students’ Learning Styles with 

Academics Performance 

 

r= -0.046247 
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The teaching styles of the Accounting teachers and learning styles of BSA III and BSA IV 
and students’ academic performance because the computed coefficient is lower than the critical 
correlation coefficients of .195 (at .05) or .254 (at .01) as visually proven by the points which are 
scattered away from the line. 

 

Even though there is a mismatch between the students’ learning style and teacher’s teaching style, 

some students still get high grades. Some research shows that a  mismatch between the learning 

and teaching style could be a motivation and an opportunity for the students to improve his learning 

process (De Vita, 2001 as cited by Provitera, 2008). On the other hand,  if there is a match between 

the students’ learning style and teacher’s teaching style, some students get low or high grades. 

Stevenson and Dunn (2001), as cited by Ruhnau K. (2006), indicated that a match between the 

students’ learning style and the instructors’ teaching style could enhance the motivation and 

learning process of the students. It means that, for these accountancy respondents, their academic 

performance is not much affected by whether the teaching styles and learning styles are congruent 

or not. 2008). 

 

The findings is the same with the study of Wilson M. (2011) in her study “Students’ Learning 

Style Preferences and Teachers’ Instructional Strategies: Correlation between Matched Styles and 

Academic Achievement” that there is a lack of significant relationship in the matching of the 

learning and teaching styles, and in the students’ academic achievement as measured by their 

grades. 

 

The findings of this study were further supported by the fact that during the freshman  days of the 

student-respondents, 30 out of 74 (40.5%) fourth year student-respondents and 36 out of 120 (30%) 

third years were recognized as entrance scholars because they graduated as valedictorians and 

salutatorians (SMU recognition program in honor of academic & entrance scholars, dean’s listers 

and service grantees, first semester S. Y. 2010-2011, 2011-2012). Thus, it can be concluded that 

accountancy students have above average intelligence quotience(IQ), that from the time the 

students were enrolled in the School of Accountancy they are intellectually independent. 

 

 

 

  

y = -0.157x + 86.687
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CONCLUSIONS 

 

Based on the findings, the following conclusions were made: 

 

1. Majority of the student-respondents prefers expert teaching style wherein students want their 

teachers to have a wide knowledge about the lesson and can explain to the students if 

deviations from standard arise. 

2. Teacher-respondents primary teaching styles are formal authority and expert. They are very 

particular in the rules and standards set by the higher authority and are also knowledgeable 

enough about the topic being discussed. 

3. Student-respondents primary learning style is collaborative. They are social learners oriented 

wherein students learn best when with others. 

4. Majority of the student-respondents performed very good in class. It can be inferred that 

almost half of the students in the School of Accountancy were dean’s listers. 

5. There is congruence between the teacher’s teaching styles and student’s preferred learning 

styles since the same result was found among the two groups of respondents. 

6. Independent, Collaborative, Dependent and Participant learning styles are significantly 

related to all those teaching styles while only avoidant is significantly related to facilitator 

and only competitive is significantly related to expert. 

7. There is congruence between the teacher’s teaching styles and student’s learning styles. 

8. There is no significant relationship between the Accountancy teachers’ teaching styles and 

student’s learning styles and the students’ academic performance. Accountancy students 

can have a good academic performance even if there is a mismatch between their teachers’ 

teaching styles and their learning styles. On the other hand, some students still outperform 

even if there is a match between their teachers’ teaching styles and their learning styles. Thus, 

there are some other factors that may affect the students’ academic performance. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

Based from the findings and conclusions, the following are strongly recommended. 

 

1. The accounting teachers are encouraged to be flexible in their teaching styles so that their 

teaching methodology can adequately sustain the different learning needs of their students to 

better all the more the students’ performance. 

2. Future Researchers should use the results of this study as a baseline data for future research 

endeavors. They can further study the learning and teaching styles of the students and 

teachers in the School of Accountancy taking into consideration other variables. 

3. Since there is no significant relationship between the Accountancy teachers’ teaching styles 

and students’ learning styles and the students’ academic performance though there is a 

congruence between the teachers’ teaching styles and students’ learning styles, future 

researchers can conduct another study that will look into the other factors affecting the 

academic performance of the accountancy students. 
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Accountancy students’ attitudes and methods and academic performance in board-

related subjects 

 

Jonathan P. Vergara, Mary Luz M. Cabalonga, Ehman John T. Genove, Earvin John C. 

Lucero, Mark Vincent S. Valmores, Mark Nathaniel C. Villena 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

This study was undertaken to determine the relationship of Accountancy students’ study 

attitudes and methods with their academic performance in board-related subjects. The 

descriptive- correlational  research  method was employed. The  respondents’  average   

grades,  SAMS scores and IQ raw scores were obtained and dealt with confidentiality. After 

which, correlational tests and regression analyses were then applied in order to determine the 

existing relationships among the variables used. Such relationships were summarized through 

the AMOS-Structural Equation Model which served as a visual representation of existing 

relationships. The results showed that most of the SAMS dimensions are significantly and 

positively correlated with each other. However, IQ is only significantly correlated with Study 

anxiety and Manipulation. The findings also revealed that Study Method can predict Business 

Law grade while Manipulation and Alienation toward Authority can predict Taxation grade. 

Meanwhile, only IQ can predict Accounting grade. In turn, Accounting grade can predict 

Business Law grade and Taxation grade. Lastly, Business Law grade has a tendency to predict 

Taxation grade. 

 

Keywords: SAMS, Academic Performance, Board-related Subject, Intelligence Quotient 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Education has an important role in social mobility, equity, public health and better 

opportunities for employment. In the Poverty Assessment of World Bank in 2001, Philippine 

education system is characterized as low in quality leading to various diseases such as poverty. 

The Philippine government then, in its effort to alleviate the status of Philippine education 

system, initiated the new K-12 educational system. In this system, new curricula for 

elementary and secondary schools were devised and basic education becomes compulsory. It 

is hoped that through this reformation program, as stated in its mission, quality education 

would be accessible to all Filipinos. 

 

Academic performance is a complex area in human life. As found out by Parri (2006), content 

knowledge and academic skills are important in order to surpass intermediate education but 

students must also develop sets of behavioral skills, attitudes and strategies that are equally 

crucial to good academic performance. Learning involves interaction of cognitive and non- 

cognitive skills and therefore includes the environment, perception, action, affect and 

sociocultural systems (Barsalou, 2010). These cognitive and non-cognitive factors, therefore, 

are not mutually exclusive because these continuously interact in essential ways to create 

learning. 

Research endeavors have been undertaken concerning the factors that affect college 

performance, however, there is scarce information involving Accounting Education with 
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Study Attitudes and Methods. Bearing in mind the importance of outstanding academic 

performance to academic success, the researchers conceptualized this study in order to 

determine the relationship of the six dimensions of Study Attitudes and Methods Survey 

(SAMS), namely: (1) Love of 

Learning (2) Conformity (3) Study Methods (4) Study Anxiety (5) Manipulation (6) 

Alienation towards Authority, with academic performance of Accountancy students in 

Accounting,  Business Law and Taxation. IQ, being one of the most prominent predictors of 

academic performance, was also integrated in this study. By doing this research work, the 

Accountancy students, faculty members and the Guidance & Testing Office is benefitted from 

the results. 

 

A factor that the researchers considered is the existence of failing students. In the School of 

Accountancy, it has been a fact that students experience academic failures. Based from the 

records of the dean of the department, an average of six (6) sections consisting of forty five 

(45) students each enroll annually in the first year and only one (1) or two (2) sections are able 

to graduate after five (5) years with a degree of Bachelor of Science in Accountancy. The 

immediate primary reason for this is because they are not able to meet the retention or cut-off 

policy grade of eighty four (84). Consequently, these students are advised to shift to Bachelor 

of Science in Management Accounting if they still want to stay in the same department. 

 

This means that majority of the students are not able to meet the rigors and constraints of their 

course and the standards set by the school. Hence, they are labeled as low performers only for 

the purpose of this study. Though SMU has always a higher passing rate compared to  national 

passing rate, a significant percentage, 44.26% (average for the past five scheduled 

examinations), of Marian CPA board examination takers were still not able to pass. 

It is from the aforementioned bases, the related issues and key concepts, that this study has 

been conceived. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

Research Design 
This study utilized the Descriptive-Quantitative-Correlational method of research. Regression 

Analysis was utilized to determine if there exists a significant relationship between the 

Accountancy students’ SAMS scores per dimension and their academic performance when 

grouped according to board-related subjects. Whereas correlational analysis was used to 

determine the significant relationships among Accountancy students’ SAMS scores per 

dimension. 

 

Research Environment 

The research locale was situated at Saint Mary’s University (SMU), Bayombong, Nueva 

Vizcaya, a catholic educational institution devoted into nurturing competent and innovative 

students who are bound by Christ’s mission. 

Specifically, the study was focused on the School of Accountancy (SoA). SoA is dedicated 

into nurturing and molding Marian Accountancy students into competent and globally 

competitive accountants through its Bachelor of Science in Accountancy and Bachelor of 

Science in Accounting Technology programs. 
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Research Subject 

The subjects of the study were the students of the SoA (2
nd 

year to 4
th 

year) during the academic 

year 2013-2014. The grades of second to fourth year Bachelor of Science in Accountancy 

(BSA) students from academic year 2011-2012 were evaluated. The subjects of the study were 

sorted into high and low academic performers. This is in relation to passers (high academic 

performers) and non-passers (low academic performers) in board-related subjects. 

 

Research Tool 

 

Document Review/Scanning was performed to gather pertinent data for the study. The SAMS 

scores of the students were acquired from the Guidance Testing Office (GTO) and kept with 

due confidentiality. While the students grades were obtained from the Dean’s office. 

 

Data Gathering Procedure 

Permission was requested from the Dean of the School of Accountancy through a request letter 

signed by the adviser for the purpose of obtaining the grades of Accountancy students. After 

getting the approval and the grades, the researchers evaluated the students of the School of 

Accountancy as low or high academic performers based on operational criteria. 

After dealing with the academic performance of the research subject, the researchers asked an 

approval from the GTO in order to obtain the SAMS scores of the high and low academic 

performing respondents which were significantly used in determining the relationships with 

academic performance. 

 

Statistical Treatment of Data 

After identifying the respondents and obtaining their general weighted averages and SAMS 

scores the researchers encoded the data and referred them to a statistician for the proper 

statistical computations.Mean and frequency count were then used on the respondents’ SAMS 

scores and board- related grades. Further, Pearson (r) was utilized to measure the degree of 

relationship among the SAMS dimensions and between IQ and the dimensions. 

 

In answering the highlight of the study, the relationship of SAMS dimension with the 

academic performance of Accountancy students was determined using the Regression 

Analysis. The researchers then collaboratively analyzed the data furnished by the statistician 

and made recommendations necessary for GTO and School of Accountancy. The presentation 

of which was established using the AMOS-Structural Equation Model as discussed in Chapter 

4.The analysis of data was done by the university statistician using the Statistical Package for 

Social Science (SPSS). 

 

 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

The table shows that more than three-fourths (86.5%) of the respondents have high Love of 

learning. This may imply that Accountancy students love learning new things and doing 

schoolwork. Two-thirds (65.50%) of the respondents have high academic drive (conformity). 

Hence, majority of the students may have a strong desire to succeed in school and are willing 
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to devote the time and energy needed to achieve their goals. Such attitude is  generally  

accompanied by a desire to conform to the expectations of parents and teachers. According to 

Michael, Michael & Zimmerman (2000), these students usually earn the highest grades they 

are capable of learning. 

 

Meanwhile, almost one-third (32%) of the respondents have a weak desire to succeed in school 

and they are probably not willing to devote time and energy needed to achieve their academic 

goals. They may be unable to put a great deal of effort into schoolwork and may receive grades 

well below their capabilities. 

SAMS Profile 

Table 1. Percentage of Accountancy students’ score in the Study Attitudes and Methods 

Survey (SAMS) per dimension 

Dimensions Low 

f% 

Average 

f% 

High 

f% 
Love of learning 11.50% 2.00% 86.50% 

Conformity 32.00% 2.50% 65.50% 

Study Methods 21.50% 2.00% 76.50% 

Study Anxiety 37.50% 7.50% 55.00% 

Manipulation 58.00% 6.50% 35.50% 

Alienation toward authority 16.50% 1.50% 82.00% 

 

Three-fourths (76.50%) of the respondents have good study methods as implied by their high 

scores. They probably developed study habits that allow them to complete assignments 

efficiently, and their exams satisfactorily.  They tend to be systematic and organized because  

they make efficient use of their study time. This may allow them to have free time to  

concentrate on other enjoyable activities. Twenty-one percent of the respondents have poor  

study methods which may indicate that they have not learned effective study skills and may  

spend extra time completing assignments due to poor organization or ineffective study 

methods. 

Majority (55%) of the respondents have high study anxiety. They are probably very worried 

about their academic performance and may suffer a lack of confidence in their abilities. They 

may also be fearful of being a disappointment to parents and teachers. 

 

Meanwhile, the significant others (45%) may have insignificant study anxiety because they 

are able to handle study anxiety well which may later on yield positive academic performance. 

Majority (58%) of the respondents lack manipulative behavior as shown by their low scores 

in this area. These students tend to rely on their own effort in order to achieve positive results 

and reach their goals. They usually involve others like classmates and teachers but in a 

collaborative way which involves mutual social relationships. 

 

Thirty-six percent of the remaining respondents have high scores which may imply the 

characteristics of manipulative behavior.  The tendency is for them to prod or try to manipulate  

or force others, especially their classmates and teachers for the purpose of gaining favorable 

treatment or getting a better grade. 
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More than three-fourths (82%) of the respondents have high scores in this area which is five 

times the number of low scorers (16.50%). Accountancy students experience alienation toward 

authority. This may imply that they tend to feel rejected and isolated in the school  setting. 

They may feel that teachers and other school authorities are there to punish, rather than support 

them. They may also derive a sense of satisfaction from violating or getting around school 

rules and regulations. 

 

General Weighted Average in Board-Related Subjects 

Table 2: Accountancy students’ frequency of grades in Accounting, Business Law and 

Taxation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2 shows the range of possible grades of the respondents classified into ten  intervals. 

For Accounting, the frequency of average grades tend to increase as the grades approaches the 

middle class interval or the class interval of 83-85. Consequently, this interval contains the 

highest frequency with 53 grades included in this class interval. 

For Business Law, the class interval of 91-93 contained the most frequency the class interval 

of 81-83, which contained the next most number of frequencies, only totaling to half of the 

frequency of 91-93. 

For Taxation, the class intervals of 86-88 and 91-93 contained the most frequencies, with the 

latter lesser by two compared to the former. 

According to spss.com.hk/amos/, AMOS - Structural Equation Model (SEM) quickly creates 

models to test hypotheses and to confirm relationships among observed and latent variables- 

moving beyond regressions to gain additional insights. In this study, the model computed the 

Pearson correlation(r) to determine the relationship among the 6 Study Attitude and Methods 

Survey (SAMS) dimensions and Intelligence Quotient (IQ). The correlational relationships 

were shown in the model as double headed arrows connecting two variables. Blue- colored 

arrows denote significant correlations whereas black-colored arrows signify insignificant 
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correlations. The values beside the arrows are the correlation estimates. Correlation estimates 

between values greater than 0 to 1, imply positive correlation while correlation estimates  

between values less than 0 to -1, infers negative correlation. 

 

 

The AMOS-SEM, through regression analysis, is also used to determine predictors of 

academic performance. The regression relationship is shown in the model by single headed 

arrows starting from predictor variable and ending with the outcome/dependent variable. The 

regression coefficients are shown besides the single headed arrows. Positive coefficient means 

a change in the predictor increases the value of the outcome variable while a negative score 

means a change in the predictor decreases the value of the outcome variable. 

Figure 3 shows the output of SEM analysis regarding the relationship between the SAMS 

dimensions and academic performance in Accountancy board-related subjects. The output is 

a model fitted into the data i.e. corrected model or reduced model contains the least number 

of variables but which is not significantly different from the unreduced or saturated model
1

 

The study theorized that the six dimensions of SAMS are correlated and that the dimensions 

predict the respondent accountancy students’ academic performance in three undergraduate 

major and board related subjects. The study also included IQ as one of its predictors of 

academic performance. Moreover, the model theorizes that the respondents’ academic 

performance is interrelated. 

 
Figure 1: AMOS-SEM model 

Legend: RS_A: Love of Learning; RS_B: Academic Drive: 

Conformity; RS_C: Study Methods; RS_D: Study Anxiety; 

RS_E: Manipulation 

RS_F: Alienation towards Authority; IQRS: Intelligence Quotient Raw Score AvAG: 

Average Accounting Grade; AvBLG: Average Business Law GradeAvTaxG: Average 

Taxation Grade 

 

 

 

Table 3. Model Goodness of Fit Statistics 

Test Criteria Remarks 

CMIN min achieved, chi-sq = 5.729, 

df=4 

 

p=.220 .05 ≤ p ≤ 1 good fit 

RMSEA Root mean square error  
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0.05 .05 ≤ RMSE ≤ .08 Good 
 

Table 3 summarizes the Goodness of Fit Statistics for the model that is theorized in this study. 

The computed chi-square is not significant indicating that the model fits the data (chi- 

sq=5.729, df =4, p > .05). According to Anglim (2007), a RMSEA ≤ .05 is good and ≤ .08 is 

acceptable thus the arrived model is good. 
 

Table 4. Correlation/Covariance matrix among the SAMS Dimensions and IQRS
2

 

Correlations Corr Covariance 

Estimate 

(r) 

Estimate S.E. C.R. P 

RS_B <-- 

> 

RS_A 0.545 13.82 2.033 6.797 *** 

RS_C <-- 

> 

RS_A 0.684 23.675 2.946 8.036 *** 

RS_F <-- 

> 

RS_A -0.168 -5.627 2.137 - 

2.633 

0.008 

RS_E <-- 
> 

RS_A 0.141 5.374 2.129 2.525 0.012 

RS_B <-- 
> 

RS_C 0.659 16.637 2.132 7.803 *** 

RS_B <-- 
> 

RS_F -0.245 -5.978 1.507 - 

3.966 

*** 

RS_C <-- 

> 

RS_E 0.135 5.109 1.905 2.682 0.007 

RS_C <-- 

> 

RS_F -0.237 -7.89 2.148 - 

3.673 

*** 

RS_D <-- 

> 

RS_E 0.38 16.401 3.225 5.085 *** 

RS_D <-- 

> 

RS_F 0.446 16.95 2.867 5.911 *** 

RS_E <-- 
> 

RS_F 0.467 17.051 2.789 6.115 *** 

IQRS <-- 
> 

RS_D -0.195 -13.104 4.816 - 

2.721 

0.007 

IQRS <-- 
> 

RS_E -0.255 -16.461 4.727 - 

3.482 

*** 

IQRS <-- 

> 

RS_C -0.077 -4.547 4.102 - 

1.109 

0.268 

IQRS <-- 

> 

RS_B 0.059 2.551 2.964 0.861 0.389 

IQRS <-- 

> 

RS_F 0.087 4.968 4.045 1.228 0.219 

Legend: RS_A: Love of Learning, RS_B: Academic Drive: Conformity, RS_C: Study 

Methods, RS_D: Study Anxiety, RS_E: Manipulation, RS_F: Alienation towards 

Authority; RS_A: Love of Learning; RS_B: Academic Drive: Conformity; RS_C: 
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Study Methods; RS_D: Study Anxiety; RS_E: Manipulation; RS_F: Alienation 

towards Authority; IQRS: Intelligence Quotient Raw Score; AvAG: Average 

Accounting Grade; AvBLG: Average Business Law Grade; AvTaxG: Average 

Taxation Grade 

 

The correlation analyses among the SAMS variables (6 domains and IQ) are summarized in 

Table 8. A glean at the table reveals that almost all of the dimensions are significantly 

correlated with each other. (i.e. some correlations that are not significant are not included 

such as the correlations between Conformity and Study Anxiety). However, the SAMS 

domain of “Love of learning” has a significant positive relationship with academic drive 

(r=.55, p<.001), study methods (r=.68, p<.001), manipulation (r=.14, p<.012), and a 

significant negative relationship with  alienation  towards  authority  (r=-.17,  p=.008)  and  is  

not  correlated  with     Intelligence Quotient (p= -.06, p=.39). The findings suggest that an 

accountancy student, who gains sheer pleasure from doing academic work (RS_A) tends to 

have a high level of determination and conformity to institutional requirements and teachers’ 

expectations (RS_B), tends to have good study methods (RS_C) and low alienation towards 

authority (RS_F). An accountancy student who loves learning has a high tendency to have a 

systematic, organized, methodical, and well planned set of working habits and procedures 

(RS_C). The same student has a tendency to manipulate school authority and/or co-students 

in order to gain favorable treatment or better grades. 

 

Meanwhile, the negative relationship between love of learning and alienation towards 

authority may mean that the same student tends to accept school rules and regulations  and 

respect the authority of teachers and other school employees. The research of Archer (1998) 

supports the insignificant relationship of IQ and Love of Learning. He found out that students 

do academic activities based on their attitude towards learning regardless of their intelligence. 

 

Academic drive (RS_B) is also significantly and positively correlated with study methods 

(RS_C) (r=.66, p<.001), manipulation (RS_E) (r=.14, p=.007) but is negatively and 

significantly correlated to alienation towards authority (RS_F) (r=-.245, p<.001). However, 

academic drive is not correlated with Intelligence Quotient (r=.06, p=.39). The former 

statements mean that a persistent student (RS_B) is likely to possess an effective study skills 

and techniques resulting in the optimal use of time and ability (RS_C). However, he has a 

tendency to manipulate school authority and/or fellow students in order to gain favorable 

treatment or better grades. High academic drive also tends to go with low alienation towards 

authority wherein a student tends to follow and cope with rules and responsibilities in the 

school setting. In relation to this, the study of Chamorro-Premuzic & Furnham (2005) supports 

the insignificant relationship of Intelligence Quotient and Academic Drive. His study 

concluded that Intelligence Quotient and Motivation  are related but nonetheless, categorically 

distinct. The statement of Chamorro-Premuzic & Furnham implies that even if one is highly 

motivated, his intelligence quotient cannot be likely determined and vice-versa because these 

two characteristics are different. 

 

Study Methods (RS_C) have likewise a significant positive correlation with manipulation 

(RS_E) (r=.14, p=0.007) and a significant negative correlation with alienation towards 

Authority RS_F) (r=-.24, p<=.001). Study Method is no correlation with Intelligence Quotient 
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(r=-.08, p=.268). The finding suggests that a student who has a systematic, organized, 

methodical, and well planned set of working habits and procedures in meeting assignments 

and in taking examinations (RS_C) is inclined to use power and influence to achieve one’s 

goals and to enhance one’s status even at the expense of the teacher or administrator, playing 

up to the  teacher to gain favorable treatment or special consideration. (RS_E). This effective 

and efficient study method tend to equate with acceptance of school rules and regulations, and 

respect to the authority of teachers and other school employees as evidenced by the negative 

relationship between study method and alienation toward authority. The study of (Hofstee, 

2001; Zeidner & Matthews, 2000) supports the insignificant relationship of Intelligence 

Quotient and Study Methods. Their study concluded that personality and intelligence are 

essentially unrelated constructs. This may mean that the students’ study habits and attitudes 

towards schoolwork do not clearly determine their academic capability. Furthermore, the 

students’ efforts or how they deal with exams, assignments, quizzes and even time 

management does not necessarily  determine if the resulting academic performance (grades) 

will be high or low since study methods and learning capabilities tend to be relative to every 

student. 

 

Study anxiety (RS_D) is significantly and positively correlated with manipulation (RS_E) 

(r=.38, p<.001) and Alienation towards authority (RS_F) (r=.45, p<.001) but it is significantly 

and negatively correlated with Intelligence Quotient (r=-.20, p=.007). The finding suggests 

that an accountancy student who feels very worried about academic performance and who 

suffers from lack of self-confidence in doing academic work (study anxiety as defined in the 

SAMS Manual) tend to manipulate others in order to gain favorable treatment and/or better 

grades. The same student is likely to inhibit a feeling of alienation towards authority which 

may mean that this student feels rejected and isolated in the school setting (RS_F).  He may 

feel that teachers  are there to punish, rather than to support (RS_F). Also, study anxiety and 

intelligence quotient are inversely related such that a student who possesses a considerably 

low intelligence quotient will most likely be very worried about academic performance and 

may suffer from lack of confidence in doing academic works. In support to this, high Self-

esteem (the direct opposite of Study Anxiety) predicts the intelligence of a person as validated 

by Gabriel, Critelli, & Ee (1994). 

 

Manipulation (RS_E) is significantly and positively correlated with Alienation towards 

Authority (RS_F) (r=.47, p<.001) but is negatively correlated with Intelligence Quotient (r=-

.25, p<.001). Intelligence Quotient is positively but has no correlation with Alienation towards 

Authority (r=.09, p=.219). This means that a student who manipulates others in order to obtain 

favorable treatment and/or better grades also tends to deviate from school rules and regulations 

and disrespect the authority of teachers and other school employees (RS_F). A manipulative 

student tends to have low intelligence quotient. Goodman (2010) stated that there is a tendency 

for a person to discriminate (Manipulation) others as he alienate himself. Also, Suen (2001) 

found that bullies (manipulative students) have below average IQ. Meanwhile, the study of 

Eysenck (1994) supports the insignificant relationship of Intelligence Quotient and Alienation 

towards authority. His study concluded that Intelligence Quotient is unrelated to Personality. 

 

The regression analysis part of the model is summarized in Table 4. The results shown 

identifies Intelligence Quotient as a significant predictor of average performance in 
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Accounting (Beta=.49, p<.001). This means that a student with high IQ is likely to have high 

average grade  in his/her Accounting subjects. In support to this, Corno (2003) found out that 

Self-regulation of cognition (an element of high IQ) is an important aspect of student learning 

and academic performance. This may imply that high intelligence quotient may contribute to 

academic performance. Deary, Strand, Smith, & Fernandes (2007) found a strong and positive 

relationship between intelligence and academic achievement. Intelligence, as they measured 

through various intelligence tests, was found to be the best predictor of students’ grade point 

average (GPA). Mathiasen (1994), in his study, found out that intelligence quotient is strongly 

related (r=.320, p<.01) to academic performance. Also, Ovidiu Brazdău & Cristian Mihai 

(2002), stated that academic success predictors usually consist of cognitive measures, 

pertaining to mental ability or intelligence. Intellect has been associated with academic success 

in school (Shuerger & Kuma, 1987) and university, both at an undergraduate (De Fruyt & 

Mervielde, 1996) and postgraduate (Hirschberg & Itkin, 1978) level. 

Table 4. Regression Coefficients for Academic Performance on Board-related subjects 

between SAMS dimension and IQ. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Legend: RS_A: Love of Learning; RS_B: Academic Drive: Conformity; RS_C: Study 

Methods
; 
RS_D: Study Anxiety RS_E: Manipulation; RS_F: Alienation towards Authority 

 

Also, the respondents’ average or weighted grade in business law was found predictable by 

average Accounting grade (Beta=.52, p<.001) and Study Methods (Beta =.28, p=.018). A 

student who excels in Accounting and has a well-organized study habit is likely to have high 

grades in business law subjects. Accounting grade has a higher standardized coefficient 

(estimate) which means that it is a better predictor than Study Methods. Tinkelman (2011) 

also found out that a strong relationship exists between Accounting and Business Law grades. 

A statement that may somehow aide in the explanation of the relationship between Accounting 

and Business  Law is  the  conclusion of the  study of  Bealing and  Baker  (2011) which stated    

that Business Law and Principles of Management courses were helpful in predicting success 
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in Accounting courses.  Fuller and Hargadon (2008) further demonstrated the relative 

importance  of Accounting skills for anyone interested in maximizing potential in Business 

Law. Meanwhile, Fielden (2004) states that good study habits help the student in critical 

reflection in skills outcomes such as selection, analyzing, critiquing and synthesizing (skills 

that are used in law subjects). However, the researchers were not able to find a study that 

actually says that Accounting is a better predictor than study methods. 

Meanwhile, Taxation grade can be predicted by Accounting grade (r=.71, p<.001), Business 

Law grade (r=.38, p<.001), Alienation towards authority (r=.12, p=0.04) and Manipulation 

(r=-.11, p=0.048). Accounting grade is the best predictor of Taxation  grade because it has the 

highest standard estimate. Also, it can be deduced that if a student excels in Accounting and 

Business Law, he is expected to also do good in Taxation. This may imply that Accountancy 

students seem to maintain a stable high grades in major subjects. This may explain why the 

School of Accountancy regularly has the most number of Academic Scholars (according to 

the records of the Dean of the School of Accountancy). Simon James (2002) stated that 

Accounting skills are necessary in Taxation. Colson (2002) also pointed out the importance 

of business law and taxation to the professional knowledge of a Certified Public Accountant. 

Meanwhile, a student who accepts school rules and regulations and who respects the authority 

of others in the academic environment (inverse of RS_F) is also expected to get a high grade 

in Taxation. Also, a student who manipulates others for the purpose of gaining favorable 

treatment is expected to get a high grade in Taxation. However, the researchers were not able 

to find a literature that may actually support that manipulation of others may eventually 

improve Taxation grade/academic performance in any way. 

Table 9 demonstrates that most of the SAMS dimensions do not significantly affect or do not 

have significant relationship with the academic performances in board related subjects as 

designated by black figures in the column of standard estimate. 

Likewise, the table exhibits negative relationships that do not significantly predict the 

independent variable such as Love of Learning and Accounting (r=-.04, p=.681), Study 

Methods and Accounting (r=-.02, p=0.829), Study Anxiety and Accounting (r=-.04, p=0.542), 

Alienation towards Authority and Accounting (r=-.06, p=0.502), Love of Learning and 

Business Law (r=- 

.19, p=.075), Academic Drive and Business Law (r=-.03, p=0.795), Love of Learning and 

Taxation (r=-.05, p=0.451), and Intelligence Quotient and Taxation and (r=-.05, p=0.375). As 

stated by Stanley (1999), there is a weak connection between study habits/skills and their 

performance among at risk students. 

Although there are positive relationships among Academic Drive and Accounting (r=.09, 

p=.269), Manipulation and Accounting (r=.04, p=.593), Academic Drive and Taxation (r=.02, 

p=.695), Study Method and Taxation (r=.08, p=.262), Study Anxiety and Taxation (r=.01, 

p=.897), Study Anxiety and Business law (r=.07, p=.45), Manipulation and Business Law 

(r=.07, p=.491), and Alienation towards Authority and Business Law (r= .01, p=.945) these 

do not meet the confidence level to have significant relationships. The insignificance of 

Academic Drive to Accounting and Taxation may be explained by the study of Nolen (1998) 

which concluded that students have distinct motivational orientations. One thing that 

motivates a person does not necessarily motivate others, considering individual differences. 

For Study Anxiety, Benjamin (2001) found out that regardless of the anxiety level, anxious 

students seem to be ineffective learners. Test anxiety was not significantly related in a linear 

or nonlinear fashion to learning (Hill & Wigfield, 1984). 
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In summary, some SAMS dimensions (Study Methods, Manipulation and Alienation towards 

Authority) have significant relationship with academic performance when grouped according 

to board-related subjects. The respondents’ SAMS scores under Study Methods can predict 

the respondents’ performance in their business law subjects. Meanwhile, Manipulation and 

Alienation towards Authority can predict the respondents’ performance in their taxation 

subjects. However, the other three SAMS dimensions (Love of Learning, Academic drive and 

Study Anxiety) don’t have significant relationship towards the respondents’ academic 

performance in any of the three board subjects. 

Also, only Accounting grade is predicted by IQ and if an Accountancy student has a high 

grade in Accounting, his tendency is to maintain an equivalent high grades in Business law 

and Taxation. Meanwhile, IQ is insignificantly related to the SAMS dimensions except for 

Study Anxiety and Manipulation. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

 

As presented in the summary of findings from the analysis of data, the following conclusions 

have been formulated: 

 

1. Most of the students from the school of accountancy possess high interest in learning and 

doing schoolwork independently. They usually utilize their time in school to outmost 

possible way. They preferably very optimistic in achieving their goals to meet 

expectations from their parents and teachers. 

2. Most of the accountancy students are worried about their academic performance and 

subject to fearful disappointment from their parents and teachers. Most of them feel 

rejected in school setting so they tend to violate school rules and regulations. 

3. Most of the accountancy students have high grades in business law and taxation. 

However, their grades in accounting fall in the cut-off or near the cut-off percentage of 

84. 

4. There is a significant relationship only between the students’ study methods, 

manipulation, alienation towards authority to business law and both taxation grades 

respectively. Meaning the SAMS dimensions can predict the students’ grades in their 

board related subjects. 

5. Study methods and manipulation have a positive relationship to taxation grades. Thus, if 

a student has a high score in the dimension variables, he will likely have a high grade in 

taxation. On the other hand, alienation towards authority has a negative relationship with 

taxation grades. Meaning, if a student has a high score in the said dimension, his grades 

in taxation is low and vice versa. 

6. IQ can significantly predict accounting grade but not business law and tax grade. 

However, accounting grade can significantly predict grades in both business law and tax. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

1. The Guidance and Testing Office should initiate or conduct more programs and seminars 

concerning effective study attitudes and methods in order for the Accountancy students 

to enhance their academic performance in Accounting, Business Law and Taxation 

subjects. 

2. The researchers also recommend that the SAMS will be undertaken by the students during 

their second year so that the results of the survey may likely predict and affect  their 

academic performance in board-related subjects since their first year stay in the university 

serves as adaptation or adjustment stage. 

3. The Accountancy students must develop further their methods in studying or learning in 

order to improve their Business Law grade. 

4. The Accountancy students must not manipulate or drive others, specifically their 

classmates or mentors, in order to excel or obtain high grades in Taxation subjects as 

signified by the negative significant relationship between Manipulation dimension score 

and academic performance in Taxation. 

5. The Accountancy students must feel being isolated and must fear teachers and other 

school officials, the authority, so that they can likewise achieve a good performance in 

Taxation subjects as Alienation towards authority is positively and significantly related 
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to academic performance in Taxation. 

6. Business Law instructors are recommended to devise means of leading or helping 

students establish good and well-established study methods to improve their students’ 

academic standing. 

7. Taxation teachers are also recommended to let their students perform independently, have 

fear with them and not to let their students manipulate them in order to excel in their 

academic performance in Taxation. 

8. Future researchers will incorporate the fifth year students (from second year students to 

fifth year students) since the fifth year students at this present research did not take their 

SAMS. 
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Abstract 
A Mutual Recognition Arrangement (MRA) is an arrangement among the Association of South 

East Asian Nation member countries designed to facilitate the free movement and employment 

of professionals in the practice of their profession.  The practice of the accountancy profession 

is thus affected by the MRA. This study attempted to measure the Level of Awareness of the 

Certified Public Accountants in the Academe in Baguio City on the ASEAN MRA. The 

respondents were also made to assess themselves whether they possess the requirements to 

practice accountancy within the ASEAN MRA and what preparations are they  for the ASEAN 

MRA.  A questionnaire was floated and surveyed the CPAs in the Academe in Baguio City. 

The researchers found out that the CPA’s in the academe in Baguio City are aware of the 

ASEAN MRA on Accountancy Services, they believed they possess the required qualifications 

to practice Accountancy within the ASEAN region. The respondents however are doing little 

preparation for the ASEAN MRA integration and personal readings of books and journals is 

their main means of preparation. 
Keywords: perception, awareness, certified public accountant, academe 

 

 

Globalization is a process of interaction and integration among the people, companies, 

and governments of different nations, a process driven by international trade and investment 

and aided by information technology. This process has effects on the environment, on culture, 

on political systems, on economic development and prosperity, and on human physical well-

being in societies around the world. This current wave of globalization has been driven by 

policies that have opened economies domestically and internationally. In the years since the 

Second World War, and especially during the past two decades, many governments have 

adopted free-market economic systems, vastly increasing their own productive potential and 

creating myriad new opportunities for international trade and investment. In today’s time, one 

such policy is the MRA. (http://www.globalization101.org) 

 

A Mutual Recognition Arrangement (MRA) is an arrangement among Association of 

South East Asian Nation (ASEAN) member countries designed to facilitate the free movement 

and employment of qualified and certified personnel between ASEAN member countries. 

These include the Governments of Brunei Darussalam, the Kingdom of Cambodia, the 

Republic of Indonesia, the Lao People's Democratic Republic, Malaysia, the Union of 

Myanmar, the Republic of the Philippines, the Republic of Singapore, the Kingdom of 

Thailand, and the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam. (ASEAN Secretariat, 2014) 

 

MRAs are policy instruments that are designed to promote economic integration and 

increase trade between participants, particularly between nations. This is achieved by 
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reducing regulatory impediments to the movement of goods and services. They were 

formalized by the World Trade Organization under the Agreement on Technical Barriers to 

Trade (TBT). This agreement has become the guiding basis for all MRAs whether in the 

public sector (where the majority are found) or in the private sector. (http://www.uq.edu.au) 

 

MRAs are designed because the ASEAN recognizes that it could be an important means 

of eliminating Technical Barriers to Trade and enhancing market access. That such mutual 

recognition could be of particular interest to small and medium-sized businesses in the ASEAN. 

It recognizes further that MRAs could contribute positively in encouraging greater 

international harmonization of standards and regulations. MRAs would require confidence in 

the other Member States' capacity and competence to test or assess conformity to a Member 

State's own requirements. (Hasyudeen, N, 2009) 

 

MRAs are also designed because they are aware of the objectives of the ASEAN 

Framework Agreement on Services (AFAS), which are to enhance cooperation in services 

amongst ASEAN Member States in order to improve the efficiency and competitiveness, 

diversity, production capacity, and supply and distribution of their service suppliers within and 

outside ASEAN; to eliminate substantially restrictions to trade in services amongst ASEAN 

Member States; and to liberalize trade in services by expanding the depth and scope of 

liberalization beyond those undertaken by ASEAN Member States under the General 

Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) with the aim to realize a free trade area in services. 

(Hasyudeen, N, 2009). Opportunities for Accountants and Professional Service Providers) 

MRAs provides framework for each professional service and this study focuses on the Mutual 

Recognition Arrangement Framework on Accountancy Services which was authorized on 

February 26, 2009 at Cha-am, Thailand. Its focus is on providing market access to accountants 

into various ASEAN countries and how the services of foreign accountants would be 

recognized by each of their respective governments (national treatment). 

(http://www.slideshare.net/hasyudeen/asean-economic-community- and-opportunities-for-

accountants-and-professional-service-providers) 

This MRA will be implemented in 2015 in accordance with ASEAN Economic 

Community (AEC). This ASEAN Economic Community shall establish ASEAN as a single 

market and production bases. (http://www.slideshare.net/hasyudeen/asean-economic-

community-and-opportunities-for- accountants-and-professional-service-providers) 

The objectives of the MRA Framework on Accountancy Services include; to 

facilitate the negotiations of MRAs on Accountancy Services between or among ASEAN 

Member States and to exchange information in order to promote and take into 

consideration the development of the best practices on standards and qualifications in the 

accountancy profession. (ASEAN Secretariat (2014), asean-mutual-recognition-

arrangement-framework-on-accountancy-services) 

The professionals who will be duly affected by this are those who conduct Accountancy 

Services, also called a Certified Public Accountant (CPA). CPA in the Philippines is a person 

who holds a valid certificate of recognition and a valid professional identification card issued 

by the Professional Regulation Commission (PRC). This is upon recommendation by the 

Professional Regulatory Board of Accountancy to those who have satisfactorily complied with 

all the legal and procedural requirements for such issuance, including in appropriate cases, 

having passed the licensure examinations for such title. (Barry, et al. 2014) 

http://www.slideshare.net/hasyudeen/asean-economic-community-
http://www.slideshare.net/hasyudeen/asean-economic-community-and-opportunities-for
http://www.slideshare.net/hasyudeen/asean-economic-community-and-opportunities-for
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The bases of the ASEAN Member States for recognition of accountants are education, 

licenses, competencies, experience and adoption of international accounting standards which 

should have been met through educational requirements in the country of origin. Such 

individual’s educational credentials may be accepted as having satisfied the educational 

requirements of the host countries, where a Practicing Professional Accountant from another 

ASEAN Member State applies for recognition to work in, National Accountancy Body (NAB) 

and/or Professional Regulatory Authority (PRA). Satisfying the required educational 

attainment of the host countries may require higher standard in order to exercise ones 

profession. This may provide improvement on the skill of an accountant. (ASEAN Secretariat, 

2014) 

The National Accountancy Body and/or Professional Regulatory Authority (NAB and/or 

PRA) refer to the designated professional accountancy body or designated government 

agency in charge of each ASEAN Member State. (ASEAN Secretariat, 2014) 

Another basis is the holding of a license, where they are required from governmental 

or regulatory bodies other than the NAB and/or PRA of each ASEAN Member State. They 

shall be subject to the Domestic Regulations of the ASEAN Member States. (ASEAN 

Secretariat, 2014) Apart from education and licenses, included also are demonstration of 

competencies which assure that the accountant has satisfactory knowledge of the Domestic 

Regulations of the host country; and experience, which should be met as the host country 

requires. A wider scope of experience will be attained depending on the requirement of the host 

country for the work to be done. (ASEAN Secretariat, 2014) 

Adoption of international accounting standards will contribute additional knowledge 

to an accountant. The International Federation of Accountants (IFAC) Standards and 

Guidelines which is followed by the ASEAN Member States should be maintained and upheld 

accordingly with the Domestic regulations of each ASEAN Member State. (ASEAN 

Secretariat, 2014) 

The MRA Framework on Accountancy Services encompasses risks and challenges an 

accountant will surely encounter. Such risks and challenges stem out from the following: 1. the 

fact that the Domestic Regulations of each ASEAN Member States may not be transparent and 

consistently applied 2. The culture and practices differ from one country to another 3. The 

changing business environment and disjointed responses from various countries. Fourth is the 

little awareness of the CPA’s regarding the MRA and the requirements to be met to be able to 

practice in other countries. 

The professionals who will be duly affected by this are those who conduct Accountancy 

Services, also called a Certified Public Accountant (CPA). CPA in the Philippines is a person 

who holds a valid certificate of recognition and a valid professional identification card issued 

by the Professional Regulation Commission (PRC). This is upon recommendation by the 

Professional Regulatory Board of Accountancy to those who have satisfactorily complied with 

all the legal and procedural requirements for such issuance, including in appropriate cases, 

having passed the licensure examinations for such title. (Barry, et al. 2014) 

The bases of the ASEAN Member States for recognition of accountants are education, 

licenses, competencies, experience and adoption of international accounting standards which 

should have been met through educational requirements in the country of origin. Such 

individual’s educational credentials may be accepted as having satisfied the educational 

requirements of the host countries, where a Practicing Professional Accountant from another 

ASEAN Member State applies for recognition to work in, National Accountancy Body (NAB) 
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and/or Professional Regulatory Authority (PRA). Satisfying the required educational 

attainment of the host countries may require higher standard in order to exercise ones 

profession. This may provide improvement on the skill of an accountant. (ASEAN Secretariat, 

2014) 

The National Accountancy Body and/or Professional Regulatory Authority (NAB and/or 

PRA) refer to the designated professional accountancy body or designated government 

agency in charge of each ASEAN Member State. (ASEAN Secretariat, 2014) 

Another basis is the holding of a license, where they are required from governmental 

or regulatory bodies other than the NAB and/or PRA of each ASEAN Member State. They 

shall be subject to the Domestic Regulations of the ASEAN Member States. (ASEAN 

Secretariat, 2014) Apart from education and licenses, included also are demonstration of 

competencies which assure that the accountant has satisfactory knowledge of the Domestic 

Regulations of the host country; and experience, which should be met as the host country 

requires. A wider scope of experience will be attained depending on the requirement of the host 

country for the work to be done. (ASEAN Secretariat, 2014) 

Adoption of international accounting standards will contribute additional knowledge 

to an accountant. The International Federation of Accountants (IFAC) Standards and 

Guidelines which is followed by the ASEAN Member States should be maintained and upheld 

accordingly with the Domestic regulations of each ASEAN Member State. (ASEAN 

Secretariat, 2014) 

The MRA Framework on Accountancy Services encompasses risks and challenges an 

accountant will surely encounter. Such risks and challenges stem out from the following: 1. the 

fact that the Domestic Regulations of each ASEAN Member States may not be transparent and 

consistently applied 2. The culture and practices differ from one country to another 3. The 

changing business environment and disjointed responses from various countries. Fourth is the 

little awareness of the CPA’s regarding the MRA and the requirements to be met to be able to 

practice in other countries. 

According to Dr. Tereso Tullao, Jr., professor of De La Salle University, Philippines, 

Mutual Recognition Agreements do not automatically extend the right of professionals to 

practice in another country. They are supposed to establish procedures that assess how the 

differences between qualification systems can be bridged, and consider the mechanisms for 

the recognition of home country requirements in the host country. (http://www.dlsu.edu.ph) 

Yew (1997) pointed out that “professionals seeking recognition must accept that they 

may be required to take further courses, gain local experience or undertake some further 

assessment before they are allowed to practice in a host country.”(http://www.dlsu.edu.ph) 
According to Donnies Alas, president of the Accreditation of Certified Public 

 

Accountants in Public Practice (ACPAPP), “With the impending ASEAN integration, 

the preparation of our Filipino certified public accountants is much-needed at this point in 

time.” He noted that Filipino CPAs should stay strong and competitive amid the many 

challenges, including the imposition of various policies by government regulators such as the 

SEC and the Bureau of Internal Revenue. To address this, the ACPAPP has been conducting 

regular seminars and training to help their members upgrade their skills to meet international 

standards. 

“The adoption of International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs) shows that the 

quality of our work and our presentation of financial reporting will be in accordance with 
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international standards,” Alas said. 

 

He also expressed confidence that Filipino CPAs would benefit from the impending 

ASEAN integration. “With the integration, CPAs can practice in other ASEAN-member 

countries, but they should meet international standards. That is why we are upgrading our 

practice,” he said. Filipino CPAs, he added, have the benefit of good training and 

communication skills. He also dismissed fears that with the ASEAN integration, more CPAs 

will be encouraged to work in other countries, resulting in a brain drain for the Philippines. 

 

Alas concluded, “We are producing 8,000 CPAs a year, and they need an employment 

here. So, we will not be experiencing possible shortage of CPAs.” (Horario R, 2014) 

 

This MRA, considering the facts about its formulation and implementation, may give 

benefits to accountants from the ASEAN members from which they can decide if they want to 

exercise their profession in other ASEAN countries. If CPAs may wish to practice in other 

countries; possibilities for them include but are not limited to the following: increased salary 

and broadened working and learning experiences. Accountancy is a rapidly growing profession 

here in the Philippines and abroad. The researchers focused the study on the CPAs in Baguio 

City. One of the Universities declined our request to them being our respondents, thus having 

Saint Louis University and University of the Cordilleras as our respondents. The researchers 

took into consideration the CPA academicians because they are expected to be abreast with 

current trends in the field of accounting and other related fields such as commerce, economics, 

finance and the like; being that their line of work requires them to impart knowledge. 
 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
 

The major problem of this study is to determine the Perception of CPA’s in the 

schools of Saint Louis University and University of the Cordilleras in Baguio City about the 

ASEAN Mutual Recognition Agreement on Accountancy Services. 
Specifically it attempted to answer the following questions: 
 

1. What is the profile of the CPA’s in the academe in Baguio City? 
a. University affiliation 
b. Age 
c. Gender 
d. Educational Attainment 
e. Years of Experience 

f. Other Professional Affiliation 

2. What is the level of awareness of the CPAs in the academe regarding the 
requirements for practicing accounting profession as embodied in the ASEAN 
MRA? 

3. What is the self-assessment of the CPAs in the academe regarding their 
qualifications to practice once the ASEAN MRA is implemented? 

4. What are the preparations being done by the CPAs in the academe? 

5. Is there a significant difference on the level of awareness, self-assessed 
qualifications, and preparations done by the CPAs on ASEAN MRA when they 
are grouped according to: 
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a. University affiliation 
b. Age 
c. Gender 
d. Educational Attainment 
e. Years of Experience 

f. Other Professional Affiliation 
6. Is there a significant difference on the perceived benefits that the CPAs in the 

academe can derive from the ASEAN MRA on Accountancy services when they are 
grouped according to: 

a. University affiliation 
b. Age 
c. Gender 
d. Educational Attainment 
e. Years of Experience 

f. Other Professional Affiliation 
 

7. Is there a significant difference on the preparations done by the CPAs in academe for 
the upcoming ASEAN MRA on Accountancy services when they are grouped 
according to: 

 

a. University affiliation 
b. Age 
c. Gender 
d. Educational Attainment 
e. Years of Experience 

f. Other Professional Affiliation 
 

METHODOLOGY 

 

The respondents of the study will be the full-time and part-time Certified Public 

Accountants in the Saint Louis University and University of the Cordilleras. There are 

thirty (30) Certified Public Accountants in the Saint Louis University School of 

Accountancy and Business Management. In the University of the Cordilleras, there are 

fifteen (15) Accountancy instructors. The researchers obtained forty-five (45) Accountancy 

instructors in Saint Louis University and University of the Cordilleras. 

Since the researchers have no idea on the population behavior of the Certified Public 

Accountants of the two schools in Baguio city, Slovin’s formula is used to find the sample 

size. The researchers wanted to be 95% confident that the data is going to be reflective of the 

entire population so the researchers used 5% (1 − .95 = 0.05) margin of error. 
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DATA GATHERING PROCEDURES 

The primary data gathering tool is the questionnaire. A questionnaire is a means of 

eliciting the feelings, beliefs, experiences, perceptions, or attitudes of some sample of 

individuals. As a data collecting instrument, it could be structured or unstructured. 

The questionnaire is composed of two parts, the first part is entitled Profile of the 

Accountant which gathers information about the University affiliation, age, gender, 

experience and other professional affiliation. The second part is about the Relative Impact 

(Perception) of the ASEAN MRA by the CPA instructors. Other data was also obtained from 

published materials like books, past theses, articles and credible websites on the Internet. 
 

TREATMENT OF THE DATA 

Statistical treatment of data is essential in order to make use of the data in the right 

form. Raw data collection is only one aspect of any experiment; the organization of data is 

equally important so that appropriate conclusions can be drawn. (Kalla, 2008)Weighted Mean 

is a measurement of central  tendency. It represents the average of a given data. 

(http://formulas.tutorvista.com/math/weighted-mean- formula.html 

The weighted mean of each item was computed and shown in a tabular form in which each 

will have a corresponding value ranging from one to four with different verbal description. 

To determine whether or not a significant difference occurs on the perceived benefits 

respondents can derive from 2015 ASEAN MRA and their preparations being done for such 

when they are grouped according to their profile, the researchers computed the mean. 

To have more accurate findings, the researchers used the Likert Scale. 
 Descriptive Equivalents 

Arbitrary 

values 

Statistical 

Limits 

On the Level of 

Awareness 

On the possess qualification On the Extent of 

Preparation 
4 3.25 - 4.00 Very Aware Very Qualified Very Much 

3 2.50 - 3.24 Aware Qualified Much 

2 1.75 – 2.49 Not Aware Doubtful A Little 

1 1.00 – 1.74 No Idea Not Qualified No 
 

To determine the most perceived benefit of the respondent and the preparation being done the 

most, researchers computed the mode which is the value that appears most often in the set of 

data. 

Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) is a technique in inferential statistics designed to test whether 

or not  more than two samples are significantly different from each other. 
 

  

http://formulas.tutorvista.com/math/weighted-mean-
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 

Summary of Tables on the Level of Perception and Awareness of CPA’s of the ASEAN MRA 
Table 1 
Awareness of the requirement of ASEAN MRA: Mean and Interpretation 

 

Profile 
Educational 

Attainment 

 

Licenses 
Comp 

etency 

 

Experience 

International 

Federation of 

Accountants 

Weighted 

Mean 

 

Interpretation 

University Affiliation      

Saint Louis 

University 
A A A A NA 2.9333 Aware 

University of 

Cordillera 
A A A A NA 2.8429 Aware 

Significance NS NS NS NS NS   

Age      

21-29 years old A A A A NA 3.2 Aware 

30-39 years old A A A A NA 2.7222 Aware 

40-49 years old A A A A A 2.7 Aware 

50 and above 

years old 
A A A A A 3.0222 Aware 

Significance NS NS NS NS NS   

Gender      

Male A A A A A 2.8571 Aware 

Female A A A A NA 2.9407 Aware 

Significance        

Educational Attainment      

Bachelor's 

Degree 
A A A A NA 2.95 Aware 

Master's Degree A A A A NA 2.9071 Aware 

Doctorate NA NA NA NA NA 2 Not Aware 

Significance NS NS NS NS NS   

Years of Experience in the Academe      

0-5 years A A A A NA 3.2 Aware 

6-10 years A A A A NA 2.4 Not Aware 

11-20 years A A A A A 2.9636 Aware 

over 20 years A A A A A 3.0222 Aware 

Significance NS NS NS NS NS   

Other Professional Affiliation      

Government A A A A A 3 Aware 

Commerce/Indus 

try 
A A A A NA 2.872 Aware 

Public A A A A NA 3.0667 Aware 

None A A A A NA 3.2667 Aware 

Significance NS NS NS NS NS   

OVERALL A A A A NA 2.8878 Aware 
 

 

Table 1 shows a weighted mean of 2.93 and 2.85 respectively, the CPAs in the Saint Louis 

University and University of the Cordilleras are aware of the requirements imposed by the 
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ASEAN MRA on  Accountancy Services. All  age  groups  were aware  of the  different 

requirements  of  ASEAN MRA. 

Female respondents were slightly more aware of the requirements of ASEAN MRA than the 

male respondents. Those respondents with a Bachelor’s degree and Master’s degree were more 

aware than the respondents with a Doctorate degree. In terms of years of experience in the 

Academe, only those respondents with 6-10 years of experience as CPAs were not aware. 

Lastly, those respondents who also worked for the Government, Commerce and Industry, 

Public were aware of the ASEAN MRA requirements. Overall, the respondents are not aware 

of the IFAC. 

 
Table 2 
Possess the Requirement of ASEAN MRA: Mean and Interpretation 

 

Profile 
Educational 

Attainment 

 

Licenses 

 

Competency 

 

Experience 

International 

Federation of 

Accountants 

Weighted 

Mean 

 

Interpretation 

University Affiliation 

Saint Louis 

University 
Q Q Q Q D 2.6741 Qualified 

University of 

Cordillera 
Q Q Q Q D 2.7 Qualified 

Significance NS NS NS NS NS   

Age        

21-29 years old Q Q Q Q D 3 Qualified 

30-39 years old Q Q Q Q D 2.6667 Qualified 

40-49 years old Q Q Q Q Q 2.6 Qualified 

50 and above 

years old 
Q D Q Q D 2.4889 Doubtful 

Significance NS NS NS NS NS   

Gender 

Male Q Q Q Q Q 3.071 Qualified 

Female Q Q Q Q D 2.6 Qualified 

Significance NS NS NS NS NS   

Educational 

Attainment 

       

Bachelor's 

Degree 
Q Q Q Q D 2.75 Qualified 

Master's Degree Q Q Q Q D 2.7071 Qualified 

Doctorate D D D D D 2 Doubtful 

Significance NS NS NS NS NS   
 
 

Continuation of Table 2 
Years of Experience in the Academe 

0-5 years Q Q Q Q Q 2.6769 Qualified 

6-10 years Q Q D D D 2.5 Qualified 

11-20 years Q Q Q Q Q 2.94 Qualified 

over 20 years Q D Q Q D 2.425 Doubtful 

Significance NS NS NS NS NS   
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Other Professional 

Affiliation 

       

Government Q Q Q Q D 2.725 Qualified 

Commerce/Industry Q D Q Q Q 2.56 Qualified 

Public Q Q Q Q D 2.6444 Qualified 

None Q Q Q Q Q 3.1667 Qualified 

Significance NS NS NS NS NS   

OVERALL Q Q Q Q D 2.6878 Qualified 

 

Table 2 shows that the CPAs in the Saint Louis University and University of the Cordilleras see 

themselves as qualified in terms of possessing the requirements or qualifications imposed by the 

ASEAN MRA on Accountancy Services with a weighted mean of 2.67 and 2.7 respectively. The 

respondents who belong to the age group-50 years and above were doubtful as to whether or not 

they meet the qualifications of the ASEAN MRA with a weighted mean of 2.49. Male 

respondents see themselves as slightly more qualified than female respondents with 3.07 

weighted mean versus 2.6 for females. The respondents having Doctorate degrees were doubtful 

as to the possession of qualifications to meet the requirements of ASEAN MRA with 2 as 

weighted mean. In terms of years of experience in the Academe, only those respondents with 

over 20 years of experience as CPAs were doubtful on their possessed qualification vis-à-vis the 

requirements of ASEAN MRA with a weighted mean of 2.43. Lastly, respondents who also 

worked for the Government, Commerce and Industry, Public Practice were  qualified  as to the 

qualifications of the ASEAN MRA. 

 
Table 3 
Preparation for the Upcoming ASEAN MRA: Mean and Interpretation 

 
Profile 

 

Educational 

Attainment 

 
Licenses 

 
Competency 

 
Experience 

International 

Federation of 

Accountants 

 

Weighted 

Mean 

 
Interpretation 

University 

Affiliation 

       

Saint Louis 

University 
AL AL AL AL AL 2.0296 A Little 

University of 

Cordillera 
M AL M M AL 2.4714 A Little 

Significance NS NS NS NS NS   

Age        

21-29 years old M M M M AL 2.8 Much 

30-39 years old AL AL AL AL AL 2.0667 A Little 

40-49 years old AL AL AL AL AL 1.9 A Little 

50 and above years 

old 
AL AL AL AL AL 1.8182 A Little 

Significance NS NS NS NS NS   

Gender        

Male AL AL AL AL AL 2.0714 A Little 

Female M AL AL AL AL 2.2444 A Little 

Significance NS NS NS NS NS   

Educational 

Attainment 
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Bachelor's Degree M AL M AL AL 2.4 A Little 

Master's Degree AL AL AL AL AL 2.1786 A Little 

Doctorate N N N N N 1 No 

Significance NS NS NS NS NS   

Years of Experience in the 

Academe 

      

0-5 years M AL M AL AL 2.5167 Much 

6-10 years AL AL AL AL AL 1.8667 A Little 

11-20 years M AL M M AL 2.3818 A Little 

over 20 years AL AL AL AL AL 1.9778 A Little 

Significance NS NS NS NS NS   

Other Professional Affiliation       

Government AL AL AL AL AL 2.15 A Little 

Commerce/Industry AL AL AL AL AL 1.96 A Little 

Public M AL M AL AL 2.4222 A Little 

None M M M M AL 2.8667 Much 

Significance NS NS NS NS NS   

OVERALL AL AL AL AL AL 2.1756 A Little 
 

Table 3 shows that the CPAs in the Saint Louis University and University of the Cordilleras 

have little preparation for the ASEAN MRA on Accountancy Services with a weighted mean of 

2.0296 and 2.4714 respectively. The respondents with ages 21-29 were much more prepared for 

the ASEAN integration than the other age groups with a weighted mean of 2.8. Both male and 

female respondents  have a little preparation regarding the ASEAN MRA with weighted means 

of 2.0714 and 2.2444 respectively. The respondents having a doctorate degree were not prepared 

or have no preparations regarding the ASEAN MRA with 1 as weighted mean. In terms of years 

of experience in the Academe, only those respondents with 0-5years of experience as CPAs were 

doing preparations for the upcoming ASEAN MRA with a weighted mean of 2.52. Lastly, 

respondents who only worked in the Academe are doing more preparations for the ASEAN 

MRA compared with those respondents who also work for the Government, Commerce 

and Industry and in Public Practice. 

 

Table  4 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4 shows that University Affiliation, age, gender, years of experience in academe are not 

significant in determining the perceived benefits gained from the ASEAN MRA while 

Educational Attainment and membership in other professional affiliations are significant to 

derive benefits from ASEAN MRA. 

Summary of Significant Differences on Perceived Benefits from the ASEAN 

MRA 

  F  F Crit Significance 

University Affiliation 3.6512 5.9873 Not Significant 

Age 2.5623 3.4903 Not Significant 

Gender 2.2277 5.9874 Not Significant 

Educational Attainment 6.2602 4.2565 Significant 

Years of Experience in Academe 0.4086 3.4903 Not Significant 

Other Professional Affiliation 4.1261 3.4903 Significant 
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Table  5 

 

Summary of Significant Differences on Preparations for the ASEAN MRA 

  F  F Crit Significance 

University Affiliation 3.4506 5.3177 Not Significant 

Age 2.33443 3.23887 Not Significant 

Gender 2.04507 5.31766 Not Significant 

Educational Attainment 5.52162 3.88529 Significant 

Years of Experience in Academe 1.41798 2.88608 Not Significant 

Other Professional Affiliation 3.81445 3.23887 Significant 

 

Table 5 shows that University Affiliation, Age, Gender, Years of Experience in Academe have 

no significant difference in the preparations of CPAs in Academe, while significant differences 

occur when taking Educational attainment and membership in other professional affiliations into 

consideration.  

 

Preparation for ASEAN MRA 

Frequency  
Mod

e 
Median 

  

Attendin

g 

Seminars 

(AS) 

Personal 

Readings 

(PR) 

Upgrading 

of License 

(UL) 

Taking higher 

educational 

degree (THED) 

Other

s (O) 
    

University 

Affiliation 
       

University of 

Cordillera (UC) 
7 8 2 7 1 8 PR 

Saint Loius 

University (SLU) 
15 14 2 13 2 15 AS 

Age        

21 - 29 Years 8 8 1 7 1 8 AS, PR 

30 - 39 Years 13 13 1 11 2 13 AS, PR 

40 - 49 Years 2 3 2 2 0 3 PR 

Above 50 4 6 2 6 1 6 
PR, 

THED 

Gender        

Male  9 8 2 8 1 9 AS 

Female 20 20 1 17 3 20 AS, PR 

Educational 

Attainment 
       

Bachelor's Degree 5 6 0 6 2 6 
PR, 

THED 

Master's Graduate 19 21 3 18 3 21 PR 
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Doctorate 1 1 0 1 0 1 
AS,PR,

THED 

Years of Work 

Experience in the 

Academe 

       

0 - 5 Years B 9 2 8 1 9 
PR, 

THED 

6 - 10 Years 6 6 0 6 1 6 
AS,PR,

THED 

11 - 20 Years 7 8 1 7 1 8 PR 

Over 20 Years 6 6 0 6 1 6 
AS,PR,

THED 

Other Professional 

Affiliation 
       

Government 3 3 0 2 0 3 AS,PR 

Commerce/Industry 14 16 3 14 2 16 PR 

Public 5 5 0 4 1 5 AS,PR 

None 4 5 0 5 1 5 
PR, 

THED 

 

Based on the table above, from the 19 categories coming from the different profiles of CPAs in 

the Academe, 17 prefer to do personal reading to prepare themselves on the upcoming 2015 

ASEAN MRA. Majority of them are from University of Cordilleras, 30-39 years of age, 

female, Master’s graduate, 11-20 years in academe and part of Commerce/Industry. 

Nevertheless, the overall preparation done by the CPAs in the Academe is “Personal Readings 

of Accounting Journals and other books”. 

 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Conclusions 

Based on the findings of the study, the following conclusions are reached: 

The most number of CPAs in the Academe in Baguio City are in the Saint Louis University 

garnering 65.85% followed by University of the Cordilleras with 34.15%.  Out of 45 CPAs in       

the Academe, 48.78% or 22 are 30-39 years old, most of them are females with a percentage of 

65.85% and most of them hold a Master’s degree with 68.29%. Also, 29.27% are 0-5 years 

tenured in the Academe and most of them also hold positions in the commerce and industry 

profession with a percentage of 60.98%. 

The respondents are generally aware of the requirements for CPAs in ASEAN MRA. Only those 

with 6-10 years of experience are not aware. Respondents who have no other professional 

affiliations are very aware. But the result also shows that the CPA instructors are generally not 

aware of the International Federation of Accountants (IFAC) Guidelines. But still, the 

respondents are only doing little preparations to meet the IFAC guidelines.  

The respondents generally see themselves as qualified to meet the requirements for CPAs in 

ASEAN MRA. But those who are above 50 years old and above 20 years of experience are 

doubtful of their qualifications. The findings also show that the respondents are generally 

doubtful of being qualified with the International Federation of Accountants Guidelines. 

The CPA instructors are generally doing little preparations for the upcoming ASEAN MRA. 
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Those with 0-5 years of experience and 21-29 years old are doing much preparation as well as 

those who are not affiliated with other sectors. With this, we conclude that the young and 

upcoming accounting instructors are much more diligent in preparing for the ASEAN MRA. 

There is no significant difference on the awareness, self-perceived qualification and preparation 

of the respondents when they are grouped according to their university affiliation, age, gender, 

educational attainment, years of experience and membership in other professional affiliations. 

The study shows that there is a significant difference on both a.  The perceived benefits that the 

CPAs in the academe can derive from the ASEAN MRA on Accountancy services and b. on the 

preparations done by the respondents when they are grouped according to educational attainment 

and other professional affiliations. This means that the perceived benefits and the preparations 

done by a Bachelor’s degree holder alone, master’s degree holder and a doctorate degree holder 

differ from each other. 

When respondents are grouped according to age, gender and years of experience in the academe, 

there is no significant difference on the perceived benefits they can derive from the ASEAN 

MRA on Accountancy services. The most perceived benefit is wider scope of professional 

experience.  

 

Recommendations 

From the findings and conclusions of this study; the researchers recommend the following:  that 

CPAs in the Academe should read more regarding the 2015 ASEAN MRA to know the different 

qualifications, the different benefits, and the different preparations that need to be done.  

Aside from their personal readings, they should also do more preparations to be able to qualify 

in the requirements of the 2015 ASEAN MRA to show competitiveness. These preparations 

include attending seminars given by the Accounting professional bodies such as the PICPA, 

ACPAPI, ACPAE and others, upgrading their licenses by taking other special examinations like 

the CMA, CFA, and others, and taking up higher educational degrees. It is another 

recommendation that other preparations should be done by the CPAs in the academe to be able 

to meet the requirements or qualifications imposed by the ASEAN MRA on Accountancy 

Services. 

Further studies should be conducted in relation to this research on a wider range specifically by 

including other Universities or Colleges in Baguio city. Also, it would be interesting to include 

the CPAs in the academe outside Baguio city or located within the Benguet as respondents. 

Further studies may also involve CPAs on the other the scopes of practice of Accountancy like 

in the Government, Public and in Commerce and Industry. 
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Correlates of “choices” of highschool students: Evidence from two schools in the 

Cordillera Administrative Region (CAR) 

 

Christine P. Manipon, Eleanor P. Garoy and Gladys M. Navarro 

Saint Louis University 

 

This study compared the choices of rural and urban high school students along education and 
employment using selected socio-economic profiles as correlates of choices. The conceptual 

framework of the paper was anchored on an article written by McCracken and Barcinas (1991) 
which compared the characteristics and aspirations of rural and urban schools in the Ohio, USA. 

The objective of the study was to determine which correlate/s provided the drive or push for the 
student to make the choice. The Binary Logistic Regression Model was used to analyze which 

among the correlates provided the push factor to make the choice. The result of the study showed 

differences on the probabilities of rural and urban high school students in making the choice. 
The correlates that are found to be significant are sex, the mother’s and father’s educational 

attainment of the students, and the number of siblings, both for the rural and urban high school 
students in varying degrees. For instance, the responses were compared between rural and urban 

high school students on their belief that they can find them employment opportunity abroad 
given their choice of degree. For rural high school students whose fathers are college graduate 

or more, the higher their father’s educational attainment, they tend not to believe that their degree 
can help them find work abroad, while urban high school responses were the exact opposite, the 

higher the educational attainment of their fathers, it increases the probability of the student to 

make the choice of working abroad because of their chosen degree. This insinuates, that rural 
high school student whose fathers have higher educational attainment may tend to stay in the 

Philippines (and may manifest tendencies to seek work opportunities in key cities near their 
provinces ), while urban high school students may have a greater tendencies to work abroad, due 

largely to their father’s educational attainment. Another significant finding of the study shows 
that sex is a significant determinant of the choice to take a job not related to their degree. Male 

high school students in both schools are likely not to take jobs in the Philippines that are not 
related to their course. 

 

In contrast, urban high school male students are likely to take jobs abroad that is not related to 
their course, which is different from the rural male high school, who choose not likely to take 
jobs abroad not related to his course. While this are just preliminary findings, this exploratory 
work on determining which correlates provided the push factor for choices made by student 
along their choice of education and work environment, provides encouraging results to dig 
deeper in understanding socio-economic variables as predictors of tendencies to migrate. The 
conclusions drawn from the study may not necessarily represent the whole Philippines, or the 
rural and urban high schools. The study recognizes the limitations on the number of cases 
analyzed in the study. 
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Youth empowerment and the Free Culinary Training Program of the Consuelo Chito 

Madrigal Foundation and St. Paul University Manila 

 

Amelia S. Butial and Ramoncito San Jose St. Paul University Manila 

 

The Hotel and Restaurant Management (HRM) program of St. Paul University Manila started a 
corporate social responsibility program in 2012 in partnership with the Consuelo Chito Madrigal 
Foundation, Inc.. Since then, the project has involved volunteer HRM faculty members who 
assist out-of-school-youths in Payatas, Quezon City within a five-month period to help them 
acquire the national certification In Commercial Cookery and Bread and Pastries given by the 
Technical and Skills Development Authority in the Philippines. To uncover the influence of the 
free training and to unravel the ways in which SPU Manila contributes to the empowerment of 
young people in marginalized areas and life conditions, the researchers decided to conduct this 
research. St. Paul Manila’s institutional research agenda, compassion research, positions integral 
human development an important area of investigation in trying to document the impact of the 
program as an authentic development project of a Paulinian institution addressing a problem 
directly affecting the urban poor. 

 
This study looks into the contexts of empowerment among the selected graduates of the free 
culinary training program of Consuelo Chito Madrigal Foundation (CCMF) and St. Paul 
University Manila from 2012 to 2015. It specifically sought to answer the following questions:  
(1) In what ways did the training program provide or not provide an opportunity to the trainees 
to make a choice in bettering their lives?; (2) In what situations were the trainees able to use 
their opportunity to choose options that can improve their lives?; (3) What were the results of 
their having exercised their opportunity to make choices?; (4) What are the domains of 
empowerment of the trainees? Using the qualitative approach via the focus group discussions, 
and guided by the framework constructs of Alsop and Heinsohn (2005), the study revealed the 
various ways in which the free training of SPU Manila helped empower the CCMF youth 
beneficiaries. 
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Correlates of Organizational Effectiveness of De La Salle Lipa – College of 

Business Economics Accountancy and Management (DLSL-CBEAM) 

 
 

Joel Morales Osorio, De La Salle Lipa, Philippines 
 

 

Abstract 
 
For an organization to be effective it must be organized according to task or the reason why it is 
organized. Simply stated, effective schools achieve their goals and objectives of developing 

knowledge, skills and values in learners. However, research has led to the comprehensive 
meaning of effective school as learning institutions that simply achieve organizational goals and 

objectives seem incomplete. This is due to the fact that school being a dynamic organization 
evolves through the years as well as its curricula and simply achieving its goal is not enough for 

it to be pronounced as effective. It involves several factors to consider which are advanced by 
different authors in organizational effectiveness to consider that a school is an effective 

organization. Consequently, this paper assessed and determined the relationship of the presence 

and practice of educational management dimensions to the factors that influence the 
organizational effectiveness of DLSL–CBEAM. It used the five-factor theory of effective 

schools advanced by Edmonds (1979) which includes clear focus on instruction; student 
acquisition of basic skills, and frequent monitoring of student progress; a safe and orderly school 

atmosphere ; correlation between expectation and achievement; and strong and pervasive 
educational leadership. The perceptions of 288 students, 28 full-time professors, and 4 

administrators were sought. The study found the presence of these factors as all of them are 
identified as practiced Very Often. Systematic follow up of student progress got the highest 

mean which is different from Edmonds’ educational leadership. The study further found 
 
DLSL-CBEAM as a Very Effective organization and its adaptability as the highest among the 
correlates of the perceived organizational effectiveness. However, as to the relationship between 
educational management dimensions and correlates of effectiveness, using Spearman's Rank-
order Correlation, the study found it to be not significant. Using ANOVA, the study further 
determined that there are significant differences in the perceived educational dimensions 
between administrators and professors, professors and students, but there is no significant 
difference between administrators and students. In the perceived correlates of organizational 
effectiveness, only the difference in perceptions of professors and students are significant. 

 
Keywords: Organizational effectiveness, Educational management dimensions, Educational 

leadership, School effectiveness 
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Introduction 
 

Much has been said, researched, and a lot of findings from different studies all in an effort 
to clearly determine the factors that truly and directly contribute to school effectiveness. The 
components of these factors vary in terms of comprehensiveness and focus. Theories are formed 
by different researchers and yet they all agree that effective schools are those that accomplish their 
goals and objectives they set to achieve for the organization and the learners. Too, some researches 
like the one done by Bezirtzoglou (2004) advances that the assessment of the organizational 
effectiveness of the school must be done periodically as it is not sustainable for some period of 
time. 

 
According to Daft (2010) and Drucker (2006) an organization is considered to be effective 

if it is organized according to task or the reason why it is organized. Simply stated, effective 
schools achieve their goals and objectives of developing knowledge, skills and values in learners. 
Research has led, however, to the comprehensive meaning of effective school as learning 
institutions that simply achieve organizational goals and objectives seem incomplete. This study 
identified the correlates of effectiveness of De La Salle Lipa - College of Business Economics 
Accountancy and Management (DLSL-CBEAM). 

 
The College over the years that it is offering business education among other courses 

through different departments, no formal study was done to assess the College organizational 
effectiveness vis-à-vis the five-factor formula as advanced by Edmonds (1979). 
 

There may be serious doubts; however, as to the use of this 35-year old (to date) theory 
and its relevance are put to serious questioning. Yet the same theory in a dissertation done by 
Rodney L. Peterson (2011) entitled Teacher Perceptions of the Importance of Effective Schools  
Correlates to Improving Student Achievement, Edmonds’ (1979) review of effective schools 
which identified five correlates that make schools successful in educating all students: strong 
administrative leadership, high expectations for student achievement, a safe and orderly school 
atmosphere, student acquisition of basic skills, and frequent monitoring of student progress is used. 
Peterson (2011) further observed that other researchers affirmed Edmonds’ conclusions and 
identified an additional correlate which is successful parent and community involvement programs 
is present in effective schools as well. 
 

Furthermore, the researcher believes since this study is a pilot research to assess the 
effectiveness of the College, the five-factor formula is the best starting point. Subsequent studies 
to validate the results and determine its sustainability for “according to some academics it is highly 
questionable that the effectiveness of specific schools could be sustained” (Bezirtzoglou,  
2004) may be the ideal time to use the expanded factors. This idea as well as the periodic 
assessment of organizational effectiveness is included in the recommendations of this study. 
 

The main concern of the study is determining the relationship of the presence and practice 
of educational management dimensions to the factors that influence the organizational 
effectiveness of DLSL - CBEAM. 

 
To achieve the purpose of the study, answers to the following problems based on the 

perceptions of the three stakeholders of the College: students, administrators, and professors, are 
sought: 1. how do the respondents perceive and assess the presence and practice of educational 
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management dimensions in DLSL-CBEAM?; 2. how do the respondents rate the effectiveness of 
DLSL-CBEAM?; 3. is there a significant relationship between the presence and practice of school 
management dimensions and school effectiveness?; 4. in which management components do 
DLSL-CBEAM need improvement or adjustment in effectiveness? 5. are there significant 
differences in the perceptions of effectiveness among the respondents?. 
 

This study is very significant to DLSL and helps improve the management of the College 
and to a number of concerned individuals like professors and parents. The study is also significant 
to the College administrators for through this study they would know the areas of concern which 
need adjustment or improvement to make the College an effective organization. 

 
Moreover, in the light of the major changes the college has undergone these past years in 

terms of the number of students and curricula, the implementation of the school policies and 
strategies and the organizational effectiveness must be evaluated to determine if adjustments or 
enhancements in some management dimensions or components should be undertaken. 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 

The study mainly concentrated on the educational management components or dimensions 
and their influence to the organizational effectiveness of De La Salle Lipa – College of Business, 
Economics, Accountancy and Management (DLSL-CBEAM). 
 

The study focused on the Academic year 2012 – 2013. It involved three respondent-groups: 
4 College administrators, 28 full-time professors, and 288 students from different courses and 
different levels which comprised a cross section data. Data gathering activities were done starting 
the second week of February 2013. 

 
Respondents were selected using the purposive sampling method where respondents were 

selected according to their roles in the College. Slovin’s sample size formula was used to determine 
the sample size needed for the students based on the total number of enrollees from first year to 
fourth year in the College. Representative classes in all levels were surveyed to be able to get the 
cross section data. Professors and administrators since they are few the census method was applied. 
 

The process of establishing the significant relationship between the organizational 
effectiveness and the educational dimensions of the DLSL-CBEAM was a two-tiered study. The 
first phase determined the presence and practice of the five-factors by Edmonds (1979). The 
second phase determined the organizational effectiveness of the College in terms of its 1. 
adaptability (the ability of the College to effectively receive, process, and act on information to 
achieve performance), 2. goal attainment, 3. integration (the process of achieving unity of efforts 
among the College units and management to achieve for the College), and 4. values formation and 
internalization (affective desires or wants of the College that guide the behavior of all persons 
involved and connected to the College). 
 

This is illustrated in the foregoing conceptual/operational framework (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. Conceptual/Operational framework of the correlates of effective schools 

 
A survey using questionnaires in gathering data was employed where the respondents 

were asked to choose answers and the obtained means have the following values and adjectival 
rating assigned as to the degree of presence and practice of educational management components 
in Part I: 
 

Rating Adjectival Rating 

1.00 – 1.75 Never 

1.76 – 2.50 Sometimes 

2.51 – 3.25 Often 

3.26 – 4.00 Very Often 
 
 
 

The values assigned as to the degree of organizational effectiveness in Part II and their 
adjectival interpretations are: 
 

Rating Adjectival Rating 

1.00 – 1.75 Not Effective 

1.76 – 2.50 Fairly Effective 

2.51 – 3.25 Effective 

3.26 – 4.00 Very Effective. 

 
Analyzing the data gathered, the study used frequency distribution, weighted mean, 

Spearman rank-order correlation analysis and ANOVA as the statistical tools. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 

 

Table 1 presents the overall mean of the educational dimensions of the College. The study 
found the presence and practice as Very Often as indicated by the 3.38 overall weighted mean. 
Students’ progress has the highest mean posted at 3.50 followed by instructional program at 3.40. 
The weighted mean for the school’s safe environment is 3.37 which is rated the third highest. The 
two factors which are educational expectancies and achievement, and educational leadership were 
rated with 3.31 weighted mean, although the lowest are still interpreted as Very Often. 
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These results are contrary to the findings of Edmonds (1979) which is the educational leadership 
as the most dominant factor. However, this is consistent with the study of Saleem et al (2012) that 
the five factors are determinants of school effectiveness and safe environment as the third highest. 
Researchers in the area of educational leadership have identified links between educational 
leadership and school effectiveness due to the perception that educational leaders affect school 
effectiveness (Pashiardis, 2004). Still, high educational expectancies and achievements in the 
study done by Callender (2007) was rated the highest. 
 

 

Table 1. Educational management dimensions practiced in DLSL-CBEAM 

 

Table 2 presents the correlates of school effectiveness. The study found Adaptability as the 

highest correlates with a mean of 3.47 among the four factors. Most of them are rated Very 

Effective. Only Integration was rated as effective. The mean for the correlates of school 

effectiveness is 3.32 which is interpreted as Very Effective 
 

The result as perceived that Integration (Coordination ) rated the lowest is contrary to the 
findings of the research done by Saleem et al (2012) which rated the second highest. 

 
 

Table 2. Correlates of school effectiveness of DLSL-CBEAM 

Correlates of Effectiveness Mean Verbal 

  Interpretation 

Adaptability 3.47 Very Effective 
Goal Attainment 3.33 Very Effective 

Integration 3.21 Effective 
Values Internalization 3.28 Very Effective 

   

Overall Mean 3.32 Very Effective 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Educational Dimensions Mean Verbal 

   Interpretation 

 School Environment 3.37 Very Often 
 Educational Expectancies and Achievement 3.31 Very Often 

 Educational Leadership 3.31 Very Often 

 Instructional Program 3.40 Very Often 

 Students’ Progress 3.50 Very Often 

    

 Overall Mean 3.38 Very Often 
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Table 3 presents the relationship of Education Dimensions and Organizational 
Effectiveness as perceived by the four administrators. At 0.01level, results revealed that there 
exist perfect significant relationship (r-value 1.000) between the following: a) Expectancies and 
Achievement and Values Internalization; b) Expectancies and Achievement and Organizational 
Effectiveness and Education Dimension and Values Internalization. Summarily, for 
Administrators, there exist a perfect significant relationship between Education Dimension and 
Organizational Effectiveness (r-value 1.000, p-value < 0.01). 

 

 

Table 3. Correlation of education dimensions and organizational effectiveness: Administrators 

 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed) 
 

Table 4 shows the relationship of Education Dimensions and Organizational 
Effectiveness as perceived by the 27 regular professors. Results revealed that all relationships 
at 0.01 level between Education Dimensions and Organizational Effectiveness as perceived by 
the professors are significant. Overall, relationship between the two variables is significant (r-
value 0.813, p-value < 0.01). 
 
Table 4. Correlation of education dimensions and organizational effectiveness: Professors 

Variables 
Adaptabilit
y Goal Integration Value Organizational 

  Attainment  Internalization Effectiveness 
School Environment 0.523** 0.523** 0.523** 0.528** 0.578** 
Expectancies and 
Achievement 0.674** 0.593** 0.628** 0.676** 0.689** 

Educational Leadership 0.458* 0.444* 0.631** 0.550** 0.590** 

Instructional Program 0.601** 0.545** 0.683** 0.549** 0.681** 
Student’s Progress 0.682** 0.428* 0.597** 0.574** 0.674** 

      
Education Dimension 0.751** 0.617** 0.777** 0.717** 0.813**  
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)   
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)  

 

 

Table 5 presents the relationship of Education Dimensions and Organizational 
Effectiveness as perceived by the 288 students. Results revealed that all relationships between 
Education Dimensions and Organizational Effectiveness as perceived by the students are 
significant. Overall, the relationship of Education Dimensions and Organizational 

 Variables Adaptability Goal Integration Value Organizational 
   Attainment  Internalization Effectiveness 

 School Environment 0.943 0.889 0.632 0.949 0.949 

 
Expectancies and 
Achievement 0.894 0.949 0.800 1.000** 1.000** 

 Educational Leadership 0.707 0.833 0.949 0.949 0.949 
 Instructional Program 0.707 0.833 0.949 0.949 0.949 
 Student’s Progress 0.236 0.056 0.316 0.316 0.316 
       

 Education Dimension 0.894 0.949 0.800 1.000** 1.000** 
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Effectiveness as perceived by the students is significant (r-value 0.835, p-value < 0.01). 
 
Table 5. Correlation of education dimensions and organizational effectiveness: Students 

Variables Adaptability Goal Integration Value Organizational 
  Attainment  Internalization Effectiveness 
School Atmosphere 0.625** 0.648** 0.597** 0.651** 0.711** 
Expectancies and 
Achievement 0.627** 0.614** 0.572** 0.631** 0.690** 
Educational Leadership 0.664** 0.650** 0.637** 0.652** 0.738** 
Instructional Program 0.650** 0.638** 0.685** 0.692** 0.753** 
Student’s Progress 0.651** 0.682** 0.602** 0.680** 0.743** 

      
Education Dimension 0.738** 0.738** 0.709** 0.758** 0.835**  
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)  

Table 6 shows the differences on the perception of respondents on educational 
dimensions. Results revealed that significant difference exist in Educational Leadership (f-
value 8.66, p-value 0.000) and Students Progress (f-value 3.03, p-value 0.050). On one hand, 
Educational Leadership was perceived the highest by the Administrators (M=3.71) and lowest 
by the professors (M=2.90). The same is true with the case of Student’s Progress. Other 
differences are insignificant. Overall educational dimensions are perceived significantly 
different by the administrators, professors, and students. 

 
Table 6. Differences on the perception of the respondents on educational dimensions 

 
Educational Dimensions Group Mean F-Value P- Value  Interpretation 

School Atmosphere Administrators 3.63 2.57 0.078 Not 

Significant Professors 3.16 

Students 3.31 

 

Expectancies and Achievement 

 

Administrators 

 

3.45 

 

0.39 

 

0.677 

 

Not 

Significant Professors 3.23 

Students 3.27 

 

Educational Leadership 

 

Administrators 

 

3.71 

 

8.66 

 

0.000 

 

Significant 

Professors 2.90 

Students 3.30 

 

Instructional Program 

 

Administrators 

 

3.71 

 

1.87 

 

0.156 

 

Not 

Significant Professors 3.19 

Students 3.29 

Student’s Progress Administrators 3.84 3.03 0.050 Significant 

Professors 3.26 

Students 3.56 

 

Education Dimensions   Administrators     3.67        3.73      0.025     Significant 

Professors 3.15 

Students 3.32 

 
 
 
Table 7 shows the differences on the perceptions of respondents on organizational effectiveness. 
Results revealed that it is perceived significantly different by the three groups of respondents. 
All differences in the perceptions are significant. 
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Table 7 Differences on the perception of the respondents on organizational effectiveness 

 

 
Organizational Effectiveness Group Mean F-Value P- Value  Interpretation 

Adaptability Administrators 3.90 3.57 0.029 Significant 

Professors 3.21 

Students 3.30 

 

Goal Attainment 

 

Administrators 

 

3.65 

 

8.32 

 

0.000 

 

Significant 

Professors 2.98 

Students 3.35 

 

Integration 

 

Administrators 

 

3.60 

 

9.22 

 

0.000 

 

Significant 

Professors 2.81 

Students 3.22 

 

Values Internalization 

 

Administrators 

 

3.54 

 

6.26 

 

0.002 

 

Significant 

Professors 2.97 

Students 3.32 

 

Organizational Effectiveness Administrators 3.67 7.55 0.001 

 

Significant 

 Professors 2.99 

Students 3.30 

 

CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

The five-factor model (Edmonds, 1979) has had a major impact on educational practice 
in the USA and resulted in interventions such as leadership training and assessment of 
students’ progress. It was also the start for research to validate the five factors and / or to  
find other factors. This is affirmed to be present and practiced in DLSL-CBEAM by this study. 
Its organizational effectiveness as well is rated as very effective in terms of adaptability, goal 
attainment, and values internalization and integration, although integration was rated only 
effective. Furthermore, the results revealed that the education dimensions were present and 
practiced very often. 

 
The results of the Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient further affirmed that the 

two variables have significant positive relationship. Likewise, there are significant differences 
in the perceptions of the three respondent groups especially the administrators. This is probably 
due to the relatively small number of population which was only four. 

 
It is however noteworthy to highlight the relatively higher and visible rating of all the 

factors of educational dimensions and correlates of organizational effectiveness by the 
administrators. This could be because most of them are with the College long enough to really 
know the presence and practice of these factors. Too, since they are members of the committee 
that does the planning and implementation, they are naturally aware of them. This attitude 
could be attributed to what Dennis W. Organ et al (2011) advance in their study when they 
postulated  
“although any one instance of OCB (Organizational Citizenship Behavior) may not appear to 
be of significance, in the aggregate this discretionary behavior has a major beneficial impact 
on organizational operations and effectiveness”. 
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In view of the above-mentioned findings, the following recommendations are in order: 

the College should improve on the two factors: Educational expectancies and achievement, 
and Educational leadership as both got the lowest ratings. Programs should be advanced and 
incorporated in the education agenda of the College toward these ends. 

 
Furthermore, Integration which is referred to as the process of achieving unity of efforts 

among the College units and management to achieve for the College must be given attention 
as it rated the lowest correlate of organizational effectiveness. While it is still rated and 
interpreted in this study to be effective, it can still be improved to be very effective. 

 
It is also necessary that a regular periodic assessment of the College’s effectiveness 

should be undertaken as its sustainability is highly questionable (Bezirtzoglou, 2004) that 
which should also include not only the five factors by Edmonds (1979) but also the expanded 
correlates advanced by other researchers. ` 

Future researches should also consider for it to be imperative to include all the 
administrators of other Colleges of De La Salle Lipa and consider the views or perceptions of other 
stakeholders such as parents and local community. 
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Abstract 
We determined and compared the degree of implementation of humanistic sustainability human 

resource management (HRM) practices. We analyzed which among the firm demographics such 

as number of years of operation, size, and type of ownership is its significant predictor. Based on 

the Motivations of Humanistic “Sustain Ability” framework where the HRM practices were 

rooted, we used the descriptive, correlational, and causal research designs to analyze the 137 

samples responses of various companies who participated in the survey. Our results showed that 

Philippine companies were moderately implementing humanistic sustainability HRM practices. 

It also indicated that those that were registered as corporations and large in size were 

implementing humanistic sustainability HRM practices in a greater degree. Our findings also 

revealed that the humanistic sustainability HRM practices were significantly correlated with 

company demographics such as size, and type of ownership. Finally, our regression analysis 

indicated that the significant predictor of humanistic sustainability HRM practices was the size 

of the firm followed by the number of years of their operation. 

JEL code:      L20, M12, M54, O15 
Key words: humanistic management, sustainability, human resource management, human 

dignity, human rights. 
 

"I define sustainable history as a durable progressive trajectory 

in which the quality of life on this planet or other planets is 

premised on the guarantee of human dignity for all at all times 

and under all circumstances”̴ Al-Rodhan (2009) 
 

Introduction 
Contemporary human resource management (HRM) practices show that there are efforts 

to implement humanistic sustainability that promote and nurture job satisfaction, organizational 

commitment, and meaningful life of workers as well as continued existence of the organization. 

These take into account concerns that enable workers to live in the society in a happy and 

dignified manner. These practices may include proper matching of competencies with the job 

opening and equal opportunity during recruitment which offer a sense of purpose and 

achievement to candidates; developing creativity and critical thinking during training that would 

allow sharing of knowledge and innovation; fostering trust and open communication between 

workers and employer to bring about harmonious labor relations; promoting work-life balance 

so that workers have more time for their families; and providing fair compensation and good 

retirement package for workers to live decently even during old age. 
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On the other hand, try to picture this example: a supervisor in a manufacturing firm in the 

Export Processing Zone; who was unable to buy his own complete safety gear and has only been 

trained once in the past two years that he has worked with the company; he has never been asked 

by management what he thinks will make him happy in the firm; who only comes home once 

every two weeks to his family because work required a twenty-four watch for the entire week. 

He therefore had very little time to spend with his pregnant wife, three young children, and a 75 

year old mother who is bed-ridden and needs daily maintenance medicines. He was unable to pay 

his house rent and was overboard with credit card bills. Worst of it all, he has just been booted 

out by his company in view of a decision to outsource a big chunk of the manufacturing 

assembly line work. This scenario happens to many workers in our world today. 

 

We therefore ask, do HRM practices encourage humanistic sustainability? What is the 

degree of implementation of humanistic sustainability in organizations? Which among the firm 

demographics of number of years of operation, size, and type of ownership is a significant 

predictor? Finding answers to these questions will enlighten whether companies are supportive 

of humanistic sustainability. 

 

Review of Related Literature 

People, Work, and Dignity of Persons 
Alejando Moreno-Salamanca (2015) persuasively pronounced that companies do not own 

people. The work scenario such as that of the supervisor in the manufacturing firm brings to 

mind whether companies are Goliaths simply gobbling all the profit they can acquire at anyone’s 

expense. If this is so, then, it is a sad illustration that companies use workers as means to their 

ends. It jolts workers leaving them with unprotected future. The stress undoubtedly trickles down 

through the workers’ veins and also distresses everyone in their family. Should workers only be 

viewed as capital of the businesses and once exhausted would simply be banished? And even if 

they stay at work, precarious work is evident (Edralin, 2014). Furthermore, “overwork is 

compulsory, violating labor rights, and anecdotal evidence suggests that in some cases overwork 

is not appropriately remunerated” in Economic Processing Zones (Cirera & Lakshman, 2014, p. 

23). “The social pressures and economic motives that surround businesses expose vulnerable 

employees to unconscionable circumstances as well. Unconscionability (Amoroso,  2015)  is when 

“it unreasonably favors one party and when the circumstance of the contract has a level of 

oppression and surprise within the reasonable expectations of the weaker party; and is 

unjustifiably one-sided to such an extent that is shocks the conscience” (Asis-Castro, 2015; Zenia 

Chavarria v. Ralphs Grocery Company, 2013). It has always been a struggle for workers to fight 

for and protect their rights from the capitalist employers. More than one hundred years of the 

Philippine trade union movement’s existence revealed the workers’ better terms and conditions 

of employment were gained through collective bargaining and concerted mass action in the 

workplace and in Congress. The trade unions’ active participation in the political and economic 

issues has changed how employers should treat and deal with workers. 

Prahalad and Hamel (1990) asserted that the workers are core assets of the business. 

People should be cared for and flourish because they are living beings. A collective learning at 

work and workers’ deep commitment across organizational boundaries can be realized if human 

resources are well regarded. Companies should view people as important human beings who 

should be afforded human rights and human dignity. By doing so, companies create 

organizational citizens where people have work behavior that help the organization; wherein they 
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go beyond job requirements and contributes to the organization because they value the company 

they work for (Hartman, Des Jardins, & MacDonald, 2014). In fact, businesses run by corporation 

should always remember the very reasons why they exist in the very first place, is to serve the 

public good which is the foundation of serving the public trust as companies were considered 

as a gift from the people (Post, Preston, & Sachs, 2002). Business should not be machines 

without soul motivated by profit using what the law ruthlessly so permit a limited liability 

(Bakan, 2005). Businesses should be conscionable not to exploit the most important asset of 

the companies for the sole purpose of profit. 

Employers should provide work because work is a necessity to peoples’ survival. For 

one, work is essential for the individual and his family. Work gives meaning and is  an expression 

of our full humanity, which has significant implications on people’s social lives. According 

to the Social Doctrine of the Church (Pontifical Council for Justice and Peace, 2004, p.180), 

“work is a fundamental right and a good for mankind, a useful good, worthy of man because 

it is an appropriate way for him to give expression to and enhance his human dignity.” Moreover, 

“work is a source of riches, or at least, of the conditions for a decent life, and is, in principle, 

an effective instrument against poverty” (PCJP, 2004, p.164). 

 “Perceived need are socially and culturally determined, and sustainable development 

requires the promotion of values that encourage consumption standards that are within the 

bounds of the ecological possible and to which all can reasonably aspire” (Brundtland 

Commission, 1987, p.2:5). Thus, for a person to make a prison become paradise because of his 

resourcefulness to produce from the capital (not money as John Maynard Keynes saw it to be, 

but something that is used to produced goods and services, with his right to produce what he 

needs and consume), Granados (2015) believed that this would be a manifestation of dignity. 

 

Challenges in Attaining Humanistic Sustainability 
Challenges confront businesses in attaining humanistic sustainability. The number of 

years a firm operates, firm size, and type of ownership show different reactions to external and 

internal pressures. For example, the size of the firm and the length of operation of small and 

medium enterprises (SME), among others, were determinants of SME performance (Mothibi, 

2015). An OECD (n.d.) report revealed that about 60 to 70 percent of employments created in 

OECD countries were driven by SMEs and it was suggested that the number of years a firm 

operated was an important factor rather than firm size in creating jobs. This is consistent with 

the findings of Lawless (2013) that the size of the firms was a driver of job creation, particularly, 

smaller companies contributed more than larger firms. Also, she established that younger 

companies were unfailingly vibrant than older firms. It revealed that size and growth of firms 

were independent when they passed the start-up stage. Haltiwanger, Jarmin, and Miranda (2013) 

found out when smaller companies grew older, the perception that they create the most jobs 

during start-up disappears compared to larger companies. Younger companies “have very high 

job destruction rates from exit, so that after five years, about 40% of the jobs initially created by 

start-ups have been eliminated by exit” (Haltiwanger, Jarmin, & Miranda, 2013, p. 360) which 

was because small and older companies were more susceptible to business cycle shocks (Fort, 

Haltiwanger, Jarmin and Miranda 2013). They also mentioned that compared to more mature 

companies, young firms grow fast. Contradictory to this, Moscarini and Postel-Vinay (2012) 

indicated that, “large employers on net destroy proportionally more jobs relative to small 

employers when unemployment is above trend, late in and right after a typical recession, and 

create more when unemployment is below trend, late in a typical expansion” (p. 2509). 
 
 

The economic ability of companies to create jobs based on firm age and firm size were 
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important factors that were related to HRM. This was because management of the jobs that were 

created pertains to HRM applied exercises, including but not limited to, recruiting, screening, 

selecting, and training and development. De Kok, Uhlaner, and Thurik (2002) expressed that 

larger firms usually performed more than smaller firms. Thurik and de Butter (2003) found out 

that the size of companies was related to the way companies use high performance HRM 

practices. Using regression, they learned specifically that smaller firms used less of the high 

performance HRM practices than larger firms. 

One example that imposed challenges to owners, was similar to the Nick’s Pizza & Pub, 

where “it involves educating employees about what it takes for the company to be successful, 

then trusting them to act accordingly” (Inc., 2010). But Ding and Wu (2014) noted that “small 

family firms were less likely to commit corporate misconduct than small non-family firms” (p. 

189) because they were more focused on long-term goals and plans of succession, thus, would 

rather preserve their reputation. 

The forms of ownership like corporations and non-corporations (single proprietorship / 

partnership) illustrate different effects in the performance of human resources in enterprises. 

“Corporations or partnerships provide for the legal, ownership, and management structures that 

can facilitate the continuity of the company beyond the original owner(s)…a sole proprietor own 

an unincorporated business, possibly working full time in that business in an industry that 

requires a license, a trade, or a skill. Therefore, firms operated as sole proprietorships are 

dependent on the entrepreneur…” (Jarkins & Forster-Holt, 2014, pp. 330-331). “Some 

entrepreneurs manage in such a ‘hands on’ way that the business cannot function without them, 

while other entrepreneurs operate their business in such a way that they are not necessary for the 

business to function at a high level” (Jarkins & Forster-Holt, 2014, p. 343). For example, in 

Parilla (2013), a study that looked into micro businesses (composed of 211 sole proprietorships 

and 21 partnerships, have its place within age group between 27 to 37 years old and dominated 

by females) and small businesses (comprised of 32 sole proprietorships and 12 partnerships, 

belonged to age group between 38 to 48 years old and dominated by males). In Ilocos Norte, 

Philippines, findings showed that human resources were being practiced to an evident degree by 

micro businesses despite having no formal human resource structure as businesses were operated 

by family members. These practices included job orientation, working conditions, employee 

motivations, and compensation. There was no strict implementation pertaining to salaries and 

benefits for family members as they basically composed the work force. However, small 

businesses were stricter in terms of compensation policies as they employed non-family 

members as well.  In their overall assessment, business owners presented to be highly competent 

in handling the business, although small businesses were more competent than micro businesses. 

In Mozur (2012), corporations that become global companies, cited Hon Hai Precision 

Industry Co., Ltd., a corporation operating under the name of Fozconn in the electronics 

manufacturing industry which is a supplier of Apple and Samsung was an example of a company 

that faced challenges. Hon Hai had difficulty in implementing the legally prescribed nine 

working hours in China because workers voiced out that they want more than 10 to 15 overtime 

working hours (Mozur, 2012). In trying to improve worker conditions, Fozconn had to open a 

mental-health office to provide worker counseling which was said to have declined Foxconn’s 

suicide rate (Mozur, 2012). Furthermore, to respond to global conditions, Coca-Cola, for 

instance, promoted diversity that in 2013, its total U.S. workforce included Caucasians (55%), 

Hispanics (18%), Native Americans (1%), Asians (3%), and African Americans (21%) (The 
 
 

Coca-Cola Company, 2015). These examples illustrate the opportunities of corporations to 

participate in worldwide business prospects which unincorporated companies may have 
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difficulty to enter and survive. With resources, corporations can capture global opportunities, but 

can as well be confronted with numerous external challenges. 

In another study, to know the occurrence and influence of HRM practices, a survey of 

168 Philippine corporations by Galang (2004) used organizational characteristics particularly 

firm size based on number of employees, unionization, industry, foreign ownership, product 

diversity and organizational life cycle. She compared HRM practices in the Philippines with that 

of US and Canada. Galang (2004) found out that employment size explained sixty percent of the 

difference in the HR training practices. 

Moreover, Genc’s (2014) study revealed that there was no significant relationship 

between size and internal environmental factors (organizational mission, strategies and 

objectives, corporate headquarter actions, vertical or horizontal structure, history, top 

management and line management priorities, and issues of power and politics) of HRM activities. 

However, for these corporations “priorities of top management” came out to be what affects 

HRM practices most. Genc’s findings further showed that the size of the company was also an 

internal factor that large companies in Turkey found to be a critical determinant when planning 

and implementing HRM. 

Finally, the study of Zheng, O'Neill, and Morrison’s (2009) pointed out that ownership, 

age and size of firms “influenced the motivation, capacity and ability of firms to adopt high 

performance human resource practices [and was] closely associated with human resource 

outcomes and firm performance” (p. 175). 

 

Objectives of the Study 
In this study, we used the humanistic “sustain ability” lens on HRM practices. We 

examined practices of companies in the Philippines and answered the following objectives of this 

study: 

1. To determine and compare the degree of implementation of humanistic sustainability 

HRM practices. 

2. To correlate humanistic sustainability HRM practices with firm demographics such years 

of operation, size, and type of ownership. 

3. To analyze which among the firm demographics are significant predictors of humanistic 

sustainability HRM practices. 

 

Hypotheses of the Study 

Given the objectives of our study, we tested the following hypotheses: 
Hypothesis 1: The bundle of humanistic sustainability HRM practices is 

moderately (x=3.83) implemented in the sample companies. 

 

Hypothesis 2: There is no significant difference in the overall average rating of 

companies  with  regards  to  the  degree  of  implementation  of 

humanistic sustainability HRM practices based number of years of 

operation, size, and type of ownership. 

 

Hypothesis 3: There is no significant correlation on the number of years of 
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operation, size, and type of ownership and humanistic 

sustainability HRM practices. 

 

Hypothesis 4: The size of the company is the most significant predictor of 

humanistic sustainability HRM practices. 

 

Conceptual Framework of HRM practices with Humanistic Sustainability 

Motivations of Humanistic “Sustain Ability” Model 
The Brundtland Commission report (1987) stated that “sustainable development seeks to 

meet the needs of current generations without compromising the ability of future generations to 

meet their own needs,” (Our Common Future, Chapter 1: A Threatened Future, II. New 

Approaches to Environment and Development, no.49); and that, sustainability shall give 

“opportunity to satisfy [people’s] aspiration for a better life (Our Common Future, I. The Global 

Challenge, 3. Sustainable Development, no. 27). This report said that there is a need for people 

to manage resources, thus, it recommended that human ability be developed. 

Moreover, the importance of people, planet, and profit was considered  by  Elington (1997) 

as the three major resources (in the principle of the Triple Bottom Line), to achieve “Sustain 

Ability” (Elington, 1998). He voiced out that companies have the green light to do business 

if they manage these three major resources. Because people have the highest faculties who can 

make sustainability happen even when the three P’s of the triple bottom line approach was 

viewed as a more comprehensive way to muse over a business’ advantage, it is not unreasonable 

to ask if people are being given the fair attention and care. 

Furthermore, Parkes & Borland (2012) said that “HRM is best placed to provide 

leadership, drive, and innovation to influence individuals, groups, and all organizational actors 

toward embracing more sustainable attitudes and behaviors” (p. 813). But then, where is HRM in 

providing humanistic sustainability? Looking at this in the reverse manner, we can ask whether 

HRM is providing people the “living standards that go beyond the basic minimum which are 

sustainable only if consumption standards everywhere have regard for long-term sustainability” 

(Brundtland Commission, 1987, Ch 2, 5). According to Babbitt (2013), a “systemic oppression 

makes dehumanizing conditions and treatment seems unreasonable” (p. 733). On the other hand, 

Pirson, Kimakowitz, Dierksmeier, & Spitzeck (2010) opined that humanistic management is 

steered by three doctrines which were “the need for the protection of human dignity and the need 

to integrate ethical evaluation into managerial decisions. In addition the new paradigm 

appreciates that shared responsibility will produce more life-conducive business activities than 

individually assumed responsibility can. Humanistic managers assume responsibilities with not 

for stakeholders” (p. 26). While Spitzeck (2011) wrote that “human management is the pursuit 

of strategies and practices aimed at the creation of human welfare. It is a style of management 

that unconditionally respects human dignity in business through submitting its practices to 

societal critique…although the humanistic purpose of business is ultimately to serve people” (p. 

54). Mele (2013) reiterated that, humanistic management is management that stresses importance 

on the human condition as well as being generously and entirely concerned with human value. 

Arnaud and Wasieleski (2014) viewed that “humanism is concerned with the autonomy of 

individuals (p. 314) … humanism may indeed provide the ethical standard in HRM” (p. 315 ). 

Additionally, Largacha-Martinez, Maldonado, Perez,, & Aristizabal, (2013) insisted that “as a 

company implements more humanistic approaches within managerial practices, the social impact 

resulting from this approach will be … to produce more decent jobs.” (p. 81).  Furthermore, the 
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declaration of humanist principles has a “… humanistic outlook … based on respect for the 

human dignity… and it demands universal application of the principle to act in the way that will 

decrease the sum of human sufferings and increase the sum of happiness” (Value Inquiry Book 

Series, 2014). 

 

Human Resource Management Model 
Putting human resource management (HRM) in context, Jackson & Schuler (1995) stated 

that the umbrella term of HRM covers three components including “(a) specific human resource 

practices such as recruitment, selection, and appraisal; (b) formal human resource policies, which 

direct and partially constrain the development of specific practices; and (c) overarching human 

resource philosophies, which specify the values that inform an organization’s policies and 

practices.” (p. 238). Furthermore, they said that these components are affected by internal 

contextual factors such as “technology, structure, size, organizational life cycle stage, and business 

strategy,” (p. 238), and also external contextual factors, like legal, social, and political 

environments, industry characteristics, labor market conditions, and national cultures. 

The most important component of a business is its people. They are critical to achieving 

organizational goals and its role in society. Traditionally, the mainstream HRM functions 

encompass recruitment, training and development, compensation, performance management, 

health and safety, work-life balance, labor relations, separation. The basic role of HRM is to 

ensure that these are effectively planned and implemented in order for the company to survive 

and succeed in a dynamic and globally competitive environment. In order to measure up, 

companies need to attract and retain competent and committed employees whom they can train 

and develop to become productive and satisfied in their job. 

 

Linking the HRM Model with Motivations of Humanistic Sustain Ability Model 
Human resource management practices today require what Noe, Hollenbeck, Gerhart, & 

Wright (2015) call “integrity in action” (p. vii) where they must show and walk their talk that 

would exhibit how much they value their workers. Certainly, there is a clear-cut requirement for 

human resources to guarantee the welfare of workers which will create a meaningful work (Noe, 

Hollenbeck, Gerhart, & Wright, 2012). Applied humanist values bring out positive effects to 

employees like trust, recognition, happiness, well-being, and respect of human dignity (Arnaud 

& Wasieleski, 2014). Thus, by applying a humanist paradigm in managing human resources 

where workers are provided autonomy; are able to develop their talents and capabilities; feel 

happy; and become trustful of the company they work for, it can develop a significant worker 

commitment because of the satisfaction they receive from their organization was made clear by 

Arnaud and Wasieleski (2014). Furthermore, workers would not feel like that they are just being 

used as means to the companies goals (Arnaud & Wasieleski, 2014). According to Ehnert and 

Harry (2013), “HRM could play a vital role in implementing a ‘sustainability mindset’ in 

business organizations” (p.236). This would turn out to be “a ‘survival strategy’ for 

organizations dependent on high quality employees” (p. 223). It is therefore logical for 

organizations to apply sustainable HRM because it answers what the firm should sustain and the 

manner by which it will do so in order to respond to the needs of future generations of the 

company that encompasses the triple bottom line approach. 
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 HUMANISTIC   SUSTAINABILITY 

 

Figure 1 provides a conceptual map of HRM practices & humanistic sustainability. 
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Figure 1. Conceptual Map of HRM practices & Humanistic Sustainability 

 

Operational Framework of Humanistic Sustainability HRM Practices 
Figure  2  shows  the  operational  framework  of  the  predictors  of  the  humanistic 

sustainability HRM practices that we have analyzed. 
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Figure 2: Operational Framework of Predictors of Humanistic Sustainability HRM Practices 

 

 

In probing the literature, reasons for humanistic sustainability have been thoroughly 

established parallel with societal aims where human dignity is essential in business. The literature 

pointed out that employees are important assets of the business (Prahalad & Hamel, 1990), 

where HR practices should provide decent work to promote human dignity (ILO, 1999), and 

through humanistic management (Arnaud & Wasieleski, 2014; Largacha-Martinez, et.al., 2013; 

Mele, 2013) will advance to human sustain ability (Brundtland Commission, 1987; Elington, 1997, 

1998), However, the age of the company; the ownership structure; and the size are predictors that 

can affect businesses in achieving humanistic sustainability. HRM practices are factors that directs 

humanistic sustainability practices in business because people control the way it operates the 

business. Business activities pursue rules people make which have nothing to do with universal laws 

(von Kimakowitz, Pirson, Dierksmeier, Spitzeck, & Amann, n.d). 

 

 

Methodology 

Our research design is a combination of descriptive, correlational, and causal which 

analyzed the HRM related-data that were part of a multifirm dataset consisting of 137 companies of 

the ongoing research on “Humanistic Sustainability Practices of Private Companies in the 

Philippines”
1 

which started in 2013. This research was commissioned by the Commission on 

Higher Education, which aimed to identify the wide range and type of humanistic sustainability 

practices undertaken today by Philippine companies. Data were collected through purposive and 

convenience sampling with the assistance of the thesis ACM undegraduate students and the 

DBA880D doctoral students. 
Company representative/s who occupy key position and were knowledgeable about the 

study were asked to answer the humanistic sustainability initiatives as being implemented by 

their company based on a five-point Likert Scale from 1 = not practicing, 2 = minimal extent, 3 = 

moderate extent, 4 = large extent, and 5 = very large extent. The Cronbach’s alpha of the 

employee orientation  practices  consisted of 5  items  (α  = .827), the employee conservation 

practices consisted of 2 items (α = .734), and the human resource management practices consisted 

of 8 items (α = .847) which indicated that the items have relatively high internal consistency. 

For the first hypothesis, we applied a “test about a population mean” to prove if the 

overall mean response of the companies on all HRM practices differ from the findings on 

emerging practices of sustainability measurement value of x = 3.83 by Dy, Esguerra, and Yeo 

(2014). For the second hypothesis, we used the “one-way analysis of variance” to determine 

whether there were any significant difference between the overall average rating of companies 

with regards to the degree of implementation of HR practices that cultivate humanistic 

sustainability. To test the third hypothesis, we utilized Pearson Correlation to measure the 

relationship between two sets variables using on age, size, and company structure in HR practices 

that implement humanistic sustainability. For the fourth hypothesis, we applied simple and multiple 

linear regression to find out whether age, size, and ownership structure of an organization were 

significant predictors of humanistic sustainabililty HRM practices. We used the SPSS program for 

our statistical analysis. 

Econometric Equation Model of the predictors of humanistic sustainability 
Let: Service Qualityᵢ = αᵢ + Xᵢβ + εᵢ, I = 1, ….n where the dependent variable (HRM 

Practices) stands for the dummy indicating the bundle of HRM practices. X stand for a vector of 

explanatory variables including age, size, and ownership structure of the company. The error 

term is assumed to be normally distributed. 

Variable Selections 
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The dependent variables were the bundle of human resource management practices 

affecting the implementation of humanistic sustainability. There were fifteen HRM practices 

that have been put together: the probability of companies implementing human sustainability in 

terms of these practices is shown in Table 2. The vectors of explanatory variables were classified 

into the following categories: age, size, and ownership structure of the company. 

 

Results and Discussions 

Demographic Characteristics of the Firms 
Table 1 shows the demographic characteristics of companies that participated. Error! Not a 

valid link. 
By size the greater bulk (44.5%) were small companies while large companies comprised 

40.1%, followed by medium sized firms with 13.1%. By ownership, corporations included 

79.6% while non-corporations were only 14.6%. According to the number of years of operations, 

the middle age firm covered 59.9%, whereas, the young companies were 21.2%, and the old firms 

were only 13.1%.The mean age of the companies was 26 year. 

Degree of implementation of humanistic sustainability HRM practices. 

Table 2 
Summary of the Mean and SD of Humanistic Sustainability HRM Practices 

 

Humanistic Sustainability HRM Practices Mean 
Std

 
  Deviation   

We value diversity in employees 3.93 .837 

We promote ethics and integrity 4.30 .770 

We encourage innovation and risk-taking 

We  ensure  that  human  potentials  and  relationships  can  be 

3.98 .853 

developed at all levels of the work force to provide them a 4.21 .799 

sense of purpose and achievement   

We encourage participative decision-making where everyone   

can share their knowledge, experience and creativity
 4.07

 .933 

We promote working at home 1.88 1.244 

We encourage telecommuting 2.65 1.518 

We   tie   individual   performance   reviews   to   sustainability 

performance
 3.92

 
.805 

We tie rewards and incentives to sustainability performance 3.93 .901 

We enhance employee-employer relations to improve 

sustainability performance 
4.05 .807

 

We promote work-life balance 4.01 .870 

We provide fair wages, salaries and opportunities for fringe 

benefits based  on  employee  right  to  a  fair  and  improving 
standard of living, regardless of race, sex, age and creed 

We implement fair recruitment practices that provide equal 

opportunity to all qualified job-seekers 

We provide adequate compensation for employees in cases of 

separation and retirement 

We provide safe and healthy work environment conducive to 

the physical and moral well-being and growth of employees 

Overall mean 

4.12 .867 

4.09 .898 

4.03 .992 

4.08 .940 

3.82  
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Table 2 showed that the overall mean of the bundle of humanistic sustainability HRM 

practices was moderately (x = 3.82) implemented. The first null hypothesis is accepted, that 

is, HRM practices is moderately (x = 3.83) implemented in motivating humanistic 

sustainability. When we compared the mean results of our study (x = 3.82) with that of Dy, 

Esguerra, and Yeo (2014), which was x = 3.83, the t-test [t (136) = 1.960, p = <.05 and the 

observed t = -.284] was less than the 1.960 showed that there was no significant difference in 

the degree of humanistic sustainability HRM practices implemented by the two group sample 

firms. 

Among the fifteen specific HRM practices, “We promote ethics and integrity” was rated highest 

with mean score of 4.30. This showed that companies were now more conscious that managing 

people in the organization demands that they were treated fairly, decently, and with dignity and 

not as mere assets like machines and physical infrastructures. This result was corroborated by the 

firms’ relatively high score in the practices related to giving meaning to work, harmonious 

employee-employer relations, work-life balance, and adequate compensation. On the other hand, 

the specific HRM practice “We promote working at home” was rated lowest with a mean score 

of 1.88. This specific HRM practice will really rate low because most of the companies covered 

in the study were in the manufacturing sector which expected that their workers report for work 

regularly to produce the goods that they sell in the market. 

There was a significant difference between groups as determined by one-way ANOVA 

(F(2,131)= 1.352, p = 0.010). Therefore, null hypothesis 2 based on the size of the 

company is not accepted. A Tukey post-hoc test revealed that the humanistic sustainability 

HRM practices was significantly lower amongst small companies (3.6683 + .57314 min, p = 

.007) compared to large companies. It means the large companies were the ones that implement 

humanistic sustainability HRM practices to a greater degree. These findings showed that the 

resources available to large firms like money, technology, exposure to global trends, and 

more competent and committed people who fit the organization may explain the difference. 

This was supported by the observation of Das, Narendra, and Mishira (2014) that having 

competent workforce and being able to recruit the right talent were most challenging to 

small and medium enterprises than retaining them.The ANOVA test further revealed that there 

was no significant differences between  small  and  medium  companies  (p  =  .379)  and  medium  

and  large  companies  (p  = 

.716). In this test, corporations and non-corporations (which include joint ventures and sole 

proprietorship) were compared. There was a significant difference between groups as determined 

by one-way ANOVA (F(1,127) = 1.979, p = 0.010). This showed that corporations implement 

humanistic sustainability HRM practices to a greater extent than non-corporations. This outcome 

may be explained by the requirements set by the law on corporations like compliance with ethical 

standards and good governance.  
There was no significant difference between groups (p = .128) as determined by one-way 

ANOVA between group of young and mid (p = .492), young and old (p = .106), and mid and old 

(p = .338). Therefore, null hypothesis 2 based on the number of years of operation is accepted. 

This is an interesting outcome which is consistent with the saying that “age does not matter.” 

This implies that Philippine firms whether young or old is capable of implementing humanistic 

sustainability HRM practices even during challenging times or amidst business cycle shocks. 

The statistical result does not support the findings of Fort, Haltiwanger, Jarmin and Miranda 

(2013) that young and typically small businesses show very unusual recurring dynamics than 

businesses that are small and older, such that they are more susceptible to business cycle shocks. 

Overall, the degree of implementation of humanistic sustainability HRM practices when 

grouped by size and by ownership showed that there was a significant difference but not by the 

number of years of operation of companies. 

Relationship of humanistic sustainability HRM practices with firm demographics. 
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Humanistic sustainability HRM practices and type of ownership were significantly 

correlated, r = .225, p<.05. It was found out that humanistic sustainability HRM practices and 

number of years of operation were also significantly correlated, r = .251, p<.01. Moreover, 

humanistic sustainability HRM practices and size were significantly correlated, r = .259, p<.01. 

The results point out that as the number of years of operation and the size of the firms increase, 

the degree of humanistic sustainability HRM practices also increases. 

 

Firm demographics as predictors of humanistic sustainability HRM practices. 
 
 

Table 7 
 

Model 1: Size Variable Driver of Humanistic Sustainability HRM 

Practice 

B SEB ß 

Size 0.152* 0.049 0.259 

Constant 3.521 0.107 

R-squared 0.067 

***p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1 

Table 8 

Model 2: No. of Years in Operation Variable Driver ofHumanistic 

Sustainability HRM Practice 

No. of Years in 

B SEB ß 

Operation 0.161** 0.08 0.177 

Constant 3.5 0.16 

R-squared 0.177 

***p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1 
 

 
Table 9 

Model 3: Type of Ownership As Variable Driver of Humanistic 

 Sustainability HRM Practice   
 

 B SEB ß  

Type of Ownership 0.342*** 0.121  0.225 

Constant 3.535 0.121   

R-squared 0.225    

 

***p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1 
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Table 10 

Model 4: Size & Type of Ownership Variable Drivers of 

 Humanistic Sustainability HRM Practice   

B SEB ß 

Size 0.137* 0.055 0.229 

Type of Ownership 0.207 0.141 0.136 

Constant 3.385 0.133 

R-squared 0.31 

***p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1 

Table 11 

Model 5: Size & No. of Year in Operations Variable Drivers of 

Humanistic Sustainability HRM Practice 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

***p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1 

B SEB ß  

Size 0.148*** 

No. of Years in 

Operation 0.05 

0.058 

 
0.09 

 0.252 

 
0.055 

Constant 3.421 

R-squared 0.283 

0.16   

 
***p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1 

   

 

Table 12 
   

Model 6: Type of Ownership & No. of Year in 

Operations Variable Drivers of Humanistic 

Sustainability HRM Practice  B SEB ß  

Type of Ownership 

No. of Years in 

Operation 

0.292** 

 
0.132 

0.134 

 
0.083 

 0.196 

 
0.142 

Constant 3.324 0.178   

R-squared 0.268    
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Table 13 

Model 7: Summary of variable drivers of humanistic sustainability 

 B SEB ß  

Type of Ownership 0.196 0.142  0.131 

No. of Years in     

Operation 0.047 0.092  0.051 

Size 0.126** 0.063  0.212 

Constant 3.321 0.177   

R-squared 0.32    

 

***p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1 
 
 

We used the linear regression analysis to test if the number of years of operations, size, 

and type of ownership of companies significantly predict humanistic sustainability HRM 

practices. The simple linear regression results in Tables 7, 8, 9 indicate that individually, size, 

number of years of operations, and types of ownership were significant predictors of humanistic 

sustainability HRM practices. We also noted that size was the stronger predictor of humanistic 

sustainability HRM practice when we applied multiple regression in combining either the type of 

ownership (see Table 10) or number of years of operations (see Table 11), or with both type of 

ownership and no. of years of operations (see Table 13). Moreover, type of ownership when 

combined with number of years of operation (see Table 12) was a stronger predictor of humanistic 

sustainability HRM practices. Overall, it revealed that the driver of humanistic sustainability HRM 

practices was the size of the companies followed by the number of years of their operation. This 

implied that the larger and the older the companies, they tend to implement to a greater extent 

humanistic sustainability HRM practices. This was a confirmation of our observation in our 

country that companies that are large both in number of people and their assets, as well those 

firms that have been in existence for more than 20 years were preferred employers due to their 

reputation of treating their people fairly and with dignity. They provide adequate compensation 

to enable their people to live decently and give them the opportunity to be actively involved in 

the various operations of their firm. They also ensure that their workplace is humanizing and 

workers find meaning in their work and would want to stay in their company until retirement. 

Finally, results of the linear regression showed that overall, R-squared was low (7 to 30 

percent). However, according to Jeffrey Wooldridge (2003), in cross-sectional analysis of 

regression equations, it is possible to have a low R-square in social science but it does not mean 

this is useless. The R-square according to Wooldrige should not be used as a key indicator of 

success as it may simple cause a problem. Furthermore, Figueiredo, Filho, Silva & Rocha (2011) 

also said that the focus should be in “unstandardized coefficients and their estimated errors” 

(p.40) instead of the R-squared because it should not be used to formulate “causal claims about 

the relationship between independent variables, dependent variables, and omitted variables” 

(p.40). 

 

Conclusion and Recommendations 

It is worthy to learn that human resource management in Philippine companies was 

moderately implementing humanistic sustainability. While Oberhofer (2013) said that  the growth 

performance of companies changes over its life time, the study suggested that the age of 
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the company was not significant in implementing humanistic sustainability. Thus, it does not 

matter how old the company is. However, it is to be noted that larger companies were 

implementing higher degrees of humanistic sustainability HRM practices more than small 

companies which can be related to its global exposure and availability of various resources. 

Another possible underlying reason is that small companies do not get to formalize HRM 

practices because they do not have the time, finances and employees to do so (De Kok & 

Uhlaner, 2001). Furthermore, companies that have HRM departments or managers apparently 

apply high performance HRM practices than those without. And in most cases, the smaller 

companies do not have HRM departments or managers (Thurik & de Butter, 2003). 

Our study further suggested that the degree of implementation by type of ownership 

cultivate humanistic sustainability HRM practices where corporations accounted for about 79.6 

percent in the results. The inability of sole proprietors to implement humanistic sustainability 

HRM practices can be because they “wear many hats” (Mattare, Sha, and Monahan, 2013, p. 30). 

As such, business owners could be the ones executing many of the business roles as they were 

unable to hire professionals in each area (Mattare et al., 2013). This illustrates the focus they 

have in running the business. Another possible reason can be the educational background of 

micro and small business owners or sole proprietors who did not reach even high school as 

discussed by Mattare, et al. (2013). These business owners do not consider investing in employee 

training as much as those who have more education. This therefore would affect their hiring and 

retaining of employees. While sole proprietorship and partnership businesses focuses on its day- 

to-day survival, large corporations consider strategy as an important variable that structure HRM 

practice (Genc, 2014).  The implementation of humanistic sustainability HRM practices can be 

considered as a strategic move by corporations which unincorporated businesses do not consider. 

Finally,  there  was  significant  correlation  with  the  implementation  of  humanistic 

sustainability HRM practices and the company demographics which suggest that as the company 

becomes larger and older humanistic sustainability will also be implemented to a greater degree. 

Overall, our study revealed that the driver of humanistic sustainability HRM practices was the 

size of the companies followed by the number of years of their operation. 

Sustainability is currently the buzzword in many of today’s literature. Viewing human 

resource practices in the humanistic sustain ability lens has been absent in the progressive 

organizational world. We developed a model and generated hypotheses around the organizational 

demographic outcomes. Our findings contribute to knowledge of this dynamic movement 

towards providing the ability to sustain people and the organization which responds to the triple 

bottomline and for the common good. Employers have to be convinced through advocacy work 

that the “humanistic management framework” founded on the Catholic Social Thought is a better 

foundation in developing strategies that will make the firm sustainable and prove that it has a 

heart that cares and a soul that nutures the well-being of everyone. 

This is a first step in what we believe to be a generative foundation for a progressive 

study of the humanistic sustainability construct. Future research can focus more on other types 

of industries and geographical/regional locations. It is also suggested to investigate in the future 

the reasons or obstacles in the implementation of humanistic sustainability HRM practices. 
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This research aims to discover how satisfied commuters are with their mode of transport going to 

work and to find out how this perceived satisfaction is associated to their level of involvement in 

their respective jobs. The schematic representation of the motivational approach to involvement 

proposed by Kanungo (1987) was adapted and tested in this study, as it emphasizes that job 

involvement derives from the self and its assessment of the job’s potential to satisfy the need. In 

this research, transportation going to work was considered a safety need, consistent to the hierarchy 

of needs by Maslow (1943). 

 

A sample of employees residing and working in Metro Manila were asked to participate in a cross- 

sectional study using a self-administered survey questionnaire. Results of the study after correlation 

analysis and analysis of variance revealed that (1) there is a moderate, significant correlation 

between the employee’s satisfaction with the mode of transportation to work and his or her job 

involvement, and (2) there is no significant difference on the job involvement of employees taking 

public, private, and mass transportation. 
 

Keywords: employee transportation, job involvement, human resource 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

In a January 2015 report by the research firm Numbeo, traffic in the Philippines ranked as the ninth 

worst in the world and the fourth in Asia (Diola, 2015). The high traffic index, a whopping 

202.31 points out of 1, validates a chronic road management problem in its cities, particularly in 

Metro Manila, the daily economic losses due to traffic congestion has ballooned to P2.4 billion 

or P876 billion annually (Francisco, 2014). Some parts of the densely-populated region are served 

by elevated railway systems serving more than a million commuters every day; 560,000 of which 

use the old Metropolitan Rail Transit with a capacity of only 300,000 passengers (Matsuzawa, 

2015). 

 

The views of the end user of various transport methods in the metro, the commuter, have mostly 

been anecdotal, common in personal experiences related in social media, news reports, and 

legislative hearings. Hence, this research seeks to find out: How does the mode of transportation 

relate to the employee’s job involvement? 

 

The purpose of this study is to represent the commuter’s perspective: (1) to discover how 

satisfied they are with their mode of transport going to work and (2) find out how this perceived 

satisfaction is associated to job involvement—a measure that directly impacts an individual’s 

means of support. To complete the research, a survey of 50 employees residing and working in 

Metro Manila was conducted. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Job Involvement 

Job involvement has been explored since the 1950s, then only identified as the participation of 

the ego in work, as the degree to which the job becomes a “central life interest” to the employee 

(Dubin, 1956). In contrast to other job-related attitudes that are determined by organizational 

conditions, this type of involvement derives from the ego as it identifies the job as a source of 

satisfaction (Saleh and Hosek, 1976). It was Lodahl and Kejner (1965) who first identified job 

involvement as “the degree to which a person is identified psychologically with his work, or the 

importance of work in his total self-image (p. 24).” 

 

The ambiguity surrounding the concept has lasted for decades, primarily due to 

interchangeability of terminologies like engagement, involvement, and commitment (Hallberg 

and Schaufeli, 2006) and even work and job (Kanungo, 1982), but also because of differences in 

perceived consequences of job involvement (Lawler and Hall, 1970). 

 

Kanungo (1979) proposed a motivational approach to the concept and noted that involvement or 

alienation (the reverse state) is the level of an individual’s cognitive identification with the 

environment (e.g., job, family, community) based on its perceived potential to satisfy his or her 

needs and expectations and which results in environment-related behaviors and attitude (Figure 

1). 

 

In his meta-analysis of published works concerning job involvement, Brown (1996) identified 

antecedents, correlates, and consequences of job involvement (Figure 2). 

 

Job Involvement and Job Attitudes 

Brown (1996) further concluded that an individual’s level of job involvement may result in job 

attitudes like satisfaction (general, work, coworker, and promotion) and organizational 

commitment, and may be a reason for specific behavioral outcomes like performance or 

absenteeism. 

 

As early as the 1960s, studies exploring the relationship of job involvement to other organizational 

psychology constructs have been made. By using Herzberg’s two-factor of job satisfaction, 

Weissenberg and Gruenfeld (1968) found out that the job involvement of civil service workers is 

moderately correlated to job satisfaction variables that are derived from the performance of the 

job itself, e.g., recognition, achievement and responsibility. Earlier, they have cited Katz and 

Kahn’s (1966, as cited by Weissenberg and Gruenfeld, 1968) findings that job involvement 

moderates the relationship between job satisfaction and performance, as the positive relationship 

between the two only arises when the worker is involved in his job. 

 

In a similar study involving scientists, Lawler and Hall (1970) found out that self-rated job design 

characteristics is related to higher-order job satisfaction (akin to Herzberg’s motivation job 

satisfaction variables) and moderately correlated to job involvement. This reinforces Lodahl and 

Kejner’s (1965) idea that job involvement may be more of a personal construct than a job- related 

one, as it also correlates moderately with job performance. 
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the motivational approach to involvement and alienation. Kanungo, R. (1979). 

The concepts of alienation and involvement revisited. Psychological Bulletin, 86(1), p. 133. 
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Figure 2. Classification of antecedents, correlates, and consequences of job involvement. Brown, S. (1996). A meta- 

analysis and review of organizational research and job involvement. Psychological Bulletin, 120(2), p. 237 

 

 

A more recent study, however, contradicts the findings of Lawler and Hall—in a longitudinal study 

of 532 scientists and engineers, Keller (1997) found out that the level of job involvement may 

predict performance, in terms of patent and publication count. This has been found true for 

scientists but not for engineers, which supports Allen’s (1977, as cited by Keller, 1997) view that 

job involvement is important to be measured for “cosmopolitans” or knowledge workers who need 

validation from peers outside the office setting. 

 

Diefendorff, Brown, Kamin, and Lord (2002) provide further support to the relationship of job 

involvement and job performance. As recommended in various empirical works, they broadened 

the conceptualization of job performance to include contextual performance on top of in-role 

performance (e.g., Keller’s measures). Contextual performance, often referred to as organizational 

citizenship behaviors (OCB), support the culture of the organization rather than directly contribute 

to profit generation. In this regard, Diefendorff et al. found job involvement to be a useful predictor 

of both OCB and in-role performance. 

 

Aside from job satisfaction and job performance, the concept of job involvement has also been 

studied in relation to the employee’s life cycle. Wagner, Ferris, Fandt, and Wayne (1987) found 

a significant positive relationship between job involvement and an employee’s tenure: job 

involvement would be low at a period of low organizational tenure; it would increase significantly 

during mid-tenure, and will remain high at a high-tenure period. Blau and Boal (1987) proposed 
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a conceptual framework that predicts turnover and absenteeism through the employee’s level of 

job involvement—coupled with low organizational commitment, those with low job involvement 

are most likely to be apathetic in the organization and are most likely to be absent at work. 

 

Hsieh (2009) completed a study of 295 hotel managers and came to the conclusion that job 

involvement is a significant predictor of an employee’s intention to quit: those who revealed a 

higher level of involvement in their jobs were less likely to quit, and vice versa, while Khan, Jam, 

Akbar, Khan, and Hijazi (2011), in a study of 211 employees in Pakistan, found a significant 

positive relationship between job involvement and all 3 forms of organizational commitment: 

affective (emotional attachment to the organization), continuance (attachment due to the risks 

involved in leaving the organization), and normative (feeling of obligation to remain with the 

organization). 

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

The objective of this paper is to find out any relationship between the mode of transportation used 

in commuting to work and the employee’s job involvement. For this study, Kanungo (1979)’s 

diagram was adapted to highlight that the perceived or reported satisfaction of needs in on the 

job and off the job activities leads to job involvement or alienation. Also, transportation going to 

work was considered a safety need, based on Maslow’s (1943) hierarchy of needs. 

 

Specifically, the study looked at the relationship between the satisfaction of need according to 

the mode of transportation (independent variable) and job involvement (dependent variable). 

 

To support the research problem, two supporting questions were raised, which lead to the 

following sets of hypotheses: 

 

1. What  is  the  relationship  between  the  employee’s  satisfaction  with  the  mode  of 

transportation to work and his or her job involvement? 
H0: There is no relationship between the two variables. : H0: = 0 

Ha: There is a relationship (to be determined) between the employee’s satisfaction with 

the mode of transportation to work and his or her job involvement. : Ha: ≠ 0 

 

2. Does the mode of transportation affect job involvement? 

H0: There is no difference among the modes of transportations in terms of the employee’s 

job involvement. : H0: 1 = 2 = 3 
Ha: There is difference in job involvement scores of employees depending on the selected 

mode of transportation. : Ha: Not all means are equal. 

 

The study is quantitative in design. Data to be used in measuring the variables of the study and in 

testing the hypotheses were collected through a cross-sectional, self-administered survey 

questionnaire distributed from April 6 to 17, 2015. 
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Figure 3. Research framework adapted from Kanungo’s schematic diagram of job involvement. 

 

The survey questionnaire comprised of 43 questions divided into 3 parts. Two questionnaire- scales 

that were previously used in various studies were also included and adapted to be used for this study. 

The Satisfaction with Travel Scale (STS) developed by Ettema, Garling, Eriksson, Friman, Olsson, 

and Fujii (2011) was made up of 9 questions which answers were interpreted through a negative to 

positive scale (-3 to +3). Internal reliability was reported to be at = 0.91—the same value found 

for this research. Kanungo’s (1982) 6-point, 10-question Job Involvement Questionnaire (JIQ) was 

also used, with the internal reliability reported to be at = 

0.87. For this study, the value was found to be at = 0.82. 

 

Participants of the survey were 20 to 40-year old employees who have been with their current 

company for 3 months or more and who are commuting to work at any location in Metro Manila. 

The sample (n=50) was acquired through convenience-purposive sampling due to (1) the immediate 

availability and willingness of respondents to participate in the study; (2) the high likelihood of 

understanding the questionnaire without facilitator intervention; and (3) time constraints. 

 

 

DATA ANALYSIS 

 

Data that were collected from the survey were analyzed through Microsoft Excel’s Data Analysis 

Pack. Descriptive statistic methods like frequency tables, measures of central tendency, and 

standard deviation were used to explain patterns exhibited by the sample. 

 

The first set of hypotheses was tested through Pearson’s correlation coefficient to reveal any 

relationships between the employee’s satisfaction with the mode of transportation to work and 

his or her job involvement. For the second set, an analysis of variance was initially completed to 

find out any differences in job involvement depending on the mode of transportation. 

 

RESULTS 

 

Descriptive Statistics 

The sample is skewed to females (72%), of single civil status (92%), with a bachelor’s degree 

(82%), and all are earning above minimum wage. The mean age of respondents is at 27 years old 

(s=5.69). A summary of demographic data collected can be found on Table 1. 
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Table 1 

 
Summary of demographic data (sex, civil status, educational attainment, and gross monthly 

income) of survey respondents 
 

 

No. of 
Percentage  

No. of 
Percentage 

Observations  Observations 
 

Male 14 28% Single 46 92% 

Female 36 72% Married 4 8% 

Total 50 100% Total 87 100% 

 
 

No. of 
Percentage 

Observations 
 

Some college, no degree 2 4% 

Bachelor’s degree 41 82% 

Master’s degree 6 12% 

Professional degree 1 2% 

 

Total 50 100% 
 

 

 
 

Thirty-two percent of the sample are rank-and-file employees, and 26% of the sample are officer 

level at the time of survey administration. The mean scores of work-related data were also 

computed (Table 2). 
 

 

Table 2 

Mean scores and standard deviations for work-related data 
 

  

Mean 
 

Standard Deviation 

Number of work hours in a week 44.36 8.29 

Number of work hours in a day 8.65 1.06 

Number of working days in a week 5.06 0.47 

Length of travel in minutes 56.9 59.08 

Cost of travel in Philippine pesos 60.46 73.86 

Time of stay in the company in months 23.94 19.80 

All values rounded up to two decimal places. 

 

For the modes of transportation to work, answers were grouped into 3 main types: public, private, 

and mass. For the purposes of this study, public utility vehicles are those with existing LTFRB 

franchises, and mass modes of transportation are the railways (Philippine National Railways, 

Light Rail Transit, and Metropolitan Rail Transit). 

 

 
  

N 

Obse 
o. of 

Percentage 
rvations 

P15,001.00 to P20,000.00 8 16% 

P20,001.00 to P25,000.00 8 16% 

P25,001.00 to P30,000.00 16 32% 

P30,001.00 to P35,000.00 5 1% 

More than P35,000.00 13 26% 

Total 87 100% 
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Table 3 

 

Summary of respondents’ mode of transportation to 

work 
 

 No. of 
 

Observations 

 

Percentage 
 No. of 

 

Observations 

 

Percentage 

Bus 11 22% Public 29 58% 

Own vehicle 10 20% Private 14 28% 

Shuttle service/van 10 20% Mass 7 14% 

Jeepney 6 12%    

MRT 3 6%    

Carpool 2 4%    

LRT 2 4%    

PNR 2 4%    

Multicab 2 4%    

Uber 1 2%    

Walking 1 2%    

Total 50 100% Total 50 100% 

 
 

Relationship between Satisfaction with the Mode of Transportation and Job Involvement 

A correlation test was completed between the mean scores of each respondent’s STS and JIQ 

results. The correlation was found to be at r = 0.31, and at 95% confidence level, the computed 

correlation coefficient was found to be significant. Hence, we can reject the null hypothesis. The 

correlation is significant, and the relationship is moderately positive. 
 

 

Table 4 

 

Results of correlation analysis 
 

 

Job Involvement Satisfaction with Travel Test Statistic t 
 

 

Job Involvement 
 

1.00 
 

- 
 

2.28* 

Satisfaction with Travel 0.31 1.00  

*t statistic value is greater than t.05=2.011 (df=48) All 

values rounded up to two decimal places. 
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Differences between Modes of Transportation 
 

To test the second hypothesis, an analysis of variance was completed on the mean scores of 

each respondent’s JIQ results grouped based on the mode of transportation (i.e., public, 

private, and mass). At a significance level of = 0.05, we accept the null hypothesis and 

conclude that there is no significant difference among the means. 
 

Table 5 

 
Analysis of variance table 

 

Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 

Between Groups 0.30 2 0.15 0.24* 0.78 3.20 

Within Groups 28.89 47 0.61    

Total 29.19 49     

 
*f statistic value is less than f.05=3.20 (df=49) 

All values rounded up to two decimal places. 

 

Because it was found out that there are no significant differences between the means in an 

ANOVA, a T-test for Independent Samples was also conducted to test whether any significant 

difference would be revealed between public and private modes of transportation. Results under 

mass transportation modes were combined with that of public transportation modes. 

 

H0: There is no difference among the modes of transportations in terms of the employee’s 

job involvement. : H0: 1 = 2 
Ha: There is difference in job involvement scores of employees depending on the 

selected mode of transportation. : Ha: 1 ≠ 2 
 

 

 

Table 6 

T-test assuming unequal 

variances 
 

  

Public 

 

Private 

Mean 3.72 3.88 

Variance 0.62 0.56 

Observations 36 14 

Hypothesized Mean Difference 0  

df 25  

t Stat -0.66  

t Critical two-tail 2.05  

*t statistic value is less than t.05=2.05 (df=25) All 
values rounded up to two decimal places. 

  

 

We again accept the null hypothesis and conclude that there is no significant difference on the job 
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involvement of employees taking various modes of transportation. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

Based on the hypotheses tests, we have accepted the following statements: 

 

1. That there is a significant correlation between the employee’s satisfaction with the mode 

of transportation to work and his or her job involvement; and 

2. That there is no significant difference on the job involvement of employees based on the 

mode of transportation. 

 

It is also important to note that the relationship between satisfaction with the mode of 

transportation to work and job involvement was found to be positive, albeit moderate. This 

confirms Kanungo's schematic diagram on job involvement that job-related factors may indeed 

lead to perceived potential or lack of potential to satisfy needs, which in turn leads to job 

involvement. However, other activities that the employees engage in may contribute to the 

perceived satisfaction of needs, suggesting that while the proposed framework of this research may 

be valid, other factors that might be in play may affect this relationship. 

 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

The following recommendations for future research can be made based on the findings of the 

study: 

 

1. To make the research more conclusive and to establish stronger relationships, if any, between 

the variables studied, a bigger sample size is recommended. This will also allow for 

comparisons not only among general types of transportation modes, but also among the 

specific modes of commuting. 

 

2. Looking at other variables involved in the travel to work, including but not limited to time 

spent commuting and cost of travel, as well as job-related variables like tenure and working 

hours, is also recommended to find out if there are moderating or intervening variables at 

work. 

 

3. To make the study more relevant, contextual research is also recommended—this is for the 

use of companies in policy-making. 

 

4. Exploring whether movement in general has an effect on job involvement may also be 

explored—whether employee is commuting to work or working remotely/telecommuting. 
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Telecommuting as a Sustainability Performance Indicator of Work-Life balance in 

Philippine Companies 

 

Paz Esperanza T. Poblador, De La Salle University  

 

Abstract 

 

A study on some of the employee conservation HR practices of 132 Philippine companies proves 

that though most companies espouse Work-Life Balance (WLB) as an employee benefit, they do 

not necessarily consider telecommuting or working-at-home as a driver of it. The study also 

postulates that a new model of corporate sustainability should be implemented by local industries 

for the purpose of adapting to the new global standard of doing well while doing good. Conscious 

capitalism is fast overtaking conventional business practices, and if Philippine companies do not 

adapt to developing the new work place and new ways of working, then the economic, social, and 

environmental prosperity of the country, beginning with the long term well-being of their 

employees, is at stake. 

 

Keywords: mobile workforce; telecommuting; teleworking; employee conservation; strategic 

human resource management; humanistic perspective; sustainability performance indicator 

 

Background of the Study 
 

It is safe to say that every commuter in Metro Manila complains about the city’s 

atrocious traffic congestion and the amount of time they waste having to suffer through it on a 

daily basis. In fact, office solutions firm Regus published a study in 2010 which revealed that 

 

As traffic congestion in cities, particularly in developing nations, increases, it is 

disappointing to see that too many workers are still jamming the roads in the rush hour 

when they could be spending their time more enjoyably or more productively elsewhere, 

said William Willems, Regus vice president for Southeast Asia and the Australia-New 

Zealand regions. 

 

Furthermore, “an estimated 20 percent of office workers worldwide spend an average 90 

minutes every day going to and coming from their places of work. Although the average 

commute length is 25 minutes, a disheartening one in 10 commuters travels more than an hour to 

and from the place of work.” Apart from wasting precious time, there are also serious health 

hazards caused by commuter-related stress such as “raised blood pressure, musculoskeletal 

disorders, increased hostility and adverse effects on cognitive performance” (Lucas, 2010) 

 

An employee’s health is not the only standard of living factor affected by extreme urban 

traffic jams. According to a more recent Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) study 

published in 2014, 

 

The daily cost of traffic in Metro Manila is estimated at P2.4 billion. With the estimated 

20 million population of Metro Manila, that amounts to P120 each resident a day. 

Without intervention, the cost will increase 2.5 times to P6 billion a day as traffic 

increases by 13 percent in 2030. That's a per capital figure of P200. (Amojelar, 2014) 
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Traffic congestion is only one of many challenges facing employees today as regards the 

attainment of work-life balance (WLB). Leiva, et.al (2015) cite Lobel in defining WLB 

practices as “those employer-sponsored programmes and policies that are designed to help 

employees manage work and personal life demands. There are different options of WLB 

practices such as flexible work arrangements, child care centres, teleworking, etc. (p.45) 

 

Moreover, Chandra (2012) offers, 

 

“In the European discourse on work-life balance (WLB), there has been a recent shift 

which focuses on socially sustainable work, triggered by fertility changes, rising levels of 

stress and sickness absence, etc. The time has come to question some of the assumptions 

of the current forms of competitive capitalism which values economic growth for its own 

sake, regardless of social factors and quality of life.” 

 

Hence, a new corporate sustainability model must be introduced which will serve as a 

framework for organizational transformation from competitive to conscious capitalism. 

 

The Corporate Sustainability Model 
 

Some global firms have made business models which include social, environmental, 

and economic performance indicators as measures of efficiency and effectiveness of work 

process flows which measure both profitability and sustainability levels. 

 

In their article, “A New Day for Sustainability”, Epstein and Buhovac (2014) provide a 

comprehensive example of a corporate sustainability framework “to aid companies in 

identifying, measuring, and integrating social, environmental, and economic impacts into 

corporate strategy and into management decisions to manage those impacts successfully and 

increase profitability” (p.26). It demonstrates how sustainability performance and stakeholder 

reaction is affected by the different inputs and processes, which in turn drives corporate 

financial performance in the long-term. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. The Corporate Sustainability Model, Epstein (2008), p. 26. 
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The inputs include the broader environment, the internal context, human and financial resources, 

and the business context, which in turn can act as a driving force for leadership to transform 

strategy and structure into that which will implement sustainable systems, programs and actions. 

These processes will necessarily garner outputs (i.e. products or services promised to customers) 

or outcomes (i.e. sales, profits, customers satisfied) that increase firm sustainability performance. 

Such corporate activities will not go unnoticed by stakeholders since these will have either positive 

or negative and immediate or eventual consequences “on the social, environmental, and economic 

fabric of society” (p. 27). The whole process of revamping the input-process-output business 

model will then have an effect on long-term corporate financial performance. A more specific 

example of this model through the causality of sustainability drivers will be threshed out in the 

theoretical framework of this study. 

 

Meanwhile, how can Philippine companies improve their sustainability performance by 

administering human resource policies which enrich employees’ work-life balance? One possible 

solution is to promote and implement telecommuting and working at home. 

 

Review of Related Literature 
 

 

From Commuting to Telecommuting 
 

It is in the best interest for Philippine companies to increase the promotion of telecommuting of 

their workforce. Here are some definitions: 

 

“Telecommuting can be defined as a ‘work arrangement in which employees perform their regular 

work at a site other than the ordinary workplace, supported by technological connections: (Fitzer, 

1997, p. 65)’ (cited by Johnson, 2001) 

 
Teleworking is the commonly used term in Europe while Telecommuting is used in the US: 

Teleworking according to Duxbury and Higgins (2002, p.157) is “performed by individuals who are 

employed by an organization but who work at home or at a telecenter for some portion of their working 

time during regular business hours” (as cited in Bratton and Gold, 2012). 
 

According to Gil Gordon, editor of Telecommuting Review, there are five myths and facts of 

teleworking presented in Table 1. 

 

 

Total Employee Mobility as defined by Runzheimer International is as follows: 

 

“is a management concept and business strategy that takes a more holistic and integrated approach 

to the mobile workforce, all with the goal of improving an organization’s talent management 

results, profitability, and agility, and ensuring employee satisfaction and well-being.” If properly 

managed, this approach can also lead to “cost savings, improved employee satisfaction and better 

recruitment and retention, especially among young knowledge workers” (Anonymous, 2009, p. 

2). 
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More specifically though, one might ask, how does a firm through a concrete human resource 

strategy use technology to reduce environmental emissions of its firm while increasing work-life 

balance of its workforce? 

 
 

Table 1 

Myths and Facts on Teleworking by Gil Gordon (cited by Johnson, 1997) 

 Myths Facts 

(1) Telecommuting is just for programmers 

or others using a computer terminal 

 

It’s world for accountants, writers, 

analysts, sales people, research staff 

and many, many more.  You are limited 

only by your own imagination 

(2) Telecommuting is just for parents who 

want to be at home with young 

children. 

 

It’s almost impossible to be a full-time 

telecommuter and a full-time parent.  

Also people of all ages and personal 

situations are candidates. 

(3) Telecommuting is a five-days-a-week 

deal, with no time in the office 

The time at the remote site can – and 

should – range from one to four days a 

week. 

(4) Telecommuting means working at 

home 

The home is only one possible 

workplace.  Others include satellite 

offices, neighbourhood work centers, 

client’s office and so on. 

(5) The biggest challenges in 

telecommuting are the technical ones 

With few exceptions, the technical 

aspects are relatively simple.  The real 

challenges are with the human 

resources employed; selection, 

supervision, productivity. 

 

 

The Mobile and Green Workplace 
 

Van Heck et.al (2012) made an interesting study on how Microsoft Netherlands established ‘new 

ways of working’ employing state-of-the-art mobile technologies, with improvements in three 

interconnected areas: people, place and technology. 

 

These innovations transformed traditional office frameworks into an ‘anytime/anywhere 

workplace’ which triggers flexibility, boosts worker productivity and work-life balance, and 

diminishes firm and employee carbon footprint. The study provides “guidelines for integrating 

new ways of working to improve performance through mobile work technologies” (p. 175). 

 

In June 2006, Microsoft NL commenced its 2bPR or “to be People Ready” project with the 

intention of achieving its vision of ‘new ways of working’. The global firm “specified four top-

level long term goals: reduce internal operating costs, optimize employee performance with 

enabling technologies, retain the best people and become an attractive employer, and build a case 

for environmental sustainability” (p.177). 

The table below provides Microsoft NL’s new ways of working areas vis-a-vis each area’s 
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corresponding goals: 

 

Table 2 

People, Place and Technology Goals (Microsoft NL) 
 New Ways of Working Area New Ways of Working Goals 
 People Increase individual and team productivity 
  Imrpove the work/life balance of employees 
  Atract and retain the right people 

  Reduce sick leave and costs of non-productivity 
 Place Lower real estate costs 
  Reduce carbon footprint 
  Reduce travel and training costs 
 Technology Reduce IT and administration costs 
  Reduce communications costs 
  Reduce travel and training costs 

 

It is clear therefore, that if a company is serious about transforming its business model into one 

which truly provides the benefits of sustainability to its stakeholders and the environment, then 

it will pull all the stops to do so. In the case of Microsoft NL, employee performance was 

optimized by introducing the ‘mobile and green high performance workplace’ to workers for 

increased agility in terms of where and when they work, coupled with ‘new work practices 

enabled by mobile work technologies’ that strengthen firm and employee performance: 

 

“These mobile work technologies are integrated for information processing, 

communication and collaboration in tools such as online document 

management, online meetings, laptops, tablets and smart phones. 

Additionally, the mobile and green high performance workplace provides 

green benefits by reducing the carbon footprint of the firm and its 

employees, and thus contributing to environmental sustainability’ (Van 

Heck et.al, 2012, p. 176). 

 

Results of this new practice were very encouraging as perceived productivity (in terms of 

employee efficacy, efficiency and quality of the executed work) improved by 2.5% from 2007 to 

2010. 

 

As for building a case for environmental sustainability, by the end of 2012, Microsoft NL 

was successful in reducing CO2 emissions of each employee by 30%. This increase in 

sustainability performance was attributed to online business processes, reduction of printing 

requirements and energy consumption due to use of software. Furthermore, “online meetings 

 

(instead of flying to meetings), avoiding traffic jams (by using different working hours or taking 

the train” have also contributed to the reduction of firm and employee carbon footprint (Van 

Heck et.al, 2012). 

 

Work-Life Balance (WLB) and Teleworking 
Therefore, if Philippine companies are to adapt to meet the growing concern of 

employees for better WLB while also promoting sustainable development, it would be best for 
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them to revisit the law. Article 277 of the Philippine Labor Code (Presidential Decree No.422) 

states that  

“The Ministry shall help promote and gradually develop, with the agreement of labor 

organizations and employers, labor-management cooperation programs at appropriate 

levels of the enterprise based on the shared responsibility and mutual respect in order to 

ensure industrial peace and improvement in productivity, working conditions and the 

quality of working life. (Incorporated by Batas Pambansa Bilang 130, August 21, 1981).” 

According to the research study of Gallup UK for communications company BT 

 

regarding the top five reasons for teleworking for individuals are flexibility, increased 

convenience, saves travel time, reduces commuting and more efficient working (Johnson, 1997). 

These reasons provide a better quality of life of the employees in terms of their physical health 

(less environmental pollution factors), mental health (less stress), emotional and psychological 

health (relationships), and spiritual health (faith & spirituality). 

 

 

Theoretical Framework 
 

As mentioned earlier, apart from the input-process-output-outcomes model of the 

corporate sustainability framework, sustainability performance indicators should be further 

discussed using the Causality of Sustainability Drivers as the theoretical framework of this study 

as seen in figure 2 below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Causality of Sustainability Performance Drivers, Epstein & Buhovac (July 

2014), p. 27 

 

This strategy map serves as an action plan for the firm to pursue, which eliminates 

inefficient activities as well. Noteworthy in the model, is the importance of human resources 
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and how important it is for them to comprehend their critical role in the whole process. “All 

four elements of the Corporate Sustainability Model connect in a chain of cause and effect. In 

other words, one category of measurement drives performance in the next. To closely monitor 

the cause-and-effect relationships, metrics must be developed.” (p.28) 

 

For example, Figure 2 shows that as an input, a firm may have management commitment to 

develop a sustainability strategy to improve technology (processes) which has as a sustainability 

performance output: reduced emissions, therefore reduced environmental impact, which garners 

improved sustainability ratings. These indicators then improve the reputation of the firm as a 

stakeholder reaction through low employee turnover. This whole effort not only  positively 

increases sustainability performance of the firm, but it also lowers cost and increases profit 

under the financial performance metrics of the firm. What is an example of a metric for 

sustainability structure in the context above? A performance measure for the process stage in 

this case could be the number of senior managers with social and environmental responsibilities. 

 

Conceptual Framework 
Ruivo & Neto (2010) made a study on the reasons why Enterprise Resource Planning 

systems or ERPs fail in small and medium-sized enterprises in Portugal. They provided a 

framework (figure 3 below) which is likewise applicable to this study. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      Figure 3. New set KPIs for enterprise sustainability, Ruivo & Neto (2010), p. 421. 

 

ERP software packages are traditionally selected and implemented through 

methodologies based on Technology or Functional determinants evaluated by operational 

managers and key users. They are been chosen with the same approach such as a fixed 

asset, where Return On Investment is the main figure evaluated by high management 

(Ruivo & Neto, 2010, p.421). 
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Ruivo & Neto discussed the disconnect between how firm’s evaluate their Key 

 

Performance Indicators (KPIs) in light of sustainability, by first expounding on how these SMEs, 

which are supposedly implementing new ways of working, are still stuck in the conventional 

manner of evaluating KPIs. Apart from considering the creative destruction innate in technology, 

they enumerate the functional domains monitored and evaluated by these ERPs, namely: 

Financial Management (accounting values), SCM (Supply Chain Management) engineering 

figures, and CRM (Customer Relationship Management) statistical information contribution. 

Therefore, wherein lies the disconnect? 

The scholars claim that management tends to miss critical KPIs which are essential to 

company sustainability, namely: collaboration, scalability, flexibility, satisfaction, employee 

empowerment, work-life balance, social responsibility, energy efficiency, etc. Therefore, the 

KPIs monitored by the ERP software are not aligned with critical sustainability performance 

measures. 

 

For their study, Ruivo & Neto (2010) gathered data from CEOs of 10 SMEs in 

Portugal using a qualitative, open-ended, in-depth interview method. Since this study focuses 

on telecommuting, WLB, and sustainability, the 2 KPIs of employee empowerment & WLB, 

and social & environmental responsibility will be explored by the proponents. 

 

Six out of ten of the interviewees defined the concept of employee empowerment as the 

creation of an environment in which people at all levels feel they have real influence 

over standards of quality, service, and business effectiveness within their areas of 

responsibility. It is a strategy and philosophy that enables employees to make decisions 

about their jobs. In their opinion, ERP provides guidelines and boundaries so that 

everyone knows the limits of how they can operate. These six [out of ten] CEOs 

established a process that allows them to set the direction for the organization and at the 

same time lets the workforce finds unique ways to achieve these goals and objectives 

(p.425). 

 

As for social & environmental responsibility, 

 

All ten CEOs claim that they have plans to run their operations fitting into the grand 

scheme of environmental responsibility at the same time as saving money, and 

improving their "green" reputation in the eyes of their customers. With fuel costs up and 

environmental responsibility gaining ground as a moral imperative, companies are 

increasingly looking for ways to monitor and reduce their energy usage (Montgomery, 

2006). 

 

This study’s data will show that this could be the same case in Philippine companies 

wherein management has a notion of employee conservation and sustainability performance 

evaluation of human resources, but have yet to seriously inculcate these new ways of working 

in their long term strategic plans. 

Objective of the Study 
 

This study seeks to provide empirical evidence on the factors that will reflect a 
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relationship on mobile workforce telework that will impact on the company’s Human Resource 

 

Management. Specifically, this study aims to: 

 

Investigate if the firm size and firm age of Filipino organizations affect the employers 

telecommuting effects for employee conservation, corporate sustainability, and work-life balance 

(WLB). 

Statement of the Problem 
 

Human resources (HR) literature suggests that younger organizations are more likely to 

adopt innovative HR practices for multiple reasons (Balkin & Gomez-Mejia, 1987; Heneman, 

Tansky & Camp, 2000, Leung, 2003). Young firms must therefore contemplate alternative HR 

programs that compensate for this liability without consuming cash (as cited in Mayo, Pastor, 

Gomez-Mejia & Cruz, 2009). 

 

I thus posit 5 hypotheses: 

 

Hypothesis 1: The younger the company, the more likely it will offer telecommuting to its 

employees. 

 

Hypothesis 2: The larger the size of a company, the less likely it will offer telecommuting to its 

employees. 

 

Hypothesis 3: The larger the size of the company, the more likely it will link individual 

performance review to sustainability performance. 

 

Hypothesis 4: The younger the company, the more likely it will promote work-life balance. 

Hypothesis 5: The larger the size of the company, the more likely it will promote work-life 

balance. 

Methodology 
 

The research strategy is survey strategy, which tends to be used for empirical research. 

The survey allows us to collect quantitative data which you can analyze quantitatively using 

descriptive and inferential statistics (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2010). The scope of the study 

is limited to 132 organizations using the convenience sampling method. The organization is the 

unit of analysis that will be used in the study. From the survey participants, two entrepreneurs 

were interviewed by the proponents and observed their practices for triangulation. Based on an 

unpublished multiple-case study research in the printing industry by Morta (2014), these 

entrepreneurs described their experiences of telecommuting and working from home and its 

effect to their business’ sustainability and work-life balance. A news article in Manila Standard 

Today also highlights “the future of the mobile manager” by Poblador (2015). 

 

Most management and organizational researchers suggest that you are more likely to 

gain access where you are able to use existing contacts (Buchanan et al. 1988; Easterby-Smith et 

al. 2008; Johnson 1975, as cited in Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2010). The first 35 research 

participants were provided by our colleagues in the Human Resource Management course 

(DBA880D) and 97 participants from Edralin, Quero, and Tibon, (2015). 
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The research instrument adopted in this paper is from the Humanistic Sustainability 

Practices of Private Companies in the Philippines that was tested and developed by Edralin, et 

al. (2015). The brief information about the companies included are name of the company, type 

or product/service offered, number of employees, number of years operating and the type of 

ownership. The survey questions were limited to the employee orientation, employee 

conservation and human management were provided for this research. 

 

Methodological Limitations 
 

The survey questions were limited to the employee orientation, employee conservation 

and human management were provided for this research. Most of the respondents are from the 

fast moving consumer goods and production industry. 

 

The respondents gave their consent to participate in the study and had expressed 

truthfulness in providing the data. The purpose of the study was explained to the respondents 

and they were ensured of the confidentiality of data gathered as requested by the 

respondents. 

Significance of the Study 
 

This study will significantly contribute to the literature on sustainability in the workforce 

of Philippine companies in the following aspects: 

 

** It will provide a better understanding of the implementation of telecommuting/teleworking or 

mobile workforce for employee retention, which to the best of our knowledge after a review of 

literature in various journals has not yet been demonstrated empirically in the Philippines.  

 

** It will address a research gap in the human resource management literature by empirically 

examining the constructs.  

 

Results and Discussion of the Study 
 

Descriptive statistics, specifically the mean are employed in analyzing categorical 

numerical data for this study. Frequency tables are presented in summarizing categorical data to 

find out the frequency and percentage of responses to questions per key construct identified in 

the study. For each variable, the measure or indicators are the answers to the survey and the 

primary source of data was the survey results. Qualitative data analysis was used for the one-on-

one interviews. Moreover, content analysis of existing documents such as HR job descriptions 

and company profile, for the case studies was utilized. 

 

Figure 4 shows that 51% of all the respondents uses telecommuting from moderate to 

very large extent. However, there were no remarks as to how they are actually practicing 

telecommuting. 
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Telecommuting 

 

 

 

 

 

Very Large Extent 

 

17% 

Not 

Practicing  

Large 

Extent 

36%  

  

19%   

Moderate Extent 

Minimal 

Extent  

15% 13%  

 

 

 Not Practicing   Minimal Extent   Moderate Extent   Large Extent   Very Large 

Extent 

 

Figure 4. Extent of Telecommuting 

Figure 5 depicts that majority of the respondents are not practicing working from 

home. 

 

This may be due to the respondents’ type of companies which are mostly manufacturers of fast-

moving consumer goods.
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Working at Home 
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Extent 

 

8% 

 

Not Practicing 

 

54% 

 

Minimal Extent 

 

25% 

 

 

 Not Practicing    Minimal Extent    Moderate Extent    Large Extent    Very 

Large Extent 

 

Figure 5. Extent of Working at Home 
 
Hypothesis 1: The younger the company, the more likely it will offer telecommuting to 
its employees. 
Table 4A ge vs. Promoting Telecommuting  

   Promoting Telecommuting    

        

AGE Category Count 

Not Minimal Moderate Large 
Extent 

Very Large  

Practicing Extent Extent Extent 

 

    

        
10 years and 
below 28 15 4 4 1 4  

10 to 25 years 46 29 10 2 2 2  

Above 25 years 50 26 14 3 3 4  

NO DATA 8 1 3 0 0 0   
Note: 1 data missing under 10 to 25 years 
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Percentage of Minimal Extent to Not Practicing (Promoting Telecommuting) per Age Category  
 10 years and below 67.86%       

 10 to 25 years 84.78%       

 Above 25 years 80.00%       

 Table 5        

 Age vs. Encourage Telecommuting      

     Encourage Telecommuting    

          

 

AGE Category Count 

Not Minimal Moderate Large 
Extent 

Very Large  

 Practicin
g Extent Extent Extent 

 

      

         

 10 years and below 28 11 3 2 8 4  

 10 to 25 years 46 19 6 6 9 6  

 Above 25 years 50 15 6 10 7 12  

 NO DATA 8 2 3 2 1 0  

 
Percentage of Minimal Extent to Not Practicing (Encourage Telecommuting) per Age Category  
10 years and below 50.00% 

10 to 25 years 54.35% 

Above 25 years 42.00% 
 

 

Table 6 

Correlation  
  Encouraging Promoting 

 AGE 0.08 0.13 
 

 

As we can see in table 6, there is a positive correlation between age of the company and 
the company encouraging telecommuting, however the correlation is weak. Same results between 
age of the company and the company promoting telecommuting. 
 
Hypothesis 2: The larger the size of a company, the less likely it will offer telecommuting to 
its employees. 

 

Based on the descriptive statistics in table 7 above, we reject our hypothesis as we can see 

that most of the companies do not practice promoting nor encouraging telecommuting to its 

workforce no matter the size. It is interesting to note though, that 11 of the large companies in the 

sample encourage telecommuting with the frequency within that rank being the largest, followed 

by small companies with 8 of them encouraging workers to telecommute to a very large extent. 
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Table 7  
Size vs Telecommuting  

  Small Medium  Large 

 
Promo
te Encourage Promote Encourage 

Promo
te Encourage        

Not Practicing 36 24 7 4 27 18 
Minimal Extent 10 8 5 1 17 8 
Moderate Extent 6 7 1 3 3 10 
Large Extent 2 12 1 5 3 7 
Very Large 
Extent 4 8 2 3 4 11 

 

 

Hypothesis 3: The larger the size of the company, the more likely it will link individual 

performance review to sustainability performance. 
 

Table 8 below presents the frequency distribution of the response in terms of the 

individual performance review to sustainability performance vs. the size of the company. As we 

can see, large companies tend to link individual performance review to sustainability 

performance from a large to a very large extent. Apart from this, majority of the respondents 

practice linking individual performance review to sustainability performance to a large extent 

(48%) as presented in figure 6 below. 
 

Table 8 

Ties Individual Performance Review to Sustainability 

Performance vs Size of the Company  
 Individual Performance Review to  Size  

 Sustainability Performance Small Medium Large 

 Minimal Extent 6 0 0 

 Moderate Extent 14 6 10 

 Large Extent 28 5 29 

 Very Large Extent 11 5 15 

 Total 59 16 54 
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Individual Performance Review to Sustainability Performance 
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23% 

 

   
 
 
 
 

Large Extent  
48% 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 Minimal Extent    Moderate Extent    Large Extent    Very Large Extent 
 
 
Figure 6. Extent of Individual Performance Review to Sustainability Performance 

 

 

Hypothesis 4: The younger the company, the more likely it will promote work-life balance. 
Table 9  
Age vs Work-Life Balance  

 10 Years and Below 10 to 25 Years 26 and above 

Not Practicing 0 0 0 

Minimal Extent 4 2 2 

Moderate Extent 7 12 4 

Large Extent 11 19 25 

Very Large Extent 6 13 19 

 
Per table 9 above, there is a positive correlation of 0.22 between WLB and years, 

however the correlation is weak. Our hypothesis is rejected but it is noteworthy that older 
companies promote WLD from a large extent to a very large extent. 
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Hypothesis 5: The larger the size of the company, the more likely it will promote work-
life balance. 

 

Table 10 presents the frequency distribution of the response in terms of promoting work-life 

balance across company size. It is apparent that our hypothesis is acceptable seeing as majority 

of the respondents from large companies promote WLB from a large to very large extent. As a 

whole sample size, majority of the respondents’ imbibe work-life balance to a large extent 

(43%) as presented in figure 7.  
 

Table 10  
Work-Life Balance  vs Size of the Company  

 

Promote Work-Life Balance 

 Size   

 

Small Medium Large 

 

   

 Minimal Extent 7 0 2  

 Moderate Extent 11 6 6  

 Large Extent 24 7 25  

 Very Large Extent 17 3 21  

 Total 59 16 54  

 

 
 

Promote Work-Life Balance 
 
 
 
 

 Minimal Extent  

Very Large 
Extent 

7% Moderate 
Extent 

 

  

32%  18%  
 
 
 
 

Large Extent  
43% 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Minimal Extent    Moderate Extent    Large Extent    Very Large Extent 

Figure 7. Extent of Promoting Work-Life Balance 
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As mentioned, majority of the respondents are from the fast-moving consumer 

goods industry which ties individual performance review to sustainability performance, 

and promotes work-life balance, but not necessarily promotes working from home and 

telecommuting, because the nature of the industry dictates, physical presence in the 

company is required. Since the respondents are not necessarily the owners of the 

company, the perception of the respondent is limited to their respective functional areas. 

 

Table 11  
Summary of Regression Results 

   

DV 

 

IV R R2 Adj. R SE F 
P-  

    

Value 

 

            

 Model 1 4.1 2.1, 2.2, and Years 0.193 0.037 0.013 0.805 1.532 0.210  

 Model 2 4.4 2.1, 2.2, and Years 0.295 0.087 0.064 0.845 3.793 0.012  

 Table 12           

 Model 2: Coefficients          

   B SE t P-value       

 (Constant) 3.688 0.169 21.799 0.000       

 2.1 -0.031 0.076 -0.409 0.683       

 2.2 0.041 0.061 0.682 0.497       

 Years 0.010 0.003 3.234 0.002        
Dependent Variable: 4.4 WLB 

 

Table 12 shows that the only statistically significant coefficient in Model 2 is the 

variable: Years. Thus, we can remove variables 2.1 (working at home) and 2.2 

(telecommuting). Therefore, for every unit increase in years, the dependent variable which 

4.4 (Work-Life Balance), increases by 0.01 unit. 

 

Roy Alberto is a mobile workforce manager and he is a digital marketing specialist 

for a small sustainable tourism destination in Laguna. He trained his employees on how to 

use the internet. “For instance, should there be a particular promotion offered online, the 

service frontliners must push it onsite as well. He also showed them his Facebook updates, 

such as posts of food and beverage offerings which essentially tangibilizes the experience 

for prospects. He reminded them that what is posted online should be consistent with actual 

product delivery…. Flexibility is a major benefit of mobile workforce management.” 

(Poblador, 2015) 

 

When we interviewed some of the survey respondents who practices telecommuting, 

and here are some of the highlights that are vital in their operations as an enterprise. Happy 

Print Advertising, Inc. President, Ms. Samaco, allocates forty percent (40%) of her work 

week telecommuting. She goes to here clients and market their products and services to 

them and attend to the needs of their customers. While in-transit, she frequently use data 

and mobile services to communicate the needs of her clients to her home office giving a 

higher turn-around time. Some of her employees are authorized to communicate with their 
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clients directly using email and mobile services as indicated in their job description. 

 

Similarly, NBA Press, Inc. manager/co-owner, Mr. Alcantara, earmarks his morning 

schedule for meeting with clients and discussing their requirements and specifications for 

production. Right after his meeting, he connects with his operations by telecommuting and 

immediately forwarding his clients’ needs. He also shared that one time he was taking his 

vacation and a client from Cebu needs a magazine to be printed in a few days, with mobile 

technology, he was able to prepare the magazine and sent details for approval via email. 

Once approved by the client online, they were able to print and send the magazines in time 

for the event. 

 

Mobile technology (telecommuting) is vital in today’s businesses. It helps sustain the 

business and provide better work-life balance for companies and improve the sustainability of its 

operations. 

 

Conclusion and Recommendations 
 

The deplorable traffic congestion in the Philippines has recently been ranked as the 

fourth worst in Asian countries and ninth in the world. Philippine companies should seriously 

consider this external environment factor as a major threat to the well-being of their employees, 

as well as to the productivity of their firms. This study merely illustrates that though local 

industries may have an idea of some of the elements of sustainability performance, and the 

benefits of promoting telecommuting and working-at-home as drivers of increased WLB, they 

do not necessarily know how to tangibly inculcate these into their strategic plans. 

 

This is evident in the data above which shows that even if the majority of the respondents 

believe they use telecommuting to a moderate to large extent, promote WLB as larger and older 

firms, who likewise tie individual performance review to sustainability performance from a large 

to very large extent, it is not evident as to how these older firms in fact practice telecommuting. 

Majority of the all the respondents whether small, medium, or large in size, do not encourage 

nor promote telecommuting, even if a meager 11 of the large companies promote 

telecommuting. In this study as mentioned, majority of the firms were from the manufacturing of 

FMCGs. 

 

The proponents are also aware of the absence of IT firms in the sample of the 

study, therefore management who will be reading this study may very well be unconvinced 

of the benefits of developing their IT systems to encompass monitoring and evaluating 

their sustainability KPIs. In a global economy, this could be to their disadvantage. 

 

As companies increase their locations globally, cloud-based technology platforms 

and outsourced HR process can update employee data almost instantly (Johnson, 2013). 

Human Resources (HR) is also evolving by adopting newer technologies, streamlining its 

work processes, extending services globally and using shared services to increase quality and 

efficiency. 
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Figure 8. HR 2014 and Beyond, Keebler and Watson, 2014, p. 18 

 

 

Cloud technology has enabled HR to move from a transaction-based to a more strategic 

discipline that creates value for its stakeholders – senior management, business partners and 

employees.” (Johnson, 2013, p. 11) Shared data allows HR leaders to provide access to global 

users for an automated or outsourced function that responds to employee’s individual needs. 

(Johnson, 2013) 

 

The following factors address the ever changing needs of the workforce: compliance 

requirements, globalization, empowered employees and the social revolution. And cloud-

based solutions are now user-focused, process-driven and increasingly cost-efficient. 

(Johnson, 2013) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Cloud-enable your workforce management, Johnson, 2013, p. 11 

 

Improved data collection methods and updated policies and procedures will have a 

significant impact on the company’s compliance effort. Perhaps more importantly, 

they will also help retain a company’s good business standing, help foster 

employee relations, improve retention and possibly attract more skilled talent 

ready to become globally mobile. (Zook & Mullaney, 2012, p. 62) 

 

The proponent recommends that further study be made to specific industries that uses 

mobile workforce extensively and evaluating the advantages and disadvantages presented by 

Madsen, 2011 in table 14 below. Similarly we can use Appendix 1: Finnish Ministry of Labour 
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Telework Questionnaire (Johnson, 1997, p. 139-142), to help identify the telework needs and 

requirements and can be a useful assessment for older managers and supervisors on how 

teleworking meets the needs of the people and the business for the Philippine setting. 

     Table 14  
Advantages and Challenges of Telecommuting for Organizations and 
Individuals (Madsen, 2011)  

Advantages for Organizations Advantages for Individuals 

Adherence to government regulations Avoidance of office politics 
Improved employee recruitment Better work/family balance 

Improved employee retention Can work with disabilities/health problem 

 

Improved productivity 
Improved quality 
Improved satisfaction 
Increased morale  
Increased organizational 
commitment Opportunities for better 
service Promoted diversity  
Reduced absenteeism 
Reduced expenses  
Reduced office space requirements 

 

Child care issues less 
stressful Flexibility to 
relocate Improved morale 
Improved productivity  
Improved quality of life and work life 
Increased autonomy  
Increased family and leisure 
time Increased job satisfaction 
Increased technical skills  
Less distractions 
Less spillover 
Lower stress level  
More community times 
More flexibility 
Reduced commute time  
Saves money on gas and parking 

 
Challenges for Organizations Challenges for individuals 

 
Alignment with organization goals 
and mission  
Attitudes of in-office employees 
Career promotions  
Clear common aims and 
procedures Communication 
concerns Compensation and benefit 
packages Consistent policies and 
contracts Coordinating work 

 
Corporate buy-in 

Creating synergy 

Disruptions in work teams 

 

Employee accountability 

Initial financial investment 
Management control and 
trust Management and staff 
training Measuring 
productivity Organizational 
culture Redesign of 
processes Reduced informal 
mentoring Reduced 
networking  
Security issues 
Technical 
support  
Thorough organizational & 
individual assessment  
Union concerns 
Unrealistic 
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expectations 
 
Accessibility to others 

 
Career development and promotions 
Development of interpersonal skills 
Handling expenses  
Interruptions from home 
Intrinsic motivation  
Isolation and social satisfaction 
Lack of management or 
improper management  
Reduced informal communication 
Reduced informal mentoring 
Reduced informal training and 
development  
Reduced social networking 

Remaining “visible” 

Self-efficacy  
Shared work space in office 
Tendency to work more hours 
Unrealistic expectations  
Work space in remote locations 
Work/personal time blurred 
 
 

 

 

In conclusion, the proponent would just like to reiterate that: 

 

Working attitudes and work practices need to change and this is the key to 

sustainability and performance gains; a work culture that supports this behavioral 

change in terms of Space, Technology, People and Processes will be more efficient, 

successful and sustainable than one which does not. (Woolliams and Trompenaars, 

2013) 
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A conceptual framework developed for measuring the impact of workplace spirituality on 

organizational performance for family-owned businesses in the Philippines 
 

Jose Mari L. Yupangco, De La Salle University 

 

Abstract 

 

Preceding strategic management and corporate governance principles have been popularly viewed 

as a means for increasing productivity, efficiency, effectiveness, profitability, winning competition 

and business survival where the common employee is perceived to be representing only a 

minuscule part of a big picture. But with the growing attention to the new paradigm in the field of 

business and management and recently organizational science, surveys around the world have 

established that a majority of employees want to find meaning in their work. With a whopping 

percentage of businesses in the Philippines classified as family-owned as well as its massive 

population belonging almost entirely to the Christian faith, it is important to understand how 

Workplace Spirituality, if properly executed, can positively help a huge percentage of businesses 

in the Philippines. This paper presents a continuum figure of a Values Framework for measuring 

the impact of Workplace Spirituality on organizational performance from a Journal of Business 

Ethics article and proposed an updated conceptual framework on how workplace spirituality can 

have a positive influence on employee job performance, and eventually organizational 

performance, for family-owned businesses in the Philippines. 

 

Keywords: Spirituality, organizational leadership, religion, employee job-performance, family-

owned business, culture. 

 

I. Introduction 

The recurring phenomena of workplace spirituality have created increased interests and 

awareness for corporate organizations worldwide. With the complex, demanding, and stressful 

work life in this millennium, one is forced to seek answers and ways of achieving personal 

soundness and inner strength. 

 

The common question asked "Why is workplace spirituality becoming a fashionable subject 

in the business world? Is workplace spirituality just a fad or a new paradigm?" Despite being an 

abstract concept, workplace spirituality has been chronicled by Newsweek, Time, Fortune, and 

Business Week for its growing presence in the corporate world (Fry and Slocum, 2007). 

 

A movement which began in the early 1920's in the United States, workplace spirituality 

emerged as a grassroots movement with individuals seeking to live their faith and / or spiritual 

values in the workplace. With more and more workers reflecting on the crisis of meaning across 

all borders, workplace spirituality has become much more international in recent years. 

 

Even though some opinions have stated that workplace spirituality is considered a highly 

individual and theological construct, Gibbons (2000) cites that most of the academic definitions 

acknowledge that spirituality involves a sense of wholeness, connectedness at work, and deeper 

values. Moreover, workplace spirituality can be defined as "...the recognition that employees have 

an inner life that nourishes and is nourished by meaningful work that takes place in the context of 

community" (Ashmos and Duchon, 2000, p.137). 
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Family-owned businesses typically possess specific cultural characteristics that stimulate the 

development of spirituality in the workplace more than non-family-owned businesses (Neal and 

Vallejo, 2008). Furthermore, family-owned businesses play a huge role in the global economy. It 

has been established that a range between 80-90% of all firms in the world is classified as family-

owned (Ward, 1987). 

 

 

II. Objectives and Significance of the Study 
This paper has two objectives: the first is to present a Values Framework continuum of 

Workplace Spirituality anchored from a Journal of Business Ethics article by Jurkiewicz and 

Giacalone (2004), considered by this author as an important measurable assessment of an 

organization's culture (Appendix A); and the second is to incorporate this framework on how 

workplace spirituality can have a positive impact on employee job performance, and eventually 

organizational performance, in a family-owned business in the Philippines. 

 

Recognizing that the corporation is the place where we spend a dominant part of our lives, 

business leaders are called upon to focus their attention on the processes of community among its 

stakeholders: wholeness, integrity, stewardship, and morality. As it will be discussed in the 

following pages, spiritual leadership is portrayed as a dynamic and interactive process. 

 

Meanwhile, approximately 45% of all publicly listed international firms’ worldwide (La 

 

Porta, Lopez-de-Silanes, & Schleifer, 1999) are family-owned. In the Philippines, reports show 

that 99.6% of all businesses are comprised of small to medium enterprises (SME), where 80-90% 

is family-owned business (DTI-Philippines 2006). A family-owned business is defined to be those 

whose business has at least 50% ownership and management within one family, whether by blood 

or marriage (Lee-Chua, 1997). 

 

 Synthesis of Journal of Business Ethics Article  

The  anchor  article  of  this  paper  "A  Values  Framework  for  Measuring  the  Impact  of  

 

Workplace Spirituality on Organizational Performance" (Jurkiewicz & Giacalone, 2004) provides 

a theoretical assumption on how Workplace Spirituality could enhance organizational 

performance. A values framework (see Annex A) was introduced, reviewed, and analyzed paving 

for a foundation for empirical testing on organizations. 

 

Using the values framework, this author assembled a continuum figure that could be used to 

measure and assess the values of an organizational culture. Organizations who exhibit positive 

values on the continuum figure suggests having more workplace spirituality than those who have 

negative values as provided below in Figure 1. 
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It is said that seeking a culture with positive values are expected to enhance organizational 

performance and thus provides organizational strategy (Ashmos and Duchon, 2000; Mitroff and 

Denton, 1999). To give us a better grasp and appreciation of workplace spirituality, many 

researchers have presented multiple views and definitions on the subject. Let us now take a look 

at our critical review of related literature. 

 

IV. Review of Related Literature 
 

 Definition and Perspective of Spirituality - Karakas (2010) indicated that there are more than 

70 definitions of Workplace Spirituality. Having no standard definition of "spirituality" made the 

process more difficult. Some definitions of spirituality include concepts such as inner 

consciousness; enlightenment; and a worldview with a path.  

 

The intrinsic-origin view of spirituality is that which contend that it is a concept or a principle 

that originates from the inside of an individual. Guillory (2000) defines spirituality as "our inner 

consciousness" and that which is spiritual comes from within-beyond our programmed beliefs and 

values.  

 

While spirituality refers to some power or authority coming from within an individual, it also 

includes a feeling of being connected with one's work and with others (Ashmos and Duchon, 2000; 

Neck and Milliman, 1994). Turner's (1999) perspective on spirituality defines it as "that which 

comes from within, beyond the survival instincts of the mind."  

 

Spirituality is often characterized by a need to feel connected to other people, the environment, 

and to some higher reality. Ultimately, it refers to the deepest values and meanings by which a 

person lives (Mackenzie, 2011).  

 

 Distinguishing Spirituality from Religion  

 

Spirituality and religion are often times misinterpreted as one and the same. Although believed 

to be compatible, it is not identical (Garcia-Zamor, 2001). 

 

Bruce (1996) defines religion as a combination of beliefs, actions, and institutions which 

assume the existence of supernatural entities with powers of action, or impersonal powers or 

processes possessed of moral purpose. Karakas (2010, p. 91) went further to distinguish spirituality 

from religion by describing it as a "personal, inclusive, non-denominational, universal human 
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feeling; rather than adherence to the beliefs, rituals, or practices of a specific organized religious 

institution or tradition." 

 

Furthermore, Fry and Slocum (2007) state that spirituality includes positive psychological 

concepts in pursuit of a vision of service to others. From this perspective, "spirituality is necessary 

for religion, but religion is not necessary for spirituality. Consequently, workplace spirituality can 

be inclusive or exclusive of religious theory and practice". 

 

 

 

 

3. Views from an Existentialist 
 

The existentialist views on spirituality is referred to as the most quoted phrase of "searching 

for meaning" in what we are doing at the workplace (Naylor et al., 1996; Neck and Milliman, 

1994; Kahnweiler and Otte, 1997). Some common existential questions are: Why am I doing this 

work? What is the meaning of the work I am doing? Where does this lead me to? Is there a reason 

for my existence and the organization I belong to? 

 

The above items have provided us a brief overview of the different perspectives on spirituality. 

However, what is important to note is not on the unified definition of spirituality, but rather on 

the benefits realized when workplace spirituality is encouraged. But first, let us take a look at a 

workplace spirituality framework.  

 

4. Benefits of Spirituality in the Workplace 
 

Krishnakumar and Neck (2002) suggests that spirituality can bring benefits in a workplace in 

the areas of creativity, honesty and trust, personal fulfillment, and commitment, which then leads 

into increased organizational performance. 

 

Intuition and Creativity - Increase intuition and creativity has been traced from individuals who 

practice spirituality as it expands the frontiers of his/her consciousness beyond the normal 

boundaries (Guillory, 2000; Cash and Gray, 2000; Harman and Hormann, 1990). 

 

Honesty and Trust - Burack (1999) indicated that the lack of honesty and trust in an organization 

can lead to communication problems, and eventually seriously affecting co-operation between 

employees and management. On the other hand, honesty and trust can lead to better organizational 

performance by means of better communication, quicker decision making, more innovation, and 

higher level of customer handling (Kriger and Hanson, 1999). 

 

Personal Fulfillment - Spirituality has been linked to Abraham Maslow's concept of self-

actualization such as belongingness and sense of achievement (Burack, 1999). 

 

Commitment - This area includes commitment of the employees to the organization as well as 

commitment of the organization to the quality of its products or services, and to the customer 

(Wagner-Marsh and Conely, 1999). The commitment of the employees to the organization is what 
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is referred to as "affective commitment". This is where emotional attachment is seen from an 

individual because he /she are able to identify with the goals of the organization, and that the 

individual wants to help the organization in achieving its goals (Ketchand and Strawser, 2001). 

 

Organizational Performance - Accordingly, it has been demonstrated that organizations that 

encourage spirituality in the workplace may experience an increase in organizational performance 

(Neck and Milliman, 1994; Turner, 1999; Thompson, 2000). Validating this further, some research 

shows that organizations that encouraged spirituality experienced higher profits and success 

(Mitroff and Denton, 1999; Turner 1999). 

 

 

5. Workplace Spirituality Construct 
 

After developing a survey and conducting a principal components factor analysis, Ashmos 

and Duchon (2000) extracted seven different dimensions of workplace spirituality. However, only 

three core dimensions were focused on which included purpose in one's work or "meaningful 

work" (individual level), having a "sense of community" (group level), and being in "alignment 

with the organization's values and mission" (organization level). 

 

Figure 2 below summarizes the conceptual framework of workplace spirituality used in the 

study for individual, group, and organizational levels of interaction. A short description for each 

core dimension of workplace spirituality is presented as follows: 

 

Figure 2: Conceptualizing Spirituality in the Workplace: Individual, Group and 

Organization Levels of Interaction 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dimensions of Workplace Spirituality 
 

Individual Level - First and foremost, there is the assumption that each person at work has his/her 

own inner motivations, truths, and desires to be involved in activities that give some greater 

meaning to his/her life and the lives of others (Ashmos and Duchon, 2000; Hawley, 1993). 

 

Group Level - Workplace spirituality in the group level concerns interactions between employees 

and their co-workers. Neal and Bennett (2000) cite that this level of spirituality involves the 

mental, emotional, and spiritual connections among employees in teams and groups in the 
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organization. 

 

Organization Level - The third dimension of workplace spirituality transpires when individuals 

in a workplace experience a strong sense of alignment between their personal values and an 

organization's mission and purpose. Alignment is realized when employees believe that managers 

and co-employees in their organization have similar values, have a strong conscience, and are 

concerned about the welfare of its employees and community (Ashmos and Duchon, 2000). 

 

 

6. Spiritual Leadership and Culture Creation 
 

The book "Capturing the Heart of Leadership - Spirituality and Community in the New 

American Workplace" (Fairholm, 1997c) seeks to promote a spiritual approach to organizational 

leadership that goes beyond creative management. Management leaders and followers in search 

for spiritual significance in their work lives are sprouting from all directions. 

 

The author presented a scenario, among others, on complex organizations failing to achieve 

significant results in the American workplace. For more than the 100-year lifetime of modern 

management and leadership, organizational goals have paid much attention on increasing 

productivity, efficiency, effectiveness, and profitability. 

 

Figure 3: Culture Creation by Spiritual Leaders Fostering Values and Customs in a 

Workplace 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The second hypothesis proposes that spirituality on the individual, group, and 

organizational levels brings benefits to the workplace leading to desirable attributes in the areas of 

intuition and creativity, honesty and trust, personal fulfillment, and commitment. Therefore a 

bidirectional or reciprocal causal relationship exists between the relationship phenomena and 
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spiritual leadership variable as they are conceptualized as influencing each other as shown by this 

writer on Figure 3 above. 

 

Meanwhile, a similar reciprocal causal relationship occurs between the spiritual leadership 

variable and the fulfillment outcomes dependent variable. The above reciprocal causal 

relationships are simultaneous and suggest that this mechanism promotes culture creation by 

leaders fostering values and customs in a workplace. 

 

7. The Spiritual Freedom Model 
 

Two different views can be observed in the encouragement and implementation of workplace 

spirituality. Mitroff and Denton (1999) have suggested that since there are many possible choices 

and preferences among different individuals in the workplace, it would be impossible to have 

spirituality in the workplace on an individual basis. Therefore, the organization-based approach 

was viewed by some researchers as a favorable method where spirituality is implemented to the 

organization entirely. 

 

However, the implementation of a common spiritual principle in an organization has a 

potential to create problems when employees cannot express their own views of spirituality 

(Krishnakumar and Neck, 2002). A good example would be a "religion-based" company whereby 

the organization's employees might not be willing to accept a particular religion as their spiritual 

dimension. 

 

 

Figure 4: Individual-Based "Spiritual Freedom" Model for Incorporating and 

Encouraging Spirituality among Today's Diverse Workforce. 
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On the other hand, the individual-based approach (Figure 4 above) of encouragement and 

implementing workplace spirituality starts with the individual (Turner, 1999) and the organization 

tries to accommodate and encourage spiritual requests from its employees (Cash and Gray, 2000). 

This method accepts the "spiritual variety" that its employees have at an individual level.  

 

The model illustrates the concept of "spiritual freedom" within an organization where 

employees are encouraged to express their own views of spirituality. The individual-based 

approach of the model is viewed as a more suitable alternative to common workplaces since it 

refrains from establishing a particular spiritual principle within the organization but instead tries 

to accommodate the spiritual requests of its employees regardless of their different spiritual beliefs 

(Krishnakumar and Neck, 2002). 

 

V. Proposed Conceptual Framework - Workplace Spirituality in a Family-Owned Business 
 

This theory paper proposes a conceptual framework (Figure 5 below) on how workplace 

spirituality can have a positive impact on employee job performance, and eventually organizational 

performance, in a family-owned business in the Philippines. Eight (8) hypotheses extracted from 

the previous discussions of different constructs are presented herewith to describe and summarize 

the corresponding relationships. 

 

Based on the proposed framework, the consequent or dependent variable is employee job 

performance. On the other hand, the predictor or independent variables leading to employee job 

performance are individual attributes of intuition and creativity, honesty and trust, personal 

fulfillment and commitment. Hence: 

 

H1: Individuals who possess attributes of intuition and creativity, 

honesty and trust, personal fulfillment, and commitment positively 

influences their job performance. 

 

The second hypothesis proposes that spirituality on the individual, group, and organizational 

levels brings benefits to the workplace leading to desirable attributes in the areas of intuition and 

creativity, honesty and trust, personal fulfillment, and commitment. Therefore: 

 

H2: Workplace spirituality on the individual, group, and 

organizational levels positively influences desirable employee 

attributes of intuition and creativity, honesty and trust, personal 

fulfillment and commitment. 

 

The individual-based approach of the Spiritual Freedom model implements spirituality within 

an organization by encouraging and accommodating the "spiritual variety" of its employees 

regardless of their different spiritual beliefs. Then: 

 

H3: The individual-based approach of the Spiritual Freedom model 

positively influences the implementation of spirituality in the work 

place on the individual, group, and organizational levels. 
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The influence on the implementation of the Values Framework for measuring the Impact of 

Workplace Spirituality on organizational performance depends on the spiritual leadership and 

culture creation which fosters its values and customs among its followers. Thus: 

 

H4: The spiritual leadership and culture creation positively 

influences the Values Framework for measuring the impact of 

Workplace Spirituality on Organizational Performance. 

 

Figure 5: Conceptual Framework for Workplace Spirituality in a Family-Owned Business
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The influence on the implementation of the individual-based approach of the Spiritual Freedom 

model in the workplace highly depends on the Values Framework for measuring the impact of 

Workplace Spirituality on organizational performance. Therefore: 

 

H5: The Values Framework for measuring the impact of Workplace 

Spirituality on Organizational performance positively moderates the 

influence on the implementation of the individual-based approach 

of the Spiritual Freedom model in the workplace. 

 

Organizational performance and higher profits and success are experienced by organizations 

that encourage workplace spirituality. Consequently: 

 

H6: The moderating outcome of organizations using the Values 

Framework for measuring the impact of Workplace Spirituality on 

organizational performance on the influence of the individual-based 

approach of the Spiritual Freedom model for the implementation of 

spirituality in the workplace is positively moderated by 

organizational performance, higher profits and success. 

 

Workplace spirituality on the individual, group, and organizational levels of interaction will 

eventually lead to organizational performance, higher profits and success. Subsequently: 

 

H7: Workplace spirituality on the individual, group, and 

organizational levels positively influences organizational 

performance, higher profits and success. 

 

Finally, employee job performance will eventually lead to organizational performance, 

higher profits and success. Correspondingly: 

 

H8: Employee job performance positively influences 

organizational performance, higher profits and success. 

 

VI. Conclusion 
 

 

Workplace Spirituality has become a popular tool to enhance corporate direction and action, 

or better known as corporate governance. Continuously building a theory paper on my intended 

dissertation topic of Workplace Spirituality in family-owned businesses in the Philippines made 

this author realize the plethora of existing and potential research work on the topic. 

 

Aside from conceptualizing a framework, this study also sought to provide a better 

understanding, definition, and benefits of a spiritual approach to organizational leadership and 

culture from the different relevant theories discussed. 

 

It would also be important to remember that although spirituality and religion are not one and 
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the same, they are oftentimes closely linked and intertwined with one another. Despite being an 

abstract and individual concept, workplace spirituality has demonstrated increasing evidence of 

organizational transformation across the globe. 

 

Noteworthy also to mention, Christianity in the Philippines is represented by an enormous 

percentage of its population (estimated to be at least 90% of the total population composing of 

Roman Catholics estimated at 80%, and the rest belonging to groups like Iglesia ni Cristo, 

Aglipayans, Protestants, and Christians). Cited also earlier was how family-owned businesses play 

a huge role in the global economy where in the Philippines, a massive percentage of businesses 

(80-90% of all SME's) are family-owned. 

 

A final cue on Workplace Spirituality would be the method of encouragement and 

implementation. To avoid potential problems, the concept of individual-based "spiritual freedom" 

cited earlier (The Spiritual Freedom Model in Figure 4) would be ideal within an organization 

where employees are encouraged to express their own views of spirituality. 

 

Conducting further research on the following areas will hopefully broaden our understanding 

on Workplace Spirituality in family-owned businesses: 

 

**Spirituality measured on different work samples or activities (e.g. different industries);  

 

**Spirituality measured on different institutional environments (e.g. profit versus non-profit 

organizations);  

 

**Organizational changes needed prior to implementing Workplace Spirituality.
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Abstract 

 

In this study, we examined the entrepreneurial intentions of potential entrepreneurs 

and the effect of collectivism on the subjective norm-entrepreneurial intention relationship. We 

used Hofstede’s (1980) cultural value dimension and Ajzen’s (1991) theory of planned 

behavior (TPB) as the theoretical framework. The TPB model allows prediction of behavior 

based on intentions. Based on the descriptive-explanatory and cross-sectional research 

designs, we chose161 fourth year students enrolled in the Entrepreneurship program of three 

universities in Region VII as survey respondents. We collected the data using a pre-tested 

structured survey questionnaire. Due to slight violations of normality, we utilized for the 

analyses of relationships the partial least squares structural equation modeling technique. 

Findings showed that the respondents have mean age of 20.23 and 72% are women. The results 

also revealed that female respondents have significantly higher mean scores for subjective 

norm (SN) and entrepreneurial intention (EI) compared to the male respondents. Among the 

three antecedents of intention, only attitude toward entrepreneurship significantly predicts 

intention giving partial support to the TPB. The data did not find collectivism as moderator 

of the SN-EI relationship. Moreover, the results indicated that fostering a positive attitude 

toward entrepreneurship among undergraduate students is a very important focus of 

entrepreneurship education. We attempted in this study to expand the theory of planned 

behavior by adding the collectivism variable in the model. 

 

 

Keywords: entrepreneurial intention, collectivism, theory of planned behavior, 

entrepreneurship 

 

 

Background of the study 

Introduction 
According to Kuratko and Hodgetts (2004), entrepreneurship is “a dynamic process 

of vision, change, and creation. It requires an application of energy and passion towards  the 

creation and implementation of new ideas and creative solutions……..” (as cited in Kuratko, 

2005, p. 578). This phenomenon has been investigated and analyzed in the extant literature using 

economic perspective (Eliasson & Henrekson, 2004) as well as in psychology (Bird, 1988; 
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Baron, 1998). 

At the center of this phenomenon is the entrepreneur who is a person with strong 

entrepreneurial intention driving one to discover and exploit business opportunities including 

the gathering and organizing resources, geared toward the establishment of an organization 

whose aim is to create new products or services (Shane, 2003). This individual may be 

driven into entrepreneurship by several factors such as retrenchment, serendipity, opportunity, 

education and training, favorable attitude toward business, family business, prior knowledge, 

hobby, culture, innate personal attributes, government regulations, and among others (Shapero 

& Sokol, 1982; Matthews et al., 1991; Drennan et al., 2005). 

The Philippines, just like the other countries in Asia and in the Western hemisphere, 

recognizes the importance of entrepreneurship in contributing to the socio-economic progress 

of her citizens. The societal impacts that entrepreneurship have been portrayed to contribute 

include job and wealth creation, improvement of the quality of life, as well as creation of new 

products and services (Carree & Thurik, 2002; Chiu & Cabanda, 2005). 

The belief that entrepreneurship contributes to the socio-economic progress of a country 

and policy directions spurred the demand for entrepreneurship education. The offering of 

the entrepreneurship program to people around the world including Filipinos is with a strong 

belief that entrepreneurship can be taught. Kuratko (2005) reported a dramatic uptrend in 

entrepreneurship course offerings in the US from a few hundred in the 1970s to more than 1600 

in 2005. 

The expansion of entrepreneurship education in the US was shadowed by the phenomenal 

increase in enrollment in the entrepreneurship program in Philippine schools. The baccalaureate 

entrepreneurship program was launched in 2005 as mandated by the Commission on Higher 

Education through memorandum circular CMO 17 series of 2005. Five years after the program 

was launched, the number of enrollees more than doubled from 8,000 in 2006 to more 

than 17,000 in 2010 across 170 universities and colleges all over the country (A. Dilidili, 

personal communication, February 2012). 

The proposed framework of Shane and Venkataraman (2000) for entrepreneurship 

research focused on the entrepreneur as an actor and its elements of opportunity discovery, 

evaluation, and exploitation. This framework follows the entrepreneurial process involved in 

the formation of new organizations taking into consideration the environment and personal 

factors (Shane, 2003; Gartner, 1985) as well as intention (Bird, 1989; Krueger et al., 2000) 

among others. 

Many studies with emphasis on entrepreneurial behavior involved the theory of planned 

behavior (Ajzen, 1991). The development of the theory of planned behavior (TPB) enabled 

researchers in investigating the entrepreneurship phenomenon more thoroughly. Ajzen (1991) 

developed the TPB from the initial theory of reasoned action which was jointly developed 

by Ajzen and Fishbein (1980). This attitude-behavior framework was used by Kolvereid 

(1996), Krueger et al. (2000), Engle et al. (2010), and many others in the study of 

entrepreneurship. The study of Fayolle et al. (2006) and Silapan and Dedamo (2012) 

demonstrated the usefulness of TPB in linking entrepreneurship and entrepreneurship 

education. In these earlier studies, education and prior experience among others were shown 

to influence entrepreneurial intention. The argument is that, strong entrepreneurial intention 

leads to the enactment of the entrepreneurial behavior. These studies underline the 

importance of education in enhancing intention among potential entrepreneurs like students 

taking the BS Entrepreneurship program. 
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As pointed out by Hofstede (2001), culture is the “collective programming of the 

mind…..manifests itself not only in values, but in more superficial ways: in symbols, heroes, 

and rituals” (p. 1). In his study, Hofstede (1980, 2001) proposed cultural value dimensions 

like individualism/collectivism, power distance, uncertainty avoidance, and 

masculinity/femininity prevalent in management studies. 

The individualism/collectivism cultural value dimension of Hofstede (1980) had been 

linked to entrepreneurship in a number of studies (Hayton, George, & Zahra, 2002). The 

importance of collectivism has something to do with its influence on subjective norm which is 

a component of TPB used as the theoretical framework in the study. The relationship of 

collectivism and subjective norm informs how educators could formulate effective ways 

of encouraging the pursuit of entrepreneurship among students to become entrepreneurs. 

Objectives of the Study 
Our study examined the entrepreneurial intentions of potential entrepreneurs and 

the effect of collectivism on the subjective norm-entrepreneurial intention relationship. The 

following are our research objectives: 1) to present the demographic profile of the respondents; 

2) to describe the respondents’ attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral associated 

in creating one’s own business enterprise; 3) to determine the degree of relationship 

between entrepreneurial intention and attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral 

control; and 4) to determine the degree of moderating effect of collectivism on the relationship 

between subjective norm and entrepreneurial intention. 

Significance of the study 
Our study can help direct the efforts in entrepreneurship education in fostering a strong 

positive attitude toward starting a new business and enhancing entrepreneurial  ability----to 

bolster entrepreneurial intention among potential entrepreneurs. Our study also provided a 

glimpse of entrepreneurial activity in the future for the region by way of high entrepreneurial 

intentions among students which indicate strong tendencies of the enactment of new enterprise 

creation. It may also serve as a guide for future studies related to culture and entrepreneurship. 

Review of related literature 
Our study draws from the individual-opportunity nexus study of Shane and 

Venkataraman (2003) and Gartner’s (1985) research involving environment as one of the 

determinants of entrepreneurship. This study is also founded by extant literature on the 

intentionality of the behavior (Krueger et al.’s, 2000; Bird, 1988; Ajzen, 1991). 

Environment may involve tangible and intangible factors as well as formal and informal 

institutions (North, 2005). The focus of the present study is on the intangible and informal aspect 

of the environment such as norms of behavior, codes of conduct, and culture among others. 

The aspect on culture is represented by collectivism which is one of the five cultural value 

dimensions of Hofstede’s (2001, 1980) research. Instead of using it to map out culture at 

the country level, a scale at the individual level was used for our present study. 

Collectivism is a cultural value orientation where group members are bound and mutually 

obligated, that is, related to the self-construal of interdependence, and where members give 

priority to the in-group goals over personal goals (Van Hooft & De Jong, 2009). Collectivism 

is conceptualized in the study as a moderator of the relationship between subjective norm 

and entrepreneurial intention based on the studies of Van Hooft and De Jong (2009), Fischer 

et al. (2009), Urban (2004), and Hayton et al. (2002). 

It is assumed that persons who are collectivists or socially-oriented pay closer attention 

to social pressure (subjective norm) compared to individualists or self-oriented persons 
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(Fischer et al, 2009). Moreover, Van Hooft and De Jong (2009) posits that collectivism 

moderates positively the relationship between subjective norm and intention “such that it is 

stronger (weaker) under conditions of high (low) collectivism” (p. 299). 

The theory of planned behavior (TPB) is one of the frameworks used in understanding 

human behavior. The theory can be gleaned in marketing books where its use can be found in 

the study of consumer behavior. The use of TPB has its beginnings in the theory of reasoned 

action of Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) in which behavioral intention was explained by subjective 

norm and attitude toward the behavior. Its early application was in the study of smoking, 

cheating, use of condoms, and similar volitional behaviors. The limitations of this early 

model spurred the addition of perceived behavioral control by Ajzen (1991) in the theory 

of planned behavior allowing it to accommodate more complex and planned behaviors. 

Attitude toward the behavior pertains to an individual’s evaluation of the degree 

of attractiveness of a particular behavior (Ajzen, 2005) like smoking, exercising, cheating, or 

even starting a new business venture. In this study, the attitude pertains to one’s evaluation 

of the attractiveness of starting a new venture/business. Subjective norm (SN) is the perceived 

social pressure from significant persons that influence one’s intention to enact a certain 

behavior (Ajzen, 2005). In the context of this study, SN refers to the approval or disapproval 

of significant others (i.e., social pressure) on one’s intention to start a new business. 

According to Ajzen (2005), the perceived facility or difficulty of enacting a specific 

behavior is called perceived behavioral control (PBC). PBC pertains to the perception of one’s 

ability, confidence, and control over the business venture start up process. Behavioral intention 

in general refers to a person’s conscious plan and commitment to perform a particular behavior. 

The behavioral intention is operationalized as entrepreneurial intention which is a measure of 

the extent of how much effort and how much time is devoted to start a new business. The 

behavior referred to in our study pertains to starting one’s own business. 

Using the theory of planned behavior (Ajzen, 1991) as our theoretical framework, it 

is argued that the stronger is the attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control, 

the stronger is the behavioral intention. A strong intention in turn predicts the intended behavior. 

The independent variables of our study are attitude toward entrepreneurship (ATE), 

subjective norm (SN), and perceived behavioral control (PBC). These variables are considered 

motivational factors and are also called exogenous variables. These variables are posited 

as predictors of entrepreneurial intention (EI) which is our dependent variable or endogenous 

variable. Kolvereid (1996), Krueger (1993), and Fayolle et al. (2006) used a similar framework 

in their study of undergraduate students’ intention to start a business. 

Our conceptual framework as shown in Figure 1 identifies entrepreneurship or the 

creation of a new enterprise as the behavior of interest. We proposed that a strong entrepreneurial 

intention will result if there is a strong attitude toward starting a new business as well as a strong 

subjective norm and perceived behavioral control. We also argued in the study that the strength 

and  direction  of  the  relationship  between  subjective  norm  and  entrepreneurial  intention  

is dependent on the values of collectivism. Thus, the more collectivist is one’s value 

orientation, the stronger is the effect of subjective norm on entrepreneurial intention. 
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Figure 1. Conceptual framework 

 

Research design 

Methodology 
Our study used the descriptive-explanatory cross-sectional research design (Saunders 

et al., 2009). The cross-sectional design captures of the kind and level of entrepreneurship 

among BS entrepreneurship students. The descriptive portion of our study presented the 

profile of the respondents described the levels of the study variables. The explanatory portion 

determined the relationship between the posited predictors and dependent variables (Edralin, 

2000) as well as the moderating effect of collectivism on the SN-EI relationship. 

 

Population and respondents 
The respondents of our study were the incoming fourth year students from three 

universities in Central Visayas (Region VII) enrolled in the Entrepreneurship program. Three 

schools out of the seven universities in the region offering the Entrepreneurship program were 

chosen for the study. Due to the limited number of students taking entrepreneurship, complete 

enumeration was conducted. Our total sample was composed of 173 students; however, the final 

sample was reduced to 161 due to missing values in the categorical variables. The missing values 

in continuous variables were replaced using mean substitution as they represented only less than 

10% of data values (Hair, et al., 2006). 

 

Measurement and instrumentation 
The measures we used for our study were adopted form the studies of Liñan and Chen 

(2009), Van Hoft and De Jong (2009), and Walter and Dohse (2009). These measures were pre- 

validated by their creators but were validated again using respondents in the local setting. 

The reliability values of the measure were above the threshold of 0.70 (Nunally & Bernstein, 

1994). The convergent and discriminant validity of the measures stood within acceptable 

ranges. The composite reliability was above 0.70 indicative of a reasonable convergent validity 

(Henseler et al., 2009). Discriminant validity was supported by high values of the square root 

of the average variance explained (AVE) compared to the off-diagonal correlations among the 

variables (Chin, 1998). 

In this study, there were four variables in the theory of planned behavior and one variable 

related to culture (i.e., collectivism). The addition of collectivism is an attempt to expand 

the theory of planned behavior. We used a 7-point rating scale with 1 representing one end 

of the scale (strongly disagree) and 7 representing the other end of the scale (strongly agree). 

Each variable had at least three questions or indicator variables. 

Collectivism 

Attitude toward starting 

a business + 

Entrepreneurial 

Intention Subjective Norm 

Perceived 

Behavioral Control 

+ 

+ 
 

+ 
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Data analysis 
We utilized descriptive statistics (e.g., mean, standard deviation) to describe the profile 

of the respondents. The analysis of relationships involving exogenous and endogenous 

variables warranted our use of structural equation modeling using partial least squares (SEM-

PLS). Due to slight violations of the normal distribution, the SEM-PLS technique was deemed 

the most appropriate data analytic tool for the study (Wold, 1982; Chin, 1998). 

 

Limitations of the study 
Although the minimum number of questions or indicator variables for every variable 

was met (i.e., two) as in many prior studies in extant literature, there is a need to raise this to 

at least six to achieve very high level of consistency. The sample size of 161 is fairly adequate 

and is even bigger than in previous studies. However, raising it to more than 200 would 

prove to produce more stable and consistent results. The results of our study may be 

generalized to the population of entrepreneurship students in Central Visayas (Region VII). 

The subjective norm measure is limited as it did not incorporate the motivation to comply 

with social pressure. The measurement of culture lacks the individualism dimension which was 

implicated in many studies in entrepreneurship. Our study focused only on collectivism as this 

cultural value dimension is more reflective of the cultural values of Filipinos. 

 

 

Profile of the respondents 

 

Results and Discussion 
These respondents whose mean age was 20.23 years old came from three universities 

in Region VII, namely, Silliman University (SU) in Dumaguete City, Negros Oriental, Bohol 

Island State University (BISU) in Tagbilaran City, Bohol, and University of San Carlos (USC) 

in Cebu City, Cebu. Sixty percent of the respondents were from USC and 72% of the total 

sample was female students. 

Antecedents of intention, entrepreneurial intention, and collectivism 
Across the three universities, the students had very strong attitude (M = 6.27, SD = 0.81) 

and entrepreneurial intention (M = 6.26, SD = 0.81). Female students had significantly larger 

scores for EI (Mwomen = 6.34, SDwomen = 0.80) than male students (Mmen 6.03=, SDMen 

= 0.83). This suggests that female students displayed more interest and favorable outlook in 

setting up a business sometime in the future than male students. The practical implication of the 

finding is the need to formulate strategies that can sustain a high level of entrepreneurial attitude 

and intention among female students as well as strategies to boost the attitude of the male 

students. 

Compared to male students (M = 5.35, SD = 1.33), female students (M = 6.14, SD = 0.88) 

also paid more attention to what significant persons say about their plan to start a new business 

(i.e., subjective norm). This means that female students have greater tendency to be influenced 

to start a new business. 

The composite overall mean score for PBC was 4.98 (SD = 0.93). This mean PBC level 

is considered moderately strong but lower than the mean EI levels (M = 6.26, SD = 0.81). 

This implies that although there is a strong intention among students to create a new business 

in the future, the respondents are not that confident of their entrepreneurial abilities. In fact,  the 
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personal interviews revealed a wide range of perceived confidence which ranged from 60% 

to  100%. This shows that some students despite high intention and strong attitude do not think 

that they are completely ready to start a business. This implies that there is a need for an in-

depth study to determine the link between the experiential activities and other factors in the 

learning environment with the achievement of pre-set entrepreneurial goals. These goals may 

not necessarily mean the actual setting up of a business immediately after graduation. 

The extent to which the respondents prefer or give priority to group goals over personal 

goals (i.e., indicative of the cultural value dimension--collectivism) was strong (M = 5.58, SD 

= 1.23). Our study used a different scale and measured culture at the individual level instead of 

the country level as what Hofstede did (2001). In spite of our approach, the result was still 

fairly consistent with the findings of Hofstede (2001) which classified Filipinos as having a 

collectivist value orientation. A re-mapping of the cultural value orientation of Filipinos is in 

order considering that the last mapping was conducted 16 years ago by Acuña and Rodriguez 

(1996). It is also important to administer a separate scale to determine level of individualism 

of the respondents. 

Relationship of motivational factors and entrepreneurial intention 
Among the three antecedents of intention, only the attitude toward entrepreneurship 

is significantly positively related to entrepreneurial intention. A strong evidence is the large 

beta coefficient for the ATE-EI path (βeta = 0.68, p < 0.01). The other main predictors (PBC 

and SN) have positive beta coefficients but non-significant effects on EI. The three predictors 

in the 

 

 

Figure 2. Path diagram of motivational factors and collectivism 

 

model including the moderator and interaction term (SN*COL) explain 54.8% of the variance 

of EI as portrayed in Figure 2. This finding partly supports the theory of planned behavior. 

 

Collectivism as a moderating variable 
The moderator variable (collectivism) as shown in Figure 2 has weak direct effect on 

EI (βeta = 0.03, p = 0.60). Likewise the interaction term (SN*COL) does not have significant 

effect on EI (βeta = -0.05, p = 0.56) indicating that collectivism does not moderate the subjective 

norm and entrepreneurial intention relationship, as presented in Table 1. 
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Table 1 

Total effects summary of the model in figure 2 

Path Beta Coefficient S E t- statistics p-value 

ATE       E I 0.68 0.07 9.38 <0.01 

COL       E I 0.03 0.06 0.52 0.60 

PBC       E I 0.05 0.06 0.85 0.40 

S N        E I 0.00 0.07 0.04 0.97 

S N*COL      E I -0.05 0.09 0.59 0.56 

  

The findings of our present study are not consistent with the findings of Van Hooft 

and De Jong (2009) where “people low on collectivism were more strongly motivated by 

their personal attitudes about job seeking and less by perceptions of social pressure than people 

high on collectivism” (p. 295). Perhaps the extent to which the respondents value group 

goals over personal goals was not high enough to influence the effect of SN on EI. In fact, 

the supplementary mean comparison test (t-test and Kruskal-Wallis) showed marginally 

significant (p = 0.05) difference in subjective norm (Mlow COL = 5.00 versus Mhigh COL= 

5.97) between those with low (M = 3.13, SD = 5.85) and high levels (M = 5.85, SD = 

0.91) of collectivism. A bivariate correlation analysis (using Spearman Rho) between 

collectivism and subjective norm revealed a weak but significant positive relationship (r = 0.18, 

p < 0.05). This indicates that when degree of collectivism is high, there is a stronger tendency 

to be influenced by the opinion of significant others (i.e., subjective norm). 

 

 

Conclusions 
Our findings show that there were more women (n = 116) takers of the Entrepreneurship 

program than men (n = 45). Our data support the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor study 

of Madarang and Habito (2007) of the predominance of Filipino women in entrepreneurship. 

They found out that 69% of new business owners were women (Madarang & Habito, 2007). 

The Entrepreneurship students in Central Visayas (Region VII) have strong favorable 

attitude toward starting a new business and strong intention to enact the said entrepreneurial 

behavior. Following the logic of the theory of planned behavior, the predictive efficacy 

of intention provides a glimpse of what is expected in the future. The strong intention to start a 

new business could serve as an early indication of a possible increase in entrepreneurial 

activity or behavior (i.e., business start ups) in the region in the near future. 

Our study also showed that attitude toward starting a new business has a considerable 

positive effect on the intention to start a new business. This indicates that the more favorable 

is the evaluation of starting one’s own business, the greater is the extent in which one exerts 

effort and devotes time to enact it in the future. This finding partly supports that theory of 

planned behavior since attitude toward entrepreneurship was the only significant predictor of 

entrepreneurial intention. 

Collectivism did not come out as a significant moderator of the relationship between 

subjective norm and entrepreneurial intention. Although the level of collectivism is strong 

especially among women, it did not influence the direct effect of subjective norm (whether 

positive or negative) on the intention to start a new venture. This may be explained by 

the findings of Acuña and Rodriguez (1996) where the value orientation of Filipinos have 

shifted somewhat from that of a collectivist to that of an individualist. Their study found a 
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significant increase of the individualism index of Filipinos from 31 in 1980 (Hofstede, 1980) to 

49.5 in 1996 (Acuña & Rodriguez, 1996). 

 

 

Implications to practice 

Recommendations 
Our findings reveal that attitude toward the creation of a new enterprise strongly predicts 

the intention to create a new venture. This calls for educators to pay close attention to 

development of a favorable attitude toward entrepreneurship as one of the foci of the educative 

process. More specifically, the focus may be trained on a curriculum that emphasizes meaningful 

journey toward entrepreneurship and recollection of positive learning experiences by the 

learners. Moreover, while there may be negative aspects of entrepreneurship, its positive aspects 

should dominate the consciousness of the learners. 

The non-significant effect of PBC and SN signals the committed educator to look deeper 

into how entrepreneurship education can build confidence and how it can enhance 

entrepreneurial competencies. The high subjective norm and entrepreneurial intention scores 

of female students call for action to understand in-depth this phenomenon. A clear course of 

action pertaining to the sustenance of their interest in entrepreneurship is a big challenge for 

educators. A bigger challenge is how to improve the attitude of male students toward 

starting a new business venture. It means that schools offering the program need to start 

reviewing their curriculum content and process. 

Implications to theory 
The theory of planned behavior as formulated by Ajzen (1991) allows some degree 

of expansion. Ajzen (1991) stated that any variable may be added to the model as long 

as its contribution to the sufficiency of the theory is significant over and above the existing 

three predictors. Thus, understanding entrepreneurship as a complex and planned behavior 

can be approached by considering other contextual factors (e.g., collectivism, passion, 

educational factors, and others) which may have influence on the effect of the antecedents of 

entrepreneurial intention (i.e., attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control) 

on the intention to start a new business (Ajzen, 1991). 

Implications to research 
The failure to find a significant moderating effect of culture (i.e., collectivism) on 

the subjective norm—entrepreneurial intention link warrants a more comprehensive cultural 

mapping of the current cultural value orientation of Filipinos in general and entrepreneurship 

students (i.e., potential entrepreneurs) in particular. This must be done using the cultural value 

dimension of Hofstede (2001). The questions however must be reformulated to conform 

to studies focused at the individual level of analysis. A reformulation of the subjective 

norm variable can also be considered by incorporating the belief about the opinion of significant 

others with the respondents’ motivation to comply with the social pressure. Our study 

considered only the belief of the respondents regarding the opinion of significant others like 

parents, friends, and others. Future study should also consider if the respondents have the 

compulsion to comply to the wishes or suggestions of significant others. 
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Strengthening the vegetable sector in the Cordillera Administrative Region (CAR), 

Philippines through an entrepreneurial oriented approach 

 

Richel Lamadrid, Darlyn Tagarino, Leilani De Guzman, Glory Drequito, Samuel Duyan, Paul 

Tagarino and Karina Romero 

Saint Louis University 

 

The opportunity for agriculture to go beyond production of food alone necessitates embrace 

of entrepreneurial endeavor to contribute to sustainable and rural development.Yet, 

entrepreneurial orientation (EO) is a distant concept to agriculture not only in theory but also in 

practice, thus the interest where this study lies. The focus of this study is on assessing the 

influence of EO on the performance of vegetable farms in the Cordillera Administrative 

Region, Philippines thereby strengthening this sector. Taking a sample of 157 farmers who 

are owners, part-owners and lessors of the land they till, a survey questionnaire was 

administered from March until August 2015. A follow-up focused group discussion also 

ensued. Results confirmed that farmers’ management of farms was limited to production. 

Amongst the dimensions of EO, only autonomy in farm management showed better result, 

the rest as innovativeness, proactiveness, risk-taking and competitive aggressiveness yielded 

below moderate exhibition. Likewise with performance indicators: product quality, efficiency, 

flexibility and responsiveness, only product quality fared well. Essentially, only competitive 

aggressiveness and autonomy made an impact on farm performance indicators. Innovativeness 

however manifested influence on farm responsiveness. Conclusively, vegetable farms should 

leverage from production only to becoming profitable productive enterprises. An EO becomes 

more imperative with the advent of the ASEAN Free Trade Agreement, globalization and 

modern technologies making market competition stiffer. 
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Social Enterprise Integration: The Case of Consuelo Chito Madrigal Foundation (CCMF-

Bikol) , Philippines 

 

Agapito C. Rubio Jr., Ateneo de Naga University 

 

Abstract: 
This short case looks at the fundamental dynamics of social enterprise integration in the 

context of Consuelo Chito Madrigal Foundation in the Bikol region, Philippines. Grounded 

on the belief that philanthropy creates productivity and charity enables capability, the case 

addresses the question of why social enterprise integration and close formative equivalents 

have influenced phenomenal scaling up of shared value within the enterprise. Results report 

the ability and power of CCMF-Bikol to utilize the Five Capitals model as basis for 

understanding sustainability relative to the economic concept of poverty alleviation through 

wealth creation. 
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Introduction 

 

Global efforts of founding social enterprises to integrate economic and social value 

creation has emerged in an unprecedented scale in the last two decades. These efforts are 

reinforced by increasing convergence of impact investors and business entrepreneurs who 

combine commercial success in industrial groups and in individual entrepreneurial ventures 

that use economic wealth for the good of the community or for social progress to combat 

poverty in a global scale. This phenomenon has received a great scholarly attention for 

critical analysis and review of both theoretical and empirical synthesis on the idea of social 

entrepreneurship (Busenitz, West III, Sheperd, Nelson, Chandler, & Zacharakis, 2003). 

Entrepreneurship as a process of creating new idea with value, and assuming the risks and 

rewards (Hisrich, Peters, & Shephered, 2008) has also attracted interest of other researchers 

(Dees and Elias, 1998; Thompson, 2002; Alvord, Brown, & Letts, 2004) for fostering 

economic and social value creation. In view of this development, Williams (1999) argued 

that increasing interest in entrepreneurship as a 

new discipline has stimulated community leaders’ belief that it will be the defining trends of 

the 21
st 

century. Similarly, the growing scholarly interest in social entrepreneurship has also, 

for over the last few years, influenced successful business entrepreneurs to have dedicated their 

substantial resources in support to social entrepreneurship programs. This movement has 

created the notion of social responsibility among social entrepreneurs to provide the 

possibility and opportunity to transform the bottom of the pyramid market into a profitable 

state (Pralahad & Hart,2008). Pioneering in these efforts were the global efforts of Ashoka, 
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founded by Bill Drayton in 1980 providing seed funding to entrepreneurs with social vision 

(http://www.ashoka.org); the integrated activities of Grameen  Bank  in  Bangladesh  founded  

by  Muhammad  Yunus  in  1976,  eradicating 

poverty and empowering more women to participate in multiple economic activities and the 

development of community-led programs (http://rameen-info.org). In the Philippine setting, 

the Chito Madrigal Foundation, Inc. was envisioned to provide business-to- business integration 

of social enterprises that are aimed to uplift the quality of life among the participants in the 

community. 

 

Historical Foundations 

 

“I  consider myself blessed in these children of God. They have been orphaned by poverty, 

injustice, ill-fortune and I have been privileged to embrace them, to share with them my good 

fortune.   Like all others, they are also my children, in the best and highest sense of the word.” 

- Chito Madrigal, founder of the Consuelo  Chito Madrigal Foundation 

 

 

In July 11, 1997, the Consuelo Chito Madrigal Foundation(CCMF) was founded by Doña 

Consuelo “Chito”1 Madrigal, a well-known banker and an heir of one of Philippines’ richest 

industrialists- Don Vicente Madrigal. Driven by her vision of helping Filipino families rise from 

poverty through charity, the CCMF aims to provide livable environments that create opportunities 

for the improvement in the quality of life of its people. She was inspired by the belief that 

philanthropy creates productivity and that charity enables capability. This conviction led her to 

open doors to the marginalized of society and let them “enter into the sphere of economic and 

human development.”2 The CCMF    is    structured    in    such    a    way    that    its    resources,    

capabilities    and services to communities could reach with high impact to target strategic 

locations in the country. The foundation’s main thrust is to carry out the comprehensive 10-year 

development plan for Bicol, Bulacan, Sorsogon and the Payatas Demo Campus, a learning hub 

or a “university for the poor.”
3 

Its major role is to engage local communities in the design and 

delivery of their products and services that meet their current and future needs. These include 

among other things, the creation of local jobs, rebuilding homes and lives in severely distressed 

areas, creating opportunities that spur economic activity by producing goods and services that 

directly address the needs of the poor and restoring human dignity through sharing of 

responsibility, accountability and transparency of actions taken (Kreiner, 2013). Through the 

efforts of the President of Ateneo de Naga University, Reverend Father Joel E. Tabora, S.J. 

and the leadership of Most Reverend Leonardo Z. Legaspi, O.P., D.D., the Archbishop of Nueva 

Caceres, CCMF- Bikol
4 

was formed. The foundation was legally listed as a non-stock and 

non-profit organization 

entering the social arena as a flagship implementing arm of the Consuelo Chito Madrigal 

Foundation to directly respond to the basic needs of the poor in the Bikol region 

(http://www.chitomadrigalfoundationmain.org). In 2004, Doña Chito approved the release 

of Php 200 Million grant for Bikol. The foundation’s Bikol branch was envisioned to uplift 

the lives of the poor in the region. It is located in the South-Eastern part of Luzon Island, 

almost 300 miles South of Manila and ranked as the third poorest region in the country. 

According to the Philippines' National Economic Development Authority (NEDA, 2012), 

46% of Bikol's population live below the poverty line. Bikol has six provinces: Camarines 

http://www.ashoka.org/
http://rameen-info.org/
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Norte, Camarines Sur, Albay, Sorsogon, Catanduanes and Masbate. Of these six provinces, 

Masbate has the highest poverty incidence (62.8%) followed by Camarines Norte (52.7%); 

Catanduanes (44.7%); Camarines Sur (42.60%); Sorsogon (41.40%) and Albay (39.6%). With 

the regions' modest economic performance (2.87% growth), the poor will be unable to rise 

above and hurdle poverty (NEDA,2012). The grant was expected to spur the creation of various 

social ventures providing housing, livelihood, micro financing and capacity building 

programs  which are envisioned to 

maximize social benefit by creating social value (Mair & Marti, 2006). It was also about this 

time that the Global Social Benefit Incubator (GSBI
TM

) report accounted social ventures 

around the world and found that in Southeast Asia, 21% of the social ventures obtain their 

funding from grants and 24% obtain their funding from donations thus, following the 

private contributions business model archetype (Wooley, Bruno & Carlson, 2013). 

 

In the second quarter of 2010 the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) 

launched a new poverty measure and used the Multidimensional Poverty Index (MPI) in 

monitoring the progress of human development involving health, education and living 

standards. Based on the weighted indicators, the report captured an aggregate rating of 33% 

or more as multi-dimensionally poor, thus prone to suffer extreme deprivations. In the 

Philippine context, the Bikol region is classified as one of the depressed regions in the country 

with more or less 60% of over five (5) million people exposed to extreme poverty, being 

classified as within the base of the pyramid (BoP). This means that the likelihood of higher 

incidence of malnutrition, harsh living conditions, poor access to basic services such as, 

housing, food, health, sanitation and education, is prevalent (Hammond, 2013). 

This article is an attempt to carefully examine the case of CCMF-Bikol as a social 

enterprise paving the way to report some empirical evidences that distinguish characteristics 

of social ventures not only in their funding sources and missions but alsoin the enactment of 

their economic goals, specifically the articulation of concrete methods used to accomplish their 

specific goals. Using the lens of Five Capitals Model
6
, the case provides the nexus of sharing 

evidences supporting that social ventures assemble and employ resources to enact their 

missions (Zahra et al.,2009). Relative to resource mobilization and mission enactment, 

exhaustive discussion has already been explored in the article: Social Venture Business Model 

Archetypes: Five Vehicles for Creating Economic and Social Value (Wooley, Bruno & 

Carlson,2013). 

In particular, CCMF-Bikol as a social venture provides a basis for understanding sustainability 

in view of economic concept of wealth creation or capital. Like any other socially oriented 

organizations, CCMF Bikol needs to use capital to deliver its products and services to 

accomplish its mission and become sustainable. As a sustainable social enterprise, the 

challenge is to maintain and where it is possible, enhance these stocks of capital assets rather 

than deplete them. The use of capital assets may also allow social enterprises to develop their 

vision which articulates what the social enterprise needs to do in order to maximize value. 

Capital has five dimensions; natural, human, social, manufactured and financial. However, 

social enterprises need to consider the impact of its activities on each capital dimensions in 

order that tradeoffs can be avoided and therefore attain socio- economic balance. 

 

 

Doña Chito’s Biographical Sketch 
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Doña Chito was born and raised in the old Ermita, Manila during the pre-war years. Her 

childhood days were painted by colorful comforts of a privileged life accorded to her by her 

parents who were hardworking, warm and affectionate. Her father, the late Don Vicente 

who originated from Ligao City in the Province of Albay struck fortune over trading of 

coal, oil and sugar which hailed him as one of the industry’s leading founders of business 

conglomerates in the country.  Her mother, the late Doña Susana Paterno was a simple 

housewife and a dressmaker from Quiapo, Manila. Doña Chito was married to former 

Ambassador Manuel Collantes who died on May 28, 2009. Doña Chito is the fifth of the 

seven children in the Madrigal family. On account of her upbringing, she wrote: 

“We learned early on what was right and what was wrong, the things that were simply not 

done, like being cruel or unfair, and the things that must be done without thinking twice, 

like being decent, honorable and kind. We simply had the best education that money could 

buy”.
7

 

 

Doña Chito had her grade school and high school years spent at the Assumption Convent in 

Ermita. In addition to her academic interests, she also pursued private lessons in painting, 

singing, playing the harp, tennis and to include, horseback-riding. In 1940, she completed her 

Bachelor of Science degree major in Commerce, Summa Cum Laude, at the Pontifical 

University of Santo Tomas. Shortly before the Pacific War broke out which was followed 

by the untimely death of her mother, Doña Chito, she, together with her three other siblings 

moved to the United States through her father Don Vicente. While in Pennsylvania, she 

took additional preparatory courses before entering law school at Rosemont College. 

Eventually, she finished her law studies at the Catholic University in 1946 with top honors. 

After graduation, she immediately landed on a job at the Department of Interior Ministry in 

Washington D.C., and was likewise admitted as a qualified attorney and counselor in the 

United States Court of Appeals in the same year. But with the ever-growing interest of the 

Madrigal family business in the Philippines, she was  called  by her father  Don  Vicente to 

take on the job of handling the Madrigal Holdings which included real estate, cement, oil, 

coal and media subsidiaries. Having been raised as a devout catholic, she regularly heard 

Sunday Masses and nurtured a special commitment to financially support individuals who 

are called to the priesthood. One day, a certain Father Gerard Deveza, dubbed “The Healing 

Priest,” delivered a homily on how the affluent could use their wealth to benefit society. 

Among the church- goers in that special healing mass were the affluent parishioners of 

Santuario de San Antonio Parish in Forbes Park, Makati. 

Father Deveza shared his mission experience in helping destitute communities in Bicol. He 

solicited for more funding to support his cause. Unknowingly, among the church- goers 

that day was Doña Chito and was  deeply  moved  by  the  homily. Immediately after the 

Mass, Doña Chito summoned her nurse to see the priest in the sacristy for an audience 

with her. After the priest explained his education program in Sorsogon, Doña Chito donated 

P1 million (or US$ 45,000) to build a school. In 1997, the Catholic Church conferred on her 

the highest award on lay Catholics for manifesting exemplary commitment in serving the 

local Church. She was made Dame of Saint Sylvester conferred by Pope Benedict VI. From 

this standpoint, she took a more lofty vision of finding better ways of effecting and helping 

more Filipino families out of poverty, which gave birth to her anti-poverty thrust. This vision 

led to the founding of the Consuelo “Chito” Madrigal Foundation in July 11,1997. 
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The CCMF-Bikol 

 

The Consuelo “Chito” Madrigal Foundation– Bikol (CCMF-Bikol) is a subsidiary of the 

Consuelo “Chito” Madrigal Foundation (CCMF) company based in Makati City, Philippines. 

It was made juridical in 2004, when Doña Consuelo “Chito” Madrigal approved the grant of 

PhP 200M (US $9M) for Bikol. In a trance release of funds for the next ten years, Doña Chito 

approved the PHP 20M (US $ 900K) annual release for CCMF-Bikol project. As Marge 

C. Enriquez (2009), a Philippine Daily Inquirer correspondent captured on her column: “In 

2004, the CCMF became a reinvigorated organization”. Enriquez further discussed in the 

same column how, according to Montinola, “Tita Chito wanted it to be more focused. After 

succeeding in business, she had reached the stage in her life when giving back was her 

primary focus. Enriquez traced the development of the foundation. Dona Chito then began 

contacting people she had faith in and formed the board of directors which consists of 

Eduque, chairperson; Montinola, president; corporate secretary and lawyer Christopher Garcia, 

Siony Pacardo, and grandnephew Jonjon Rufino. The board chose to help priests who had 

parishes and ideas for programs rather than build the foundation from the ground. They 

sought the help of Father Joel Tabora, president of Ateneo de Naga and Fr. Wilmer Tria to 

execute CCMF’s programs in Bicol, while Fr. José Mario Ladra served Bulacan. Trust was 

the factor that made all the money go directly to the poor, not personal agenda or publicity.” 

In most interviews, what surfaces was the vision of helping “the poorest of the poor” and 

restoring their dignity not through dole-outs, but by teaching skills and providing the means 

to make them self-reliant. Dona Chito handpicked Ma.Socorro “Corito” Bautista as CCMF’s 

executive director. Bautista recalls: “She wanted to elicit the good in each person by 

alleviating poverty, but imbued with Christian principles.” A management contract with 

Bautista’s own Defending Family Values Foundation to run CCMF was forged. “Everything 

we pay the foundation goes to her foundation, not her salary. This is where Tita Chito’s 

business mind is at work. It has the lowest administrative cost in the Philippines,”  says  

Montinola.  The  services  of  the  board  of  trustees  and  priests  are voluntary. Bautista 

designs, monitors and evaluates the programs and coordinates with the board. The 

foundation’s main thrust is to carry out the 10-year plan for Bicol, Bulacan, Sorsogon and 

the Payatas Demo Campus, a learning hub or a “university for the poor.” 

Most Rev. Leonardo Z. Legaspi, O.P., D.D., and Fr. Joel E. Tabora, S.J. were named by Doña 

Chito as co-directors for Bikol. Archbishop Legaspi and Fr. Tabora chose Fr. Wilmer S. 

Tria as Program Manager. In 2005, after one year of operations, CCMF-Bikol proposed a 10-

year Plan where CCMF-Bikol commits to become self-sustaining after it has received the PhP 

200M grant from CCMF. However, the grant would be released to CCMF-Bikol in a period 

of 5 years, instead of 10 years at PHP 20M annually as originally planned.  Doña Chito 

approved the 10 year plan. 

The implementation of the 10-year development plan paved the way to the CCMF- Bikol’s 

making a long term plan thereby ensuring that its pro-poor programs would have a lasting 

impact in the lives of poor Bikolanos. Among the landmarks of the 10-year plan was the 

construction of the 4-storey Madrigal Center for Social Entrepreneurship in the Ateneo de 

Naga University Campus. In 2008, after her death, Doña Chito’s nieces, Susana Madrigal–

Eduque and Atty. Gizela Montinola took the reins of the Foundation as Chair and President, 

respectively. 

In 2009, CCMF-Bikol was incorporated as a separate entity with Most Rev. Leonardo Z. 
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Legaspi, O.P., D.D. as Chair Emeritus. Juan Vicente D. Rufino, Dona Chito’s grand nephew, 

was appointed Chair and President. Fr. Tabora was appointed Vice-Chair. In 2010, Fr. 

Primitivo E. Viray Jr, SJ assumed the Vice Chairmanship when Fr. Tabora was assigned to the 

Ateneo de Davao University. 

 

Building the Social Fiber 

 

The impetus to fight poverty through social entrepreneurship rippled through targeted 

communities in several flagship programs that seek to respond to their immediate needs, 

enhance their human dignity and build their individual self-esteem to enable all of them to be 

self-sustaining. Among the initiatives are providing the communities life-skills, livelihood 

trainings, housing, microfinance and scholarships. To ensure lateral effect, the foundation 

sought strategic partnership with highly trusted Institutions like Ateneo de Naga University, 

Archdiocesan Parishes of the local Church of Nueva Caceres, Non- Government 

Organizations (NGOs), and other foundations with proven track record and expertise in the 

deployment of a housing program, micro financing to the poor, scholarship program and 

community development efforts. 

 

The Housing Program 

 

The housing program promotes the value of private ownership. It is the cornerstone of 

independence and stability of every family served. The program provides affordable 

acquisition, ownership and opportunities for individual capital formation. The program has 

established the CHITO (Christian Housing Integrating Trade and Ownership) Communities 

in various locations. It has developed a housing program that allows every beneficiary to get 

attracted to the site acquired by the foundation, enable the beneficiary to see the environmental 

development of the site and monitor the construction of the house for each beneficiary and 

have the option to avail the shelter package through a rent-to-own scheme for a maximum 

period of 20 years. After full payment, the beneficiary will be issued certificate of ownership.  

The beneficiary will be declared as owner of the house and lot as indicated by a land title 

registered on his name. In addition, the housing program has a provision for every beneficiary 

to engage in livelihood or income generating projects in order to augment their usual income 

and enable them to pay their monthly amortizations. Every household or family dwelling is 

required to put up and operate their own enterprise within their home lots. For an interested 

individual to qualify for this program, the applicant must have at least PhP15,000.00 (US $334) 

household income per month where the monthly household income poverty threshold is 

pegged at PhP17,146 in 2009
8. 

Further the applicant is not qualified to avail of government 

housing loan packages being under low income brackets. In as much as the program operates 

on a rent-to-own scheme, each beneficiary must have the capacity to pay the monthly 

amortization which ranges from PhP4,000.00 to PhP8,000.00 per month (US $89 to $178). In 

the initial phase of the housing program, there were two CHITO Communities formed:   First, 

(1) Vicente Heights, a sub-urban sub-division compound 

located in Pacol, Naga City, Philippines. The site has a total land area of four (4 has.) hectares 

with one hundred-four (104) household beneficiaries. Each beneficiary availed of a three 

hundred (300m
2
) square meters lot equipped with a twenty-four to thirty (24- 30m

2
) square 

meters floor area housing facility. The village housing facility has full occupancy with 98-
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99% collection efficiency since 2008. Second is the Madrigal Subdivision, a sub-urban 

dwelling located in  Vinzons,  Camarines  Sur,  Philippines. The Village is two (2) hectares 

and could accommodate 47 household beneficiaries. Currently, all houses are fully occupied 

and collection efficiency is maintained at 99% to 100%. In less than ten (10) years the CCMF- 

Bikol has provided over one hundred and fifty (150) households for families. According to 

Father Wilmer Tria, the CCMF-Bikol Manager, the management of the foundation is now 

sketching another ambitious housing project on the drawing board. In the next ten (10) years, 

the foundation will embark on its 

housing expansion program which is twice as big as the existing development. It is 

expected to benefit over three hundred (300) more household beneficiaries. 

 

In the meantime, to ensure that all beneficiaries of the program are able to meet their 

obligations and consistently comply with the requirements, beneficiaries undergo a formation 

to build ethical values. Through the CCMF-Bikol mobilization staff, the two existing villages 

were clustered into several groupings or cells of households. The local Catholic Church’s 

Basic Ecclesial Community Model (BEC) of evangelization and formation has been adopted 

to stir group dynamics and conversation among members of these cells of households. Each 

cell is composed of five to ten (5-10) member beneficiaries who meet regularly on a weekly 

basis for information-sharing on relevant issues affecting human conditions, specifically in 

areas of health and sanitation, environmental upkeep, new economic opportunities, emerging 

social realities and current events, skills development and communal relationships. But, central 

to the BEC model is the formative element of developing human capital grounded on 

communal spirituality. This communal spirituality is pivotal to enable social participation of 

sharing and believing on every member’s capability that contributes to the attainment of the 

common aspirations and, possibly minimize or dissipate reputational costs. Through these 

formative elements that sustain cohesiveness and solidarity among beneficiaries, the foundation 

is able to channel effectively relevant training and development efforts that provide lifelong 

learning. In the course of its operations, high respect for human rights and ethical values 

deeply rooted on cultural contexts are among the forefront of communal conversation. 

Rationally, an expansive discussion on the internal group dynamics in the formation process 

of group learning and changing can be explored also in the theory of collaborative 

effectiveness (Martin Hays, 2013) where certain groups expect higher rates of performance 

than individual contributions. This is attained by engaging every team members into the 

learning pyramid (TLP Model), a process oriented model which suggests that group members 

must always engage in constant dialogue (situational diagnosis) among themselves, conduct 

reflection (monitoring and evaluation) on their common experiences and, mindfulness ( focus 

on commitments and tasks at hand). Likewise, high regard in education towards ensuring 

health and safety arrangements provide wholesome security and mental well-being among 

individuals. These are the very foundational elements by which, the CCMF- Bikol as a 

foundation, provides access to new knowledge, varied opportunities that usher more satisfying 

work environment and provide access to a new venue which allows for and affirms individual 

capital contributions that further support the community’s active involvement in society. In 

particular, accounts of two beneficiaries show how the housing program created impact on 

their lives (Appendix B). 

 

Micro Financing Program 
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The Micro Financing program promotes entrepreneurship and self-reliance. This is a 

statement that somehow defines Muhammad Yunus (1990) contribution throughout his life. 

Yunus championed micro-financing to negate the fact that the poor, dis-advantaged and 

economically displaced can only be helped out through dole outs. Yunus firmly believed 

that individuals who may be considered poor might be entrepreneurial and that, the only way 

to enable them to participate in some productive engagement is through microcredit which 

later on took a boom in Grameen Banking. As Wimmer (2013) puts it, micro credit financing 

was an exotic approach in development efforts that is directed towards the poor. In the 

context of CCMF-Bikol, Wimmer precisely captured the descriptions she labelled on the poor 

as being passive victims of poverty, being economically dislocated, ignorant and ill-mannered. 

CCMF-Bikol took the uphill challenge of believing and living on Yunus’ mindset. The 

CCMF-Bikol experience is simple demonstration of a positive stance on providing 

innovative solutions to local problems by particularly sustaining and improving access to 

financial capital. Its presence ensures that the wealth created among its members directly 

benefit improvement in their quality of life and that, the economic gains reaped out of 

manufactured capital, in the forms of organizational activities, loan products and services 

could reach global effect to society. 

 

The CCMF-Bikol started as a modest microfinance program by adopting the Grameen Micro 

Lending Technology in 2005 through strategic partnerships with other existing socially 

oriented enterprises such as the Social Action Center of Legazpi, Inc. (SACL,Inc), 

Countryside Multi-Line Cooperative (CMLCo), Socio-Pastoral Action Center Foundation, 

Inc. (SPACF, Inc.), Bicol Alternative Credit and Savings Cooperative, Inc.(BAC&SCo, Inc.) 

and the Diocese of Masbate Social Action Foundation Inc.(DMSAF, Inc.). These partners 

became the jump-starting pad as social capital network in providing initial funds for lending. 

In 2008, the Ateneo de Naga’s Community Development Foundation, Inc. (CDFI) merged 

and was absorbed by CCMF- Bikol Micro Finance Unit (CCMF-Bikol-MFU). This merging 

has strengthened the foundation to spin-off its operations phenomenally by reaching a 

client-base of over 3,000 active loan members.   By the first quarter of 2011, the MFU 

took innovative measures of enabling the micro-financing program as more competitive to its 

rivals in the industry. The MFU started to offer fortified credit loans and products with 

insurance clause. In the past few years, MFU took aggressive steps in expanding its 

operations. New branch offices were established, one after another, in neighboring towns all 

across the Bikol region and made rural banking accessible to the poor. 

 

The foundation started the lending program for start-up capital ranging from Php 5,000- 50,000 

(US $100 – $1,000) thousand pesos to individuals who possess entrepreneurial qualities and 

who are willing to engage in small business ventures. On the one hand, a parallel window 

of micro credit was also opened for existing micro-entrepreneurs who commit to become 

members of the program and attend weekly education drive provided in respective micro-

financing centers. Livelihood loan packages are also available. The amount also ranges from 

PhP 3,000 to PhP 20,000 (US $65- $500) payable over a period 6 months at a rate of 3% per 

month. CCMF-Bikol also provides multipurpose loans and instils the value of savings by 

collecting PhP 20.00 ( US $0.45) per week compulsory from among all its members. This 

tied-up savings measures may be withdrawn only when the individual ceases to become a 
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member of the program. As of December 2012, the program has reached into 37 parishes as 

microcredit financial centers in the Archdiocese of Nueva Caceres, benefiting 4,683 members 

with consolidated loan portfolio amounting to over PhP 15M (US $ 334,000) pesos. 

 

 

Scholarship Program 

 

The CCMF-Bikol Scholarship program provides scholarship for graduates of high school who 

want to pursue a Baccalaureate program leading to a Bachelor’s Degree at the Ateneo de 

Naga University. Originally, the scholarship was limited only to students who wanted to 

specialize in Entrepreneurship or Business Management. However, in the first semester of SY 

2012-2013, the program was expanded and started to accept scholars who have other 

inclinations in Education and Accountancy. The program expansion  was solely intended to 

increase the pool of highly qualified professionals who have acquired superior level of 

intellectual capital and knowledge management skills which are increasingly recognized as 

key intangible creator of wealth and strong accelerator in adding value to per capita income. 

Once a student candidate is accepted as a scholar, the student will enjoy free board and lodging 

at the Madrigal Dormitory which houses over fifty (50) scholars annually.  As of March 2012, 

the program has graduated seventy-five 

(75) graduates, eight (8) of whom graduated as Magna Cum Laude and forty-nine (49) as Cum 

Laude. Currently, there are 37 scholars. 

 

As originally practiced by the founder, a unique feature of the scholarship program is the special 

attention given to students who wanted to pursue courses that lead to the priesthood and 

religious life in the Archdiocese of Caceres and in any other dioceses in Bikol. The scholarship 

is usually granted for a 2-year course in the graduate school with specialization in MBA for 

Socio-Pastoral Entrepreneurship. Mindful of the leading role that priests and religious have 

in the formation of character entrusted to them in the community, the foundation believe 

that the scholarship would encourage and initiate entrepreneurial opportunities in the 

parishioners, thereby getting involved in wealth creation. Since 2008, fifty-five (55) priests and 

religious have already successfully completed the program. 

 

Madrigal Integrated Farming and Training Program 

 

The Madrigal Integrated Farming and Training (MIFT) program is the fourth and the most 

recent initiative introduced by the Foundation in 2013. The program addresses rural farmers’ 

pressing need for food security and sustainable agriculture. Considering the adverse effects 

of climate change to the global environment, farming has become one of the most pervasively 

waning and neglected occupations. The proliferation of unsustainable farming practices such 

as over infusion of inorganic fertilizers, the increasing depletion of nutrients found on natural 

soil, absence of crop insurance facility, poor credit access, frequent flooding and erosion, made 

farming an unattractive and very frustrating business to venture in. The government’s failure 

to address these urgent issues has created the impetus for the CCMF-Bikol to design and 

introduce reverse innovations that will eventually avert negative trends in farming. The 

Foundation has identified two farm demonstration and training sites - (1) Barangay Daculang 

Tubig of San Fernando town; and (2) Barangay San Gabriel of Pamplona, both in the province 
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of Camarines Sur,  Philippines. 

 

Daculang Tubig Farm Demo & Training Center 

 

Daculang Tubig Farm Demo & Training Center operates primarily to attract, encourage and 

train existing farmers within the locality to learn and adapt the Madrigal Organic Farming 

Technology. The farm is run by two full-time staff who have strong backgrounds in organic 

farming. Organic farming operates on the idea that all factors considered in the cultivation of 

crops and any other forms of productive implements must undergo natural processes of growth 

and decay. At present, the farm produces organic rice, various high-valued vegetables, 

fattened swine, and tilapia. Adherence to fractal production chain in integrated farming 

enables farmers to operate at zero waste management level whereby the accumulated waste 

of a high valued crop becomes a major determinant of success of another. This process 

includes the cycle of matter transformed into carbon and, carbon into energy and, energy that 

is transformed into a new life. Judicious choice of harnessing natural capital could lead to 

reduce dependence on inorganic fertilizers and therefore, cost in farming is significantly 

reduced. Likewise, engaging into this practice promotes cultivation of innovative ways of 

using other forms of renewable sources of energy that enable life to continue in a balanced 

way. But, this practice may not be true to other forms of waste management systems that 

involve reduce, reuse and recycle principle. John Bussey (2014), an executive managing 

business editor of The Asian Wall Street Journal reported that discussion concerning 

garbage processing that goes into recycling now costs more than what companies can charge 

for the products that come out the other end. This condition applies only in synthetic recycling 

system where natural processes are not observed to take place. 

 

Ultimately, Daculang Tubig Farm Demo is envisioned to benefit a good number of farmers 

in the next coming years. Integrated farming advocates for the use of renewable sources only 

from well-managed and restorative ecosystems. Packaging the farm into this direction will 

certainly showcase an eco-tourism site in the future, worthy of admiration. 

 

Madrigal Poultry and Vermi Farm 

 

The Madrigal Poultry and Vermi Farm is located at Barangay San Gabriel, Pamplona town 

of Camarines Sur Province. The Farm is envisioned to be the training and demo center with 

a newly acquired property by the foundation and equipped with a tunnel vent that can 

accommodate 23,000 heads of fowl for every growing season. The farm is projected to be 

the fund source for the training center in the next few years. It is expected that before the end 

of the year 2014, the whole facility will become operational. 

 

Notes 

 

1 
Doña Consuelo Madrigal is more popularly called by her nickname, Chito. 

2 
Honoris Causa citation on the 65

th 
Commencement Exercises of Ateneo de Naga University 

, March 2012. 
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3 
Description of the CCMF offered its 7.5-hectare property located at Payatas dumpsite as a 

learning and livelihood hub to cover children’s learning, nutrition, computers, teacher 

training, culinary courses and a multipurpose area – also positioned as Payatas CSR Demo 

Campus project. 

 

4 
CCMF-Bikol - the case in point, is one of the four major priority projects of the Consuelo 

Chito Madrigal Foundation based in Makati City, Philippines. 

 

5 
Five Capitals Model is a scientifically-based approach suggested by the United Nations to 

enable organizations sustainably manage organizational resources by minimizing risk and 

optimize opportunities. 

 

6 
Consuelo Chito Madrigal – An Autobiography. 

7 
Bicol Region Economic Situationer, Fourth Quarter, 2012 Statistical Reports 
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Procurement processes in a state university in Mindanao: A case study 

 

by Sheila Mae L. Lupian-Poliran, Central Mindanao University; 

 and Marites Khanser, University of San Carlos 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

The case study evaluated the procurement process of Central Mindanao University based 

on RA 9184 “Government Procurement Reform Act.” It looked at the four major stages of 

procurement processes, planning, public bidding and alternative methods of procurement, contract 

implementation, and post-implementation using the four pillars of national public procurement 

system. These are: (1) compliance with the legislative and regulatory framework, (2) agency 

institutional framework and management capacity, (3) procurement operations and market 

practices, and (4) integrity and transparency of the agency procurement system. 

 

Aimed to produce a proposed university procurement manual, this case study sought to 

answer how procurement processes is implemented using the pillars of national public 

procurement system; if there are non-compliance, why are these occurring; and what are the 

challenges faced by the University in attaining full compliance. 

 

Data were gathered using surveys, interview, focus group discussion, document search, 

and report extraction using purposive sampling. Data gathered were transcribed, tallied, tabulated 

and analyzed using weighted means and qualitative ratings. 

 

Results revealed that compliance of the University procurement practices is very 

satisfactory. Correlations across pillars show that each pillar affects one another; hence issues that 

affect all the four pillars are being examined and analyzed. Eleven issues were identified affecting 

the four pillars, its indicators and sub-indicators. These are: (1) continued use of alternative method 

of procurement, particularly shopping; (2) few suppliers acquire bid documents and join the 

biding; (3) lack of feedback mechanism; (4) items purchased that are not in accordance with the 

specifications indicated in the PPMP; (5) occurrence of failed biddings; (6) delay in the 

procurement of goods, services and infrastructure projects; (7) lack of performance evaluation 

system specific for procurement personnel; (8) the need to improve the system of documents and 

records keeping; (9) lack of written procedures for quality control, acceptance and inspection of 

goods and services; (10) very few to no observer present during the bidding process; and (11) 

specific anti-corruption programs are not perceptible. These issues occur due to weaknesses found 

in multifarious activities and processes in the University. 

 

Despite collective efforts in its pursuit of achieving full compliance to the national 

procurement system requirements, the University still encountered impediments obstructing the 

achievement of its goals. These challenges include timing differences between project timeframes 

and release of funds, stringent timeframe allotted for projects, manual workflow, and budgetary 

and funding constraints, among others. These inherent constraints increases difficulty in achieving 

full compliance. 

 

This case study recommends adoption of the proposed University procurement manual and 
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addressing the weaknesses in the process. The ACTION Plan, which stands for A – Appoint, C – 

Create, T – Trim down, I – Inform, O – On-time completion, and N – Noteworthy monitoring, can 

be used in the implementation. It also recommends that GPPB should tap the relevant accredited 

professional organizations to institutionalize observer representation. 

 

Keywords: procurement, public procurement, pillars of public procurement system, 

State Universities and Colleges (SUCs) 

 

 

RATIONALE OF THE STUDY 
 

Procurement is a vital component of public service. In many countries including the 

Philippines, the government is the single largest procuring entity in the economy making 

sustainable procurement essential. 
 

The Philippine government spends billions of taxpayers’ money annually to acquire goods and 

services for its projects and deliver services to its citizens. In 2015, government procurement is 

projected to reach Php650 billion or 25% of the proposed budget and 4.6% of the country’s 
 

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) (Department of Budget and Management [DBM], 2015). 

Certainly, public procurement system is at the center of the way public money is spent since 

budgets get translated into services largely through procurement of goods and services by the 

government. 
 

Like many member countries of the United Nations (UN), the Philippine government 

devised rules and mechanisms like Republic Act (RA) No. 9184 or the Government Procurement 

Reform Act (GPRA) of 2003 and engaged into the use of Information Technology through the use 

of Electronic Procurement System to answer call for greater uniformity and transparency (United 

Nations Environmental Programme [UNEP], 2013). Strengthened by the issuance of rules and 

regulations to reiterate its implementation (Executive Order No. 40, 2001, DBM, 2013a, 

Administrative Order No. 17, 2011), these initiatives emphasize the substantial savings brought 

by a more uniform and transparent procurement process (Ambat & Ycasiaco, 2008, and Bombay, 

2011). These regulations aim to enhance transparency, emphasize accountability, improve 

efficiency through competitiveness and streamlined processes, and widen public participation and 

monitoring. 
 

Despite the so-called world class regulation and recent developments, public procurement in the 

Philippines never escapes scandals and controversies (Bombay, 2011, Jones, 2011, Ambat & 

Ycasiano, 2008). Whether the perpetrators simply do not fear because the laws do not seem to 

have fangs for the rich and influential; or these scandals came out in the open as a result of the 

efforts of the government to promote transparency and good governance; or this is simply a domino 

effect and chain reactions of the mortified few who wish to implicate others as the mastermind or 

accomplice. For whatever reason there is, the fact remains that these scandals and corrupt practices 

exist and must be addressed. 
 

Gonzalez (2014) emphasized that a law is only as good as its implementation. However, 

Commission on Audit (COA) (2012), the World Bank (Gonzales, 2014), and Philippine 
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Government Electronic Procurement System (PhilGEPS) (2014) reports affirm Jones’ (2011) 

observation that effective implementation is lacking in the Philippines. Among the government 

agency classifications, State Universities and Colleges (SUCs) are reported as most compliant. 
 

SUCs in the Philippines are public institutions of higher learning created by an act passed 

by the Philippine Congress. Central Mindanao University (CMU), a premier SUC in Mindanao, 

had been instrumental in transforming the lives of the people living in the depressed, deprived, and 

disadvantaged sectors of Region 10, specifically in Bukidnon and adjacent provinces through the 

delivery of quality services in the area of Instruction, Research, Extension and Production (M. 

Poliran, 2013). The procurement processes of CMU are key factors that affect its delivery of 

quality services, yet Ortega (2010) cited delay in procurement as a major problem encountered by 

different income generating projects of the University. 
 

This study was conceptualized to evaluate the procurement processes of CMU based on 

RA 9184 or the GPRA in order to propose a University Procurement Manual. Procurement 

processes were evaluated in four key areas called “Pillars” that characterize the basic elements of 

procurement of CMU as patterned after the national public procurement, to wit: 1) compliance 

with the legislative and regulatory framework, 2) agency institutional framework and management 

capacity, 3) procurement operations and market practices, and 4) integrity and transparency of the 

agency procurement system. These pillars are further defined by sixteen (16) indicators and forty 

(40) sub-indicators against which the existing elements of the procurement system of a government 

agency will be evaluated (Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development [OECD], 

2010, and Government Procurement Policy Board [GPPB], 2012). Strengths and weaknesses 

would be identified, as well as the issues, causes and challenges that deter the university from 

attaining full compliance. 
 

Presently, the university is preparing to secure an International Organizational Standard 

(ISO) certification. Having written policies and procedures not only meet the ISO requirements 

but also warrant that best practices and reforms will be sustainable despite manpower movements 

and that the university procurement process operates within the purview of RA 9184 and relevant 

laws and regulations. These give rise to a need for a university procurement manual to document 

both the university best practices and streamlined procurement processes. 
 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
 

Procurement is the acquisition of goods, consulting services, and the contracting for 

infrastructure projects by the procuring entity (GPRA, 2003, and GPPB, 2009). Public 

procurement is where the procuring entity is a government branch, constitutional commission or 

office, agency, department, bureau, office or its instrumentality. 
 

In the global context, public procurement significantly affects the economy accounting up 

to 30 percent of GDP (UNEP, 2013 citing OECD), significant enough to pave the way for 

sustainable public procurement to gain popularity in the global arena. Sustainable procurement 
meet the needs of organizations while achieving value for money, generating benefits to the society 

and economy and putting emphasis on ethics. Countries like Chile emphasizes integrity, the United 

Kingdom on value for money, Lebanon on basic low cost vis-à-vis lifecycle cost, Japan and Sweden 

on transparency (UNEP, 2013) and the Philippines on transparency, competitiveness, streamlined 
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process, accountability, and public monitoring (GPRA, 2003, and GPPB, 2009). 
 

The Philippine government procurement increasingly becomes a significant component of 

the overall budget and the economy accounting for an average of 3.6% of GDP and 21% of total 

government spending in 2010-2014. Nominal value crossed the half a trillion mark in 2014 and is 

projected to reach approximately P650 billion in 2015 or 25% of the proposed budget and 4.6% of 

GDP (DBM, 2010-2015). 
 

The Procurement Process 
 

In order to systematize the procurement process, avoid confusion and ensure transparency, 

GPRA (2003) and its revised Implementing Rules and Regulations (IRR) (GPPB, 2009) require 

standardization of the procurement process and forms to be used. Procurement activities have to 

undergo uniform phases which include procurement planning, the bidding process or procurement 

through an alternative method, contract implementation and completion, and post-implementation 

and warranty period. The bidding documents shall also be prepared using standard forms and 

manuals prescribed by the GPPB. Additional documents and specifications may be prepared and 

required by the procuring entity when deemed necessary to complete the information required for 

the bidders to prepare and submit their bids. 
 

Procurement Planning. The GPRA (2003) and GPPB (2009) require linkage between 

procurement planning and budgeting. Government agencies are required to prepare an Annual 

Procurement Plan (APP) where all procurement of the agency shall be based. 
 

Modes of Procurement. GPRA (2003) also requires that all procurement shall be done 

through competitive bidding or public bidding which is open to participation by any interested 

party. It takes 28-170 days to complete from the pre-procurement conference, posting of 

advertisement on invitation to bid, pre-bid conference, posting/payment of bid security, the receipt 

and opening of bids, eligibility screening of bids, bid evaluation, post-qualification, issuance of 

notice of award, posting/payment of performance security, contract signing and approval, until the 

issuance of notice to proceed (GPPB, 2009). 
 

Price and quality are often the primary consideration in procurement. In many countries, 

price is considered the dominant awarding rule, followed by “value for money” which is a broader 

concept that allows other criteria and oftentimes considers life cycle/ whole life cycle costing, 

commonly known as “cradle to grave” (UNEP, 2013). Several studies also advocate quality, 

experience and responses to technical specifications (Singh et al., 2012, European Commission, 

2011, O’Riordan et al., 2011, and Bergman, 2011). 
 

In the Philippines, there is a concern on the quality of product and reliability of suppliers 

and contractors. To address this, the eligibility of bidders are determined and bids are evaluated 

based on compliance to the required specifications using pass or fail criteria based on the technical 

component of the bid submitted. The financial capacity of the supplier or contractor is also 

evaluated based on its recently completed contracts, cash facility, line of credit, or net financial 

contracting capacity. Only the bids that pass the technical component will be evaluated in terms of 

financial component to determine the “Lowest Calculated Bid” for procurement of goods and 

services and “Highest Rated Bid” in case of consulting services (GPRA, 2003, GPPB, 2009, and 
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Jones, 2011). 
 

A Notice of Award will be issued to the winning bidder who will then post a performance 
security before formally entering into a contract with the procuring agency. Notice to Proceed will then 

be issued within seven days from signing of the contract (GPRA, 2003, and GPPB, 2009). 
 

Alternative modes of procurement such as limited source bidding, direct contracting, repeat 

order, shopping, and negotiated procurement are allowed in certain cases in order to promote 

economy and efficiency (GPRA, 2003, and GPPB, 2009). These alternatives, however, involved 

less or no competition (Jones, 2011), thus, can be resorted to only when specific conditions are 

met (GPRA, 2003, and GPPB, 2009). 
 

Contract Implementation and Completion. Contract implementation commences when 

the procuring agency issues the Notice to Proceed to the winning bidder (GPRA, 2003, and GPPB, 

2009). A procurement contract is considered completed when there is complete delivery in 

accordance with the specifications in case of procurement of goods, supplies and materials; 

complete work rendered based on the total prescribed period in case of services; time period has 

lapsed or the objectives are achieved in case of consultancy; and reaching at least 95% work done 

in case of infrastructure projects. 
 

Post-Implementation and Warranty. The procurement process extends beyond 

completion until the end of warranty period called the post-implementation. Minimum warranty 

period shall be three months for expendable supplies, one year for nonexpendable supplies, one 

year from project completion up to final acceptance or the defects liability period for construction 

defects on infrastructure projects. In case of structural defects on infrastructure projects, warranty 

period shall be fifteen (15) years for permanent structures, five years for semi-permanent 

structures, and two years for other structure (GPPB, 2009, and GPRA, 2003). 
 

Pillars of Public Procurement System 
 

There are four key areas - called "Pillars" – that characterize the basic elements of an 

agency’s procurement as patterned after the national public procurement system. These “pillars” 

are further defined by sixteen (16) baseline indicators and forty (40) sub-indicators against which 

the existing elements of the agency’s procurement system may be assessed. These are: Pillar I - 

Compliance with the Legislative and Regulatory Framework, Pillar II - Agency Institutional 

Framework and Management Capacity, Pillar III - Procurement Operations and Market Practices, 

Pillar IV - Integrity and Transparency of the Agency Procurement System (OECD, 2010, and 

GPPB, 2012). 
 

These pillars look at compliance to key legal requirements under RA 9184 as it relates to 

competitiveness, how the procurement system is operational through the management systems in 

the agency, the operational effectiveness and efficiency of the procurement system at the agency 

level, and indicators of the procurement system that contribute to integrity and transparency, 

respectively (OECD, 2010, and GPPB, 2012). These embrace the entire procurement process that 

if any of them is broken, the entire procurement system will fall down. The same pillars are used 

by the Indonesian government in evaluating compliance of public procurement in the country; 

however, performance indicators are slightly changed and tailored to conform to Indonesian 
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environment (National Public Procurement Agency of Indonesia, 2011). 
 

Compliance with Legislative and Regulatory Framework. The quest for procurement 

reform that conforms to global standards led to the enactment of RA 9184, otherwise known as 

the GPRA. The law is a compendium of international best practices and standards and over a 

hundred laws, rules and regulations in the past. It standardizes bidding procedures and documents, 

increases the accountability of bidding organizations, streamline the procurement system, 

enhances end-product quality and contractor reliability, and ensures proper planning and 

budgeting. It provides for the modernization, standardization and regulation of the procurement 

activities of the government envisioned to deal with the shortcomings of the old procurement 

system, fight graft and corruption, address the lack of transparency and competition, eliminate 

collusion and political interference, and lessen delays in the procurement process (Jones, 2011, 

Bombay, 2011 and Ambat & Ycasiano, 2008). 
 

Compliance with legislative and regulatory framework looks at compliance to key legal 

requirements under RA 9184 as it relates to competitiveness which has three indicators and twelve 

sub-indicators. The indicators are: Indicator 1 Competitive bidding as default method of 

procurement, Indicator 2 Limited use of alternative methods of procurement, and Indicator 3 

Competitiveness of the bidding process (OECD, 2010, and GPPB, 2012). 
 

Agency Institutional Framework and Management Capacity. Pillar II Agency 

institutional framework and management capacity looks at how the procurement system is 

operational through the management systems in the agency which has four base indicators and 

eight sub-indicators. The indicators are: Indicator 4 Presence of procurement organization, 

Indicator 5 Procurement planning and implementation, Indicator 6 Use of Government Electronic 

Procurement System or the PhilGEPS, and Indicator 7 System of disseminating and monitoring 

procurement information (GPPB, 2012). 
 

The State recognizes the vital role of information and communication technology (ICT) in 

nation-building thus institutionalizing the use of PhilGEPS (Electronic Commerce Act, 2000, 

GPRA 2003, Bombay, 2011). However, compliance is problematic in terms of registration and use 

of its functionalities (Gonzalez, 2014), thus monitoring is necessary or risk mandates and targets 

remain “in name only” (UNEP, 2013). 
 

Procurement Operations and Market Practices. The third Pillar looks at the operational 

effectiveness and efficiency of the procurement system at the agency level. It has five 

base indicators with fourteen (14) sub-indicators. The indicators are: Indicator 8 Efficiency of 

procurement processes, Indicator 9 Compliance with procurement timeframes, Indicator 10 

Capacity building for government personnel and private sector participants, Indicator 11 

Management of Procurement and Contract Management Records, and Indicator 12 Contract 

management procedures (GPPB, 2012). 
 

Integrity and Transparency of the Agency Procurement System. Pillar IV looks at 

indicators of the procurement system that contribute to integrity and transparency having four base 

indicators and six sub-indicators. The indicators are: Indicator 13 Observer participation in public 

bidding, Indicator 14 Internal and external audit of procurement activities, Indicator 15 Capacity 

to handle procurement related complaints, and Indicator 16 Anti-corruption programs related to 
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procurement (GPPB, 2012). This is intended to fight the rising corruption index in the Philippines 

(Martin & Flores, 2014, and SWS, 2013). Ackerman (2006) relates corruption to moral category 

that signifies putrefaction and rot which significantly impact resource allocation. 
 

Aside from GPRA, laws such as the Anti-Graft and Corrupt Practices Act in 1960, the 

Philippine Constitution of 1987, the Act Establishing a Code of Conduct and Ethical Standards for 

Public Officials and Employees in 1989, and the Act Defining and Penalizing the Crime of Plunder 

in 1991 are passed to prohibit corruption and prevent conflict of interest in the procurement 

process. Key watchdog institutions are also established and empowered such as the COA, 

Ombudsman Office, GPPB, Presidential Anti-Graft Commission, Sandiganbayan, and 

Procurement Transparency Board (Jones, 2011). 
 

Non-compliance of Public Procurement Processes 
 

There has been a worldwide plethora of public procurement policy and regulatory 

frameworks but policies and action plans do not always translate into clear changes in how 

procurement is implemented. Challenges are prevalent and a gap exist between what the 

government agencies are doing and what broader stakeholders think that they are doing (UNEP, 

2013). 
 

In theory, the GPRA gained world class distinction but serious weaknesses in the 

implementation is prevalent (Jones, 2011). Gonzales (2014) cited that a law is only as good as its 

implementation, making GPRA not enough to prevent the notorious corruption cases in the country 

(Ambat & Ycasiano, 2008). Problems persist like outdated manual workflows, lack of clear guidelines 

in some steps of the process (Bombay, 2011), lack of transparency, absence of accountability, elitist 

culture (Jones, 2011), continued preference to alternative modes of procurement (COA, 2012), 

misguided priorities, international financial institutions’ disagreement on some provisions, and delays 

in the process (Ambat & Ycasiano, 2008). Weak budget allocation process, intricate and non-

transparent budget execution and the predominance of patron-client relationships in politics and the 

bureaucracy facilitate corruption in public procurement. 
 

Challenges in Public Procurement 
 

The government procurement system is decentralized, where responsibility and control 

rests with each agency. It is perceived to be cumbersome, fragmented and inefficient process with 

many loopholes that are prone to corruption (Bombay, 2011). The World Bank (cited in Jones, 

2011) reports that waste, inefficiency, lack of transparency, widespread corruption, low levels of 

capacity, and the absence of accountability in public procurement greatly affects public 

administration, resulting to poorly resourced public services and under-developed infrastructure. 
 

Despite the so-called world class regulation and recent developments, public procurement 

in the Philippines never escapes scandals and controversies – among them are the infamous 

National Broadband Network or NBN-ZTE deal involving US$329 million (Php16.7 billion) in 

2007, the decade-old Php728 million fertilizer fund scam (Ambat & Ycasiaco, 2008), the rigging 

of the bidding for the construction of Makati City Hall (Salaverria & Burgonio, 2014), alleged 

bribery on the MRT 3 project (Tiglao, 2014), and purchase of information technology equipment 

by the Military and Other Law Enforcement Offices Division of the anti-graft agency, 
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Ombudsman, without public bidding (Punongbayan, 2014). Multiple petitions filed and dismissed 

but resurrected when it linked to the Php10 billion pork barrel scam (Ramirez & Rosario, 2014, 

Raymundo, 2014, Reyes, 2013, and Valente, 2014). Jones (2011) citing Quah, stressed that these 

could be attributed by the lack of effective monitoring and enforcement by watchdog institutions, 

the slow phase of investigations and resolution of cases. 
 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
 

This case study evaluated the procurement processes of Central Mindanao University based 

on RA 9184 “Government Procurement Reform Act” in order to propose a university procurement 

manual. 
 

Specifically, this study sought answers to the following questions: 
 

1. How is procurement processes implemented using the pillars of national public 

procurement system? 

 

2. If there are non-compliance with the national procurement system, why are these 

occurring? 

 

3. What are the challenges faced by the University in attaining full compliance? 

 

4. Based on the findings of the study, what can be incorporated in a proposed university 

procurement manual? 
 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 

This paper is a case study research and used both quantitative and qualitative information. 

A case study research poses “how” and “why” questions where the investigator has little control 

over events and focuses on contemporary phenomenon within a real-life context (Yin, 2009). 

Quantitative information refers to linear attributes, measurements and statistical analysis, while 

qualitative information relies primarily on human perception and understanding (Stake, 2010). 
 

This case study used a combination of survey, interview, focus group discussion, 

document-search, extraction, and data analyses using financial tools. Semi-structured interviews 

and focus group discussions are qualitative data collection methods that are commonly used in 

policy research (Harrell & Bradley, 2009). Triangulation was used in data gathering to confirm, 

validate and increase confidence in the evidence (Stake, 2010). 
 

The study was conducted at CMU, one of the premier SUCs in the Philippines created by 

virtue of RA 4498 (CMU, 2014). Located at Musuan, Maramag, Bukidnon, CMU has been 

considered a leading state university in Region 10 with a total appropriation of Php367 million in 

2014; second highest and close to the combined appropriations of other five out of seven SUCs in 

the region (RA 10633, 2013). It also has gross income amounting to Php93 million from the 

University Income Generating Program and Php127 million from tuition and other school fees in 

fiscal year 2013 (CMU, 2014). These funds are intended to be utilized for personnel services, 

maintenance and other operating expenses (MOOE), capital expenditures, and financial expenses 
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of the University that are necessary to carry out its mandate. Expenditures classified under MOOE 

and capital outlay usually give rise to procurement processes. 
 

A total of fifty-one (51) respondents are chosen using purposive sampling, forty-six (46) are 

personnel of the university while five are representatives of select suppliers. Seventy-four (74) percent 

of the CMU personnel respondents participate in more than one activity in the procurement 
 

 

process. This was due to a personnel’s designation to administrative functions or committees that 

partakes in the entire procurement cycle. 
 

As to position, 37 percent are heads of units or committee chairpersons while 63 percent 

are staff or committee members. End-users comprise 58 percent, while finance personnel comprise 

14 percent, technical inspectorate eight percent, and the remaining are members of the budget 

committee, the Bids and Awards Committee (BAC), BAC Secretariat, Internal Audit Services, and 

Supply and Property Management Offices (SPMO). 
 

Sixty-three (63) percent of end-users were from administrative offices, 13 percent from 

colleges, 12 percent from production, and 12 percent spread from research, extension and others. 

As to length of service in present position, a majority 52 percent served for 1-5 years, 14 percent 

for 11-15 years, 12 percent each for less than one year and more than twenty (20) years, and 10 

percent for 6-10 years. As to length of service in CMU, 61 percent served for more than twenty 

years, followed by ‘6-10 years’ at 13 percent, ‘16-20 years’ at 11 percent, ‘11-15 years’ at 9 

percent, and ‘1-5 years’ at 6 percent. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 

Implementation of Procurement Processes Using the Pillars of National Public Procurement 

System 
 

In line with the quest of the national government for more transparent and efficient 

procurement process, CMU continue to work on improving its processes through streamlining of 

personnel and processes. Though improvements in the process are evident, challenges persist 

requiring continued reforms and monitoring. The use of the four pillars of national public 

procurement system is important in monitoring the effectiveness of reforms and implementation 

of measures to identify strengths and weak areas and to address the weaknesses. 
 

Table 1 shows how respondents perceived the University procurement processes in terms 

of the four Pillars and its indicators. Data reveal that overall compliance of the University with the 

four pillars is very satisfactory which means that it substantially complied with the requirements 

of the national public procurement system. Further scrutiny, however, leads to the formulation of 

eleven issues that hinder the University from achieving full compliance. 
 

Compliance with Legislative and Regulatory Framework. Despite the very satisfactory 

result as perceived by respondents, verification of records revealed that the use of public bidding 

vis-a-vis other modes of procurement is still below the acceptable level, thus giving rise to issue 

#1 continued use of alternative method of procurement, particularly shopping (COA, 2014). 
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Alternative modes of procurement shall be used only in certain cases to promote economy and 

efficiency (GPRA, 2003, and GPPB, 2009). This reconciles with the report of UNEP (2013) that 

there is a gap between what the government is doing and what the broader stakeholders think that 

they are doing. Another issue which thwarts the university in achieving full compliance is issue #2 

few suppliers acquire bid documents and join the bidding. 
 

Agency Institutional Framework and Management Capacity. Results in the second 

pillar is indicative of the efforts of management to stabilize the organizational structure knowing 

how a strong, well-planned environment and so-called ‘tone-at-the-top’ principle influence the 

achievement of its objectives. Compliance to this pillar underscores emphasis to planning (GPRA, 

2003, and GPPB, 2009) and upholds uniform and transparent procurement process (Ambat & 

Ycasiano, 2008, and Bombay, 2011). While the University appears to be strong in this pillar, a 

weak point still prompts issue #3, lack of feedback mechanism. 
 

Procurement Operations and Market Practices. The University procurement process 

performs the least in pillar 3 where the University posted a mediocre result. Though still within 

the acceptable level, many weaknesses are imminent giving rise to six issues – more than all the 

other three pillars combined, to wit: issue #4, there are items purchased not in accordance with the 

specifications indicated in the Project Procurement Management Plan (PPMP); issue #5, 

occurrence of failed biddings; issue #6, delay in procurement of goods, services and infrastructure 

projects; issue #7, lack of performance evaluation system specific for procurement personnel; issue 

#8, there is a need to improve the system of documents and records keeping; and issue #9, the 

University has no written procedures for quality control, acceptance and inspection of goods, 

services and works. 
 

Table 1 
 

Pillars of National Pubic Procurement System and its Indicators Weighted Mean (n=46) 

 Pillar  Indicator Weighted Mean Interpretation 

 1 

Competitive bidding as a default method 

of  
4.31 Extensively Practiced   

procurement 
 

     

 2 

Limited use of alternative methods of 

procurement 4.32 Extensively Practiced 

 3 Competitiveness of the bidding process  4.07 Extensively Practiced 

 1 Compliance with Legislative and Regulatory Framework  4.17 Extensively Practiced 

 4 Presence of organizational procurement  4.72 

Very Extensively 

Practiced 

 5 

Procurement planning and 

implementation  4.57 

Very Extensively 

Practiced 

 6 

Use of Government Electronic Procurement 

System 4.62 

Very Extensively 

Practiced 

  (PhilGEPS)    

 7 System of disseminating and monitoring  
3.99 Moderately Practiced   

procurement information 
 

     

 

2 Agency Constitutional Framework and Management 

Capacity  4.54 

Very Extensively 

Practiced 

 8 Efficiency of procurement processes  3.79 Moderately Practiced 
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 9 Compliance with procurement timeframe  3.59 Moderately Practiced 

 10 

Capacity building for government personnel 

and 
3.41 Moderately Practiced    

private sector participants 
 

      

 11 

Management of procurement and 

contract  
3.69 Moderately Practiced    

management records 
 

      

 12 Contract management procedures  3.80 Moderately Practiced 

 3 Procurement Operations and Market Practices  3.67 Moderately Practiced 

 13 Observer participation in public bidding  3.35 Moderately Practiced 

 14 

Internal and external audit of 

procurement  4.58 

Very Extensively 

Practiced 

 15 Capacity to handle procurement related  
3.94 Moderately Practiced    

complaints 
 

      

 16 

Anti-corruption programs related to 

procurement 3.74 Moderately Practiced 

 

4 Integrity and Transparency of the Agency Procurement 

System  4.00 Extensively Practiced 

 Overall Weighted Mean  4.09 Extensively Practiced 

 

Integrity and Transparency of the Agency Procurement System. Results reveal how 

the University upholds integrity and transparency in the procurement system. Importance is given 

by the administration to both internal and external audit findings. Weak areas give rise to issue 

#10, very few to no observer present during the bidding process and issue #3, lack of feedback 

mechanism in terms of internal procurement complaints. This, however, does not apply to protests 

by bidders since the University receives no procurement protest in the past three years. Results are 

also evident of issue #11, specific anti-corruption programs are not perceptible. The University 

implemented specific programs but many do not realize the purpose of these programs or activities. 

Among the good governance programs implemented are the revival of the internal audit service, 

the creation of quality assurance office, and the streamlining of personnel assignments and 

functions. Anti-corruption programs include conduct of investigative audits on anonymous 

complains, taking appropriate actions on audit findings, empowerment of processors conducting 

pre-audit of disbursements before payment is made, and so on. 
 

The Journey towards Full Compliance 
 

The results clearly indicate that though there was no area that is non-compliant, full 

compliance is yet to be achieved. This means that the University should not rest on its laurels but 

continue to implement reforms not only to further strengthen the weaker areas but also to maintain 

its strong points. There is also a need to ensure that reforms implemented and will be implemented 

are sustainable. 
 

All the four pillars have positive linear relationship which means that these tend to increase 

together. Pairing pillars 1 and 2, 1 and 3, and 3 and 4 have a statistically significant linear relationship 

(p < .001) and strong association (.5 < |r| ...). Pairing pillars 2 and 3, 1 and 4, and 2 and 4 resulted to 

moderate association (.3 < |r| < .5). This means that when the University fails in one pillar, the rest will 

also be strongly or moderately affected. The success of one will be a success of all, but the failure of 

one will also cause the failure of the entire system. Hence, any flaw must 

be promptly addressed before it can cause damage to the entire system. As suggested by Ambat & 
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Ycasiano (2008), issues need to be looked into and addressed promptly, otherwise reforms will 

remain theoretical. 
 

The CMU administration made remarkable efforts to resolve some issues uncovered during 

the course of data gathering such as fixing issues on incompatible functions and the quest towards 

ISO 9001:2008, International Standard on Quality Management Systems certification. Yet, full 

compliance was not achieved due to diverse reasons affirming the claim of Jones (2011) that 

weaknesses in the implementation is prevalent. 
 

The interdependence of the four pillars resulted to intertwined factors and circumstances 

that caused the eleven issues identified. These include lack of orientation of newly hired personnel 

and continued capability building to existing personnel on key processes, policies and procedures; 

lack of established processes to ensure coordination by project leaders with the appropriate offices; 

absence of Registry of Accredited Suppliers; absence of written policies and procedures; lack of 

avenue to raise written complaints; absence of registry of routinely procured items; and lack of 

feedback mechanism among others. The manual process flow also caused these issues, prompting 

the need to develop software and databases to automate key activities like the preparation of PPMP, 

consolidation of APP, preparation of Purchase Request, bid documents, and so on. In addition, the 

present condition like the lack of spacious warehouse, absence of facilities, manpower shortage, 

and lack of mobility and telephone in the SPMO also create adverse effect to the entire 

procurement process. 
 

Boulders in Achieving Full Compliance 
 

Inasmuch as the University administration desire to address all the issues and problems 

affecting its procurement activities and achieve full compliance to requirements of the law, it is 

hindered by circumstances that are beyond its control. Such challenges affect how these issues are 

resolved. In some cases, these challenges require the administration to make decisive actions or 

implement countermeasures to ensure that best results are achieved while laws and rules are still 

being followed. 
 

The challenges faced by the University in achieving full compliance include approval and 

release of funds by external agencies that do not coincide with the period of preparation of PPMPs 

and APP; stringent timeframe of externally-funded projects; absence of interested suppliers to 

apply for accreditation; lack of bidder understanding on some eligibility requirements; unique 

nature of production operations and research requirements; manual workflow and tedious 

processes; budgetary and funding constraints; limited manpower capabilities and technology 

literacy; taking balance between efficiency and compliance with laws, rules and regulations; and 

resistance to change. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

Based on the results, the researcher concluded that the University still has a lot of things to 

do in order to achieve full compliance with the requirements of national public procurement 

system. There are deficiencies in the implementation that give rise to issues that hinder the 

University from achieving a streamlined procurement process that is transparent, competitive, and 

uphold proper accountability and public monitoring. Despite efforts that emanate from top 
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management, internal problems and challenges posed by external factors remain inevitable and 

need to be dealt with. Nevertheless, it cannot be undermined that management had done a good 

job in improving the system. 
 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

Based on the foregoing facts, the researcher come up with various recommendations and 

reiterates the recommendations given by the respondents during the course of data gathering. 

In order to address the weaknesses in the University procurement processes, it is highly 

recommended to orient and re-orient newly hired and existing personnel on key policies and 

procedures; establish mechanisms to ensure proper flow and diligent submission of documents and 

records to pertinent offices, as well as proper filing and retention of documents and records; 

prepare written policies and procedures and ensure its wide distribution to University personnel; 

enhance and restore the document tracking system; and create a centralized database for inventory 

and property management. It is also recommended to utilize and consult experts in the University 

on matters related to procurement, hire supply personnel to replace the retired ones, construct 

warehouse equipped with basic warehousing paraphernalia, assign a vehicle or motorcycle for 

buyers to improve their mobility, install a working telephone or assign a cellphone to the SPMO, 

design performance evaluation specifically designed for procurement personnel and anchored on 

the provisions of GPPB Circular No. 10-2012 and related guidelines; establish programs to address 

complaints; and establish a whistleblower program. 
 

The BAC is also recommended to create Registry of Suppliers and encourage tested 

suppliers to register, prepare registry of routinely procured items with the latest purchase cost, 

track requests not yet purchased, and invite more observers aside from those regularly invited. 
 

It is further recommended that SPMO should track deliveries and undelivered items, 

schedule a regular follow-up with suppliers, control issuances of supplies to various units, and 

maintain stock cards for all supplies and materials. The budget and planning offices shall also 

identify projects to be funded from University income prior to the year of implementation. 
 

In addition, it is recommended that the University adopt the proposed University procurement 

manual produced as an output of this case. The proposed manual is crafted to include 

key policies, process flowcharts, authorities and responsibilities, and description of processes. The 

ACTION Plan created by M. Poliran (2013) can be used in the implementation. A-C-T-I-O-N Plan 

stands for: 
 

A – Appoint. Appoint pool of experts to evaluate the contents of the proposed University 

procurement manual. 
 

C – Create. Create a final draft of the University Procurement Manual. This will undergo 

the normal approval process by the Administrative Council, and finally the Board of Regents. 
 

T – Trim down. Trim down to high level procedures. Make sure that the manual will 

contain only the high level procedures in order not to over-complicate the manual which could 

render it less useful. 
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I – Inform. Inform all key players. All end-users and process owners shall be informed 

about its contents and be given easy access thereto. The objectives could not be achieved unless it 

is communicated till the lowest level of users. 
 

O – On-time completion. The preparation and approval of the manual must be time-bound. 

The sooner it will be made available, the faster its related issues will be resolved and future damage 

to the University can be avoided. 
 

N – Noteworthy monitoring. Monitoring of the implementation of the manual must be pro-

active and not passive. The manual shall also be reviewed, evaluated and updated regularly to 

maintain conformance to pertinent laws, rules and regulations. 
 

The researcher further recommends that the GPPB should tap relevant accredited 

professional organizations like the Philippine Institute of Civil Engineers and Philippine Institute 

of Certified Public Accountants to institutionalize their representation as observers in public 

bidding proceedings of government agencies. These organizations should establish programs that 

would train observer representatives on the requirements of RA 9184, its IRR and other relevant 

laws, rules and regulations. Should the representative submits reports about violations observed 

during the bidding process, there is also a need to protect the member in case of charges or 

countercharges filed by erring officials or prospective bidders. Local chapters may not have the 

resources to protect its members, hence the need for intervention at the national level. This will 

help maintain the independence of observers while improving observer presence during public 

bidding proceedings of government agencies. 
 

Further, this case study should be replicated in other government agency for comparison 

purposes and in the same agency at a future date for continual improvement of procurement 

processes. 
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Evaluation of internal control of the income generating projects in a state university in 

Mindanao 

 

by Mellbourne C. Poliran 

Central Mindanao University 

 

The study aimed to determine the effectiveness of the internal control of the Income Generating 

Projects, IGPs, in a State University in Mindanao. Internal control is viewed from its five 

interrelated components – Control Environment, Risk Assessment, Control Activities, Information 

and Communication and Monitoring. The evaluation process includes describing how compliant 

the IGPs are to the control practices prescribed by the National Guidance on Internal Control 

System, NGICS; determining the extent/level of the effectiveness of control; determining the 

association of the IGPs profile and the extent of the effectiveness of the control; and proposing 

improvements to enhance the internal control.  

 

Central Mindanao University (CMU), one of the premier State Universities in Mindanao, 

specifically located in Musuan, Maramag, Bukidnon, was chosen as the locale of the study being 

the leading State University in Region X in the area of Production. Also, it is the first institution 

among the State Universities and Colleges (SUCs) in Mindanao to establish IGPs. 

 

Data for the study were gathered through the use of interview aided questionnaires and review of 

pertinent documents and records. Purposive sampling was used to ensure that only those who were 

familiar with the operations of the projects were taken as respondents.  

 

Collected data were then coded, tallied, tabulated and analyzed using means, frequencies, 

percentages, Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), and Multiple Regression Analysis. The study found 

that the IGPs in CMU are compliant with the internal control practices prescribed by the NGICS 

standards as results revealed that 17 out of 19 projects posted “Extensively Practiced” and only 

two projects (Fishpond and Sugarcane) posted moderate compliance result. In terms of the 

extent/level of effectiveness of the internal control, findings disclosed favorable result as all 

components of control posted “High Extent” level except for Risk Assessment which obtained 

mediocre result with “Moderate Extent” level. Further, the study found that there is a significant 

difference in the internal control practices related to Risk Assessment among the projects. 

Interestingly, those projects that posted mediocre result in Risk Assessment also performed poorly 

in terms of income. Also, the study found a strong association between the control element Control 

Activities and the projects’ budget. However, there is no strong association between the extent of 

the effectiveness of internal control and the projects’ income and expenses.  

 

The study resulted to the recommendation of the enhancement of Risk Assessment being the 

weakest link of the internal control of the IGPs. This control provides IGPs the basis for 

determining how risks should be managed to assess the relative susceptibility of the projects to 

uncertainties due to internal and external opportunities and threats, conscious or unintended abuse, 

and misuse of resources, errors or factors which would affect operational efficiency of IGPs. 

 

Keywords: internal control, income generating project, State Universities and Colleges  
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Abstract: 
 

Within the literature on organizational goals, profitability is often considered as the focal element 

that drives decision-making and firm behavior. However, this is contextualized in an environment 

that is fairly stable, and where source of dynamism in the environment arises mainly from 

competitive behavior of other firms. Interestingly, observations show that in environments that 

have other stress sources, e.g. natural or man-made disasters, profit- oriented firms evolve their 

goals from profit-seeking to service-driven in order to help their clients bounce back from the 

stress. For example, certain organizations like telecommunications firm, as well as a banking 

firm, described their respective goals during Typhoon Haiyan as servicing ‘more than the 

technical function, but also the social function.” This paper thus aims to expound on this 

phenomenon of seemingly evolving goals depending on stress certain for specific profit-driven 

firms. Particular attention is directed to reviewing the existing literature on goal-formulation in 

stressful environments. The discussion of the literature review is followed by a synthesis, as well 

as insights for a suitable research design to fully develop the paper. Initial description of target 

cases is also provided. 

 

1. Introduction 

Within the literature on organizational goals, profitability is often considered as the focal element 

that drives decision-making and firm behavior. However, this is contextualized in an environment 

that is fairly stable, and where the source of dynamism in the environment is modeled from 

competitive behavior of other firms. These days, firms manage uncertainty and complexity, due 

in part to interdependent stakes arising from inter- and intra-firm integration (CITE), as well as 

to inherent threats posed by external environments, examples of which include crises that arise 

from natural, man-made, systemic or technological agents. Spender (2014, p. 9) asserts that 

managers are faced with dynamic contexts, which cannot be mapped with accuracy. On that note, 

managers strategize around an inherently uncertain environment, whose actions gravitate towards 

achieving goals that are ‘changeable’. Spender (2014, p. 20) argues that ‘the strategic capability 

to reach towards a desirable goal is matched and balanced by the ability to turn away from a less 

desirable objective’. Goals are thus shaped by the changing contexts of organizations – and where 

goals are changeable, so are the variables used to tangibly measure whether a goal has been 

achieved or not, i.e. performance. 

Performance is inherently tied with the concept of goals because it is used as a measurable gauge 

for successful outcomes relative to the goals, i.e. ‘the aspiration level’ set by the organization. 

Thus it is often the case that organizational success or failures are perceived according to varying 
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measures of performance. Indeed, if goals are considered changeable according to dynamic 

contexts, the basis for measuring performance should also be dynamic. This paper aims to review 

the current literature on the goal approach to performance among organizations that operate in 

turbulent environments. 

Of the varying approaches to defining organizational performance, the goal-and-performance 

congruence is reminiscent of the goal approach described by Etzioni (1964), in which the 

attainment of the goal is considered to be the basis for objectifying performance (Dess & 

Robinson Jr., 1984; Price, 1972). However, this approach was challenged by another approach, 

i.e. the systems resource approach, which highlights the key internal and external factors upon 

which the organization relies for survival (Dess & Robinson Jr., 1984; Price, 1972). Whereas the 

first approach defines performance according to the goals intended by the organization, the 

second approach defines performance according to the management of the resources that are 

requisite to the organization’s survival. The present-day organization, however, finds itself in the 

middle of these two approaches: not only must its  actions gravitate towards achieving their goals, 

but also to manage the resources that are crucial to its organizational continuity. As Spender 

(2014) asserts, ‘strategy presupposes a goal freely chosen, and strategic analysis often aims to 

achieve or improve performance  measured against the said goal – which may not be known 

precisely but must be known enough to provide a sense of direction, to discriminate between the 

options that we see’ (Spender,  2014). 

To this end, this paper aims to synthesize the scholarly work around goals in changing contexts, 

and consequently propose a research agenda that inquires the following: (a) how do goals evolve, 

what are the antecedents to changing goals, (b) who decides when the goals change and how the 

goals should change, and (c) how is performance conceptualized in constantly changing contexts, 

which in turn cause goals to change? 

With those questions in mind, the following sections will review the related literature on goals 

and performance in changing contexts, and conclude with a more concrete proposed research 

agenda and research approach in a specific application area, i.e. crisis management. 

 

2. Review of Related Literature: Goals, Performance, and Organizations in Changing 

Contexts 

The literature on organizational goals has a general consensus on characterizing it as the ‘aspiration 

level’ on a measurable organizational outcome. However, scholars have differing takes in three 

aspects: first, on how goals are set (Bourgeois, 1985); second, on the importance of distinguishing 

different types of goals (Perrow, 1961); and third, on how goals relate to performance measures in 

changing environments (Price, 1972). 

Bourgeois (1985) sought a middle ground between two different research traditions, 

organizational theory and strategic management, arguing that while both disciplines are aligned 

in their perception of environmental attributes of change, goal orientation, complexity, and 

uncertainty, neither of them have examined these attributes simultaneously. On the one hand, 

organization theory tends to study organizational goals on the basis of the internal functions of 

the organization, including structure, decision-making styles, and goal orientations (Bourgeois, 

1985). Meanwhile, strategic management centers its discussion on the external market conditions 

that shape the types of capabilities and resources that organizations should acquire as a means to 

cope with the environment, albeit often bypassing the human processes that produce those 

strategies (Bourgeois, 1985). One of the key findings of the empirical study drew on the 

interactive process of strategy making in relation to goals and performance. Specifically, the more 
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heterogeneous the goal orientation of the managers is in uncertain environments, the more 

effective their performance becomes. Under normal circumstances, it is expected that managers 

who gravitate towards achieving a common goal end up with better economic performance. 

However, Bourgeois (1985) found that in uncertain environments, managers tend to act based on 

how uncertain they perceive their context is, thus resulting in various goal orientations which do 

not necessarily align with other managers. This then creates a precedent for interaction among 

the different key players within the organization who work around their perceptions to come up 

with altering goal and strategies, ultimately leading to better economic performance. Bourgeois 

(1985) ultimately argues that divergence of goal orientation leading to better economic 

performance is rooted on the fact that environmental uncertainty cannot always be measured with 

accuracy, hence top management has to rely on approximation of environmental uncertainty 

based on their perceptions, which then lead to interactive process of goal and strategy setting. 

Goals thus ensue from an interactive process that stem from varying perceptions of top 

management in relation to environmental uncertainty. 

Another perspective put forth regarding organizational goals is that of Perrow’s (1961), who 

argued that organizational goals are crucial in understanding firm behavior, yet have received 

little scholarly attention due to an over-rationalistic perspective of firms where effective ordering 

of resources and personnel is considered key to firm behavior and performance. He asserts that 

there is a tendency to sideline the concept of goal as that which is a ‘static feature of organizational 

life’, which is an over-simplification. He argues further that a distinction between ‘official’ and 

‘operative’ goals be made in order to deeply understand the intricacies that underlie firm behavior. 

‘Official’ goals are said to be purposely vague and general, and do not take into account two 

important factors that influence firm behavior: decision-making related to the prioritization of 

multiplicity of goals and alternative ways in implementing official goals, as well as the tendency 

to pursue unofficial goals within the organization (Perrow, 1961). ‘Operative’ goals, meanwhile, 

encompass the target outcomes of the organization based on its actual operating policies, through 

which scholars are able to see exactly what the organization is doing and how organizations are 

behaving. Perrow (1961) drew on the experience of complex organizations, i.e. those which have 

tight interdependencies (or ‘tightly coupled’) both intra- and inter-organizations. In such 

organizations, the choice of enacting on specific operative goals rests on the prevailing and 

dominating stakeholder within the organization. Organizations, for example, are composed of 

different stakeholders including the professionals (i.e. the skilled group) employed by the 

organization, the trustees, and the administrative members, among others. The choice of 

actualizing an operative goal is contingent upon the group that dominates the organization. 

The conversation on the process of goal setting and the ability to distinguish different types  of 

goals are complementary in their emphasis on the interactive nature of goal-setting. Meanwhile, 

performance measures are conceptualized according to varying perspectives. Dess & Robinson 

Jr. (1984) summarized these approaches: on the one hand, a ‘goal approach’ measures 

performance according to the ability of the organization to meet their goal, on the other hand, the 

‘systems resource approach’ measures performance according to how crucial resources necessary 

for an organization’s survival are managed. These two, however, should not be isolated from one 

another because performance in changing contexts does not merely rely on how goals evolve, but 

also how crucial resources are managed relative to the changed goals. 

A scenario where goals are changing can involve organizations that operate in crisis 

environments. In such environments, organizations that are normally profit-oriented and revenue-

generating may have to reset their goals in order to ensure business continuity. For example, a 
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power distributor might, under normal circumstances, purport steady revenue collection through 

ensured and efficient power distribution as its official goal. However, in the event of an external 

stressor, e.g. natural or man-made calamity, its goal can evolve from a more technical function 

of power distribution to a more social function of helping its stakeholders bounce back from the 

calamity in order to revert to normal business. In this scenario, not only do goals change, but the 

way in which performance is measured should be matched against how the goal evolved based 

on what resource was available at that time. It is possible that the performance output in a stressful 

environment is not the best output that the organization aspired for under normal circumstances, 

but that would have sufficed in the changed context. 

There is an intersection upon which changed goals in changed contexts meet with performance, 

where the latter can become an abstracted concept. This paper seeks to investigate empirically 

how performance measures against goals where the goals evolve according to changing contexts. 

Specifically, this paper seeks to develop the following inquiry in a full paper: how do changing 

goals shape the way that organizational performance is conceptualized as a result of changing 

contexts? This inquiry entails a deeper understanding of the process of goal-setting, the 

antecedents to the evolution of goals in changed contexts, and the characterization of the actors 

that are involved in changing the goals, and consequently, how performance figures in the 

changed context. 

 

3. Proposed Research Design: Qualitative Constructivist Research Strategy 

The envisioned scenario that will be explored for the purpose of developing a full paper is that of 

organizations operating in crisis environments. Crisis environments are described as a ‘mess’ 

with complex systems  of  interrelated  problems  that  affect  a  multitude  of actors (Dayton et 

al., 2004). Specifically, organizations which are critical in restoring the normalcy of a society 

work in environments characterized by high turbulence, bringing about high levels of uncertainty 

and complexity. 

Performance outcomes are important indicators for organizations and are varied depending on 

the context. In crisis contexts, performance outcomes of critical organizations such as response 

organizations, utility organizations, and other related organizations are hinged not only on 

material variables (e.g. financial gains vs losses) but also on non-material variables (e.g. 

morbidity, life, etc.). Oftentimes, these are organizations that have zero-to-minimal incentives to 

fail. 

The empirical study thus targets organizations that are critical to restoring normal functions of a 

society after a crisis. Examples of critical organizations include basic utilities group, including 

but not limited to, power distribution, water distribution, telecommunications, banking industry, 

and hospitals. 

The conceptualization of goals and performance in the said contexts will be explored through in-

depth interviews of key actors that set the direction for the organization in crisis environments. 

Oftentimes these people are represented in top management. 

The analytical strategy that will be employed is a grounded theory approach, with focus on the 

core concepts that will emerge regarding the way that performance and organizational goals are 

perceived by the informants of the study. 

4. Way Forward: Developing the Research Brief into a Full Paper 

The main objective of this paper is to surface a line of inquiry regarding goals and performance 

in changing contexts. This provides a timely discussion for the current context that organizations 

face. Further, it can render key insights on further conceptualizing goals and performance among 
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organizations that operate in inherently changing contexts. 

However, the paper in its current version is not without limitations in that the literature review 

can still benefit from a more thorough review of the research streams. It instead focused on the 

key authors that purported scholarly conversation on the theorization of goal setting as an 

interactive process. Moving forward as this research brief is developed into a full paper, a more 

thorough literature review will be undertaken, including theoretical and empirical grounding of 

performance and goal setting in changing contexts. 

This also entails that the research agenda that has been surfaced in this paper sets a general 

direction for this research and helps shape a more specific research question that can be 

operationalized in an empirical study. Finally, further specifying the conceptual grounding of 

‘changing contexts’, and consequently of ‘crisis environments’ as an example thereof, needs to 

further work. 
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Effects of the Dimensions of Learning Organization to Workplace Learning Environment 

 

Dr. Edgar Allan G. Castro 

De La Salle Lipa, Batangas, Philippines 

 

Abstract 

 

The paper seeks to present empirical support on the effects of the dimensions of learning 

organization (LO) on the workplace leaning environment (WLE). The paper posits that 

management support on cultivating a culture of learning influences the quality of workplace 

learning environment as measured through the social capital dimensions of Trust, Social 

Relations, Commitment, Communication and Influence. The paper was done to bridge the gap 

where copious papers on learning organization affecting more objective measures of 

organizational performance can be found and less on the human resource and organizational 

development context. 

Data used were from normally distributed sample from the responses of faculty members 

of a Philippine Higher Education Institution using a validated survey. A dimension to dimension 

approach to test the assumptions using linear regression (SPSS) was used and a general approach 

to test the effects of overall learning organization on the overall workplace learning environment 

was done using structural equation modeling, partial least squares method (WarpPLS 5.0). All 

seven dimensions of the Learning Organization (LO) not only affect all social capital dimensions 

for Workplace Learning Environment respectively but also strongly explain the variance in 

Influence and Trust after controlling for gender, years of service and employment status. 

Likewise, over-all LO significantly affects the over-all Workplace Learning Environment. A 

human resource development approach program with emphasis on knowledge exchanges through 

social capital is suggested as a practical implication of the study to create better workplace social 

conditions in organizations. 

 

Keywords: learning organization, workplace learning environment, social capital 

 

 

Being a knowledge-based organization is a strategic choice to achieve competitiveness in 

an environment where volumes of information are exchanged instantly by complex technologies,. 

Many studies highlight the fact that organizations act intelligently by learning and using their 

knowledge (Neagu, C D., 2008). It is in this context that a firm is viewed as an information-

processing machine to overcome the bounded rationality of human beings (Nonaka, I. and 

Toyama, R., 2005). Organizations recognizing the value of knowledge and developing a culture 

of learning means, helping their people develop the functional, procedural, and subjective 

knowledge needed (Kaushik, V. and Agarwal, M., 2012) to perform effectively in their tasks and 

responsibilities. Organizations find the value in the use of knowledge through learning to add 

value to their process, products and services. 

Knowledge based organizations are believed to produce knowledge assets as a corporate 

resource and intellectual capital to achieve business excellence to positively and significantly 

contribute to bottom-line results, competitiveness and capacity enhancement. (Oluikpe, P. 2012; 

Chawla, D., and Joshi, H., 2011; Asoh, D.A., Belardo, S. and Crnkovic, J. 2007). The rewards 

for recognizing the value of knowledge and learning, knowledge management has evolved to 
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become a prevalent, if not mandatory practice in modern organizations (Asoh, D.A., Belardo, S. 

and Crnkovic, J. 2007) including Higher Education Institutions. 

It is in this knowledge era that educational institutions are equally challenged to keep 

pace with changes in the global business environment to effectively serve the demands of key 

stakeholders (Brewer. P. and Brewer, K., 2010). Higher education institutions serve as sources 

and repository of knowledge through their research, as well as provide lifelong learning services 

to students. Institutions providing tertiary education role is central to the creation of the 

intellectual capacity on which knowledge production and utilization depend (Omerzel, D., 

Biloslavo, R., and Trnavcevic, A., 2011). To serve this role, faculty members and staff, create, 

share and synthesize knowledge among themselves, thus, making knowledge sharing and 

management, an inevitably challenging and an important concept in higher learning institutions 

(Sohail, M.S. and Daud, S., 2009). 

Applications of knowledge management strategies in higher education contexts may also 

be used by higher education institutions to assess their existing internal competitiveness (Lee, 

H.Y., and Roth, G., 2009). These assessments make the organization aware of their weaknesses 

and strengths and continuously learn from to improve their operations by developing systems to 

manage facets of knowledge (knowledge creation, sharing and use) and sustain learning in the 

organization. Organizations support for learning by providing organizational systems and 

structures that facilitate exchange of information (knowledge management dimensions) is 

essential for knowledge creation processes. It is not possible to develop and support systems 

related to learning in an organization successfully without having the knowledge management 

dimensions in place (Chawla, D., and Joshi, H., 2011). Learning and knowledge are inextricably 

linked in the knowledge management literature (Janz, B. and Prasarnphanich, P., 2003). 

The importance of creation and sustaining learning in the organization is indeed emphasized in 

the preceding discussion specially its effect on organizational effectiveness. At the empirical 

level, there has been a proliferation of studies that have attempted to examine the dynamics of 

learning organizations or the extent to which organizations are nurturing internally the conditions 

that foster learning but little is done in developing countries (Jamali, D., & Sidani, Y. 2008). 

Moreover, most literature discussing the importance of learning in an organization focused more 

on objective institutional performance measures specifically that of financial performance and 

knowledge performance (Awasthy, R., & Gupta, R. K. 2012; Kumar 2005; Ellinger, A. D., 

Ellinger, A. E., Yang, B., & Howton, S. W., 2002; Kumar and Idris , 2007; Imran, Rizvi,& Ali, 

2011). 

Workplace learning is part of the knowledge capital of the organization that leads to 

improved financial performance (Marsick, V. J., & Watkins, K. E. 2003), thus, merits attention 

in research. The majority of the workers’ learning occurs in the workplace itself and much 

professional work (especially in HEIs) deals with complex situations that require the use of 

complex knowledge (Eraut, 2007). Organizations have also recognized the need to provide a 

workplace environment that encourages and shapes various opportunities for learning (Jeon & 

Kim, 2012). However, less is done to reflect on the effects of learning to the over-all quality of 

the organization climate and on the exploration of learning on the context of the existence of the 

whole organizational network (Pukl, 2008). The element of ‘community’ and collective work 

practice in an organization is the frame of reference for organizational learning (Elkjaer, 2003) 

which leads the whole organization to new behaviors making an organization adapted and 

evolved, (Pukl, 2008). This means through the organizational knowledge-creating process, 

individuals interact with each other to transcend their own boundaries, and as a result, change 
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themselves, others, the organization and the environment, (Nonaka & Toyama, 2005). This is 

most true when learning is brought into the social world of organizing and organization, then 

organizational learning becomes a social activity (Elkjaer, 2003) and which according to Boyce 

(2003), is presented as a collaborative or socially constructed forms of pedagogy (Kezar, 2005). 

Learning in a social context is important since the alignment of personal and collective interests 

has become essential to contemporary business, (Marrewijk, 2004). Thus, learning requires a 

conducive organizational climate which is based on individuals’ perceptions of possibilities, how 

problems exist and how can be solved, (Pukl, 2008). This kind of organizational climate facilitates 

the degree to which employees are dedicated, motivated, committed and willing to share their 

creativity and knowledge. 

Based on the preceding discussion, it is then appropriate to recognize that the 

contribution of learning organization in creating and sustaining a conducive workplace learning 

environment is as important as its contribution on financial and knowledge performance. It is in 

the preceding discussion that the context for this paper was drawn. First, key to success for any 

effort to improve organizational performance is to assess internal competitiveness to 

continuously learn and improve as manifestations of an organization’s decision to direct and 

support operations. This includes the choice of knowledge management as strategic 

organizational core capability and making sure that its implementation is supported by 

developing a culture of learning to achieve this core capability. 

Second, the concept of the learning organization culture and organizational learning 

process has received increasing attention in the fields of human resource development (HRD) and 

Organization Development (OD) (Song, 2009). Since the paper deals with knowledge creation 

processes as a social activity, the study was developed in this regard, where creating and 

maintaining a workplace learning environment that encourages everybody to work at their best is 

of the prime motivation. Human resource development (HRD) has some opportunity to 

proactively influence the direction, pace, and salience of learning in workplaces (Marsick, V. J., 

& Watkins, K. E. 2003) 

Thus, the paper for its purpose explores two important areas of interest related to 

organizational learning; administration support for cultivating a culture of learning (Learning 

Organization - LO) and the organization climate where knowledge creation processes happen as 

social activity (Workplace Learning Environment - WLE). 

The objective of the paper is to present how the school’s Higher Education faculty 

members (1) perceive the management’s support to create a learning organization and (2) the 

quality of the workplace learning environment based on their individual perception and 

observations. For empirical significance, the paper tests the effect of support for learning 

organization on the quality of workplace learning environment based on the premise that further 

knowledge can enrich a company’s internal and external social relations, and the better its 

employees will perform (Huang, K. P., Chou, C. J., & Sun, C. F. (2009). The results will be the 

basis for developing programs to proactively influence the direction and pace of learning in 

workplaces as practical significance. 

The research was done with a Higher Educational Institution in the Philippines as the 

subject organization. De La Salle Lipa (DLSL) is a Catholic School in the Philippines providing 

Tertiary Education in areas of Business, Engineering, Education, Health Care, Hospitality and 

Tourism and Sciences with a population of about 6,500 students. De La Salle Lipa management 

espouses knowledge management as a core capability to direct its operations in fulfilling its 

mission as an Educational Institution. Administration led activities and programs were based on 
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the principles of organizational learning through the efforts of the President’s Management 

Office. However, institutionalizing the concept of organizational learning to create a learning 

organization in terms of concrete programs as core capability building is yet to be developed. 

With the results, the administration would know how much emphasis is needed to promote 

further organizational learning and development to give way to a more relevant organizational 

culture transformation and change management. 

Support for Learning in the Organization. Definition of a Learning Organization (LO) 

in the literature focus on the presence and quality of internal conditions (structural and cultural) 

that facilitate exchange of knowledge among the members of the organization leading to creation 

and sustaining a core capability for organizational performance and effectiveness (Senge, 

P.,1990, Goh, S. C. (1998); Ya-Hui Lien, B., Yu-Yuan Hung, R., Yang, B., & Li, M. 2006; 

Karkoulian, S., Canaan Messarra, L., & McCarthy, R., 2013). Learning organization demands 

that an organization through individual engagement makes a conscious effort to facilitate 

learning activities and generate adaptation and development capabilities (Senge, P. 

,1990).Learning Organizations (LO) demand conscious effort to enable learning activities and 

generate adaptation and development abilities (Ya-Hui, et. al., 2006). LO work on ideas for 

building and developing knowledge enhancement by effective organizational culture and 

structures. Karkoulian, et. al., 2013) 

The framework for organizational learning used in the study was drawn from the work of 

Yang, Watkins, and Marsick, (2004) “The Construct of the Learning Organization: Dimensions, 

Measurement, and Validation”. The use of the DLOQ (Dimensions of Learning Organization 

Questionnaire) construct assumes that organizations are organic entities like individuals and have 

the capacity to learn. The study finds this construct as appropriate as it also applies to 

organizations that have displayed continuous learning and adaptive characteristics, or have 

worked to instil these learning characteristics. Awasthy, et. al. (2012) cited several studies that 

validated the same construct in countries such as the USA, Colombia, China, Lebanon, Korea, 

and Taiwan. The results of these studies have verified the applicability of the DLOQ in different 

cultures, providing internal consistency and reliable factor structure of the dimensions of the LO. 

 

The seven-factor structure provided a useful framework for the study since it showed 

evidence of internal consistency and construct reliability. The DLOQ is a useful tool for 

researchers to assess the dimensions of the learning organization since it represents patterns 

of learning activities in the organization (Yang, et. al. 2004). The dimensions as described 

below has been tested for its applicability to the overall organizational circumstances that lend 

valid factor constructs of measures of organizational effectiveness (Song, Joo, and 

Chermack,2009); Continuous Learning, Inquiry and Dialogue , Team Learning, Embedded 

Systems, Empowerment, System Connection and Strategic Leadership 

Quality of Workplace Learning Environment. For Requena (2003), it is fundamental 

to incorporate the social dimensions of trust, social relations, commitment and communication 

since these generate satisfaction and well-being among the people. The incorporation of social 

dimensions in the learning/knowledge-creating processes is to be expected since organizational 

learning becomes a social activity when the learning is brought into the social world of 

organizing and organization (Elkjaer, 2003). Social capital improves knowledge creation and 

sharing due to trust, shared goals and common frames of reference (McCallum, S., & O'Connell, 

D. (2009). Much of human knowledge is grounded in daily life experiences and usually trapped 

in the verbal matrix which makes knowledge difficult to track and identify as it resides in social 
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interactions (Chinying Lang, 2004). McElroy, Jorna, & van Engelen (2006), even put forward 

the theory that 

 

“knowledge management has an important role to play in the development of social 

capital at multiple levels of analysis (cities, communities, organizations, nations, 

etc.). Since effective collective action at any one of these levels depends heavily 

upon the quality of shared knowledge behind it, the quality of knowledge 

production as the source of such knowledge is also of vital importance.” 

 

Social capital is the set of cooperative relations between social actors that facilitate 

solutions to collective action problems (Requena, 2003) that exists in a workplace. It also refers 

to features of social organization such as networks, norms, and social trust that facilitate 

coordination and cooperation for mutual benefit (Putnam, 1995). With reference to learning 

organization, social capital offers informational advantages that can enrich a company’s internal 

and external social relations, and the better its employees will perform (Huang, Chou & Sun, 

2009). An effective workplace allows a natural and efficient sharing of knowledge that leads to 

enhanced productivity, improved quality and accelerated innovation (Ellison Schriefer, 2005). 

It is by the preceding discussion that the workplace learning environment of the subject 

institution, De La Salle Lipa, was measured using social capital dimensions based on collective 

perception and observation of its faculty members. Social capital is most effectively applied to 

the relationships that are present within and among social networks, and not as an individual 

characteristic (Huang, Chou, & Sun, 2009). Moreover, social capital as generalized trust in others 

has multiple operative applications for the analysis of social organizations and especially 

companies which as organizations need cooperation of their members in order to achieve 

objectives (Requena, 2003). From these collective perceptions and observations of the 

respondents that the quality of work environment is established and insights from its application 

served as the basis for developing programs to improve social relations in the organization. 

 

The five factor construct from the work of Requena (2003) was used to measure the 

social capital dimensions, which includes Trust, Social Relations, Commitment, 

Communication and Influence. These dimensions run parallel to requirements for the work 

environment that provide employees with ways to exercise influence and control over ones 

work situation, experience security and meaning, develop social relations at and through work, 

maintain good health and avoid stress and work in a safe working environment, (Edvardsson 

& Gustavsson, 2003). 

Hypothesis 
On the premise that LO has an effect on the over-all quality of the organization climate as 

a shared or summary perception that people attach to particular features of the work settings (Pukl, 

2008) and with the collective work practice in an organization as a frame of reference for 

organizational learning (Elkjaer, 2003), the paper investigated the quantitative effects of the 

efforts of an HEI (DLSL) to support learning in its institution to the quality of its workplace 

learning environment as proxy for organizational climate, assuming that the estimated 

quantitative effect of the learning organization dimensions as independent patterns of activities 

improves respective components of the work environment. 

Hypothesis 1. Support for the respective dimensions of LO (Learning Organization)  

affects the dimensions of WLE (Workplace Learning Environment). 
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Moreover, the study also assumed that the over-all learning organization improves the 

over-all quality of the workplace learning environment in the organization as measured by the 

components of social capital after controlling for gender, number of years in service and 

employment status. 

Hypothesis 2. Support for LO affects WLE after controlling for gender, years of  

service and employment status. 

 

Methods 

Data was collected through a self-administered survey of faculty members both working 

as full-time and part-time. The institution’s Higher Education unit has a roster of 337a faculty 

members at the time of the survey serving five Colleges. 

The study collected data for organizational support for LO using the seven factor construct 

by making faculty respondents express their perceptions/observations on the presence or absence 

of such activities in the organization for the past years using an 11point scale with choices from 

‘almost never true” to “almost always true”. The items response scale was designed such for the 

respondents to treat their response along an underlying attitude continuum (Leung, 2011; Annett, 

2002). The seven-factor construct used for measuring support for organizational learning is 

assumed to be valid. The results show using principal component analysis that all dimensions 

show substantial loading on only one factor with factor loadings in absolute terms higher than 

.90. Principal component analysis was used to validate the identified components or variables that 

account for most of the variance in the set of observed variables. 

Each dimension to measure support for learning in the organization had 3 items each 

in the survey questionnaire with Cronbach alpha in all dimensions above .90 suggesting high 

internal consistency. Results are consistent with validity and reliability to the same construct 

done in other cultural contexts such as the U.S., Colombia, Taiwan and Korea (Song, Joo, and 

Chermack, 2009). 

The five factor construct from the work of Requena (2003) was used to measure the social 

capital dimensions. Respondents were asked to express their observations on the social capital 

dimensions using an 11- point scale with choices from ‘almost never true” to “almost always 

true”. The factor structure test results using the principal components analysis show that all five 

factors/dimensions in the social capital construct show substantial loading on only one factor 

with factor loadings in absolute terms from .86 to .94. Each dimension to measure support social 

capital aside from the communication dimension had 3 items each in the survey questionnaire 

with Cronbach alpha in all dimensions above .85. Communication dimension had two items with 

significant inter-item correlations of .63. High internal consistency suggests uni- dimensionality 

among the items for each dimension. 

Control Variables. The following demographic profiles; gender, status and length of 

service were used as control variables. The profiles were used to test if the effects of learning 

organization as independent variables (IV) and work environment as dependent variables (DV) 

as well as the learning organization dimensions as IV and work environment dimensions as DV 

hold true even after introducing control variables. 

Gender (male = 1; female = 2) was used since men and women are reported to have 

different value priorities and varied orientation to work, and may expect different work 

environment, organizational support and human resource management (HRM) related policies 

(Millward and Brewerton, 2000). Moreover, researchers have attempted to explain differences 

across work status (part time = 1; full time = 2) using theories of partial inclusion (Lynn-Senter 
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Wittmer & E. Martin, 2013) and frame of reference (Conway & Briner, 2002). Part-time 

employees are believed to have a different frame of reference or reasons for working in the 

organization as compared to that of full-timers. 

Length of service (years of service in the organization) was also assumed to influence 

relationships between IV and DV since the length of stay in the organization may have provided 

time to learn and understand more the organization and have established relationships between 

and among co-workers. 

 

Procedure 

Gathered observed data were also analyzed to fit assumptions of parametric statistical 

tests, especially linear regression using SPSS. The approach of the study was to test the effects of 

learning organization to workplace learning environment first dimension to dimension using 

regression analysis with SPSS. Second, test the effects of the over-all learning organization to 

over-all workplace learning environment using a partial least squares based structural equation 

modelling software WarpPls 5.0. 

 

Results and Discussion 

Forty percent of the current faculty roster answered the survey where 40% were male and 

the rest (60%) were female. Years served as faculty members were between 1 to 30 years with 

median of 7 years. Thirty seven percent (37%) worked as part time faculty and 63% were full 

time faculty. Most respondents were Master’s Degree holders at 39% while the least were 

Doctoral Degree holders at 11%. However, only 76% of the total data gathered were found to fit 

statistical tests of the study. 

In general faculty responses were not overwhelming in all dimensions. Possible highest 

response score was 10 but the highest actual mean response score was only 8.218. The score 

which was at the lower range of “almost always true” scale measure reflects the observed practice 

of social dimensions in the workplace. The rest of the dimensions under the work environment 

fell under the range for usually true.  

All dimensions under LO fell under the scale range for usually true with response level 

within the range of 7.24 to 7.57. Highest response was on Continuous Learning dimension at 7.57 

placed at the middle the range. Responses were quite far from ideal response which is within the 

mean range of 8.19 to 10 demonstrating respondent observation that support for learning as 

“almost always true”. Least response was on Team Learning at 7.24. This does not come as a 

surprise since review reveals that not all organizations have a culture that supports organizational 

learning. (Li, Brake, Champion, Fuller, Gabel, & Hatcher-Busch, 2009).  

Distribution of observed data for 3 of the 12 dimensions in the study was from an 

approximately normally distributed population falling below p-value of .05. The rest were 

normally distributed with p-values from .051 to .262  

Difference in Responses. Significant difference in responses for over all work learning 

environment was observed between part-time and full time faculty members where the former 

(mean = 8.148) agreed more than the latter (mean = 7.698) (t = 2.021; df =66.948; p-value = 

0.047). Marked differences on dimensions of Trust, Social Relations and Communication were 

also observed at p-value = .10 significance level where part time faculty members find the 

presence of these conditions in the work environment to be stronger than full time faculty 

members’ observation.  

Marked differences were also observed on their responses to all dimensions of learning 
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organization at p-value = .10 significance level except for Empowerment. Researchers have 

attempted to explain differences across work status using theories of partial inclusion (Lynn- 

Senter Wittmer & E. Martin, 2013) and frame of reference (Conway & Briner, 2002). In earlier 

papers, Eberhardt and Shani (1984), reported higher satisfaction among part time employees on 

account of having less knowledge about events occurring within the organization and therefore 

would have less negative information about the organization (Thorsteinson, 2003)  

No marked differences were observed between the responses of male and female faculty 

members on the dimensions of both work learning environment and learning organization.  

Regression Results for Learning Organization Dimensions under Group Level 

Learning. The provision for opportunities for dialogue (Inquiry and Dialogue) at different levels 

affects all dimensions of work environment significant at p-value = .05. The main effects are 

most observed on Influence (beta = .695) and Communication (beta = .635). Beta coefficients of 

the rest of the dimensions are all above .500. Inquiry and Dialogue also explains 42% of the 

variance (R
2
) in Influence, 40% of the variance in Communication and about 30% on the rest of 

the work learning environment dimensions. The coefficient of determination (R
2
) almost did not 

change after controlling for profiles of gender, status and years of service with the minimum R
2 

change of .5% and maximum R
2 

change of 4%. Results suggest that support or practice for 

inquiry and dialogue will improve the work environment especially influence and 

communication. These practices would enable members of the organization to share, adjust, and 

integrate the learning outcome to improve operations.  

Empowering members of the organization by sharing information and knowledge that 

allow them to contribute to organizational performance also affects all work dimensions 

significant at .05 levels. Main effects were observed most on Influence (beta = .773) and Trust 

(beta = .656). Empowerment explains 60% of the variance (R
2
) in Influence and 43% of the 

variance in Trust. On the average, Empowerment explains 37% of the variance of the rest of the 

work dimensions. The coefficient of determination (R
2
) almost did not change after controlling 

for profiles of gender, status and years of service with minimum change at 1% and maximum 

change at 6% on Communication on account of significant effects of status and years of service. 

Empowerment provides the organization the needed flexibility to adapt to a rapidly changing 

external and internal environment by providing employees the opportunity to evaluate their 

workeffectiveness and to suggest measures for improvement. If empowerment is provided, it will 

not only improve organizational effectiveness but also improve work environment.  

Putting emphasis on the learning activities of the group or Team Learning also affects all 

dimensions of work environment significant at p-value = .05. Main effects were observed most in 

Influence (beta = .773) and Trust (beta = .708). Team Learning affects the rest of the work 

environment dimensions at an average beta = .56. It also explains 54% of the variance (R
2
) on 

Influence and 50% on Trust. On the average, Team Learning explains 32% of the variance among 

the rest of the dimensions. The coefficient of determination (R
2
) almost did not change after 

controlling for profiles of gender, status and years of service. Minimum R
2 

change was 1% and 

maximum R
2 

change of 6% was on Communication on account of significant effects of status and 
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years of service. Learning activities of the group and the ability to develop shared vision that foster 

genuine commitment among members should also be practiced by making sure that the 

administration act on (valuable) recommendations of the members of the organization.  

A knowledge leader’s performance of his role in shaping the future of the organization 

has significant effects on the work environment significant at p-value = .05. Strategic Leadership 

main effects were observed most on Influence (beta = .723) and Trust (beta = .625). It also affects 

the rest of the workplace learning environment at an average beta = .60. Strategic Leadership 

explains 52% of the variance in Influence and 39% in Trust. On the average, Strategic Leadership, 

explains 35% of the variance among the rest of the workplace environment dimensions. The 

coefficient of determination (R
2
) almost did not change after controlling for profiles of gender, 

status and years of service. Minimum R
2 

change was 1% and maximum was 6.5% on 

Communication on account of significant effects of status and years of service.  

 

Table 1 

Effects of Learning Organization Dimensions (Group Level Learning) to Work Environment 

Dimensions after Controlling for Profile  

 

Regression Results for Learning Organization Dimensions under Organizational 

Level Learning. Results show that Continuous Learning affects all work environment 

dimensions at p-value = .05 significance level. Main effects were observed most on Influence 

(beta = .769) and Social Relations (beta = 695). It also affects the rest of the workplace learning 

environment dimensions at an average of beta = .626. Continuous Learning dimension explains 

59% of the variance in Influence and 48% in Social Relations. On the average, the dimension 
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explains 39% of the variance on the rest of the workplace learning environment. The coefficient 

of determination (R
2
) almost did not change after controlling for gender, status and years of 

service. Minimum R
2 

change was .5% and maximum was 4.3% on Communication on account 

of significant effect of status. Results imply that consistently adhering to the principles of learning 

leads members to be interested and actively participate in the organization’s human resource 

learning and development programs to improve work environment.  

Efforts of the administration to create and maintain systems to capture and share learning 

(Embedded Systems) also affect all work environment dimensions significant at p-value = .05 

level of significance. Main effects were observed most on Influence (beta = .724) and Trust (beta 

= .696). Effects were also observed on the rest of the workplace learning environment dimensions 

at an average of beta = .626. Embedded systems dimension explains 52% of the variance on 

Influence and 48% on Trust. On the average, it also explains 28% of the variance of the rest of 

the workplace learning dimensions. The coefficient of determination (R
2
) almost did not change 

after controlling for gender, status and years of service. Minimum change was .5% and the 

maximum change was13%. Systems to endorse capturing and sharing of learning should be 

instituted and made available in the organization. Use of lessons learned from mistakes should 

also be evident and a system to measure over-all unit performance against standards should be in 

place. Results imply that members will trust the management and contribute to organizational 

effectiveness by putting their ideas into practice if support for embedded systems is observed.  

Systems Connections also affect all workplace learning environment dimensions at p- 

value = .05 significance level. Main effects were observed most on Influence (beta = .736) and 

Trust (beta = .685). Systems Connections affects the rest of dimensions at an average of beta = 

.566. The same dimension explains 54% of the variance in Influence and 47% of Trust. On the 

average, Systems Connections explains 32% of the variance of the rest of the workplace 

dimensions. The coefficient of determination (R
2

) almost did not change after controlling for 

profiles of gender, status and years of service. Minimum R
2 

change was 1.2% and maximum was 

6.8% on account of significant effects of status and years of service. Based on results, 

encouragement coming from administration to adjust work practices based on inputs from the 

external environment and recognition of its value for operations improvement affects the 

workplace learning environment specially Influence and Trust.  
 

Table 2 
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Effects of Learning Organization Dimensions (Organizational Level Learning) to Work 

Environment Dimensions after Controlling for Profile  

The seven learning organization dimensions had been consistent to their respective effects 

on the dimensions of workplace learning environment. Strong effects on Influence and Trust were 

consistent and the coefficient of determination (R
2

) considerably high. Status and years of service 

were also consistent to affect significantly the Communication dimension suggesting that faculty 

who served longer has lower response scores on communication, thus, they find communication 

as a dimension of work environment to be less satisfactory compared to perceptions of the younger 

faculty members.  

Based on the results, it is then concluded that all hypothesis investigating the presence of effects 

of each dimensions of learning organization to respective social capital dimensions for workplace 

learning environment is supported.  

Administrative support to sustain conditions supportive of a learning organization affects the 

quality of workplace learning environment based on results of using the seven dimensions explains 

(R
2
) 83% of the variance in the quality of workplace. Perception on support for learning learning 

environment. Relative strength of influence (Beta) is .91 significant at.05 level (Figure 1).  

With the introduction of control variables in the model (Figure 2), Beta remains at .91 while 
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R
2 

decreased by 1%. All control variables revealed no significant effect on the work environment. 

Results imply that support for learning has far greater influence over quality of work environment 

compared to the influence of gender, years of service and employment status.  

Based on results, hypothesis investigating the presence of effects of LO to workplace 

environment is supported.  

 
Model Fit (with control variables) and Quality Indexes  

For the model’s predictive and explanatory quality, Average Path Coefficients (APC), 

Adjusted R-squared (ARS) and Average Adjusted R-square (AARS) are all significant with p-

values less than .05. Results show that the combined effects of predictors (ARS) are above 

reasonable expectations at .823 (82%) and the AARS at .816 (82%). A one percent (1%) difference 

in R
2 

supports the observation that the control variables have no influence or no explanatory value 

over workplace learning environment.  

No collinearity issues were observed in the model on account of 1.169 Average block VIF 

(AVIF) and 3.220 Average full collinearity VIF (AFVIF) which both falls below the threshold of 

3.3. According to Kock and Lynn (2012), VIF or Variance Inflation Factor is a measure of the 

degree of “vertical” collinearity or redundancy, among the latent variables that are hypothesized 

to affect another latent variable  

The GoF index of the model is large at .859, way greater than .36 as threshold for large 

GoFs. Result confirms the high explanatory power of the model suggesting the strength of 

influence of support for learning to the quality of workplace learning environment  

Among the measures of model fit and quality, Simpson’s paradox ratio (SPR) in the model 

on account of the SPR index of .50 failed the test. Ideally the SPR should equal 1, meaning that 

there are no instances of such and acceptable values of SPR are equal to or greater than 0.7, 

meaning that at least 70 percent of the paths in a model are free from Simpson’s paradox. 

Simpson’s paradox is likely to occur in empirical studies frequently enough to be a source of 

concern (Kock, N. 2015). A Simpson’s paradox instance is a possible indication of a causality 

problem, suggesting that a hypothesized path is either implausible or reversed (Kock, N. 2012).  

However, what is ironic with the results is that the R squared contribution ratio (RSCR 

index) which occurs together with Simpson’s paradox instances is at .991 passing the threshold of 
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.90. Another measure that indicates causality problem is the Statistical Suppression Ratio (SSR). 

However, unlike the SPR, the model’s SSR passed the test at the ideal level of 1.00. An instance 

of statistical suppression occurs when a path coefficient is greater, in absolute terms, than the 

corresponding correlation associated with a pair of linked variables suggesting that a hypothesized 

path may be either implausible or reversed. Last measure of model fit and quality is the Nonlinear 

Bivariate Causality Direction Ratio (NLBCDRT). The research model has 1.00 for the NLBCDR 

or the support for the reversed hypothesized direction of causality is weak or less in 100 percent 

of path-related instances in the model.  

Conclusion and Recommendations 

Findings strongly suggest the importance of support for a learning organization (LO) 

specially, if the objective is to create an ideal workplace learning environment. Providing support 

for all dimensions of LO influences the quality of trust, social relations, commitment, 

communication, and most specially influence in the organization. Human resource management’s 

task of maintaining a conducive learning environment should take into account the conditions in 

the workplace that facilitate knowledge exchanges specially the support coming from 

administration. The research put forth evidence that LO also contributes to the development and 

management of human resource through the quality of the workplace learning environment where 

much of the knowledge creation processes happen.  

Generalizations from this study are limited to a particular organization (De La Salle Lipa). 

However, sampling technique and size is appropriate and covers a diverse set of samples (across 

5 colleges). Perceptions from the respondents were assumed to reflect respective area of work and 

supervision (college/unit).  

Practical implication of the study is its value as a framework for HEIs interested in 

embracing principles of LO by creating a culture of learning and as an assessment framework for 

HEIs that has been seriously into LO and wanted to establish how well it fits in the organization 

specially on its implication on the management of human resource.  

Since it has been established that LO affects both objective measures of organizational 

performance as well as the quality of workplace environment, it is much of an interest as future 

study to investigate the relative strength of LO on organizational performance and workplace 

learning environment respectively. It is also interesting to study the mediating role of workplace 

learning environment between the established relationships of LO and organizational performance.  

Since the study was done for a particular HEI, it is therefore further recommended to 

conduct the study with more HEIs as subjects of the study or organizations representing other 

industries.  
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Abstract 
The impacts of disasters impede developments toward advancing the nation’s economic, 

environmental and social conditions. Organizations are challenged to rethink business operations 

due the increasing repercussions of disasters. To reduce risks in the business community requires 

better understanding of the vulnerability of supply chains to disasters. The Philippines encounter 

the reality of natural hazards year-on-year. In such context it is critical to further understand the 

susceptibility of Metro Manila, the economic center of the country, to disasters. Limited study 

has been conducted on the overall health of the Metro Manila’s supply chains in relation to 

climate change risks. 

Academic literature on supply chain management has conventionally been conducted on the 

perspective of a business entity. The context of the proposed research looks at the supply chain 

not from the viewpoint of a single company alone; but rather on a perspective of an urban society, 

specifically Metro Manila. The metropolis is indirectly affected by the vulnerability of other areas 

on which they depend on for inputs or outputs, as well as of transport routes connecting those 

areas. This study traces the metropolis’ upstream and downstream chains on critical needs: on (1) 

energy, (2) water, (3) food vis-à-vis rice supply and (4) waste disposal. 

Through an initial study of Metro Manila’s critical chains the paper proposes a conceptual model 

of assessing supply chains with the climate change vulnerability lens. The model takes into 

account climate change stressors as direct and indirect vulnerability factors impacting the 

reliability of the supply chains. The outlook of the study is to develop an integrated model that 

will have the capability to assess the ‘weak links’ of Metro Manila’s critical supply network in 

the context of climate change. 

 

Introduction 

A special issue in the Asian Economic Journal in 2012 on ‘Natural Disasters and  Asia’ 

highlighted the need to rethink business operations due to the increasing global repercussions of 

disasters. Lessons from the 2011 flooding in Thailand and the 2011 great earthquake in Eastern 

Japan emphasize the importance of the robustness of  production chains; resiliency of supply 

chains contributes significantly to the health of national economies (Abe & Thangavelu, 2012; 

Ando & Kimura, 2012). The Philippines encounter the reality of natural hazards year-on-year. In 

such context it is critical to further understand the susceptibility of Metro Manila, the economic 

center of the Philippines, to disasters. The context of the proposed research looks at supply chains 

not from the viewpoint of a single company alone; but rather on a perspective of an urban society, 

specifically Metro Manila. 

The study of supply chains conventionally means examining the integrated systems of business; 

looking into the intricate network of business entities (suppliers, manufacturers, distributors, 

retailers, etc.) working together to convert acquired raw materials to valuable finished products 
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delivered to customers (Beamon, 1998; Min & Zhou, 2002). There is  limited literature in 

integrating supply chain analysis with a disaster risk assessment model – particularly to climate 

change risks. Through the study of Metro Manila’s supply chains this, paper proposes a 

perspective of adapting a climate change vulnerability assessment lens in supply chain analysis. 

“Vulnerability” in this paper is understood in the climate change context as defined by the 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). Vulnerability is “the degree to which a 

system is susceptible to, and unable to cope with, adverse effects of climate change, including 

climate variability and extremes” (Intergovernmental Panel On Climate Change, 2006) 

The objective of the paper is to present a conceptual model that integrates the climate change 

vulnerability assessment in the analysis of supply chains. The paper first provides a brief 

overview of the literature of supply chain management in the context of disasters. The paper then 

explores and traces the supply networks of critical needs of Metro Manila; where critical needs 

is defined “as those products and supplies that are essential to human health and life.” (Qiang 

& Nagurney, 2012). Through the context of the critical networks of Metro Manila the paper then 

discusses the value of adapting the climate change vulnerability assessment lens. 

 

Supply Chains and Disruptions 

There is limited but increasing interest in the literature on supply chain management  in response 

to catastrophic risks (Salehi Sadghiani, Torabi, & Sahebjamnia, 2015; Snyder, Scaparra, Daskin, 

& Church, 2006) such as that caused by climate change. Most literature approach to disasters is 

through the application of risk management tools from the perspective of the business (Such as 

in: Giunipero & Eltantawy, 2004; Jüttner, 2005; Nourbakhshian, Hooman, Rajabinasr, & 

Darougheha, 2013). Recently more suppliers are seen to willingly share climate change 

vulnerability related information (Jira & Toffel, 2013); but this reporting trend has not been 

utilized as an integrated approach in assessing supply chains. 

Vital understanding of the supply chain requires knowledge of the configuration of  the supply 

chain; that is to know the members of the supply chain, the structural dimensions and the linkages 

(Lambert, Cooper, & Pagh, 1998). This study centers on Metro Manila, tracing the supply chain 

of critical needs: [1] energy, [2] water, [3] food vis-à-vis rice and [4] waste disposal. Supply chains 

are exposed to risks and potential costs to the extent that the supply activities can be adversely 

affected by physical changes related to climate change(Jira & Toffel, 2013; Van Bergen, 

Soonawal, & Wälzholz, 2008). The metropolis is indirectly affected by the vulnerability of other 

areas on which they depend on for inputs or outputs, as well as of transport routes connecting those 

areas. 

Supply chain risk management, though focusing primarily on a business supply chain may be 

adapted for communities at risk to climate change and variability. Academic literature on supply 

chain management has conventionally been conducted on the perspective of a business entity. 

The study of supply chains comes “from a picture on how organizations are linked together as 

viewed from a particular company” (Jacobs, Chase, & Aquilano, 2009). It looks into the network 

of supplies and the chain of activities of a business; from the procurement of materials and 

services, to the transformation into products until the delivery  to end consumers. However, 

supply chain management is not limited to the context of business analysis alone. It can be taken 

to a societal level perspective (Vachon & Mao, 2008); where the concern of supply chain analysis 

is on activities that ensures that societies’ provide for the needs of its constituent members (Oral, 

2009). 
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Metro Manila as Urban Area at Risk 

Manila is considered a highly vulnerable city. Given the mounting pressures within the urban 

center from increasing populations and demands for space and resources, Metro Manila is far 

from being self-sufficient in terms of basic necessities. It relies on surrounding areas for food, 

water and energy, and also for landfills to support its waste generation. Thus, tracing the chains 

of inputs and outputs and assessing the vulnerability of these chains contributes to building a 

more holistic picture of the risk and vulnerability of Metro Manila as an urban center that is itself 

exposed to environmental and climate stressors. This paper traces the supply chain of critical 

needs and highlights the dependency of Metro Manila on other areas that are also vulnerable to 

climate change. 

Through secondary data, interviews and ocular visits we summarize the state of the critical chains. 

Each section on energy, water, rice and waste disposal displays a diagram that highlights what 

portions of the supply chain occurs within and outside the metropolis. In each section we discuss 

scenarios how the vulnerabilities outside the metropolis indirectly affects the vulnerability of 

Metro Manila itself. 

 

Energy 

As of 2013, the source of Metro Manila’s power mainly comes from eight major power plants; 

locations are geographically divided by boundaries as north and south of Metro Manila. Southern 

generators accounts approximately 76% of the entire metropolis’ supply. Both northern and 

southern transmission corridors are composed of a main 500kV transmission backbone supported 

by other paths with underlying 230kV transmission lines. Points of entry from transmission is 

through eight 230 kV substations spread around the perimeters of the metropolis. Electric supply 

is normally served using an overhead system. Assets used in the energy supply chain are designed 

to withhold weather pressures, where power lines can withstand winds up to 200kph. However, 

these power lines are still susceptible to interferences associated with strong winds such as 

uprooted trees and other debris. 

In July 2014, Category-4 Typhoon Rammasun, locally known as ‘Glenda’, ravaged through the 

Philippines. The typhoon path traversed south of Metro Manila (see Figure 1); through an area 

where generation and transmission occurs for 76% of Metro Manila’s power sources. Several 

power plants from the south were offline: Ilijan, Quezon, Pagbilao, Sta. Rita and San Lorenzo 

which approximately contributes to 68% of Metro Manila’s power source. Moreover, heavy 

winds brought destroyed several transmission lines in the south; the  typhoon caused 86% of the 

distribution franchise to be without electricity (Locsin, 2014; Rappler,   2014).   The   disaster   

event   highlighted   the   vulnerability   of   Metro   Manila. 

Transmission assets although designed to withstand high wind speed and wind shear is still prone 

to disruption caused by extreme weather events. The weakness of the metropolis power supply is 

that it relies heavily on the south; the vulnerability of the southern region affects the overall 

resiliency of Metro Manila energy system. 

During typhoons, as experienced during typhoon Rammasun in 2014, problems come mainly 

from the generation and transmission portion of the supply chain. Disruption in generation and 

transmission, which occurs mostly outside the geographical boundaries of Metro Manila (see 

Figure 2), highly affects the downstream operations in electricity distribution to the end users of 

Metro Manila. “Energy systems can be vulnerable to climate change” (Schaeffer et al., 2012). It 

is important to understand the energy systems and incorporate the results of vulnerability 

assessments into better energy plans and policies. 
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Water 

In the Philippine context, it has long been recognized that    climate change affects the water cycle 

and thus the freshwater supply. Warming temperatures pose adverse risks to the water situation; 

already with increasing population growth projections and ecosystem degradation, climate change 

risks can complicate the delicate balance of water supply and demand (Jose & Cruz, 1999). 
97% of the Metro Manila’s water resource comes from Angat Dam located approximately 60km 

north of the capital; while 3% of supply comes from ground water pumped within the metropolis. 

Water from Angat Dam passes through a settling basin before travelling via 5 aqueducts into 

Metro Manila’s reservoirs and treatment facilities for distribution to the end consumers (See 

Figure 3).The number one threat to Metro Manila’s water supply chain is the lack of redundancy 

of the system. Particularly the fact that there is only one source for Metro Manila’s water supply, 

the Angat Dam (Asian Development Bank, 2008). Lack of redundancy is evident in the entire 

system: there is also only 1 settling basin,  4 treatment facilities and limited capacity of reservoir 

per zone. Lack of redundancy can  cause a stop in supply when water service infrastructure is 

disrupted during severe storms due to damage or contamination. Other climate phenomenon such 

as El Nino can also put constraint in the water supply (Feliciano, 2015). 

It is also important to acknowledge that water supply is related to food and energy production 

and thus a more holistic assessment must include these relationships (Burian, Walsh, Kalyanapu, 

& Larsen, 2013; Connor, Schwabe, King, & Knapp, 2012). The vulnerability of water supply in 

the face of climate change is a crucial issue for sustainability. A more holistic understanding of 

how climate change can impact water supplies, located outside the metropolis, will lead to more 

rational adaptive mechanisms; which in turn has a great potential to reduce an area’s vulnerability 

to fluctuating water supplies (Farley, Tague, & Grant, 2011). 

 

Rice 

The magnitude of crop losses in agricultural areas outside Metro Manila affects the 

supply to the city. The agricultural sector is particularly climate sensitive since crop yield is highly 

dependent on the temperature and precipitation available during the growing season and the length 

of the growing season. Specifically, decreases in yield are associated with increases in night-time 

temperatures and increases in growing season minimum temperatures during the dry season (Peng 

et al., 2004; Welch et al., 2010). Rice production in low-lying or coastal areas will also be affected 

by sea level rise and saltwater intrusion. Rice prices are forecasted to increase between 32 and 

37% due to climate change (Nelson et al., 2009). The increase in demand from growing 

populations coupled with this potential decrease in supply makes the analysis of the agri-food 

supply chain crucial. 
A large portion of the downstream supply chain of rice occurs outside Metro Manila (See Figure 

4) Based on literature (Such as in Briones & Dela Peña, 2015; Dela Peña, 2012, 2014) and 

interviews, the basic supply chain of rice starts with the farmers selling paddy (rice in husk) 

mostly to traders, and then to agents, cooperatives and the NFA. This rice is then brought to major 

milling stations before distribution to wholesalers and retailers in Metro Manila. Some paddy 

may also go directly from farmers to millers and then wholesalers/retailers (Dela Peña, 2012). 

Climate change risks induce crop losses in agricultural areas; such as Typhoon Nari of 2013 

(locally known as Santi) left Central Luzon, the rice basket of the Philippines, with 2.9- billion 

peso worth of damages (Flora, 2013). Other examples include: millions of pesos of damages by 

Typhoon Kalmaegi of 2014 and Typhoon Goni of 2015 (locally known a Luis and Ineng 

respectively) (Rivera, 2014; Romero, 2015). 

Moreover, weak transport routes also add to the susceptibility of rice supply to Metro Manila. In 
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general, the stocks and flows within the commercial rice sector is unsystematic; retailers 

interviewed on the ground, are unaware of the exact sources of their rice and the proportions of 

rice from those sources. Although majority of rice milling occurs in the nearby province of 

Bulacan, supplies received come from the different agricultural areas (seeTable 1), majority of 

which comes from provinces north of the metropolis. Multiple transport routes coming from 

varied and diffused sources emphasizes the indirect vulnerability of Metro Manila. Climate 

variability such as extreme rainfall events can cause flooding that hampers the delivery of rice to 

the metropolis. For example: the Northern Luzon Expressway (NLEX), the main thoroughfare 

linking Manila to the provinces in that supply rice, can be susceptible to flooding (The Philippine 

Star, 2015) that causes delays in delivery. 

 

Waste Disposal 

Metro Manila’s waste generation is disproportionate to its size and population, relative to the 

entire country. Its daily waste generation is already 25% of the total Philippine solid waste. Given 

its limited land area, not all of Metro Manila’s solid waste can be accommodated or disposed of 

in landfills that are located within its political boundaries. Thus, solid waste management is a 

critical issue that must be investigated to determine how this may be affected by climate change 

and what this will now mean for Metro Manila’s vulnerability. 

Most studies related to solid waste management systems and climate change focus on how waste 

generation, collection, and disposal impacts contribute to the greenhouse gas inventory. Very 

little literature on how solid waste management activities will be specifically affected by climate 

change exists and to date there is very little known about the climate change risks of solid waste 

management (Butt, Lockley, & Oduyemi, 2008). Climate change events such as floods, storms, 

and landslides have been identified as causes of disruption for solid waste services (Keim, 2008). 

Table 2 below presents some predicted impacts of climate variability on solid waste management 

activities. 

See Figure 5 for the waste disposal chain of Metro Manila. The collection, transfer, transport, and 

disposal of non-recyclable, non-biodegradable waste is the responsibility of the local government 

unit (LGU) while the collection and treatment of recyclables, reusables, and biodegradables are 

the responsibility of the barangay. For residential areas, door to door collection is conducted. For 

bigger establishments such as markets or shopping malls, a temporary storage facility – referred 

to as a collection station - is used to hold the wastes generated during the day. The 

haulers/contractors then collect the waste from  these  collection stations. 

Of the seventeen municipalities of Metro Manila, eleven LGUs rely on private contractors to 

collect the waste. For instance, Quezon City relies on a private contractor to collect and dispose 

of the city’s municipal solid waste. There are three sanitary landfill (SLF) that serves the 

metropolis. Table 3 below summarizes the disposal sites for Metro Manila. 

The nearest disposal site to central Metro Manila is the Quezon City Sanitary Landfill. The only 

other sanitary landfill within Metro Manila’s boundaries is the Navotas SLF, which is only 

accessible by sea. The Rizal Provincial SLF, located outside the metropolis, services 13 out of 

the 17 municipalities of Metro Manila. The transportation routes are mainly by land for the 

Quezon City SLF and the Rizal Provincial SLF. The route to the Navotas Sanitary Landfill is 

more complicated. First, the solid waste is transported by land to Pier 18 (transfer station) and is 

transferred to a barge. This barge is then brought by sea to the east coast of Navotas, where the 

Navotas SLF is located. 

Climate change events such as floods and landslides can cause disruptions to land transport routes 
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to Quezon City SLF and Rizal Provincial SLF. Storm surges and strong winds may also impede 

the delivery route via sea to Navotas SLF. Moreover, although Rizal Provincial SLF is the only 

disposal sites located outside the metropolis, the metro disposal chain has a large dependency on 

it. Such that the vulnerability of the SLF in provincial Rizal indirectly puts the sanitary situation 

of 13 municipalities of the metropolis at risk. In case the provincial SLF becomes unusable it 

impacts a large majority of the urban metropolitan area. The elements of the solid waste 

management system have also been identified as having various degrees of vulnerability to 

climate change (Bogner et al., 2007). 

The supply chain of critical needs of energy, water, rice and waste disposal of Metro Manila has 

high reliance on other regions and the health of their connectivity to the metropolis. As key 

examples: [1] for energy, high dependency on southern generation and its transmission corridor; 

[2] for water, the criticality of a single source Angat Dam puts Metro Manila at risk; [3] for rice, 

the multiple routes from varied sources from northern provinces; and [4] for waste, a dependency 

on provincial sanitary landfill. Each community is affected by the vulnerability of other areas on 

which they depend for critical needs, as well as of transport networks connecting those areas 

(Pelling, 2003). Supply chain analysis must be enhanced to articulate the risks of the 

interdependency and to present a holistic picture that takes into account climate change risks. 

 

Adapting the Climate Change Vulnerability Lens 

A climate change vulnerability assessment (CCVA) is a key step both in determining appropriate 

mitigation and adaptation actions, and in monitoring and evaluating the efficacy of these actions 

in ensuring the sustainability of a community in the face of climate change and other stressors. 

“Vulnerability” is a concept used to describe the extent to which a community is susceptible to 

or unable to cope with the climatic hazards in the form of variability, extremes or more long-term 

change. The state of being vulnerable or at risk  versus being resilient is a complex product of 

biophysical, socio-economic, cultural and political conditions. Because it is an intangible but 

complex concept, vulnerability assessments are typically operationalized through the selection 

and combination of key indicators of [1] physical exposure to the climate hazard (e.g. population 

exposed to increases extreme temperatures or rainfall), [2] sensitivity (e.g. health, income) and 

[3] adaptive capacity (e.g. training, technology). These indicators are defined within or given a 

value to correspond with the bounds of the community being studied. 

In applying the vulnerability assessment paradigm to supply chain analysis the physical exposure 

aspect can correspond to the physical and spatial analysis of the supply chain nodes (e.g. sources 

and destinations) in conjunction to climate change projections and climate variability maps (e.g. 

extreme rainfall and flooding maps). Climate change projections can be overlaid with the rice, 

water, energy and waste supply chain maps to determine physical exposure and to identify stages 

in the supply chain that might be impacted by climate change. Sensitivity analysis on the other 

hand could study the socio-economic, policy and logistical factors affecting the robustness of the 

supply chains. Adaptive capacity could take into account the receptiveness of chains to 

disruptions; such as having redundancy in the chain and contingent storage strategies if certain 

services are disrupted. 

The conceptual framework (Figure 6) recognizes the intersection of supply chain management 

with the critical needs of the metropolis. It further posits that while the city’s direct vulnerability 

comes from its own exposure to climate change stressors, it is also indirectly affected by the 

vulnerability of the supply chains of critical needs of energy, water, rice and waste disposal. 

Therefore, there is a need to characterize the magnitude and impacts of this indirect vulnerability 
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as input into long-term sustainability planning. A traditional direct vulnerability assessment of 

the Metro Manila and the supply chain-based indirect vulnerability assessment can be 

complementary to each other. On the one hand, the supply chain-based indirect vulnerability 

assessment will provide a more holistic picture of the climate change impacts on a specific 

community. On the other hand, the direct vulnerability assessment of communities which are 

nodes in a supply chain, if available, can be used as input to the overall supply chain assessment. 

This model can further be developed. In the analysis of individual chains, each chain can be 

“ranked” according to specific indicators, to develop an overall index of the vulnerability of the 

chain, and to compare across chains of the same product/service. For example, in considering the 

rice supply for Metro Manila, Philippines, the stock from the province of Isabela in Northern 

Luzon could be analyzed separately from the stock coming from Nueva Ecija in Central Luzon. 

Adaptive capacity could then similarly consider availability and access to stocks/storage and 

alternate delivery options (e.g. routes, transport vehicles). Each “link” in the supply chain could 

be analyzed and indexed in more detail, applying the vulnerability assessment paradigm to that 

specific area. This will help entities identify crucial chains in the network and prioritize which 

chains need strengthening. 

This conceptual framework can be developed into an integrated tool for supply chain analysis in 

assessing vulnerabilities of chains to the effects of climate change. There are still many challenges 

that needs to be addressed with developing such tool. First is the methodological challenge: 

questions on the selection of supply chains for analysis, the indicators to be used, and the 

weighting used for an indexing system. As with current vulnerability assessments, vulnerability 

is highly context-specific; there is no uniform or standardized set of indicators. The concerns on 

methodology might be best explored within specific contexts, rather than imposing a standardized 

approach. Another is a practical challenge, which is data availability and accessibility given the 

coverage of the assessments extends beyond the immediate boundaries of cities. However, this 

challenge also represents an opportunity – the opportunity to re-evaluate monitoring and data-

gathering systems to ensure that mechanisms are put in place to track and access key indicators 

that may extend beyond a city’s immediate geographical boundaries. 

 

Concluding Remarks 

Despite the aforementioned challenges, further development of the model is beneficial for analysis 

of the sustainability of urban settlements; especially in the context of Metro Manila. The tracing 

the chains of inputs and outputs and assessing the vulnerability of these chains contributes to 

building a more holistic picture of the risk and vulnerability of urban centers that is itself exposed 

to environmental and climate stressors, but that is also highly dependent on other areas that are 

also vulnerable. The paper has traced the supply chains of critical needs of Metro Manila and has 

provided an overview of the metropolis’ reliance on the resiliency to other provinces and 

robustness of the links that connect to and from Metro Manila. In this context, paper presented a 

conceptual model that integrates the climate change vulnerability assessment lens in the analysis 

of supply chains. 

The increasing interdependencies between communities, cities and countries for provision of 

basic needs and commodities further contributes to what is already a complex web of 

vulnerability. Thus, for adaptation and development planning to be comprehensive, it becomes 

necessary to broaden our scope to consider the indirect vulnerability arising from  our reliance 

on other areas to supply our needs. Integrating vulnerability assessments into supply chain 

analysis will hopefully motivate collaborative and coordinated approaches that will be crucial to 
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developing resilient and sustainable cities. 
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Tables 

Table 1. Provinces Supplying Rice to Metro Manila  

 Major Suppliers Minor Suppliers 

Provinces North of Metro 

Manila 

Bulacan  

Cagayan  

Isabela  

Nueva Ecija 

Pangasinan 

Pampanga 

Bataan 

Ilocos Norte and Ilocos 

Sur Kalinga 

Kalinga 

Apayao 

LaUnion  

Nueva Vizcaya 

Quirino 

Tarlac 

Zambales 

Provinces South of Metro 

Manila 

Occidental Mindoro 

Oriental Mindoro 

Batangas 

Lucena 

 

Table 2. Summary of climate change impacts on solid waste management (Adapted  from 

Enete, 2010) 

Variation Impact 

Temperature  May affect biological processes (decomposition) within a 

landfill 

 May affect worker health 

Precipitation  May disrupt transport operations 

 May affect biological processes within the landfill 

 May affect slope stability of landfill structures 
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Table 3. Landfill disposal sites for Metro Manila 

 

Landfill 

Metro Manila Municipalities 

Served 

Years in 

Operation 

Monthly ave 

waste 

volume (m
3
) 

Quezon City SLF 
Brgy. Payatas, Quezon 

City 

Quezon City 4 183,858.50 

Navotas SLF 
PHILECO, Tanza, 

Navotas 

Manila, Malabon, Navotas 4 251,425.66 

Rizal Provincial SLF 

Brgy. San Isidro, 

Rodriguez, Rizal 

Caloocan, Makati, Mandaluyong, 

Paranaque, Pasay, Pasig, Pateros, San 

Juan, Marikina, Muntinlupa, 

Valenzuela, Las Pinas, Taguig 

3 379,228.27 

 

Figures 

Figure 1. Track of Typhoon Rammasun a.k.a. Glenda (The Official Gazette, 2014) 
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Figure 2. Energy Supply Chain to Metro Manila 

 

Figure 3. Water Supply Chain to Metro Manila 
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Figure 4. Rice Supply Chain to Metro Manila 
 

Figure 5 Metro Manila Waste Disposal Chain 
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Figure 6 Conceptualizing Climate Change Vulnerability to Supply Chains 
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Phases and faces of a tragedy 

 

Gladys M. Navarro, Christine P. Manipon, Fitzmurphy Quintin, Saint Louis University 

 

Abstract 

This research established the ability of the survivors to overcome the trauma of the disaster 

through joint government effort with the non-government organization and private sectors. The 

lesson from the tragedy places an enormous task on the government where the private sector 

left. It provides a venue for the government to review its bureaucracy during disasters; decisions; 

and delivery of basic services. 

The government is the sole “sweeper” of the remnants of the disaster. It is then tasked to 

implement programs addressing three majors factors that can mitigate the impact of disasters: 

human development, infrastructure development, and economic reforms, which are anchored on 

strategies that focuses on convergence rather than divergence. 

The phenomological technique of analyzing qualitative and quantitative data was employed. 

The qualitative data was cross-referenced with the existing quantitative data accessed from the 

archives of the participating agencies. 

 

Keywords: Governance, Public Goods, Common Resource Goods 

JEL Code: H12, H42, H53 

Introduction 

Land, its terrain, topography, and soil features are intrinsic characteristics of a region vulnerable 

to disaster; these characteristics are further aggravated by minimal economic opportunities in 

regions which are not favourable for commercial agricultural production. Agriculture is the 

traditional catch basin of rural employment where a large labor surplus can be found. Low 

educational attainment compounded by lack of skill is a major explanatory variable on the high 

dependence of rural areas on agriculture as a major source of income. 

When economic opportunities are limited, the people’s peripheral environment, such as natural 

resources, becomes an immediate solution for economic opportunities. This myopia of small 

household behaviour aggravates their vulnerability during disasters. 

This section briefly presents the spatial and economic characteristic of Mountain Province in 

general; and the municipality of Tadian in particular. This section briefly describes these factors 

which contributed to the vulnerability of Kayan from the disaster and its ability to overcome during 

the rehabilitation phase. 

In retrospect, TESDA through the EARN project encourages individuals to appreciate technical 

education and skills development programs as they personally pursue their economic ends. 

 

Location of the Research Study 

The documentation/research was conducted in the Municipality of Tadian, Mountain  Province. 

It is located in the southwestern part of Mountain Province, bounded by Cervantes, Ilocos Sur 

(west), Bauko (east), Mankayan, Benguet (west) and Besao (north). It is a two-hour ride from 

Bontoc, the capital town of the Province. The Municipality shows a well-developed  road network 

and can be readily accessed by public utility vehicles - van, jeep, and bus. Access going to Baguio 

City is by land transportation through the Halsema Highway and the Bessang Pass. 
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Farming is the major source of income of the families where 49 percent of the households are 

engaged in farming, followed by labor (daily rate, e.g., construction) at 23 percent and14 percent 

for regular employment. 

The focus of this documentation are in barangays Kayan East and Kayan West where the 

beneficiaries of the EARN (Enhancing Assistance Rehabilitation Network) Project program are 

located. The documentation included interviews with the 17 beneficiaries and key players of the 

project. 

Importance of the Research 

The research was conducted to document the Enhancing Assistance Rehabilitation Network 

(EARN) Program highlighting the convergence and cooperation of the community, Church groups, 

government and non-government organizations, highlighting enhanced program delivery through 

the participation of the beneficiaries. 

The research not only documents response to calamities, but more so, responding to the greater 

challenge of empowering the people to become more employable and eventually create bigger 

opportunities for growth and development in the locality. 

 

Objectives of the Research 

This documentation has the end in view of showcasing the best practices in the implementation 

of the EARN Program and what was delivered based on the program’s objectives – barangay-

bayan concept through rural development and social integration; networking and linkaging 

between and among national line agencies, local government units, and non-government 

organizations; strengthening inter-community relations through social, moral, economic and 

political obligations; promote social development/ recovery through social integration; and 

promoting self-employment generation program of the government. 

The researchers also wanted to determine the gaps where there is a need for improvement and 

how other sectors can also intervene to be more responsive and more efficient in program delivery 

and possibly look into areas of convergence. 

This documentation also aims to determine potential for the province and for the people where, 

as an organization, and as a community, can pool resources together and enhance and improve 

the quality of life and well-being of the people in a certain province  or locality. 

The documentation provides a visual and analytical information for policy formulation and 

providing directions for government plans exemplifying the concept of CONVERGENCE among 

NLAs, LGUs, NGOs and other groups. 

Methodology and Instrumentation 

The following methods and techniques were employed: 

Case Analysis. Each documentation is unique as each family’s experience and story is written in 

a straightforward manner that focuses more on the qualitative aspect of surviving calamities.  

Unstructured interviews will be undertaken with each of the families. 

Cross Referencing. The result of the qualitative documentation will be cross-referenced with the 

existing quantitative data accessed from the archives or records of the participating agencies in 

the EARN Project. The second level of cross-referencing will be employed by interviewing key 

persons who were directly involved in the implementation of the EARN Project. 

Photo-Documentary. A photo-documentary analysis will be also employed to provide vivid 

images of the narrative of the documentation. The team included a professional photographer to 

capture the emotions expressed by the respondents during the interview. A Nikon  D90  with 

micro-lens was used by the photographer for close-up shots of the respondents during  the 
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interview. 

Phenomological Technique. To draw conclusions, recommendations and insights the 

phenomological technique of analyzing qualitative and quantitative data was employed. 

A semi-structured interview was conducted using 14 emotional icons depicting different 

emotions – happy, sad, anger, hopeless, hopeful, nervous, contented, loss, pain, neutral, tired, 

shock, frustrated, and clueless. During the interview, the respondents’/beneficiaries’ pictures 

were taken matching the emoticons used (see Annexes B & C). 

Results and Discussions: Phases and Faces of Survival 

Disasters strikes when we least expect it. How respondents deal with the phases of emotional 

turmoil is narrated in this section. It narrates the emotional phases of the respondents before and 

during the on-set of the disaster. First hand accounts are vividly described through visual images 

of the phases of tragedy that survivors and those left behind had to surmount. 

The narrative is analyzed from a qualitative perspective allowing the respondents to describe 

their feelings from 14 stages of emotions, ranging from happy to sad. The narrative follows. 

The Filipino attitude of resiliency mitigates the impact of fortuitous events. This attitude bears 

semblance to a shield; resiliency placates the impact of emotional pain of losing a loved one; of 

financial losses; of letting go of properties and material things reminiscent of long toil of hard 

labor. Each one survives the onslaught of unforeseen events; but its aftermath  remains a 

challenge to be addressed by agencies involved in assuaging the trauma of the incident. 

Unforeseen events are always catastrophic; sparing no one from its wrath. The recovery  phase 

of it will separate those who have less entitlement and endowment in life; they are the vulnerable 

groups. They are profiled as those with irregular and seasonal employment; the unskilled; those 

in the informal sectors such as micro-trading, subsistence or backyard livestock raising and 

farming; women and the young children. 

Survivors will have to deal with the challenge of rebuilding their lives and reconstructing their 

dreams. A sense of community and familial ties allows one to recover emotionally; but the greater 

challenge is to recover their house; their sole economic security to enable them to focus on income 

generating activities. The mental tumult of reallocating time and financial resources weigh down 

the emotional state of the victims; with most feeling tethering from hopelessness to worthlessness. 

The extent of human expectations is ambiguous; individuals do not reveal their true preferences 

of government services. This makes it difficult for well-meaning program of the government to 

focus on a highly individualized need. Government services are holistic rather than selective; it 

is general rather than specific; it prioritizes a larger group and tends to  ignore smaller groups; 

the government is a mammoth organization simplifying its program delivery system through 

lined agencies, compared to smaller organization which could easily shift resources from one unit 

to the other to prioritize needs, the government observes a bureaucracy as a means of check and 

balance. In times of disaster, the process, rules and guidelines cannot be easily tailor-made to suit 

the need of the moment. 

During disasters, the victims are on a receiving end. Thus, when the havoc of it had settled, they 

could hardly recall intangible services but are quick to remember the most immediate and tangible 

assistance given them. Bridging expectations between what the beneficiaries want and what the 

government can do and provide during disasters created a sense of dissent and dissatisfaction 

from the recipients. 

Even with the perennial procedures of the government, the latter, in particular, the provincial, 

municipal and barangay level remained true to their mandate of mitigating the impact of 

unforeseen events, skirting some protocol and bureaucracy in the process. The government is at 
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its best, regardless of the mammoth bureaucracy that it has to deal with. They manage to come 

up with best practices built like pieces of a puzzle; its completion seen after the event; providing 

them a clearer picture and direction to be better prepared for ensuing similar events. 

Profile of the Respondents. The ability of the respondents to accept the impact of tragedy 

depends on socio-demographic profiles. 

The mean age of the 17 respondents is 36 years old, with a minimum age of 18 and a maximum 

age of 58.  Both were not in Kayan during the time when the disaster occurred. 

The 18 year-old girl was in Manila attending a church service when text messages started coming 

in. She lost her mother and three younger siblings and their house was covered. Her pain is 

evident.  For how long she can recover, only time will tell. 

The 58 year-old respondent decided to stay in La Trinidad with his sister who was working in the 

trading post. They stayed there from 2005 until tragedy struck and they lost their sister. He went 

back to Kayan upon learning of what happened to their house and her sister. He decided to stay 

in Kayan after what happened with his 4-year old nephew in tow, with the hope that he will be 

able to build their house and start rebuilding their dreams. 

The average household size has a mean of 5 members, as presented in Figure 1. Often household 

size includes extended family members, usually first degree kins. The interview revealed those 

who were left in the house during the disasters were young and old, such as nieces/nephews and 

grandparents. 

Kayan is a major exporter of labor due to the limited employment opportunities in the formal 

sector. Interview reveals that majority of the head of the families and bread winners are in other 

provinces and municipalities working. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When disaster strikes time and priorities are devoted on the most immediate need of the family, 

such as food and shelter. Re-organizing lives after a disaster trades off economic activities, 

resulting to a relatively immense financial loss to one whose earnings are highly dependent on 

seasonal employment in the informal sectors, such as trading and services. 

Figure 1.  Household Size 
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The ability of the victims to recover financial loss is highly dependent on their educational 

attainment. After a week or two, those with stable employment can immediately go back to work. 

This can ease the financial burden, allowing one to slowly recover from the devastation of the 

disaster. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As Figure 2 would show, the financial recovery may take some time for the victims. The 

educational attainment shows a large number of the respondents are elementary and high school 

level combined (65%). If education is highly correlated with employment, the data revealed that 

most of the victims are hardly employed in stable occupation, making them vulnerable to the 

onslaught of disaster. Intervention from the public sector becomes a most immediate action to 

propel them to more productive activities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The aftermath of the disaster is the most pressing concern for fast recovery. Figure 3 shows that 

more than half are head of the family, but the number of dependents left behind is also quite 

large at 41%. Close family ties and kinship may provide support in the short run, until the 

dependents recover emotionally from the disaster. The question lingers however, on whether 

these dependents could live from dole-outs from relatives. 

Phases and Faces of Survival. The emotional state of the victim is among the immediate 

priorities during the onset of the disaster. How fast can the victim  recover  from  the emotional 

Figure 2.  Educational Attainment of 
Respondents 

Tech Voc 
 

College 

29% 

6% 
Elementary 

Level 
24% 

High School 
Level 
41% 

Figure 3.  Status in the Family 
 

 

 
Dependent 

41% 
Head of the 

family 
59% 
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stages of sadness, pain and loss to being hopeful, would highly depend on how far the relatives, 

private sectors, and public sector responded to address tangible needs when it is needed most. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 shows that before the tragedy, majority of the respondents were happy (38%); they were 

living a normal (neutral) life (46%). Normal life means attending to the daily routine of an 

ordinary life as a farmer and a livestock raiser; to an ordinary housewife it  meant accepting 

laundry; those who are more spirited it means going back to their employer outside of Kayan and 

earn money for their families. Happy was to them attending a fiesta, processing papers to apply 

for an overseas employment. Some were out visiting relatives and friends in other provinces; 

while still others played sports in the open court across the church. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This unperturbed and laid back life of the victims changed with that fateful night of October 8 

when typhoon Pepeng wrought havoc, as shown in Figure 5. On the night of the typhoon, 

majority of the respondents were caught unaware although some have had premonitions of the 

disaster, but failed to heed the signs. Those who were caught unaware and thought they were safe 

were shocked and at a loss for words to describe their feelings.  

Figure 4. Emotional State Before the 

Typhoon 

Neutral 
46% 

Happy 
38% 

 
Tired 8% 
8% 

Figure 5.  Emotional State of the Victims 
During the Typhoon 

Loss 
 

23% 
4% 

Nervous 
31% 

Pain 
15% 

Sad 
19% 

Anger 
4% 

Frustrated   
4% 
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While those who had premonitions were sad because of the pain of losing a loved one. Their 

inability to heed the premonition gave them a feeling of indefinable feeling of guilt, of a sense 

of loss, and of a sense of “what-if” feelings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

But despite these, those who survived the tragedy vividly recall that at about 6:10 in the evening 

there was a helicopter-like sound. It was very loud, then there was deafening silence.  

 

I was totally caught unaware. I was so secured that my house is located in a good land with a nice 

view. 

I was in Baguio that time. It was raining very hard. The taxi I was riding was stalled in a traffic 

jam. Right beside the taxi is a funeral car. The traffic was moving so slow. The plate number of the 

jeepney in front of us caught my eyes; it was the birth date of one of my niece. I didn’t insinuate 

anything at first; but looking back, it meant the death of my loved ones. 
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Majority of the respondents were not in Kayan during the tragedy. They were informed of what 

happened; the loss of their loved ones; and their house, through text messages from relatives. Most 

of them arrived two to three days after receiving the text messages. The road network hampered 

their immediate arrival in the area of the tragedy.  

Most of the respondents are nervous upon seeing so many people and the extent of the erosion. 

Most respondents arrived at the scene to witness the retrieval of the bodies of their loved ones. 

Some have to line up in the barangay hall to identify and claim the bodies for proper burial.  

 

so much to bear. It was only after that time that his uncle was able to refer to him to a friend whose 

house was not occupied.  

Some looked back on what they could have done to save their loved ones.  

 

Some knew that their place is prone to erosion but they did not like to leave. They did not 

expect that such thing would happen 

 

 

To some the future seems bleak even after the typhoon. The financial predicament is the most   

At 6:15 upon hearing the unusual sound; my husband went out to check.        He told me my 

son’s house is gone. I was shocked; I was speechless; I cannot even cry. 

The damage was sudden and massive. I realized I have nowhere to go. I have a 70 year old mother 

and a baby.  We were all wet and we did not have dry and clean clothes.    The toll of the typhoon 

was 

9 

How I wish I have taken my grandson with me when that happened. 

I cannot be happy, how could I? It is difficult to sort my emotion; how could it be possible to shift 

from sadness, shock to happiness? 
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pressing matter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6 shows the emotional state of the victim after the typhoon. Mixed emotional state 

defines a state of ambiguity on how to sort out their lives after the disaster.  To those who are 

dependent on  their parents, the disaster created a vacuum of helplessness. This is candidly 

articulated by one respondent. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.  Emotional State after the 

Typhoon 
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It will take a while to recover our financial losses. I have to be here to oversee the building of our 

house. The meager working capital that I have is already spent. My children who used to help me sell 

vegetable in Manila already took another job.  They are now helpers in Manila. 
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Best Practices 

The government is at its best during disasters, regardless of the mammoth bureaucracy that it 

has to deal with. They manage to come up with best practices built like pieces of a puzzle; its 

completion seen after the disaster; providing them a clearer picture and direction and be better 

prepared for ensuing disasters. The government, in particular, the provincial, municipal and 

barangay level remained true to their mandate of mitigating the impact of disaster, skirting 

some protocol and bureaucracy in the process. 

Typhoon Pepeng caught everyone by surprise. Nobody was prepared for it. The damage was 

not only on the properties, but more on the changes in the lives of the people who survived the 

tragedy. The outpouring of love and support from all over was enough to walk them through the 

pain, but for how long, only they could tell. 

A strong leadership shown during the tragedy is appreciated. This highly contributed to the 

focus, order and harmony during and after the tragedy. 

The Municipal government of Tadian considered three aspects in rebuilding their community – 

infrastructure, housing, and the people. 

Considering the damage done by Typhoon Pepeng, they needed to rehabilitate roads, repair 

canals, drainage system and other infrastructures in the community as part of mitigating 

measures. The LGU also considered the people left homeless. People, as Engr. Palingping said, 

are the most important factor to recovery. 

The “Binnadang” or “Ob-Obbo”practices in Mountain Province were practiced and observed 

during the Kayan tragedy. People from all walks of life, government agencies and non-

government organizations helped in every little way they can. 

 

I cannot really say if I have really survived the disaster. Physically yes, but how can I say so,  when 

I have no job to speak of. With no one to support me; my immediate concern is financial assistance 

for my studies. 
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How had this intervention impacted on the respondent? They articulated these through various 

emotional icons to describe their feelings towards the government. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 shows how the emotional state of the victim changed from sadness to happiness with the 

assistance from the government. While some are frustrated, angry and sad, majority  (44%) are 

happy with the assistance they have received from the government. 

The source of frustration and anger are on the slow pace of delivery services brought about  by a 

bulk of paper works that victims have to process to avail of government services. They also feel 

that prioritization of beneficiaries are unfair and bias. The information dissemination is also 

selective and sporadic, with some given the full information while others have to hear it from 
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Figure 7.  Emotional State  with Government 
Intervention 
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neighbours and friends. 

Figure 8 validates these sentiments. The data shows that about one third are happy and content; 

others have mixed emotions, frustrated, tired and sad on how the government addressed their 

needs, seven months after the disaster. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Long when the “warm glow” effect of philanthropic activities is gone it is the government who 

takes over the responsibility of rehabilitating, mitigating, and preventing the occurrence of the 

same disaster. 

Among the best practices in the Mountain Province has broadened the scope of response to cover 

not just palliative measures but to widen the scope of discretion from merely welfare, to 

rehabilitation, mitigation and prevention. This may require material budget allocation and a 

clearly defined infrastructure program, but the lessons from the disaster makes its necessary to 

do so. 

The lesson from the disaster was a test case on how fast government can respond to long term 

rehabilitation program. When expense per capita becomes material the wheels of bureaucracy 

becomes a rationale excuse to review cases on a selective basis. As the results show, this puts the 

government in the bad light, eventually creating a clientele that is resistant and prejudicial to 

government initiatives. 

The government at this point must rethink of strategies to minimize the procedures, taking 

disasters as special cases that allows for broader exercise of political power of the local 

executives. 

A clearer mandate during disaster will prevent snail-paced delivery of more material needs, such 

as housing and economic packages (employment, income generating activities)  requiring greater 

screening to prioritize beneficiaries. 

In the case of Mountain Province, the Office of the Governor, Municipal Mayor of Tadian, and 

the Barangay Local Government Units, went beyond the call of duty by insuring the safety and 

welfare of those who were victims of the unforeseen event. 

The “Binnadang” or “Ob-obbo” Practices: The LGU’s and TESDA’s Best Practice 

The government is at its best during disasters, regardless of the mammoth bureaucracy that it has 

Figure 8.  How Expectations from the 
Government were addressed 
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to deal with. They manage to come up with best practices built like pieces of a puzzle; its 

completion seen after the disaster; providing them a clearer picture and direction and be better 

prepared for ensuing disasters. The government, in particular, the provincial, municipal and 

barangay level remained true to their mandate of mitigating the impact of disaster, skirting some 

protocol and bureaucracy in the process. The “Binnadang” or “Ob- Obbo” practices in Mountain 

Province were practices observed  during the  Kayan tragedy. 

People from all walks of life, government agencies and non-government organizations helped in 

every little way they can. 

The strong collaboration between the Local Government Unit and the Technical Education and 

Skills Development Authority can be seen in Mountain Province, particularly in the EARN 

(Enhancing Assistance through Rehabilitation Network) project. This was initiated by the 

TESDA as part of its assistance given to the typhoon victims of Kayan, Tadian. 

TESDA has a three pronged direction for technical vocational education and training (TVET) – 

TVET for social integration, TVET for rural development and TVET for global competitiveness. 

Integrating this vision now of the authority, TESDA in Mountain Province collaborated with the 

Provincial Local Government Unit through the Development Alternatives in Livelihood 

Opportunities for Growth (DALOG) Project,  Municipal Local Government Unit of Tadian, 

Barangay Local Government Unit  of Kayan East and Kayan West, Department of Labor and 

Employment, and the Christian Community Foundation (a non-government organization). 

Aside from rehabilitation and helping the victims rebuild their houses and give them hope, the 

project aimed at enhancing their quality of life and empowering them to be more competitive in 

the labor market.  A respondent narrates how much he appreciated the training from TESDA. 

 

An amount was earmarked for the EARN project with TESDA-Mountain Province as the  lead 

agency. This was coordinated to the respective agencies/organizations that resulted in three 

training programs: Carpentry, Masonry, and Housewiring the following: 

  

 

TESDA not just rebuild houses but they rebuild broken dreams too; with the training I got from 

TESDA I earn about Php250.00/day; I was already working as a carpenter even when I was 25 years 

old; but there is really a great difference when you learn new techniques; this I was able to acquire 

from the trainings provided by TESDA; I hope TESDA will also conduct training on painting and 

finishing techniques; I am even glad that I became a trainor too; It is like looking back then when I 

was a “peon” and I look at my trainees now who are eager to learn;  I hope they become like me; 

there is no reason why someone like me who finish only high school cannot be successful;  TESDA  

can pave the way to help us join mainstream employment. 
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Table 3. Breakdown of Financial Assistance from the Provincial Government Aid  to  TESDA:  

Development Alternatives in Livelihood Opportunities for Growth 

 

 
Source of Funds: Provincial Government of Mountain Province Appropriations Ordinance #110 
Series 2009 
 

The Training cum-production scheme proved to be a very effective scheme that has  efficiently 

used government funds, complimenting the assistance coming from a non- government 

organization. The CCF (Christian Children’s Fund) provided for the materials for constructing the 

core houses while TESDA provided for the training program on Carpentry, Masonry and House 

Wiring. These training programs both benefitted participants (some of them lost their homes 

during the disaster) as well as those who were building their houses. The hollow blocks produced 

under Masonry were distributed to those who were building  their houses. Priority was given to 

those who were not able to receive any materials from the CCF. Plastering, Carpentry and House 

wiring trainees likewise worked for the core houses. This also paved the way for them to be 

assessed and eventually get a National  Certificate level II that will later on help them in looking 

for a job. Some personal accounts from the respondent show the impact on lives of those who 

joined the training. Per capita per beneficiary was at P3,259.45 (see Table 3). In terms of returns, 

it had helped equip beneficiaries to becoming employable and enabling them to earn at least 

P150.00 to P250.00 per day. Aside from the assistance they get from having their houses built “for 

free” and saving on costs. 

 

would like to have more training on carpentry; finishing; Probably, I would become  confident 

later when applying for a job;  meantime I will practice and work with my foreman. 

The training cum production scheme also promotes the bayanihan spirit or what the people in 

Mountain Province call as “binnadang”or “Ob-Obbo.” It further gives the direct beneficiaries 

I used to be a farmer before the TESDA training; the training opened venues for me to earn   at least 

Php150.00/day; I am from Cadso; my neighbor informed me if I could join the  TESDA training he 

would bring me along; I did and I have not regretted the decision; I 

 
16 
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(core shelter) to be part of the program (inclusiveness) rather than just receiving regular dole- 

outs from the government. 

Vulnerability patterns are dominant among those who have less entitlement in life. They are those 

with seasonal employment, the jobless, the children, and the women. 

 

Social capital and familial network provided a safety net to the victims. While assistance was 

perceived to be selective, it provided greater opportunities to those who are members of an 

organization and eased the impact of sudden financial losses. 

The enormous task of the government to take on a greater responsibility where the private sector 

left, provides a venue for the government to review its bureaucracy during disasters; decisions 

and delivery of basic services has to be address at the soonest possible time. The time lag from 

the bureaucratic set-up puts well-meaning projects and objectives in bad light; in the long the 

agony of waiting can translate into resistant attitude on government programs and projects. 

The emotional state of the respondents is ambiguous. The emotional state cannot be  identified 

whether the state is due to the tragedy or out of the financial turmoil the  respondents currently 

The Filipino attitude of hoping for better, helped the victims regain their sense of self-worth after 

the tragedy. 

The lack of secure employment makes the victims vulnerable to financial losses. For those who 

are vulnerable, a little disaster could mean taking a way time from their usual source of livelihood 

which border from barely getting enough to just enough for the family needs. A disaster can break 

this cycle, cutting a deeper slash on the pocket of the victims. This makes  it doubly difficult for 

them to go back to normal when financial loss becomes a pressing matter, they could immediately 

swing back to an emotion more serious than what they have experienced during the disaster. In 

this way EARN project of TESDA Mountain Province helped rebuild LIFE. 

The documentary established that the ability of the survivors to overcome the trauma of the 

disaster was through government effort. There are three major areas that had strong connection 

with the fast rehabilitation of the victims of the disaster. 

 

Human Development. The ability of the victims to recover financial loss is highly dependent on 

their educational attainment. After a week or two, those with stable employment can immediately 

go back to work. This can ease the financial burden, allowing one to slowly recover from the 

devastation of the disaster.  

The educational attainment shows a large number of the respondents are elementary and high 

school level. If education is highly correlated with employment, the data revealed that most of the 

victims are hardly employed in stable occupation, making them vulnerable to the onslaught of 

disaster. Intervention from the public sector becomes a most immediate action to propel them to 

more productive activities. The need for non-formal education and trainings is part of the 

rehabilitation program that the government can adopt.  

 

Infrastructure Development. Given the geographical characteristics of Kayan, Tadian in general; 

preventive, mitigating and rehabilitation of naturally prone disaster areas becomes necessary even 

before another disaster should occur.  

Infrastructure plans must complement the scenic beauty of the region. This implies that 

infrastructure must not result to massive earth or soil movement, but rather follow the contours 

and topography of the region.  

While a sizeable initial investment is necessary to complement natural aesthetic beauty with man-
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made development, in the long run, these development plans are better options that low investment 

infrastructure that encroach on the natural beauty and contours of the natural resource requiring 

recurrent maintenance.  

 

Economic Reforms. There is a need for well-structured economic reforms to address involuntary 

and seasonal unemployment in the region.  

Involuntary unemployment is highly related to structural unemployment. Those with low 

education attainment and has no skill to speak of has a low coping mechanism to join mainstream 

employment; they will be those who cannot cope up with structural changes brought about by new 

techniques and technology in a highly globalize economy.  

In the long run, when no development interventions are provided, they will be economically 

excluded and will be among those who will be eventually involuntarily unemployed.  

They are those who are willing to be employed, but they cannot find jobs due to structural changes 

in the market; with more competitive labor markets, victims of disasters who possessed the 

characteristics of the economically excluded individuals, may find it difficult to recover 

emotionally and financially. The impact of financial burden of rebuilding their lives and properties 

can aggravate an emotional state largely due to the loss of a loved one. The emotional state of 

sadness can progress to feeling of frustrations and hopelessness.  

Thus, victims with lesser endowments may have also less entitlement in mainstream labor market. 

When the allocative function of a free market fails; it is the duty of the government to provide the 

check on these market failures.  

The EARN project has also captured the four basic elements of good governance: transparency, 

accountability, participation, and rule of law (that being, they were not only limited to their 

respective mandates but they were able to go beyond, and converged, using that very same 

mandate to enable them to respond immediately).  

 

Recommendations 

Human Development. Formal education may not be had in the short run, but TESDA through the 

EARN project can build a competent manpower who can truly become competitive in the labor 

market. The government, in particular the provincial and municipal government units, must insure 

a full financial, manpower and structural support to the Assessment and Certification and Rural 

Development training programs. As local leaders this helps in preserving the centuries old tradition 

of the Cordilleran- the “BINNADANG or OB-OBBO practices (Bayanihan System)”.  

The realization of this vision provides a two-pronged strategy: First, of addressing the need to 

put those disadvantaged by formal education, join the mainstream labor market, by insuring that 

they are fully equipped and meets the industry requirement of a worker capable of 

complementing the requirement of a highly globalize economy. Second, it indirectly inculcates 

the Cordilleran culture of self-help, which the workers can carry in their place of work. This 

enables them to easily integrate as part of a team. This way their non-formal education and 

technical training equips them with a means to easily assimilate in the labor market and pave 

their inclusion to the larger goal of the country’s development goal.  

 

Infrastructure Development. It is then hoped that preventive measures focused on the construction 

of drainage, canals and regrading of slopes. While mitigating measures be focused on preserving 

and protecting the already vulnerable features of the mountain are a must while preserving the 

aesthetic beauty of the natural resource.  
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Government can be the prime mover of providing greater entitlements to those who are less 

endowed in life, brought largely by the onslaught of a disaster. Broadening the entitlements of the 

victims can help them rebuild dreams washed away by the disaster.  

 

Economic Development. Seasonal unemployment can be mitigated by providing continuous 

employment after harvest season. Post-harvest and processing facilities are important components 

of sustaining employment among farming households.  

In cases, however, where the target areas are below poverty threshold, government subsidy is 

necessary to build support infrastructure to complement skills acquisition. Skills acquisition must 

be transformed into actual output. After, all capital must complement labor for output to be 

realized.  

 

Replication  
In disasters, it is recommended that the organizations also consider a wider scope, to include social 

recovery program and stress debriefing to the recipients aside from physical and human 

infrastructure.  

A full documentation of similar projects is also encouraged to be replicated later on, not only in 

times of disaster, but also in pursuit of good governance. Such projects and documentations will 

later on be used as inputs for legislation and eventually come out with a policy.  
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A test of relationship between organizational culture and organizational readiness for 

change in a Philippine-based outsourcing cooperative 

 

Maria Ysabel B.Bordador 

 

Abstract 

This paper looks  into  the influence  of organizational  culture,  among  other  organizational  factors, 

to change readiness. This paper aims to identify the prevalent culture and the level of readiness  

dominant  in  each organizational  unit  with  focus  on full   time  regular  and probationary  employees 

of PHRMC, a Philippine-based outsourcing cooperative-an industry that is believed to be not 

extensively  studied.  By testing  the relationship   of organizational  culture  and readiness  to change,   

it is hoped that the organization may be given the necessary  guidance  to permit  them  to deal with 

rapid and radical changes. The correlational study is anchored on the Denison Model of Cultural  

Traits. It intends to test the correlation of these variables using the survey  instrume nts  OCS by 

Denison  and OCRBS by Armenakis  and will  be statistically  treated  using  the  SPSS Software  vs 

20. 

 

Studies show significantly high rate of change failure associated with organizational factors, 

specifically  organizational  culture.  Truly,   today‟s  contemporary  businesses  are faced by a variety 

of changes prompted by intense competition, changing customer  preferences,  legal regulatory 

tensions, demands  and intensifying  expectancies which  bring  opportunities  and risks for 

businesses. Whatever the reason, embracing constant and continuous change is essential for business 

success (Madsen,  2005) to ensure  its  survival  and sustained  growth  (d'Aveni,  1995 ; geist 

science.com). Businesses  need  to stay ahead of the competition  to keep their  operations  going  

and  because shaping  the  organization  to the  kind  of culture   that  supports  change  is integral,   a 

certain  level  of readiness  is necessary  to support the organization‟s   goals. 

 

 

Chapter I 

The  Problem and Its Background 

Today‟s contemporary businesses are faced by a variety of changes prompted by intense competition,  

changing customer preferences,  legal  and  regulatory  tensions,  demands   and  intensifying  expectancies  

which  brings  both  opportunities  and   risks   for   businesses.   Although  these  changes  occur  continually, 

its   outcome   is   still  uncertain.   Change  might   be  small  or  large but its  effects  on  employee  attitude  

and  behavior  might  be  huge (Shah  and  Shah,  2010;  Journal of  Enterprise   Information  Management,   

2010).     These   strategic  changes  in  organizations  involve a  variety  of  transformation  efforts  (geist  

science.com) in  order  to  ensure  its  survival  and  sustained  growth (d'Aveni,  1995  ;  geist  

science.com) and  whatever the  reason,  embracing constant and continuous change is  now  essential  

for business  success  (Madsen,  2005).  This argument is true as organizations now become more 

conscious in  assessing  multiple  factors  that influence change readiness.  A  certain  level  of  readiness  

to  change  is  necessary  to  support  the goals and objectives of the organization  for these  businesses 

need  to  stay  ahead  of  the  competition  to keep their  operations  going. 

Strategic change takes several forms- merger and  acquisitions,  revitalizing  an  established  brand,  

introducing  new  one  large  integrated  enterprise-wide   technology,   shaping   corporate culture, 

improving standards, restructuring processes  and  outsourcing  non-core  activities  among others. These 

initiatives are  just some that organizations  consider  now  to  cope  up  with  the changing customer 
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preferences and management‟s directives (d„ Aveni, 1995). Strategies such as outsourcing, 

globalization, automation, rightsizing, reengineering, and repositioning all lead to change in doing 

business and organizations have to be ready for all these otherwise they will be left behind the 

competition (Kumar & Kamalanabhan, 2005). These change initiatives have been introduced and 

developed in order to improve the organizational performance and achieve sustainable competitive 

advantage (Wanberg and Banas, 2000; By, 2007; Shah, 2011; Fuentes- Henriquez and Del Sol, 

2012; Journal of Organizational Change Management, 2014). 

 

Literature has identified potential drivers for change- individual factors (perceived control, 

flexibility, openness to change, commitment to change, engagement, differences in individual life 

experiences, motivational levels, knowledge, attitudes, and behavioral patterns), demographics 

(years of service, age, gender, employment position, and education) and geographical factors 

(location and work shift, nature of business). However, scholars have explained that the success 

of change is built around the unique attributes of the organization (Journal of European Industrial 

Training, 2014; Yusof, Mohd Wira, Said & Nazirah, 2010 ; Lim, 2008). For this reason, 

organizational factors (corporate culture, leader support, social support, communication and work 

climate, alignment of workforce with business objectives) are the ones that are given much 

consideration now for it has shown to some extent that it has the greatest association to readiness 

for change. Drawing from this argument, there seem to have enough reasons to believe that any 

step or program focusing on changing the organization that are taken without culture as 

consideration often have unforeseen consequences –typically negative ones when related to 

successful change (Lakos & Gray, 2000). Since change is a constant phenomenon and is something 

that organizations have to deal with all the time, today‟s businesses are now struggling to assess 

organizational readiness for change for literature has found significantly high rate of change failure 

associated with organizational factors, specifically organizational culture (Klein and Sorra, 1996; 

Abdul Rashid et al., 2004; Soltani and Wilkinson, 2010; Abdolshah and Abdolshah, 2011; Choi 

and Ruona, 2011; Journal of Organizational Change Management, 2014). As organizations strive 

for greater competitive advantage, they need to understand change not only as a constant 

phenomenon but as a mark of progress. Organizational change is something that has to be handled 

cautiously for it has emotive elements and people may respond to it either with excitement and 

enthusiasm or resistance and defiance. Sense of responsibility and ownership are highly desirable 

traits during times of change and in today‟s highly competitive business, organizations have to 

engage in a better management strategy that will ensue performance effectiveness (Wilkins & 

Ouchi, 1983). Shaping the organization to a state and culture where people are ready to accept 

change has greater significance when management is contemplating and implementing change. 

 

In assessing change readiness, organizations have to understand that today‟s workforce is more 

diverse and people may have different behavioral patterns, perceptions and set of beliefs that 

dictates how they work. The changing work values and the presence of multi-generations just 

prove how today‟s workforce is highly distinct. Employees may have different beliefs and adopt 

different values based on differences on training, policies and attitudes (Lyons, et al., 2009).It is 

for this reason that organizations have to look at organizational factors, specifically the 

organizational culture as a possible influence to change readiness and change readiness in turn as 

a driver for successful change implementation. Literature has supported the long held view that 

certain culture traits are conducive to change. Many have argued that the failure of change efforts 

and initiatives are due to the characteristics of the industry itself which make change and 
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innovation difficult to evolve.  

 

Philippine businesses now feel the need to shape the organizations to a culture that will support 

change and during these challenging times, organizational leaders are faced with the tasks of 

managing and implementing successful change initiatives (Carver, 2012). The Harris, 2009) and 

for businesses to remain competitive, they must effectively assess organizational readiness in the 

adoption and institutionalization of these changes. To implement rapid change successfully, 

information is needed about the relationship between organizational culture and readiness to 

change (Steele-Johnson, Debra, Anupama Narayan & Steinke, 2013; www.humansynergist 

ics.com).  

 

The prospects of manpower outsourcing cooperative industry in the Philippines, for instance, are 

promising. Their presence seems to be felt more nowadays as businesses recognize outsourcing as 

a growing trend of large companies which require the services of external parties to provide or 

manage manpower requirements of the client companies. Outsourcing has been a work 

arrangement that takes place everywhere. Today, any function that requires substantial system 

investments, support or expertise is being outsourced more and more; e.g. accounting, pension 

administration and training (Azucena, 2010). However, despite their dominance in the market, 

these manpower outsourcing cooperatives also feel the burden of effectively managing change 

readiness amongst employees. Organizations know fully that, not all keep an open mind towards 

introduction of new organizational structure, processes, systems and technologies for fear of 

possible failure while some simply feel the need for these changes but do not know how to assess 

their readiness towards these changes and innovation. Some companies feel the need to embrace 

the much needed upgrading and modification which will in turn give them a competitive 

advantage. Organizations are under great pressure to be prepared to cope with these pressing 

changes in order to survive in the competitive global marketplace (Lawson and Price, 2003; 

Fuentes-Henriquez and Del Sol, 2012; Journal of Organizational Change Management, 2014). 

Businesses or industries need to constantly look at several approaches to prepare their employees 

to whatever change is expected ahead of them.  
 

Company XYZ, a Philippine owned fashion retail company, recognizes the competition out there 

in the market. With its goal to be the most admired Asian Fashion company, the organization 

continues to make a mark in the global scene through business expansion. As a way of coping up 

with the changing customer preferences, varying trends and also in response to the strategic 

business direction, the organization has come to understand the vital role of outsourcing partners 

to augment the additional manpower they need to keep their business operations going. Since the 

launch of Paramount Human Resource Manpower Cooperative (PHRMC), a Philippine-based 

outsourced human capital solutions cooperative, Company XYZ has maintained its partnership 

with them since year 2005. Of the nine (9) outsourcing suppliers that Company XYZ has partnered 

with, PHRMC so far has the greatest contribution to majority of its contract staff manning. Today‟s 

workforce gets bigger and the demand for it gets even higher as the organization looks at ending 

the year 2015 to at least close to 700 stores. With this ambitious target, the organization has also 

come to realize the challenge it will bring most especially to PHMRC who is the main source of 

their staffing requirements. For June 2015, Company XYZ‟s employee headcount shoot up to as 

high as 3,500 where about 1,900 of it comprised of outsourced staffs and only around 1,500 of it 

are directly hired. With this trend, PHMRC must anticipate higher demands for the succeeding 
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months and even years to come. They must be able to cope up with their client‟s strategic direction 

and eventually align with them. However in today‟s competitive era, some practices might just 

not be enough anymore. The current systems and procedures might be too obsolete already and 

might need upgrading to adapt to the existing business demands. Since Company XYZ is going 

global and the expansion plan is clearly defined, the business is now concerned on how their 

outsourcing partners can manage to cope up with their ambitious but realistic demands. These 

expansion efforts of Company XYZ could be relatively small but the impact to their outsourcing 

business partners could be huge. For both organizations to work efficiently and collaboratively, a 

certain level of readiness to change has to be established to ensue success of these change efforts 

and improvements. PHRMC has to shape the organization to the kind of culture that is conducive 

to change to ensure the best performance.  

 

PHRMC recognizes the need for continuous improvement and innovation but is challenged by the 

fact that these planned changes and modifications, particularly on organizational structure made it 

difficult for some of their employees to adopt easily (ir.library.oregonstate.edu). The increasing 

demands of their client companies require them to constantly review their processes and systems 

and do necessary upgrading to make it more adaptable to the specific needs of their business 

partners. These changes are not only limited to the process and systems but entirely modify or 

transform a business structure. These transformations call for movements, specifically transfers 

that more often have emotional impact to people. Change is often difficult and since it has emotive 

elements, organizations have to be really cautious about implementing change initiatives for it will 

not only break existing structures by creating new ones but it also creates a state of anxiety, 

uncertainty most especially for the change adopter.  

 

In the past year, PHRMC has been facing multi-faceted organizational changes in response to 

changing customer preferences. Currently, the organization has seven(7) major accounts and each 

client company has a distinct team assigned to cater their needs. With its relatively small 

organizational set up, PHMRC only has two (2) major organizational units working together- the 

Human Resource and Accounting departments. With its cooperative set up, it is understood that 

the firm is legitimately owned and operated by its worker members. The membership is open and 

voluntary. Being a labor-managed firm, the organization is characterized by democratic control at 

all levels and workers are expected to share in its profits. The cooperative set up calls for a more 

collaborative and highly involved workforce. However despite the cooperative set up, PHRMC 

Human Resource Manager Ms. Pena has openly shared the challenge of change implementation, 

particularly on the firm‟s structure which has caused serious implications on work relations. 

People affected by the movements and breaking of teams were emotionally upset and distressed 

(J. Pena, personal communication, February 10, 2015).  

 

Since its early implementation on April 2014, the shift has continued as the management feels the 

need for a change in organizational structure which required movements (transfers, breaking of 

teams, changes in job description, need for additional manning) to further strengthen their efforts 

in achieving process improvement. What used to be an account management set up (one 

representative per client doing multiple functions) shifted to a more specialized set up where 

separation of duties allowed more room for focus on specific areas, i.e. recruitment, accounting 

separated with payroll, billing. These changes affected the working relationship of some of 
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employees who belong to the core support groups, Human Resource department and Accounting 

department as they were emotionally distressed or upset due to the detachment caused by the re- 

alignment in the organizational structure. Further, the new set up influenced transparency as it 

affected openness among employees. Pena however, cited they have not experienced major issues 

and concerns on employee turnover despite the recent modification in the organizational structure. 

Still, the organization is struggling to assess the change readiness of their employees and they are 

also in constant battle in maintaining a culture that will elicit positive response from these people 

for any changes in structures and systems. 

 

PHRMC is concerned whether the organizational culture plays a vital role on their employee‟s 

readiness to change. By carefully assessing organizational culture and readiness to change, 

PHRMC hopes to make employees understand the need for these changes, realize how it will 

benefit them and make them feel that they are capable of handling these changes through the 

support they get from leaders and the organization. The organization faces the unique challenge of 

maintaining an organizational culture flexible enough to support their personnel. This flexibility 

is required as employees may have different beliefs and adopt different values based on differences 

on training, policies and attitudes (Lyons, et al., 2009). The organization acknowledges that some 

respond to change through intense resistance and avoidance, and other individuals respond through 

staunch support (Cole, Harris, & Bernerth, 2006). PHRMC is aiming for global competitiveness, 

their aim for the year 2015 is “oneness” and integration of HR Operations and the support teams 

as the company now embraces the value of teamwork and partnership. This oneness, as cited by 

the organization, calls for a smooth collaboration between groups. HR is not only HR but a 

business partner working closely with other departments to guarantee smooth flow of 

organizations (Walinga, 2008). To ensure the effective implementation of change, organizational 

leaders must understand how members of the organization prepare for changes in their 

environment (Walinga, 2008).  
 

Though there have been quite a number of studies on organizational culture (OC) (Abdullah, Nor 

Hazana, Alina Shamsuddin, Eta Wahab & Nor Aziati Abdul Hamid, 2014) and readiness for 

change (RC) done, very limited has been found to have focused on the context of outsourced 

human capital solutions cooperatives in the Philippines. Much research has been devoted to 

studying organizational culture and its relation (Mujeeb, 2011; www.usimr.org) to change 

readiness on a variety of field but largely on manufacturing and retail industry (Choi, Myungweon, 

& Wendy E.A. Ruona,2013; Carver, 2012; Khan, 2011, Haffar et al, 2012, Lim, 2008; Najem, 

Hom Dhakal, Labib & Bennett, 2013; Armenakis et al., 1993; Weiner, 2009; Choi 

andRuona,2011;Ebyetal.,2000;AbdulRashid etal.,2004;Jonesetal.,2005;Bairdetal., 2011; 

Hernandez-Mogollon et al., 2010; Beer, Eisenstat, & Spector, 1990; Gelaidan & Ahmad, 2013; 

Kanter, 2008; Meyerson, 2001; Stadler, 2007; Fralicx, Spreier, & Vestal, 1997; Huq & Martin, 

2001; Narine & Persaud, 2003; Narine & Persaud, 2003; Silverthorne, 2004). 

 

The study of Lim (2008)  has  explained  the  relationship  of  organizational  culture  and readiness  to  

change  (www.researchgate.net)  by  describing  that change  is  easier  to  implement within organizational 

cultures that are supportive and empowering of employees (Sopow,  2007). Further, Lim (2008) 

explained that healthy and strong cultures usually create constructive and  encouraging  organizational  

climatic  conditions  that are  flexible  to  new  ways   of   carrying   out things. Invariably, there seem to 

be a sense of security and firmness in a  culture  that is  open to innovation and change (Brodsky, 2006). 
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This supports the notion of Mdletye, Coetzee &  Ukpere (2014) which explains how participation and 

involvement takes on greater significance when organizations are anticipating and implementing change. 

Participative programs are beneficial in conquering resistance to change which is one of the reasons why 

so many change efforts and  interventions (letuleevauva2012.pdf ?sequejulkari.fi),  just for want of  such  

measures,  falter  and  result in organizational  failure  (Kotter  and  Schlesinger,  1979;  Kotter  and  

Heskett,  1992). Consistent  with  the  aforementioned  analyses,  Cameron  and  Quinn‟s   (2006)  work  

also  supports the proposition that adaptable cultures are supportive of organizational change and are  

flexible  in  relation  to the changing environment. the contrary, organizational culture can act as a 

barrier (Yusof, 2011 ; thescipub.com) to successful change implementation depending on its 

personality (O'Connor & Fiol, 2006). For instance, any efforts to promote new behaviors that are 

incoherent with current cultural realities are likely to meet resistance and refusal (O'Connor & 

Fiol, 2006; www.swdsi.org).  

 

Past literatures have confirmed the direct link between organizational culture which is necessary 

to institutionalize a successful organizational change (Fralicx, Spreier, & Vestal, 1997; 

geistscience.com). If the culture and climate of an organization are not favorable to accepting 

change, efforts will be unsuccessful regardless of the desires, plans and strategies of management 

(Hajjar, 2005 ; Fu, Shih- Lung, Shou-Yan Chou, Chi-Kuang Chen & Chi-Wei Wang). The results 

of many research and exploration studies confirmed this by demonstrating that OC  influences the 

success of change readiness, as well as the performance of the organization (Kwantes and 

Boglarsky, 2007; Kuo and Kuo, 2010; Naor et al., 2010; Prajogo and McDermott, 2011; Journal 

of Organizational Change Management, 2014). On the other hand, it was debated that ignoring the 

effects of OC is one of the prevalent obstacles in employing many new change initiatives in 

organizations (Journal of Organizational Change Management, 2014 ; Cameron and Quinn ,1999; 

www.strategicstudiesinstitute.army.mil).  

 

These reviews as presented in the literature had led the present researcher to believe that there is 

indeed a relationship between organizational culture and readiness to change as backed by quite a 

number of studies (www.internationalconference.com.my), majority of which have been based 

exclusively on American, Syrian and Kuwaiti samples, among others. Given this limitation, the 

current study aims to examine the relationship of organizational culture and readiness (Weiner, 

2008; medicinaycomplejidad.org) to change using a Filipino sample (a group that is believed to 

have been unexamined extensively) particularly in a service related industry to test the adaptability 

of the key findings discovered in primarily non-Filipino samples. 

 

After careful review of literature and testing the relationship of the variables presented, it is hoped 

that the present study will not only establish the dominant culture traits of each organizational units 

of organization, as well as the level of readiness to change (www.projekti- instituutti.fi) on a per 

department basis but create a conscious effort to shape the organization to that kind of culture that 

can help make change successful. These changes, whether it is about people, organization or 

technological means will always draw different behaviors and as what literature has explained, 

there are certain kinds of culture that are considered conducive and compatible with change. 

Anchoring on this idea, the researcher has developed the interest to have an in depth study of both 

variables- organizational culture and readiness to change as well as their relationship with each 

other to further understand the necessary interventions needed to ensue change success on 

organizational level.  
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Objectives of the Study 

The objectives of the study are:  
1) To identify the dominant culture traits in all organizational units of the company using Denison‟s 

Organizational Culture Survey (OCS).  

2) To determine the levels of readiness to change of each of the organizational units of the company 

using Organizational Change Recipients‟ Beliefs Scale (OCRBS).  

3) To determine the strength of relationship between readiness to change and the kind of cultural traits 

an organizational unit have based on employee perceptions.  

 

Statement of the Problem 

The organization must be given the guidance necessary to permit them to deal with the requirement 

for rapid, radical and fundamental change (Griffith, 2010) but for any successful change, 

measuring organizational culture should precede all these. It is easier to predict which measures 

of change will turn out to be effective (www.ocai-online.com) and by this, the management will 

have more grip on change. Assessing where the organization is now and where it wants to go can 

generate the momentum for change. Understanding the link allows organizations to anticipate 

resistance to change but also offers starting points to encourage employees and thus use their 

energy and creativity that leads to more support for change (www.ocai-online.com). It is the basis 

for a step-by-step, systematic change plan (www.ocai- online.com). 

 

The results of this study may contribute to a better grasp and sense (scholarworks.gsu.edu) of the 

relationships between organizational culture and readiness for change within organizations 

(Journal of Organizational Change Management, 2014). Findings of the study will be useful for 

leaders facing challenges when maneuvering the change process. Leaders should be aware that 

organizational culture must be taken into account as a potentially relevant factor in the ways in 

which people are ready to change. Since culture has emotive elements and change is frequently 

emotional, it is important for leaders to be aware of the culture of the organization (Smollan & 

Sayers, 2009 ; aut.researchgateway.ac.nz).  

 

The results of this study will also provide needed scholarly material focusing on connections 

between organizational culture and readiness to change in the Philippine context (eprint 

s.oum.edu.my). The results of the study can assist today's organizational leaders to assess their 

coping readiness as well as of those they lead. The outcome can also provide practical insight for 

increasing the probability of organizational success (Cowley, 2007).  

 

 

Scopes and Limitations 

The study will focus on knowing the relationship of organizational culture and readiness to change 

(www.internationalconference.com.my) and it will primarily be concentrated to one (1) 

outsourced human capital solutions cooperative provider only, Paramount Human Resource Multi- 

Purpose Cooperative. Though the organization has several satellite offices nationwide, only 

employees assigned at the main office in Quezon City will be part of the study. Both employees 

on probationary and regular status will serve as respondents of the study. The current study being 

future- oriented, will look at the existing cultural profile of each of the organizational units and 

will assess employees‟ readiness for future changes bound to happen. The respondents will not be 
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asked to evaluate or assess their perception of a change that has transpired already. With this, the 

researcher believes it would be more relevant to account all full time employees, both probationary 

and regular in status as respondents of the study, regardless of their tenure with the company. 

 

While there are multiple factors associated with coping readiness for organizational change, the 

study will only focus on determining the relationship of organizational factors specifically, 

organizational culture on readiness to change. Other organizational factors such as leader support, 

social support, communication and work climate will not be covered. The study will likewise not 

involve other factors such as demographics (years of service, age, gender, employment position, 

and education), individual factors (perceived control, flexibility, openness to change, commitment 

to change, and engagement), and geographic factors (location and work shift). 

 

 

 

 

Chapter III 

 

Theoretical 

Framework 

The research framework is adapted from the study of Denison (2012). The Denison model is based 

on over two decades of research linking culture to critical performance measures (dsa.umich.edu) 

and it has explained how the cultural traits of mission, consistency, adaptability and involvement 

relate to change readiness (www.denisonconsulting.com).  

 

The Denison Model was developed by Dr. Daniel Denison, formerly of the University of 

Michigan Business School, and currently Professor of Organization Development at IMD - 

International Institute of Management Development in Lausanne, Switzerland (dsa.umich.edu). 

Dr. Denison‟s research concentrates on the relation between organizational culture and 

performance measures such as efficiency, growth, quality, innovation, and customer and employee 

satisfaction (dsa.umich.edu). There are four (4) key traits in the Denison Model and each of these 

organizational traits is further broken down into four indexes (dsa.umich.edu). The Denison Model 

and survey help us explore four key questions:  

 

Mission: Do we know  where  we are going  (dsa.umich.edu)? 

Adaptability: Are   we   able   to  change   and   adapt   in   response  to  the   needs of  our 

customers  (www.iimahd.ernet.in)  and the  marketplace? 

Involvement: Are our people  aligned,   engaged,  and  capable (dsa.umich.edu)? 

Consistency: Do  we  have   the  values,  systems  and  processes  in  place  to    execute  and 

deliver  on our  mission  (dsa.umich.edu)? 

 

http://www.denisonconsulting.com/
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Figure 1: The Denison Model  of 

Culture Traits and Indexes 
 

The Denison Model and survey acknowledge and assess these dynamic tensions and offer valuable 

insights about how effectively we are managing them (dsa.umich.edu). Anchoring from this 

existing body of knowledge, the author presents an illustration of the perceived relationship 

between organizational culture and organizational readiness for change as seen on Figure 2 

(Kondakci, Yasar, Kadir Beycioglu, Mehmet Sincar & Celal Teyyar Ugurlu, 2015). The image 

gives a simplified transaltion of Denison‟s Model of Key Traits and Indexes:  

 

 

Figure 2: Theoretical Framework: Author’s Representation of Denison’s Model of Key 

Traits and Indexes  

Drawing from the aforementioned body literature as discussed on the earlier chapter, four 

classifications or categories of factors which affect innovation and change readiness can be 

identified: firm characteristics, resources, market, and external support factors (Yusof, Nor'Aini 

Binti,2010).Thepresentstudywillbelookingatfirmcharacteristics, specifically the organizational 

culture which is also referred to as transformational factor or long term lever, as an influence to 

change readiness. The research model articulates two main variables- organizational culture and 

readiness for change. Based on the related readings presented, theoretical debates and proposed 

associations and relationships, a conceptual framework is established as shown on Figure 3 

(Journal of Organizational Change Management, 2014):  
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Figure 3: Conceptual Framework of the Study  

To understand further the variables of the study, the operational framework is illustrated below. 

Basically, Figure 4 gives an overview of the key measures representing each dimension of the 

variables-organizational culture and readiness to change:  

Figure 4: Operational Framework   of the Study 

Statement of Hypothesis 

Based on the argument thus far, the succeeding hypotheses on the relationships between 

organizational culture (OC) and readiness for change are formulated: 

H1: Readiness to change is strongly associated with adaptability and involvement  

cultural traits. 

H2: Readiness to change is moderately associated with mission and consistency cultural  
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traits. 

H3: Readiness to Change is related to culture.  

 

 

Chapter IV 

Methodology 

 

Research Design 

The study will utilize a descriptive and correlational design to examine and observe the 

relationship of organizational culture and readiness to change (www.researchgate.net). The 

variables are defined as involvement, consistency, adaptability, and mission (Pool, Javad 

Khazaei, Ali Asadi, Peter Forte, & Mohammad Reza Ansari , 2014), all of which are elements of 

organizational culture (Denison & Neale, 1996; Pool, et al , 2014). The instrument Organizational 

Culture Survey (OCS) by Denison will be used for the study. However, the researcher will need 

to improve the wording of Denison's questionnaire to be more understandable to Paramount 

employees. Reliability testing will be done likewise. A pre-test of the revised Denison‟s 

questionnaire will be done to at least 15 samples to be drawn randomly from the employee 

masterlist provided by the human resource department. These fifteen (15) respondents will come 

from the core groups-human resource department and accounting department of an organization 

which has a similar cooperative set up as PHRMC. Once the reliability of the revised Denison 

OCS questionnaire is established, this will now be considered valid for use for the present study 

using the actual respondents from PHRMC-all probationary and regular employees of the human 

resource group and accounting department.  

The other variable is defined as readiness to change (Torppa , 2011 ; Dunham, Grube, Gardner, 

Cummings, & Pierce, 1989; Torppa, 2011) and will be measured using Organizational Change 

Recipients’ Belief Scale (OCRBS) by Armenakis et al, 2007 (digitalcommons.wku.edu) . The 

said instrument assesses organization‟s readiness for change by determining the extent to which 

the (Rangarajan, 2004) members‟ beliefs include necessary precursors to change, including 

discrepancy, appropriateness, efficacy, principal support and valence 

(digitalcommons.wku.edu). 

Surveys will be administered to all full time employees from various ranks and levels of 

responsibilities from within the organization, particularly from the core groups human resource 

department and accounting department- comprising those on regular and probationary 

employment status. The participants will be selected from a sampling frame provided by the human 

resource department. The respondents will be asked to complete demographic information for 

reference purposes only. The respondents‟ profile in terms of gender, age, years of service, job 

rank, employment status and educational level will be recorded for reference purposes 

(www.entrepreneur.com).  

Respondents of the Study 

The study will primarily be concentrated to one (1) manpower outsourcing provider only, 

Paramount Human Resource Multi-Purpose Cooperative. Surveys will be administered to all full 

time employees from various ranks and levels of responsibilities from within the organization, 

comprising those on regular and probationary employment status assigned at the Quezon City 

Corporate Office. Paramount Human Resource Multi-Purpose Cooperative was established in 

2005, a duly registered entity of the Cooperative Development Authority (CDA). Paramount 

started with 200 members and 2 business partners. After almost 9 years, they now have a roster of 
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more than 6,500 members deployed to 55 business partners (with group of companies and 

franchisees) with functions ranging from butchers, hotel housekeepers to store managers and 

management trainees. To support the needs of the members and the business partners, they have 

150 office-based personnel handling administration, accounting and human resources. With its 

cooperative set up, it is understood that the firm is legitimately owned and operated by its worker 

members. The membership is open and voluntary. Being a labor-managed firm, the organization 

is characterized by democratic control at all levels and workers are expected to share in its profits. 

Sampling Procedure/Plan  

The study will utilize both regular and probationary employees of PHMC, particularly those from 

the core groups human resource department and accounting department. A sample frame or 

complete employee masterlist will be provided by the Human Resource Department for easy 

identification of those who will be part of the study.  

 

Research Instruments 

Method of Data Collection 

Before the cascade, implementation of the study and data gathering, clearance will be obtained 

from the Human Resource department of the company. Procedures and timeline details will be 

clearly defined to make sure that the much needed responses are gathered on the date agreed by 

all. Once the survey questionnaire forms are approved and validated for usage, an orientation will 

be conducted on how the questionnaires will be accomplished. The questionnaire will be 

distributed among all full time direct hired office employees (both regular and probationary) of the 

outsourced human capital solutions cooperative, Paramount Human Resource Multi-Purpose 
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Cooperative in Quezon City.  

An interview with key human resource representatives will be made as well to understand 

fully the current situation and issues of the organization relating to change readiness 

(dspace.cc.tut.fi). A complete employee masterlist will be secured from human resource 

department. Before giving the questionnaire, the purpose of the study and questions will be 

expounded to the respondents so they can easily fill the questionnaire with appropriate responses 

(files.eric.ed.gov).  

A consent to record survey responses will be obtained and a confidentiality clause will be specified 

in every survey question form to assure respondents of the privacy of the data gathered. After 

collecting the accomplished survey forms, these questionnaires will be coded and entered into 

SPSS (version 20) for further examination and analysis.  

 

Methods of Data Analysis 

To facilitate analysis and interpretation, the data that will be gathered from the survey replies of 

the respondents and will be studied using the descriptive and quantitative method. The survey 

questionnaires given to the respondents will provide data coming from the employees‟ perspective. 

To address the main problem and objectives of the study, the data will be treated statistically to 

further understand the relationship of the variables. 

Using the Denison Organizational Culture Survey, (uir.unisa.ac.za) the dominant culture traits in 

all organization units or departments will be measured based on the following: Adaptability, 

Involvement, Mission and Consistency. Analysis of the data will be done using descriptive 

statistics and this method will include computing mean, frequencies and standard deviations. The 

highest scores for the dimensions of organizational culture will determine the culture prevalent in 

(www.lahoreschoolofeconomics.edu.pk) each of the organizational unit. The test instrument 

Organizational Change Recipients‟ Belief Scale (OCRBS) will be used on the 

(blog.mrbassonline.com) other hand, to measure the other variable, readiness to change, details of 

which were discussed above. 

The survey responses will be examined using Microsoft Office Excel data analysis and SPSS 

(version 20.0) statistical software. Using the Microsoft Office Excel, the survey scores of 

organizational culture (sper respondent and per organizational unit will be taken by averaging the 

scores that represent each organizational cultural trait in the survey. There will be a total of sixty 

survey responses for each respondent, each of the four cultural traits accounts for fifteen of the 

survey questions. An averaging of scores per respondent and per organizational unit or department 

will also be made on readiness to change based on the twenty four survey questions, each 

representing the five variables- discrepancy, appropriateness, efficacy, principal support and 

valence (jab.sagepub.com). The descriptive statistical analysis, particularly the mean, frequencies 

and standard deviations will help assess the dominant culture trait of each organizational unit and 

likewise determine the respondents‟ level of readiness for change.  

By using Spearman Rho correlation analysis, the researcher intends to prove the first 

and second hypothesis which asserts that “readiness to change is strongly associated with 

adaptability and involvement cultural traits” and “readiness to change is moderately associated 

with mission and consistency cultural traits” as what the literature have earlier presented. The data 

will be statistically tested using Spearman‟s rank correlation coefficient because it is appropriate 

for ordinal variables-the variables used for the present study. It is also a nonparametric measure of 

statistical dependence between two variables for distributions that are not normal. The said 

statistical treatment will be utilized for the study since it is appropriate in measuring the strength 
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and direction of association that exists between two variables measured on at least an ordinal scale. 

In the present study, there is a clear ordering of the variables. For instance, a 5-point Likert scale 

will be used to measure organizational culture (www.brunel.ac.uk) and rreadiness to change (e.g., 

a 5-point scale from “strongly agree” through to “strongly disagree”) (www.ohiolink.edu). Laerd 

Statistics (2013) explains that it is only appropriate to use a Spearman‟s correlation if the data 

“passes” two assumptions that are required for Spearman‟s correlation to give researchers a valid 

result. The present study is believed to have met the said assumptions (the two variables should be 

measured on ordinal scale and there needs to be a monotonic relationship between variables) 

since the variables under study are both on ordinal form as earlier discussed and there is a 

presumption explaining that when either the variable increase in value together, or as one variable 

increases, the other variable decreases.  

An examination of the difference between levels of readiness to change of Adaptability and 

Involvement-dominated organizational units versus Mission and Consistency-dominated 

organizational units will also be done using Kruskal-Wallis H Test. This statistical measure is 

also a non-parametric test-this means that it does not presume that the data or numbers come from 

a distribution that can be absolutely illustrated by two parameters, mean and standard deviation 

(the way a normal distribution can). The said statistical method is the best to test the third research 

hypothesis for the following reasons: first, the dependent variable (readiness to change) is 

measured at the ordinal level, particularly likert scales (e.g., a 5-point scale from “strongly agree” 

through to “strongly disagree”) (www.ohiolink.edu); secondly, the independent variable 

(organizational culture) consists of two categorical, independent groups (adaptability and 

involvement) and lastly, there is independence of observations which means that there is no 

association between the observations in each group or between the groups themselves. Laerd 

Statistics (2013) cited as example the different participants in each group with no participant being 

in more than one group. In the present study, respondents either belong to the human resource 

department or accounting division. No one belongs to more than one department. All of these 

assumptions have to be established to ensure that the statistical test or measure being used is 

appropriate for the study. It is believed that if the analysis will result to a p value of less or equal 

to 0.05 (digitalscholarship.unlv.edu), it is presumed that the readiness to change is related to 

organizational culture whereas if the analysis will result to a p value that is more than 0.05, it is 

believed that the variables are not related.  
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Abstract 

The research is conducted to evaluate the relationship between management philosophy and 

internal control of selected insurance companies along Session Road, Baguio City. For any 

insurance company, it is imperative to maintain a high level of internal controls and a good set of 

management philosophy in utilizing the premiums it has collected from customers. In the recent 

years, reports showed that inefficient internal controls accompanied with the participation of 

management in the misuse and misappropriation of the assets of firms have been the reason for 

numerous bankruptcies. The researchers therefor would like to know if the management 

philosophy is still being integrated into the internal control of the business entities. Based on the 

data gathered, both internal control and management philosophy of the insurance companies are 

highly implemented. Customer relationship is the management philosophy component which is 

most highly implemented. Crisis management had the least rating of implementation for 

management philosophy. The control environment and risk assessment are the components of 

internal control with the highest and lowest levels of implementation respectively. Among the 

component of internal control and management philosophy, monitoring activities and employee 

motivation had the highest correlation. Overall, there is a moderate relationship between internal 

control and management philosophy of insurance companies along Session Road, Baguio City.  

 

Keywords: Internal Control, Management Philosophy, Insurance, Effectiveness 

 

 

Introduction 

Internal control plays a very important role in the management of a business. It is designed to 

address identified risks that threaten the achievement of organizational objectives with regard to 

reliability of financial reporting, effectiveness and efficiency of operations, and compliance with 

laws and regulations (The Institute of Internal Auditors, 2008). Internal control is fundamental to 

the successful operation and day-to-day running of a business and it assists the company in 

achieving its business objectives (Hong Kong Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 2005). It 

encompasses all controls incorporated into the strategic, governance and management processes, 

covering the company’s entire range of activities and operations, and not just those directly related 

to financial operations and reporting. Its scope is not confined to those aspects of a business that 

could broadly be defined as compliance matters, but extends also to the performance aspects of a 

business. 
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According to Ochoge (2011), internal controls are systems comprising of the control environment 

and control procedures. The components of internal control are the control environment; risk 

assessment; control activity; information and communication systems; and monitoring. 

 

The control environment is the overall control consciousness of an organization effected by 

management through policies, procedures, ethical standards, and monitoring processes (Ofori, 

2011). The management including the governing board is responsible for making sure that the right 

controls are in place, and that they are performing as intended. Within the managerial ranks, the 

CEO provides the leadership needed to establish and guide an integrated internal control 

framework. He establishes a positive “tone at the top” by conducting an organization’s affairs in 

an honest and ethical manner and establishing accountability at all levels of the organization. If 

the CEO does not demonstrate strong support for internal controls, the organization as a whole 

will be unlikely to practice good internal controls (Dinapoli, 2010).The control environment 

includes the governance and management functions and the attitudes, awareness, and actions of 

those charged with governance and management concerning internal control and its importance in 

the entity (Ireneo, Ireneo, & James, 2012). 

 

According to Ochoge (2011), an internal control system is most effective when controls are built 

into the organization’s infrastructure, becoming part of the very essence of the organization’s 

success in terms of continued improvement on performance standards as part of the competitive 

advantage of the organization. It was also asserted that effective internal control is a tool that 

enhances good access to capital and ensures sustainability (Njanike, Mutengezanwa, & 

Gombarume, 2011). Internal controls are simply good business practices. Hence, ineffective 

internal controls result in ineffective programs and losses (Brian, 2013). 

 

Management philosophy is that set of rational principles which form the basis for guiding or 

controlling the operation or performance of a business activity. A truly effective management 

philosophy is a belief system that defines what is truly important to everyone within an 

organization, particularly how people within the organization should be treated in pursuit of best 

business practices (Management Philosophy Creates an Atmosphere for Success). Management 

philosophies and operating styles have an influence on the control environment particularly when 

management is dominated by one or few individuals (http://www.asu.edu/fs/documents/ 

icq/control_environment_icq.pdf). 

 

Since the management plays the major role in the formulation and adaptation of internal controls, 

it is important that these controls are not only identified, but also imbedded in their philosophy. 

According to Njanike et al (2011), effective internal controls provide a moral compass that guides 

leaders and staff when faced with ethical dilemmas, making it the foundation and building block 

upon which good corporate governance is built and sustained. 

 

Insurance means a collective bearing of risk. An insurance system, whether life or non-life, 

provides people with a reasonable degree of security and assurance that they will be compensated 

in the event of a calamity or a peril. It also helps the businessmen or individuals to protect 

themselves from catastrophic losses and to anticipate potential risk problems (Goyal & Jain, 2012). 

With this in mind, insurance companies should also give their customers the assurance that the 

business itself is thriving well as supported by a good internal control system under the supervision 

http://www.asu.edu/fs/documents/%20icq/control_environment_icq.pdf
http://www.asu.edu/fs/documents/%20icq/control_environment_icq.pdf
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of the management. Insurance companies should not add to the potential risks. 

 

In the recent years, reports showed that inefficient internal controls accompanied with the 

participation of management in the misuse and misappropriation of the assets of firms have been 

the reason for numerous bankruptcies.  Among them includes HIH Insurance of Australia and 

Legacy Group of Companies of the Philippines. 

 

Significance of the Study  

Fraudulent activities made by the management or employees of different business establishments 

have regularly been exposed. The researchers would like to know if the management philosophy 

is still being integrated into the internal control of the business entities. 

 

 

Statement of the Problem 
The general focus of this research is to evaluate the relationship between internal control 

and management philosophy of selected insurance companies in Session Road, Baguio City.  

The study seeks out to answer the following: 

1. What is the level of implementation in the following management philosophy components? 

a) Employee motivation 

b) Crisis management 

c) Customer relationship 

d) Maximum efficiency 

2.What is the level of implementation in the following internal control components? 

a) Control environment 

b) Risk assessment 

c) Control activity 

d) Information and communications 

systems 

e) Monitoring 

3. Is there a relationship between management philosophy and internal control?  

 

 

Paradigm of the Study 
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Limitations of the Study 

The study considered the perception of the branch manager of each insurance company. 

 

Hypothesis 
The study was guided by the following hypothesis: 

There is no significant relationship between internal control and management philosophy. 

 

Methodology 

Included in this part of the study are the locale and population of the study and the data gathering 

tools and procedures used in the study. 

 

Research Population or Community 

The respondents of the study are the managers available in the branches of insurance companies 

located along Session Road, Baguio City. The total population of insurance companies in Session 

Road is 19. This was taken from Permits and Licensing Division of the Office of the City Mayor 

of Baguio City.  

Out of the 19 insurance companies, 15 agreed to answer the questionnaire. 

  

Data Gathering Tools and Procedures 

The researchers developed the questionnaire after reading and analyzing several questionnaires 

and related literature used by other researchers which were found to be relevant to the conduct of 

the study. 

 

The questionnaire consists of two parts. The first part is about the internal control present in the 

company and is further subdivided into five parts which are also the components of internal 

control. These parts are control environment; risk assessment; control activity; information and 

communication systems; and monitoring. The second part of the questionnaire is about the 

management philosophy of the company and is further subdivided into the following parts: 

employee motivation, crisis management, customer relationship and maximum efficiency. 

 

The researchers prepared the questionnaire and chose to direct it to the manager of one of the 

branches of each insurance company along Session Road, Baguio City. Interviews were also 

conducted to substantiate the answers given by the manager. 

 

Both the dependent and independent variable were converted to interval data into a five-point 

Likert scale (See Table 1). To determine the degree of correlation of management philosophy and 

internal control, the researchers made use of the Pearson’s correlation coefficient(See Table 2).  

 

Findings and Discussion 

The component of internal control with the highest implementation rating is the control 

environment (See Table 3).It is the foundation for all other components of internal control and 

provides structure and discipline (Understanding Internal Controls: A Reference Guide for 

Managing University Business Practices).  It centers on how a company is operated by its 

management, reflecting such matters as their philosophies and operating style. A strong control 

environment supported by an ethical tone at the top is the cornerstone of a system of internal 

controls that supports the financial reporting oversight role of the audit committee (Callaghan, 
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Savage, & Mintz, 2007). 

 

Insurance companies give the least emphasis on the implementation of risk assessment. Risk 

assessment is the identification of factors or conditions that threaten the achievement of 

organizational objectives and goals. It involves identifying risks to the effectiveness and efficiency 

of financial and service operations, to the reliability of financial reporting, and to compliance with 

laws and regulations. Based on the Insurance Fraud Survey conducted by Ernst and Young to 

assess the fraud scenario, the potential risk exposure, the economic impact and the industry 

practices to counter fraud risk, it was found out that the negative effect of fraud affecting the 

insurance sector is often under-reported or discounted. Business leaders are aware of the need to 

address this risk, but the lack of a comprehensive and integrated approach to fraud risk 

management continues to be a concern (Fraud in Insurance). However, an article entitled, 

“Systematic Risk Factors in the Insurance Industry and Methods for Risk Assessment” argued that 

increased attention has been focused on the many different kinds of risks faced by the insurance 

industry.  

 

Overexposure to liabilities that were difficult to measure in advance has certainly played a part in 

the downfall of some entities. Distress due to concentrated exposure may also increase because 

these companies expand into areas outside of their core competencies. In these cases, liabilities 

were difficult to predict due to their risk management deficiencies. 

 

The study also revealed that insurance companies implement management philosophies with 

objectives related to customer relationship the most (See Table 4). The factor most important for 

the continued success of a company is its relationships with customers. Insurance is one of the 

most complex financial services products, where the strength and depth of the customer 

relationship determines the success or failure of sales efforts. Customers need guidance and 

reassurance from someone they trust (CRM for Insurance). 

 

Insurance companies give the least effort on the implementation of management philosophies 

related to crisis management. Crisis management is broadly defined as an organization’s pre -

established activities and guidelines for preparing and responding to significant catastrophic 

events or incidents in a safe and effective manner (Lockwood, 2005).  

 

Contrary to the findings of the study, the insurance industry is generally known to display 

resilience in the face of adverse market conditions and is in a position to absorb market 

volatility as an institutional investor with a long-term perspective. In this sense, the insurance 

sector acted as a stabilising factor at a time of considerable stress in the global financial 

system (Schich, 2009). 

 

Based on the findings, there is a strong relationship between monitoring and employee motivation. 

Monitoring is the review of an organization's activities and transactions to assess the quality of 

performance over time and to determine whether controls are effective. Management should focus 

monitoring efforts on internal control and achievement of organization objectives. For monitoring 

to be most effective, all employees need to understand the organization's mission, objectives, and 

responsibilities and risk tolerance levels (State University of New York, Office of Internal 

Controls). In a recent study entitled, "How Smart HCM Drives Financial Performance", 

http://www.sugarcrm.com/solutions/insurance
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researchers found that employees in the weakest-performing companies did not clearly understand 

the connection between their individual efforts and the overall goals of their employers. These 

same people also reported feeling confused as to their roles at the company, which naturally 

resulted in unfocused and therefore less productive work activity. Employees’ perception of the 

goals, standards and political principles of their firms were positively and significantly related to 

employee motivation and gratification towards work (Satti). A motivated employee is responsive 

of the definite goals and objectives he/she must achieve, therefore he/she directs its efforts in that 

direction (Manzoor). 

 

Overall, there is a moderate relationship between internal control and management philosophy. 

Management philosophy is a belief system that guides how people will interact with other people. 

It is closely connected to the corporate culture as well as the concepts of value systems and 

leadership. Organizational culture supports the control environment insofar as it sets expectations 

of behavior that reflects a commitment to integrity and ethical values, oversight, accountability, 

and performance evaluation. Therefore culture is influenced by the control environment and other 

components of internal control, and vice versa. In addition, management philosophy should create 

a positive atmosphere in which the risk of misstatement is reduced and that is conducive to the 

effective operation of internal control. 

 

Conclusion 

The following are the relevant findings related to the internal control of the insurance companies 

along Session Road, Baguio City: 

 Each component of internal control is highly implemented. 

 The component of internal control which had the highest level of implementation by the 

insurance companies is the control environment 

 The component of internal control which had the lowest level of implementation by the 

insurance companies is risk assessment. 

 In general, the internal control systems of the insurance companies are very effective. 

 The following are the relevant findings related to the management philosophy of the 

selected insurance companies: 

 Each component of management philosophy is highly implemented. 

 The component of management philosophy which had the highest level of implementation 

by the insurance companies is customer relationship. 

 The component of management philosophy which had the lowest level of implementation 

by the insurance companies is crisis management. 

 In general, the management philosophies of the insurance companies are very effective. 

 Based on Pearson’s correlation coefficient, there is a moderate relationship between 

internal control and management philosophy. 

 

Recommendations 

Based on the findings of the study, the following recommendations are offered to the insurance 

companies to assist them in improving their internal control: 

 Maintain regular reviews and proper attention to the matters set out on regulations and 

guidelines pertaining to solvency and effective risk management functions. 

 Anticipate possible and significant changes within the organization and analyze how risks 

will be affected by these changes and make proper actions. 
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 The following recommendations are offered to the insurance companies to assist them in 

improving the implementation of a good management philosophy: 

 Encourage management and employees to be attentive and responsive to possible problems 

faced by the business. 

 Make an ongoing effort to identify potential problems and develop countermeasures such 

as creating a crisis management team from key business areas.. 

 The following are the recommendations of the researchers to those who would also like to 

make a related study: 

 Consider internal control as a part of each business cycle.  

 Consider other factors that could impact the management philosophy of a business 

establishment such as management styles and management theories applied.  

 Extend the scope of the study. The researchers recommend to the other researchers to 

conduct a similar type of study which will encompass a greater number of companies. 
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Tables 

Table 1: Likert Scale on the Level of Implementation of Internal Control and Management 

Philosophy 

 

 

To determine the range of the arbitrary values used in the study, the researchers followed the 

formula: 

(5-1)    = 0.8 

5      000 

 

Where: 0.8 is constant. 

 

 

Table 2: Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient and Interpretations 

Pearson’s Correlation 

Coefficient 
Interpretation Symbol 

0.00 to 0.29 Weak relationship W 

0.30 to 0.69 Moderate relationship M 

0.7 and higher Strong relationship S 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Table 3: Level of Implementation of Internal Control 

Rate Range Interpretation for Internal Control 

1 1.00-1.79 

 

Internal control is not implemented. 

 

2 1.80-2.59 Internal control is slightly implemented. 

3 2.60-3.39 The level of implementation of internal control is acceptable. 

4 3.40-4.19 Internal control is well implemented. 

5 4.20-5.00 Internal control is highly implemented. 

 

Rate Range Interpretation for Management Philosophy 

1 1.00-1.79 Management philosophy is not implemented. 

2 1.80-2.59 Management philosophy is slightly implemented. 

3 2.60-3.39 
The level of implementation of management philosophy is 

acceptable. 

4 3.40-4.19 Management philosophy is well implemented. 

5 4.20-5.00 Management philosophy is highly implemented. 
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CONTROL ENVIRONMENT WEIGHT

ED MEAN 

INTERPRETAT

IONS 

Policies regarding the importance of internal controls and 

appropriate conduct are communicated to all staffs. 
4.53 Highly 

Implemented 

Internal audits or other control systems exist to periodically 

test for compliance with codes of conduct or policies. 
4.67 Highly 

Implemented 

Management periodically reviews the policies and procedures 

to ensure that proper controls are in place. 
4.73 Highly 

Implemented 

AVERAGE 4.64 
Highly 

Implemented 

   

RISK ASSESSMENT   

Technology issues are considered and appropriately 

addressed. 
4.27 Highly 

Implemented 

Significant internal and external operational, financial, 

compliance and other risks are identified and assessed on an 

ongoing basis. 

4.33 Highly 

Implemented 

Management appropriately evaluates risk when planning for 

new product or activity. 
4.47 Highly 

Implemented 

AVERAGE 4.36 
Highly 

Implemented 

   

CONTROL ACTIVITY   

Policies and procedures exist to ensure critical decisions are 

made with appropriate approval. 
4.87 

 

Highly 

Implemented 

There is a system in place to ensure that duties are rotated 

periodically. 
4.67 Highly 

Implemented 

The company has employed security guards. 3.73 Well 

Implemented 

Processes exist for independent verification of transaction. 4.40 Highly 

Implemented 

AVERAGE 4.42 
Highly 

Implemented 

   

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS   

All staff understands their role in the control system. 4.73 Highly 

Implemented 

There are effective reporting procedures in communicating a 

balanced and understandable account of the company’s 

position and procedures. 

4.47 Highly 

Implemented 

AVERAGE 4.60 Highly 
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Implemented 

 
 

 

 

 MONITORING   

There are ongoing processes within the company’s overall 

business operations and these are addressed by senior 

management to monitor the effective application of the 

policies, processes and activities related to internal control and 

risk management. 

4.60 Highly 

Implemented 

There are processes to monitor the company’s ability to re-

evaluate risks and adjust controls in response to changes in its 

objectives, business, and external environment. 

4.47 Highly 

Implemented 

There are effective follow-up procedures to ensure that 

appropriate change or action occurs in response to changes in 

risks and control assessments. 

4.53 Highly 

Implemented 

Reports on significant failings or weaknesses are reported to 

management on a timely basis. 
4.40 Highly 

Implemented 

AVERAGE 4.50 
Highly 

Implemented 

   

General Average for Internal Control 4.50 
Highly 

Implemented 
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Table 4: Level of Implementation of Management Philosophy 
 

EMPLOYEE MOTIVATION 
WEIGHT

ED MEAN 

INTERPRETAT

IONS 

The employees feel that their inputs and efforts matter to the 

company. 
4.53 Highly 

Implemented 

The management encourages continuous development of its 

employees. 
4.53 Highly 

Implemented 

The management encourages its employees to be honest, 

faithful and loyal to the company. 
4.73 Highly 

Implemented 

The management listens to its employees by being open to 

comments and suggestions for further development of the 

company and its employees. 

4.33 Highly 

Implemented 

The employees are given incentives and bonuses for their 

efforts. 
4.47 Highly 

Implemented 

AVERAGE 4.52 Highly 

Implemented 

   

CRISIS MANAGEMENT   

The company is able to detect a crisis during or before its 

occurrence. 
4.33 Highly 

Implemented 

The company manages crisis effectively in order to prevent 

material losses. 
4.33 Highly 

Implemented 

The company manages crisis in a timely manner in order to 

prevent material losses. 
4.53 Highly 

Implemented 

Every employee’s voice is heard with regard to their 

suggestions to solve problems inside and outside of the 

company. 

4.33 Highly 

Implemented 

AVERAGE 4.38 Highly 

Implemented 

 

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP   

The company establishes a strong customer relationship 

through its employees. 
4.80 Highly 

Implemented 

The company encourages its customers to communicate with 

them in order to know the customers’ thoughts about their 

service. 

4.93 Highly 

Implemented 

Employees are encouraged to treat customers appropriately 

even if the customers are not in an agreeable mood. 
5.00 Highly 

Implemented 

AVERAGE 4.91 Highly 

Implemented 

   

 MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY   

Employees are encouraged to serve customers within 

prescribed time.  
4.67 Highly 

Implemented 

Employees are trained to serve customers within the least 4.47 Highly 
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possible time. Implemented 

AVERAGE 4.57 Highly 

Implemented 

   

General Average for Management Philosophy 4.60 Highly 

Implemented 

 
 

 

Table 5: Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient: Findings and Interpretations 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*WHERE:  

     EM – Employee Motivation 

     CM – Crisis Management 

     CR – Customer Relationship 

     ME – Maximum Efficiency  

 

     CE – Control Environment 

     RA – Risk Assessment 

     CA – Control Activity 

     ICS – Information and Communication System 

     M – Monitoring 

 

     S – Strong 

     M – Moderate 

     W – Weak 

 

 Management Philosophy 

In
te

rn
a

l 
C

o
n

tr
o

l 

 EM CM CR ME 

CE 
0.3751 

M 

0.5415 

M 

0.4467 

M 

0.0694 

W 

RA 
0.5432 

M 

0.3135 

M 

0.3564 

M 

0.0392 

W 

CA 
0.2704 

W 

-0.0324 

W 

0.1759 

W 

-0.0566 

W 

ICS 
0.4931 

M 

0.4941 

M 

0.3588 

M 

-0.1990 

M 

M 
0.7666 

S 

0.4471 

M 

0.3049 

M 

-0.1560 

W 

Management philosophy and  internal 

control 
0.4761 M 
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Session K – Creating Social Value 

 

Corporate social responsibility programs of the University of Baguio: The case of San Luis 

and Loakan Proper 

 

Luvina V. Basilio 

University of Baguio 

 

 

The study was focused on the CSR programs of the University of Baguio in Barangay San Luis 

and Barangay Loakan Proper. The study specifically sought to determine the problems of the 

communities along the following aspects: economic, literacy, health and sanitation, and safety and 

security. It also sought to determine the responsiveness of the CSR programs of UB in addressing 

the problems of the adopted communities, the problems encountered by the University in 

implementing its CSR programs, and the actions that can be adopted by the University to improve 

its CSR undertakings. It was found that the major problems of the residents of both communities 

(Barangay San Luis and Barangay Loakan) are unemployment, lack of educational assistance, and 

lack of access to clean and potable water. The most responsive program carried out are the 

establishment of a cooperative, computer literacy training, and information-drive. On the other 

hand, the residents considered the medical/dental missions and giving of donations as the most 

responsive since this cater to their immediate needs. The officials of Barangay Loakan Proper 

identified computer repair training, tutorials, and medical missions as the most responsive among 

the programs carried out in their barangay. The residents on the other hand, claimed that the 

trainings and seminars were responsive however, because of lack of capital, they fail to use the 

skills they gained for economic purposes. The residents claimed that medical and dental mission 

are the most responsive among all the programs. The most common problems encountered in the 

implementation of the CSR programs as identified by the officials, residents, and implementers 

are as follows: the lack of follow-up or monitoring mechanism, attitude of the residents towards 

the concept of outreach, poor coordination and communication system, lack of capital to start-up 

a business.The beneficiaries of the CSR activities are grateful of the programs and activities 

conducted in their communities. Both communities’ main concern however is on the area of 

livelihood. Requests for the conduct of livelihood trainings had been forwarded by both 

communities. However, they were not able to fully use the skills they acquire from such programs 

because of lack of capital. The perceived responsiveness depends on the nature of the activity- 

whether it will provide immediate impact or a long-term benefit.  Most of the respondents from 

the communities identified donations, medical and dental missions and tangible projects as the 

most responsive. Outreach is a participative activity. There needs to be cooperation between the 

benefactor, beneficiaries, and other stakeholders in order to ensure the attainment of the objectives 

and the sustainability of the programs/activities. 

 

Key words: corporate social responsibility,  responsiveness, community 
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The role of social capital in cooperative development: the case of Atok coffee farmers 
 

Reynaldo A. Bautista, Jr. 

De La Salle College of Saint Benilde 

 

Social Capital (SC) refers to the nature and extent of one’s participation in various informal 

networks and formal civic organizations. SC include network access and forms of participation, 

namely: “bonding” social capital—ties to people who are similar in terms of their demographic 

characteristics, such as family members, neighbors, close friends and work colleagues—and 

“bridging” social capital—ties to people who do not share many of these characteristics (Putnam, 

2000). 

The primary contribution of this paper is to share insights on the relationship of SC and its 

manifestations and perceived economic performance among coffee farmers. This study adapts 

Putnam’s definition of SC and the research proceeded via a three-step process. First, I gathered 

demographic and SC manifestations data. Second, I conducted Focus Group Discussions (FGD) 

among farmers. Finally, I analyzed whether SC contributes to the perceived economic performance 

of the farmers. I adapted the Social Capital Questionnaire of World Bank, which was tested for 

reliability and validity by previous researches. I also did two rounds of pre-testing to ensure the 

questionnaire is applicable in the local setting. I surveyed and conducted FGDs in Atok, a 

cooperative in the Cordillera region. There were a total of 97 survey respondents and 10 

participants for the FGD. 

In general, the respondents identified a very high level of bonding social capital because 

of the interplay between culture and participation in the cooperative. They almost universally 

indicated a stronger sense of meaningful interactions such as participating in casual events like 

birthdays and weddings. These interactions resulted to higher level of trust among the people in 

the community. The members also expressed increased participation in activities in their 

immediate community while performing the duties and obligations of their roles in the cooperative. 

In terms of bridging social capital, the cooperative identified instances where they interacted with 

other farmer groups. Finally, in terms of linking social capital, Atok cooperative is a usual recipient 

of training programs and other forms of assistance from various organizations. The income of 

cooperative is still small yet the members strongly feel the improvement in their economic status. 

Major findings of the research are the following. First, for most of the manifestations of 

SC, Atok derived numerous benefits from the business transactions. Among the emerging themes 

of the research are first, education, age and marital status have compounding influence on trust, 

collective action and willingness to help. Second, “bonding” social capital (relationship among 

members) that leads to increase in trust, solidarity and collective action within a group, needs to 

be supplemented by “bridging” social capital (relationship outside the cooperative). Bridging 

social capital results to higher trust to other institutions and can facilitate access to greater 

resources and opportunities. Third, the frequency of participation in community activities has a 

positive relationship with level of trust, consequently increases cohesion and collective action 

among members. 

 

Keywords: Social capital, coffee farmers, economic performance 
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Background of the Study 

Globally, there is a rising trend in the volume of coffee traded around the global market. 

Although the volume has slowly grown in the traditional global markets, this is compensated by 

the higher growth rates in the emerging markets. 

Coffee occupies an important place in the world economy, being widely consumed as the 

most prestigious beverage. In the world trade, coffee ranks first among non-staple food and is rated 

as the fifth most important agricultural product. 

 In the Philippines, the growing population as well as the growing popularity of coffee as a 

beverage has significantly impacted on the rise of demand for coffee. The current annual domestic 

consumption of coffee is now estimated at 130,000 metric tons of coffee green beans and is 

increasing at the rate of approximately three percent per year. About half of the market demand is 

being supplied by importation because of the deficit in domestic production. The decreasing trend 

in production within the past recent years has prompted the Philippines to depend on importation 

causing the country to loss about 700 million pesos a year.  

The Philippines used to be the top coffee producer and exporter in Asia but declining yields 

and conversion of coffee plantations to other export crops resulted to an importation of coffee since 

1997. It is estimated that the coffee industry employs 70,000 farmers in 22 provinces including 

Sultan Kudarat, Compostela Valley, Sulu, Bukidnon, Kalinga, Ifugao, Benguet, Batangas, Cavite, 

Negors, and Davao. In 2012, the top producing region were SOCSARGEN followed by Davao 

Region, ARMM, CALABARZON and Western Visayas. The Cordillera Administrative Region 

(CAR) was number 6 in terms of total coffee production in dried berries form. 

As of the present, the Cordillera has an existing 7,781 hectares utilized for coffee 

production and another 3,000+ hectares potential expansion areas. Coffee has also been identified 

as an economic commodity to promote agro-forestry under the National Greening Program (NGP), 

which is a component of the National Convergence Initiative (NCI) program. 

In recent years, the coffee industry has since gained an important place as an economy booster of 

the region. Despite the rising demand for coffee, farmer groups, including those CAR (Cordillera 

Autonomous Region) registered one of the highest increases in poverty incidence at 5.1% across 

all regions in 2006 (National Statistical Coordination Board, 2010). 

This study seeks to shed light on the perceived economic development of farmers using 

social capital theory. The theory features the condition to achieving participatory democracy such 

as relations of trust, reciprocity, co-operation, networks, bonding, norms, voluntary associations 

and ‘civicness’ that an inclusive civil society seemingly requires (Roberts, 2004). Simply put, 

social capital can be understood as a set of informal norms and values, common to the members 

of a specific group that allows the cooperation among them. Therefore, it is a component of the 

social theory that is being considered as a key element for the human and economic development 

(Macke & Dilly, 2010). Given the research applications of social capital theory, this paper will 

likewise utilize the theory in analyzing the coffee farmer cooperative in Atok, a town in the 

Cordillera Autonomous Region (CAR). The author will endeavor to shed light on the impact social 

capital and its manifestations and the perceived economic performance of farmers.  

 

Social capital gained popularity after the publication of the work of Robert Putnam (1995) 

in political science, James Coleman in educational sociology (1988) and Francis Fukuyama (1996) 

in economic history and sociology, as well as to the active patronage of the World Bank (1997). 

While there are many ways on how to define social capital, there is some consensus within the 

social sciences towards a definition that emphasizes the role of networks and civic norms (Healy, 
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2001). Putnam (2000) argues that social capital has forceful, even quantifiable effects on many 

different aspects of our lives and it is more than warm, cuddly feelings or frissons of community 

pride. These quantifiable effects include lower crime rates (Putnam, 2000 and Hardoy et. al., 1999), 

better health (Wilkinson, 1996), improved longevity (Putnam, 2000), better educational 

achievement (Coleman, 1988), greater levels of income equality (Krishnan, 2008 and Wilkinson, 

1996), improved child welfare and lower rates of child Abuse (Cote & Healy, 2001) and more 

effective government (Putnam, 1995) and enhanced economic achievement through increased trust 

and lower transaction costs (Fukuyama, 1995).     

This research utilized the definition of political scientist Robert Putnam, that social capital refers 

to the nature and extent of one’s participation in various informal networks and formal civic 

organizations. Given that social capital is most frequently defined in terms of the groups, networks, 

norms, and trust that people have and could be used for productive purposes, this paper will capture 

this multi-dimensionality. Moreover, structural social capital defined as the types of groups and 

networks and the nature and extent of member contributions, and cognitive social capital, which 

refers to respondents’ subjective perceptions of the trustworthiness of other people and key 

institutions as well as the norms of cooperation and reciprocity, were examined.  

This study likewise measured network access and forms of participation, these are “bonding” 

social capital—ties to people who are similar in terms of their demographic characteristics, such 

as family members, neighbors, close friends and work colleagues—and “bridging” social capital—

ties to people who do not share many of these characteristics (Gittell and Vidal 1998, Narayan 

2002, Putnam 2000). What defines the boundaries between different bonding and bridging groups 

will clearly vary across contexts (and is thus endogenous), but these boundaries are salient 

nonetheless—usually politically—and it is important to identify where they lie, and how they are 

constructed and maintained (Grootaert, et. al., 2003). 

Recently, other researchers have suggested a third conceptual classification which is called 

“linking” social capital (Woolcock 1999, World Bank 2000). This dimension refers to one’s ties 

to people in positions of authority, such as representatives of public (police, political parties) and 

private (banks) institutions. This conceptual development stemmed from a long-standing concern 

that there can be (and usually is) enormous heterogeneity—both demographically and in terms of 

their importance to one’s immediate or future well-being—among the people that could plausibly 

be identified as part of one’s bridging social capital portfolio. Where bridging social capital, as the 

metaphor suggests, is essentially horizontal (that is, connecting people with more or less equal 

social standing), linking social capital is more vertical, connecting people to key political (and 

other) resources and economic institutions—that is, across power differentials. Importantly, it is 

not the mere presence of these institutions (schools, banks, insurance agencies) that constitutes 

linking social capital, but rather the nature and extent of social ties between clients and providers, 

many of which are an inherent medium for delivering services (such as teaching, agricultural 

extension, general practice medicine, etc.).  

 

Operational Framework 

 

This study adopted the World Bank Social Capital Integrated Questionnaire (SCIQ) similar 

to recent studies on FT and social capital (Elder et. al., 2012).  The questionnaire is consisting of 

the following dimensions: 

 

Dimension 1: Groups and Networks  
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Understanding the groups and networks that enable people to access resources and 

collaborate to achieve shared goals is an important part of the concept of social capital. Informal 

networks are manifested in spontaneous and unregulated exchanges of information and resources 

within communities, as well as efforts at cooperation, coordination, and mutual assistance that help 

maximize the utilization of available resources. Informal networks can be connected through 

horizontal and vertical relationships and are shaped by a variety of environmental factors, 

including the market, kinship, and friendship.  

 

Another kind of network consists of associations, in which members are linked horizontally. Such 

networks often have clearly delineated structures, roles, and rules that govern how group members 

cooperate to achieve common goals. These networks also have the potential to nurture self-help, 

mutual help, solidarity, and cooperative efforts in a community. “Linking” (vertical) social capital, 

on the other hand, includes relations and interactions between a community and its leaders and 

extends to wider relations between the village, the government, and the marketplace.  

 

Dimension 2: Trust and Solidarity 

This dimension of social capital refers to the extent to which people feel they can rely on 

relatives, neighbors, colleagues, acquaintances, key service providers, and even strangers, either 

to assist them or (at least) do them no harm. Adequately defining “trust” in a given social context 

is a prerequisite for understanding the complexities of human relationships. Sometimes trust is a 

choice; in other cases, it reflects a necessary dependency based on established contacts or familiar 

networks. Distinguishing between these two ends of the continuum is important for understanding 

the range of people’s social relationships and the ability of these relationships to endure difficult 

or rapidly changing circumstances. 

 

Dimension 3: Collective action and cooperation 

Collective action and cooperation are closely related to the dimension of trust and 

solidarity. However, this dimension explores in greater depth whether and how people work with 

others in their community on joint projects and/or in response to a problem or crisis. It also 

considers the consequences of violating community expectations regarding participation norms. 

To understand this dimension, interviews with formal leaders in both cooperative and FT 

organizations and focus group discussion among farmers were conducted. 

  

Dimension 4: Information and Communication  

Increasing access to information is increasingly recognized as a central mechanism for 

helping poor communities and strengthens their voice in matters that affect their well-being (World 

Bank 2002a). This dimension aims to explore the ways and means by which households receive 

and share information regarding issues about the community at large, market conditions, and 

public services, as well as the extent of their access to communications infrastructure. 

 

Dimension 5: Social Cohesion and Inclusion  

Social cohesion and inclusion are closely related to the previous four dimensions of social 

capital, but focus more specifically on the tenacity of social bonds and their dual potential to 

include or exclude members of community. Cohesion and inclusion can be demonstrated through 

community events, such as weddings and funerals, or through activities that increase solidarity, 

strengthen social cohesion, improve communication, provide learning for coordinated activities, 
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promote civic-mindedness and altruistic behavior, and develop a sense of collective consciousness. 

 

Dimension 6: Empowerment and Political Action  

Individuals are empowered to the extent that they have a measure of control over the 

institutions and processes that directly affect their well-being (World Bank 2002a). The social 

capital dimension of empowerment and political action explores the sense of satisfaction, personal 

efficacy, and capacity of network and group members to influence both local events and broader 

political outcomes. Empowerment and political action can occur within a small neighborhood 

association or at broader local, regional, or national levels. Each level has its own importance and 

should be considered separately, as well as in conjunction with the others. This dimension also 

considers social cleavages, whether related to gender, ethnicity, religion, regionalism, or other 

factors.  

 

Dimension 7: Subjective Economic Performance 

  In addition to the manifestations included in the World Bank Questionnaire, this study will 

also look at the economic impacts of FT among farmer cooperatives. Most of the global studies 

conducted about FT point to positive effects on the lives of the farmers. This study will likewise 

look on the economic indicators to validate whether the same situation exists in the local context. 

The study utilized economic measures as perceived by the farmers.  

Recognizing the difference in the level of analysis, I contextualized the World Bank Social Capital 

Integrated Questionnaire (SCIQ), which is used to measure social capital in the individual level, 

to measure social capital in the group and community level. Figure 2 shows how the dimensions 

of social capital are contextualized and operationalized in this study. 

 

   

The research design is both descriptive and exploratory. Descriptive since the study 

describes the nature of social capital and its manifestations among the farmers. Exploratory, at 

least in the Philippine setting, as there are limited studies conducted about social capital  among 

farmes. This is a formal study that is cross-sectional in nature, the setting is on field and data 

collection is communication.  

Atok case 

“Coffee trees are like insurance. It gives you peace of mind as it provides steady flow of 

income for these trees will bear fruits for many years” – Windy Wais, Cooperative member. 

 

Atok is centrally located in the heart of the province of Benguet. It is bounded by the 

municipality of Kibungan and Buguias on the north, the municipalities of Kabayan and Bokod on 

the east, the municipality of Kapangan on the west and the municipality of Tublay on the south. 

(“Benguet,” n.d.). 
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Figure 1. Contextualized operationalization of social capital and its manifestations. 
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Groups and networks 

 Number of member organization/s 

 Nature of the organization i.e. member composition 

 Extent of member participation within and outside the 
organization 

 Level of involvement of the farmer cooperative 
 

Trust and solidarity 

 Trust of farmers to each other within the cooperative 

 Trust of farmers toward local government units, non-
government organizations, government agencies, financial 
institutions, etc. 

 Willingness to participate in community projects 

 Level of involvement of the farmer cooperative 

Collective action and cooperation 

 Farmer cooperatives’ participation in community activities 

 Farmer cooperatives collaboration  during crisis 
 
Information and Communication 

 Extent of access to communications infrastructure 

 Ways and means of receiving information 
 

Social Cohesion and Inclusion 

 Divisions or differences in the organization 

 Occurrence of frequent casual social interactions 

 Existence of conflict and violence 
 

Empowerment and Political Action 

 Ease to collaborate with organizations that hold power i.e. 
local government units, non-government organizations, 
government agencies, financial institutions, etc. 

 Ability to make decisions that affect everyday activities and 
may change the course of one’s life 

 Freedom choose the right leaders 
 

Subjective economic performance 

 Development in agricultural production  

 Improvement in income status 

 Progress in standard of living 
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The formation of cooperative was mainly due to the increasing demand for coffee with the 

primary objective of augmenting the income of the members. Ms. Dampoag commented “There 

were coffee buyers who visited us and informed us that they have huge demand for coffee. Since 

we plant coffee in our backyard, our production level is low. The buyers suggested that we form a 

cooperative so we could get support from the government and eventually increase our production”.  

The low selling price of sayote, which is sold at 5 pesos per kilo, compounded the desire of the 

members to organize for them to sustain their daily needs.   

 

Driven by the desire to increase production, Atok farmers formed The Atok Arabica Coffee 

Growers Marketing Cooperative (ATACOGMAC), which was duly organized on September 09, 

2009 through the Municipal Agriculture Office- Local Government Unit (MAO-LGU) of the 

Municipality of Atok here in Benguet province. With the effort given by the Municipal Agriculture 

Officer Mr. Fred Rufino together with the coffee growers of Caliking, Atok, Benguet they come 

up to discuss issues and concern regarding coffee production during the meeting and learned the 

importance of the Arabica Coffee industry to the market as of these days.  

 

Atok social capital analysis 

 

The succeeding paragraphs look in the social capital and its manifestations and perceive 

economic performance of the farmers.  

The age range of the farmers is distributed at around 50% each at 20-23 and 40 and older. 

In Atok, more women are involved in farming (63% versus 37%) and more women also stay as 

farmers even beyond 50 years old. The equal age distribution signifies that when someone became 

a farmer, he/she stays as farmer for so long. They do not explore any other job options making 

them to stay in the community.   

Majority (77%) of the respondents is married and there is an equal split of single 

respondents between male and female. In terms of educational attainment, there is almost an equal 

split of high school and college level farmers (40% versus 34%). In general, the educational 

attainment of male and female are comparable. As most of the farmers are married, they stay in 

the community where they raise their family since they have the obligation to their family. As 

regards the single farmers, they still have options to relocate or change profession since they are 

not tied with responsibilities yet. The low educational attainment also signals that the people in the 

community are limited to jobs that do not require college degree such as farming. Again, this 

contributes to the reasons why people in the community remain as farmers.  

In terms of number of years in farming, 37% of the farmers just ventured into agriculture just 

recently, with less than 1 year experience and 28% spent more than 15 years in the trade. This 

shows a fine balance of new and old farmers. More farmers stay in the profession at the same time 

non-farmers are attracted to venture into farming. The growing number of farmers with less than 

1 year experience shows that more people are interested in farming. The increasing economic 

benefit of farming makes the profession attractive for other people in the community. In both (less 

than 1 year and more than 15 years), it is interesting to note that there are more females than males.  

 

The size of the household is dominantly less than five (5) household members (62%), 

followed by five (5) to ten (10) members (30%). The small household size indicates that the 

families may have lower financial need to survive. Household heads are relieved of extreme 

pressure to earn more to provide for the family.  
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Majority (68%) of the households have one (1) or two (2) working member/s. The people 

working in the family are usually the fathers, as the active farmer, while the mothers help in minor 

farming activities. Mothers are also responsible for taking care of household chores and the 

children. It is noticeable that there is a considerable percentage (32%) of households with more 

than two members all working at the same time. This could mean higher average earning for the 

household in this group.  

 

Groups and networks 

Formal and informal organizations relevant to social development intervention exist in the 

area. Apart from traditional social associations, there were some formal organizations including 

project village committees and NGOs that carry out social development work. All of the 

respondents are members of ATACOGMAC.  

Data showed that farmers are similar in terms of occupation and education while they are 

different in terms of religion, ethnic group and gender. The variation indicates that there are people 

from other places who settled in the area. Although huge differences exist, people in the 

community do not see it as a source of conflict.   

Majority (88%) of the respondents said they interact outside of their neighborhood. People 

get together not only during official functions but also during casual social gatherings such church 

activities, meetings of the barangay and cooperatives, and parents and teacher association meeting. 

Casual interaction among the members suggests close relationship.  

Ms. Cawa-ing related “the people in the community usually gather during seminars in 

Barangay hall, meetings in the school, and fellowship in the church. Example of gathering in the 

school before classes’ starts is the Brigada skwela wherein all parents of the pupils enrolled in the 

school should work together in cleaning the school surroundings”. Ms. Pakias added  “there are 

also gatherings where people participate such as birthdays, child dedication or baptism, weddings, 

burial, and other occasions and most people in the community are usually invited and interact with 

each other” (personal communication, October 6, 2014). 

The farmers mentioned that livelihood improvements, such as hog raising, coffee 

production, and coffee processing are the usual topics during meetings. Mr. Tindo shared “there 

were times that when he needs seedlings but don’t have enough money to buy and its already time 

of planting, he can easily ask his neighbors for financial assistance or sometimes they will lend 

him seedlings which he must replace later” (personal communication, October 6, 2014). 

In addition, Ms. Camsit emphasized, “It is a common practice that during occasions or in times of 

need, people within the community help each other. It’s a tradition that as a responsible neighbor, 

it seems that we all are obliged to help, assist, teach, and support each other to the best of our 

ability” (personal communication, October 6, 2014).  

 Relating to the development of membership, majority (85%) of the respondents believed 

that membership increased in the last five years.  The increasing interest of people in farming is 

evident in the membership growth of the organization. According to Mr. Odiem, the growth of 

membership is driven by old farmers, those who have been farming for for several years, as well 

as new coffee farmers.  

More membership means that farmers have more connection with each other, which is 

reflected in the variables of trust and solidarity, and social cohesion and inclusion. This 

connectivity enabled villagers to achieve livelihood benefits. In fact, 78% of the respondents feel 

that people outside their household are willing to help them in times of financial crisis.  

In turn, the members are also willing to extend help to people even outside their household.  The 
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farmers generally said that they believe that borrowers would pay back loans. Turner (2007) 

observes that high-trust networks based in close family, relatives, neighbors or friends positively 

support farmers to access informal financial capital sources.  

 

The cycle of helping other people continues because people who got help want to return 

the favor by helping other people. This kind of system further encourages people to develop closer 

ties.  

The farmers also possess linking social capital with buyers, politicians and government 

officers through which they obtain livelihood benefits. As presented earlier, farmers get support 

from NGOs and LGU.  

 

Trust and solidarity 

 

Almost all of the respondents said that they know each other since they were neighbors for 

a long time. While there are migrants in the area, usually they came from nearby towns and this is 

due to marriage. This situation resulted to high level of trust among members and is reflected in 

the confidence of the famers that no one will take advantage of them in the community.  

The strong sense of trust is validated by Ms. Pakias who narrated “I strongly feel that 

people in the community can be trusted, for example, when I go to the farm, I always ask my 

neighbor to look after our house and my pets and they are happy to do it for me. Of course, when 

they ask the same favor from me, I do the same for them, it is a give and take relationship” Mr. 

Tindo added that, “trust is also practiced during harvest in the sense that the neighborhood will 

help without monetary payment since it is also expected that you will do the same when they will 

also have their own harvest.”  

The high level of trust is also reflected in the solidarity data where 74% of the respondents 

said that they are willing to participate in activities that do not benefit them directly but benefit the 

community at large. Furthermore, 72% of the respondents answered that they are willing to spare 

their time while 62% are willing to contribute money. This solidifies the fact that the members of 

the cooperative developed a deep sense of relationship. In cases of financial assistance, Ms. Cawa-

ing shared “we can easily get financial assistance in the community from cooperatives where we 

can borrow, and also “Paluwagan” for informal one” (personal communication, October 6, 2014).   

In terms of trust the highest rating is local government unit (53%) followed by central 

government unit (44%) and NGOs (43%). This is supported by the FGD where the respondents 

said that if it concerns minor problem, they seek help from the elders of the community, if it is not 

settled on this level, they will elevate it to Barangay council (part of the LGU sector) and then 

municipal level or courts, which rarely happens. This means that beyond the immediate 

community, when problems get worse, farmers are inclined to seek help from LGU. However, if 

they belong to same religion, the pastor or elders of the church would try to settle disputes through 

discussions and prayers. Ms. Aligan indicated “in case there are problems in the community, we 

seek the help of barangay officials, although there were instances that elders were able to settle 

disputes” (personal communication, October 6, 2014).  

In terms of whether the farmers will ask assistance from LGU, financial institutions and 

non-government organizations in times of technical difficulties, all of the three groups rated more 

than 50%. Among the three institutions, LGU registered the highest rating.   

The farmers get support from other institutions. Ms. Calias shared “there were several 

training programs initiated by the Department of Agriculture through the LGU. We learned 
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different techniques, from planting to harvesting, which resulted to increase our coffee production” 

(personal communication, October 6, 2014). 

 

Collective action and cooperation 

 

Interaction with neighbors is significantly linked to perceived increase in farmer 

participation (Utting, 2009). This is consistent with the results of the collective action and 

cooperation data of Atok farmers. As a consequence of the high interaction of the farmers, majority 

(90%) of the respondents said that they participated in communal activity in the last 12 months to 

help improve the community. Likewise, 83% of the respondents said that they participated more 

than five times in the last month. The kind of participation ranges from formal to casual gatherings. 

Ultimately, bulk (88%) of the respondents said they would cooperate to solve a community crisis.  

Ms. Cawa-ing shared an actual crisis that showed cooperation among the members.  “I 

remember when we experienced landslide; the roads were filled with trees and mud. Before, when 

calamity such as this happens, we wait for LGU to initiate the clearing operation. Last year was 

different; I was surprised to see that people automatically went out of their houses and volunteered 

to help. I did not see this behavior prior to the formation of cooperative” (personal communication, 

October 6, 2014). 

 

Information and communication 

 

Communication is necessary for farmers to get information. Based on the data, there seems 

to be no problem on communication as nearly all (86%) of the respondents said that they received 

communication through text message or call between one to three times in the last month.  

Information is highly accessible among farmers. During the FGD, Mr. Evasco shared that 

members are constantly updated of the current activities of the cooperatives through the 

information committee.  

 

Ms. Cawa-ing said:  

“People are reminded of meeting schedules through text messages, resulting to higher 

attendance rates. Also, if there are training or seminar, members are informed through text 

message. I remember that there was one instance that there were limited slots for the farming 

seminar, and I am not part of the delegation. However, during the event, one of the participants 

backed out, I received a text message from the cooperative which enabled me get the free slot. 

Officers also post information in the bulletin boards, waiting sheds, or any parts of the Barangay 

where people usually gather to make sure everybody are aware of it” (personal communication, 

October 6, 2014). 

Among the sources of information are relatives, radio, television and community leaders. 

This is because most of the members of the cooperative are relatives and they live in the same 

community. Moreover, the availability of low cost mobile communication makes it easy for 

members to communicate with each other.  

Ultimately, Mr. Tumlayen was happy to say “the information provided by NGOs, LGUs 

and non-government organization through the cooperative helped us improve our production i.e. 

when is the right time to plant and harvest coffee, sell our products at higher prices and decide 

intelligently about cooperative issues through consultation with various organizations” (personal 

communication, October 6, 2014). 
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Social cohesion and inclusion 

 

This section discusses inclusion that ranges from general perceptions of social unity and 

togetherness of the community to specific experiences with exclusion. The presence of conflict in 

a community or in a larger area is often an indicator of the lack of trust or the lack of appropriate 

structural social capital to resolve conflicts, or both (Grootaert, 2004).  

Based on survey data, 51% of the respondents believe that people in the community have 

varying characteristics. Also, 50% of the respondents believe that these differences cause conflict.  

Specifically, political party affiliation is nominated as the characteristics that most likely 

(24%) will cause conflict. This is because farmers feel that they are not represented in government 

positions. The high cost of getting into politics prevents most farmers to enter politics. In addition, 

farmers feel that the people in power favor select group of people. 

For instance, Mr. Tindo shared “there was problem on the identification of beneficiaries of 

For Peace, a program where people got financial assistance. The criteria used to identify the 

beneficiaries were not clear; other people felt that there was bias in the selection process.” He 

continued, “To resolve the issue, a meeting was called where complainants expressed their opinion 

and the leaders addressed their concerns, although at the end, it seemed that the complainants were 

not happy with the explanation of the leaders” (personal communication, October 6, 2014).  

  The respondents also identified social status (20%) as another difference that can cause 

conflict. The affluent people enjoy most of the benefits in the community and they maintain their 

“inner” circle of friends. Finally, generation gap (21%) surfaced as another source of conflict. 

There is a growing misunderstanding between the young and old people in the community. The 

older people remain to be traditional and want the younger people to stay in the community as 

farmers; however, the younger people want to explore other profession but farming.  

 Concerning religion, there was no misunderstanding or isolation among members. Mr. 

Tumlayen shared “religion in the community never causes any problem since they respect the faith 

and belief of every individual. The cause of miscommunication has nothing to do with religion”.  

As regards socialization outside their neighborhood, most (64%) of the respondents said 

that they socialize several times last month. One the reason for the high socialization was that most 

of them are friends since childhood.  According to Ms. Camsit “some of my neighbors are my 

friends since childhood that is why we know each other. We usually see each other during 

weekends, in the backyard or in the church, and talk about life in general” (personal 

communication, October 6, 2014).  

According to the FGD there was no incident of isolation that they know of. Ms. Pakias 

expressed, “there’s no instance yet that the minorities was excluded on any information or services. 

In fact, since the For Peace project is targeted at minorities, they were the first to know about it. 

Naturally, most of them eventually became the beneficiaries” (personal communication, October 

6, 2014). 

Inclusion was also evident in the characteristics of the people that they interact with. In 

terms of ethnicity, economic status, social status and religious affiliation, respondents said that 

they are different, yet the difference in characteristics did not prevent people from interacting with 

each other.  

 

Empowerment and political action 
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Empowerment refers to the expansion of assets and capabilities of people to participate in 

negotiate with, influence, control, and hold accountable institutions that affect their lives (World 

Bank, 2002). 

Across all the measures of empowerment, more than half of the respondents rated each 

favorably except for whether they meet market requirements.  

In terms of happiness, majority (81%) said that they are happy with their life. Improvement 

in economic situation contributed to the happiness of the people. Other source of happiness 

includes realization of self-worth. Ms. Magno voiced out “I feel that people in the organization 

value my opinion. I can freely express my opinion without the fear that people will criticize me. It 

gives me a sense of worth in the organization; this is probably the best part of being a member of 

the cooperative’ (personal communication, October 6, 2014).  

Most (84%) of the respondents noted that there was improvement in their technical 

capabilities. During FGD, Ms. Aligan narrated “membership in the cooperatives enabled us to 

improve our technical capabilities. Before, we sell our coffee after harvest (green coffee) but the 

price is really cheap. Coffee beans can be sold at a higher price if it is roasted. Through the 

cooperative, we have access to roasting machines which enable us to sell our coffee at a higher 

price. Also, if there is new technology on coffee processing in the cooperative, the leaders make it 

available to us to improve our farming skills.” Furthermore, Ms. Calias added “We have the 

technology now to produce our own three-in-one coffee mix. We also have packaging machine in 

the roasting station for this instant coffee” (personal communication, October 6, 2014).  

 

As regards meeting the market requirement, 47% responded positively. Ms. Magno 

validated this saying: 

 

 “Before the level our production is really low. We can only supply limited harvest to the 

market. Ever since the cooperative partnered with a bulk buyer, we started producing more coffee 

through the help of different organizations, including buyers. In fact, recently, there is a 

multinational company who offered to help us further increase our production. In exchange, they 

will buy all our produce, this is still under negotiation. However, despite the technical 

improvements, we still cannot supply the increasing demand for coffee” (personal communication, 

October 6, 2014). 

 

Most (66%) said that they have the power to change the course of their lives.  Ms. Magno 

articulates, “I am very thankful that the cooperative helped us improve our production capacity. 

Now, we can produce high quality products and generate higher profits.” Considering the high 

incidence of poverty in the area, the increase in profit greatly contributed to the happiness and 

sense of empowerment of the people.  

 

Perceived economic performance 

 

Bulk (76%) of the respondents said that their agricultural production increased in the last 

five years. Ms. Calias stated “I am certain that our production increased compared to five years 

from ago. Currently, we are provided with more seedlings that have higher yields. Even if our 

farming area is the same, because of the better seedling variety, our production increased. The new 

knowledge on coffee farming made it also possible to increase our yield” (personal 

communication, October 6, 2014).  
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The increase was attributed to the trainings given to the farmers by the LGU, CGU and 

NGOs. Based on the previous section, LGU gave the most number of trainings to the farmers, 

giving the farmers a sense that they can rely on LGU for support. Consequently, the income status 

of the farmers increased.  

The increase in production is consistent with the increase in income of the farmers. Nearly 

all (74%) of the respondents felt that their income status got better compared to five years ago. Mr. 

Tindo stated “income increased for most of the farmers, but not for everybody. Farmers are 

definitely getting more profit from their harvest. But for some people, they still lack money several 

months after harvest. This is probably because they do not know how to manage the profit that 

they generate during harvest time. If most people will know how to better manage their income 

then they will maximize the profit they get from their harvest” (personal communication, October 

6, 2014).   

As for the improvement in the standard of living, 57% responded positively. Ms. Camsit 

said “people in this community were satisfied because they have extra money from their harvest. 

Now, they can afford to send kids to school and buy other necessities. Food is never a problem 

here because most of us also plant vegetables; we get our food from the farm. Ultimately, Mr. 

Tindo communicated “our membership in the cooperatives contributed to the development of our 

economic status. Through the cooperative, we can easily avail of financial loans in case of 

emergency. This adds more peace of mind to us especially during difficult times.” 

Although in general, the farmers are happy with the development in their economic 

performance, other than money, people are worried about calamities, global warming and out of 

school youth issues. Also, as indicated in the answer above, financial literacy training could help 

farmers to sustain their standard of living.  

 

Summary of bonding, bridging, linking social capital  

 

This section provides a summary of the indications of bonding, bridging and linking social 

capital based on the survey and FGD results.  
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Figure 3. Summary of bonding, bridging and linking social capital in Atok 

 

In the previous discussions, it is apparent that Atok has a high level of bonding social 

capital as supported by the high level of interaction and trust with each other. The good relationship 

resulted from several factors such as their culture, location or even membership in the cooperative. 

Although it is difficult to exactly quantify the effects of each these factors.  

Ibaloi culture played a vital role in the development of the bonding social capital. Ibalois have a 

tradition called “Sakop” which is about helping each other without expecting any payment in 

return. Moreover, the proximity of the houses of the people further improves the social capital of 

the people as they can easily reach out to each other.  

In general, the respondents identified a very high level of bonding social capital because 

of the interplay between culture and participation in the cooperative. They almost universally 

indicated a stronger sense of meaningful interactions such as participating in casual events like 

birthdays and weddings. These interactions resulted to higher level of trust among the people in 

the community. The members also expressed increased participation in activities in their 

immediate community while performing the duties and obligations of their roles in the cooperative. 

In terms of bridging social capital, the cooperative identified instances where they 

interacted with other farmer groups. As one of the most productive cooperatives in the region, DA 

invited Atok during meetings with other farmer groups to share their experiences and encourage 

other farmers to form their own cooperative.  

Atok also get in touch with other farming groups to buy their harvests. Unfortunately, the quality 

of their coffee is still low. In order to help other farmers improve their product, Atok conducts 
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informal training on basic planting techniques. They are also helping them on how to start 

organizing their group. These collaborative efforts with other farmer groups illustrate the strong 

bridging social capital of Atok.  

Finally, in terms of linking social capital, Atok cooperative is a usual recipient of training 

programs and other forms of assistance from various organizations. Among the supports that they 

obtained are free participation in trade fairs, beneficiary of equipment such as depulper, and 

processing center. Recently, the cooperative moved to a new building which was funded by DA. 

The cooperative is leasing from the cooperative members who own the land. The payment is after 

15 years, the building will be turned over to the land owner. The projection is on the 15th year, the 

cooperative has already developed a full capacity to operate independently. The income of 

cooperative is still small yet the members strongly feel the improvement in their economic status. 

The respondents recognized the numerous supports provided by other institutions in 

improving their technical capacity and level of production. Farmers are thankful of the various 

supports extended to them from trainings to connecting them with buyers. Specifically, the 

assistance provided to the farmers were market access, distribution of coffee, better relationships 

with buyers, or technical assistance regarding harvesting and drying of coffee beans. Accordingly, 

the members frequently interact with these institutions during training programs, thereby 

increasing their linking social capital. Figure 3 illustrates the different social capital of Atok. The 

bold line connecting the different groups signifies strong social capital among the groups.  

Closer examination of the data revealed several emerging themes from the research. The 

themes are as follows: 

 

Social capital suggests a virtuous cycle. The higher the frequency of participation in community 

activities, results in higher level of trust, consequently higher cohesion and collective action. 

 

 
Figure 2. The virtuous cycle of social capital  

 

One of the positive manifestations of a high level of social capital in the community is the 

occurrence of frequent every-day social interactions. This “sociability” can take the form of 

meetings with people in public places, visits to other people’s homes or visits from others into 
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one’s own home, and participation in community events such as sports or ceremonies (World 

Bank, 2000).  

 An examination of pattern of interaction, trust and solidarity, social cohesion and collective 

action of the two cooperatives revealed that the frequency of interaction triggers the development 

of trust among members thereby increasing social cohesion and collective action.  

 

 

Strong bonding social capital does not necessarily translate to the development of linking social 

capital. Bridging social capital connects bonding and linking social capital.   

 

Groups with linkages often have better access to resources, especially from outside the 

community, such as from government or NGOs (World Bank, 2000). My research revealed that 

Atok farmers have higher trust on other institutions compared to Tublay farmers. One of the 

reasons why Atok farmers trust central government unit is because they provide training assistance 

to the farmers.  Ms. Agnes Calias, a farmer from Atok, shared “there were several training 

programs initiated by the Department of Agriculture through the LGU. We learned different 

techniques, from planting to harvesting, which resulted to increase our coffee production” 

(personal communication, October 6, 2014). 

In order to distinguish whether these daily social interactions are of the bonding or bridging 

variety, I asked the respondents whether the people with whom they interact are of the same or a 

different ethnic or linguistic group, economic status, social status, or religious group. Looking at 

the result of the survey, Atok is heavy on both bonding and bridging, consequently, strong linking 

social capital. The high linking social capital of Atok gave them access to resources critical to 

increase their production. This is also reflected in the perceived economic performance of Atok 

farmers which is significantly higher compared to Atok. The glaring difference between the two 

farmer groups is the strength of “bridging” social capital. This suggests that bridging social capital 

plays an integral role in the development of linking social capital, which is instrumental in paving 

the way for Atok to access more resources from powerful institutions. 

 

 

Education exerts the strongest influence on trust, collective action and willingness to help. 

According to Putnam (2000), education is by far the strongest correlate of civic 

engagement including social trust and membership in many different types of groups, i.e. the 

higher the educational level the higher the levels of trust. Putnam points out that highly-educated 

people are more inclined to trust others, as they are more likely to be better off economically, 

thanks to the confidence they have in the skills, resources and inclinations imparted to them at 

home and in school.  

A similar research on social trust which was conducted at local level in Greece revealed 

that higher levels of education are strongly associated with higher generalized trust levels, while 

low-educated people tend to exhibit lower levels of trust (Roumeliotou & Rontos 2009).  

Consistent with the previous findings, contrasting the educational level of farmers from Atok, 53% 

reached college level in Atok. Atok registered higher trust level to institutions in authority 

(linking). Consequently, Atok farmers have higher belief that institutions are willing help to them 

in terms of crisis. Education level could explain why Atok farmers have higher trust rating to 

different institutions compared to Tublay. The confidence that Atok farmers gained from their 

education gave them the confidence to deal with powerful institutions.  
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Mr. Oliver Odiem, business development manager of Atok, shared “we negotiate the price 

of the coffee with the buyers. We take into account the all our expenses then put around 30% to 

40% profit margin. In most cases, the buyers agree with the price we set and terms of payment” 

(personal communication, April, 2, 2015).   

 

Ultimately, Atok farmers are poised to further increase their productivity following the 

research of Jordaan & Grove (2013) which states that more educated group of farmers was found 

to be significantly more optimistic about the future. The more educated farmers may be in a better 

position to grasp the potential opportunities that exist for them to improve their performance. 

Higher levels of education contribute to the high levels of human capital that are required to adopt 

sophisticated new technology.  

My findings provide new insight into previous research on the impact of social capital among 

farmers. Like Pirotte, Pleyers, and Poncelet (2006) and Moberg (2005), I observed that producers 

develop social networks and a sense of community through shared work and regular meetings.   

Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998) specify intellectual capital as the way in which social capital impacts 

upon value creation. The combination and exchange of knowledge are complex social processes 

and that much valuable knowledge is fundamentally socially embedded -- in particular situations, 

in co-activity, and in relationships. Given the social embeddedness of intellectual capital, Nahapiet 

and Goshal (1998) argues that social capital theory offers a valuable perspective for understanding 

and explaining the creation of intellectual capital. Consequently, the special capabilities of 

organizations for creating and transferring knowledge are being identified as a central element of 

organizational advantage.  
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Abstract:  The purpose of this paper is to conceptualize, through a literature review, a visual 

framework that can link commercial and social value propositions in enterprises that explicitly 

pursue the triple bottomline.  This paper will synthesize my previous research on social 

enterprises with the cutting-edge findings of Osterwalder et al. (2014) in their publication “Value 

Proposition Design”.  The key issues this paper aims to tackle are: 

 

1. Reframing the Value Proposition Canvas of Osterwalder et al. (2014) in a sustainability-

oriented perspective; 

2. Building on the author’s (Aure, 2014) social business model canvas (then named ‘social 

entrepreneurship canvas); and 

 

The growing interest for sustainability accompanied by the need for lean product and value 

development (Ries, 2011) demands visual frameworks that are both readily applicable to practice 

while at the same time grounded in cutting-edge management theories.  This is especially the 

case in the social enterprise sector, which welcomes tools and frameworks that can enable better 

understanding of commercial and social value dynamics.  Addressing this context serves as a 

valuable contribution to both scholarship and practice. 

 

This paper is limited to a comprehensive literature review with some empirical applications 

based on the previous researches of the author. 

 

Key Words: business model, value proposition, social entrepreneurship, social enterprise, 

sustainability 

 

 

Introduction 

 

Need to build on sustainability and social enterprise frameworks 

This paper is an attempt to build on my previous work on frameworks for sustainability 

and social enterprises.  As these fields are growing, visual tools and frameworks provide both 

academics and practitioners better understanding of social enterprise dynamics.  Based on prior 

case studies conducted (Aure, 2013; Habaradas & Aure, 2014), visual frameworks can enable 

better decision-making especially given the dynamics and uncertainties present in the 

sustainability and social entrepreneurship field. 

 

Revisiting the Social Business Model Canvas 

In my previous papers, I have on Osterwalder and Pigneur’s Business Model Canvas 

(2010) via a Social Business Model Canvas (Aure, 2014).  This refined framework captures the 

interplay between commercial and social value generation and provides a perspective on how to 

reconcile these seemingly disparate factors.  The philosophy behind this framework is the dual yet 
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cyclical relationship between an enterprise’s business model (commercial value) and social value 

model.  The intention of this framework is to place the entrepreneur’s perspective on aligning and 

synchronizing these value creating systems – i.e. making sure that successes in managing the social 

value model contributes to the success of the business model. 

 
Figure 3.  Social business model canvas (Aure, 2014) 
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Figure 4. Social business model canvas of ECHOstore (Aure, 2014)
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 The example of ECHOstore’s social business model canvas illustrate the philosophy 

behind the framework – ECHOstore is able to manage its dual value propositions well.  The target 

beneficiary of cooperatives, communities, and farmers in the social value model become the key 

partners for creating business value in the business model canvas. 

 

Objectives  

Thus, the objective of this paper is to build on this framework by focusing on the designing 

and linking of social and commercial value propositions.  As with the Social Business Model 

Canvas, this paper will build on Osterwalder and Pigneur’s Value Proposition Canvas (2014). 

 

 

Developing Commercial Value Propositions 

 

 Before proceeding to the actual proposed framework, below are the foundational 

frameworks from which I aim to derive the social business value proposition canvas. 

 

 

Value Proposition Canvas 

 

 The Value Proposition Canvas was derived by Osterwalder and Pigneur from the Business 

Model Canvas.  This visual framework focuses on two general maps: product and value 

proposition design (left side, or the “Value Map”) and customer observation (right side, or the 

“Customer Profile Map”). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Value proposition canvas (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2014) 
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Value Map 

 

 The value map is composed of the (1) products and services the value proposition is built 

around, (2) gain creators, which are the factors that describe how products and services create 

customer gains, and (3) pain relievers, which show how products and services alleviate customer 

pains. 

 

Customer Profile Map 

 

 The customer profile map is formed by (1) customer jobs, which describe what customers 

are trying to accomplish in their work or daily lives, as expressed in their own words (Osterwalder 

& Pigneur, 2014), (2) gains, which describe the outcomes customers want to achieve or the 

concrete benefits customers are searching for, and (3) pains, which described negative outcomes, 

risks, and challenges related to the jobs they want to perform. 

 

 

Value Proposition Builder™ 

 

 This framework was developed by Barnes, Blake, and Pinder (2009) to illustrate the 

process and dynamics of developing value propositions. 

 

 

Figure 6. The Value Proposition Builder™ (Barnes et al., 2009) 
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Below are the descriptions the authors provided to facilitate their framework:  

 

1. Market: understanding the specific group of customers you want to target. 

2. Value experience: defining and understanding precisely what it is that your customers 

value. 

3. Offerings: mapping, defining, categorizing and managing the lifecycle of your offering 

around value. 

4. Benefits: taking the external and internal views of your value experience and prioritizing 

them including the cost component (price and customer risk). 

5. Alternatives and differentiation: what the alternative are to using your organization and 

how and why you are different (and better) than those alternatives. 

6. Proof: benefits realization techniques, evidence of your ability to deliver the customers’ 

desired value experience. 

 

‘Socializing’ the frameworks – from commercial to social value 

 

 I find that these two frameworks, much like the Business Model Canvas, can be ‘socialized’ 

or re-applied for social entrepreneurship contexts.  Below are the initial changes I propose, which 

will facilitate the creation of the Social Business Value Proposition Canvas. 

 

Social Value Proposition Canvas 

 

From Value Map to Social Value Map 

  

Deriving from the commercial value map, the social value map can be composed of the (1) 

social value or social problem to be solved, (2) social gain creators, which are the factors that 

describe how can create gains for the beneficiary that is rooted in addressing a pressing social 

problem or an enterprise’s mission, and (3) pain relievers, which show how the social value or 

social product solves the the intended beneficiaries’ challenges. 

 

Beneficiary Profile Map 

  

The beneficiary profile map is formed by (1) beneficiary needs, which describe what 

intended beneficiaries aim to accomplish in their lives, preferably as expressed by them or from a 

needs assessment research, (2) social gains, which describe the outcomes beneficiaries aim to 

attain which can increase their quality of life or address their beneficiary needs, and (3) social 

pains, which described negative outcomes, risks, and challenges related to the needs they are trying 

to address. 

 

 

Social Value Proposition Builder 

 

 From the listed processes promoted by Barnes et al. (2009), below are my proposed 

modifications to realign their trademarked value proposition builder into a more social perspective: 

(1) from market  beneficiary; (2) from value experience  beneficiary needs assessment; (3) 
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from offerings  social offerings; (4) from benefits to social channels; (5) from alternatives and 

differentiation  social positioning, and (6) from proof  social mission and commitment. 

 

 

1. Beneficiary: understanding the specific group of beneficiaries who need to solve socially 

relevant problems that the enterprise can feasibly target 

2. Social value experience assessment or social needs assessment: defining and understanding 

precisely what it is that the beneficiaries truly need 

3. Social offerings: mapping, defining, categorizing and managing the lifecycle of your 

offering around value. 

4. Social benefits: taking the external and internal views of your value experience and 

prioritizing them including feasibility 

5. Social positioning and differentiation: assessing whether can other organizations do your 

mission or serve your target beneficiaries better. 

6. Social credibility: shows evidence of the firm to deliver the beneficiaries’ desired value 

experience; can be visually shown by the Social Business Model Canvas 

 

 

Building the Social Business Value Proposition Canvas 

 

 Based on the frameworks synthesized above, I propose the Social Business Value 

Proposition Canvas that aims to properly link commercial and social value propositions integral to 

the management of social enterprises.  A key limitation of this early iteration of the canvas is it 

assumes that the target commercial segment is different from the target social beneficiary – which 

is how some social enterprises in my earlier case studies (Aure, 2013; Habaradas & Aure, 2014) 

manage their firms. 

 

The key alignments and links to this framework are the following: 

1. Alignment between the business value product / proposition and the social value product / 

proposition 

2. Business target segments as possible co-creators of the social value product 

3. Beneficiary segments as possible co-creators of the business value product 
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Figure 7.  Social business value proposition canvas 

 

 

Alignment between the commercial and social value propositions 

 

 A key question this framework forces the social entrepreneur to answer is: how can I ensure 

that the product offering I am offering to my customers can efficiently and sustainably complement 

the mission or social value I am aiming to address?  Alignment between these two propositions 

help in the management of the social enterprise, in the sense that these two are not viewed as 

conflicting balancing acts, but rather, a reconciliation.  This addresses the tenet of “doing well by 

doing good” and veers away from the “doing well versus doing good” mindset. 

 

Treating commercial segments as co-creators of the social value proposition and vice-versa 

 

 I propose that what truly separates an authentic and sustainable social enterprise from 

corporate versions of CSR is how commercial segments are strategically chosen to be part of a 

system that co-creates the social value proposition.  For example, in the case of ECHOstore and 

Human Nature, the aspirational organic lifestyle of the customers fuel the livelihood of farmers 

and communities the enterprises target.  The commercial segments’ demand of organic products 

incentivize the farmers and communities to continue creating their organic products – the value 

desired by the commercial segments are deeply intertwined with the beneficiaries’ capability to 

deliver value. 
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Conclusion and Future Research 

 

 This introductory research was able to build a preliminary iteration for linking both 

commercial and social value propositions.  I recommend that future research test these frameworks 

in a more empirical sense, perhaps through qualitative case study analyses of social enterprises.  

Practitioners can also be consulted through workshops in building on these frameworks to ensure 

applicability. 

 

 

 Furthermore, these frameworks can be aligned as well to cutting-edge innovation, strategy, 

and entrepreneurship frameworks such as Kim and Mauborgne’s Blue Ocean Strategy and Ries’ 

The Lean Startup.  The Social Business Model Canvas and the Social Business Value Proposition 

Canvas provide visual cues that encourage social entrepreneurs and academics to think how two 

systems of value creation can be aligned better.  These frameworks attempt to truly pursue the 

ideals of “doing well by doing good” – reconciling business and societal need, proving that these 

two need not be pursued in a separate and exclusively independent manner. 
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Abstract 

 

This Research study attempts to link Poverty Alleviation and Social  Innovation and    

establish  a causal relationship  between social innovation initiatives and the level of poverty in 

the Philippine setting utilizing The Gawad Kalinga Enchanted Farm social innovation model as a 

point of comparison with other selected social innovation initiatives to address the Philippine 

poverty situation. The Case Study Research  framework of Robert Yin (2009) shall be used as the 

main research methodology. 

 

Keywords:  Social Innovation, Poverty Alleviation, Social transformation, Subsistence  

communities, Sustainable communities, Social business 

 

 

Background and Academic Context 
This study is about Poverty and how Social Innovation addresses this malaise which since time  

immemorial had been afflicting Philippine society.  The research will attempt to dissect the 

phenomenon of Philippine poverty and see why traditional, conventional solutions had been 

ineffective since the beginning of Philippine society. The research is deemed worth the efforts 

since it intends to highlight the more relevant and up-to-date studies of poverty and poverty 

alleviation and how appropriate social innovation approaches could help provide a more 

sustainable solution to reducing poverty level in the Philippine setting. 

                   

Many studies have been undertaken relating to Poverty in the Philippine setting. 

One such study showed that according to the World Bank, despite the drop in extreme           poverty 

in developing regions in the world between 2005 and 2008, the Philippines has            not seen the 

same decline where 28.6% of Filipinos were still living on less than $1.25 a           day in 2009 

compared to 2006 with only 0.7 per cent decrease over three years. This            indicates an almost 

stagnant progress in addressing poverty (Welch, A., 2013). 

 

Another study highlighted that Poverty and Inequality in the Philippines remain a           challenge. 

It indicated that in the past four decades, the proportion of households living            below  official 

poverty line has declined slowly and unevenly and efforts and programs to           reduce poverty 

have been much slow. The study also highlighted twelve key findings                     and of these 

twelve, five findings stood out as follows: a) Economic growth did not           translate into poverty 

reduction in recent years, b) Poverty remains a mainly rural           phenomenon although urban 

poverty is increasing, c) There is weak local government           capacity for implementing poverty 

reduction program, d) Multidimensional responses to poverty reduction are needed, and e) Further 

research on chronic poverty is needed, (ADB, 2015). Another study stressed that the much-touted 
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Pantawid Pamilya Pilipino Program or 4P’s which is patterned after Conditional Cash Transfer 

Programs implemented in other developing countries and involving monthly cash grants of P1,400 

to the “poorest of the poor” families on condition their school-age children remain in school and 

the mothers go for regular medical chech-ups has had no impact on poverty reduction at both micro 

and macro levels.  As of June, 2013, the program operates in 1,484 towns , 143 cities in 79 

provinces and reported by DSWD to be benefiting close to 4 million Filipino families.(Social 

Watch Group, 2013). 

                   

In this research, Poverty is defined as the state of human beings who are poor or they have little or 

no material means of surviving- food, shelter, clothing, healthcare, education and other physical 

means of living or improving one’s life.  Poverty alleviation, on the other hand,  is the promotion 

of economic growth that will permanently lift as many people as possible over the poverty line 

and Poverty reduction measures are those that raise or are intended to raise, enabling the poor to 

create wealth for themselves as a means for ending poverty forever(Wikipedia.org) Social 

Innovation is defined as  a novel solution to an unmet social problem that is most effective, efficient 

and sustainable or just than the present solutions and for which the value created accrues primarily 

to society as a whole rather than private individuals (Stanford Business, 2009). 

 

The study on social innovation as a means of addressing unmet social needs, particularly poverty, 

which  has  since 1999 registered at 1.6B poor worldwide decreased to 1.0B poor and for the East 

Asia Region registered at 661M poor in 1999 declined to 206M poor(The World Bank Group, 

2001) and while the Philippine poverty, despite the average 6% GDP annual growth remained 

practically unchanged standing at 27.9%( 3 out of 10) of population are  poor as of 1st semester, 

2012  from the 2006 figure of 28.8% in 2006 (NSCB, 2012) cannot be over emphasized. 

 

How do we then link the idea poverty with that of  social innovation? Theoretical studies on social 

innovation, particularly on the diffusion of innovation by Bates (2012)  and the three-fold theory 

of social change by Reeler (2007) tried to show this link. However, these studies do not yet  

establish a clear causal link. 

 

With this clear weakness, this presents a need to provide a new perspective that establishes a causal 

relationship between poverty and social innovation. This gap in existing literature necessitates 

some further studies on  social innovation concepts that enhance poverty alleviation initiatives. 

 

Review of Related Literature 

 

The following researches were utilized to lend appropriate framework and theoretical        concepts 

to the study. 

 

Poverty and Poverty Alleviation 

 

         

This literature highlighted the work of Thomas, G. (1972) who identified two causal         

explanations of poverty, the genetic and the scarce resource models, which are both non-social and 

representing the extremes of a continuum from the sub-individual to the ecological.  According to 

Thomas, the genetic explanation asserts that poverty is biologically rooted in inferior genetic traits, 
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while the scarcity thesis contends that resources are inadequate to yield affluence or abundance for 

all, at least in this historical period so that poverty for some is an unavoidable consequence. Both 

these propositions, Thomas stresses place the sources of poverty beyond human intervention in the 

short term. Neither theses, however, is supported by enough evidence to be taken seriously. 

 

The literature of Jordan (2004) accentuated that there are competing theories regarding the causes 

of poverty, particularly in the US , although these could be categorized into cultural/behavioral 

and structural/political dimensions. The author contends that the behavioral/ cultural thesis of 

poverty stemmed from the anthropological arguments of Oscar Lewis (1970) which later became 

mistakenly correlated to laying blame for poverty on the poor themselves or on a government that 

makes them continually dependent.(Patterson 2000). This situation, the author stresses  tends to 

perpetuate itself from generation to generation because of its effects on children. The author 

underscores that the structural/ political school of thought contends that  most poverty is ascribable 

to structural factors inherent to either the economy and or to  several interrelated institutional 

environment that serve to favor certain groups over others generally based on gender, class or race. 

 

At the end, the author attempted to synthesize these two competing schools of thought and 

concluded that the structural variables seemed to overwhelmed the role of the  behavioral/culture 

variables. 

 

Social Innovation  

In the work of Bates (2012), she raised the various challenges plaguing society for generation- 

poverty, hunger, terrorism, natural disasters, environmental damage, inaccessible health care, etc. 

She contended that these issues are very complex and involve several different constituents with 

competing objectives. These issues, therefore, defy the traditional means of solving problems 

because they are caused in  numerous ways, interwoven and difficult to untangle. The author called 

these problems “wicked problems” and the key to solving them lies in defining them with 

precision, clarity, and detail. She, then, proposed a Social Impact framework for Social Innovation 

Initiative utilizing the following process: a) Define the Social Challenge, b) Understand and 

Prioritize Needs, c) Examine the Opportunity, d) Devise a Workable Solution, e) Develop a 

Business Model , and f) Diffusion of Innovation. 

 

The literature of Mulgan (2007) highlighted that successful innovation thrives best when there are 

effective alliances of key stakeholders and between small organizations and  entrepreneurs or the 

“bees” who are mobile, fast, and cross pollinate and the big organizations or the “trees” with roots, 

resilience and size which can grow ideas to scale. He further accentuated that social innovation 

can scale up along continuum from diffusion of ideas to organic growth of organizations. 

According to Mulgan, the pattern of growth is dependent on the mix of environmental conditions 

and capacities- managerial and financial. He further elaborated the “connected difference theory” 

of social innovation with its three key dimensions, namely; a) Social innovations are usually new 

combination of or hybrid of existing elements rather than entirely new idea, b) Putting them to 

produce entails cutting across organizational, sectoral or disciplinary boundaries, and c) They 

leave behind compelling new social relationships between previously disparate individuals or 

groups, thus contributing to the diffusion and embedding of the social innovations. In his book, 

Banker To The Poor, Yunus (2007) manifested that micro-lending for the poor, Social innovation 

initiative  can be much more effective than unwieldy and expensive aid program as exemplified 
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by the phenomenal success of Grameen Bank of Bangladesh. 

 

After his success in micro-lending and his experience with the poor in Grameen Bank, the author 

is currently delving into a new social innovation initiative, a dimension where human beings want 

to be of help to other people, to create a new kind of world through economic activity, According 

to Yunus, this requires a new kind of business he calls Social Business, a non-loss, non-dividend 

enterprise, created with the intention to do good to people and bring positive changes to the world, 

without any short-term expectations of deriving money out of it. This social innovation initiative 

illustrates how Social Business can change the world and end poverty.      

  

     

Leadership Traits 

          

 

                 Kriss (2013)  stressed the four key traits that drive sustainably successful social  

innovators, namely; a) Systems Thinking (Brains) , where the social innovation leader is driven at 

a systems, wholistic level and consider the interplay of multiple factors and forces within a 

complex, interdependent environment, b) Deep Collaboration (Soul), where the social innovation 

leader operates based on clear values plus deep collaboration perspective based on trust and realize 

that he cannot operate as an island, but must reach out, listen, understand and engage other 

stakeholders. He deeply recognizes that Trust among diverse collaborators is crucial to ensure 

sustainable success, c) Empathic Innovator  ( Heart) The social innovator must have as his key 

motivator the passion to create social change. Empathy (the ability to understand and share the 

feelings of others- A real understanding and sensitivity to the experience of another person) must 

play a central role in the social innovation engagement and in order for innovation to be most 

appropriate and useful, and d) World Visionary (Nerve) The social innovator see opportunities 

which others see as obstacles. He must be skilled in integrative thinking and the ability to hold two 

opposing ideas in the minds and reach a synthesis. He must be comfortable in navigating 

ambiguities and seeing possibilities in the fragmented, complex nature of social reality as he 

envisions a better future. 

 

Reynolds, C. (2013) stressed that the key insights of Ashoka, a first mover in the  field of social 

innovation, stipulates “if you want to predict how things will turn out for a new idea, your best bet 

is to focus on the person behind the idea”. As such, he emphasized that  leadership is an extremely 

important driver of social innovation, though very difficult to quantify. He cited that taking a good 

idea to scale requires skillful strategy and coherent vision, coupled with the ability to marshal 

resources and support and identify the key points of leverage and the weak links in 

in the opponents’ walls. He continued that the key traits include boldness, accountability, 

resourcefulness, ambition and persistence. Mulgan (2007) that such traits of strong observation 

and communication skills are highly important. 

 

Models of Social Change 

 

 

The Reeler(2007) highlighted the three theories of social change  as a) Emergent Social Change 

Theory, b) The Transformational Social Change Theory and c) The Projectable Change Theory. 
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The Emergent Social Change Theory 

  

The author describes this theory as the day-to-day unfolding of life, adaptive, uneven processes of 

unconscious and conscious learnings from experience and the uneven changes that result from 

those learnings as these apply to individuals, organizations, families, communities and societies 

when they adopt to shifting realities as they try to improve and enhance what they have and do and 

of building on what  there is, step-by-step, uncertainly, but still learning and adopting however 

well or badly. 

  

According to the author Emergent Social Change is paradoxical, where perceptions, feelings, and 

intentions are as powerful as the facts they engage with. He continued that there are two types of 

Emergent Social Change. One is the less conscious Emergent Social Change which there is 

unformed and unclear relationships, structures and leadership. This describes, in some ways, the 

early stages of the existence of GK Enchanted Farm, where structures were unclear and 

relationships were yet emerging. The other form is the more conscious Emergent Social 

Change.   

 

Here, the author stresses, identity, relationships, structures and leadership are more formed.  The 

environment is relatively stable and less contradictory. 

 

 

               The Transformative Social Change Theory 

 

The author accentuates that in the development of all social beings there reaches a stage where 

crisis or stuckness tend to develop through the natural process of inner development. He said this 

happens for instance when a pioneer organization like GK Enchanted Farm starts to grow beyond 

the limits of its informal structuring and relationship enters into a tense or contradictory  

relationships with their world prompted by shifts in external, political, economic, cultural or 

environmental context. He stresses crisis or stuckness sets the stage for transformative social 

change and unlike Emergent Social Change, Transformative Social Change is characterized as a 

learning process, in fact, more of the unlearning process. 

 

            The Projectable Social Change 

 

The author accentuates that human beings identify and solve problems and imagine           different 

possibilities-think of themselves and their present stories into preferred  future(in the case of Mr, 

Tony Meloto, his dream to eradicate Poverty) and being able to project possible Vision or 

Outcomes and formulate conscious plans to bring about change toward this Vision- transforming 

the poor subsistence communities into sustainable communities. Projectable Social Change, 

through  appropriate, viable and doable projects, succeed where  problems, needs, possibilities are 

more visible, under relatively stable conditions relationships- where relationships are coherent, 

stable and predictable enough and where  relationships are coherent, stable and predictable enough 

where unpredictable outcomes don’t threaten desired results. Projectable Social Change, according 

to the author has  two orientations, namely; a) Problem-based approach,  and b) Creative approach. 

In the problem-based approach, it involves identifying the problem and seeking a  Fix. For 
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instance, in the Poverty problem, problem of low income is identified and ‘the Fix is the Cash  

Transfer Program, a short-lived, non-sustainable approach. While the Creative approach involves 

imagining and visioning desired results.          (Eliminating Poverty by creating 500,000 social 

entrepreneurs from the poor). It involves a leap of imagination into the future, rather than a direct 

fix-  A new source of water, rather than fixing the broken water tap. It starts from the future plan, 

the desired results and backward to the present. 

 

 

Stakeholders Participation 

                     

                            

Hillman & Keim (2011) argued that investing in relationships with primary stakeholders can lead 

to valuable, intangible competencies, which are important in gaining and maintaining competitive 

as well as social advantage. This is further by  the authors’ hypothesis that stakeholder management 

lead to improved value creation. 

 

In the work of Purvis et al.(2015), the authors underscored how expectancy theory explains that 

motivation on the degree to which an effort is perceived leads to performance, performance leads 

to rewards and the rewards offered are perceived to be desirable. Specifically, this explains how 

understanding whether and to what degree stakeholders will participate in the implementation of 

project management systems or other initiatives- social innovation, etc.  The authors research       

results supported that stakeholders assess the direction and strength of the psychological       climate 

and that their assessments shape their motivation to participate in active support, token support or 

counter-implementation behavior and actions.   

 

    

 

     Research Problem 

 

The problem that this Research attempts to address is the poverty situation in the Philippines and 

why current approaches are hardly working, if at all, to address this. 

 

Put in another way, how do social innovation initiatives reduce poverty level asapplied in the 

Philippine situation?  

 

The following hypotheses were crafted to answer the above question: 

H1: Social innovation initiatives positively influences the reduction of poverty level. Yunus (2007) 

strongly supported this hypothesis as manifested by his micro-lending social innovation initiative 

in Bangladesh through his Grameen bank success in providing easy, accessible credit to the poor 

that progressively elevated many of them out of poverty. 

 

H2: Social innovation initiatives positively influence poverty level reduction if key             leaders 

possess strong social innovator traits.  Reynolds, C.(2013) substantiates this hypothesis by 

emphasizing that leadership is an extremely important driver of social innovation. This was further 

supported by Ocampo (2014) in his interviews with the key associates of GK Enchanted Farm 

ascribing to the phenomenal success of the GK Enchanted Farm to the notable leadership traits of 
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Mr. Meloto, the organization’s founder. 

 

H3:The desirable leadership traits directly mediate social innovation in the reduction of poverty 

level. 

 

H4: The degree of  stakeholders’ participation and commitment to social innovation initiatives 

positively moderates  achieving poverty level reduction. Purvis, et. Al (2015) corroborated this 

hypothesis as these authors explained how understanding whether or to what degree stakeholders 

will participate in the implementation of social innovation initiatives and that stakeholders assess 

the direction and strength of the psychological climate and their assessment shape their   motivation 

to participate, either in active support, token support or counter-implementation behavior and 

action. 

 

 

The  Conceptual  framework being proposed in the study is as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

The above Conceptual Framework will be supported by the following Theoretical framework 
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Research Objectives 

 

          From existing literature and validated through surveys, interviews and observations  of key 

respondents of subject organization, GK Enchanted Farm and selected comparable social 

innovation organization, the research study hopes to understand the positive influence of social 

innovation in reducing poverty level in the Philippine situation. 

         Specifically, The research shall attempt a) To evaluate if the social innovation model of the  

 GK Enchanted Farm model is an appropriate model to utilize in order to effectively reduce    

Philippine poverty, b) To propose the appropriate poverty reduction model/framework of social 

innovation deem effective for Philippine setting. 

 

    Methodology and Methods of Inquiry 
 

This study intends to utilize the Case Study Research Method of Yin (2009) following    the 

subsequent protocols, namely; a) The careful selection of the research subject of relevance, b) The 

Planning and Design of how to address the research study & determination of relevant data to be 

collected, c) Ensure unbiasness in the surveys & questionnaires, d) Treat each case individually 

and then cross case the conclusions to be drawn, and e) Use analytic generalization rather than 

statistically generalization. 

 

The research will be primarily based on primary and secondary data using the following strategies, 

namely; 

1) Case study 

2) Interviews of key participants combined with survey, and 

3) Actual observations of key participants processes 

         The rationale of these strategies is to obtain first hand information and validate these    

through a triangulation process based on one major organization, Gawad Kalinga Enchanted   farm 

and will be compared with other social innovation organizations- Go Negosyo, Echo    Store, 

Human Nature, Liter of Light. 

 

The Unit of Analysis is the Founder of GK Enchanted Farm and his key associates and triangulated 

with key personalities of other social innovation organizations. As earlier said, the data will be 

obtained through surveys and interviews and actual observations as this approach will enable the 

researcher to delve deep into the various nuances of social practices of comparable organizations 

in the Philippine setting. 
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Session L- Technology and Government 

Service 

An impact study on the performance improvement of San Fernando, Pampanga using the 

Performance Governance System: A baseline data towards the adoption of the balanced 

scorecard technology in LGU Solano 

 

Jonathan P. Vergara, Christine Jesusa G. Bilong, Melody N. Directo, Jobelle P. Gabayan, 

Keeshia R. Pardo and Zyrel Vanalein L. Laza 

Saint Mary’s University 

 

This study was undertaken to provide a baseline data for a municipality’s adoption of the Balanced 

Scorecard Technology. It sought to analyze and to provide comparison on the financial 

performance of the City of San Fernando, Pampanga (CSFP) before and after the use of the 

Performance Governance System (PGS), determining therefore the effects of the aforesaid system 

in the city, thus, completing the Phase 1 of the study.  It further aimed to come up with a tool that 

markets the use and the effects of the PGS in CSFP and to introduce the system to the stakeholders 

of LGU-Solano, with which Phase 2 commenced.  The level of acceptability in terms of 

attractiveness and the stakeholders’ perception of the benefits and practicability of the strategies 

of the system to be employed were then determined. The likelihood of having variances as to the 

level of acceptability among the stakeholders was further analyzed. The study was delimited to 

San Fernando City’s financial performance from 2002 to 2011, for the 1st phase and LGU-

Solano’s response to the marketed system, for the 2nd phase. Moreover, the study utilized the 

descriptive-quantitative research design and document analysis. Results from Phase 1 of the study 

indicate that the practice of the PGS brought forth favourable effects on the financial performance 

of CSFP. Furthermore, the level of acceptability of the stakeholders of LGU- 

Solano, as measured in the 2nd phase of the study shows that the stakeholders, overall, agree on 

the attractiveness, perceived benefits and strategies of the PGS. 

 

Keywords:  Balanced Scorecard Technology, Performance Governance System, financial 

performance 
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The Level of Satisfaction on the Electronic Filing and Payment System of BIR by the 

Public Practitioner CPAs in Baguio City 
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Marinique V. Ycot, Josephine M.  Acop 

Saint Louis University 

 

 
Abstract 

The Electronic Filing and Payment System (EFPS) is developed by the Bureau of Internal Revenue 

primarily to provide Philippine taxpayers with top quality and convenient service through a much 

faster processing and immediate confirmation of filing tax returns and payment of taxes due 

thereon. EFPS is an alternative mode of filing returns and payment of taxes which deviates from 

the conventional manual process of encoding paperbound tax returns filed which is highly 

susceptible to human errors and intervention. The research aimed to determine the level of 

satisfaction of the Public Practitioner CPAs in Baguio City about the Bureau of Internal Revenue’s  

EFPS system. The researchers used descriptive research method and gathered the data through a 

questionnaire about the satisfaction of the Public Practitioner CPAs, and summarized the results 

in tables. The significant difference in the level of satisfaction of respondents was tested using the 

ANOVA. The study found out that the respondents are generally satisfied with the use of the EFPS 

of the BIR.  Significant level of satisfaction was noted when the respondents were grouped 

according to age and according to the servicing bank.  It was also found out that among the features 

of the EFPS, it is the feature of Availability and Convenience that can bring a possible increase in 

tax collection.  Still according to the respondents, the use of the EFPS may not improve collection 

of taxes for the reason that it is costly and time consuming.  

 

Keywords: electronic filing and payment system, public practitioner, Baguio city 

 

Introduction 

 

Then he said to them, "So give back to Caesar what is Caesar's, and to God what is God's." 

(Matthew 22:21)  Taxation is the inherent power of the sovereign, which is exercised through the 

legislature to impose burdens upon subjects and objects within its jurisdiction to raise revenues for 

carrying out the legitimate objects of the government. (Domondon, 2009). It is the strongest of all 

the inherent powers of the government because, without money, the government can neither 

survive nor dispense any of its other powers and functions effectively. (Valencia & Roxas, 2013)  

No government in the world can run its administrative office without funds and it has no such 

system incorporated in itself to generate profit from its functioning. (Gonzales, 2011) 

 

Tax is the lifeblood of the government and its state. It is the main source of income and funds of 

the government. The collected tax from the citizens will be used to implement projects and 

programs that will surely benefit them. (Valencia & Roxas, 2013) 

 

One of the many taxes imposed by the Philippines government today is Income tax. Income Tax 

is a tax on all yearly profits arising from property, profession, trades or offices, or as a tax on a 

http://biblehub.com/matthew/22-21.htm
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person's income, emoluments, profits, and the like. (www. kittelsoncarpo.com) 

 

Furthermore, taxes in the Philippines were filed manually. A manual filing system is one done by 

hand the traditional way- using folders kept in a cabinet. For the longest period of time, the Bureau 

of Internal Revenue (BIR) have been using the traditional way of collecting taxes which is the 

manual filing of taxes and personally paying taxes due in an Authorized Agency Bank (AAB).  It 

was said that the traditional manual filing is highly susceptible to human error and so in the year 

2001, thus the BIR issued Revenue Regulations No. 9 – 2001, dated August 3, 2001, prescribing 

the electronic filing and payment of tax returns and payment of taxes or what was called as the 

Electronic Filing and Payment System (eFPS).  

 

With eFPS, taxpayers can avail of a paperless tax filing experience and can also pay their taxes 

online through the convenience of an internet-banking service via debit from their enrolled bank 

account. In addition, since eFPS is available on the internet, taxpayers can file and pay for their 

taxes anytime, anywhere as long as he or she is using a computer with an internet connection 

(www.efps.bir.gov.ph). 

 

The accredited banks by the BIR are Authorized Agent Bank (AAB) refers which refers to a bank 

with Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) with approved internet banking facility and authorized as 

such by the concerned Tax Payer; Government Entity and the Department of Finance (DOF). An 

AAB designated as a collecting bank can only receive electronic payments and act as intermediary 

or pass through entity. It can only maintain a clearing account or a hinged account for its collections 

under the name of the Government Entity/Treasurer of the Philippines (TOP). (ncc.gov.ph) 

 

One noted reason why electronic filing and payment is used by other countries like the United 

States of America is that, computer-generated returns, transmitted electronically, generally are 

easier to process than paper returns; since the information on the forms does not have to be keyed 

in, number by number, by IRS staff into the Service's computers hence there is less chance of 

errors. (Harold 2011) 

 

Electronic transmittal is instantaneous, bypassing the frustrating vagaries of the postal system and 

the client receives confirmation within a day or two that the return not only was received by the 

Internal Revenue Service (IRS), but was received accurately. (Harold, 2011) 

 

However, from an American experience, electronic tax filings’ biggest advantage, from the 

taxpayer's point of view, is that it shortens the time for refunds from an average of 12 weeks to 

about 3 weeks. Refunds can even be deposited directly into taxpayers' bank accounts. (Harold, 

2011) 

 

Electronic Filing and Payment System was introduced and established in the Philippines last 2001 

to increase revenue collection, administration, avail services to the taxpayers all the time from 

anywhere, reduce costs of compliance and improve tax compliance. However, there are no clear 

results or answers on how the system really works as it is being used by the taxpayers registered 

in it. 

 

This study was conducted to know the level of satisfaction of the Certified Public Accountants 

http://www.efps.bir.gov.ph/
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(CPAs) in Baguio City who are engaged in Public Practice and are currently providing taxation 

services to their clients who are using the eFPS of the BIR. A Certified Public Accountant (CPA)  

in the Philippines is defined as one who passed the CPA licensure examinations given by the Board 

of Accountancy of the Professional Regulation Commission. 

 

There is quite a number of areas of practice of profession for CPAs and one of which is the area 

of Public Practice.  A Public Practitioner CPAs is performing public accounting. Public accounting 

can be viewed as firms of accountants that serve clients such as businesses (retailers, 

manufacturers, service companies, etc.), individuals, nonprofits and governments.  The services of 

CPAs in Public Accounting include preparation, review, and auditing of the clients' financial 

statements; tax work including the preparation of income tax returns, and estate and tax planning; 

consulting and advice involving accounting systems, mergers and acquisitions, and much more. 

The positions in public accounting often consist of staff, senior, manager and partner. The 

researchers’ highest respondents are the staff CPAs. (http://www.accountingcoach.com) 

 

Public Practitioner CPAs may file and pay taxes as an individual taxpayer (professional taxpayer) 

in behalf of himself/herself and/or file and pay taxes on behalf of a client.  

According to the article entitled “Advantages of Using a CPA to Prepare Your Tax Return” (2014), 

engaging a CPA is the start of a professional relationship that includes more than preparing a tax 

return.  It is acquiring a “partner” in quest for financial security and someone that can be called 

with many types of financial, investment, business or employment compensation question. Asking 

users how satisfied they are with a service can provide a measure of all the parts that contribute to 

the overall user experience. 

 

Satisfaction is the act of providing what is needed or desired (Merriam-Webster Dictionary). A 

good service makes it possible for users to successfully complete tasks. User satisfaction helps 

measure the overall quality of the service experience. Many government transactions are 

mandatory for users, so they are not naturally enjoyable, and are sometimes referred to as grudge 

transactions. Still, try to make them as pleasant as possible for users, who may be nervous or 

stressed when interacting with the government. The Level of Satisfaction is measured using the 

features of the electronic filing and payment system of the government.  The features of an 

electronic filing and payment system include convenience, interactive, self-validating, fast, 

availability, security, cost effective and easy. (https://www.gov.uk) The BIR recognizes these 

features of the current eFPS. 

 

Convenience. It means eFPS is quick and simple to use. The BIR came out with the eFPS to make 

it convenient for taxpayers to file their returns anytime, anywhere and easier for the BIR to detect 

errors. (http://www.mb.com.ph) 

 

The rationale for developing the eFPS is to provide top quality and convenient service by providing 

a much faster processing and immediate confirmation of the filing of tax returns. It deviates from 

the conventional method of manually filing the tax returns to the various revenue district offices 

scattered throughout the country. By using the eFPS, taxpayers may directly encode and submit 

their taxes on-line with the use of the internet through the BIR website. (Rafal, C. 2011) 

 

Interactive. It is designed to respond to the actions, commands, etc. EFPS provides interactive 

http://www.accountingcoach.com/blog/what-does-an-accountant-do
http://www.accountingcoach.com/blog/what-is-a-financial-statement
http://www.accountingcoach.com/blog/what-is-a-financial-statement
http://www.accountingcoach.com/
https://www.gov.uk/
http://www.mb.com.ph/
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forms. An interactive form is a document with blank spaces that allows the user to insert data, edit, 

save, and print. 

 

According to the BIR’s Guide to Interactive Forms, the features/highlights of the BIR’s Interactive 

Forms are automatic computations are done even if the form is offline, items can be validated (e.g. 

fields that require alphabetical characters will not allow a taxpayer to enter numbers and vice 

versa), mandatory items are outlined in red. Once the taxpayer saves the form without filling up 

mandatory items, a message will appear stating: “Reminder: You have not yet filled out all the red 

boxes. If these boxes are not all filled out and this form is submitted, it will be considered 

incomplete and/or you may be subject to audit.”, items with several options have either a radio 

button or a drop down box with choices for the taxpayer, letters are automatically capitalized, 

negative values as a result of computations will be shown inside a parenthesis. 

 

Self-validating. According to an article by the Philippine Information Agency, “BIR launches 

electronic filing and tax payment system” states that “It is self-validating where errors are 

minimized because all of the information supplied by the taxpayers is validated before final 

submission.” 

 

Fast. Response or acknowledgement time of eFPS is quicker than manual filing. With eFPS, 

transactions are made faster and convenient, a paperless tax filing and can also pay their taxes 

online through the convenience of an internet-banking service via debit facility from their enrolled 

bank account. (Gonzaga P. 2013) 

 

Availability. Characteristic of a resource that is committable, operable, or usable upon demand  to 

perform its designated or required function. It is the aggregate of the resource's accessibility, 

reliability, maintainability, serviceability, and securability. (www.businessdictionary.com) 

EFPS is available twenty four hours a day, and seven days a week including holidays. (Gonzaga 

P. 2013) 

 

Security. Return and payment transactions are more secure, as all data transmission is encrypted. 

According to Daryl Matthew A. Sales, a manager with the Tax Advisory and Compliance division 

of Punongbayan & Araullo, “Taxpayers are protected by a law prohibiting the disclosure of, or 

inquiry into, deposits with any banking institution pursuant to Republic Act No. 1405, otherwise 

known as the law on secrecy of bank deposits.  

 

Cost effective. Processing cost of returns and payments are minimized. According to the article of 

Carlo P. Gonzaga (2013), “BIR launches electronic filing and tax payment system” states that, 

“The transaction (eFPS) is secured and cost effective.” 

 

Easy. EFPS consists of simple steps that can be easily followed. Electronic filing options include 

(1)on-line, self-prepared return, using a personal computer and tax preparation software, or (2)on-

line submission of returns using a tax professional’s computer and tax preparation software. 

(Cartac, 2008). 

 

Manila Bulletin issued an article entitled “Taxpayers Urged to Use eFPS” dated February 6, 2013, 

which states that, The Bureau of Internal Revenue (BIR) yesterday asked professional and business 
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taxpayers to avail of its paperless Electronic Filing and Payment System (EFPS) in the submission 

of their income and other tax returns which the agency said is "more safe, convenient and fast." 

Regarding said EFPS use, BIR Deputy Commissioner for Operations, Nelson M. Aspe said at the 

launch of the 2013 tax campaign to raise P1.2 trillion revenues at the Trinoma Activity Center in 

Quezon City, "All you need is a computer with internet connection." He said once the EFPS 

application is accepted, the taxpayer is issued confirmation, or a filing reference number which the 

taxpayer will then transmit to his bank.  

 

According to a news article written by Jun Ramirez dated February 12, 2015, The Bureau of 

Internal Revenue (BIR) announced that starting this year it will no longer accept manual tax returns 

submitted by individuals and firms who enrolled electronic filing and payment system (eFPS). The 

BIR chief issued the directives when she addressed separately the launching rites of the 2015 tax 

collection campaigns of Manila and Caloocan regional offices under Revenue Directors Araceli 

Francisco and Gerardo Florendo, respectively. Manila has a collection assignment of P48 billion 

for the year and Caloocan, P24 billion. Henares noted that only about three percent of the eFPS 

taxpayers nationwide filed their returns electronically last year. The BIR issued several regulations 

since 2002 requiring selected taxpayers to enroll, file their returns and pay taxes via the eFPS. 

 

April is the tax season in the Philippines. According to GMA news written by TJ Dimacali, dated 

April 13, 2015 entitled “BIR's online system is incompatible with half of all PHL computers, data 

shows”. As the April 15 deadline for income tax filings draws near, the BIR's Electronic Filing 

and Payment System (eFPS) and Electronic BIR Forms (eBIRForms)—meant to facilitate the 

bureau's transition to a paperless tax system—were met with heavy criticism.  Computer 

programmers and IT experts have also joined the fray, citing the system's numerous technical 

shortcomings. "I can't imagine the hassle that non-techies go through," says Ian Tabora, a self-

employed business owner and former IT faculty at De La Salle University. Among other stringent 

requirements, the eBIR Forms program can only be run on a computer running Windows Vista, 

Windows 7, or higher.  

 

Due to these series of events, the researcher’s study about the level of satisfaction of the eFPS by 

the Public Practitioner CPAs in Baguio City is considered timely. Another significance of this 

study is that the Bureau of Internal Revenue will be able to use the findings from this study to 

critically assess the level of satisfaction of CPAs on the eFPS and to take any adjustments to 

improve the system. 

 

This study is limited to Public Practitioner CPAs in Baguio City. The research will cover the 

opinion of the Public Practitioner CPAs in the features of the eFPS respectively. The researchers 

focus only in Electronic Filing and Payment System. 

 

 

Specifically, the research study sought answer to the following questions: 

1. What is the profile of the Public Practitioner CPAs in Baguio City 

a. Age 

b. Gender 

c. Length of years in taxation services 

d1. Number of years of using eFPS 
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d2. Banks used by the Public Practitioner CPAs for e-paying 

2. What is the level of satisfaction of Public Practitioner CPAs in using eFPS according to its 

following features such as: 

a. Convenience 

b. Interactive 

c. Self-validating 

d. Fast 

e. Availability 

f. Security 

g. Cost effective 

h. Easy 

3. Is there a significant difference in the level of satisfaction on the use of the eFPS when the 

respondent Public Practitioner CPAs are grouped according to profile? 

4. What are the reasons of dissatisfaction of the Public Practitioner CPAs in using the eFPS? 

5. On the Public Practitioner CPAs point of view, will eFPS improve the collection of taxes? 

 

Conceptual Framework 
 

The conceptual framework serves as the basis for the researchers in undertaking this study. In this 

study, the independent variable is the profile of Public Practitioner CPAs. 

Age as a factor to determine the level of satisfaction of the Public Practitioner CPAs can lead to a 

comparison of between an older and a younger generation Public Practitioner CPA.  Gender of the 

Public Practitioner CPAs as independent variable is based on the relationship between gender and 

perception, which was discussed in the article written by Gannon D. (2012), “How Men and 

Women Differ in the Workplace”.  

 

The length of years in taxation services refer to the number of years that the Public Practitioner 

CPA is into this area of public accounting practice.  Older CPA respondents might have a 

perspective comparing the manual filing and payment system to that of the latest application of 

the eFPS.  The number of years of using eFPS refers directly to the number of years that the Public 

Practitioner CPA has been using the eFPS. According to the eFPS website of the BIR, “The system 

(eFPs) is available online since June 1, 2001”.  It will be on its 14th year this coming June 2015. 

And the banks used by the CPAs for eFPS respectively refer to the preferred bank which the 

respondents prefer to use as a payment bank from among the BIR accredited banks. 

The banks used to pay taxes are only those banks that agree and undertake to abide and comply 

with all the requirements of the Bureau of Treasury (BTr). (Undertaking- AABs.2008) 

 

It is also important to recognize that every person has a unique frame of reference that includes all 

of the internal and external factors that affect behavior. Interpretation of their experiences is 

dependent on many factors not directly related to their immediate situation. It is important to 

recognize that values, beliefs and attitudes are important factors affecting perceptual process. The 

amount of energy we expend accomplishing a task is directly related our perception of its 

importance. This is significant in work environments. Unless employees perceive their job 

assignments as interesting and worth, while their level of effort is likely to be relatively low. 

(Otara, 2011) 
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In this study, the dependent variables are the level of satisfaction to the features of the eFPS such 

as: convenience, interactive, self-validating, fast, availability, security, cost effectiveness, easy. 

The dependent variables are affected by the profile of the Certified Public Accountants in Baguio 

City. 

 

The expected output that the researchers would like to know is the level of satisfaction of CPAs in 

Baguio City on the eFPS of the BIR; their reasons of dissatisfaction in using the system; their 

perception on possible areas of improvement of the eFPS. 

 

Research Design and Methodology 
The researchers used the descriptive method of research in gathering, analyzing and interpreting 

the information needed to come up with conclusions and solutions. A survey was administered to 

a specific population identified by the Philippine Institute of Certified Public Accountants 

(PICPA), Bureau of Internal Revenue (BIR), and Association of Certified Public Accountants in 

Public Practice (ACPAPP). 

 

The primary tool in obtaining data was floating questionnaires. The method of floating 

questionnaires was said to be the most applicable in measuring the opinions of the respondents. It 

delivered a significant data for the extent of obtaining the respondents’ opinion or view about the 

system.  

 

Population and Locale of the Study 

 

The respondents of the study focused on the Baguio-based Public Practitioner CPAs, and there 

limiting factors affecting the study in gathering the data: 

Only the number of CPAs were given and presented,  with no other information on where or who 

they are, also there was no update as to who were deceased, migrated, or retired. 

The research is within the area of Baguio-based CPAs only, representing just a small portion of 

the number in the list of PICPA Baguio-Benguet Chapter. Therefore the results of the study do not 

generalize the perception of all CPAs in the city. 

 

Data Gathering Procedures 
After some readings of related studies and literature, the researchers planned and framed the topic 

problems for this study together with the conceptual framework and the statement of the problem. 

Based on these ideas, the researchers started to formulate their draft questionnaire to be used for 

their study. They continuously reviewed their draft making reference to their statement of the 

problem and the conceptual framework. After some revisions, the researchers were able to present 

to their adviser a copy of the questionnaire.  

 

 

Treatment of Data 
For in depth analysis and interpretation of data, the following techniques were used: 

1. ANOVA - refers to analysis of variance and is a statistical procedure used to test the degree to 

which two or more groups vary or differ in an experiment. In most experiments, a great deal of 

variance or difference usually indicates that there was a significant finding from the 

research. (Analysis of Variance(ANOVA),n.d.,http://study.com/academy/lesson/analysis-of-
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variance-anova-examples-definition-application.html)  

2. Likert Scale - used to indicate the extent to which the respondents are satisfied or not satisfied 

with each statement by checking members from highly unsatisfactory to highly satisfactory where 

highly satisfactory is the highest and highly unsatisfactory is the lowest.  

 

Arbitrary 

Values 

Statistical 

Limits 

Description on the 

Level of Satisfaction 

5 4.20-5 Highly Satisfactory 

4 3.40-4.19 Satisfactory 

3 2.60-3.39 Neutral 

2 1.80-2.59 Unsatisfactory 

1 1-1.79 Highly Unsatisfactory 

 

 
Results and Discussion 

In this chapter, the researchers made their tabulation, analysis, presentation and interpretation of 

the data. The level of satisfaction of Public Practitioner CPAs in Baguio City in using Electronic 

Filing and Payment System of the Bureau of Internal Revenue in terms of its features such as 

convenience, interactive, self-validating, fast, availability, security, cost effectiveness, easy. 

Reasons of dissatisfactions of Public Practitioner CPAs in using the system and other factors are 

also discussed in this section. 

 

The following are the findings in the questionnaire conducted by the researchers grouped 

according to the study variables. Given are the weighted mean of each variable affecting the Public 

Practitioner CPAs and the average weighted mean for the study variable they represent. 

 

Table 1 shows the profile of the Public Practitioner CPAs in Baguio City. It can be seen from the 

table that the Public Practitioner CPAs belong to the younger generation aged 23-30 years old.  

They are usually female who are engaged in taxation services for less than 5 years and are using 

the eFPS of the BIR less than 1 year to 5 years.  There is preference for the Public Practitioner 

CPAs in Baguio City to use Union Bank or Security Bank as the paying bank.  
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Table 1: Profile of the Public Practitioner CPAs in Baguio City 
I.  Age Frequency Percentage 

23 years old – 30 years old 37 80.43% 
31 years old – 38 years old 2 4.35% 
39 years old – 46 years old 1 2.17% 
47 years old – 54 years old 1 2.17% 
55 years old – 62 years old 4 8.70% 
63 years old – 70 years old 1 2.17% 
Total 46 100% 

II.  Gender Frequency Percentage 
Male 18 39.13% 
Female 28 60.87% 
Total 46 100% 
III. Engagement in Taxation Services Frequency Percentage 

Engaged or currently in taxation services 40 86.96% 

Not engaged  in taxation services 6 13.04% 

Total 46 100% 

IV. No. of Years in Taxation Services Frequency % 

Less than 5 years 23 57.5% 

5 years – 10 years 11 27.5% 

More than 10 years 6 15% 

Total 40 100% 

V. Usage of the eFPS of the BIR Frequency % 

Using the eFPS 35 87.5 % 

Not using the eFPS 5 12.5 % 

Total 40 100% 

VI.  Number of Years Using 

      the eFPS 
Frequency % 

Less than 1 year 16 45.71% 

1 year – 5 years 15 42.86% 

More than 5 years 4 11.43% 

Total 35 100% 

VII.  Banks Used in E-Paying Taxes Frequency % 

Development Bank of the Philippines (DBP) 2 5.56% 

Security Bank and Trust Co. 10 27.78% 

Union Bank 11 30.56% 

Bank of the Philippine Islands (BPI) 9 25% 

China Banking Corporation (CBC) 4 11.11% 

Land Bank of the Philippines (LBP); 

Philippine National Bank (PNB); Philippine 

Veterans Bank (PVB), Eastwest Unibank, 

Bank of Commerce (BOC), RCBC Securities, 

Inc., United  Coconut Planters Bank (UCPB), 

Philippine Bank of Communications 

(PBCOM) 

- 0 

Total 36 100% 
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Table 2: Level of Satisfaction of the Public Practitioner CPAs in Baguio City on the Features 

of eFPS 

Variables Weighted Mean Description 

Convenience 4.30 Highly Satisfactory 

Interactive 4.10 Satisfactory 

Self-Validating 4.30 Highly Satisfactory 

Fast 3.80 Satisfactory 

Availability 4.20 Highly Satisfactory 

Security 4.20 Highly Satisfactory 

Cost effectiveness 3.90 Satisfactory 

Easy 4.00 Satisfactory 

Overall Average 4.10 Satisfactory 
 

Table 2 provides the information about the level of satisfaction of the respondents in using the 

Electronic Filing and Payment System of the BIR. Results show that in terms of convenience, self-

validating, availability and security the system is highly satisfactory with a weighted mean of 4.30, 

4.30, 4.20 and 4.20 respectively. In terms of interactive, fast, cost effective and easy the system is 

satisfactory with a weighted mean of 4.10, 3.80, 3.90, and 4.00 respectively. Overall, the system 

is satisfactory with an average weighted mean of 4.10.  Fast is rated satisfactory because it takes 

time to access the eFPS when there are many users accessing the system simultaneously. Also, 

according to the respondents, confirmation of the payment takes a long time for them to receive it. 

Cost effective is also rated satisfactory because users need to either change their operating system 

in order to be compatible with the eFPS or avail of the services of an internet café for an unknown 

number of hours to e-file and e-pay taxes. 

Easy is satisfactory because not all Public Practitioner CPAs are computer literate and some need 

to consult an IT specialist.  Lastly, interactive is considered satisfactory for the reason that the 

system does not respond quickly.   

 

Table 3: Differences in the Level of Satisfaction of the Public Practitioner CPAs when 

Grouped According to Age 

Variables F F crit Description 

Convenience 1.748 2.621 Not Significant 

Interactive 3.735 2.621 Significant 

Self-Validating 2.140 2.621 Not Significant 

Fast 3.123 2.621 Significant 

Availability 2.721 2.621 Significant 

Security 3.023 2.621 Significant 

Cost Effectiveness 2.116 2.621 Not Significant 

Easy 1.849 2.621 Not Significant 

 

Table 3 shows that when respondents are grouped according to age, their level of satisfaction 

concerning convenience, self-validating, security and easy has no significant difference. On the 
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other hand, their level of satisfaction concerning interactive, fast, availability, and security has 

significant differences. 

 

This means that the level of satisfaction on the features such as convenience, self-validating, cost 

effectiveness and easy is not affected whether they are old or young. Meanwhile, age of the 

respondents has an effect on their level of satisfaction on the systems features such as interactive, 

fast, availability and security. 

 

As for the other profiles such as Gender; Length of Years in Taxation Services, and Number of 

Years of using eFPS, it was noted that there were no significant differences. 

 

Table 4: Differences in the Level of Satisfaction of the Public Practitioner CPAs when 

Grouped According to Banks used for E-Paying Taxes 

Variables F F crit Description 

Convenience 1.025 1.899 Not Significant 

Interactive 1.591 1.899 Not Significant 

Self-Validating 1.512 1.899 Not Significant 

Fast 2.748 1.899 Significant 

Availability 1.591 1.899 Not Significant 

Security 1.550 1.899 Not Significant 

Cost Effectiveness 1.440 1.899 Not Significant 

Easy 1.406 1.899 Not Significant 
 

Table 4 shows that when respondents are grouped according to banks used for e-paying taxes, their 

level of satisfaction concerning convenience, interactive, self-validating, availability, security, cost 

effectiveness, and easy has no significant differences. However, their level of satisfaction as to fast 

has a significant difference.  

Banks used in e-paying has an effect on the level of satisfaction on the fast feature of the eFPS. 

This is because the speed of e-payment confirmation varies from bank to bank. 
 

Table 5: Reason of Dissatisfaction of the Public Practitioner CPAs in Baguio City in Using 

the eFPS 
 

Reasons of Dissatisfaction % 

I need an IT Specialist to do the filing and/or payment 15.15% 

It cost more expenses 27.27% 

Difficult to use 12.12% 

Not User Friendly 12.12% 

Time Consuming 33.33% 

Total 100% 
 

Table 6 provides information about the reasons of dissatisfaction of the respondents in using the 

Electronic Filing and Payment System. As it can be seen on the table above, the main reason of 

the respondents’ dissatisfaction is that eFPS is time consuming with a percentage of 33.33%. It is 

followed by “It cost more expenses” with a percentage of 27.27%. 

Respondents say that it is time consuming because it is not fast enough in confirming the users’ 
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transaction. They also say that most of the time they cannot access the system and they are waiting 

for midnight or dawn just to e-file and e-pay taxes rapidly.  

EFPS cost more expenses since they need to have handy laptop so they can access the system 

anytime and anywhere. It is also necessary for them to have a speedy internet connection. 
 

Table 6: Perception of the Public Practitioner CPAs in Baguio City on the Improvement of 

Collection of Taxes due to the Use of eFPS 

Improvement of Collection of Taxes due to use eFPS Frequency % 

Yes 33 70% 

No 13 30% 

Total 46 100% 
 

Table 6 provides the number of respondents who think the use of the eFPS will bring an 

improvement in the collection of taxes. As shown on the table above, 33 out of 46 respondents or 

70% of the total respondents think that eFPS will improve the collection of taxes while 13 

respondents are still in doubt that using eFPS can improve the collection of taxes. 

 

Table 8: Reasons Why Electronic Filing and Payment System Will Improve the Collection 

of Taxes of Bureau of Internal Revenue 

Variables % 

Convenience 16.42% 

Interactive 10.45% 

Self-Validating 14.18% 

Fast 8.21% 

Availability 17.16% 

Security 12.69% 

Cost Effectiveness 11.19% 

Easy 9.70% 

Total 100% 

 

Table 8 provides the information about the reasons why respondents think that eFPS will improve 

tax collection.  According to the respondents, it is the feature of Availablity, followed by 

Convenience, Self Validating and Security that can increase tax collection. 

 

Table 9: Reasons Why Electronic Filing and Payment System Will Not Improve the 

Collection of Taxes of Bureau of Internal Revenue 
 

Reasons % 

I need an IT Specialist to do the filing and/or payment. 20% 

It cost more expenses 25% 

Difficult to use 15% 

Not User Friendly 15% 

Time Consuming 25% 

Total 100% 
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Table 9 provides the information about the reasons why respondents think that eFPS will not 

improve the collection of taxes of BIR. As shown on the table above, the main reason of the 

respondents is that the system is time consuming and it cost more expenses with both percentages 

of 25%. 

 

This is followed by the reason that they need an IT specialist to do the filing and/or payment with 

a percentage of 20. This is because not all Public Practitioner CPAs are computer literate.   

 

Conclusions  
The level of satisfaction of Public Practitioner CPAs in using the eFPS were measured using the 

variables which are the features of the system such as convenience, interactive, self-validating, 

fast, availability, security, cost effectiveness, and easy.  Based on the findings gathered in this 

study the researchers draw the following conclusions: 

 

Majority of Public Practitioner CPAs in Baguio City belong to the young age group, they are 

generally female and had been in Tax Practice for less than one year to five years.  Majority of the 

respondents use the EFPS and so far they are satisfied using the EFPS.  It was also noted that when 

the respondents are grouped according to age, there level of satisfaction would differ.  Generally, 

the respondents believe that the use of the EFPS can improve tax collection due to its features on 

Availability and Convenience. 
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Will access to information on political dynasties alter voting behavior? Evidence from a 

Philippine youth voting experiment 

 

by Gladys Navarro, Tristan A. Canare and Ronald U. Mendoza 

Saint Louis University  

 

Many young democracies are characterized by the proliferation of political dynasties, i.e. elected 

politicians from the same clan spanning across time and across different elected positions. In the 

Philippines, there has been growing concern that political dynasties are on the rise, as more elected 

officials hail from political clans. Lack of information on political dynasties could be a potential 

reason behind this. Using a randomized control trial framework, this paper seeks to evaluate the 

impact of young voters’ access to information on political dynasties (i.e. the socioeconomic 

correlates of this phenomenon) vis-à-vis their voting choices for top local government positions 

and the Senate in the Philippines. The two main delivery systems for the information are: a) a five-

minute cartoon highlighting the main findings of a study on political dynasties in the Philippine 

Congress; and b) a lecture by one of the co-authors of that study.  

 

This paper finds some evidence that the lecture and the cartoon had an effect in terms of reducing 

votes for dynasties. Second, the lecture has a much greater impact than the cartoon in terms of its 

estimated effect on the voting preference of the participants. The study findings suggest that access 

to information on political dynasties has potentially large effects on electoral outcomes, should the 

result hold for a large share of young voters. Based on a simplified illustration, the lecture on 

political dynasties could potentially result in about less than half a million fewer votes for dynastic 

politicians for the top senate spot; and up to five million less votes for dynastic senatorial 

candidates for the 12 slots. Again, it should be emphasized that this is a mere illustration and not 

a projection of effects on actual elections. Nevertheless, the results are compelling in their potential 

magnitude, should these estimates hold true for the larger youth population. 
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The business regulatory environment in selected countries: Determining the relationship 

between business regulations and the creation of new corporations 

 

Leah Alvino Macatangay 

De La Salle University 

 

Introduction 

 

Entrepreneurship has been described as a driver of economies.  Its role in spurring economic 

growth and development; launching of new concepts , products and services;  cultivating 

innovation; creating employment; and others has  been extolled.  Hence, ways to promote 

entrepreneurship have been sought.  Part of this search for nurturing and fostering entrepreneurial 

activity includes identifying the determinants of entrepreneurship.  Among the determinants is the 

business environment, particularly the business regulatory environment, that has a great potential 

in promoting the creation of new business or corporations.  This paper aims to identify the possible 

relationship between certain business regulations with the creation of, or particularly, the 

registration of new corporations. 

 

 

Statement of the Problem 

 

The problem can be stated thus:  What are the relationships, if any, between and among the 

existence of business regulations, such as an electronic business registry, electronic distribution of 

data, and the compulsory registration of financial statements, with the creation of new 

corporations, as well as the total number of corporations?  Conversely, it can be stated thus: how 

do the existence of business regulations, such as electronic business registry, electronic distribution 

of data, and the compulsory of financial statements influence the creation of new corporations, as 

well as the total number of corporations? 

 

 

Objectives of the Study 

The objective of the study is to try to determine the relationship of nationally imposed business 

regulations on the creation of new corporations, in selected  countries.  These business regulations 

can be represented by the existence of an electronic business registry, electronic distribution of 

data, and the compulsory registration of financial statements.  The number of new corporations, as 

well as the total number of corporations is obtained.   

 

In particular, the paper tries to determine if there are significant differences in the number of new 

corporations created in 2005 as well as the total number of corporations in that year,  in selected  

countries, based on the  countries' use of e-registry, e-distribution, compulsory registration of 

financial statements.  

 

 

Scope and Limitations 

The researcher worked with a previous collection of data that collated information from 70  

countries, located in several regions:  Latin America and the Caribbean, East Asia and the Pacific, 
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Europe and Central Asia, Middle East, South America and Sub-Sahara Africa, and the 

Developed/High Income countries.  However, due to the incompleteness of data from some 

countries, eight countries were not included in the list, leaving only 62 countries considered in the 

final data set. 

 

A limitation of the study is that the dependent variables, the number of total corporations in 2005, 

and the number of new corporations in 2005, did not satisfy the tests for normality, using the 

Kolmogorv-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilks test statistics, as well as the tests for equality of variance, 

using the Box M Test and the Levene’s Test.  Possible remedial measures included taking the 

logarithmic, square root, or inverse  of the dependent variables. These steps require a trial & error 

procedure until both normality and equality of variance tests are satisfied. 

 

 

Review of Related Literature 

 

Joseph Schumpeter defined entrepreneurship as “the assumption of risk and responsibility in 

designing and implementing a business strategy or starting a business” (Schumpeter 1911). J. W. 

Gough stated that entrepreneurship “refers to a person who undertakes and operates a new 

enterprise or venture, and assumes some accountability for the inherent risks” (Gough, 1969). The 

Global Entrepreneurship Monitor defines entrepreneurship as, “ any attempt at new business or 

new venture creation such as self-employment, a new business organization, or the expansion of 

an existing business by a team of individuals or established business.” (Harding, 2002).  For 

practitioners, entrepreneurship has generally been viewed as the process of creating new wealth. 

More narrowly,  Klapper, et al (2010)  defined it as the activities of an individual or a group aimed 

at initiating economic activities in the formal sector under a legal form of business. 

 

Entrepreneurship has been identified as contributing greatly to economic growth and development, 

as well as competition, although some authors have questioned the direction of the causality:  

whether entrepreneurship leads to high economic growth, or if highly developed economies lead 

to entrepreneurial activity (Tang and Koveos, 2004).  However, researchers have commented on 

how business entry and density rates are significantly related to country lead indicators of 

economic development and growth, quality of legal and regulatory environment, ease of access to 

finance, and prevalence of informality (Klapper et. al., 2010). It is important to understand 

determinants, which are conditions that favor business start-ups, and which hamper them.  

Reynolds, et. al, (1994) identify seven key entrepreneurial process underlying new firm start up, 

and among them is government policies, which include the business regulatory framework. A 

strong regulatory framework is considered a determinant of entrepreneurship, on the condition that 

economic initiatives have enough space to flourish (World Bank, Doing Business Survey, 2009).  

Klapper, et al (2010) also state that their findings show that the business environment, particularly 

ease of starting a business and political corruption – remain significant indicators of total firm 

registration.  They suggest improvements in tax, regulatory, and governance environment have a 

relationship with growth of registered businesses.  The Global Entrepreneurship Monitor’s (GEM) 

main objective is to determine the kind of policies that may enhance the national level of 

entrepreneurial activities.  Among the nine entrepreneurship framework conditions it has, 

government policies and government programs are top most in the list.  Aligned with its conceptual 

model, the GEM states that a nation’s level of entrepreneurial activity is the result of its 
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population’s assessments of entrepreneurial opportunities and their entrepreneurial potential.  

These two factors are influenced by both specific entrepreneurial framework conditions and 

general national framework conditions (Global Entrepreneurship Monitor Website, 2012). 

 

The World Bank publication, “Doing Business Report” contains an “ease of doing business index” 

which measures the relative strength of the regulatory environment as conducive to the operation 

of business (Doing Business Report, 2009). Related studies had shown that a negative and 

significant relationship between the ease of starting a business with entry rates, and new firm 

density rates per country.  Another finding is that barriers to starting a business are significantly 

and negatively correlated with business density and the entry rate.  For example, the fewer 

procedures required in business registration and the shorter the number of days it takes to start a 

business, the greater the number of registered firms, and the higher the entry rate.  (Klapper, et al., 

2010). 

 

Business registries have been defined as a mechanism to try to guarantee that businesses comply 

with current regulations, and make this information available to the public. The amount of 

information required to register varies across countries. However, in general, information is 

collected during both  the incorporation/ registration process and the life of the business. For 

instance, at the time of registration, firms are generally required to report the list of shareholders 

and managing directors, the main industrial activity, proof of payment of taxes and fees, and proof 

of compliance with applicable business regulations. On an annual basis, many countries require 

firms to report balance sheet and profit/loss accounts and changes in employment. Furthermore, 

during the course of the business life, firms are often required to report any changes in share 

capital, mergers or acquisitions, and insolvency or liquidation proceedings.   (Klapper, et. al. , 

2010). 

 

Case-based evidence haS shown that government policy in the areas of taxation and enforcement 

can have a large impact on business registration.  In a study conducted by Kappler et al (2010) 

among 76 countries, some results include the following:  1)  entry rates are more related to the 

business environment and governance;    2) large and significant relationships exists between 

business density, entry rates, and entry per capita; 3) entry rates are significantly related to better 

governance;  4)  entry per capita is significantly related to the number of entry procedures, access 

to finance and economic development;  5)  entry is inversely related to entry procedures.  These 

findings underscore the importance of the business environment in formal private sector 

development and growth. 

 

Many governments have made it easier for entrepreneurs to start a new firm by deregulating and 

automating the registration process.  Some documented cases are Mexico and Russia, where 

legislative reforms to the registration process have been shown to increase entry and small business 

employment. An example of a legislative reform is the e-registration system. Automating the 

registration process also helps provide lenders, suppliers, and customers greater access to 

information on the financial health, management, and ownership of registered firms, which 

encourages greater access to financing and growth (Klapper, et al, 2010). Even in emerging 

countries, business registration has been given priority.  For instance, among the effort of Bosnia 

and Herzegovina to address the challenge of promoting entrepreneurship and enterprise 

development as it emerged from war, was to prioritize some initiatives such as the creation of a 
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state level organization with an enterprise development brief, the business simplification reforms 

such as the target of 15 days for business registration, and a greater degree of tax harmonization 

(Bosnia and Herzegovina Enterprise Policy Performance Assessment, 2003). 

 

In order to assess the different degrees of modernization of business registries, the survey collected 

information on the availability of electronic registration, which broadly includes the automation 

and computerization of local registrars, the ability to register over the Internet, and the electronic 

distribution of data via the Internet. However, this does not necessarily include on- line 

authentication or integration of e- government services.  

 

A deep disparity can be found between industrialized and developing countries. While on average, 

only 32 percent of developing countries have implemented an electronic registry, more than 80 

percent of the industrialized countries have already achieved complete automation. However, in 

most regions, over 60 percent of countries make registrar information available over the Internet. 

This discrepancy might be explained by the fact that electronic distribution is less expensive and 

less difficult to implement and does not require electronic signature or security laws or complex 

e- government platforms (Klapper, et. al, 2010). 

 

Another finding on the impact of e-registration on the ease of doing business reveals that countries 

with e-registration tend to have shorter incorporation time frames, less bureaucratic red tape and 

cheaper procedures.    Another impact is that e-registration results in a higher entry rate for 

countries that have them, as compared to countries that do not have them.  Cases on Guatemala , 

Sri Lanka, and Jordan have shown that these nations had more than 30% increase in new firm 

density rates after full implementation of e-registration.   

 

Correlated to this study is the finding of the World Bank Group Entrepreneurship Snapshot  

(WBGES) 2010 that business registry modernization provides a more favorable business 

environment for starting a business, and facilitates the business registration process.  Another 

report states that the average new entry density was highest in countries with complete business 

registration online.  Countries with remote registration (internet, phone or one-stop-shop) require 

30% less time to start a business and costs are reduced by 50 %. (Klapper,  WBGES 2009). 

 
 

Conceptual Framework 

The conceptual framework for this study is depicted thus: 
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Table 1    : Conceptual Framework 

 

The possible propositions are: 

 

 The existence of an e-registry has a positive effect on the creation of new corporations. 

 The existence of an e-registry has a positive effect on the total number of corporations. 

 The existence of e-distribution has a positive effect on the creation of new corporations. 

 The existence of e-distribution has a positive effect on the total number of  corporations. 

 The compulsory registration of financial statements has a positive effect on the creation of new 

corporations. 

 The compulsory registration of financial statements has a positive effect on the total number 

of corporations. 

 The existence of an e-registry and of e-distribution has a positive effect on the creation of new 

corporations. 

 The existence of an e-registry and of e-distribution has a positive effect on the total number of 

corporations. 

 The existence of an e-registry and the compulsory registration of financial statements have a 

positive effect on the creation of new corporations. 
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 The existence of an e-registry and the compulsory registration of financial statements have a 

positive effect on the total number of corporations. 

 The existence of e-distribution and the compulsory registration of financial statements have a 

positive effect on the creation of new corporations. 

 The existence of e-distribution and the compulsory registration of financial statements have a 

positive effect on the total number of corporations. 

 The existence of an e-registry and  e-distribution and the compulsory registration of financial 

statements have a positive effect on the creation of new corporations. 

 The existence of an e-registry and e-distribution and the compulsory registration of financial 

statements have a positive effect on the total number of corporations. 

The Research Hypotheses 

 

Five research hypotheses are derived from the various possible propositions: 

H1: The number of new corporations created in countries with e-registry will differ from those in 

countries without e-registry. 

H2:  The number of new corporations created in countries with both e-registry and e-distribution 

will differ from that of countries without both. 

H3:  The number of new corporations in countries with both e-registration and compulsory 

registration of financial statements will differ from those in countries without both. 

H4:  The number of new corporations in countries with e-registration, e-distribution, and 

compulsory registration of financial statements will differ from those in countries without all three, 

or without two of the three regulations. 

H5:  The total number of corporations in countries with e-distribution will differ from countries 

without e-distribution. 

 

 

Methodology 

 

The independent variables are three:  the existence of an e-registry, the existence of e-

distribution, and compulsory registration of financial statements.  The independent variables are 

two:  new corporations and total number of corporations in 2005.  The variables refer to a 

selected set of 62 countries in 2005. 

 

Independent Variables Group n Group n 

e-registry Exists 33 Does not exist 29 

e-distribution Exists 47 Does not exist 15 

Compulsory registration 

of FS 

Exists 44 Does not exist 18 

Table  2   :  Independent Variables 

 

Previous OECD data that was collected from among selected countries, was used.  The final data 

set contains information from 62 countries.  The technique used was Three Way Multivariate 

Analysis of Variance or MANOVA .  This test is ideal since it is a dependence technique that 

explores how independent variables influence some patterning of response on the dependent 

variables. Also, the dependent variables are quantitative or metric, while the independent variables 
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are qualitative or non-metric, which are consistent with the requirements of MANOVA.   

 

The Statistica Program was used to run the data, specifying the interactions as well as main effects.  

First, the statistical significance among groups was assessed, using four tests:  Wilk’s Lambda, 

Pillai’s Criterion,  Roy’s Greatest Characteristic Root, and Hotelling’s Trace. The difference 

between the four measures is the way in which  they combine the dependent variables in order 

examine the amount of variance in the data. Wilks’ lambda demonstrates the amount of variance 

accounted for in the dependent variable by the independent variable; the smaller the value, the 

larger the difference between the groups being analyzed. Pillai's  Trace is considered the most 

reliable of the multivariate measures and offers the greatest protection against Type I errors with 

small sample sizes. The Hotelling-Lawley Trace is generally converted to the Hotelling’s T-

square. Hotelling’s T is used when the independent variable forms two groups and represents the 

most significant linear combination of the dependent variables. Roy’s largest root, also known as 

Roy’s largest eigenvalue, is calculated in a similar fashion to Pillai's trace except it only considers 

the largest eigenvalue. (Multivariate Analysis of Variance, Sage Publications Website). 

  

Second, since significant interactions were identified, the Post Hoc Methods were deployed, 

specifically the Scheffe Test as well as the Tukey’s Extension of the Fisher Least Significant 

Difference (LSD) Test.  These tests give the mean difference between each group and a p value to 

indicate whether the two groups differ significantly. The Scheffe test uses the F distribution rather 

than the t distribution of the LSD tests and is considered more conservative. (Multivariate Analysis 

of Variance, Sage Publications Website). 

 

Finally, the effect of the independent variables were determined, based on the derived groups that 

were indicated by the Scheffe Test, and comparing the means of the groups. 

 

III. Findings 

A. Descriptive Statistics 

Variables Cases Mean Minimum Maximum Std. Dev. 

Total 

Corporations 

62 517,269.1 1,000 5,515,600 984334.8 

New Corporations 62 48,944.4 23 676,830 109310.7 

 

Table 3: Descriptive Statistics 

 

 

 

 

B. Assumptions 

The assumptions that have to be satisfied for the use of MANOVA are independence, equality of 

variance, and normality.    The independence of observations was established, using the Durbin 

Watson statistic.  For the equality of variance-covariance matrices for all groups, the results of the 

Bartlett’s Test and Levene’s Test indicated that the variances are not equal.  The Box M Test could 
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not be performed.  For the test for normality of the two quantitative variables using Kolgomorov-

Smirnov and Shapiro Wilks test statistics, results showed that both variables did not follow a 

normal distribution. 

 

C. Manova Tests 

Performance  

Measure 

Significant Effects F- Value p-Value 

Creation of New 

Corporations 

e-registry*e-distribution 3.453375 0.038923 

e-registry*compulsory registration 

of financial statements 

3.522610 0.036613 

e-registry*e-

distribution*compulsory 

registration of financial statements 

3.363584 0.042146 

Table  4  : MANOVA Results for Creation of New Corporations 

 

 E-registry*e-distribution 

The four multivariate tests of significance had shown that this interaction is significant at 

α =.05, for the creation of new corporations and this finding is summarized in Table 4, above.  The 

post hoc method, particularly the Scheffe test shows that there are differences between the number 

of new corporations created, with respect to the groups created from the interaction between having 

e-registration and having e-distribution. 

With respect to the number of new corporations created in 2005, countries without e-

registry and without e-distribution, are the statistically the same as countries with e-registry and 

with e-distribution, as well as countries with only e-distribution.  However, they are different from 

countries which have only e-registry.  Countries in this latter group have a significantly greater 

number of new corporations in 2005.  It seems that countries which have only e-registry regulation 

have significantly more new corporations registered than those that have both regulations or no 

regulations at all or only e-distribution. 

 E-registry*compulsory registration of financial statements 

The four multivariate tests of significance had shown that this interaction is significant at 

α =.05, and this is summarized above, in Table 4.  However, the Scheffe test revealed that the 

groupings formed from the interaction of e-registration and compulsory registration of financial 

statements are statistically the same.  Using another test, however, the Tukey’s extension of the 

Fisher Least Significant Difference,  shows the groupings that are statistically different.  Tukey’s 

LSD may be more reliable, in this case, since it is less affected by violations of normality, than the 

Scheffe test. 

Tukey’s LSD showed that countries with e-registration but no compulsory registration of 

financial statements are statistically different with those that have compulsory registration of 

financial statements but no e-registration; have both; or have neither.  The countries with only e-

registry enforced tend to have a statistically greater number of new corporations registered in 2005. 

 E-registration*e-distribution*compulsory registration of financial statements 

The four multivariate tests showed  that  this interaction is significant at α = .05.  The Scheffe test 
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showed that two sets of countries, whose number of new corporations registered for 2005, are 

statistically different.  The first set of countries has these combinations of business regulations:  

 

Combination of 

business regulations 

e-registration e-distribution Compulsory 

registration of 

financial statements 

A Exist Do not exist Exist 

B Do not exist Do not exist Exist 

C Do not exist Exist Do not exist 

D Do not exist Do not exist Exist 

E Exist Exist Exist 

 

Table 5   :  First set of specific combinations of business regulations 

 

The second set of countries has these combinations of business regulations: 

 

Combination of 

business regulations 

e-registration e-distribution Compulsory 

registration of 

financial statements 

F Exist Exist Do not exist 

G Do not exist Exist Exist 

H Exist Do not exist Do not exist 

 

Table 6:  Second set  of specific combinations of business regulations 

 

The Scheffe test shows that countries that belong in the second set have significantly more new 

corporations in 2005 than the countries in the first set. 

 

D. Univariate Tests 

Using univariate tests deploying ANOVA, the results show no significance for any of the 

independent variables – e-registry, e-distribution, and compulsory registration of financial 

statements – with the creation of new corporations, and the total number of corporations. 

 

 

Discussion 

 

The results from the first two interactions seem to indicate the existence of a e-registry 

alone in certain countries results into a significantly greater number of new corporations, rather 

than in countries with e-registry combined with e-distribution and compulsory registration of 

financial statements in various ways, or without it at all.  The findings seem to indicate a great 

positive relationship of the existence of e-registry with the creation of, or more specifically, the 

registration of new corporations.  Looking at the countries which had e-registry but no e-

distribution, this comprised Botswana ( 7,301), Senegal (23) and the United States ( 676,830).  It 

can thus be seen that the great number of new corporations in the US greatly influenced the results.  

Inspecting the countries that had e-registry but no compulsory registration of financial statements 
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reveals this group of companies:  Botswana ( 7,301), Guatemala (4,251), Netherlands (116,000), 

Peru ( 33, 349) and the United States (676, 830).  The combined numbers of the United States and 

Netherlands greatly influenced the results. 

 

The third interaction’s findings show a mixed combination of e-registry, e-distribution and 

compulsory registration of financial statement, that result into significantly more new corporations.  

It is interesting to note, however, that one of the combinations shows that the presence of e-registry 

alone, without the other two business regulations, results into more new corporations.  This finding 

bolsters the results of the first two interactions and underscores the positive effect of the existence 

of  e-registry  on the registration of new corporations.  Looking at the countries that have the three 

combinations of regulations results into this set:  Guatemala (4251), Netherlands (116,000), 

Armenia (9667), Bangladesh (5328), Georgia (5037), Lithuania (4507), Russia (446,605), Serbia 

( 14,608), Turkey (86,900), Ukraine (28,716), and the United States (676,830).  The combined 

number of new corporations in  Russia, Netherlands, and the United States  influenced the mean 

for this set, resulting into a significantly greater number of companies. 

 

The Research Hypotheses 

 

With respect to H1 ( The number of new corporations created in countries with e-registry 

will differ from those in countries without e-registry), the findings partly upheld the first 

hypothesis, indicating that the number of new corporations that had only e-registry were more than 

all other combinations.  But the existence of e-registry in combination with e-distribution and 

compulsory registration of financial statement did not necessarily result into more corporations, or 

significantly different number of corporations.  Hence, the results disproved this part of the 

hypothesis. 

The second hypothesis, H2 (The number of new corporations created in countries with both 

e-registry and e-distribution will differ from that of countries without both, was not upheld by the 

results.  As stated previously, the combination of e-registry with either or both other regulations 

did not result into more corporations, or significantly different number of corporations. 

Likewise, H3 (The number of new corporations in countries with both e-registration and 

compulsory registration of financial statements will differ from those in countries without both), 

was disproved by the results.  E-distribution and compulsory registration of financial statements, 

whether singly or in combination  did not result into significantly different number of new 

corporations. 

For H4 ( The number of new corporations in countries with e-registration, e-distribution, 

and compulsory registration of financial statements will differ from those in countries without all 

three, or without two of the three regulations), the cases cited – existence of all three regulations 

or two out of three regulations  - did not result into significantly different number of new 

corporations. 

Lastly, H5 (The total number of corporations in countries with e-distribution will differ 

from countries without e-distribution), was also disproved because the existence of  e-distribution 

singly or in combination with other regulations did not result into significantly different number 

of new corporations.  

Conclusion and Recommendation 

The conclusion that can be derived is that the existence of e-registry has a positive effect 

or promotes the creation or, or particularly the registration of new corporations.  The result, though 
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could have been skewed due to the large number of new corporations in the United States.  

However, if literature is to considered, e-distribution and compulsory registration of financial 

statements are more present and widespread among the countries and hence could have an effect 

of leveling the playing field.  Electronic, remote or e-registry, which is the business regulation that 

is least prevalent among the three, has been found to lessen the duration for registration and reduce 

the cost, hence facilitating the registration of business.  Hence, it can be considered the 

differentiator among the countries, which the findings support.  Aside from this, the fact that the 

United States has e-registry,  swayed the results towards this. 

E-registration can be recommended as an expedient way to improve the ease of doing 

business, particularly business registration.  This research proposes that its establishment in a 

country, is to be promoted to government, and should be an imperative for effective government 

policies and for creating a progressive business regulatory framework that promotes 

entrepreneurship activity.  Since the business environment is an established determinant of 

entrepreneurship, government s should spare no effort to install a business registry, particularly an 

electronic or remote business registry, to give a boost to the creation and registration of new 

corporations.  The growth of business start-ups will contribute to economic growth, development, 

and competition, as most studies and empirical data have shown. 
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Overseas Filipino Workers’ (OFWs) remittances: Contributions and implications to the 

Philippine economy 

 

Ferdinand T. Abocejo 

Cebu Normal University 

 

The remittances of Overseas Filipino Workers' (OFWs) have been providing substantial financial 

source for the Philippines’ dollar reserves which are crucial for the country’s financial stability 

and as impetus for economic development. This study examined the contributions and implications 

of the OFW on the Philippine economy at the macro- and microeconomic levels and how these 

remittances contribute to economic growth and development. The research employed a data 

mining technique utilizing secondary data from the World Bank and some Philippine agencies 

which were subjected to statistical analysis. Charts and descriptive statistical analysis were 

generated to portray salient patterns and trends. The findings revealed that dollar remittances of 

OFWs have sustained the Philippines international reserves at substantial level essentially keeping 

the economy stable and the Philippine peso currency strong in recent years. The sustained dollar 

reserves safeguard the country from external shocks, downplay its reliance on foreign savings, and 

provide more currency for imports payments and external debt servicing.  The remittances also 

provide indispensable contributions to inclusive economic growth with direct reach to the Filipino 

masses through augmenting the purchasing power of remittances’ recipients. Moreover, they 

provide necessary sources for human capital development being channeled straight to the 

households which indispensably used them for food, health, shelter and education payments 

augmenting consumer spending and improving economic welfare. OFW rremittances were on the 

rise by more than ten percent per year until 2014, a very welcome development by the Philippine 

government which is in dire need for dollar currency inflows. As a matter of fact, every OFW 

remittance ascertains sustained inflows of dollar currency. Sending of Filipino workers abroad in 

response to the rising labor demands is ever viewed as a positive development because of the 

burgeoning number of labor supply which cannot be locally employed.  However, there are 

skepticism that this labor export practice could encourage government’s lackluster from concretely 

ruling out real policy reforms supportive to improving the domestic economy thereby lessen 

overseas employment needs. For some years, local job generation rate saw declining trend while 

overseas placement reached more than ten million Filipinos downplaying the real scenario of 

inequilibrium between local employment supply and job generation performance. Nonetheless, 

OFW remittances fundamentally address the Philippines' tangible need for dollar reserves and 

imply financial stability vital for economic growth and development.  

 

Keywords:   Overseas Filipino workers (OFWs), remittances, financial sustainability, multiple 

regression analysis, Philippines 

 


